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Preface 
 

The idea of a study of the medieval sublime has gestated since a number of 

colleagues formulated it in the 2010 publication, Magnificence and the Sublime in the Middle 

Ages. We understood the medieval sublime as an idea applicable to medieval aesthetics 

broadly: literature, music, architecture and sculpture.  

My original hope was to write an aesthetic of the sublime that ranged over all those 

areas, leaving the details to footnotes, or putting them aside. However, the details took 

charge and forced a more limited concept. While, in making laws and contracts, the devil 

is in the details, as the saying goes, in philology the devil is in the lack of details. Details 

are the philologist’s angels. The angels in the details drew me more powerfully than my 

original vision of a monograph in broad-brush. Time was running out, and I held to the 

subject that seemed rewarding and manageable. What remains of that original 

conception, besides the conviction that it is a promising and doable project, is the regular 

reference of medieval ideas of the sublime to ancient and post-medieval in the following 

chapters. The overlap is wide-stretched and striking. 

The essays in Magnificence worked towards the sublime as a concept especially 

manifested in the culture of the Middle Ages. The authors drew on the work of the writer 

who by common agreement (not textual certainty) is known as “Longinus.” His 

fragmentary tract, Peri hypsous, had become the defining voice of the sublime, applicable 

to works and periods that knew nothing of this work. Magnificence and the Sublime took 

Longinus and commentary on Longinus as one informing theoretical voice, though the 

reliance on his work was much debated and criticized. The closer I looked at the subject, 

the clearer the distinction of medieval from classical sublime became. This book leans 

heavily on the idea of a Judeo-Christian sublime. What medieval authors received and 

used from classical Roman Latin writings is minimal compared to the language of 

sublimity appropriated and adapted from the Old Testament. The poetry, prophecy and 
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wisdom literature of the Old Testament were among the major inspiring sources for the 

poetic language of the medieval sublime. Locating sublimity in Hebrew writings in 

contrast to classical is not a new idea. It had some vogue in the eighteenth century. Its 

neglect in the following centuries is a feature of the history of sublime expression worth 

studying in itself. 

Since Medieval authors did not know Longinus and did not imitate a classical 

sublime, it seemed possible to modern critics to deny the existence of a sublime style in 

the Middle Ages. This conviction was well diagnosed by James Porter: “They were 

looking in the wrong places.” 

Closely tied to literary style are the emotions associated with sublime expression 

and experience. The poetics of elevated language are inseparable from the enthusiasm 

and exhilaration inspired by the ideas and thoughts that medieval authors treated. The 

sensitivity to, the awareness of the sublime as a mode of medieval writings, is at work to 

a greater or lesser degree every time a grand idea or a grand topic inspired elevated 

representation. The spectrum of experience of the sublime, reaching across author, 

subjects of the texts, and readers or viewers or listeners, constitutes the elements of that 

sensibility.  

Anything in this book approaching a unifying concept or definition of the sublime 

has developed from works analyzed. I propose a model of sublime experience starting 

from texts and passages from Christian Latin writings that show extraordinary, powerful 

and emotive forms of expression. I have chosen texts well known to me, which means I 

favored the twelfth century. Other readers would have chosen other texts. My choices are 

far from aiming at a comprehensive view. There are good reasons to devote individual 

chapters to patristic writers and to the Carolingian age; good reason also to pursue the 

topic to the end of the Middle Ages. The sublime in vernacular literature is touched on 

with chapters on romantic love, on Gottfried von Strassburg’s Tristan, and comments on 

Dante. The sublime of heroic poetry in the vernacular is a rich topic, not dealt with here. 

My title The Sense of the Sublime, marks a critical position that both does and does 

not orient to the human senses as the organs of reception and response to the aesthetic 

experience. Mary Carruthers introduces her book The Experience of Beauty in the Middle 
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Ages, with the premise “that medieval aesthetic experience is bound into human 

sensation and that human knowledge is sense-derived.” There is also a kind of aesthetic 

experience that starts from the senses and moves beyond. Of course, art, literature, music, 

are seen, felt, heard. But any experience of art or nature that could be called sublime rises 

out of that stage of sensual perception. The most encompassing mode I can name for 

perceiving the sublime is “sense,” the sense of a thing, to sense something.  

From things perceived by the senses, one intuits things evoked and suggested. A 

person on trial waiting for the verdict can sense the outcome; the jury’s posture and 

mood, not any direct expression, suggests it. Something perceived through a hindering 

medium is “sensed.” A person walking in the dark or fog senses danger without seeing 

it. In every instance of sublimity in a phrase, poem, artwork, or experience, there is a 

medium. Light is common. So is sound. Sunrise and sunset; clouds; darkness; the 

vastness of mountains and the depth of the ocean; thunder; music. Veils are a prominent 

trope: the sublime “veils forms in an excess of light,” suggesting a presence “concealed 

in its own shining” (Dante). Turner’s late paintings tend to be bursts of light obscuring 

and blurring objects. The viewer of Caspar David Friedrich’s The Wanderer over the Sea of 

Fog has the imagination stirred by what is hidden under the fog, not or not only, by 

mountains in the distance. If these things arouse the urge to find the mystery behind the 

veil, it is not because of what they mean, but because of what they suggest. That quality 

of the mind which is activated by something felt as present but not perceived, unknown 

and numinous, is the receptor that senses also greater unseen realities. 

By The Sense of the Sublime, I avoid the more blunt, The Sublime, with its implied 

offer of an experience reduceable to a concept. Likewise, I avoid the term “meaning of 

the sublime.” It reduces the way a perception bears and conveys meaning. The 

“meaning” of the sublime is better described as a “sensation,” the receptive mind-set a 

sensibility. To sense a phenomenon means to activate a mental activity more intuitive 

than critical. A sublime that is sensed, not explained, moves the term out of a 

hermeneutics of meaning, logic, rationality, and into areas of perception beyond those 

pillars of western philosophical and critical thought. One senses the sublime; one does 

not perceive it. The many problems of conceptualizing the experience, making analytical 
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tools to make its nature precise, clarifying its meaning, derive from that quality of the 

sublime.  

My treatment leaves much room for a broader more stringently conceptualized 

treatment that deserves, more than mine, the title “The Medieval Sublime.” I hope in 

some degree to have satisfied curiosity about rhetorical practices and human sensibilities 

in the Middle Ages that produced and responded to the grandeur of a subject. I hope that 

my readings will stir up reflection on the wide range of meaning in that phrase “the sense 

of the sublime.” 
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Reflections on the Sublime 

from The Sense of the Sublime in the Middle Ages (=SSMA) 
—and Elsewhere 

 
 

This collection of reflections on the sublime contains mainly material cited and 
discussed in SSMA. It is meant as a provocation to readers to read ideas of the sublime 
out of this raw material. The only organization in the following texts is chronological. 
Regard them as pieces of a conceptual puzzle, more challenging intellectually than 
crossword or jigsaw, and I hope more rewarding. It will make the concept less 
troublesome, even if at this point it leaves to the readers the job of puzzling out unifying 
ideas for themselves. Diverse as they are, they comment on a single subject 
 
 
 
 

1. Our ideas often pass beyond the limits that confine us.  
—Longinus, On the Sublime 

 
2. The effect of sublimity is not to persuade the audience, but to transport them out of 

themselves. Invariably what inspires wonder with its power of amazing us, always prevails 
over what is merely persuasive and pleasing. 
—Longinus, On the Sublime 

 
3. Let the mind be uplifted by the sublimity of the heroic poems, and inspired and filled with 

the highest principles by the greatness of their theme. 
—Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory 

 
4. The grand style [is like] the river that can roll rocks along, ‘scorns bridges’ and creates its 

own banks. It will carry the judge away with its mighty torrent however much he resists; it 
will force him to go wherever it takes him.  An orator like this will even raise the dead…  He 
will almost bring the gods down from heaven to meet and talk with him…  He will inspire 
anger and pity. When he speaks the judge will turn pale, weep, let himself be dragged through 
the whole range of emotions. He will follow the speaker now in one direction, now in another 
and never feel the need to be given the facts. 
—Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory 

 
5. [Entering into the recesses of my mind] I could see, so far as I could see anything with my 

poor soul’s vision, something beyond my soul’s vision, and beyond my mind, an always-
unfailing light –not the light common to all our physical vision, nor simply like that but on a 
grander scale, as if it just got brighter and brighter, till nothing else could be seen.  It was 
nothing of that sort. No, it was of some other, some far different sort—not a thing layered 
above my mind, as oil floats above water, or heaven above earth, but something higher than 
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I am because it made me, who am lower because made by it. To know truth is to know this 
light, and to know this light is to know eternity. It is the light love knows. 
—Augustine, Confessions 

 
6. [John the Evangelist] would temper the mode of his style and by mystical variation alternate, 

now speaking human things, now revealing divine things, now inserting in the mode of 
history the things related to humanity, now declaiming divine matters in the majesty of 
sublime and subtle words…   And so while embellishing the words of history, he would allow 
the radiance of divinity to flash before the eyes of men, as it were through the most slender 
crevices, and in this way while the eye of our mind contracts from the most delicate ray of 
eternal light, all the more critically is it opened to investigate that inaccessible light of highest 
truth. 
—Peter Damian, Sermon 

 
7. We desire ascent, we all are eager for exaltation; for we are noble creatures, great of soul, 

and so we seek the heights/the sublime [altitudinem] with a desire implanted by nature. 
—Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermon on the Ascension  

 
8. Let the size of a soul be judged by the measure of love it possesses. The one who has much 

is great, the one who has little is small, the one who has nothing is nothing… But if [the soul] 
expands and outgrows the narrow, servile confines of this love…she has truly made herself 
vast… Then in an instant the width, height and beauty of your soul will be the width, height 
and beauty of heaven itself, and that saying will finally be fulfilled, “he has stretched out the 
heavens like a curtain. 
—Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermon on the Song of Songs 

 
9. Meditation reaches out towards what is not known, often raising itself to the threshold of the 

incomprehensible. 
—John of Salisbury, Metalogicon. 

 
10. By greatness of wonder the human soul is led above itself when, as it is irradiated by divine 

light and suspended in wonder at supreme beauty, it is shaken with such overpowering awe 
that it is altogether driven out of its normal state.  As when a bolt of lightning flashes forth, 
the more deeply the soul is cast down into the depths by despising itself with regard to that 
invisible beauty, then all the more sublimely, all the more swiftly it is elevated to sublime 
things when it rebounds through the desire of highest things and is carried away above itself.  
By greatness of joy and exultation, the mind of man is alienated from itself when, after 
drinking of—or rather once completely intoxicated by—that abundance of inner sweetness, 
it forgets altogether what it is and what it has been.  It is ravished into an ecstasy of alienation 
by its dance, and, in a state of rapturous happiness, suddenly is transformed into a kind of 
supermundane affection. 
—Richard of St. Victor, Benjamin major 

 
11. [Introducing the murder of Becket] Because at this point the subject matter begins to grow 

in grandeur, it would now be the moment for a profound change in style, so that the task of 
laying bare the glory of the imminent consummation of this man would be left not to vulgar, 
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offensive language, but to rosy fillets, so to speak, whose syllables liquefy into golden shapes 
and exquisite solemnities of diction. Deeds and actions of a man that surmount the human 
must be articulated not by the tongues of men, but of angels, and of this sort from this point 
on is the discourse. 
—Herbert of Bosham, Life of Thomas Becket. 

 
12. Yes, [God] created man so that he would have life and being; but creation in ‘his image and 

likeness’ had a higher purpose. He created him in His image and likeness ‘so that he 
[mankind] would exist as something sublime. 
—Adam of Dryburgh, Sermon 

 
13. All desire is eloquent.  

—John of Ford, Sermon on the Song of Songs 
 

14. The rational soul, when created, was inscribed with the image of God and positioned before 
all visible creation…  Men and women lost this excellence when they sinned; nevertheless, 
the longing for sublimity and excellence remained in them. 
—Bonaventure, Sermons on Diverse Subjects 

 
15. Expressius, sensibilius, distinctius 
—Roger Bacon’s call for the improvement of church music, Opus tertium 

 
16. Poetic passages which are well composed with both beauty and the ability to move the soul, 

should be ornamented with all the beauty of prosaic speech and bound with the laws of metre 
and rhythm, as sacred Scripture in the ancient language of Hebrew….and the hymns of the 
church, and much of the divine office, so that by the splendor and sweetness of speech the 
mind will be moved suddenly and powerfully. 
—Roger Bacon, Communia mathematica  

 
17. The holy spirit sent forth its wisdom in poetic form [poetry of the Hebrew Bible] enfolded in 

the laws of metre and rhythm. By expressing wisdom in the most exquisite sweetness, the 
holy spirit’s intention was to draw us into the depths of divine wisdom so that through these 
sensual, musical qualities, we would be snatched to the invisible things of God. 
—Roger Bacon, Opus tertium 

 
18. I was turning to discover where I was 

When a voice said: ‘Here is your ascent,’ 
and drew me away from any other thought. 

It raised in me the overwhelming wish— 
A wish that cannot rest short of its goal— 
To behold the one who spoke.  

But as before the sun, which weighs upon our eyes, 
Veiling its form in an excess of light, 
So, before him, my power of sight fell short. 
This divine spirit is directing us 
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Toward the ascent without our even asking, 
Concealed in his own shining. 

—Dante , Purgatory  
 

19. [Hamlet to his father’s ghost] “What may this mean, that thou, dead corse…revisit’st thus 
the glimpses of the moon…so horridly to shake our disposition with thoughts beyond the 
reaches of our souls?” 
—Shakespeare, Hamlet 

 
20. The human mind can conceive nothing more elevated, more beautiful, or more elegant [than 

ancient Hebrew poetry], in which the almost ineffable sublimity of the subject is fully 
equaled by the energy of the language and the dignity of the style. And it is worthy 
observation, that as some of these writings exceed in antiquity the fabulous ages of Greece, 
in sublimity they are superior to the most finished productions of that polished people. 
—Robert Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews 

 
21. Whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a 

manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime… Terror, the common stock of 
everything that is sublime…. the sublime, the concomitant of terror. 
—Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Inquiry into…the Sublime and the Beautiful 

 
22. That is sublime which even to be able to think of demonstrates a faculty of the mind that 

surpasses every measure of the senses. 
—Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement.  

 
23. The expression Erhaben [lofty, sublime] is from nature…Anyone who finds nothing in 

nature sublime except himself, and who finds every more sublime object in opposition to 
function—that person would be for himself of course the most sublime ultimate purpose. If 
nature had no sublime forms, where could art get them? … The art of humans advanced in 
the footsteps of nature. 
—Herder, Kalligone 

 
24. Gothic art is sublime. On entering a cathedral, I am filled with devotion and with awe..  I am 

lost to the actualities that surround me, and my whole being expnds into the infinite; earth 
and air, nature and art, all swell up into eternity, and the only sensible expression left is, ‘that 
I am nothing. 
—Coleridge, Miscellaneous Criticism 

 
25. Sublimity is Hebrew by birth. 

—Coleridge, Writings vol. 5: On the Sublime 
 

26. I affirm after reading Isaiah, or St. Paul’s epistle to the Hebrews, Homer and Virgil are 
disgustingly tame to me, and Milton himself barely tolerable. 
—Coleridge, Letter to D. Thalwell 
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27. I’ve been reading in the Old Testament again. What a great book! More remarkable than its 
contents is for me the style, where the Word is like a product of nature, like a tree, like a 
flower, like the ocean, like the stars, like the human being—which blossoms, which flows, 
which sparkles, which smiles, one doesn’t know how, one doesn’t know why; one finds it all 
perfectly natural. It is in reality the word of God. In the Bible there is no trace of art; it is the 
style of a notebook where absolute spirit, without any assistance from an individual human 
mind, enters the events of the day with approximately the same fidelity with which we write 
our laundry lists. There is no judgment to be passed on this style; all that is possible is to 
acknowledge its effect on our soul. And what an embarrassment it caused to those Greek 
grammarians when they attempted to define striking passages of beauty in the Bible by the 
traditional concepts of art. Longinus speaks of sublimity, more recent writers on aesthetics 
of naïveté. Forget it! As I said, there are no guidelines of judgment: the Bible is the word of 
God.  
There is only one writer in whom I find something reminiscent of the unmediated style of 
the Bible: that is Shakespeare. In Shakespeare the word emerges occasionally in that 
terrifying nakedness that shakes and shatters us. In Shakespeare’s works we sometimes see 
the physical presence of Truth itself without any veil of art. But not frequently. Probably the 
spirit of art felt its own inadequacy and handed over its office to nature for a few moments, 
only to reassert all the more enviously its sovereignty in realistic depiction and in the clever 
construction of the drama. Shakespeare is at the same time a Jew and a Greek, or rather both 
together: spirituality and art have reached a conciliatory unity in him and attained a higher 
organic nature. 
—Heinrich Heine, A Memorial to Ludwig Börne. 

 
28. Every lofty soul on looking round must be struck by the peculiar beauty of the landscape that 

spreads its breadth beyond the grounds, the last vegetation of the Continent. Le Croisic—a 
miniature town dropped like Venice into the sea; and beyond, the immensity of ocean, tossing 
a fringe of foam over the granite reefs to emphasize their wild forms—this scene elevates 
while it saddens the spirit, the effect always produced in the end by anything sublime which 
makes us yearn regretfully for unknown things that the soul apprehends at unattainable 
heights. Indeed, these wild harmonies have no charm for any but lofty natures and great 
sorrows. 
—Balzac, Beatrix.  

 
29. “All visible objects… are but as pasteboard masks. But in each event - in the living act, the 

undoubted deed - there, some unknown but still reasoning thing puts forth the mouldings of 
its features from behind the unreasoning mask… I see in him [the whale] outrageous strength, 
with an inscrutable malice sinewing it. That inscrutable thing is chiefly what I hate; and be 
the white whale agent, or be the white whale principal, I will wreak that hate upon him.” 
—Herman Melville, Moby Dick 

 
30. The sea had jeeringly kept his finite body up, but drowned the infinite of his soul. Not 

drowned entirely, though. Rather carried down alive to wondrous depths, where strange 
shapes of the unwarped primal world glided to and fro before his passive eyes; and the miser-
merman, Wisdom revealed his hoarded heaps; and among the joyous heartless, ever-juvenile 
eternities, Pip saw the multitudinous, God-omnipresent, coral insects, that out of the 
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firmament of waters heaved the colossal orbs. He saw God’s foot upon the treadle of the 
loom, and spoke it; and therefore his shipmates called him mad. So man’s insanity is heaven’s 
sense. 
–-Moby Dick 

 
31. A thing does not become sublime merely by being great. The concept itself remains 

unexplicated; it has in it something mysterious, and in this it is like that of the numinous.  
—Rudolf Otto, The Holy  

 
32. The sublime is at my window, indecipherable. I wait for night to enter the interior and to 

understand. 
—Rodin, French Cathedrals 

 
33. Beyond the Infinite 

—Stanley Kubrick, 2001 A Space Odyssey, Title to part 3 
 

34. [the Sublime is the result when] a positive, material object is elevated to the status of an 
impossible thing. 
-–Slavoj Zizek, “The Sublime Object of Ideology”  

 
35. The sublime is a manifestation of something undefinable that violates the laws of nature and 

the limits of the human. That is, something ineffable is articulated; something beyond vision 
is brought into view. 
—SSMA 
 

36. Everything that hints at the reality of the incomprehensible is sublime. The trouble with 
Christianity is its tendency to be explicit 
—SSMA 
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1 

 
 

Introduction 
 

[Entering into the recesses of my mind] I could see, so far as I could see anything with 
my poor soul’s vision, something beyond my soul’s vision, and beyond my mind, an 
always-unfailing light –not the light common to all our physical vision, nor simply like 
that but on a grander scale, as if it just got brighter and brighter, till nothing else could be 
seen.  It was nothing of that sort. No, it was of some other, some far different sort—not a 
thing layered above my mind, as oil floats above water, or heaven above earth, but 
something higher than I am because it made me, who am lower because made by it. To 
know truth is to know this light, and to know this light is to know eternity. It is the light 
love knows.—Augustine, Confessions, 7. 16 
 

The sublime is a troublesome subject. It is troubled from the outset of any 

discussion by the difficulty of giving a clear understanding of the phenomena named by 

“sublimity” or described as “sublime,” or hypostatized as “The Sublime.” 1 The thing or 

things those terms point to are sensibly at work in art and in nature, in some human 

actions and bodies. But they resist systematic formulation.  

Is there such a thing as the medieval sublime? The purpose of this book is to 

explore that question, mainly in the context of Latin literature and the language of sacred 

eloquence. It offers an idea of what the word, the language, the style, the idea, and the 

experience of the sublime meant for medieval authors and readers and considers what 

the sense of the sublime reveals about poetic imagination and its expression in the Middle 

Ages. I hope that these studies contribute to a larger project of a medieval aesthetic of the 

sublime.  

                                                        
1  An overview of aesthetic theory might drive the writer to reject the very concept, sublime. 
See Jane Forsey, “Is a Theory of the Sublime Possible?” Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 
65 (2007), 381-389. James Porter’s study, The Sublime in Antiquity, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2016) stresses the turbulence around a definition: “More a stumbling block 
than an object of thought, the sublime can be suggested by whatever appears in nature as 
preternatural, by a quality of the human that appears superhuman and virtually divine, or by a 
magnitude that exceeds the bounds of all measure.” (p. 6).” But Porter and other show that the 
object of theory is alive and well. See also Sandra Shapshay, “A Two-Tiered Theory of the 
Sublime,” British Journal of Aesthetics, 61 (2121), 123-143.  
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2 

I aim in this introduction at discussing the general character of the medieval 

sublime as experience and expression, and the problems that have discouraged study of 

the topic. I begin with the latter. 

 

The Sublime and the Middle Ages 

This project takes us into largely unexplored territory. 2 The reasons why a topic 

that has been of such keen interest in aesthetics and literary studies has roused so little 

interest among medievalists are themselves an interesting problem in the history of 

medieval aesthetics. While a lively, even hectic discussion of the sublime has burned 

bright in virtually every area of western literary history since the eighteenth century, 

hardly a flicker lit up the medieval period. It is an odd absence, fifteen centuries of it, a 

teeming vacant space from late antiquity to the sixteenth century, a vacuum that sucked 

no one in, while the turmoil and turbulence along the Trail of Pseudo-Longinus raged 

from its founder to Theodore Adorno, Slavoj Zizek and beyond.3 The silence around a 

medieval sublime was not oversight, but rather sanctioned oblivion, ratified by active 

claims that the Middle Ages knew no sublime. That strong position was taken in various 

shadings by some of the most eminent scholars of the previous and the present 

generation.  

                                                        

2  The wide-ranging, endlessly rich study of medieval aesthetics by Edgar De Bruyne, Etudes 
d’esthétique médiévale, 2 vols. (Paris: Albin Michel, 1998; 1st publ. 1946), is a foundational work 
for this topic. It has informed and infused my own work at many points, and will continue to 
supply a treasure trove of commentary on the experience of art, literature, architecture and 
sculpture in the Middle Ages. De Bruyne is generally seen as stressing a theological aesthetic, 
though he ranges over a broad spectrum of material and aesthetic reponses.  
 
3 See Samuel H. Monk, The Sublime: A Study of Critical Theories in 18th-century England, (New 
York: Modern Language Society, 1935), and more recently James Kirwan, Sublimity: The Non-
Rational and the Irrational in the History of Aesthetics, (New York and London: Routledge, 2005; 
Philip Shaw, The Sublime, (London & New York: Routledge, 2006), Kirwan stressing aesthetics 
and Shaw philosophy. Also Porter gives a useful summary of the history of the study of the 
sublime. I will spare the reader a discussion of the broader discussion and focus on the Middle 
Ages and commentary by medievalists. 
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 One hindrance to bringing this period into the broader discussion has been the 

presupposition that medieval aesthetics and poetics are a fairly mechanical, rule-bound 

affair, dark and insignificant in the shadow of the ancient world. Umberto Eco stated the 

idea clearly: “Most of the aesthetic issues that were discussed in the Middle Ages were 

inherited from Classical Antiquity... Art was a knowledge of the rules for making 

things…  Art was not expression, but construction…  [The Middle Age’s] theory of art 

was first and foremost a theory of craftsmanship.” 4 I do not argue that this view of 

medieval art as craftsmanship and knowledge of the rules for making things is wrong. It 

is clearly a dominant aesthetic, reasserted in as sophisticated a rethinking of medieval 

aesthetics as Mary Carruthers’s The Experience of Beauty: “The model for artistic work was 

that of an artisan/craftsman, not the inspired genius of Romantic aesthetics… In 

medieval thought, ‘aesthetic’ meant ‘knowledge acquired through sensory experiences,’ 

which was the basis of all human knowledge” (p. 17). 5 But to extend this aesthetic to 

encompass medieval art as a whole is wrong. A study of the medieval sublime can create 

a space alongside the craftsmanship model in which exceptional works and individual 

passages of brilliance, genius and sublimity, rise above the mediocrity of mere obedience 

to rules.  

 Another hindering factor appears in the coup de grace which Eco delivers later in 

the passage just cited: “Medieval aesthetics was filled with repetitions, regurgitations, 

and polemics of sometimes marginal import, yet it did have a certain overall direction. 

We must not forget that the Middle Ages, even in aesthetic theory, were a connecting link 

                                                        
 
4 Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages, trans. Hugh Bredin, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1986), p. 4, pp. 92-3. Eco himself was somewhat embarasssed with this book. 
He later confessed that he translated an encyclopedia contribution into English, more at the 
urging of Yale University Press than any inner impetus (p. viii-x). He described it as cribbed from 
De Bruyne, which is not quite fair to De Bruyne. 
 
5 See also Andreas Speer, Foreword to the volume Zwischen Kunsthandwerk und Kunst: die 
‘Schedula diversarum artium’ als “Handbuch” mittelalterlicher Kunst?  Ed. Andreas Speer, 
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2014).  For a twelfth-century exposition of this rule-bound conception of 
art, see the discussion of Alan of Lille, ch. 3 below.  
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between the Classical period and the Renaissance.” (p. 177). He leaves us with a 

squabbling, derivative Middle Ages, a link between two great ages, and commends as 

the representatives of aesthetic theory those unthinking monks who wrote out faithfully 

great classical works they could not fully comprehend. Eco’s language breathes out on 

the Middle Ages an aura of insignificance and mediocrity: their shared values were 

unoriginal (“regurgitations”); their contribution mediation, not creation.  

 

Making the Middle Ages Middling / Mediocre: E. R. Curtius 

We hear the distinct echo in this passage of E. R. Curtius’s magnum opus, European 

Literature and the Latin Middle Ages (abbrev. ELLMA). 6 Curtius saw the Latin language as 

the element that unified culture from antiquity into the modern period. His sweeping 

vision of the move from ancient to modern culture positioned the Middle Ages within a 

model of historical change that had been dominant since the nineteenth century: an era 

of greatness, creativity, productivity (Greek and Roman antiquity), followed by a period 

lacking originality and living culturally from the vitality of the previous age but passing 

on the ill-understood greatness it had inherited (the Middle Ages), followed by a rebirth 

of ancient ideals (Renaissance).  

The view of the “middle” period as lacking cultural vitality and creativity, an 

essentially passive conduit of ancient literary forms, was widely shared. But the scope 

and masterful tone of Curtius’s book moved that attitude in the direction of established 

fact and away from mere opinion. He denied the period originality and a sense of the 

sublime either as an aesthetic concept or a style. The sublime was present only as a 

shriveled remainder of classical sublime. Curtius ended ELLMA with rhetorical flourish 

in a section discussing the concept of the poet as creative genius. In a brief history of the 

treatise of Longinus, On the Sublime, he connected the absence of that work in the Middle 

                                                        
 
6 Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask, 
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990; 1st publ. 1948). For a more detailed analysis of 
the figure of Curtius and his role in medieval studies, see my “Ernst Robert Curtius: A 
Medievalist’s Contempt for the Middle Ages,” Viator 47:2 (2016), 367-80.  
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Ages with the period’s lack of an idea of creative genius.   In a final crescendo of purple 

eloquence, he evokes a stylistic wasteland separating antiquity from Goethe.  The failure 

of late antiquity to pay any attention to Longinus is “one of the clearest symptoms of its 

debilitated intellectual energy.  Longinus was strangled by that unbreakable chain, the 

tradition of mediocrity.”  That tradition, we are free to think, is at work strangling 

Longinus also in the period 500-1674, though Curtius himself might well have remarked 

that no one ever cited Longinus, that no work devoted entirely to the sublime survived 

from antiquity, apart from the fragments of Longinus’s Greek tract, and that the only real 

reception of Longinus and of the sublime as a critical or philosophical concept began in 

the post-medieval period.  

The discursive execution envisioned by Curtius strengthened Longinus’s hold on 

the topic by declaring inspiration, poetic genius and sublimity unavailable in the period 

due to death by strangulation (ELLMA, p. 400), hence relieving scholarship of any interest 

or obligation to investigate the subject. In the realities of literary history Longinus was 

not strangled; he never lived until the seventeenth century galvanized and the eighteenth 

resurrected him. 7 

Neither sublime poetry nor sublime natural objects nor observers gripped by the 

sublime need a Longinus to exist. The absence of Longinus does not mean the absence of 

the sublime, far from it. 8  And yet I believe that a big aporia in the study of medieval 

aesthetics is held in place by the assumption that without Longinus there can be no 

                                                        
 
7 The treatise was first published in the Greek original by Francis Robortello (1554) and Niccolò 
da Falgano (1560) but was largely ignored until its French translation by Boileau (1674). Its 
emergence in the period of the high Renaissance of course strengthened the historical model of 
classical greatness – medieval decline – Renaissance (classical greatness reborn). See esp. 
Porter on the reception of Longinus. 
 
8 Stressed also by Porter, p. 15. 
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sublime—as though poetic practices cannot exist without their most prominent 

theoretical formulations.9   

In the same closing paragraphs of ELLMA Curtius notes that the brief survival of 

the sublime in antiquity and the idea of the poet as creator is the work of a cult of Virgil, 

which died out not long after its idol.  Of the Virgil cult he writes: “It gleams like a mystic 

lamp in the evening of the aging world.   For almost a millennium and a half it was 

extinguished.  It shines once again in the dawning radiance of Goethe’s youth” (ELLMA,  

pp. 400-401).  Not only would we waste our time looking for titanic creative energy and 

its products in the Middle Ages; we would violate the force of rhetoric in that passage 

with its sunsets and sunrises and its mystic lamp going dark and ushering in the long 

night between a radiant Virgil and a radiant Goethe. For Curtius the Latin Middle Ages 

remain “the crumbling Roman road from the antique to the modern world” (ELLMA, p. 

19).  

Recent approaches to medieval literature and art via history of emotions, 

emotionality and energy of expression, and the idea of life in art have given impetus to 

new directions to medieval aesthetics. 10 But in the area of the sublime the miasma of 

Curtius’s view still hangs over the period. 

                                                        
9 A clear assumption of Kenneth Holmquist and Jaroslaw Pluciennik in their useful summing up 
of theoretical reflection, "A Short Guide to the Theory of the Sublime," Style 36 (2002), 718-
737, at p. 719: "From the time when the Pseudo-Longinian treatise Peri Hypsous came into 
existence…until the sixteenth century…European intellectuals were not interested in the 
sublime."   
 10 Jacqueline Jung, Eloquent Bodies: Movement, Expression, and the Human Figure in Gothic 
Sculpture, (Yale: Yale University Press, 2020); Eric Palazzo, Le souffle de Dieu: L’énergie de la 
liturgie et de l’art au moyen âge, Paris: Cerf, 2020); Paul Binski, “Reflections on the ‘Wonderful 
Height and Size’ of Gothic Great Churches and the Medieval Sublime,” in Magnificence and the 
Sublime, 129-156; Binski, Gothic Wonder: Art, Artifice and the Decorated Style 1290-1350, New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2014), 7-9, 30-33; Caroline van Eck, Art Agency and 
Living Presence: From the Animated Image to the Excessive Object, (Boston etc.: De Gruyter; 
Leiden: Leiden University Press, 2015); van Eck, “Living Statues: Living Presence Response, 
Agency and the Sublime,” Art History 32 (2010), 642-659; C. S. Jaeger, Enchantment: On 
Charisma and the Sublime in the Arts of the West, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2012).  
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Auerbach on rebirth 

 Eric Auerbach’s thoughts on the sublime in the Middle Ages are far more nuanced 

than those of Curtius, though they tend in the same direction. For Auerbach the sublime 

survived in the Middle Ages sublimated into a style which alone was adequate to the 

new age of thought and feeling following on the crucifixion of Christ, sermo humilis, the 

humble style. I will discuss this topic in more detail later (ch. 7), but for the moment will 

just point to an article by Auerbach more relevant to our topic, “Camilla or the Rebirth of 

The Sublime.”  

This essay is a second prop along with ELLMA of the idea that the ancient concept 

and practice of the sublime was lost in the Middle Ages. For Auerbach the Middle Ages 

had lost not just the style, but the sense of the sublime. The grandeur of events, experience 

and expression that needed the sublime in Greece and Rome had diminished and given 

way to a culture of humility and simplicity for which grandeur of expression was 

bombast and rhetoric. Decoration, not sublimity, often also stylistic complexity, were the 

dominants of its style. The chasmic silence of the Virgilian sublime across the stretch of 

the thirteen centuries separating Virgil from Dante was a given of the historical scheme 

of “Camilla.” Auerbach recognized a nascent and specifically medieval form of the 

sublime in the literature of courtly love, in the dolce stil nuovo, leading up to Dante. But 

the lost Virgilian sublime made its reentry for the first time since antiquity in Dante. In 

brief that is the argument of “Camilla.” (See Excursus 1, “Erich Auerbach on Dante and 

the Sublime”). 

The first voice to advocate a study of the medieval sublime is that of Peter 

Dronke—not surprising given that Dronke throughout his career had a sharp eye and 

ear for authors and forms of expression of high aesthetic value but marginalized or 

silenced by the presuppositions that insisted on the conventional and narrow work-shop 

conceptions of medieval aesthetics. 11 No great surprise then that the views of sublimity 

                                                        
11 Against the predominant position in favor of artistic anonymity, unoriginality and 
conventionality, Dronke lifted up individuality and individual talent. For instance the endlessly 
rich mining of medieval Latin love literature in Medieval Latin and the Rise of the European 
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of Auerbach and Curtius drew him into a challenge. In a review of Auerbach’s Literary 

Language and its Public in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, he raised serious questions 

about both Auerbach’s “Sermo humilis” and “Camilla or the Rebirth of the Sublime.” 12 

He points to severe limits on Auerbach’s claim of the absorption of the sublime by the 

humble style and questions outright the claim of a rebirth of the sublime in Dante after 

its long post-Virgilian absence. Auerbach’s downplaying of the sublime as a rhetorical 

effect rested in part, Dronke argues, on the author’s skewed reading of Augustine, On 

Christian Doctrine. The grand or sublime style, says Dronke, is manifest in works such as 

The Dream of the Rood and Notker’s Sancti spiritus, or episodes in epic and romance, such 

as the death of Roland and the final scene of Thomas’s Tristan.  For two decades Dronke’s 

challenge to Curtius and Auerbach went unnoticed.  

An essay by Piero Boitani and a collection of essays with the title Magnificence and 

the Sublime in the Middle Ages,13 attempt to bring the Middle Ages into the broader 

discussion. 14 James Porter’s The Sublime in Antiquity opens with an overview of the study 

                                                        
Love-Lyric, 2 vols., (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968; 2nd  ed.; 3d. 1996); Poetic Individuality in the 
Middle Ages: New Departures in Poetry, 1000-1500, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1970; 2nd ed. 1986); 
Women Writers of the Middle Ages: A Critical Study of Texts from Perpetua to Marguerite 
Porete, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 1984). 
 
12 Peter Dronke questioned Auerbach’s claims in the Camilla essay in a review of Auerbach’s 
Literary Language and its Public. Class Rev. NS 16 (1966), 362-3. 
  
13 Piero Boitani, “L’acqua che ritorna equale: Dante’s Sublime,” The Tragic and the Sublime in 
Medieval Literature, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 250-278; Magnificence 
and the Sublime in Medieval Aesthetics: Art, Architecture, Literature, Music, ed. C.   Stephen 
Jaeger, (New York: Palgrave/Macmillan, 2010).  
 

14 An article by Daniel Poirion from the mid-80s take up the topic: “Théorie et pratique du style 
au moyen âge: le sublime et la merveille,” Revue d’histoire littéraire de la France, 86. Nr. 1 
(1986), 15-32.  The focus is on Old French literature. He takes a position opposed to Curtius 
and Auerbach without mentioning them.  Sarah Kay analyses some courtly and hagiographic 
texts using the Lacanian concept of sublimation and the sublime: “The Sublime results from 
lethal destructiveness.” (Courtly Contradictions, p. 218). Her psychological approach is very 
different from the history and analysis of the sublime from an aesthetic and historical 
perspective. 
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of the sublime from antiquity to the twentieth century. He includes some comments on 

the Middle Ages and the important, also neglected, topic of the sublime in Christian 

ideals of eloquence from the sixteenth century on. 

The work of Curtius and Auerbach has shaped our thinking and significantly 

enriched medieval studies. But their attitudes towards the sublime have also helped 

create an an-aesthetized space in the medievalist mind. The feeling for a certain aesthetic 

level of expression is gone or dormant, or shunned as if discredited even before the bare 

existence of that level is recognized.  

The subtitle of an essay by Mary Carruthers (2014) speaks clearly: “Why There is 

no Medieval Sublime.” 15  It is symptomatic of the casual acceptance of that supposed 

absence. Medievalists write about literary forms in terms of continuities, traditions, and 

the topoi that transmit them (Curtius) or the cultural history of style (Auerbach) or 

rhetorical concepts (Carruthers). But the sublime originates outside of those frameworks, 

though in its elaboration never completely divorced from them. On this I agree with 

Daniel Poirion: “One must see clearly that it [the sublime] is not inherited, ready-made 

and unchangeable, from antiquity… It is fundamentally an ideal which corresponds to a 

certain aspiration to grandeur, to exaltation…” (“Le sublime,” p. 21).  There could hardly 

be a better illustration of the captivity of an important topic in an irrelevant category than 

the claim that it does not even exist. Look for it “in the wrong place” (Porter, p. 27) and it 

will not appear to be there. 

 

A Grander Medieval Literature: expressius, sensibilius, distinctius 

 What if medieval writing, discourse, literature, poetry, music and art were much 

bigger than we credit in our largely mechanical view of its aesthetics? Suppose we had 

been reading through the tunnel vision of critical perspectives that reduced it, calmed it, 

tamed it? What if sublimity, grandeur, poetic inspiration, beauty, passion, poetic genius, 

                                                        
15 Mary Carruthers, “Terror, Horror and the Fear of God, or, Why There is No Medieval 
Sublime,” in ‘Truthe is the beste’: A Festschrift in Honour of A. V. C. Schmidt, ed. Nicolas Jacobs 
and Gerald Morgan, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 17-36. 
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its ability to enrapture and transform, were powerfully active, but gone undetected, 

diminished, or shunted aside by the current shared presuppositions which sent them to 

the closet to lurk in the dark. What if, to summarize, some counterpart (not influence) of 

the genius of Longinus were present and active in medieval aesthetics, working under 

the radar of modernist, post-romantic concepts of the Middle Ages? That “what if?” is 

the thesis I will argue in this book by activating the voices that give expression to it. My 

motto (and chapter heading, ch. 4) is the call of Roger Bacon for reform of education, 

eloquence, and music that, in his view, had declined from a classical period during his 

lifetime: expressius, sensibilius, distinctius! I believe those three terms are markers of a 

bigger concept of medieval aesthetics. By themselves they deserve a detailed study. My 

focus takes in much material that responds to a call for writing which is more expressive, 

done with greater emotional engagement, written with greater vividness. 

 Part 1, the first four chapters, study the language, concepts and theory of sublimity 

in the Middle Ages, followed by close readings of particular texts that show a picture, 

though not in any way a complete picture of the medieval sublime in discourse. Parts 2 

and 3 treat an array of modes of representation that lend themselves to close reading from 

the point of view of the sublime: sermons, prayers, tracts on contemplation. These operate 

in or call on the grand or sublime style, well known and practiced (however varied in 

style and intent) in antiquity, the Middle Ages, and post-Medieval periods, well studied 

for antiquity and the Renaissance and beyond, virtually unknown in medieval studies.  

Part 4 begins with thoughts on the concept of the “grand theme” in the Middle 

Ages, followed by a series of studies probing two of them, Love and Death.  

 

Experience 

The context of this study is the Latin literature of the Christian Middle Ages, 

devotional, contemplative, poetic. While the sublime is primarily an aesthetic 

phenomenon, it is observed in these sources mainly in the context of religious experience. 

A scheme of sublime experience and a rich language describing it develops in that 

context. I will try to characterize both in the introduction, the “scheme” in some detail, 

the language mainly in its relation to classical rhetoric and the Hebrew Old Testament. A 
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detailed examination of the language and rhetoric of the sublime is the purpose of the 

first three chapters.  

I develop a scheme of sublime experience from medieval sources, but I try also to 

show affinities of these sources with the sublime in ancient and post-medieval writings. 

Let it be clear: there is no tradition of the sublime. There is a discussion of the reception 

and adaptation of the work by Longinus on the sublime beginning in the seventeenth 

century. When modern writers speak of the sublime in terms that resonate with 

Augustine and Richard of St. Victor, they are testifying to a shared psychological 

experience, not framed by any tradition of discourse. Indeed, writers from Augustine to 

Coleridge, Emerson, and Melville are at pains to stress the individual, personal nature of 

the experience. References in a study of the medieval sublime to post-medieval sources 

testify to the relatedness of a psychological state, not to a literary or rhetorical tradition. 

The sublime is something perceived by the senses, and at the same time it is, or it 

leads, beyond and outside of human experience, higher, unapproachable, ineffable. It is 

a meeting of the sensuous and immediate with the abstract and mysterious, a 

manifestation of something undefinable that violates the laws of nature and the limits of 

the human. That is, something ineffable is articulated; something beyond vision is 

brought into view. Everything that hints at the reality of the incomprehensible is sublime. 

It is sensed, not perceived, however brilliant and vivid the media which evoke it. 

As experienced by a reader, viewer, worshiper, it is complex. The experience 

rouses an instinctual aesthetic response, closely related to fear and delight. The approach 

to rapture may be gradual (as in the passage from Augustine, above), but the onset is 

sudden and astonishing. It is catalyzed by some visible or audible object, event, or 

presence which sparks the unanticipated realization of something immense and 

overwhelming. As encountered in the Christian culture of the Middle Ages, the sublime 

is a manifestation of something undiscoverable and inexplicable that points beyond and 

above nature. Let’s call this wide-open description a heuristic formula rather than a 

definition. What follows here is a sketched phenomenology of sublime experience, 

favoring its manifestation in medieval texts, but roaming wider.  
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The passage from Augustine’s Confessions quoted at the beginning of this chapter 

starts with a light seen by the natural vision of the soul, but moves beyond it to an 

intensifying light that ends so bright that it obscures everything. It is not definable. It is 

simply “something higher.” It loses definition the more intense it becomes. It illuminates 

truth and eternity; it is perceived not by reason, but by love. It is sensed in or beyond that 

light. It is a vision that starts in experienced reality and opens onto uncertainty; we are 

left with a large vagueness at the end which seems more an escape from than an embrace 

of a formal description.  An idea of the “undiscoverable and inexplicable” will, I hope, 

emerge from what follows here and in later chapters.  

Our point of departure is the response of a viewer or reader or observer, who has 

entered into the work of art, or devotional text, or whatever the inspiring object may be, 

experienced some enthralling quality in the way it communicates itself, and become the 

passive subject of a force that seems to emanate from the perceived object. The experience 

begins in awe and astonishment and moves to a form of ecstasy and rapture, mild or 

extreme. A passage from Richard of St. Victor (later twelfth century) can serve as a model. 

Richard wrote the most important tract on contemplation from the Middle Ages, and it 

is at the same time the most penetrating expression of the medieval sublime (see ch. 5). 

He described the entire process of contemplation as a response to “supreme beauty.” It 

begins with wonder and amazement, intense, like a sudden inspiration. The human mind 

is driven out of its normal state, as if shattered by a bolt of lightning; it is cast down and 

filled with self-contempt, comparing itself with the beauty it has seen. But that plunge 

into self-alienation also implants an intense desire for the beauty glimpsed or intuited. 

The mind carried away above itself by that desire, now “rises up like the dawn” and is, 

“sublimely,” transported to “sublime things.” Intoxicated, it feels joy and exultation. It 

forgets what it is and what it has been. In a state of rapturous happiness, it begins to 

dance, and suddenly is transformed into a state of love beyond anything human. 16  

                                                        
 
16 For the text and discussion, see below, ch. 5 (Benjamin major, 5. 5, ed Aris, p. 129 ; tr. Zinn, p. 
316). 
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It has been noted that the passage just summarized touches in many points on its 

more famous counterpart in the Greek tract On the Sublime by Pseudo-Longinus, written 

probably in the first century C.E.17:  

The effect of sublimity is not to persuade the audience, but to transport them out 

of themselves. Invariably what inspires wonder with its power of amazing us, 

always prevails over what is merely persuasive and pleasing...  A well-timed flash 

of sublimity shatters everything like a bolt of lightning. 

The two passages share the stages of the experience: first wonder and astonishment; then 

a transport “out of oneself”—Longinus calls it ekstasis, so does Richard (extasis, also 

raptus.) There is in both cases the “shattering” and the bolt of lightning. Richard offers a 

much more detailed picture of the experience and evidently has a more extensive 

vocabulary at his disposal (raptus, alienatio mentis,). He posits an inspiring object 

(supreme beauty, an unheard-of vision, a thing hardly credible, some sudden and barely 

credible spectacle), unfolds the idea of ascent and expansion (sublevatio mentis, dilatatio 

mentis), and designates a mode and a goal (sublimiter, the mind rendered sublimior ad 

sublimia). And the structure of the experience is different. In Longinus, it is a 

psychological response to poetry, oratory, rhetorical composition; in Richard, it is a 

response to “things” (see ch. 5), which initiates a rise from the mediating object and leads 

heavenward. In Richard of St. Victor there is a final stage, absent in Longinus: 

intoxication, rapturous happiness, a “dance” of the soul, and finally, transformation into 

a state of superhuman love. 

                                                        
17 Piero Boitani, Stephen Jaeger, and James Porter note the affinities (not influence) of Longinus 
and Richard of St. Victor. On Longinus and his reception/non-reception, Porter, Sublime in 
Antiquity, 1-56 and passim; an influential earlier study, Samuel H. Monk, The Sublime: A Study 
of Critical Theories in XVIII-Century England, (Ann Arbor MI: University of Michigan Press, 1960, 
esp. 10-28; intro to the critical edition by D. A. Russell, ‘Longinus’ On the Sublime, (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1964), pp. ix-l; Robert Doran, The Theory of the Sublime from Longinus to Kant, 
(Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 25-94. 
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 There is no reason to think that Richard (or anyone else in the Middle Ages) knew 

Longinus. If there are similarities it is due to a shared psychological response, a 

phenomenon that goes beyond cultural boundaries.  

 

The Transcendent Sublime 

Sublimity as I conceive it here is closely bound to religion, not only historically, 

but also primordially, ontologically, in human psychology.  The sublime in the Christian 

west is ordinarily subtended by religious concepts. The sublime and religion are 

historically related in their origin and development, and the two are allied in the 

psychology of sublime experience. For a study of the medieval sublime, religion is a point 

of departure, not a hidden agenda. 18 James Porter points out that the sublime in antiquity 

originates not as a poetic form or style, but rather arises along with ideas of the 

transcendent: “Sublimity was originally tied to thought about the heavens and the 

divinities who inhabit them, whether in poetry or in natural inquiry, nor did it ever shed 

these associations in later periods. Or perhaps we should say that sublimity was always 

tied to thoughts about the heavens even when it was bound up with human aspirations.” 
19  

For Judaism and Christianity in general, the sublime is always in some sense 

bound up with the Holy. Rudolf Otto made a compelling equation between the two: “A 

thing does not become sublime merely by being great. The concept itself remains 

unexplicated; it has in it something mysterious, and in this it is like that of the 

numinous.”20 Otto’s book The Idea of the Holy is a good introduction to the religious 

conceptions which, Otto claims, are the foundation of the sublime regarded as one mode 

                                                        
18  James Elkins sees this connection as discrediting the sublime, unmasking its religious agenda: 
“Against the Sublime,” in Beyond the Finite: The Sublime in Art and Science, ed. Roald Hoffmann 
and Iain Boyd Whyte, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 20-42.  
 
19 Porter, Sublime in Antiquity,” p. 27.  
 
20  Rudolf Otto, The Holy: An Inquiry into the Non-Rational Factor in the Idea of the Divine and 
its Relation to the Rational, trans. John W. Harvery, (London & Oxford, 1958),p. 41.  
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of expression of the Holy. “It is inherently probable that there is more in the combination 

of ‘the holy’ with ‘the sublime’ than a mere association of feelings; and perhaps we may 

say that, while as a matter of historical genesis such an association was the means 

whereby this combination was awakened in the mind and the occasion for it, yet the 

inward and lasting character of the connexion in all the higher religions does prove that 

‘the sublime’ too is an authentic ‘schema’ of ‘the holy.’” (p. 46). Thus aligned via their 

shared quality of the numinous, the sublime becomes religion’s aesthetic counterpart, 

“though it is but a pale reflexion” (p. 41) and “a schema of the holy” (p. 46).   

I suggest that it is possible to turn this relationship around and argue that the 

aesthetic is prior to the religious, and I mean that in the most general sense, that the object 

of religion is named, circumscribed, and often depicted, while the object of the sublime 

is open to an infinity of forms and ideas producing an infinity of manifestations. It has 

often been argued that violence and sacrifice, transgression and guilt, are the primordial 

roots of religion. An argument can be made that awe, amazement, wonder, and 

fascination—as aesthetic responses—are the ground in which religious sentiments 

awaken, and that the powerful, the terrifying and the beautiful have equal shares in the 

creation of a conception of God.  Christian mysticism functions within the framework of 

the sublime; or at least, the framework of mysticism often coincides with that of sublime 

experience. The writings of Richard of St. Victor are a case where the aesthetic aspects of 

the mystical quest have overshadowed the specifically religious; the quest of the 

contemplative in Richard is more aesthetic and philosophical (beauty and wisdom) than 

specifically God-oriented. While that same proportion in favor of the aesthetic is more 

balanced in Hildegard of Bingen, still the aesthetic has a major role to play in her thinking, 

evident in the richness of genres in which she operates: narrative, visual, musical.  

It is possible to turn Otto’s argument around and see “the holy” as an accretion on 

the experience of the sublime, which is more deeply infused. Sublimity is outside of 

nature and culture. But it intrudes on those areas all the time. The presupposition of 

religion and the sublime is an imagination capable of conceiving things and realms 

beyond the natural, physical, phenomenal. If we cannot conceive, however vaguely, of 

God, heaven and hell, realms beyond the natural, then religion itself is inconceivable. 
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Even the hardest skeptic who is also a religious person must be capable of suspending 

reason and critical thought to concede the existence of something that goes beyond them 

and is unapproachable by those world-bound faculties. The province of the sublime is 

what lies beyond that endpoint. This argues in favor of Nietzsche’s vatic claim that “it is 

only as an aesthetic phenomenon that the world and existence are eternally justified.” 

God may “eternally justify” a great deal: morality, law, all thought and all concepts, but 

the more primordial creations, the world and existence, so says Nietzsche, have their first 

justification in aesthetics.  

The organization of this book proceeds from the idea that the sublime derives from 

thoughts and experiences, roused by real things and persons, of worlds and beings 

beyond natural, experiencable reality. It is prior to rhetoric and prior to culture, though 

only through nature, culture and human expression can the sublime manifest itself.  

 

The Undiscoverable, Inexplicable 

 As I said earlier, the sublime is a manifestation of the undiscoverable. Something 

ineffable is articulated; something beyond vision is made visible. Anything that suggests 

or evokes the reality of the incomprehensible is sublime.  

Even though it is beyond human conceiving, yet by some poetic arrangement of 

terms and concepts, sublimity is an intoxicant for the imagination, somehow perceptible, 

and sensed, if not perceived.  It is human aesthetic-psychological experience moving into 

areas where human perception and understanding cannot follow, and yet requires 

models, analogues, metaphors from human experience (where else would we get them?) 

in order to describe or imply or suggest it. It evokes what cannot be articulated. 

The light in the space of the undiscoverable is strong in activating the sense of 

mystery in the sublime. The passage from Augustine’s confessions quoted at the 

beginning of this introduction speaks clearly. What he finds in the recesses of his mind is 

something beyond his soul’s vision, beyond his mind, in this case a light that intensifies 

until he is blind to everything else.  

Darkness has the same effect of luring into mysterious places.  Obscurity injects an 

element of fear, even terror into the awe of what is desirable but unapproachable. 
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Edmund Burke had shrewdly analysed the gravitational pull of darkness and obscurity. 

It makes anything terrible. 21 It is important in religion, since illumination of God and of 

mysteries can have a disenchanting effect, reducing mysteries to rational concepts. That 

sense is the root of the prohibition on making images of God. Images necessarily reduce 

the unapproachable and ineffable to human, at least natural dimensions, hence expose 

mysteries and diminish them. Clarity, says Burke, “helps but little in affecting the 

passions, as it is in some sort an enemy to all enthusiasms whatsoever.” This idea of the 

cognitive value of obscurity is a distinct parallel to the “negative theology” of the Pseudo-

Dionysius, which stresses the unknowability of God. 22 

Sublimity arises from a sense of unknowability and mystery, a sense that the 

mountain or the volcano, vast or terrifying as it is, is a cipher of something beyond it.  

Shelly wrote a poem on Mt. Blanc which “explains” the mountain’s hidden qualities in 

these terms. At first sight of the mountain the “everlasting universe of things flows 

through the mind.”  His rush of thoughts runs the course of the wild landscape, i.e. they 

become the climber and explorer. The elements of the mountain become metaphors for 

his thoughts. They flow like a waterfall down the “dizzy ravine” of the river Arve; they 

wander around the contours of the mountain and come to rest in “the still cave of the 

witch Poesy, / Seeking among the shadows that pass by / Ghosts of all things that are, 

some shade of thee [the ravine], / Some phantom, some faint image…” He senses 

“glimmers of a remoter world” that come ordinarily in sleep and death. His final 

discovery looking up the height of the mountain: he sees the work of “some unknown 

omnipotence” which seems to have written the plans and charted the courses of life and 

death. The message of its “mysterious tongue” subverts religion, “teaches awful doubt,” 

and only the intercession of a “mild faith” reconciles man with the wild demonism of 

                                                        
21  Edmund Burke, A Philosophical  Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful, ed. David Womersley, (London & New York: Penguin, 1998), p. 102-4 (Part 2, sect. 3-
4). 
 
22 See Deirdre Carabine, The Unknown God: Negative Theology in the Platonic Tradition, Plato 
to Eriugena, (Louvain: Peeters, 2014).  
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nature. In the spell of that message, all the agreed-on arrangements of society lose their 

value. The mountain’s voice has the power to “repeal large codes of fraud.” Artifice, 

human pretensions, social strictures, melt away before that particular form of “truth.” 

The poet’s final insight on the nature of the mountain:  

Power dwells apart in its tranquility… 

The secret strength of things  

Which governs thought, and to the infinite dome  

 Of Heaven is as a law, inhabits thee. 

In the strange adversarial relationship Shelley imagined between religion and 

some force outside of the divine, the “remoter world” suggested by the rocks, ravines, 

slopes of the mountain is a lawgiver to heaven itself; that shows the immensity of their 

strength. Their unseen, sensed, tranquil power gives order to God and ]the realms of 

heaven. Shelley may be echoing here Goethe’s idea of “the demonic,” a force at work in 

the universe outside of and apart from good and evil, God and the devil. As a force of 

nature, the demonic manifests itself in earthquakes and natural disasters. Operating in 

the natural world, it seems to be “at home only in the realm of the impossible and to 

dismiss the possible with contempt." Shelley sets the demonic character of the mountain 

into relationship with God and religion by claiming the latter as a palliative to the former. 

The huge ghostly shadow cast by the mountain, its “unknown omnipotence,” is so 

overwhelming that it requires the softening and assuaging effect of the known 

omnipotence of God to comfort the human who has faced the mountain’s unknowable 

authority. The ranking is clear: the subject sees unimaginable powers in the shadow of 

the mountain, and the idea of God nurses him back to a comfortable footing with the 

divine. God is domesticated, so to speak, is a kind of decompression chamber for the one 

who has seen the forces of the mountain. For Shelley, the mountain is the manifestation 

of the hidden forces governing both nature and religion.  

For Ahab in Moby Dick the white whale is one of those “visible objects” that are 

“as pasteboard masks,” behind which “some unknown but still reasoning thing puts 
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forth the mouldings of its features from behind the unreasoning mask” 23— its immensity 

gives a foretaste of whatever that unimaginably more immense thing is that it masks. 

That relationship of surface to depth multiplies the viewer’s sense of astonishment and 

wonder at something that unfolds beyond what the mind can follow.  

Faith in God or gods is embraced out of a need and desire for divinity, but it is 

made credible by sublimity. Dante believed that the beauty of the “noble lady” of the 

Convivio was “beyond nature, transcendent, but at the same time embodied, living, a 

miracle in the flesh,” that is, the sublime made manifest. Dante can argue that the face of 

the beloved woman is one of the main supports of the Christian faith, since it confirms 

the reality of the miraculous and so also strengthens the plausibility of the miracles of 

Christ. 24 Following this line of thought, sublimity makes Christianity plausible. 25 

 

Manifestations 

The tricky problem is to explain “manifestation.” How does something sublime 

manifest? For the moment, let’s say, like the holy, the sublime is unknowable, but exudes 

and exercises on the empathetic reader/observer a powerful urge to penetrate and 

understand the mystery. (Richard of St. Victor calls it “intense desire.”) Otherwise its 

manifestation could not strike the observer with awe, wonder, astonishment; it could not 

ravish, snatch away and transport. Those are reactions to mystery intimated (revealed is 

too strong) in some form.  

The object which catalyzes the sublime opens up thoughts into realms like 

“limitlessness” infinity, eternity, beyond infinity. Slavoj Zizek’s definition speaks this 

language: [the sublime results when] “a positive, material object is elevated to the status 

                                                        
23 Moby Dick ch. 36. See Catherine Keller, Face of the Deep: A Theology of Becoming, (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2003), pp. 141-154. 
 
24 The Convivio, 3. 14, trans. R. Lansing. Digital Dante, Columbia University,  
http://digitaldante.columbia.edu/library/dantes-works/the-convivio/. 
 
25 The aesthetic origin of religion: the opposite of Doran’s claim of “the religious origins of the 
aesthetic.” But in either case the sublime is “an aesthetic analogue of religious experience” 
(Doran, p. 12).  
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of an impossible thing,” 26 but leaves to the imagination what “an impossible thing” 

might be. Richard of St. Victor will also use this adaptable concept, “things,” to designate 

the objects that mediate raptus. I suggested the term “manifestation” for the real, 

perceived or described object that shakes the imagination awake to think up worlds made 

half-conceivable by the inspiration of the thing. The sublime lives from the evocative 

power of whatever provokes the thought of phenomena beyond the limits of the mind.  

The catalyst to ecstasy and rapture is always an object, work of art, writing, an 

event, person or apparition, which is a mask for something incomparably greater that it 

conceals. Richard calls the manifesting object “a thing hardly credible, some sudden and 

barely comprehensible spectacle.” Sublime art and poetry are what the imagination 

produces in seeking to manifest the unknowable, to reach “beyond the reaches of the 

soul.” Those last are the words of Hamlet to the ghost of his father: “What may this mean 

/ That thou, dead corse… Revisits thus the glimpses of the moon, / Making… we fools 

of nature / So horridly to shake our disposition / With thoughts beyond the reaches of 

our souls?” 27 The ghost can only be a manifestation of a world beyond the present reality. 

The living cannot know that world beyond, but the mere presence of the ghost gives 

assurance of its existence. 

Epiphany and theophany are experiences of the sublime, whatever the visible 

object that projects or inspires intimations of beings and realms beyond nature, like the 

whole realm of the miraculous, intimated, so says Dante, by the noble lady of the Convivio.  

When the hunter in Gottfried’s Tristan peers down through the window of the cave of 

lovers and sees the two lovers asleep on a crystal bed, separated by a naked sword, he is 

seized with amazement and an uncanny dread. The woman is so beautiful she must be a 

                                                        
 
26 Slavoj Zizek, The Sublime Object of Ideology, (London and New York 1989), p. 71. 
 
27  Hamlet 1. 4. 680-685.  
 
An apparition of someone dead  requires a dizzying expansion of the observer’s conception of 
the other world, raising what was suspected or doubted to the level of something confirmed. 
Hamlet’s meeting with his father’s ghost is an experience of the sublime in a lugubrious mood. 
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goddess; she becomes in his imagination a manifestation of the sublime. He imagines that 

he has strayed into that other world, a sort of fairy enchantment, in which she is at home 

(see ch. 17).  

 

The Psychology of the Sublime 

The psychology of sublime experience is one of the main focuses of the chapters 

that follow. The sources are rich. The literature on contemplation is the richest of them. 

Richard of St. Victor is our best source. His major works on contemplation, Benjamin major 

and Benjamin minor, map the various stages of sublime experience: astonishment, rapture, 

ecstasy. The progress of the mind through its “lifting up” (sublevatio mentis), through 

expansion, growth, transformation, even—to use a term adapted from Richard by 

Dante—transhumanizing.  

The sublime momentarily takes command of the mind of the observer, shakes the 

mind out of itself, and renders it the captive of the force that grips it: 28 “overwhelms,” 

“sweeps away,” “overpowers,” “shatters”: those terms are some of the vocabulary of 

sublime response. They are reactions to the experience of mystery. An extreme response 

like “transported,” “rapt,” is beyond aesthetic, but appropriate for the impossible, the 

“spectacle” never yet experienced or imagined.  

Amazement and astonishment are fundamental emotional responses. They are so 

widely acknowledged as the catalyst of ecstasy, ancient, medieval and modern, as to have 

the status of an instinctual response to the sublime. The sublime can take its place in 

literary theory alongside other modes and genres that generate instinctual reactions: 

comedy produces laughter; tragedy, fear, pity and tears; sublimity creates astonishment. 

All three (comic, tragic, sublime) are spontaneous psychic responses, not results of 

                                                        
 
28 As when Quintilian enumerates the effects of the grand oratorical style: a master of the 
grand style can raise the dead and bring the gods down from heaven. He will own the judge, 
who will think and feel what the orator wants him to think and feel, and forget the need to 
require facts. (see ch. 3) 
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reflection. Amazement inspired by the sublime is in a different league from those lesser, 

less shattering responses, in that amazement leads to ravishment. The grip of the 

undiscoverable draws questers into its force-field. True, immensity and limitlessness 

generate fear, disorientation, loss of self (alienatio mentis, Richard of St. Victor will call it), 

but the response also moves over into ecstasy, a sense of elevation, growth and 

transformation, a feeling of equality with the immense and sublime thing that first 

inspired fear and amazement. An enthusiastic comment by S.T. Coleridge, now much 

quoted in the discussion of the medieval sublime, is his response to the Gothic cathedral: 

Gothic art is sublime. On entering a cathedral, I am filled with devotion and with 

awe. I am lost to the actualities that surround me, and my whole being expands 

into the infinite; earth and air, nature and art, all swell up into eternity... 29 

He experiences what we can call “ordered disorientation.” The self breaks apart and is 

reconstituted at a higher level. Abjection, contempt for the self, precedes ascent, 

exultation, transformation, illumination, and at the highest level, the sense of deification.  

Equivalence of the individual psyche with the great thing wondered at is the endpoint of 

that extension of the self.  

 

Growth, expansion, trans-humanizing 

The experience of growth and expansion, whether from religion, from nature or 

from art, remains more or less consistent in the psychology of its subject.  Bernard of 

Clairvaux meditates on Christ’s humanity, and feels himself grow inwardly: “My heart 

is enlarged, my whole inward being is enriched, my very bones vibrate with praise” 

(“omnia ossa mea germinant laudem”--Serm. Cant. 61. 2).  In a very different context, 

Gottfried von Strassburg contemplates the hero and heroine of his romance, Tristan and 

Isolde, and his desires grow, his spirit soars into the clouds and his heart swells until it is 

greater than seven-mountain (setmunt, whatever that is: vaguely impressive, but the 

word Setmunt is unexplained).   

                                                        
29 Coleridge’s Miscellaneous Criticism, ed. T. M. Raysor, (London: Constable, 1936), p. 12. 
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An important moment in the psychology of the sublime is captured in the phrase: 

“experience sublime things, and you become like them.”  The ability of the 

mind/soul/psyche to expand in the face of things it recognizes as greater, especially 

immeasurably greater than itself, is a widely shared idea.  Longinus criticizes an earlier 

writer who had failed to recognize how through the sublime “we may be enabled to 

develop our natures to some degree of grandeur” (On the Sublime, ch. 1).  This psychology 

of the self-transcending subject is clearly a shared element of both mystical and aesthetic 

experience. Self-transcendence was pre-scripted by Paul as a response to the vision of 

God: “All of us with unveiled faces seeing the glory of the lord as though reflected in a 

mirror, are transformed into the same image from one degree of glory to another” (2 

Corinth. 3: 18).  In Bernard of Clairvaux, the thought assimilates to the idea of the image 

of God implanted in humans: “See the lord seated above the throne, exalted and raised 

on high, and all the land was filled with his majesty.”  Majesty diffused from on high into 

all the land, filters into the observer, who becomes like God: “You will be like Him, when 

you see him as he is: be like him now also…  For if you do not deny that similitude even 

in a state of humility, certainly similarity will be owed to you in a state of sublimity.” 30  

The thought of becoming like majesty upon seeing it, remains strong in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, where sublime experience tended to assimilate to 

religious, or to confirm the existence of God.31  In the clipped phrase of Edward Young, 

whose Night Thoughts, became a defining opus of eighteenth century sentimentality and 

experience of the sublime: “Divine contemplate and become divine.”32  Coleridge’s whole 

being “expands into the infinite” upon entering a Gothic cathedral.  Byron’s Childe 

Harolde outbids him in his experience of the Pantheon in Rome: the grandeur of the “vast 

                                                        
30   Bernard Serm. I, Pro Dominica. I November, Opera 8. 305: “Similis eris illi, cum videris eum 
sicuti est: esto et nunc similis ei…  Si enim ne in humilitate quidem similitudinem eius abnuis, 
certa tibi sublimitatis quoque similitudo debetur.” He is commenting on the antiphon for 1 
November, which combines Isaiah 6.1 with Psalm 71. 19. 
 
31 Kirwan, p. 26ff. 
 
32 Kirwan, p. 9. 
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and wondrous dome” causes the mind to “grow colossal”; “The outshining and 

overwhelming edifice fools our fond gaze,” but gradually “growing with its growth, we 

thus dilate / Our spirits to the size of that they contemplate” (158).  And Emerson: the 

sublime vision is “the doubling of the heart itself, nay, the infinite enlargement of the 

heart with a power of growth to a new infinity on every side.”33 

Richard of St. Victor posits a stage of transformation which he calls “transhumanizing”:  

Human understanding perceives from the greatness of its expansion that it is no 

longer itself—it is still understanding, just not human understanding—when in a 

marvelous and incomprehensible mutation it is made more than human (efficitur 

plus quam humana), while gazing on the glory of the Lord, it is transformed into 

that same image from splendor to splendor” (see ch. 5). 

To pass the bounds of human capacity and to be made more than human is to 

“transhumanize.” When Dante’s pilgrim rose from purgatory into heaven by the 

guidance of Beatrice, he experienced this rising above humanity, called by name, 

transumanar (Paradiso 1. 70). 

 So the psychology of the sublime must deal with the human capacity to experience 

god-likeness. That sense of “nobility of soul,” “greatness of soul,” “state of sublimity,” 

transhuman, which sublime experience can generate suggests sublime thought itself may 

be grounded in levels of the human psyche of which we do not have anything other than 

vague intimations. Is there some matrix, planted deep, beyond thought and expression, 

that occasionally is seeded, wakes up and gives birth? Matrix is a place of origin. The root 

of the word is mater, mother.  We can at least imagine some realm of the “mothers” as the 

deepest point of origin, not only of natural forms, but also of the sense of the sublime, 

and of the feeling that God exists. That was the idea behind the quest of the three time-

travelers in Goethe’s Faust Part II to restore Helen of Troy and find her in the ancient 

                                                        
 
33 Kirwan, p. 130. 
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world. Faust had to travel to a secret realm of “the mothers,” the ultimate, pre-deistic 

place of origins 34 in order to reset time and history so as to bring Helen back to life. 35 

 

Expressing the inexpressible in language 

 A paradox haunts the sublime: what cannot be expressed depends on expression, 

at least if it is to be communicated and have some form of presence beyond a dream of 

the one who experiences it. For Longinus, to be sure, genius and inspiration are 

prerequisite to presenting the sublime in language, but more than half of his tract 

discusses rhetorical formulation.  

 For our texts a common feature is the numinous quality of the language in which 

sublimity is manifested. Some appeal, spoken or implied, to its divine source is an 

imbedded claim of elevated language. Hildebert of Lavardin celebrates the vatic writing 

of the poetess Muriel with full acknowledgment of this quality: 

[The gods] speak through this virgin’s voice 

And have appointed this sacred voice their own prophet… 

Your every breath is immortal,  

And all the world marvels at your work as if it were divine. 36  

Much of the study that follows is concerned with rhetorical formulations and the relation 

of composed, decorated language to the topic described. But in the relation of theme to 

formulation the use of rhetoric may be minimal. Perhaps the most sublime utterance in 

language (in the western world at least) is, “God said, let there be light. And there was 

light.” Even Longinus recognizes the power of that formulation; he quotes “that great 

law-giver of the Jews.” Bernard of Clairvaux waxed eloquent over the “sweetness” and 

                                                        
 
34 See Catherine Keller, Face of the Deep, on the gender issues, matrigenesis vs. patrigenesis. 
 
35 Goethe, Faust Part 2, Act 2, Dark Gallery, lines 6203-6306. 
 
36 Hildebert, Carmina Minora, ed. A. B. Scott, (Berlin: Teubner, 1969), p. 17 (Nr. 26). See the 
discussion below, Conclusion. 
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“overwhelming divine force” in the rhetoric-free statement, “Jesus Christ, the son of God, 

is born in Bethlehem of Judaea” (see ch. 10) 

 The two major proto-orators of Christianity, John the Evangelist and St. Paul, are 

not mystics isolated in their experience of God. They were a historian and a missionary, 

and that imposed on them the necessity of communicating those things beyond the 

human that they had seen. Both of them were perceived as possessing god given powers 

of speech. Both were themselves believed to be in some sense deified, at least, taken up 

into heaven to hear things that “no man may speak”; then sent back to the world to speak 

them. John and Paul are the defining rhetorical forces of the Christian sublime. 

Augustine defines inspired, sublime speech in describing the grand style, and he 

puts rhetoric (his old subject as professor) decidedly to one side. Primary in grand, 

sublime expression is powerful emotion. Emotional intensity is the pre-condition of 

sublime speech and expression. The great idea or moving thought arouses a passionate 

response; the mind is turbulent and unnaturally lucid at the same time. This is the state 

of mind which produces, in the orator or teacher, grand speech adequate to the power of 

the idea (speech and expression turn “violent with the passions of the mind”--violentum 

animi affectibus—see ch. 3). “Force” shapes grandeur of speech, and the greatness of the 

subject draws greatness of expression after it: magna est res et granditer agitur. It is a 

Christian counterpart to Longinus’s two first and most prominent elements of the 

sublime, “grand conceptions” and “vehement emotions” (enthusiastikon pathos—On the 

Sublime, 1. 8). Rhetoric may help, but the sublime style is “not so much embellished with 

verbal ornament as inflamed by heartfelt emotion” (De Doct. Christ. 4. 42. 118, p. 251). 

 Still, that leaves the process of composition unexplained and unformulated, as if 

passion itself were the source of composed language—and indeed Augustine implies as 

much, quoting a line from the Aeneid, “Anger forges the weapon for the one who needs 

it” (see ch. 3). John of Ford puts it more strongly without the indirectness of metaphor: 

“All desire is eloquent” (ch. 10). Of course, there are rhetorical means of elevating a grand 

subject: anaphora, repetitio, homeoteleuton, interrogatio, exclamatio (we’ll see many later). But 
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lacking passion, these figures are flat and ridiculous. Grandiose rhetoric by itself cannot 

shape sublime expression. Its result may be turgid and self-parodistic.37  

 There is a technique of magnification that is frequent in the works treated in later 

chapters. It is comparison of something grand beyond description with some known 

superlative. I’ll call this magnification-by-comparison the plus-quam-perfect of the 

sublime: posit the perfect or infinitely grand and beautiful, and declare it paltry in 

comparison to something far more perfect. Hildebert of Lavardin magnifies the beauty 

of the crumbling statues of Roman gods by having the gods themselves appear to judge 

these works of arts; they are seized with jealousy to see that the fragmentary ruins of 

these statues are more beautiful than they themselves, the model of the statues, in their 

full glory.38 A simpler example: Tristan praises Princess Isolde as so much more beautiful 

than Helen of Troy that the current norms of beauty must be thrown out and rewritten 

(see ch. 17). Kant, like others, declares the sublime unknowable, but not unapproachable. 

It requires some point of comparison, by which sublimity can be intuited by comparison 

with something magnificent. 39 An especially impressive example outside of the simpler 

framework of “more beautiful than….”: Captain Ahab in Moby Dick (ch. 36), spurning 

Starbuck’s homespun piety and justifying his vengeful quest: “ ‘Talk not to me of 

blasphemy, man; I’d strike the sun if it insulted me’.” To override the physical-human 

                                                        
 
37 Shakespeare had the grandees of France mouth turgid, grandiloquent phrases in praise of 
their horses, stoking up their courage on the night before the battle of Agincourt. Like the rest 
of the scene high style serves as a send-up of French arrogance and fatuousness. (Henry V, 3. 7. 
lines 1651-1674) 
 
38 In the poem “Par tibi Roma nihil,” Carm. Min., nr. 36. 
 
39 See James Rasmussen, “Language and the most Sublime in Kant’s Third Critique,” Journal of 
Aesthetics and Art Criticism,” 68 (2010), 155-166. Kant, Crit. Judg., p. 167: “The Sublime, in the 
strict sense of the word, cannot be contained in any sensuous form, but rather concerns ideas 
of reason, which, although no adequate presentation of them is possible, may be excited and 
called into the mind by that very inadequacy itself which does admit of sensuous presentation.” 
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impossibility of that act takes an ego-psyche swollen beyond insanity, beyond the 

impossible, huge out of all human, natural and cosmic proportions. 

 

Judeo-Christian Sublime 

Alongside the Longinian sublime there is another, the Judeo-Christian. This mode 

based on grandeur of expression amalgamated from the old and new testaments, is for 

the Middle Ages what Longinus was for antiquity and the post-medieval period.  

The route to follow in pursuit of a medieval sublime, sought and taken on its own 

terms, is, first, medieval Christianity’s own language of sublimity (the topic of ch. 1), then 

medieval usages of sublimity as concept and style (ch. 2), then traces of a sublime style 

and mode of expression in rhetorical and other writings (ch. 3), but the main route is the 

study of the sources and the models of sublime expression—the chapters that follow. The 

unifying core of this pursuit is medieval Christianity’s use of the Bible, especially the Old 

Testament to create the feel and circumscribe the experience of the sublime. Until now 

the Longinian sublime has served as the red thread, and the result of that guideline has 

been a dead end, at least in terms of history of the sublime.  

 

Jerusalem and Athens revisited 

James Porter’s comment alluded to earlier is a good introduction to this section: 

“The problem with current histories of the sublime is not the lack of evidence… Scholars 

have been looking for the sublime in the wrong places” (Porter p. 27).  

The Judeo-Christian40 is for the medieval sublime what classical Greece and Rome 

were for the rhetorical tradition. This is the “right place,” at least one of them, to look for 

the sublime in the Christian Middle Ages. The connection of the Hebrew Bible with the 

                                                        
40 For comment on the recent appropriation in political issues of the term, “Judeo-Christian,” 
see the editorial in The New Humanist, Summer, 2019 (Online: 
https://newhumanist.org.uk/articles/5456/what-does-the-term-judeo-christian-actually-mean). 
The article distinguishes between “serious historical commentary“ and “charged political use.” I 
use the term in the strict sense of a literary obligation and dependence of Christian sacred 
discourse, especially poetic, on the Old Testament.  
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topic of the sublime is not an original claim, far from it. The debate whether the western 

sublime originates in the Hebrew tradition or the Greek goes back to the seventeenth 

century. The discovery of Longinus led to a confrontation of Christian sacred eloquence 

with classical in the sixteenth century, and the debate burned bright to the end of the 

eighteenth. It was regularly framed as a contest of Hebrew and classical sublime. 41 The 

movement to assert the priority of the Hebrew over the classical sublime had its most 

prominent expression in Robert Lowth (1710-1787), who was Professor of Poetry at 

Oxford and eventually Bishop of Oxford and Bishop of London. His Lectures on the Sacred 

Poetry of the Hebrews (originally in Latin, 1753, English trans. 1788) argue that religion is 

the aboriginal source and purpose of poetry, and that no early poetry illustrates this 

origin better than Hebrew, 

than which the human mind can conceive nothing more elevated, more beautiful, 

or more elegant; in which the almost ineffable sublimity of the subject is fully 

equaled by the energy of the language and the dignity of the style. And it is worthy 

observation, that as some of these writings exceed in antiquity the fabulous ages 

of Greece, in sublimity they are superior to the most finished productions of that 

polished people.42 

The same position was asserted by, to name only the most prominent besides Lowth, 

Moses Mendelssohn, Johann Gottfried Herder, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. For 

Coleridge the sublime originates with the poetry of the Hebrew Bible: “Sublimity is 

Hebrew by birth.” 43 Its superiority in quality to Greek and Roman poetry was obvious 

                                                        
41 Deborah Shuger, Sacred Rhetoric: The Grand Style in the English Renaissance, (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1988); and Porter, Sublime in Antiquity, 36-51. And a book that 
deserves a better reception than it has received: David B. Morris, The Religious Sublime: 
Christian Poetry and Critical Tradition in 18th-Century England, (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 1972). 
 
42 Robert Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews (1787), (London, 1787; rpt. 
Hildesheim: Olms, 1969);  Lect. 1, vol 1, p. 36-7. 
 
43 Coleridge’s Writings Volume 5: On the Sublime, ed. David Vallins, New York, 2003, 88),  
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to Coleridge: “I affirm after reading Isaiah, or St. Paul’s epistle to the Hebrews, Homer 

and Virgil are disgustingly tame to me, and Milton himself barely tolerable.” 44 These 

voices faded in the course of the nineteenth century. Heinrich Heine was a late-comer. 45 

The debate has left no traces in the modern discussion.  

In the texts discussed in the following chapters there is sublimity but very little 

classical influence. There is a concept of sublimity, a writing style known as grand and 

sublime, many instances of poetry and prose rising to the sublime, many instances of 

readers, listeners, worshipers struck with amazement, rapt to ecstasy, minds expanded 

to the sublime—all without help from Homer, Virgil or Longinus.  

 

The Majesty of God  

The role of Genesis, of the psalms and prophets, of the book of Job in inspiring a 

poetics of the sublime, is an old topic, ripe for renewal. The sublime imagery of the psalms 

was as available to the Christian author as the psalms themselves, built into the very grain 

of the Christian life. 46 One might well imagine (as I once did) that the feat of memorizing 

                                                        
44 Letter to John Thelwall, Dec. 17, 1796. 
 
45 Heinrich Heine, “On Ludwig Börne”: “I read in the Old Testament again. What a great book! 
More remarkable for me than its context is the way it represents things, where the word is, it 
seems, a product of nature, like a tree, like a flower, like the ocean, like the stars, like the 
human being itself. It swells and burgeons, it flows, it sparkles, it smiles, one knows not how or 
why, but one finds everything perfectly natural. Here you actually have the word of God, 
whereas other works depend on human wit. In Homer, the other great book, the style is a 
product of art, and even though the subject matter, as in the Bible, always is taken straight 
from reality, still, it forms itself into a work of poetry, so to speak, forged and refined  in the 
crucible of the human mind, the spiritual process that we call art. But in the Bible there is no 
trace of art. It is written in the style of a notebook in which the absolute mind, as it were 
without individual human intrusion, notes the events of the day, with approximately the same 
attention to detail we lavish on our laundry list. It is impossible to render any judgment of this 
style; One can only observe its effect on our soul. How often have the Greek grammarians run 
into a dead end when they tried to explain some strikingly beautiful features of the Bible by 
traditional aesthetic concepts.  Longinus speaks of sublimity. Recent philosophers of aesthetics 
speak of naïveté. Alas! As I said, all criteria of judgment fail. The Bible is the word of God.” 
 
46 See James W. McKinnon, “The Book of Psalms, Monasticism, and the Western Liturgy,” and 
other contributions in the volume The Place of the Psalms in the Intellectual Culture of the 
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the 150 psalms as the introductory assignment in monastic learning deadened the 

sensitivity to the sublimity of their poetry. Possibly in the case of duller students, but in 

many cases the store of Old Testament poetry in the memory and imagination of 

Christian authors was rich and productive, received and read with empathy. To 

understand the extent of that creative influence, the modern reader must read medieval 

religious literature with sharpened empathy towards the power of expression in the Old 

Testament poetry. The theme of the majesty of God generated a rich poetic language: 

Jehovah announces himself in a wind that shatters mountains, he stretches out the 

heavens like a tent, walks on the wings of the wind, and speaks with a voice of thunder; 

the ocean trembles down into its depths at the his presence, runs away before him; groves 

of trees clap their hands while mountain ranges rise up, dance, and sing songs of praise 

to him; angels plant one foot on the earth and the other on the ocean, and events of such 

creative and cataclysmic force occur as to overwhelm the imagination. The nature 

imagery of the Old Testament evokes a divine titanism: the desert is vast and dangerous, 

but God picks it up and shakes it like a carpet (Ps. 28); the cedar trees are deep-rooted, 

immense and mighty, but the voice of God makes them shatter like thin glass (Ps. 28). 

God becomes in one aspect a storm-like force of command, mustering the forces of nature 

like an army and intimidating the ocean itself. And yet the Hebrew writer knew also the 

yet more sublime gesture of silence. My first example above in this paragraph is a 

remarkable passage from 1 Kings, 19. 11: Jehovah tells Elijah, hiding in a cave, to go to 

the mountain top; He will soon pass by. Elijah obeys. First comes a terrifying wind, 

splitting mountains and breaking rocks—but God is not in it; then an earthquake—God 

is not in it; then a fire—God is not in it; then comes a deep silence.47 Only then does God 

                                                        
Middle Ages, ed. Nancy van Deusen, (Albany NY, 1999). And Grover A. Zinn, “The Psalms at the 
Abbey of Saint-Victor: From the Novices’ schola to the Heights of contemplatio,” Transforming 
Relations: Essays on Jews and Christians throughout History in Honor of Michael A. Signer, ed. 
Franklin T. Harkins, (Notre Dame IN, 2010), 75-100. Also Vincent Gillespie, The Songs of the 
Threshold: Enargeia and the Psalter,” in The Psalms and Medieval English Literature, 
(Cambridge, 2017), 271-297. 
 
47 So says NRSV. In the Vulgate, “sibilus aurae tenuis”; “the hissing of a gentle breeze.”  
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begin to speak, and Elijah “hears” Him.  The orchestration intensifies the sublimity of the 

Lord by its retreat from raging into silence. Longinus also noted the power of that move 

when Odysseus conjures the ghost of Ajax in the underworld. The great hero, who could 

break rocks and men, stands mute, and Longinus sees that muted power as more sublime 

than noisy recrimination: “How grand is the silence of Ajax, more sublime than any 

speech!” (On the Sublime, ch. 9).  

A commentary on Psalm 114 (Vulg. 113) by Richard of St. Victor cautions us not 

to underestimate the medieval sensitivity to such sublime imagery. Commenting on these 

lines,  

When Israel went out from Egypt…the sea looked and fled…  The mountains 

skipped like rams, the hills like lambs. Why is it O sea, that you flee? …  Tremble 

O earth, at the presence of the Lord… 

Richard writes: 

This exclamation is that voice of the prophet, the one [that speaks] in astonishment 

along with exultation. For he saw a divine miracle—not just one, but a double 

miracle, both of them great, both wondrous, both greatly stupendous. He saw the 

ocean take flight before the face of Israel; he saw the Jordan turn the course of its 

flow back to its source…  What is there here that is not unheard of? what is there 

that is not wondrous? … A beautiful spectacle and a joyous one, to see the waters 

of the ocean flee, to see the flow of the Jordan reverse... Never do such miracles 

happen, only before the true Jews, only before the good Hebrews. 48  

These colossal images are not there to be dissolved into allegories, but rather to please 

and astonish by the beauty of the spectacle itself, the delight of seeing the ocean flee, the 

joy of utter astonishment at natural prodigies (Pulchrum spectaculum, satisque jucundum 

videre aquam maris fugientem). The literal level of the psalm is not to be divested of force 

                                                        
 
48 PL 196, 1073Cff.: Another event in the poetic language of the prophets taken in its full 
supernatural (i.e. not just allegorical) force is the psalmist’s vision of the mountains and hills 
leaping like lambs with joy (Ps. 113. 4). True, says Richard, it does not happen in the earthly 
realm, but in the status sublimitatis it is a real event. (Benj. Maj., 5. 14, p. 334) 
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by the need to find Christian doctrine in it. Its power to astonish resides in the literal level. 

It is the reaction of a viewer to a theatrical spectacle, but at the same time an empathetic 

reading of the hyperreal poetry of the psalm. The image strikes Richard with immediate 

force, and he wants the superreal experience of the impossible and the rapture of 

response to be savored before moving on to the allegorical meaning, the effect of which 

is edifying but not sublime.  

 The titanic and the impossible had its Christian reception above all in the practice 

of prophetic preaching (see chs. 7-11). The power of this awesome and mysterious God 

was available also in liturgical hymns. At least one bishop staged the liturgy of his church 

as an Old Testament drama, the coming of the terrifying Jehovah. Adam of Bremen gives 

this remarkable report of the innovations of bishop Adalbert:  

He sought for everything that was grand, everything that was resplendent, 

everything that was glorious whether in things divine or human.  And on this 

account he is said to have delighted in the smoke of spices and the glittering of 

lights and the resounding of deep sonorous voices.  All this he drew from the 

reading of the Old Testament, in which the Majesty of the Lord appeared on 

Mount Sinai.49 

Adalbert has created a theatrical stage in which he himself as ministering bishop can 

emerge from a cloud of smoke and appear to the congregation, his face shining 

prophetically from the glittering lights, the booming voices giving some echo of the 

thunder of Jehovah—and thus magnify himself into Moses and the atmosphere of the 

church into that of the meeting on Mt. Sinai.  

 Regarding these passages as testimony to a medieval sublime opens a wide field 

of study in the aesthetic value of the Old Testament and its adaptation in medieval 

religious culture. It was regarded in this light by those who practiced this aesthetic, and 

by those who recognized and articulated the rhetorical force of such borrowings. Roger 

Bacon called for a poetry of sermons and hymns that would draw its inspiring force 

                                                        
49 Adam of Bremen, History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen, 3. 27, trans. Francis J. 
Tschan, (New York, 1959, p. 137.  
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especially from the Hebrew bible (see ch. 4). Bacon stresses, sacra scriptura in lingua 
50primitiva que Hebrea est. The source of grand sacral rhetoric should be, along with 

Christian traditions, not just the Greek or Latin Old Testament, but the veritas Hebraica.  

 

The Majesty of things 

Eriugena can posit the “sublime character of earthly things” that stimulate the 

imagination to posit “sublime ideas” or “sublime archetypes.” 51 It is fairly common to 

assume that medievals were by and large indifferent to the majesty of nature, perhaps 

even incapable of appreciating the grandeur of landscape, as if a sense of nature as an 

aesthetic phenomenon were a modern discovery which arose with the Copernican turn 

in the west.  

For Jews and Christians the Psalms, Isaiah, Job, Song of Songs, and Revelation had 

their own power and vision of nature and creation as sublime objects. They invite the 

reader constantly to measure the grandeur of God against the lesser, if overwhelming, 

immensity of nature. To imagine the structure of the firmament (the manifestation) is at 

the same time to imagine the incomparably greater architect who designed it (the 

unknowable). If nature itself were not grandiose, magnificent and terrifying, the glory of 

God would be less. Christian writers would have to have been deaf to these powers of 

Old Testament poetry to have shut them out of their own writings altogether. Just the 

contrary, that force, the “exquisite and deep pathos” (Lowth) were of course at the 

disposal of Christian writers, and they made use of it. Preachers, scriptural 

commentators, composers of liturgical hymns, to name only a few, were able to transform 

that power into poetic and musical compositions. 52 

                                                        
 
51 Eriugena, PL 122, De div. nat., 148D: “si ex sublimibus hujus mundi naturis sublimes 
imaginarent intellectus, futurum esset nostrum animum sublimius in cognitionem rerum 
intelligibilius exaltari.” Ibid., 160B: “quoniam omnia summum bonum participant, ex 
similitudine inferiorum bonorum ad cognitionem sublimium humanus animus [potest 
ascendere].  
 
52 See Palazzo, Le souffle de Dieu: L’énergie de la liturgie et de l’art au moyen âge. 
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The Sublime and the Medieval Imagination 

At stake in rethinking this topic is nothing less than the quality of the medieval 

imagination. The present state of aesthetic apprehension among medievalists would have 

us believe that the medieval audience had limited capacity to be astonished, elevated, to 

have their minds and hearts expanded, and that medieval artists and poets had little 

interest in rousing those responses, or the ability or skill to do so. A pursuit of the sublime 

where it actually occurs can rescue that experience and literary mode from the 

misconceptions that obscure it. 
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Excursus (1):  

Erich Auerbach on Dante and the Sublime 

 

A critical reader of this book (favorable) commented that opposition to Curtius, 

Auerbach and Carruthers is an unattractive point of departure, because it begins by 

redressing a wrong done the topic by its erasure from history of medieval aesthetics 

rather than with the glory of the topic. I agree with Lessing, who defended polemic: “We 

can thank contestation for clarifying many important points, and also because humans 

would be in harmony on nothing in the world, if they had not argued about anything in 

the world.” 53 The understanding of the subject, I hope, gains from this disagreement 

without diminishing my admiration or sense of dependence on those three. My 

disagreement is most clarifying in regard to Erich Auerbach, as my dependence and my 

admiration are strongest. The value of seeing the medieval sublime in its indebtedness to 

the Judeo-Christian can hardly be better illuminated than by rereading a passage in Dante 

and taking issue with Auerbach’s reading of it.  

Dante and Virgil wait at the gate to the city of Dis for the arrival of the heavenly 

messenger from whom Beatrice has promised them safe passage (Inferno 9. 64ff.). But the 

way is barred by monsters, who threaten them and call to the gorgon Medusa to come 

and turn the living traveller to stone, entrapping him forever in hell. Virgil has him turn 

away and cover his eyes. But just then a thunderous, terrifying blast of sound rages along 

the river Styx and overwhelms them:  

Above the filthy swell, approaching, 
a blast of sound, shot through with fear, exploded, 
making both shores of Hell begin to tremble; 

 
it sounded like one of those violent winds, 
born from the clash of counter-temperatures, 
that tear through forests, raging on unchecked, 

 

                                                        
53 G. E. Lessing, “How the Ancients Depicted Death,” Preface. 
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it splits and rips and carries off the branches  
and proudly whips the dust up in its path 
and makes the beasts and shepherds flee its course! 

 

The herald of the angel’s coming is an explosion of sound. It hits like a violent wind with 

a force so great that both banks of the river tremble; it shakes the forest, splits and shatters 

the branches of trees. Before we know the source of this storm-like eruption we see the 

result: thousands of condemned souls, terror-struck, flee for shelter before the onward 

rush of the blast. Dante compares them to frogs who leap into the water and disappear 

when a snake threatens them. The pilgrim now fixes on the thick mist covering the river, 

from which a figure emerges fanning his face with his left hand to drive away the 

disgusting smell. Though he walks on the river, the soles of his feet remain dry. Dante 

recognizes him as the heavenly messenger.  

The reading of the scene is important for my purpose because it figures 

prominently in Erich Auerbach’s essay, “Camilla, or the Rebirth of the Sublime.” It is in 

the scene of the angel’s turbulent arrival that Auerbach finds the rebirth of the Virgilian 

sublime. 54 

Auerbach’s point of comparison is the entrance of the warrior woman Camilla at 

the mustering of the armies in Bk. 7 of the Aeneid: 

...Topping off the armies 
rides Camilla, sprung from the Volscian people, 
heading her horsemen, squadrons gleaming bronze. 
This warrior girl, with her young hands untrained 
for Minerva’s spools and baskets filled with wool, 
a virgin seasoned to bear the rough work of battle, 
swift to outrace the winds with her lightning pace. 
Camilla could skim the tips of the unreaped crops, 

                                                        
54 Eric Auerbach, “Camilla, or the Rebirth of the Sublime,” in Literatursprache und Publikum in 
der Spätantike und im Christentum, (Bern: Francke, 1958), 181-233.  For a closer reading of the 
arrival scene in Dante and its interpretation by Auerbach in see my study, “Isolde, or the 
Making of the Sublime: A Commentary on Erich Auerbach’s ‘Camilla or the Rebirth of the 
Sublime’,” Berlin Journal of Critical Theory,2 (2018), 103-141. 
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never bruising the tender ears in her swift rush 
or wing her way, hovering over the mid-sea swell 
and never dip her racing feet in the waves. 55 
 

There are indeed points of contact between the two scenes and possibly some actual debt 

to Virgil. But the divergence is also striking. In general the atmospherics could hardly be 

more different: the elegant god-like arrival of Camilla in Virgil; the scene, literally, from 

hell in Dante. Camilla’s arrival is noiseless; the angel comes in a thunderous and 

shattering blast. Nothing explains the sonic boom in which the angel arrives. It is just a 

given. The calmness of Camilla’s arrival stands out against the furious turbulence of the 

angel’s: “a crash of fearful sound…a sound like “a violent wind,” the kind that “smites 

the forest and shatters the boughs [of the trees].”56 The long undulation of the mid-ocean 

swell evoked by Virgil; versus “the turbid waters” (le torbide onde)  of the Styx. Camilla’s 

presence is majestic and heroic, a woman ready more for war than for knitting; the angel’s 

is furious, almost demonic, but with a touch of unheroic delicacy, revolted by the putrid 

smell. 

Dante’s primary literary indebtedness in this scene is to Isaiah, Psalms and Acts of 

the Apostles. Compare these lines from Psalm 29 (Vulg. 28): “The voice of the LORD above 

the waters; the majesty of God thundered; The voice of the lord in power…The voice of 

the LORD shatters the cedars; the LORD shatters the cedars of Lebanon…  The voice of 

the LORD shakes the wilderness; the LORD shakes the wilderness of Kadesh.” 57 And from 

Isaiah 10. 33: “Look, the Sovereign, the LORD of hosts, will lop the boughs with terrifying 

                                                        
55 Aeneid 7. 933-942. tr. Fagles, pp. 239-40. 
 
56 “E già venia su per le torbid’ onde / …un fracasso d’un suon, pien di spavento / …non 
altrimenti fatto che d’un vento / impetuoso… / che fier la selva e … / li rami schianta… ”—9. 64-
70. 
 
57 Psalm 28. 3-8: “Vox Domini super aquas; Deus majestatis intonuit: Dominus super aquas 
multas. Vox Domini in virtute…  Vox Domini confringentis cedros, et confringet Dominus cedros 
Libani… vox Domini concutientis desertum: et commovebit Dominus desertum Cades.”   
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power…” 58 The “violent wind” has no analogue in Virgil’s Camilla scene, where the 

speed of wind outrun, not crash and clatter is the feature of the wind.59 The mighty wind 

has many analogues in the psalms and prophets, as in the scene referred to in the 

introduction: Elijah waiting for the Lord, faces a wind so strong it split mountains and 

shattered rocks (1 Kings 19. 11). But more relevant, Acts 2, the coming of the holy spirit 

on pentecost: “And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent 

wind.”60 And Psalm 77 (vulg. 76) offers a close match for atmospherics and imagery: 

“When the waters saw you, O God…they were afraid; the very deep trembled… The 

crash of your thunder was in the whirlwind… The earth trembled and shook. Your way 

was through the sea, your path, through the mighty waters; yet your footprints were 

unseen.” 61 Both Camilla and the angel move above water never wetting the soles of their 

feet. Dante’s heavenly messenger arrives with “dry soles” having passed wind-whipped 

waters, as did (metaphorically) Camilla, more elegantly, “winged her way, hovering” 

                                                        

58  Isaiah 10. 33-4: “Ecce Dominator, Dominus exercituum, confringet lagunculam in terrore.” In 
terrore is rendered in the modern Italian Bible (Conferenza episcopale Italiana) fracasso. Psalm 
29 (Vulg. 28). 5-7: “Il tuono del Signore schianta I cedri di Libano, Il Signore schianta I cedri del 
Libano.” Dante 9. 67, 70: “…un vento impetuoso … che…li rami schianta.” This word choice of 
Dante and the modern translators shows affinities of the Inferno passage with 
prophetic/psalmic utterances of the Old Testament. The similarity points to shared contexts, 
not, of course, influence. 
 
59 Though probably Aen. 2, 416. 
 
60 Acts 2.2, NRSV; Vulgate: “factus est repente de caelo sonus, tanquam advenientis spiritus 
vehementis…” 
 
61 Psalm 77 (Vulg. 76). 15-20: “Tu es Deus qui facis mirabilia… Viderunt te aquae, Deus; viderunt 
te aquae, et timuerunt: et turbatae sunt abyssi. Multitudo sonitus aquarum; vocem dederunt 
nubes. Etenim sagittae tuae transeunt; vox tonitrui tui in rota. Illuxerunt coruscationes tuae 
orbi terrae; commota est, et contremuit terra. In mari via tua, et semitae tuae in aquis multis, 
et vestigia tua non cognoscentur.” Also worth mentioning, the “great spirit” which was 
announced to Elijah. The prophet waits on the mountain top to which Jehovah sent him: 1 
Kings, 19. 9-18. His coming is preceded by “a great wind, so strong that it split mountains and 
broke rocks in pieces before the LORD. 
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without dipping her feet in the swell ocean swell; the angel more prosaically walks 

(passava). And while the closeness of phrasing might suggest borrowing, in the mind of 

Dante’s readers, certainly those not as versed in Virgil as Dante himself, the feet walking 

over troubled waters would probably evoke more immediately Christ walking on the 

wind-tossed waves of the sea of Galilee62 than the hovering glide of Camilla (or Poseidon, 

a Greek analogue mentioned by Auerbach). In the gospel, as in Dante, the sea is whipped 

up (jactabatur fluctibus; le torbid’ onde); in Acts 2, Matthew 14, and in Dante, there is a 

rushing or violent wind (de caelo sonus, tamquam advenientis spiritus vehementis; contrarius 

ventus—un vento impetuoso). It is much more likely that Dante’s immediate intention was 

to evoke Christ arriving in hell to release the condemned after the crucifixion than the 

arrival of Camilla or the other classical analogues cited by Auerbach (Hermes and 

Poseidon). 63 The biblical parallels are more strongly at work creating the setting and 

action than the classical. The sublimity of the passage depends on a crashing dynamism 

and vehement force more common in the Bible than in Virgil.  

But the detailed weighing and comparison of competing influences is not the 

decisive point. What matters is that the dynamism of the scene resonates primarily with 

Judeo-Christian sources. Powerful Biblical strains ring loud and clear, while echoes of 

classical sources are faint. The classical/Virgilian elements are sparse and are effectively 

enveloped in the Biblical. 64 The scene’s grandiosity is less epic than psalmic. 

Auerbach makes this narrow base into the foundation of a strong claim: “Dante 

revived the ancient conception of the sublime in a European vernacular language; he 

created a sublime poetry on a level with the great models of antiquity.”65 Any informed 

                                                        
 
62 Matt. 14. 25: Venit ad eos ambulans super aquas.   
 
63 See the detailed reading of the scene by Susanna Barsella, “The Mercurial Integument of the 
Heavenly Messenger (Inferno 9. 79-103),” Letteratura Italiana Antica, 4 (2003), 371-96. 
 
64 On Dante’s abundant use of the Latin bible, see Kleinhenz (1986). Kleinhenz quotes Charles 
Singleton: [Dante chose] “to imitate God’s way of writing” (p. 225). Also Carolynn lund-Mead 
and Amilcare Iannucci, Dante and the Vulgate Bible, (Rome: Bulzoni, 2012). 
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reader of Dante can agree that The Divine Comedy “equals or even surpasses the sublimity 

of the ancients,” but the claim that a classical rebirth is the measure of the sublime in 

Dante, or even in this single scene, is much too big for the base on which Auerbach sets 

it. Into a heady brew of elements of the Judeo-Christian sublime—psalmic, prophetic, 

allegorical—are mixed some distant reminiscences of Virgilian sublime. The blend and 

not the insertion make the sublimity of the passage. The entrance of the messenger in 

book 9 is not the revival of ancient or Virgilian sublime; it is the continuation of the Judeo-

Christian. The Divine Comedy in its entirety represents much more clearly the large scale 

deployment of the medieval sublime, crossing many points of origin, made out of poetic 

genius and largely from available materials from Judeo-Christian poetry and prophecy, 

not reborn from classical. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                        
65 “Camilla,” LLP, p. 232. 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PART ONE:  
The Discourse of the Sublime: Lexis, Semantics, Rhetoric, Style 

 

The introduction was for the most part about the experience of sublimity along 

with some general considerations of the character and source of its imagery. The first four  

chapters are about the word “sublime” in its various forms and the uses to which it was 

put in describing things above nature (ch. 1); a writing style in prose and verse (ch. 2); its 

articulation in rhetoric and poetics (ch. 3); the poetics of the grand style in Roger Bacon 

(ch. 4). 
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Chapter 1 
Word Studies: sublimis, sublimitas, sublimia 

 

What a fine book might be written of the life and adventures of a word! It has of course 
conveyed different ideas in different places. But is it not grander to think of it under the 
three aspects of soul, body and motion? The combination of letters, their shape and the 
look they give to the word, are the exact reflection of the unknown beings whose traces 
survive in us. Then has it not left its traces by tradition on our modern languages, which 
have all seized some remnant of the primitive speech of nations, a majestic and solemn 
tongue whose grandeur and solemnity ring in the Hebrew Bible, and still are noble in 
Greece, but grow weaker under the progress of successive phases of civilization? 
      ---------Balzac, Louis Lambert  
 

Word studies of “sublime” and “sublimity” are a starting point to lay a foundation 

for discussing the phenomenon of the sublime. Most inquiries into the sublime tend to be 

historically unspecific. There is a predilection for a philosophical or aesthetic approach to 

the topic. Studies with some historical scope tend to study the reception and 

interpretation of Longinus. James Porter’s studies show the importance of a study of 

sublimity in its changing historical settings. 

 The vocabulary of sublimity stretches wide. A plethora of terms circumscribe the 

events, experience, phenomena and mode of writing set out in the introduction. (The 

index of critical terms gives an idea of that range.) The rest of this book is in a sense the 

study of that vocabulary, but I start with the word “sublime” and its forms as an aesthetic 

term in medieval Latin usage, sublimis, sublimitas, and sublimia.  

The etymology of the word opens to view a fundamental quality of sublimity. 

“Sublime” is derived from sub-limite, also sub-limine, “Below, or up to a threshold,”66 

                                                        
53 Oxford Latin Dictionary, 2a; Porter, Sublime in Antiquity, p. 8.  
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“Outside of the boundary,” “beyond the limit,” expresses what is irreducible in the word: 

going beyond, violating limits, exceeding the possible.   

The range of reference is wide, however. At its most ordinary sublimis is spatial 

(sublimia moenia, sublimia tecta) and honorific, describing a high position in a hierarchy.  

Sublimitas in its quotidian usage is most common in letters addressing a person of high 

rank: vestra sublimitas. Sublimitas resists classification on a single point of a hierarchy (as 

opposed to majestas and magnificentia) and breaks the frame of immanence in its reference; 

its allure is greater than majesty or magnificence, as is the prestige it sheds on persons. It 

also means, at the top of a hierarchy. 

Even in these mundane contexts the words are auratic and magnifying; they retain 

the suggestion of going beyond and outside of the ordinary. They are not interchangeable 

with altus and altitudo, at least their connotations are different when they are occasionally 

interchanged, sublimis and grandis conferring greater luster. 

The terms also refer to a heightened rhetorical style of speaking or writing. 67 In 

classical Latin it was, if not a critical, then a descriptive term.  

There is a tendency to link sublimity to its theoretical formulations in rhetoric and 

poetics. But rhetorical and literary criticism are late-comers to that language and to 

concepts of the sublime in Greek and Latin.  James Porter reiterates the important point 

that the phenomena of sublimity and the terms to describe them exist prior to any 

theoretical framing, contrary to a loosely held, seldom tested belief of scholars that 

phenomena do not exist prior to their theoretical formulation. A stable fallacy in the 

discussion of the literary sublime is that there is no sublime without Longinus. 68  

                                                        
 
54 Quadlbauer, Genera dicendi, Index listing, sublimis, p. 283.  
68  Porter, p. 29. Jaeger, Intro to Magnificence and the Sublime, p. 8: “The absence of Longinus 
does not mean the absence of the sublime, far from it.  And yet I believe that two big aporias in 
the study of medieval aesthetics are briefly captured in the assumption: without Longinus, no 
sublime; without Aristotle, no magnificence—as though the concepts and the phenomena they 
describe cannot exist without their most prominent theoretical formulations.  Both the sublime 
and the magnificent come into being for reasons other than poets and artists reading the 
writings of philosophers and critics.” 
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Sublimity as a quality of language, of verbal expression, spoken or written, is in 

its area of reference poised between earthly and heavenly realms; it mediates between 

human and celestial. “Sublime” is a relative late-comer to literary language in classical 

Latin: “Sublimis is already circulating as a literary-critical term in the time of Ovid” (fl. 19 

BC – 17/18 AD).69 Quintilian uses the term frequently to describe loftiness and grandeur 

of style, esp. Homer and Virgil: “Let the mind be uplifted by the sublimity of the heroic 

poems, and inspired and filled with the highest principles by the greatness of their 

theme.” 70 The sublimity of the tragedians can overstep his tolerance for grandiosity. 

Aeschylus, says Quintilian, is “sublime, dignified, and grandiloquent often almost to a 

fault, he is however often crude and lacking polish.” 71 His admiration of Cicero’s 

sublimity is without such limits: “Cicero’s oration caused such admiration because of its 

sublimity and magnificence and elegance and authority” (8. 3. 3-4.) It occurs often in 

reference to lyric in praise of sublimia carmina.72  These are clearly descriptive and not 

technical critical terms.   

 There is good reason to take seriously the judgment of D. A. Russell that 

“Sublimity is a special effect, not a special style.” 73 But it might be more accurate to say, 

                                                        
 
69 Porter, p. 28, stresses the precedence of its cosmic and terrestrial meanings. The literary 
usage no doubt trails reminiscences of that origin, but it is probably in part a response to 
Lucretius, De rerum natura. Hardie, 197-202.  
 
70 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, ed. and trans. Donald A. Russell, 1. 8. 5: “Sublimitate heroici 
carminis animus adsurgat et ex magnitudine rerum spiritum ducat et optimis inbuatur.” Cf. 10. 
1. 46 and 12. 10. 23.   
 
71 10. 1. 66: “…Aeschylus…sublimis et gravis et grandilocus saepe usque ad vitium, sed rudis in 
plerisque et incompositus…” 
 
72 Juvenal Carm. 7. Vs. 27; Ovid, Amores, Bk. 3, carm. 1, verse 39: “non ego contulerim sublimia 
carmina.” Life of Probus, 5th or 6th century, in ref. to Virgil: “Sunt quaedam propria carminis 
sublimia .” (Cited in Quadlbauer, Genera dicendi, p. 14).  
 
73 Russell, Longinus, 1964, p. xxxvii. Porter questioning this:, p. 10.  
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sublimity occurs now as a special effect, now as a special style, and sometimes both. I 

follow up on this in a later chapter. 

The terms could refer in classical Latin to human qualities, distinction of mind, 

character and manner. 74 It retained those meanings in early Christian usage. Cyprian 

Bishop of Carthage (d. 258) praises the martyrs for showing sublimitas animi. They may 

have lost freedom of the body but retain freedom of heart and soul.75 As a modifier of 

mores (character or manners) it conveys perfection, quintessence. 76 Hugh of St. Victor 

speaks of the “sublime” qualities of holy men that inspire others to imitate them. 77  

The adjective unlinked from a noun took on a special meaning, auratic and 

magnifying, but also vague and mysterious. Adam of Dryburgh (d. ca. 1212) makes a 

remarkable pronouncement on the primordial perfection of the human condition: God 

created man so that he would have life and being, but those were the first and least 

qualities conferred: “Yes, He created man so that [at minimum] he would exist [ut saltem 

esset]; but creation in “his image and likeness” had a higher purpose. He created him in 

His image and likeness “so that he [mankind] would exist as something sublime …” (ut 

sublime quiddam esset). 78 All doors of hyperbolic meaning are opened by the phrase 

sublime quiddam. Of course, creation in the image and likeness traditionally equates to 

                                                        
 
74 Oxford Latin Dictionary: “sublimis” 7a. “Sublime et erectum ingenium” (Tac. Ag. 4. 5); of 
exalted character, heroic: “vir sublimis animi, virtutisque praecipuus” (Apul. Met. 4. 1).  
 
75 PL 4, 419A: “Qui nunc vobis, dilectissimi fratres, conscientiae victricis vigor, quae sublimitas 
animi…etc.” The inner triumph: “captivo quidem corpore, sed corde regnante…” 
 
76 Hist. Compostell. PL 170: “Vitae religiosae morumque sublimitate prae caeteris praepollere 
videbatur.” 
 
77 De inst. Novitiorum, PL 176, 933B: When we see in holy men “quaedam in eis sublimia et 
quasi eminentia…” we imitate those outstanding qualities. 
 
78 PL 198, 245B: “creavit hominem ut saltem esset, creavit ad imaginem et similitudinem suam, 
ut sublime quiddam esset…” 
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sublimity of soul. 79 But Adam of Dryburgh’s formulation, “so that mankind would be a 

certain something sublime,” has the character of voracious openness, mystifying 

unclarity, that particular brand of unclarity in which Burke found one of the chief 

qualities of sublimity. It is one of many instances we will discuss in which “sublime” 

creates a fog of multiple possibilities, open to the imagination for exploration. It has that 

in common with the phrase of a later age often used synonymously with the sublime, “je 

ne sais quoi.” 

But the term gains a relative specificity when measured against the boundaries it 

passes: sublime quiddam is beyond excellent, grand, marvelous, beyond perfection. Adam 

of Dryburgh defines the object of striving of a soul poised between life and the beyond 

as the sublime, and “sublime because above nature” (see below, ch. 11). Sublimity comes 

for humans with the act of their creation, not because of specific qualities conferred or 

acquired, but because it is inborn, a part of their very essence. Both in mind and body, 

human beings are sublime. Again, it is vague and obscure, just some quintessence of 

perfection—and therefore alluring. Here the luminosity that the word exudes, like light 

through clouds (a common simile), even in descriptive usages is palpable. In Adam, the 

sublimity of mankind is a concept of extravagant, grace-given privilege and distinction. 

Bonaventure also found sublimitas implanted in human nature in the act of creation 

in God’s image and likeness: “The rational soul, when created, was inscribed with the 

image of God and positioned before all visible creation…  Men and women lost this 

excellence when they sinned; nevertheless, the thirst for sublimity and excellence 

                                                        

79 Cf. Gregory of Nyssa, De creatione hominis 4, PL 67, 352B: “!"#$!%&#'&()*'&+,-!.,&!/(),&
0)1.#$#00#$)$&,0/%&0)!,&0)10/!"/#!,&,/&!&2+#3!/!&2+*4).&5)$#.#/!/,&0,6)"4/)$&4.!+#)0&5#"4&',4.!+!/)+%&
()*'&")..#)0&0)16#4#!/)+&#$2,+#*78; ch. 18, 377B: “totumque hominem sua dispositione ad 
divinam formavit imaginem, nequaquam parvis ac modicis adjectionibus pertulit animarum 
numerum in sua plenitudine minus videri perfectum... sublimissimo atque angelorum non 
dissimili fine condecorans...”; also ch. 19, 379A.  
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remained in them.” 80 Love of God is the means of restoring the blurred image. A 

correctible lack generates a longing for lost sublimity; that longing is the fuel that drives 

that quest for a return to human perfection. 

“Unsurpassable divinity” renders one meaning of sublimis / sublimitas  in this 

sense. Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage (d. 258), wrote, “So great is the sublimity of Christ 

that it is perhaps not justifiable to compare any other human being with him.”81 

Sublime is one of various terms of height—moral, spiritual and cosmic, also social.  

Exalted, elevated, levatus, elevatus, sublevatus, excelsus, altitudo, celsitudo.  This passage 

from Hervé de Bourg-Dieu (Herveus Burgdolensis, d. 1150) offers a point of comparison: 

“Whoever is exalted above all the heavens, is also raised up above all the orders of angels, 

and is sublime indeed, because that being sits in the highest at the right of the throne of 

glory.” 82 In stages of ascent through those various high realms, sublimis is at the top. 

It often has the sense of “the highest,” the epitome, the uppermost limit. Alan of 

Lille, Distinctiones, PL 210, 752D: “Corona dicitur sublimitas gloriae.” 83 

                                                        
80 Bonaventure, Sermones de diversis 1, vol. 1, pp. 68-69: “Anima rationalis, cum creata est, Dei 
imagine est insignita et cunctis visibilibus praeposita…  Sed hanc excellentiam perdidit cum 
peccavit, remansit tamen in ea sublimitatis et excellentiae appetitus.” Quoted in Timothy J. 
Johnson, “Bonaventure as Preacher,” p. 415 and n. 70. 
 
 
81 PL 4, 887A-B. Liber de duplici martyrio: “Tanta est Christi sublimitas, ut fortasse non oporteat 
quemquam caeterorum hominum cum illo conferre.” Ascript. To Cyprian uncertain. PL 26 
Breviarium Psalmorum (Jerome? Augustine?), PL 26, 869C: “Et super excelsa statuit me. Excelsa, 
sancta Ecclesia est: et Christus super excelsa, et excelsa super excelsa: id est, super sublime 
Ecclesiae.” 
 
82  Comm. In Isaiam, PL 181, 490A: “Qui deinde exaltatus est super omnes coelos, et elevatus 
est super cunctos ordines angelorum, et sublimis est valde, quia considet in dextera sedis 
magnitudinis in excelsis.”  
 
83 The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, p. 3245, gives a gloss on sublimis in 
Aldhelm, De laud. Virg. P. 14: “summus grandis [praestantissimus], celsitudo.”  
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Sublimity in its earliest emergence is a quality of things higher than earthly, 84 and a feeling 

of the observer of the reality and presence of things higher than human, higher than nature, or at 

least situated very high in nature. The higher level of abstraction, above the spatial, rhetorical, 

social, and ethical, is a critical point for understanding medieval sublimity. 

 Word history bears out this derivation. In early Latin the word in its common 

forms, adjective sublimis, adv. sublimiter, and noun sublimitas, commonly refers to cosmic 

events, the heavens and the gods. Its basic meaning is “high in the air, set between heaven 

and earth.” 85  

In medieval usage the word in its cosmic context divides experience into 

immanent and transcendent, earthly and divine, corruptible and incorruptible realm. 86 

At its most theologically significant, what is sublime is in that other world, or at least 

partakes of it. It also can refer to the intrusion of something supernatural into the natural 

realm, the presence of a supernatural quality in a living human being. Epiphany is always 

sublime. One of the most sublime moments in the gospels is the recognition in the garden 

of Golgotha by Mary Magdalene of the crucified Christ in an ordinary looking character, 

whom she takes for the gardener (John 20. 14-16).  

To experience the saintliness or god-likeness of an extraordinary person is to see 

the sublime embodied. And conversely, when human actions exceed human strength or 

courage and approach divine, they are sublime, for instance, the martyr facing torture 

and death cheerfully. 87 We’ll see other instances in epic: Tragic and epic poetry especially 

                                                        
 
84 Porter, p. 27 and pp. 27-34 sees the origins of the sublime ultimately in reflections on “the 
heavens, divinity, and expansion of the self…   Sublimity was originally tied to thought about the 
heavens and the divinities who inhabit them…nor did it shed these associations in later 
periods.” 
 
85 H Haffter, “Sublimis,” Glotta 23 (1935), 251-61, p. 258 cited. 
 
86 Pope Leo the Great, PL 54, 252D: “Amor rerum deficientium ad incorruptibilia transferatur, et 
ad sublimia vocatus animus coelestibus delectetur.” 
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favor situations, in which the hero, either inflicting or facing death, acts in a way that 

transcends ordinary human nature.  

Sublimity is in the numinous and frightening quality of nature in its fierce aspects, 

experienced in the contemplation of grand natural events. Volcanoes, storms, lightning 

and thunder, frightening and overpowering events, seem to require gigantic agents to 

explain; the fear they inspire is the fear of something overwhelming, dwarfing and 

threatening mere human stature. It is also a recognition of the overpowering superhuman 

character of those mysterious forces that produce raging rivers, volcanic eruptions and 

thunderclaps. It is transmitted by a Lucretian tradition, and finds expression in antiquity 

in various tracts on nature and cosmology.88 The majesty of God expressed in natural 

cataclysms is common in the Old Testament and occurs frequently in medieval Latin 

poetry and sermons.  

 Closely tied to the experience of the sublime is ascent, growth, expansion of the 

mind and the self. As Porter noted, the elevation of the self, even into the divine, clings 

to its meaning in its earliest forms. The vision of sublime things renders the observer 

sublime, raises the observer to the level of the sublime thing observed.89 More on this 

later. 

 

A Quality of Speech 

The terms enter into rhetorical terminology relatively late, as noted above. In late 

antiquity and early Christianity the rhetorical tradition makes use of sublimis as one of 

                                                        
87 Cyprian, Liber de laude Martyrii, PL 4, 793C: “magna sublimitas ante ora Domini aspectumque 
Christi potestatis humanae tormenta contemnere nec horrere.” The martyr shows sublimitas 
animi in facing a violent death (PL 4, 419A).  
 
88 See Porter, pp. 445-454.  
 
89 Rich. St. Vict., PL 196, 178C.  Bernard of Cl. S. Bern. Opera, vol 5, p. 305: “[When you see an 
image of God in Glory on his throne] …certa tibi sublimitatis quoque similitudo debetur.”  The 
motif of growth of the observer into the level of the sublime is traceable in Christian usage via 
the passage in Isaiah 52: 13: “Ecce intelleget servus meus exaltabitur et elevabitur et sublimis 
erit valde… sublimis… in pura simplici intellectuali visione” 
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various terms that designate the high style in the framework of the three levels of style: 

humile, medium, sublime.90 Its general use to describe speech, writing, discourse, is casual 

and occasional, swallowed up in the great volume of occurrences relating to divine words 

and actions, to a wide variety of grandeur and grandiosity. St. Paul applies the term to 

speech (sublimitas sermonis) but as a pejorative, suggesting “pride” and “overweening,” 

describing the vain, pompous rhetoric of Greek and Roman oratory and philosophy. 

We’ll look at Paul’s comments and their influence in a later section.  But it is important to 

note the phrase in Paul’s letters, pejorative or not, is an early usage of sublimity to modify 

a style of speaking and writing.  

  However, alongside the meaning of speaking in a showy, pompous way, sublimis, 

sublimitas had also early on acquired the meaning of “high, sublime style,” style 

appropriate to prophecy or the speech of God. Augustine, comparing the four 

evangelists, stresses that the language of John is outstanding for its “height”: “In 

reference to the words of the Lord, he [John] ceaselessly raises himself up to those things 

which He…has spoken sublimely…” 91 By Carolingian times, the terms were established 

as descriptors of style.92 And by the eleventh and twelfth centuries the terms are fully 

established, conventional to describe prophetic speech and preaching.  

Rupert of Deutz is valuable, as on sublimity in various contexts, particularly on 

sublime speech: “Having spoken sublimely of the reign of  God, Christ and the church, 

                                                        
 
90 See Quadlbauer, Antike Theorie der Genera Dicendi, index sublimis. 
 
91 De consensu evangelistarum, PL 34, 1226: “Quod ad sermones Domini attinet, non cessat se 
attollere in ea quae ille ab hinc etiam sublimiter diuturneque locutus est. Nam…habuit 
excelsum sermonem, quem aliorum evangelistarum nullus inseruit.”  Cf. 1227: “…in lucem 
liquidissimam Verbi sublimiter fertur…”  Jerome particularly favors “sublime” to describe 
elevated speech. 
 
92 Alcuin, PL 101, 140B: “mirabiliter et sublimiter disseruit, ita dicens…”; 141A: “sublimiter 
enarrat.”  Agobard of Lyon (who would show himself an ardent foe of sublimitas sermonis), PL 
104, 181B: “habetis multa sublimium doctorum sublimiter dicta”; 185D: “sublimiter et 
admirabiliter…demonstrare…”; 273D: “hanc sublimiter commendat apostolus cum dicit…”  
Amalarius of Metz, PL 105: 948B: “Paulum…gloriose et sublimiter praedicasse…”. PL 131, 484A: 
“sublimiter praedicantes.”  
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they [the patriarchs and early priests] fully deserve to be called prophets.” 93 References 

to sublimity of speech could be multiplied well beyond what is useful, but one author in 

particular deserves to be included in this list of occurrences, the Premonstratensian Adam 

of Dryburgh or Adamus Scotus (d. ca. 1212). He is clearly fond of terms for sublimity. 

Sublimis in all its forms occurs 112 times in his 46 sermons. One reference to sublime 

language can stand for many others: “The preachers and doctors of the church extend 

sacred scriptures into profound ideas and explain them with sublime language.” 94 

 

Sublimia quia quodammodo supra naturam 

A term that calls for special attention, but has received little,95  is sublimia, the 

substantive, not the adjective. It occurs in prominent contexts. It has an intentional 

evocative vagueness and openness, rather like modern English “sublime,” a mysterious 

quality which is of the essence of the term, implying more beautiful and more terrifying. 

Given its odd position—close to the center of Christian mysteries on the one hand, and 

hardly noticed on the other—it makes sense to begin with a close study and semantic 

analysis of the term separated from the more common terms from which it derives, 

sublimis  and sublimitas. 

 Sublimia occurs across the entire range of the Latin language, beginning to present, 

almost exclusively in Christian writings and in the context of thought on the heavens, 

                                                        
 
93 Rupert of Deutz, PL 167, 1179C: “ex eo quod de regno Dei, Christi et Ecclesiae sublimiter 
elocuti sunt, prophetae dici meruerunt.”; 1227A: “sublimiter caneret…”; 1353C: “Evangelista 
sublimiter enuntiavit…”; 1396A: “sublimiter extulit”; PL 169, 349B: “de illo [Deo] tam sublimia 
nemo loquitur.” 
 
94 PL 198, 144C: “praedicatores et doctores Ecclesiae sacram Scripturam in sententias 
profundas extendunt, et per sermones sublimes exponunt.” Bonaventure also should be 
mentioned, since he mounts an extensive defense of the sublimity of the gospel of John, both 
content and style, summing up, “recte et debite sublimiter locutus est.” More on this later. 
 
95 Sublimia the neuter plural substantive is not included as a separate entry in any of the 
standard Latin dictionaries, classical and medieval. It is included only as an adjective form of 
sublimis. No theological lexicon that I know of treats the term. 
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God and the realm of the divine, and so can be studied with sharper focus than those 

from which it derives. Sublimia is a term in Christian theology, parallel to the common 

related terms intelligibilia, invisibilia, caelestia. Its basic meaning is “high things,” “sublime 

things,” “that which is sublime,” “the sublime.” It refers generally to mysteries of the 

faith. 96 

Its exceptional character is evident in its distribution. A search of the large corpus 

of Latin writings included in the Perseus database, early, classical, and late Latin writings 

produces a handful of occurrences. Of 83 hits 63 are from the Renaissance and beyond. 

Of the remaining 20, 7 are adjectives. The substantive, sublimia, occurs only three times. 
97 One of those three is a division of the cosmos by Seneca, where it is a level of the natural 

realms, terrena, sublimia and caelestia.98  In classical Latin it never operates in the sense of 

transcendence.99 

                                                        
96  Cyprian, Liber de lapsis 12, PL 4, 475A: “How can those who are weighed down by earthly 
desires seek heaven, and how can they rise to sublime and high things?” (“Quomodo coelum 
petunt, et ad sublimia et alta conscendunt qui, terrenis cupiditatibus degravantur?”). 
Augustine, De Trin. PL 42, 957: “We walk and we run to [find] the sublime things of the heavens 
and the low things of the earth in quest of him who is right here with us.” (“imus et currimus in 
sublimia caelorum et ima terrarum quaerentes eum qui est apud nos.”) Greg.the Great, 
Moralia, PL 75, 1133A; 987C. Johannes Scotus Eriugena, PL 122, 160B: “quid mirum, si…ex 
similitudine inferiorum bonorum ad cognitionem sublimium humanus animus possit 
ascendere?” Bernard of Clairvaux, De consid. 5. 3. 23, Opera, 3. 468-9: “omnium maximus 
qui…inopinatis excessibus, avolare interdum contemplando ad illa sublimia consuevit.” Richard 
of St. Victor, PL 196, 1198B: “excessibus fertur, volans, non vadens in illa sublimia secreta 
coelestia.”—which (if any) of the last three adjectives is the substantive?)  
 
97 The Perseus database is extensive though not exhaustive. However, it includes the major 
works of early and classical Latin. The supplementary texts still unpublished would hardly 
change the balance of this distribution. 
 
98 Seneca, Quaestiones naturales, 2. I-II: “omnis de universo quaestio in celestia, sublimia, 
terrena dividitur” ; 2. 1. 2: Quaecumque aer facit patiturne, haec sublimia dicimus quia editiora 
imis sunt.”  De Brevitate Vitae 10.19. Cf. Horace, Ep. 1.12. 15. Ovid Tristia 1. Carm. 1, 89 f.: 
“dum petit infirmis nimium sublimia pennis / Icarus aequoreas nomina fecit aquas.” 
 
99 He links sublimia to sacra, referring to the unknown hidden nature of the gods: De brevitate 
vitae ed. John Basore, Bk. 10. ch. 19. 1, p. 349. Horace refers to mysteries of nature—what 
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The term occurs only once in the Old Testament, in the prayer of Hannah, 1 Samuel 

2.3. It never occurs in the New Testament. The term came into its own not in antiquity or 

the Bible, but in early Christianity and the Middle Ages. In contrast to the meagre harvest 

from ancient and classical Latin, a search of the Patrologia Latina yields 982 hits (on 

sublimia, nominative and accusative plural only). Scanning a representative sample, about 

one third of those occurrences are adjectival. That yields a large preponderance of the 

noun/substantive sublimia. The term had clearly found its usefulness in Christianity. It is 

one example of a massive transcendentalizing of Greek aesthetic, philosophical, even 

economic vocabulary that happened via Christian appropriation. 100 

Sublimia are “heavenly things.” Cyprian gives a paradigmatic case of this usage: 

“How can those who are weighed down by earthly things seek heaven, and how can they 

rise to sublime and high things?” (“Quomodo coelum petunt, et ad sublimia et alta 

conscendunt qui, terrenis cupiditatibus degravantur?” 101) Often no content of sublimia et 

alta is given; the term stands for the entire range of heavenly things. Gregory the Great 

uses the term frequently in this general sense, merely “high” or “sublime” things, the 

objects of contemplation, seen, heard, grasped in a state of rapture.102  

 

Contemplation 

                                                        
causes govern the ocean, whether the stars move move erratically or are law-governed etc.: 
Horace, Epistle, 1. 12. 15ff., p. 329, ed. H. Rushton Fairclough. 
 
100 See James R Harrison, Paul’s Language of Grace in its Graeco-Roman Context, 
Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament 2 Reihe 172, (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2003). Harrison focuses on how a social/economic system of “benefaction” developed 
into Paul’s conception of human and divine grace.  For the merging of aesthetic and theological 
meanings in Christianity, see Rossi Monti, “The Mask of Grace” 
 
101 Liber de lapsis 12; PL 4, 475A. Augustine, De Trin. SL 50, 7, 59: “imus et currimus in sublimia 
caelorum et ima terrarum quaerentes eum qui est apud nos.”  
 
102 Moralia, SL 143A, 12, 2, 35: “Ad deum faciem leuare, est cor ad sublimia inuestiganda 
attollere.” 143A, 12, 42, 9: “omnipotens deus… eleuauit [hominem] ad cognoscenda 
sublimia...”; 143A, 21, 15, 55; 143B, 32, 1, 29: “Super se enim rapitur dum sublimia 
contemplatur.” 
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The very concept of sublimia and its close relatives, invisibilia, intellectibilia, 

necessarily creates an elitism of contemplation. No one sets the vision and understanding 

of sublimia as a goal attainable to the mass of the faithful.  It is esoteric knowledge, 

accessible only through a disciplining of the mind and an awareness of the art and 

discipline of contemplation.  Therefore a special language is required to communicate it 

and special and exclusive access to experience it.  The very idea of sublimity as an 

intellectual and contemplative goal creates a hierarchy of God-seekers. Gilbert of 

Hoyland states outright, that the highest goal is not for everyone. Access is through grace 

and discipline: “We cannot all attain to all goals. Sublime things are for the sublime; 

humble things for all.”103  

From early on, sublimia operates in the framework of contemplation; the term 

designates the goal of mystical ascent. St. Paul transported to the third heaven is one of 

many instances. In that general sense the usage persists from early Christianity through 

the Middle Ages. 104 Eriugena can posit the “sublime character of earthly things” that 

                                                        
103 PL 184, 105B, Serm. 20 in Cant.,: “ad omnia non possumus omnes attingere.  Sublimia solis 
sublimibus sunt; humilia omnibus.” 
 
104  Jerome, PL 25, 20B: “[The holy spirit] attollat jacentes ad sublimia”; 22D: [in a list of things 
which occur in fours, including natural and supernatural: the four elements, the four seasons, 
and the four wheels of Ezekiel’s vision] “Quatuor quoque rotas de terrenis ad sublimia 
consurgentes…”; 280C: “Coeli [volatiles] vocantur volatilia, quia sibi sublimia repromittunt”; 
Gregory the Great, Moralia, CCSL 143, Bk. 2, Parag. 49, line 60: “Aliquando 
dum sublimia intellegendo in elatione se animus erigit in rebus imis et uilibus graui hebetudine 
pigrescit ut repente sibi etiam ima clausa uideat, qui pernix summa penetrabat. Sed haec ipsa 
hebetudo intellectum nobis, dum subtrahit seruat quia dum ad momentum cor humiliat, uerius 
ad sublimia intellegenda confirmat.” Eriugena: PL 122, 160B: ‘quid mirum, si…ex similitudine 
inferiorum bonorum ad cognitionem sublimium humanus animus possit ascendere?”; PL 122, 
148D (De Div Nat.); Rupert of Deutz, PL 167, 750B: [The feathers of the dove mean] “agilitatem 
mentis qua sublimia sequi altumque dictorum sensum comprehendere novit”; and PL 168, 
1020C; Hugh of St. Victor, PL 175, [he –Dionysius Ps.Areopag.—adding one thing upon another] 
“multa excelsa et sublimia et divina admiratione digna…”; PL 175, 214C; 284B: “Hoc ergo 
propheta plangit... ne visum ad sublimia levare queant.”; Aelred of Riev., PL 195, 380A:  Vos, 
quos sublimia praedicare praecipio, ad sublimia mente conscendite”; 482D: “[Young birds just 
flying the nest] nunc sublimia coeli volatu petunt.”  Richard of St. Victor, PL 196, 175D, 353D. 
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stimulate the imagination to posit “sublime ideas” or “sublime archetypes.” 105 Sublime 

things are an object of knowledge, the highest of the intelligibilia, and so also in the sense 

of pure cognition, an object of contemplation. 106 The flight of the eagle or any winged 

creature soaring upwards serves as a metaphor for the ascent to God and the sublime.  

 

Sacred Mysteries 

When sublimia has a specific content, it is a compound of the highest mysteries of 

the faith: the divinity of Christ 107 and the mystery of the trinity, often with reference, 

direct or indirect, to the prophecy received by John the Evangelist of the eternal presence 

of Christ, the eternity of the creating word, the trinity.108 Godfrey of Admont posits a level 

                                                        
105 Eriugena, PL 122, De div. nat., 148D: “si ex sublimibus hujus mundi naturis sublimes 
imaginarent intellectus, futurum esset nostrum animum sublimius in cognitionem rerum 
intelligibilius exaltari.” Ibid., 160B: “quoniam omnia summum bonum participant, ex 
similitudine inferiorum bonorum ad cognitionem sublimium humanus animus [potest] 
ascendere.” 
 
106  Wolbero St. Pantal. PL 195, 1248B: “[Unless you study the Bible,] minime ad illa sublimia 
spiritualis intelligentiae capienda ascensionis suae gradum sublevat.” Hugh St. Vict., PL 175, 
371A: “Montes, sunt contemplationum sublimia”; Rich. St. Vict, PL 196, 1256B: “Quidam itaque 
sunt, qui… ad sublimia contemplanda vel penetranda ascendere possunt…  “; 1261: “mens ad 
sublimia contemplanda sublevatur”; 166A; 174B; 782C: “aquila, quae reverberatis oculis contra 
solem ad sublimia volat..”; 175D: [Once one has abandoned and risen above oneself] “magis 
magisque in sublimia transcendat.”  Petrus Riga, PL 212, 39B: “Igneus Heliam rapit ad sublimia 
currus.”  
 
107 Hildebert, Sermo 8, PL 171, 376D: [God himself is hidden.  His majesty is ineffable. His 
humanity is extolled in silent praise. Leaving behind, then the] “deitatis sublimia…” 
Adamus Scotus, PL 198, 476C: “Et quanta laetificat exsultatio animam, cum modo interna 
quiete sua, repraesentat sibi sublimia divinitatis Christi.”   
 
108 Augustine, Tract. 124 In Joh. Evang., 7, 16: “nec ille in principio uerbum deum apud deum, et 
cetera de christi diuinitate, et de totius diuinitatis trinitate atque unitate sublimia, quae in illo 
regno facie ad faciem contemplanda, nunc autem donec ueniat dominus, in speculo atque in 
aenigmate contuenda sunt, quae praedicando ructaret, de fonte dominici pectoris solus bibit.” 
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of intensity of love and height of quest that ends in the satiating of that “hunger” through 

full knowledge of the sublimia: “Happy then will be the soul, granted the gift of plenary 

and perfect knowledge. He will enter into the treasures of wisdom hidden from worldly 

people and will contemplate face to face all the sublime things (omnia sublimia) of the 

divinity of Christ and of the trinity and unity of all divinity…” 109 Bonaventure writes a 

short treatise on the sublimity of John’s writing in the prologue to his commentary on the 

fourth gospel. The evangelist understood the sublimia because he received personal 

instruction from Christ, and he qualifies the term: “Sublimia sunt bona aeterna.” 110 

 It was important to start the discussion with the heaven- and God-oriented 

meanings of the vocabulary (“theological” doesn’t do justice to their range, and clamps 

them into an area close to dogmatics). Thought on the sublimia, or hidden mysteries of 

the faith, was constant, reflection on the connection between sublimia and a style 

appropriate to mysteries was common and often tied to style of Latin prose and poetry 

called “grand” or “sublime.” 
I hope this discussion sharpens understanding of the word in its many usages, and 

in concluding, puts paid to a small but pervasive issue. It has become commonplace to 

say that the titles Peri hypsous and De sublimitate are correctly translated “On Height,” 

rather than the more grandiose “On the Sublime.” No less a scholar than E. R. Curtius 

asserted in no uncertain terms: “The word Hypsos means height, not sublimity.” 111 

Placing sublimia prominently in this analysis situates the term well in respect to mere 

height in medieval usage. Its primary companions in its semantic field are God, gods, 

angels, angelic realms, divine beings, divine thoughts and utterances, mysteries, the 

                                                        
109 Godfrey of Admont, PL 174, 779A: “Felix tunc anima omni donata plenitudine perfectae 
scientiae, introibit thesauros a saeculis absconditae Sapientiae, omniaque de Christi divinitate 
et totius divinitatis Trinitate atque Unitate sublimia facie ad faciem contemplabitur, et quod 
solus verus Deus cum Patre et Spiritu sancto sit, aperte manifestabitur, quod tanta res erit, tam 
praeclarum et magnum, ut huic nihil sit comparandum.” 
 
110 Bonaventure, Prol to Comm. Ioh., p. 240, par. 7: “Ad sublimia perducit. Sublimia sunt bona 
aeterna.” 
 
111 ELLMA, p. 398.  
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highest divine things. Bonaventure’s insistence overrides any shyness of repetition: “The 

gospel of John is sublime because it treats sublime things, because [it treats] the incarnate 

word according to both natures, which are very sublime, the most divine things.”112 

 

  

  

 

 
 
 

 

                                                        
 
112 Bonaventure, Prol. To Comm Ioh., p. 241, par. 5: “Evangelium Beati Iohannis sublime est, 
quia de sublimibus agit, quia de Verbo incarnato secundum utramque naturam quae valde 
sublimes sunt, maxime divina.”  



  

 

 
  



 

 
 

 
Chapter 2 

Sublimity as Style: Sublimitas sermonis 
 

 
The conceptualizing of sublimity as a quality of speech and expression extends 

with some consistency across the Middle Ages. I want to analyse three passages that open 

to view an array of attitudes from early Christianity to the thirteenth century. Each poses 

issues of licit and illicit sublime speech. Analysing these three texts allows a sharp focus 

and a more nuanced understanding of the terms.  

 

Hannah’s Song: 1 Samuel 2. 3: Sublime Things  

 

“Nolite multiplicare loqui sublimia, gloriantes. Recedant vetera de ore vestro, quoniam Deus 

scientiarum dominus est.”113

The mother of the prophet Samuel sings a song of praise thanking God for His gift 

of a child after her long barrenness. In English the passage is rendered with little variation 

from one translation to another, “Talk no more so very proudly,/ Let not arrogance come 

from your mouth, / for the lord is a God of knowledge, / and by him actions are 

weighed.” (NRSV).114 The  translators assume that loqui sublimia means loqui sublimiter. 

However the Vulgate sees it aimed at a content, not a style. 

                                                        
 

113 Thus Jerome’s rendering in the Vulgate. Septuagint: Boast not, and utter not high things; let 
not high-sounding words come out of your mouth, for the Lord is a God of knowledge, and God 
prepares his own designs: μὴ καυχᾶσθε, καὶ μὴ λαλεῖτε ὑψηλά, μὴ ἐξελθέτω 
μεγαλορρημοσύνη ἐκ τοῦ στόματος ὑμῶν, ὅτι Θεὸς γνώσεων Κύριος καὶ Θεὸς ἑτοιμάζων 
ἐπιτηδεύματα αὐτοῦ.  
 
114    One exception, Douay-Rheims, bending English to accommodate the literal reading: “Do 
not multiply to speak lofty things, boasting: let old matters depart from your mouth: for the 
Lord is a God of all knowledge…” But otherwise the translators accept the sense of a mode of 
eloquence, not a content as indicated in the Vulgate. A small sample: King James: “Talk no more 
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 The reception of this passage in the Middle Ages opens one perspective on 

sublimity as speech, that of Christian anti-intellectualism. That line of commentary reads 

the lines as limiting the legitimacy of any discourse on things sublime. The lines as 

rendered in the Vulgate assign all knowledge of sublimia to God. To speak sublime things 

is to overstep human capacities and encroach on God’s prerogatives.  To venture into that 

territory means to glory in one’s own ingenuity. Humans should leave sublime things to 

God. 

A sermon ascribed to Augustine but not by him comments on the text. It 

presupposes the substantive meaning of sublimia. “Nolite multiplicare loqui sublimia” is 

directed at brothers living in the desert, says the preacher.  Being rusticani and grossi they 

do well to avoid discussion of higher mysteries. The subjects to avoid are enumerated: 

God’s omnipotence, the coeternity of the son, the magnificence of the holy spirit.115 This 

commentator leaves the prohibition much diminished in its reach, applying to the 

unlearned. It implies a large space for the educated to speak of mysteries, perhaps 

recognizing the necessity of carving out a space of legitimacy for discussion, explanation, 

teaching of mysteries of the faith. This commentator assigns all speech on higher things 

to St. Paul: “Let Paul rise up…and confound with his voice all those philosophizing in 

the name of Christ, striving to know more than may be known” (1260). This sermon 

strikes a common theme: the reading and understanding of scripture divides into two 

groups: the rusticani or rudi, and a privileged group called variously “perfect,” “elect,” 

and “spiritual.”  116 

                                                        
so exceeding proudly” (King James). Modern English Version gives “proud speech” for sublimia.  
New American Bible: “Speak boastfully no longer.”  
 
115 Sermo 15 (ascription uncertain), PL 40, 1259ff.: “Quae sunt ista sublimia, de quibus non 
debemus multum loqui, nisi de Dei omnipotentia, de Unigeniti ejus coaeternitate, de sancti 
Spiritus magnificentia?” 
 
116 Johannes Fiscanensis (John of Fécamp), PL 147, 455D: “eloquiorum divinorum arcana et 
sublimia verba tangere non praesumat superba et fastidiosa mens.” Godfrey of Admont, PL 
174, 478C: “[The words of the gospel] sunt ardua et sublimia, sumpta de sermone Domini quem 
fecit in monte, quem solos perfectos et electos discipulos Domini decuit audire.  Hujus 
doctrinae sublimitas…spiritalibus viris….in monte proponitur.”  
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Gregory the Great reads the term vetera (“Recedant vetera de ore vestro”) to refer 

to secular speech of those who put aside the sublime language of scripture. The words of 

Hannah are spoken to arrogant men who seek to glorify themselves. The prohibition is 

directed not against a mode of speaking but against a perverse intention: “To put it clearly 

[She would say]: you speak sublime things, but shun arrogant speech on that which is 

called high” (“Quasi aperte dicat: sublimia loquimini, sed de eo quod altum dicitur 

gloriari refugite”). Not sublime speech, but the arrogant quest of knowledge of the high 

is what is offensive. 117 

Gregory also uses the passages to distinguish the elevation of meaning of the old 

testament from the new. In this reading Vetera are the words of those who sought to 

understand high mysteries without the illumination that follows on redemption through 

Christ. The prophets spoke the truth of sublimia in the limited way it was revealed to 

them. By contrast, John the evangelist got his revelation while resting on the bosom of 

Christ.118 

Bede draws a sensible distinction between loqui sublimia and multiplicare loqui 

sublimia: “We are commanded to speak sublime things, but not to multiply speaking them 

in pride…  The gentiles are enjoined to speak sublime things by preaching/revealing the 

mysteries of the one true God.” 119  

The passage in 1 Samuel is an invitation to Christian obscurantism and anti-

intellectualism, evident in the Pseudo-Augustinian sermon. But the commentary 

tradition softened the point, seeing the necessity of creating an opening to speak higher 

things. That discussion is one symptom of a division in the community of Christians 

which will persist and bear on its culture and modes of expression in many ways: the 

                                                        
 
117 Comm. On 1 Kings (Samuel), PL 79, 80A-81B. 
 
118 Greg. Magn., Comm. On 1 Kings, PL 79, 68C.   
 
119 Bede, On Sam., PL 91, 510A:  “nobis imperatur loqui sublimia, sed non multiplicare loqui 
sublimia gloriantes…. Gentilibus praecipitur loqui sublimia, unius Dei veri mysteria praedicando, 
et non multiplicare eloquia sublimia, per multa deceptorum nomina errando.” 
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learned and the unlearned. The division had to be managed. Christianity required a space 

for the speech of the prophets, Jewish and Christian. 

I have found no comment on the song of Hannah between the Carolingian period 

and late eleventh century. Rupert of Deutz introduces an interesting variation of the 

meaning of sublimia; it means boasting, a form of speech he associates with the Jews; for 

instance the claim that “‘I am a son of Isaac and Abraham,’” but he interprets the boastful 

speech as a high style of speaking: “Do not propagate speech of magnificent tenor that 

aims high.” 120 Here sublimia as “sublime things,” “lofty things” has faded into a mode of 

speaking.121 

The words of Hannah cautioning against speaking sublimia are ultimately one of 

the access routes to a mode of speaking grandly of divine things. While the basic thrust 

of that prohibition was to chastise those who speak of subjects too high for their own 

learning, it also created the opening or the necessity of distinguishing legitimate from 

illegitimate speakers of sublimia and moved the arc of the phrase toward the adverbial.  

 

St. Paul as egregius praedicator: Sublime speech 

 “ego cum venissem ad vos fratres veni non per sublimitatem sermonis aut sapientiae adnuntians 
vobis testimonium Christi.” (1 Corinth. 2. 1) 

“When I came to you, brothers and sisters, I did not come proclaiming the mystery of 
God to you in lofty words or wisdom.” 

As with “speaking sublime things,” “sublimity of speech” is introduced into 

Christian discourse as something negative. Paul’s words to the Corinthians 122 were the 

                                                        
120 On the Trinity Bk. 1, ch. 5, PL 167,   1065A: “Nolite sic multiplicare sublimen loquelam oris 
magnifici.” Gerhoh of Reichersberg picks up the same wording, Comm. On the Song of Hannah, 
PL 194, 1012A: “Nolite sic multiplicare sublimem loquelam oris.” 
 
121  The adverb sublimen is rare in classical and medieval Latin. Gerhoh’s text seems to change 
the adverb to an  adjective, sublimem, no doubt preference for lectio facilior.  
 
122  1 Corinthians 2. 1. Also Colossians 2:4: “Hoc autem dico ut nemo vos decipiat in sublimitate 
sermonis.” 
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starting point of a polemical opposition to sublime speech in the exegetical tradition. 

Sublimitas sermonis 123 is the high fallutin’ language of Greek and Roman oratory. But 

again, in explaining Paul’s statement, the commentators create a space for a legitimate 

sublimity of speech, writing and wisdom. I’ll start in the Carolingian period, though 

earlier voices are abundant.  

Agobard of Lyons (d. 840) insisted on a sharp distinction between the vain 

eloquence of the philosophers and Christian profundity. In a polemic that will be of 

importance to any history of sacred eloquence in the Middle Ages, Agobard defends 

himself against the accusation that he minimizes the inspiring force of the holy spirit in 

rendering the language of scripture and prophecy (PL 104, 165D – 168A). The adversary 

in this polemic, Abbot Fridigisius (abbot of Tours, 804-834, Alcuin’s successor), claims 

that the language of the holy spirit was elevated above the level of normal speech. 

Agobard formulates the sentiment he is opposing:  

 “It is shameful to believe [as Abbot Fridigisius claims] that the holy spirit, who 

infused the languages of all peoples into the minds of the apostles, spoke the 

language of each rustically rather than nobly through them.” 124  

Fridigisius has argued that the holy spirit must have spoken “nobly,” not in a rude 

country manner.  Agobard recoils at the charge, implied in his insistence on simplicity, 

that he accuses the holy spirit of rusticity; he can barely count the absurdities in which 

his adversary entangles himself by claiming that the holy spirit inspired the prophets and 

                                                        
 
123 Again, English bible translations are no help getting at the touchstone of meanings in the 
phrase sublimitas sermonis. No English translation invites a connection with the concept of 
sublimity and the discourse on that topic in the realm of ancient and medieval rhetoric: “Lofty 
words” (NRSV), “Excellency of speech” (King James); “I didn’t come preaching God’s secrets to 
you like I was an expert in speech or wisdom” (CEB). I assume that the obvious translation, 
“sublimity,” had too much of the suggestive quality of the word in English to convey Paul’s 
meaning: pride and overweening in speech.   
 
124  PL 104, 165D-166A: “Turpe est enim credere Spiritum sanctum, qui omnium gentium 
linguas mentibus apostolorum infudit, rusticitatem potius per eos quam nobilitatem 
uniuscujusque linguae locutum esse.”  
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apostles not only with the ideas and thoughts of prophecy (preaching) and the modes or 

arguments of speech (dictionum), but also formed the actual physical words (corporalia) 

themselves as they spoke.  He cites the case of Moses, explaining to God that he cannot 

speak to Pharaoh because his voice is weak and timid, while his brother Aaron is a man 

of eloquence. In Exodus 4:10 – 16 God commands that Moses speak His words to Aaron, 

and Aaron will transmit them to the people. But in this case, the more eloquent the 

speech, the greater the distance from God. The distinction between the prophet of God 

(Moses—halting speech) and the people’s orator (Aaron—eloquence) is fundamental to 

Agobard’s argument: Moses possesses wisdom, Aaron merely elegant speech. Paul 

himself embodies the distinction, at least in 1 Corinth. 2. 1: ordinary in speech (he eschews 

sublimitas sermonis), but powerful in his message (the testimony/mystery of Christ). 

Agobard quotes Jerome at length, to the effect that we should not fault the apostle’s 

writing and speech:  

This Hebrew from the Hebrews would never have been able to lead the entire 

world to the belief in Christ while doing without the splendor of speech, well-

composed words, and the beauty of eloquence, if he had not evangelized in the 

strength of God, rather than in the wisdom of words. 125 

It is clear that Agobard regards the issue as Christian opposition to “the splendor of 

rhetorical speech, composed diction, and beauty of eloquence.” He refers to Jerome’s 

comments in the prefaces to Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezechiel, because there the nobility of 

divine eloquence is found in the strength of meanings, not the vain show of words: 

If you pay close attention to what Jerome says in the following prefaces…. you’ll 

see that the nobility of divine utterance is spoken not in the manner of 

philosophers in the pomp and swelling of words, but in the virtue of meanings…  

p. 292, lines 34ff.) 

                                                        
 
125 PL 104, 166D-167A:  “Hebraeus ex Hebraeis absque rhetorici sermonis nitore, verborum 
compositione, et eloquii venustate, nunquam ad fidem Christi totum mundum 
transducere valuisset, nisi evangelizasset eum non in sapientia verbi, sed in virtute Dei.” 
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Agobard cites Paul on sublimitas sermonis as consistent with his argument that strength of 

meaning, not eloquence is the mode of speech of the holy spirit . Paul himself may vary 

in eloquence from one letter to another, but “in arcane meanings, in secret mysteries and 

figures of speech,” which surpass all the wisdom of this world, none are of lesser power 

than others. The prophet speaks in mysteries, but rhetorical eloquence is a surrogate for 

the purpose of communicating mysteries to the people.  

The issue is not eloquence vs. simplicity of speech, the grand style vs. sermo humilis.  

The prophets and apostles called on eloquent speech—just as God took Aaron and not 

Moses as his mouthpiece when speaking to the people, i.e. recognized the value, albeit 

subordinate, of eloquence. The licit sublimity is in the mysteries, not the eloquence. But 

it is also significant that the position of Abbot Fridigisius—the holy spirit spoke nobly, 

the splendor of mysteries requires splendor of language—was sufficiently serious to 

provoke a polemic by Agobard. He was provoked, clearly, by a rhetorical practice, or at 

least attitude, that was real: divine mysteries should be aligned with elevated speech. 

 Curiously, Agobard disagrees with Augustine on the level and character of 

eloquence in Paul’s letters. For Augustine, Paul has a range of styles, but at his highest, 

grand or sublime, he is a model for Christian teachers (see below). 

Haymo of Halberstadt only mentions sublimitas sermonis in passing in his 

commentary on Paul’s letters, but by doing so he acknowledges the existence of that form 

of speech, though putting it down with less ambiguity than Agobard: “‘…not in sublimity 

of speech,’ that is, flowing eloquence, or ‘the wisdom of the world,’ for I have never 

preached to you in polished speech conveying worldly wisdom.”126  

The late-Carolingian bishop Atto of Vercelli (d. 961) retains the hard edge in 

opposition to sublime speech.  He stresses that Paul is referring to the early days of his 

mission: 

Because previously he set forth the shape of our faith by degrees, now recalling an 

earlier time, he approves this form of preaching, that is, coming in humility of 

                                                        
126   Haymo of Halberstadt, Expositio in Epistolas Divi Pauli, PL 117, 518D: “ ‘Et ego, cum 
venissem ad vos, fratres, veni non in sublimitate sermonis,’ id est in facundia eloquentiae, ‘aut 
sapientiae mundanae’, quia nihil vobis per humanam sapientiam polito sermone praedicavi.”  
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speech and foolishness of preaching, so as to distance himself from the worldly-

wise man. 

Atto defines sublimitas sermonis explicitly in rhetorical terms: “What he [Paul] calls 

‘sublimity of speech’ is the splendor of eloquence, and the grace and charm of words.” 

Sublimity is the speech of the heretics who had deceived the Corinthians, so that they 

took pride in eloquence.  They feared they would appear as fools to the wise men of the 

world, and so they were intent on putting forward their doctrine in perverse eloquence, 

following worldly wisdom, but in this way they abandoned the cross of Christ.127 Atto 

consigns sublimitas sermonis plainly to the realm of Greek eloquence: splendor, charm and 

grace, which he characterizes as empty show. In doing so he reveals a clear conception of 

sublimity of speech as exalted eloquence, albeit “perverse.”128 

There are signs of a more nuanced conception of sublimitas in the Carolingian era. 

Alcuin regularly refers to sublimitas as a praiseworthy mode of expression.  He praises 

Augustine writing on the “word made flesh”: “The aforementioned Augustine wrote 

wondrously and sublimely [in On the Presence of God]” 129 And again: “On the excellence 

of that man who is born of a virgin, the same father told sublimely in his letter to Hilarius 

and Prosper…”130  In reference to the liturgy, the writer answers the question of a monk, 

                                                        
 
127 Atto of Vercelli, Expositio Epistolarum S. Pauli, PL 134, 305B: “Sublimitatem sermonis vocat, 
nitorem eloquentiae, et verborum leporem: his enim studebant haeretici, in quibus decepti 
Corinthii gloriabantur. Metuentes namque, ne sapientibus mundi stulti viderentur, per pravam 
eloquentiam, suam doctrinam commendare studebant, humanam sectantes sapientiam, et ita 
crucem Christi evacuabant.” 

 
128 The same ambiguity shadowed the classical conception of the sublime in its ancient Greek 
reception.  See Porter, p. 178. Porter shows that it is wrong to imagine a unifiedly positive idea 
of the sublime in antiquity. The same is true, clearly, in the Middle Ages. 
 
129 PL 101, 140C-D:  “Praefatus pater Augustinus in libro quem de Praesentia Dei ad Dardanum 
scripsit, mirabiliter et sublimiter disseruit…”  
 
130  PL 101, 141A: “De hac etiam excellentia illius hominis, qui de Virgine natus est, idem Pater 
in epistola praefata ad Hilarium et Prosperum sublimiter enarrat…” 
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why the events of the faith are celebrated in such an exalted fashion, Alcuin (or pseudo-

Alcuin; the ascription isn’t certain) says,  

“You ask why, though we celebrate the passing of the saints…solemnly and with 

great exultation….why we are enjoined to celebrate the day of the passion of 

Christ… so much the more sublimely, more festively, or rather with greater zeal, 

as Christ is held to transcend the merits of all the saints.”131  

Worshipping “sublimely” places that descriptive word in the realm of performance, at 

least obliquely related to verbal expression. There is no indication, unfortunately, what 

might be implied for the style and other elements of performance by sublimius. We can 

infer that it is a style word, setting the level of that style of Christ’s passion above that of 

all other saints. 

Again, outside the realm of verbal expression, explaining why there might be 

preferential treatment among priests who are all equal in rank, the author of De divinis 

officiis (Alcuin?) points to King David’s privileging of men, “singing psalms in the temple 

of the lord in a modulated voice,” who are able to delight the souls of the people in the 

temple of the lord “by the sublimity and sweetness of the voice with which they were 

spoken [sung?], and so ignited in them the love of divine worship…” 132 This is a 

significant passage for suggesting an important purpose for sublimity in the performance 

of the liturgy: it rouses the worshippers to more devout service.  

Later commentary on Paul’s letters shows little indication that the phrase remains 

a friction point. What Paul rejected is taken to be extremes of rhetorical decoration or 

discursive forms in some way offensive to the writer. Conservative responses to Berengar 

                                                        
131 PL 101, 1212B-C: “Quaeris igitur cum sanctorum dies, quibus de hoc saeculo migraverunt, 
solemniter et cum magna exsultatione celebremus… cur diem passionis Christi, quo de hoc 
mundo per mortem transiit,… tanto sublimius, tantoque festivius, imo alacrius excolere 
[jubeamur], quanto constat Christum sanctorum omnium meritum transcendere.” 
 

132  PL 101, 1233C-D: “Ipse quoque rex David primus delegavit, qui psalmos in templo Domini 
modulata voce cantantes, animos populi sublimitate et suavitate vocis, qua dicebantur, 
oblectarent, et ad amorem divini cultus amplius accenderent.” 
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of Tours (d. 1088) in the Eucharist controversy (late eleventh century) hurl this term at 

the discursive practices of Berengar, supposedly common the trend to reasoned debate 

on articles of the faith. 133 

But separated from commentary on Paul’s letter, the term settled into a positive 

and affirming designation of a particularly elevated form of sacred rhetoric. In a letter 

published among the letters of Bernard of Clairvaux but not by him, the writer urges a 

monk in times when the house is seeking a new abbot, to choose one who “has good 

judgment, is holy, gentle and pious, learned in the performance of the liturgy, and who 

is is powerful in sublimity of speech (potiatur sublimitate sermonis), who can instruct you 

in the love of the lord with effective words and examples…” 134 The rejection by Paul of 

sublimitas sermonis clearly was no hindrance to advocating that elevated form of speech. 

Those who proposed a narrow reading of 1 Corinthians 2. 1 might have noted 

that the first three chapters of that Pauline letter are a brief dissertation on the division 

between learned and unlearned Christians. Paul tip-toes around the implied elitism of 

his words, but makes the division clear and legitimate. His words preached to the 

brothers were not rhetorical, not aimed, as rhetorical polish aims, at persuasion in 

worldly matters (non in persuasibilibus humanae sapientiae verbis). They were words of 

“spirit and power” (spiritus et virtutis). The wisdom of God is something else. It is not for 

men of the flesh, but of the spirit. That high wisdom is for the “perfect” (perfectos) and 

                                                        
133 Lanfranc, Comm on Paul’s letters, ch. 2, PL 150, 161: “’Veni non in sublimitate sermonis’ ”, 
i.e. cum syllogisticis probationibus…”; and 161B: “Sublimitatem sermonis vocat logicam, quia 
ipsa tota de artificiosa oratione est.  Sapientiam vocat quadruvium…”; Bruno of Cologne, 
Comm, Epist. Paul. PL 153, 133A: “non veni per sublimitatem sermonis,’ id est, laborans 
artificiose loqui: et uti gloriosis verbis…”; Hervé of Bourg-Dieu, Comm. In Ep. Paul., PL 181, 
830C: “’Veni non in sublimitate sermonis,’ id est non in rhetoricis et dialecticis disputationibus, 
ut artificiose et composite praedicarem vobis secundum logicam…” 
 

134  Pseudo-Bernard of Clairvaux, Epist. 460, PL 182, 658C-D: “…unum ubicunque fueris eligens 
tibi patrem, unum quidem discretum, sanctum, mansuetum et pium, doctum in experientia 
operis, potiaturque sublimitate sermonis, qui te verbis, et exemplis efficacibus, et ignitis ad 
divinum amorem instruat, ad quem etiam in cunctis necessitatibus tuis possis habere 
recursum, et spirituale consolamentum.” 
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“spiritual men” (spirituales). Paul points to a category of mystery above the mere power 

of the spirit and testimony of Christ crucified.  There are words and speech appropriate 

to those mysteries, but this speech is taught not by teachers of rhetoric, but by inspiration: 

“We speak of these things in words not taught by human wisdom but taught by the Spirit, 

interpreting spiritual things to those who are spiritual” (1 Corinth. 2. 13). Paul had of 

course included himself in this group of the elect called on to know and speak of higher 

mysteries, having declared that he had been snatched into the “third heaven,” was 

“caught up into paradise and heard things that are not to be told, that no mortal is 

permitted to repeat.” (2 Corinth. 12. 2-7). Of course, this declaration happened in the coy 

form of “I know a person who…” But he quickly drops that mask of modesty. His 

weakness and willingness to suffer persecution are his source of security. That is, he will 

never reveal himself in the full power of speech at his disposal; what he had heard in 

paradise will not be uttered by him. Paul defined his mission as preaching to the 

unlearned. He may let slip that he knows higher things and the language which conveys 

them, but to speak and teach in that mode is not his mission.  

Alongside any voice decrying “sublimity of speech” as vanity two forces call for 

particular attention as upholding the usefulness and indeed necessity of sublime speech. 

The one was Augustine, who in Book 4 of De doctrina Christiana made use of Paul to 

illustrate the three levels of style, humble, temperate and grand, and he focused 

admiringly on passages in Paul’s letters representative of the latter. Paul did not shun 

emotionally and rhetorically exalted speech. Paul is Augustine’s leading example of the 

grand style in Christian teaching in On Christian Doctrine. I’ll discuss this in the next 

chapter.  

The teaching of this conflicted adversary of sublimitas sermonis opened a large 

question, left hanging in the vagueness of mysteries posited for those who cannot 

understand them: what is that licit language of mystery?  

The second force that upheld sublimity of speech is the language of John the 

Evangelist, who had the prerogative of speaking mysteries.  Paul was, to be sure, the 

“excellent preacher” (egregius praedicator), but might have appeared tepid alongside John, 

the “preacher of things sublime” (praedicator sublimium).  
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John the Evangelist as praedicator sublimium 

In principio erat verbum, et verbum erat apud Deum, et Deus erat Verbum. Hoc erat in principio 
apud Deum. Omnia per ipsum facta sunt: et sine ipso factum est nihil, quod factum est. In ipso 
vita erat, et vita erat lux hominum: et lux in tenebris lucet, et tenebrae eam non 
comprehenderunt…. Et verbum caro factum est, et habitavit in nobis: et vidimus gloriam ejus, 
gloriam quasi unigeniti a Patre… (John 1. 1-14) 
 
In the beginning was the word and the word was with God, and the word was God. He 
was in the beginning with God.  All things came into being through him and without him 
not one thing came into being.  What has come into being in him was life, and the life was 
the light of all people.  The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not 
overcome it…  And the word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his 
glory, the glory as of a father’s only son… 

 

Christian traditions resist in many ways the idea that any mortal is capable of 

understanding, uttering, and teaching the sublimia, the mysteries of God. And yet Paul 

claimed that what had been revealed to him were things that are ineffable (2 Corinth. 12. 

4), mysteries that no man may speak. John also enjoyed that privilege. He was given 

knowledge of the creating forces at work before and during the creation of the world, of 

the identity of God and the creating logos, of the latter’s status as only son of God, of the 

incarnation of the word and his mission among men.  

That passage at the beginning of John’s gospel posed one of the grand paradoxes 

of Christianity: if no man may know and speak its mysteries how are they to be taught? 

By and large Christians could live comfortably in the paradox that John spoke mysteries 

beyond speech and comprehension. A mythology of John’s divinity eased the potential 

for doubt and contradiction. John had to be God, or a god, or at least god-like in order to 

utter mysteries as grand as the opening of his gospel. John’s credentials as divine are 

established by various factors: he slept on the breast of Jesus at the last supper and, legend 

has it, drank in the wisdom of Christ in his sleep by direct transfusion. He is the eagle 

who looks into the brilliance of the sun without being blinded, who rose beyond the sun, 

higher even than St. Paul who only made it to the third heaven (2 Corinth. 12. 2-4). John 

was taken into the family of Jesus, and is said to have been raised to the stature of God. 
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A legend has him translated directly into heaven upon his death. 135   

Among the qualities of this quasi- or fully divine apostle was the gift of sublime 

speech; he is its earthly Christian progenitor, the praedicator sublimium, one link in a chain 

of mythical progenitors of powerful, creative, transformative speech, speech as revelation 

and prophecy. The first, original mythical progenitor is God creating the universe by 

speaking. Its human continuator is, after Jesus and John the Baptist, John the 

Evangelist.136 The fourth gospel is regularly set apart and above the synoptics in 

exegetical tradition. 137 While Matthew, Mark and Luke tell of the earthly life of Christ, of 

his embodied divinity, John conveys the higher mysteries: the eternity of the divine 

Christ, Christ as the logos, the eternally creating word which generated all created 

things—doctrines of which John’s voice was the first and most potent guarantor. These 

founded central doctrines of orthodox Christianity, and at the same time provided 

arguments of impeccable authority against the main adversaries of the faith.138  

                                                        
 
135 See Annette Volfing, John the Evangelist and Medieval German Writing: Imitating the 
Inimitable, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); and Jeffrey F. Hamburger, St. John the 
Divine: The Deified Evangelist in Medieval Art and Theology, (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2002), esp. pp. 43-64 on the deification of John.  
 
136 Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, pp. 273-6, 280-4, derives Christian sermon traditions 
from Christ, the disciples, and Paul. This can be supplemented by the line that derives from 
John the Evangelist.  On the conflict of the two and its resolution, see below.  
 
137  Augustine,  In Joannis Evangelium Tractatus CXXIV, ed. D. Radbodus Willems, CCSL 36 
(Turnholt: Brepols, 1954), 36. 1, p. 323: “In the four gospels, or rather the four books of a single 
gospel, holy John the Apostle, justly compared to an eagle, raised up his preaching higher and 
much more sublimely than the other three, and in doing so he also sought to lift up our 
hearts…” (“In quatuor Evangeliis, vel potius quatuor libris unius Evangelii, sanctus Joannes 
apostolus, non immerito secundum intelligentiam spiritualem aquilae comparatus, altius 
multoque sublimius aliis tribus erexit praedicationem suam; et in ejus erectione etiam corda 
nostra erigi voluit”); Tract. 36. 5, p. 327: “Restat [i.e. after discussing the three other 
evangelists] aquila: ipse est Joannes, sublimium praedicator, et lucis internae atque aeternae 
fixis oculis contemplator…  Jam ergo videte quam sublimia loqui debuit, qui est aquilae 
comparatus.”  
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Christian tradition since the earliest commentators acknowledged that John’s style 

was commensurate with his teaching, mysterious, beautiful, astonishing and awesome. 

John Chrysostom (d. 407) conveys the enthusiasm of an early commentator in awe at the 

divinity of the evangelist and the mysteries and the eloquence of his doctrine:  

[John is] a man speaking from heaven; he speaks in a voice plainer than thunder. 

For he has pervaded the whole earth with the sound; and occupied and filled it, 

not by the loudness of the cry, but by moving his tongue with the grace of God. 

And what is wonderful, this sound, great as it is, is neither a harsh nor an 

unpleasant one, but sweeter and more delightful than all harmony of music, and 

with more skill to soothe; and besides all this, most holy, and most awful, and full 

of mysteries so great, and bringing with it goods so great, that if men were exactly 

and with ready mind to receive and keep them, they could no longer be mere men 

nor remain upon the earth, but would take their stand above all the things of this 

life, and having adapted themselves to the condition of angels, would dwell on 

earth just as if it were heaven. For the son of thunder, the beloved of Christ, the 

pillar of the Churches throughout the world, who holds the keys of heaven, who 

drank the cup of Christ, and was baptized with His baptism, who lay upon his 

Master’s bosom with much confidence, this man comes forward to us now… He 

enters wearing a robe of inconceivable beauty. For he will appear before us having 

“put on Christ” (Rom. 13. 14; Gal. 3. 7), having his beautiful “feet shod with the 

preparation of the Gospel of peace” (Eph. 6. 15); wearing a girdle…woven and 

composed of truth itself…. All heaven is his stage; his theater, the habitable world; 

his audience, all angels; and of men as many as are angels already, or desire to 

become so, for none but these can hear that harmony aright, and show it forth by 

their works… By this Apostle stand the powers from above, marveling at the 

beauty of his soul, and his understanding, and the bloom of that virtue by which 

                                                        
138 Peter Damian, Sermon 64. 1, CCCM 57, p. 375: “Quae enim haeretica pravitas, quae Ariana 
perfidia, quae Judaeorum vesana calumnia, quae Gentilium philosophorumque versutia…beati 
Joannis non est eloquio superata…” 
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he drew unto him Christ Himself, and obtained the grace of the Spirit. For he hath 

made ready his soul, as some well-fashioned and jeweled lyre with strings of gold, 

and yielded it for the utterance of something great and sublime to the Spirit. 

Seeing then it is no longer the fisherman the son of Zebedee, but He who 

knows “the deep things of God” (1 Corinth. 2. 10), the Holy Spirit I mean, that 

strikes this lyre, let us hearken accordingly. For he will say nothing to us as a man, 

but what he says, he will say from the depths of the Spirit, from those secret things 

which before they came to pass the very Angels knew not; since they too have 

learned by the voice of John with us, and by us, the things which we know. 139 

The passage is a good example of the energy and impetus of speech moved to the sublime 

by the inspiration of the subject. This eulogy sets forth some of the qualities of the fourth 

gospel that will become widely accepted in a tradition of commentary and preaching: 

John spoke with a voice of thunder. Its high volume was in no conflict with a sweetness 

as of beautiful music. His message spread through the entire world. His teaching and its 

music elevated those capable of receiving it to the condition of angels. Its musical 

harmonies, like the music of the spheres, remain inaudible to men living earthly lives. 

What John proclaimed were secrets so profound that not even the angels knew them until 

he preached them. This kind of perfervid enthusiasm for the opening of the fourth gospel 

persisted.  Centuries later Coleridge can exclaim, “The representation of the Son of God 

by ‘The Word’ is the sublimest thought that ever entered the soul of man, the purest form 

of intuition.”140 

The language of the beginning of John’s gospel was recognized as difficult, 

mysterious and sublime. The ascription of Revelation to the Evangelist added a heavy load 

                                                        
139 On John’s style: John Chrysostom, Homily 1 on John the Evangelist, Commentary on Saint 
John the Apostle and Evangelist, Homilies 1-47, trans. Sister Thomas Aquinas Goggin, (New 
York: Fathers of the Church, 1957), p. 4 
 
140 S. T. Coleridge, “Marginalia on Boehme, WORKS, Coleridge on the Sublime, ed. Vallins, p. 
162. 
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of obscure, mysterious language and imagery to this perception. Augustine calls his 

preaching “high” and “sublime” so that it will be commensurate with the sublime things 

the apostle sees and knows, recognized in that title given to John by Augustine, praedicator 

sublimium. The difficulty of style was a confirmation of the reality of the mysteries 

conveyed—an   important point for conceptions of prophetic speaking, writing and 

preaching: speech rises in sublimity according to the height of the vision; the higher the 

vision, the more authentic the grandeur of speech. Things unutterable authorize language 

beyond the mortal. 

 “High mysteries call for an exalted style” was an aesthetic, not a doctrinal 

sensibility, perhaps hanging on in Christianity from the ancient ideals of megaloprepeia, 

magnificence and decorum, grandly appropriate or sublime style fitted to a sublime 

subject. 141 It may also be a matter of taste, 142 or of inspiration generated by powerful 

emotions and a grand theme, “ardor of the heart” seeking “fitting words,” “a grand 

subject, grandly treated,” in Augustine’s formulations (see ch. 3). Sermons and 

commentaries on the opening of John’s gospel illustrate the point, as when Augustine 

begins this sermon:  

The beginning of the gospel of John, In the beginning was the Word, opens thus; he 

saw this, and transcending all creation, the mountains, the sky, the heavens, the 

constellations, the Thrones, Dominations, Principalities, Powers, all Angels, all 

Archangels, transcending everything, in the beginning saw the Word and drank it 

in. Beyond all creation, he saw, and from the breast of the Lord, he drank…  There 

                                                        
141 Porter, Sublime in Antiquity, pp. 195-6.  Ps-Areopagite shares with John the apostle the title 
to language as sublime as his thought is subtle. Anastasius Bibliothecarius, tenth-century papal 
librarian, wrote an introductory letter to Eriugena’s translation of Dionysius the Pseudo-
Areopagite aligning the difficulty of the text with the sublimity of its language: “And so the 
blessed Dionysius the Areopagite…translated into the Roman language, is as difficult to 
understand as his speech is sublime.”  
 
142 As when Anselm of Canterbury rejects an “ugly” representation of Christ: Cur Deus homo, 
Bk. 1, ch. 1. See below.  
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this secret was, thence he drank in what he belched forth in the gospel.143  

The dizzying rise through the universe, earth and heaven, passing the angels, sweeping 

the listener along on the cosmic voyage of John’s raptus, ends at the very source of all 

truth and mystery, the Word, which he drank in like mother’s milk. Augustine does not 

shrink from the thumping rhythm of repetitions—riveting if not elegant: vidit et bibit; 

vidit…bibit; biberetur…ructuaretur; audiunt…intelligunt…non intelligunt, credunt. It creates 

the texture of the ascent to the highest heaven. 

John Scot Eriugena wrote an intense, emotionally effusive homily on the prologue 

to John’s gospel, certainly one of the most impressive sermons from the Middle Ages, a 

good illustration of Augustine’s claim that a grand theme generates an enthusiasm and 

“impetus” that shapes grandeur of expression, a style “forceful with emotions of the 

spirit.” His homily is carried along throughout by a soaring visionary language, 

mimicking John’s emblem, the eagle. True, his counterpart in ecstatic rise and vision, 

Paul, rose in his ascent to the third heaven to hear ineffable words forbidden to humans, 

but John flew even higher: 

John… [rose] above every heaven; in the paradise of paradises, in the very 

wellspring of all things, he heard the one Word through which all things are made. 

It was licit for him to proclaim it, as far as it may be proclaimed, to human beings.  

Therefore most confidently he cried out, “In the beginning was the Word.” 144 

His role as evangelist and preacher originated in this experience: “It was licit for him to 

proclaim it,” he adds, minimizing the friction with Paul’s quae non licet homini loqui and 

                                                        
143  Augustine, Sermo 120, PL 38, 676: “Evangelii Joannis principium, In principio erat 
Verbum. Sic coepit, hoc vidit, et transcendens universam creaturam, montes, aera, coelos, 
sidera, Sedes, Dominationes, Principatus, Potestates, omnes Angelos, omnes Archangelos, 
transcendens omnia, in principio Verbum vidit, et bibit. Super omnem creaturam, vidit, de 
pectore Domini bibit…  Ibi erat hoc secretum, ut inde biberetur, quod in Evangelio ructuaretur. 
CCSL EDITION 
 
144  Eriugena, Homily, ch. 4, ed. Jeauneau, p. 9; trans. Bamford, p. 75: “Iohannes…ultra omne 
caelum in paradiso paradisorum, hoc est in causa omnium, audivit unum Verbum per quod 
facta sunt omnia, et licuit ei illud verbum dicere hominibusque praedicare quantum hominibus 
praedicari potest, ac ficudialiter clamat: ‘In principio erat Verbum.’  
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legitimizing the intuitively impossible job of proclaiming the ineffable, no minor hurdle 

to a universal commission to preach the gospel. To leap over it required that John become 

a god; rising to God he first had to become God.145   

Eriugena’s homily places a remarkable emphasis on God’s voice, God’s speech, 

the word of God in its spoken form: “The God who speaks” is a personation of God the 

Word: “Deus Verbum in Deo loquente…” (ch. 9, p. 17). While light imagery in John has 

dominated in the formulation of Christian doctrine and aesthetics, the verbal, 

elocutionary aspect has a much bigger role to play in the preaching style influenced by 

the evangelist. Eriugena’s homily begins, “Vox spiritualis aquilae auditum pulsat 

ecclesiae.”--“The voice of the spiritual eagle throbs in the ear of the church.”146  

The evangelist himself did not dwell on the remarkable claim that the spoken 

Word created all things, but moved on to the light-bringing activity of John the Baptist 

and Christ (“the life was the light of all people. The light shines in the darkness…”). Not 

so Eriugena: his homily on the opening of John focuses closely on The Word as voice and 

speech: sermo, vox, sonus, spoken language. Some of the most notable ideas of Eriugena 

center on this theme: the verbal quality of the Logos; the act of creation as speech-bound. 

True, the word that was there in the beginning was Christ, but it was also the speech of 

God absorbed into Christ. The model for understanding the act of God’s creation is 

human conversation: “homines inter se ipsos loquentes” (ch. 8, p. 15). Created nature 

originated in a speech act, compressed in parataxis worthy of Genesis ch. 1: “Pater 

loquitur, Verbum gignitur, omnia efficiuntur” (ch. 8, p. 15).  

                                                        
 
145 Eriugena, Homily, ed. Jeauneau, ch. 4, p. 9: “deificatus in deum intrat se deificantem”; ch. 5, 
p. 10: “Non enim aliter potuit ascendere in deum, nisi prius fieret deus…  Sanctus itaque 
theologus, in deum transmutatus, veritatis particeps…proclamat: ‘In principio erat verbum.’” 
 
 
146  Homily, ed. Jeauneau, ch. 1, p. 3;  trans. Bamford, p. 69; emphasis added.  
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 Finally, one of the most striking comments on speech in Eriugena’s vision of 

creation: the speech of God never ceases, because it gives form and subsistence to all 

things. The alarming implication of this claim: 

As in the case of someone speaking, when he stops speaking, his voice ceases and 

vanishes, so also with the heavenly father, should he stop speaking his Word, the 

effect of the Word—the created universe—would cease to subsist. For the existence 

and permanence of the created universe is the speech of God the father; this is the 

eternal and unchangeable generation of his word.147  

God’s speech is for Eriugena an elemental feature of existence comparable to the 

working of the holy spirit which diffuses light and love through the universe as the 

elements holding things in place, keep the planets in their courses, and as Dante put it at 

the end of the Divine Comedy, “moves the sun and other stars.”  

A theology of the spoken word places a strong cosmic/theological charge on 

human language, insofar as it aims at revelation and prophecy. John’s gospel and 

Revelation are the continuation of that eternally creating speech-act. Both are prophetic 

visions, the first looking to the beginning, the second to the end of created things. John 

spoke with two voices: that of the dove and that of thunder, humble and magnificent. 

Peter Damian wrote a remarkable sermon reflecting precisely on that doubling of 

discourses: a language of measured sobriety and another of sublimity, capable of evoking 

the immensity, grandeur and terror of creation and apocalypse, and the mystery of 

human divinity. Jesus, out of his special love for John, made him into his voice or 

instrument (quoddam quasi organum fecit) to declare the mystery of his double nature. 

Accordingly John spoke in two voices:  

                                                        

147 Homily, ch. 18, trans. Bramford, p. 102; ed. Jeauneau, p. 33: “Ut enim qui loquitur, dum loqui 
cessat, vox eius esse desinit et evanescit, sic caelestis pater, si verbum suum loqui cessarit, 
effectus verbi, hoc est universitas condita, non subsistet.  Universitatis nanque conditae 
substitutio est et permansio dei patris locutio, hoc est aeterna et incommutabilis sui verbi 
generatio.” In Eriugena’s usage: substitutio = subsistence or existence. (Jeauneau’s note, p. 33).  
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He [John] would temper the mode of his style and by mystical variation alternate, 

now speaking human things, now revealing divine things, now inserting in the 

mode of history the things related to humanity, now declaiming divine matters in 

the majesty of sublime and subtle words…   And so while embellishing the words 

of history, he would allow the radiance of divinity to flash before the eyes of men, 

as it were through the most slender crevices, and in this way while the eye of our 

mind contracts from the most delicate ray of eternal light, all the more critically is 

it opened to investigate that inaccessible light of highest truth. 148 

To describe the alternation of the two, Peter Damian uses literary terms: he changed the 

“mode of his style”; his ars locutionis allowed him to vary the ordo narrationis and yet keep 

a balance between the two “styles.” Realistic (historical) passages alternate with 

revelations. History is a kind of protecting shroud that spares the reader the blinding 

effect of Truth glimpsed sun-like and unveiled.  

 Peter Damian is at pains to arrange a competition for best in Christian eloquence, 

and to set John above his nearest competitors. He compares John and Peter at length; the 

dignity of their individual missions is the point of comparison: John, keeper of the sacred 

word; Peter, foundation of the church. Christ worked in Peter (miracles), but he spoke in 

John, keeper of the Word (operabatur in Petro, locutus est in Joanne). John is the winner in 

this contest: “What wonder if we prefer to the blessed Peter the John who speaks of 

divinity” (“Quid mirum, si Joannem de divinitate loquentem beato Petro praeferimus”), 

the justification of this preference being, as it were, theological aesthetics. On that score 

John outranks even Jesus; he spoke more sublimely, says Peter Damian, swathing the 

possible offense to Jesus in mollifying explanations:  

                                                        
148 Peter Damian, De Sancto Johanne, Sermon 63. 4, CCCM 57, p. 364: “sic styli modum 
temperat, et quadam vicissitudine mysticae varietatis alternat, ut modo humana pronuntiet, 
modo divina revelet, modo quae humanitatis sunt historialiter inserat, modo quae sunt 
divinatitis quadam sublimium ac subtilium verborum majestate depromat.  
Proinde dum historiae verba contexit, velut per tenuissimas rimas, divinitatis fulgorem ad 
oculos hominum coruscare permittit, sicque dum tenuissimo lucis aeternae radio, oculus mentis 
nostrae perstringitur ad indagandum mox illud inaccessibile summae veritatis lumen 
perspicacius aperitur.”  
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The unique beginning of John’s gospel exceeds even the words of the Lord, if I 

may say so. There is no offense to the redeemer if it is said that his disciple 

expressed things more sublimely than He himself. Through his [the disciple’s] 

speech He put forward manifestly things that He himself [Christ] did not want to 

lay bare openly. 149   

`John’s gospel moves and operates in two aesthetic media: light and sound, the visible 

and the audible, vision and speech, images and words. John was seen as excelling at both. 

Peter Damian writes, “[John] not only saw [the presence of Christ at creation] in a way 

that defies words, but described with profound subtlety [var: sublimity]”. As his vision 

surpassed human limits, so too did his prose: “His speech is miraculous; no mortal 

compares with it.” 150 

In his commentary on the Book of Revelation Richard of St. Victor sets out the topic 

of the sublime broadly in the context of the teaching and preaching of John.  On the vision 

of the beasts with many eyes before and behind the throne, he comments,  

Divine prophecy describes the marvelous mystery of divine vision in a variety of 

ways and offers us the beauty of celestial goodness in a multitude of forms…  But 

in that passage he reveals the excellence  [of that vision] sublimely and subtly 

[sublimiter et subtiliter] across the basis of description in the four gospels. 151    

                                                        
149 Peter Damian, Sermon 63. 9, CCCM 57, p. 369: “Quid mirum, si Iohannem de divinitate 
loquentem beato Petro praeferimus, cum illud evangelii sui singulare principium ipsa etiam 
dominica verba, si dici liceat, excedere videamus? Nec injuria fit Redemptori nostro si dicatur 
ipse sublimius aliquid depromere per discipulum quam per semetipsum, et per illius linguam 
manifeste proferre quod per semetipsum liquido noluit aperire.” 
 
150 Peter Damian, Sermon 63.5, CCCM 57, p. 366, lines 145-151: “Johannes de Deo mirabiliter 
atque incomparabiliter ceteris mortalibus loquitur…   Dei Verbum ante saecula apud Patrem 
esse et Deum esse non solum inenarrabiliter vidit, sed et profunda suptilitate (PL: sublimitate) 
descripsit.”  
 
151   In apocalipsim, PL 196, 749C: “Divinae visionis mirabile sacramentum sacra prophetia varie 
describit, et coelestis boni pulchritudinem multiformiter nobis ostendit…  In isto vero per 
quatuor evangelistarum typicam descriptionem ejus excellentiam sublimiter et subtiliter adhuc 
aperit.”  
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Richard embroiders on John’s declaration that he has heard many angels singing in their 

spiritual voice, a song that arises from their feelings of devotion: 

The angels, who are entirely spirit, sing out praise of the creator. The more they 

expand in love of God, the more sublimely they sing. Within the whole group 

those who love Him more sublimely than the others praise him in their own 

unique way. 152   

Here sublimity of song rises to match sublimity of feelings.  The eagle soaring across the 

center of heaven and crying shame to earthlings flies up to the sublime, his eyes reflecting 

the sun; the three eagles and the one stand for the seamless totality of holy scripture and 

prophecies; they fly towards the heights, or the mysteries (ad sublimia):  

It is fitting that they are called ‘one eagle’ because the unity of concord in the 

contemplation and preaching of holy scripture is great in them.  In the general 

hearing of the entire church they predict the truth sublimely: “woe to you 

inhabitants of the earth!”153   

The coinciding of sublimity of speech with sublimity of the heights attained is of 

particular interest. Again, sublime style is indexed to ascent.  The “second eagle” of the 

apocalypse “signifies the order of preachers, as different from Christ as the servant is 

from the master, flying by the speed and sublimity of its preaching, through the middle 

of heaven, that is high and radiant in its virtues.” 154  “Through the center of heaven” is 

to be understood as “sacred eloquence, radiant with wisdom, raised on high [sublimiter] 

                                                        
152 PL 196, 758C-D: “Angeli ergo, qui tantum spiritus sunt, eo laudem Creatoris sublimius 
concinunt quo se in ejus amore sublimiter extendunt. Intra quos eum singulariter laudant, qui 
eum omnibus sublimius amant.”  
 
153 PL 196, 782C-D: “Qui bene dicuntur aquila una, quia magna est eorum in sacrae Scripturae 
contemplatione et praedicatione concordia. Qui toties per medium coelum volantes voce 
magna clamant, quoties magna auctoritate in communi audientia totius Ecclesiae sublimiter 
recta praedicant: Vae, vae habitantibus in terra!” 
 
154 PL 196, 812C: “Et vidi alterum angelum, id est ordinem praedicatorum, alterum a Christo 
quantum distat servus a Domino, volantem, per celeritatem et sublimitatem praedicationis, per 
medium coelum, id est, Ecclesiam virtutibus altam et lucidam splendore cognitionis divinae.”   
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by heavenly admonition, extended and expanded by the multiplicity of meanings.” 

Hardly a humble form of expression masking mysteries, but rather full-voiced exalting, 

magnifying eloquence elevated in proportion with the sublimity of the mysteries.155  The 

sublimity of eloquence may even be a means of rising to the sublimity of the things 

described, i.e. the cause, not the effect of the revelation of sublime things:  

…he now moves to some ornaments [of the holy city] describing them individually 

so that the more gloriously the ornaments are to be displayed, the more sublimely 

it may be preached and commended in all things.” 156 

And more distinctly yet: sublime speech elevates the preacher to the highest things:  

“In the beginning God created heaven and earth.” From then on as time progressed,  

he taught through the oracles of the prophets to hope for and seek celestial things; 

the more he did so, the more he rose to higher things. But in teaching the gospels 

the more sublimely and clearly he foretells the highest things, the closer he 

approaches to celestial things. 157 

The passage makes a distinction between John teaching through the OT prophets, whose 

instruction urges hope and searching for “higher” things; whereas as history unfolds, the 

“highest” things are approached in teaching the gospels. Sublimity and clarity of teaching 

mediate no longer just hope and searching, but closer proximity to the things of heaven.  

The idea, then, runs through this entire, long, commentary, that the higher the rise into 

celestial mysteries, the more sublime the voice of the preacher or prophet becomes, and 

conversely, the more sublime the speech, the closer the approach to highest things.  

                                                        
155  PL 196, 798C-D: “Quid quoque rectius intelligimus per coelum, quam sacrum eloquium, 
multis sententiis quasi multis luminariis splendidum, per coelestem admonitionem sublimiter 
elevatum, per sensuum multiplicitatem dilatatum et expansum?”  

156   PL 196, 865D: “Descriptio superius generaliter sanctae civitatis statu futuro et gloria, 
progreditur ad quaedam illius ornamenta singulariter describenda, ut quanto gloriosior 
demonstratur in singulis, tanto sublimius praedicetur et commendetur in universis.” 

157  PL 196, 885C:  “In principio creavit Deus coelum et terram. Deinde secundum progressum 
temporis quanto magis per oracula prophetarum ad coelestia speranda et quaerenda instruit, 
tanto magis ad altiora surgit. In evangelica vero doctrina quanto sublimius et clarius summa 
praenuntiat, tanto vicinius coelestibus appropinquat.” 
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 It is evident that Richard, whose works on contemplation reflect more deeply than 

any writer of the Middle Ages, on the experience of the sublime, has made the work he 

took to be by John the Evangelist, into the instrument of, among many other things, the 

articulation of sublimity of speech linked to sublimity of subject. In Richard’s 

interpretation, it is marked in many ways as the product of the “preacher of sublime 

things.” Revelation is the work that serves Richard as a teaching instrument of sublimity 

of prophetic speech. 

 It is also clear that in Richard of St. Victor sublimity of speech is fully legitimized 

as an instrument of the prophetic preacher. The suspicion of “lofty words” and ideas too 

elevated for human comprehension never faded altogether, but was relegated to the 

uneducated. John the Evangelist’s mode of speaking and writing both legitimized 

sublime speech and strengthened the sense that the mysteries of scriptural meanings 

were accessible to an elite of readers and interpreters. An interesting passage in 

Bonaventure’s prologue to his commentary on the Gospel of John joins these two lines of 

thought, or rather confronts the one with the other—the sublime speech which John 

speaks and the sublime speech that Paul disavows; exalted sublime and deceptive 

sublime—and comes to terms with the apparent contradiction. The passage amounts to 

a short treatise on sublimitas sermonis, sifting when it is illicit and when it is licit. Paul’s 

warning to the Corinthians against sublimity of speech, says Bonaventure, seems to 

rebuke the Evangelist whose speech soared as high as speech can rise.  But the 

investigation of things majestic and sublime can be of three kinds: diabolical, human, and 

divine: reject the first, beware the second, and embrace the third.  And since John was 

inspired by the holy spirit, he certainly cannot be blamed for his investigation and 

description of celestial things.  Sublimity of speech may be blameworthy when spoken 

with evil intention, as when a man speaks in a sublime mode in order to glorify himself; 

or if his subject is ordinary and frivolous, or perverse; it is not to be pumped up and its 

true character masked by high words. If the listeners are incapable of understanding, 

sublime speech is reprehensible. And summing up: “But the blessed John had both an 
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exalted subject, good intentions, and learned listeners because the church was still 

growing. For that reason it was proper and fitting that he spoke sublimely.”158  

Given the discussion just sketched, it should be clear that sublimitas sermonis was 

not just pompous rhetoric, but a response to sublime things (sublimia), a means of 

persuading an audience of the divine origins of the words spoken, that is, a mode of 

speaking with a profound role in Christianity.  The mode of speaking, writing, preaching 

called sublimitas established its legitimacy as a mode of representing the sublimia.  The 

precedent of John proclaiming the highest mysteries in the highest, most difficult diction, 

gave a firm grounding to sublime speech in the most sacred and secret elements of 

doctrine. 

Sublimity of language is a touchstone to define Christian sacred rhetoric. Its 

representation in theoretical writings is the subject of the next two chapters.  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
 
158 Bonaventure, Commentarius in Evangelium sancti Iohannis, Opera Omnia, (Quaracchi, 1882),  
vol. 6, p. 244: “Beatus Ioannes et materiam habuit altam et intentionem bonam et audientes 
provectos, quia iam Ecclesia creverat; quare recte et debite sublimiter locutus est.”  
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Chapter 3 
The Grand Style and Medieval Rhetoric, Augustine to the Twelfth 

Century 
 

  

 Antiquity and the Middle Ages recognized and practiced an elevated style in 

Latin verse and prose, called in the sources “grand style,” grande dicendi genus, genus 

sublime, sublime dicendi genus, stilus grandis, grandiloquentia, sublimitas, sublimitas sermonis. 
159 In the language of medieval and renaissance rhetorical texts, the terms “sublime” and 

“grand” are interchangeable as designations of style.  But—not to diminish the 

importance of this chapter; only to set it in a clear relation to the conceptual aspects of 

sublimity—be it said that, while “sublime” is a technical term of rhetoric, its larger role is 

contemplation, experience of things boundless, awe-inspiring and divine. While those 

experiences often call on a style which is elevated and magnificent, the overlap is not 

baked into its usage. The move from the lower to the higher of the two usages is, in a 

memorable phrase of Deborah Shuger, “a shift from the body [rhetoric] to the soul 

[concept] of discourse” (p. 31). Later chapters focus on the second. The present deals with 

sublime as language in medieval writings on rhetoric.160 

                                                        
159 The main sources for the Middle Ages are Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, (=DDC), ed. And 
trans. R. P. H. Green, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995). On style, bk. 4, chs. 17-23, pp. 238-268; esp. ch. 
20, pp. 250-256 on the grand style; Hrabanus Maurus, De clericorum institutione, 3. 28-36, PL 
107, 406C-413B (much of this copied from Augustine On Christian Doctrine, but with variations 
and additions that make it valuable in its own right); Roger Bacon throughout his major works.  
See ch. 4. On “Grand style”  and “sublime” as interchangeable in rhetorical writings in the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance, see Deborah Shuger, “The Grand Style and the ‘Genera dicendi’ in 
Ancient Rhetoric,” Traditio 40 (1984), 1-42, here p. 29, n. 97: “In the Renaissance, the sublime is 
not distinguished from the genus grande.”  
 
160 James J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages: A History of the Rhetorical Theory from Saint 
Augustine to the Renaissance, (Tempe, Arizona 2001; rpt. Of the edition Berkeley and Los Angeles 
1974); George A. Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and its Christian and Secular Tradition from Ancient 
to Modern Times, (Chapel Hill 1980). Useful earlier works: Charles Sears Baldwin, Medieval 
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We had a look at the high or sublime style in the observations on Longinus Peri 

Hypsous in the introduction. Longinus’s focus was predominantly poetic. The ancient 

Roman discussion of style tended to favor forensic oratory, public rhetoric.161 In 

Christianity the grand style is situated above all in the teaching and preaching of the faith, 

but it receives some mention also in poetical and forensic rhetoric. The traditions of 

rhetorical writing transmit two different images of the high style: one thundering, rough-

cut and overwhelming; the other composed and elegant, combining spirituality with 

rhetorical elegance and emotional force. 

 

Rhetoric, a Warrior Woman: Martianus Capella 

Martianus Capella’s Marriage of Philology and Mercury (second decade, 5th century) 

was the most important transmitter of the program of studies in the liberal arts to the 

Middle Ages. Book 5 treats rhetoric. Rhetoric is personified as a woman warrior, raucous 

and militant.162 She enters with fanfare. Her grand entrance is staged in grand style: 163 

                                                        
Rhetoric and Poetic, (New York 1928); Harry Caplan, Of Eloquence. Studies in Ancient and 
Mediaeval Rhetoric, ed. Anne King and Phyllis Roberts, (Ithaca New York 1970). A large collection 
of major sources in Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric: Language Arts and Literary Theory, 300-
1475, (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 2009).  
 
161 Fundamental for the place of grand style within a “system” of styles in antiquity is the study 
by Deborah Shuger, (above). This study corrects a long-standing misconception that saw the plain 
style as “the only rhetorical expression of serious and original thought.” This conception saw the 
grand style as exploiting the emotions, not appealing to the mind. Also F. Quadlbauer, “Die 
genera dicenci bis Plinius d. J.,” Wiener Studien 71 (1955), 60-61, 64-68. 
 
162 See the commentary on this passage in Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 43-47. 
 
163  Martianus Capella and the Seven Liberal Arts, The Marriage of Philology and Mercury, Bk. 5, 
parag. 425-428, trans. William Harris Stahl and Richard Johnson, (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1977), vol. 2, pp. 155-157.  
Martianus Capella, De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, ed. James Willis, (Leipzig: Teubner, 1983), 
Bk. 5, 425, pp. 147-9:    “Interea sonuere tubae raucusque per aethram / cantus, et ignoto caelum 
clangore remugit./ turbati expavere dei, vulgusque minorum / caelicolum trepidat …  Sed dum 
talibus perturbatur multa terrestrium plebs deorum, ecce quaedam sublimissimi corporis ac 
fiduciae grandioris, vultus etiam decore luculenta femina insignis ingreditur, cui galeatus vertex 
ac regali caput maiestate sertatum, arma in manibus, quibus se vel communire solita vel 
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The trumpets sounded; their strident song pierced the sky and heaven re-echoed 

with an unfamiliar din; the gods were frightened and confused, the host of 

heaven’s minor inhabitants quaked…  While a great group of the earth-gods was 

disturbed by such thoughts [they take the clangor as a portent of war], in strode a 

woman of the tallest stature and abounding self-confidence, a woman of 

outstanding beauty; she wore a helmet, and her head was wreathed with royal 

grandeur; in her hands the arms with which she used either to defend herself or 

to wound her enemies, shone with the brightness of lightning…  [Her robe] was 

adorned with the light of all kinds of devices and showed the figures of them all, 

while she had a belt under her breast adorned with the rarest colors of jewels.  

When she clashed her weapons on entering, you would say that the broken 

booming of thunder was rolling forth with the shattering clash of a lightning 

cloud; indeed it was thought that she could hurl thunderbolts like Jove. For a 

queen with power over everything, she could drive any host of people where she 

wanted and draw them back from where she wanted; she could sway them to tears 

and whip them to a frenzy, and change the countenance and senses not only of 

cities but of armies in battle...  What countenance and voice she had as she spoke, 

what excellence and exaltation of speech! It was worth even the gods’ effort to hear 

such genius of argument, so rich a wealth of diction, so vast a store of memory and 

recollection. What order in structure, what harmonious delivery, what movement 

                                                        
adversarios vulnerare, fulminea quadam coruscatione renidebant. Subarmalis autem vestis illi 
peplo quodam circa umeros involuto Latiariter tegebatur, quod omnium figurarum lumine 
variatum cunctorum schemata praeferebat; pectus autem exquisitissimis gemmarum coloribus 
balteatum. Haec cum in progressu arma concusserat, velut fulgoreae nubis fragore colliso bombis 
dissultantibus fracta diceres crepitare tonitrua; denique creditum, quod instar Iovis eadem 
posset etiam fulmina iaculari. Nam velut potens rerum omnium regina et impellere quo vellet et 
unde vellet deducere et in lacrimas flectere et in rabiem concitare et in alios etiam vultus 
sensusque convertere tam urbes quam exercitus proeliantes, quaecumque poterat agmina 
populorum… Hac vero loquente qui vultus vocisve sonus, quantaque excellentia celsitudoque 
sermonis! Audire operae pretium etiam superis fuit tantae inventionis ingenium, tam facundae 
ubertatis eloquium, tam capacis memoriae recordationisque thesaurum. Qualis disponendi ordo, 
quam pronuntiandi congruens modulatio, qui gestus in motu, quae profunditas in conceptu! 
Denique exilis in modicis, in mediocribus facilis, in elatione flammatrix…” 
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of gesture, what profundity of concept! She was light in treating small topics, 

ready with middling topics, and with exalted ones a firebrand.  

This warrior-rhetorician wields power; that is her domain and her strength: controlling, 

overwhelming, moving individuals and whole peoples and taking them captive, 

exercising the force of royal power. The poet has introduced Rhetoric at her grandest and 

most blatant. Yes there are the colors and the jewels of rhetorical figures, the decorations 

of the pleasing middle style, but the dominant is the stunning, amazing, overwhelming 

force of the art. (The observers “quake,” their “hearts stood still,” the nymphs and rivers 

“look with astonishment” and “utter their wonderment.”) Her most daunting weapons 

are lightning and thunder—persuasive forces that strike with sudden and blinding force, 

not with slow, methodical reasoning. Rhetoric in this persona takes command of the 

thunder-struck observers; she stirs extremes of emotion, she sways, she confuses their 

minds. It is a discourse of sublimity which we will encounter in a variety of contexts, 

usually violent and passionate, though less militant and certainly without the trappings 

of imperial Roman warfare. The most immediate progenitor of rhetoric in this guise is 

the civic orator, memorably and influentially described by Cicero.  To quote Deborah 

Shuger, “The nature of the Ciceronian genus grave or grandiloquum … is a sinewy and 

fighting style…which, Cicero writes, like a mighty, roaring stream transports the minds 

of men in any direction. Linked to this psychagogic transport is the wonder it causes in 

its beholders.” 164 Quintilian also invokes the roaring river as a metaphor for the power 

of grandiloquence: 

The grand style [is like] the river that can roll rocks along, ‘scorns bridges’ and 

creates its own banks. It  will carry the judge away with its mighty torrent however 

much he resists; it will force him to go wherever it takes him.  An orator like this 

will even raise the dead…  He will almost bring the gods down from heaven to 

meet and talk with him…  He will inspire anger and pity. When he speaks the 

judge will turn pale, weep, let himself be dragged through the whole range of 

                                                        
164 Shuger, p. 20, with reference to Cicero Orator, 19. 63, 13. 42, and 28. 97-99.  
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emotions. He will follow the speaker now in one direction, now in another and 

never feel the need to be given the facts. 165 

  

Martianus’s debt to the passage just quoted is evident, though he moves the context from 

judicial to martial rhetoric. The poet has not pulled out all the stops for this grandiose 

overture: in favoring the raucous and thundering, he left out the middle and the humble 

style; and he left out the elegant grand style (megaloprepeia). These less strident and 

domineering modes are introduced, so briefly as to seem an obligatory gesture, 

immediately after the introduction to Book 5 quoted above. After a strikingly brief, almost 

trivializing look at the humble and middle styles, 166 Martianus returns to imperial 

Roman grandiosity, the atmosphere appropriate to an assembly of the gods. The raucous 

and pugnacious rhetorical style, appropriate to the rough and tumble of the law courts 

and the civic assembly, is for Martianus the representative form of rhetoric. 167 He shows 

no interest in the philosophical, elegant, metaphorical grand appropriate to philosophy 

and devotional texts. 

So, it is important to note that Martianus’s Lady Rhetoric is not a generic 

representative of rhetoric stretching across all its areas, but rather embodies specifically 

                                                        
 
165 Quintil. 12. 10. 60-62: “[The grand style is like] Ille [amnis] qui saxa devolvat et ‘pontem 
indignetur’ et ripas sibi faciat multus et torrens iudicem vel nitentem contra feret, cogetque ire 
qua rapiet. Hic orator et defunctos excitabit…  Hic deos ipsos in congressum prope suum 
sermonemque deducet… Hic iram, hic misericordiam inspirabit. Hoc dicente iudex pallebit et 
flebit et per omnis adfectus tractus huc atque illuc sequetur nec doceri desiderabit.” 
 
166 See Murphy’s comments on the comparative dryness and conventionality of what follows the 
introduction. Rhetoric, p. 45. 
 
167 See Shuger, “The Grand Style and Genera Dicendi” on the development of two corresponding 
forms of the grand style in classical rhetoric, p. 18f.: “For Cicero, the difference between the 
styles of oratory and philosophy is not the difference between the grand style and the plain but 
between the vigor of an oral, agonistic style and the sweetness of an ornate, yet emotionally 
restrained, genus medium.” Shuger refers generally to a distinction in the grand style between 
“agonistic and non-agonistic” styles. (p. 25).  
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the highest of the three styles, grandeur or sublimity—though she masters all three—and 

that this instantiation is a further reduction of the grand, putting aside the features of 

non-agonistic grandeur: euphony, elegance, suavitas, and careful composition. 

 

Augustine On Christian Doctrine 

With quieter, discursive tones Augustine introduces sublimity of speech in book 4 

of On Christian Doctrine, written in the same epoch as Martianus’s work. Any study of 

sacred eloquence in the Middle Ages must have On Christian Doctrine on center stage. 

Book 4 treats (completed about 426) the expression and teaching of Christian doctrine, in 

contrast to books 1-3 (completed by 396), on reading and interpreting scripture.  

Grandeur and sublimity have a very different face in Augustine than in Martianus. 

The grand is the highest of the three levels of style. Book 4 begins with the author’s 

assurance that the lessons that follow are not, or not primarily, about the rules of rhetoric. 

Lessons in rhetoric can be left to grammar school teachers. 168 Though it was his old 

subject as professor of rhetoric at Carthage, Rome and Milan, he assigns it expressly a 

place well behind a kind of intuitive, charismatic learning: listen to eloquent men, absorb 

their model, read their works (not rhetorical theory), and imitate their eloquence.169 The 

rules do not make a man eloquent; the model of good speakers and writers does. 

Augustine’s own relationship to Ambrose is a model of that learning mode.  

This point must be stressed. It detaches literary style from its close attachment to 

prescriptive rhetoric. Rhetorical theory is useful for analysing many forms of composition 

in their finished formulation, but not for explaining the originating forces of any given 

work or genre. This approach requires a decompression of the high energy focused on 

prescriptive rhetoric in its relation with medieval poetry and prose. What else is there 

available as an analytic tool outside of and reflecting on discourse? The quick answer is: 

the models imitated, not rhetorical prescripts. We will see how this worked in sermons 

and prayers in later chapters. (Especially informative is a work by Honorius 

                                                        
168 Augustine, De doctrina Christiana (=DDC), 4. 3, 4. 8. 
 
169 Augustine, DDC., 4. 12-13, pp. 200-201. (PL 34, 4.3.5, c. 90-91).  
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Augustodunensis, his Speculum ecclesiae, a collection of models for preaching written at 

the request of the chapter of Canterbury cathedral. See ch. 8.)  

Augustine’s attitude towards rhetoric is cautiously nuanced. The subject carried 

with it the taint of pagan culture.  But whatever its past, the new world requires a 

Christian sacred rhetoric.  Speaking well and persuasively is a support for the truth. 

While the instrument of rhetoric once was a major vehicle of falsehoods, says Augustine, 

it must be refunctioned to convey the truth and strengthen conviction. It makes no sense 

to leave so powerful a weapon in the hands of the enemy and so make the truth 

vulnerable and weak in its contest with the false.  (DDC 4. 4).  If mere instruction is the 

goal of Christian teaching, then it may be sufficient to speak in unstructured and 

uncolored utterances without careful composition.  But in order to move men’s hearts to 

love and persuade them of the truth, the “greater powers of oratory” are necessary: 

“entreaties, rebukes, rousing speeches, solemn admonitions, and all the other things 

which have the power to excite human emotions.” (4. 15).  And that form of excitation is 

the higher goal of Christian eloquence. Yes, it must teach and inform, it must reveal 

gradually the mysteries hidden in the word of God, but it must be above all “an eloquence 

teaching salvation, perfectly adjusted to stir the hearts of learners.”170 

From the outset it is the high style, the one that moves and persuades and stirs the 

listener to action, that works through the kind of training and instruction Augustine is 

offering. It is the source of the power to move men’s minds and emotions that leads to 

truth. 171 

Here and throughout it is evident that Augustine has absorbed and is reflecting 

Ciceronian attitudes: the highest oratory comes from the union of wisdom and eloquence. 

Wisdom has priority, and must be cultivated by those who teach and preach Christianity. 

An Augustinian variation is the stress on the secondary role of rhetoric: don’t hire 

teachers of rhetoric; eloquence will come naturally when the teacher has absorbed the 

                                                        
170 Ep. 55. 7. 13. Cited from Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1969), 
p. 259. 
171 Murphy, Rhetoric, p. 62.   
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models of great orators and is inspired by the subject. The implications of Augustine’s 

appropriation of Ciceronian rhetorical ideals for the Christian preacher are vast. The 

preacher must be an educated man, learned in wisdom, eloquent by study of eloquent 

men. Augustine turns down one fork of a crossroad. The other path is that of the 

unlearned preacher in the mode of John the Baptist, speaking as though God gave him 

his words, without much fussing over book learning and elegant or forceful composition. 

What Augustine proposes is an educational ideal framed in this case for the elevation of 

a rising Christian culture. 172 

Throughout On Christian Doctrine, the scheme of the three levels of style structures 

the presentation: the three genera dicendi are called by various names, but for this study 

I’ll use the designations, humble (submissus ), the moderate (temperatus), and the grand 

(grandis). 173  

The domain of the humble style is teaching and instructing, giving information 

and understanding, the first goal of Christian eloquence. The temperate style is to be 

pleasing, to make the subject attractive to the auditors; the grand is appropriate when the 

audience resists the attitudes or course of action the preacher proposes, and they must be 

won over and persuaded to give up their contrary convictions.  

Augustine considered the high style the most demanding and the most important.  

Of course, he says, many cases (he is thinking of the law) require plain exposition and 

rational argument, but if an audience must be moved to accept and act on the result of 

argumentation, “greater powers of oratory are required.” 174 For Augustine Paul is the 

“model for us [Christians] of eloquence.” 175 While his adversaries blamed his want of 

rhetorical flare, they admitted that his letters are “weighty and powerful” (graves et fortes). 

                                                        
172 Murphy develops this context for the Augustinian ideal of the educated preacher with broad 
vision of the cultural seat/context of rhetorical tradition, Rhetoric pp. 56 ff.  
 
173 Rhetorica ad Herennium, 4. 8. 11: gravis, mediocris, extenuatus. 
 
174 DDC 4. 15: “Si qui audiunt movendi sunt potius quam docendi,…maioribus dicendi viribus opus 
est.”  
 
175 DDC 4. 46: “Eloquentem nostrum apostolum Paulum.” 4. 47: “exemplum eloquentiae.”  
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The teaching function of eloquence is an obvious necessity, where plainness and clarity 

are essential elements, but its higher purpose is to inspire the listener. 176  Teaching comes 

from “human industry” but the ability to enflame the listener is a gift of God. Paul is the 

model of the inspired teacher, and the art of eloquence in the teaching of Christian 

doctrine has its source in the minds of such inspired men, not in schoolroom tracts. But 

not everybody is a Paul. The first duty of the expositor of scripture is clarity.  Leave 

difficulty and obscurity to prophets and holy men; the teacher must be understood (4. 

62). But beyond knowledge and understanding, delight and persuasion are valuable to 

the orator. For this purpose “style” is required; not what, but how the speaker speaks.  

The ability to arouse in the listener the joy at something joyful, and terror at something 

terrible, is the province of “grand eloquence” (grandis eloquentia) whose purpose is to 

“move the minds of the listeners” (ad commovendos animos auditorum). These are the 

“greater powers of eloquence” (maiores eloquentiae vires). Teaching counts for little if the 

listener recognizes the truth but refuses or fears to act on it.  

These three levels of teaching, delighting, and persuading, correspond to the 

traditional Ciceronian three levels of style: “He will be eloquent who can speak of small 

things in a subdued manner [submisse] when teaching, of moderate things in a temperate 

manner [temperate] when giving enjoyment, and of grand things in a grand manner 

[granditer] in order to persuade.” 177  

Augustine develops his thoughts on style in close readings of passages from Paul’s 

letters. The first of them gives an example of small matters (judicial, financial) treated in 

a grandiloquent manner: Paul’s rebuke of the Corinthians for not providing ecclesiastical 

judges for secular matters (1 Corinth. 6. 1-9). He quotes Paul’s passionate speech and asks, 

                                                        
 
176 DDC 4. 59: “bonum auditorem non tam si diligenter discutiatur instruit, quam si ardenter 
pronuntietur accendit.” 
 
177  De doct. Christ. 4. 96. Pp. 238-240 (PL 34, c. 105; 17.34): “Is igitur erit eloquens, qui ut doceat, 
poterit parva submisse; ut delectet, modica temperate; ut flectat, magna granditer  
dicere.” Quoting Cicero, De oratore 101, Augustine substitutes granditer for Cicero’s graviter. 
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why did Paul speak so forcefully of such minor matters? (de rebus minimis tam granditer). 

The reason is that the role of the Christian orator raises minor things to the level of 

salvation and redemption.  A cup of cold water may be a trivial thing, but offered to 

Christ’s disciples it can be an instrument of redemption (cf. Matt. 10. 42). Augustine 

confesses that he is speaking from personal experience. He had once spoken on this very 

topic, and he discovered that without his own doing or effort, he found the words: “There 

arose from that cold water a flame to fire the cold hearts of men to perform works of 

mercy in the hope of heavenly reward” 178 But the speaker should not always use the 

grand style; the humble style is appropriate for teaching. What is important here is that 

there is no strict, or even loose alignment, of Christian eloquence with the humble style. 

To teach the trinity, because of the difficulty of the concept, required clarity; to praise 

God, grandeur.  

The grand style, so says Augustine, would not ordinarily dominate a sermon or 

oration.  The humble or the temperate style are the main modes of speech, into which the 

grand enters at strategic moments. It is hard on speaker and listener alike to sustain the 

grand style over an entire oration or sermon. Forceful speech “ebbs and flows like the 

sea.” 179 By judicious variation between humble and exalted, the things spoken of in the 

grand style appear magnified by contrast to the steady flowing stream of the humble or 

tempered style (DDC 4. 136-138, p. 268).  

                                                        
 
178 DDC 4. 103, p. 243-45: “de illa aqua frigida quaedam flamma surrexit, quae etiam frigida 
hominum pectora ad misericordiae opera facienda spe caelestis mercedis accenderet.”   
 
179 De doct. Christ., 4.135, p. 266-268.  (PL 34, c. 115;  4. 22. 51): “bene reditur ad ea quae opus 
est granditer dici, ut dictionis impetus sicut maris aestus alternet.”  By judicious variation 
between humble and exalted, the things spoken of in the grand style appear magnified by 
contrast to the steady flowing stream of the humble or tempered style  (De doct. Christ. 4. 23. 
52, p. 268).  
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 In passing theme and style through various permutations, Augustine’s point is that there 

is not a strict alignment of res and modus. It is possible to speak of unimportant things in 

the grand style. But speaking of the grand style, he sets out a different relationship of 

topic to style: the theme leads and draws the appropriate style after it.    

In two short paragraphs Augustine sets the grand style off from the other more 

temperate modes. The passage is often quoted because it resonates with some of the 

introductory comments in Longinus’s On the Sublime. He places emphasis on what 

follows by setting the grand distinctly apart from the measured styles (hoc maxime distat 

ab genere temperato…). In the grand style, speech is less “primped” and ordered (comptum) 

by verbal composition and ornament but rather it is “violent with the emotions of the 

mind” (violentum animi affectibus). Verbal ornament may or may not be present, but is not 

necessary. He had stressed earlier that the effect of eloquence on a good listener is “not 

so much to instruct when painstakingly discussed as to inspire when passionately 

delivered.”180 This points to a sublimity of style that comes from within. If earlier he 

talked of divine inspiration, now it is the mind and the passions which move speech 

forward. The greatness of a theme by itself generates an enthusiasm and “force” in the 

teacher from which commensurate verbal expression follows. That “force” (impetus) and 

not rhetorical decoration, shapes grandeur of style: grand speech is “forceful with 

emotions of the spirit”;  it is “carried along by its own impetus”; “the force of the subject 

matter snatches up the beauty of eloquence”; the language is drawn upwards, elevated, 

by the “force of the things discussed”; the choice of words is not a matter of reasoned 

selection or rhetorical training but rather “let fitting words follow the ardor of the heart”; 

“great is the subject grand the depiction” [referring to the topic “suffer the evils of the 

times with equanimity with God’s help], (Magna res est, et granditer agitur—). 181 Thus 

                                                        
 
180 DDC 4. 59, p. 221: “bonum auditorem non tam si diligenter discutiatur instruit, quam si 
ardenter pronuntietur accendit.”  
 
181 DDC 4. 118-119, pp. 250-252 (=PL 34, 109, 4. 20. 42): “Grande autem dicendi genus hoc 
maxime distat ab isto genere temperato, quod non tam verborum ornatibus comptum est, quam 
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Augustine offers a view of the genesis of stylistic grandeur comparable to Longinus’s first 

two principles of sublimity: a grand conception expressed with powerful emotion 

(enthusiastikon pathos). Augustine underscored the priority of strong emotion by quoting 

a passage from the Aeneid (7. 507-8): “Anger forges the weapon for the one who needs 

it”—a dynamic that surely works better in composition than in warfare. In grand speech 

verbal composition is emotion in action, emotion acting on an auditor as a weapon acts 

on an adversary; it is not so much the constructed character of the weapon, but the power 

of the anger creating it, that counts. Force precedes beauty. Burke would have no trouble 

accepting the formulation. For Augustine, the beauty of eloquence is a sleeping princess, 

awakened and abducted by the force (vi...rapit; violentum animi affectibus) of some 

overwhelming “thing” (res), be it an ogre or an eagle. Rhetorical ornament is a passive 

element of expression, the obedient servant of a theme, ready to surrender to ravishment 

by some powerful subject matter and to serve it, or to remain somnolent. The passion of 

the orator wakens and snatches up the style that suits the subject: the eagle soars; the ogre 

lumbers. Simplicity of style, elegance, forcefulness, or blunt parataxis may serve now the 

one, now the other. Longinus chose as one of his examples of the sublime style a famous 

statement by "that great lawgiver of the Jews" from the opening of Genesis (On the 

Sublime, 9.9): “God said, let there be light, and there was light”  In these lines there is no 

verbal ornament, no primping at composition: it is all concentrated force, inconceivably 

great creative power condensed into a few words, like large stones set immovably side 

by side. 

Longinus would find much to agree with in Augustine’s reading of the grand style 

(and vice versa, though there is no reason to think Augustine knew the Greek tract). The 

sources of the sublime for Longinus are, first, grand conceptions, then forceful and 

enthusiastic passions (enthousiastikon pathos). These two are primary, because they are the 

                                                        
violentum animi affectibus. …Fertur quippe impetu suo, et elocutionis pulchritudinem, si 
occurrerit, vi rerum rapit, non cura decoris assumit. Satis enim est ei propter quod agitur, ut verba 
congruentia, non oris eligantur industria, sed pectoris sequantur ardorem… Magna res est, et 
granditer agitur, nec desunt ornamenta dicendi…” 
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object and its effects. Matters of formulation are secondary; proper construction of figures 

(metaphor etc.), nobility of language, and dignified and elevated word-arrangement, 

derive from art. 182 The emotions of the audience are snatched up and moved by the 

sublime, the effect of which is “not to persuade the audience but rather to transport them 

out of themselves” (On the Sublime 1.4)  In Longinus and Augustine the language of 

sublime effects is that of powerful emotions. The emotions expressed infect the emotions 

of the viewer or listener. They “snatch” and stir the feelings of the audience, or inflame 

them, like generating like. The listener’s “imitation” of the subject matter is set in motion 

by forcefulness of speech. I’ve described this dynamic in the introduction and called it 

emotional symmetry: the listener or reader lives briefly in the emotional world 

represented, shares the feelings of its characters, who live a heroic, or supernatural, or 

saintly life. This assimilation of the lower to the higher level of pathos, the elevation of 

the reader into the higher world of the hero or saint, is fundamental to the experience of 

the sublime, ancient or medieval 183 (the modern experience is another matter).  

Longinus had linked the sublime to a “noble mind.” 184 Augustine identifies a class 

of Christian writers who are the epitome of wisdom and eloquence: “There is a kind of 

eloquence fitting for men most worthy of the highest authority and clearly divine.”185 For 

Longinus, nobility of mind “echoes” or “resonates” in sublimity of speech; for Augustine 

the quality of mind produces a style that is “suited” to it (decet), but put this passage 

together with Augustine’s comments on “force” “violent emotions” and “emotions of the 

                                                        
182 Longinus, On the Sublime 8, trans. W. H. Fyfe, rev. Donald Russell, Loeb Classical Library 199 
(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 180-181  
 
183 See “Richard of St. Victor and the Medieval Sublime,” in Magnificence and the Sublime, and 
below, ch. 8. 
 
184 Longinus: “a grand style is the natural product of those whose ideas are weighty. This is why 
splendid remarks come particularly to men of high spirit.” (On the Sublime 9. 2-3., p. 185). 
  
185 DDC  4. 26, p. 206 (=PL 34, 93): “est quaedam [eloquentia], quae viros summa auctoritate 
dignissimos planeque divinos decet." 
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spirit” as the impetus for grand speech, and Augustine is close to that idealizing of grand 

and sublime speech which Longinus knew and the early modern period would inherit 

and extend to “genius.” In any case, grandeur of style originates in the mind and spirit of 

a distinguished/divine speaker. It is not cobbled out by hard work at the writing desk by 

one who has mastered the rules of rhetorical expression.  

Longinus and Augustine see loftiness of speech arising from an inner distinction 

of the speaker.  For Augustine the highest level of discourse derives partly from the 

character and standing of the speaker and partly from a quality of the orator akin to 

divinity inherent in the mind. 186 While the two share a conception of loftiness of 

character, Augustine does not restrict that distinction to sublimity or loftiness of speech. 

Rather the truly distinguished speaker shows his divinity at all levels of style.  His 

paradigm of eloquence is Paul, whose letters exemplify all three levels. 

The element of higher inspiration is not alien to Longinus’s presentation of the 

subject.  But Christian transcendence posits an originating force more distant and more 

mysterious than Apollo, Dionysus, the nine muses or any inspiring force the ancient 

world imagined. In Longinian enthusiasmos, the theos seems more like a mythologized 

human force than a spiritual numen.  Though gods may have been terrifying and 

enigmatic for Sophocles, in Longinus they are masks for human gifts. In Augustine 

inspiring spirits are transcendent. This more spiritualized concept remains a powerful 

element of the experience of the Sublime into the nineteenth century, and, at least in the 

Middle Ages, it never weakens to a literary topos.187        

                                                        
186 The common translation of divinos as “divinely inspired” is not wholly wrong, since the context 
of the comment is that wisdom derives from God. But it inserts an element not present in this 
passage. Augustine said, and meant, viros divinos. He recognizes that quality in John the 
evangelist, who was both divinely inspired, and, as was generally believed, also divine.  
 
187  See John Milbank, “Sublimity: The Modern Transcendent,” in Transcendence: Philosophy, 
Literature, and Theology Approach the Beyond, ed. Regina Schwartz (New York & London: 
Routledge, 2004), 211-234.   I stress that I’m not referring to the topos of the inspiring force, 
invocation of the muses or the Holy Spirit, but rather to the sense of Christian writers, some at 
least, convinced that they channel divinely inspired words. 
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Longinus had begun his tract on the sublime by stressing that it is not rhetorical 

precepts which produce sublimity of expression.  And in like manner, Augustine had 

stressed general principles of eloquence, leaning heavily on inspiration, not rules of 

rhetorical composition. 

And yet, in On Christian Doctrine Augustine subjects virtually all the passages he 

cites to analysis of their rhetorical composition: sentence structure, periodicity, compositio, 

cola and commata, anaphora, apostrophe, repetition,   Longinus also analysed the poetry 

he quotes in terms of rhetorical composition, but he had other conceptions: how 

formulations arouse amazement and wonder, the awe-inspiring force of the sublime; 

metaphorical style; elevation and magnification of the subject by sublimity; majesty and 

dignity of expression. 

Augustine’s exposition of grand eloquence is sober by comparison. It may have to 

do with the purpose of his tract, to instruct in teaching of the faith, whereas Longinus is 

talking about writing poetry. Augustine’s work is pastoral; Longinus’s high-soaring 

poetic. Augustine had at his disposal Christian transcendence and the wealth of sublime 

imagery of the psalms, prophets and wisdom literature, for which he had a profound 

appreciation. On Christian Doctrine is about language that instructs, informs, gives 

pleasure, persuades, moves, overcomes resistance, heals. Its effects on the listener can be 

powerful emotionally: audiences moan and weep, change their behavior in the grips of 

the grand style (4. 140-141). But Augustine does not include transformation in the sense 

of exaltation into a higher world among the effects of grand speech; “change” in this work 

(mutatio vitae) is behavior modification, a turn to boni mores, something short of 

transformation. We will find a greater sensitivity to this more “poetic” form of sublimity 

in later writers, especially Richard of St. Victor and Roger Bacon. Augustine writes DDC 

very much at a middle level, avoiding the tragic sublimity of debasement, humiliation, 

crucifixion, as well as the exalting sublimity of miracle, transfiguration, and redemption. 

He also avoids the use of the term sublimis or sublimitas, even though classical and 

medieval rhetoricians regularly apply that term to the grand style. He credits the value 

of powerful emotion, but avoids the examples which would rouse it.  On Christian 
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Doctrine places us in the classroom of Christian morals, not in a symposium on Apollo 

and the muses. 

Augustine is capable of commenting in other works with Longinian penetration 

on sublime passages of scripture, capable himself of writing passages that are soaring 

and transcendent.  And yet On Christian Doctrine he cites mainly Paul’s letters, controlled 

and restrained at their most forceful and passionate. This point urges us to limit our idea 

of DDC as “theory” of grand speech and writing, to limit our strong urge to find 

theoretical writings that illuminate the poetics and rhetoric of medieval writings.  Recall 

that Augustine said that teachers and handbooks of rhetoric are not the way to learn 

distinguished oratory, but rather imitation of great writers of the past.  In this Augustine 

agrees with Longinus.  We can learn more about Augustine’s conception of sublimity and 

grandeur of speech by reading his own works. That is where we find the results of his 

“study” of rhetoric. 

Augustine moved eloquence to a level above speech and composition subjected to 

rhetorical rules. He did postulate passionate speech on a grand theme. But he did not 

move grand speech to sublimity. He did not break the frame of the three styles, which 

held sublimity in a triad with humility and temperate speech. He did not carve out a 

sublimity of the beyond and the ineffable. He remained within the bounds of speech as 

communication and teaching.  

 

Between Sacred Eloquence and the Classical Tradition 

These two modes of the grand style, the passionate or militant and the elegant, 

were definitive for the Middle Ages,188 and while the topic of the grand style altogether 

tends to get folded into the discussion of the three levels of style, the grand style was 

                                                        
 
188 The two personae of rhetoric: in art: Hortus Deliciarum (she carries a stylus and a tablet; ein 
einfacher Schriftband—i.e. a bookish, intellectualized rhetoric; Mantegna, Tarot Card illustration 
of Rhetoric: she wears a crown and armor, carries a sword, and has trumpet-blowing cherubim 
at her feet. Some images show a comprehensive Rhetorica: Gregor Reisch, Margarita 
Philosophica  (sword out of one side of her mouth, lilly from the other). 
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present, alive and flourishing, just not closely observed by rhetorical writings, which 

focused on the Ciceronian, Horatian rhetorical style. 

Hrabanus Maurus (d. 856) rephrases Augustine DDC, and he strips out of the tract 

the very passages that are of interest to a study of the sublime (PL 107,  407C-412D). 

Isidore of Seville includes comments on rhetoric in the Etymologiae.  They are 

schematic and derivative, but one aspect of his presentation of the three levels of style is 

worth observing for what it says about stylistic sublimity: 

[The humble, the middle and the grandiloquent constitute the three genera dicendi]  

For when we speak grand things, they are to be put forward grandly; when small 

things, then subtly; when middle things, temperately. For in small causes nothing 

should be declaimed grandly or sublimely; they should be spoken in a soft and 

ordinary way. But greater issues, where the subject is God or human salvation, call 

for a greater display of magnificence and lightning/thunder. 189 

The comment is striking from the perspective of Auerbach’s sermo humilis.  For Auerbach, 

the humble style assumes the duties of the sublime, folds sublime things into humble 

diction. Isidore, however, holds to a strict coordination of subject matter with style. “God 

and man’s salvation” are grand subjects that fall decidedly into the grand style and are 

to be proclaimed with “thunder and magnificence.”  

After the Carolingian period, the tradition of prescriptive or theoretical rhetoric 

gets thin.190 That is far from indicating an absence of the understanding and practice of 

the levels of style. We must assume that what is lacking is a mindset that theorizes and 

systematizes rhetoric, the mindset at work in classical and late antiquity. A wide and rich 

                                                        
 
189 Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae Bk. 2.ch. 17, Rhetores latini minores, ed. Carl  Halm, (Leipzig, 
1863), p. 515: “Cum enim magna dicimus, granditer proferenda sunt, cum parva dicimus, 
subtiliter, cum mediocria, temperate.  Nam in parvis causis nihil grande, nihil sublime dicendum 
est. sed leni ac pedestri more loquendum; in causis autem maioribus, ubi de deo vel hominum 
salute referimus, plus magnificentiae et fulgoris est exhibendum.” 
 
190  Quadlbauer has only a handful of writings and glosses on the three levels of style to offer 
from the tenth and eleventh centuries, pp. 57-62. 
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variety of rhetorical composition was certainly not lacking, just the opposite.  The sources 

on rhetorical culture from the eighth to the late eleventh century are to be sought 

elsewhere than in prescriptive writings or in the continuing classical tradition, even 

though it was unquestionably present along with Judeo-Christian nourishing sources, 

unrecorded in the sources which Curtius, Quadlbauer and Murphy examined.  

The flourishing traditions of cathedral school education in the tenth and eleventh 

centuries show the cultivation of rhetoric and poetics as a core element of education. The 

practice of Gerbert of Aurillac in teaching the language arts at Reims as magister scholarum 

in the 980s gives a particularly clear picture of the teaching of rhetoric and composition. 

Richer of St.-Remi of Reims observed and recorded Gerbert’s teaching in the Historiae (ca. 

995). The course in the language arts began with dialectic, which Gerbert clearly regards 

as an elementary subject, then advanced through poetry to rhetoric as a forensic art. In 

Richer’s presentation, the combined language arts are called logica. That more general 

usage of “logic” is common in the schools into the twelfth century.191 Once students 

moved on from dialectic, they next had to learn “the modes of locution.” These were to 

be learned from the study of the poets, and he mentions Virgil, Statius, Terence, Juvenal, 

Persius, Horace and Lucan. Once these were mastered, the student could move on to 

rhetoric. After instruction in rhetoric they advanced to the practice of forensic rhetoric, 

for which Gerbert called on a “sophist,”192 who could train students in “controversies.” 

Gerbert also tells us that during this time he composed a book on the rhetorical art. In a 

letter to a monk of Aurillac Gerbert describes this opus as “admirable to experts, useful to 

students for the things of rhetors prone to slip the mind, difficult to comprehend and to 

                                                        
191 See Jaeger, “John of Salisbury: A Philosopher of the Long Eleventh Century,” in European 
Transformations: The Long Twelfth Century, ed. Thomas F. X. Noble and John Van Engen, (Notre 
Dame IN: Notre Dame University Press, 2012), 499-520. 
  
 
192 For Gerbert, a sophist is a rhetorician skilled in presenting and debating cases in law. In 
Gerbert’s course in rhetoric, such practice came at the highest level. 
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fix in the memory.”193 Clearly an extensive course in rhetoric was available at Reims, its 

details unrecorded in the history of rhetoric.  

Walther of Speyer confirms the primary importance of rhetorical instruction at a 

cathedral school in an exposition of the arts of the trivium in his Libellus scolasticus, 

composed in 984. He describes his own education at Speyer under Bishop Balderich (970-

984), beginning in dialectic, advancing to poetry and rhetoric, ending in judicial oratory. 
194 It should also be noted that Gerbert himself shows high interest in the speeches of 

Cicero, both in his own stylistic practice and in direct references to Cicero’s works.195  

Rhetorical practice in the tenth century is a fuzzy picture that will only come into 

focus when freed from the notion that treatises on rhetoric are the leading source of clarity 

on that question. Also the perverse implication of that orientation: that if the grand style 

is mentioned in passing in rhetorical treatises, it happens thanks to the classical sources 

from which it derives, not from a contemporary living rhetorical tradition.  

That brief sampling will suffice to indicate something of the art of rhetoric about 

which we do not know and perhaps cannot know in detail. We do know that the major 

bishops of France and Germany were educated in that system of learning which places 

poetic and practical rhetoric high on its curriculum. 196 Rhetorical skill was undoubtedly 

an important talent in the active public life, diplomatic activities, letter writing. A study 

of oratory in the period 950-1100 is a desideratum.  

                                                        
193 Gerbert to monk Bernard of Aurillac, ca 986/987. Epist. 92, ed. Weigle, p. 121: “... quandam 
figuram edidi artis rethorice ... opus sane expertibus mirabile, 
studiosis utile ad res rhetorum fugaces et caligonissimas comprehendendas ...” 
 
 
194 Jaeger, “Philosophy ca. 950-ca. 1050,” Viator 40 (2009), 17-40, here p. 27. 
 
195 See Eduard Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa vom 6. Jahrhundert vor Christus bis in die Zeit der 
renaissance, vol. 2, (Darmstadt: Wiss. Buchges. 1958; orig. Teubner Leipzig), pp. 705-708, who 
stresses the general lack of interest and knowledge of Cicero’s speeches. 
  
196 For more, see Jaeger, “Philosophy 950-1050.” 
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The lack of precept and theory in the period is a significant indicator of what is 

going on, not a vacuum indicating an absence. Rhetoric was learned in a system that in 

its attitude towards eloquence followed (whether consciously or not) Augustine’s 

admonition on the learning of Christian eloquence: rhetorical training and rhetorical 

precepts are not of primary importance; good living models are. Find an eloquent man, 

learn from him, imitate him. The character of this kind of learning must be sought 

elsewhere. While the composition of poetry was a major subject of cathedral schools, 

tenth to twelfth century, that preoccupation likewise does not register in treatises on 

poetics, but in the poetry itself and the reputations of the men who wrote them. The high 

style may be sought in that period in the speeches of bishops and abbots in church 

councils and in the councils of kings; in letters, sermons, prayers, heroic poetry, secular 

and sacred.  We will read some of these sources in later chapters. For the moment we can 

cite one source that gives a clear indication which way the winds of the grand style are 

blowing. 

 Notker Labeo, the Stammerer, also known as Notker the German, wrote a 

rhetorical handbook around 1022.  Murphy calls it a “Ciceronian compendium” (Rhetoric 

in the Middle Ages, p. 86, n. 149). In an atmosphere of treatises on rhetoric sunk so low that 

the level of styles could be associated with the level of persons represented, what 

Quadlbauer calls the “material” conception of style, Notker can recur explicitly to the 

basic Ciceronian concept of the three styles, humble, middle and sublime. But the grand 

style in Notker’s presentation stands out clearly from a conventional rehash of Ciceronian 

ideas. Sublimity of expression is founded on “metaphorical language,” he writes, and 

“other things which a splendid and glorious oration inspire.” 197 Gravitas is for Notker 

“speaking magnificently”: “and narrating any subject such that almost nothing can be 

thought greater than that in salvific truth” (ch. 39, 1. 663; Quadl., p. 56.) Quadlbauer 

connects Notker’s comments on the grand style with Cicero, Augustine and Hrabanus. 

Of course, Quadlbauer’s subject is Die antike Theorie of the three styles (for Notker there 

were four). Notker follows both in observing that for the grand style what creates beauty 

                                                        
197 Quadlbauer, p. 55; Notker, ch. 52, 1. 672, Piper).  Cicero Orator 80.  
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of eloquence is not choice verbiage, but the passion of the speaker. No doubt It is 

important to note what Notker owes to classical rhetorical sources, but also what he took 

from others. He holds up Paul as a model of the grand style: “The thunderings of Paul 

are more astonishing. While fleeing the wisdom of the word, yet in excellence and gravity 

of speech he surpassed others, not by art, but by the holy spirit.” 198 Neither Augustine 

nor Hrabanus refers to Paul’s preaching with the term “thunder,” “thunderings.” It was 

used occasionally, not frequently, in antiquity to characterize the grand mode,  199 but 

Notker lived and wrote in a culture much closer to the practice of prophetic preaching 

whose antecedent in Christian history was John the Evangelist. And that is where the 

action is in practices of thought, writing and preaching from late Carolingian to late 

eleventh century.  

 For historians of rhetoric the twelfth century is the heyday of tracts and 

commentaries on rhetoric and poetics. However, that applies to a single line of tradition, 

Ciceronian rhetoric and Horatian poetics, and is almost wholly irrelevant for sublimity 

and the grand style. 200 The insignificance for my topic of the works edited by Edmond 

Faral, which created a basis for the study of classical rhetoric in the high Middle Ages, 

could hardly be better illustrated than by Faral’s own judgment that the doctrine of the 

three (or four) styles had shrunk in the eleventh and twelfth centuries to an artefact, or 

reduced to the “material” conception of the styles: the idea that the level of style is 

oriented to the social class represented.201 Matthew of Vendome has little to say on the 

                                                        
 
198 “Plus miranda sunt Pauli tonitrua qui fugiens sapientiam verbi excellentia tamen et gravitate 
sermonis supergressus cunctos, non arte sed spiritu sancto.” 
 
199 Quadlbauer, p. 56, n. 53, mentions Aristophanes on the style of Pericles, but the passage is 
parody, not an accepted usage to describe an elevated style. Also p. 14, n. 16, where Quadlbauer 
notes that “thundering” in medieval texts is an empty conventional term (abgegriffen); it fades 
to a colorless, pale fashionable term. He could not be more wrong in this assessment of its vitality. 
 
200 Daniel Poirion had to fight himself free of the Latin rhetorical tradition and the theory of the 
three styles in order to discuss the sublime in twelfth century vernacular poetry. “Qu’il nous soit 
permis d’exprimer d’emblée notre méfiance à l’égard de tous les systèmes ternaires.” (p. 18) 
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levels of style. He characterizes the grand style obliquely, without calling it by name, only 

as a fault to be avoided: “[the second fault occurs] when one uses an overflowing feast of 

words and decorative speech to capture clouds and emptiness…  Horace condemns this 

fault when he says, ‘promise the grandiose and deliver only fat” (Ars Poetica 27), leading 

up to the famous quip that “the mountains labor and a ridiculous mouse is born” 

(“Parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus”—139).202 Geoffrey of Vinsauf has even less 

to say on the subject. He touched on it briefly, almost as an afterthought, since Horace 

said nothing about the three styles, which are called humble, middle and grand 

(grandiloquus) “by virtue of the persons or things which are to be treated.” 203 Since that 

scheme was the main structuring element that raised the topic of a sublime style in 

prescriptive works on rhetoric, it could be imagined that the high style was of no 

importance to those twelfth century rhetoricians. 

 Alan of Lille confirms more than he checks that view. Rhetoric appears personified 

in two passages of the Anticlaudian. In the first she is a workwoman constructing with the 

other liberal arts the chariot that will transport the heavenly voyager Phronesis. Her 

contribution is ornament, not substance; she gilds the yoke of the cart silver and pastes 

gems onto it. At first glance she might be taken to be a relative of Lady Rhetoric in 

Martianus Capella. In her right hand she holds a trumpet, in the left a horn (cornus). One 

of the various powers she exercises is also in that mold: “[in her pictured dress] one may 

read…its [the horn’s] power, and how, at one moment importunate, it resounds with 

                                                        
201 Franz Quadlbauer has effectively answered the early claims by Faral and Hennig Brinkmann 
that the Levels of style in the high Middle Ages were understood strictly in class terms.  See 
Edmond Faral, Les arts poétiques du XIIe et du XIIIe siècle, (Paris: Champion, 1924), pp. 86-89; 
And Quadlbauer,  Die antike Theorie der Genera Dicendi im lateinischen Mittelalter, (Vienna: 
Böhlau, 1962), pp. 5-6pp. 38-40.  
 
202 See Quadlbauer’s comments, Genera dicendi, pp. 78-82. 
 
203 Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Documentum de arte versificandi, 2. 3. Parag. 145-149, ed. Faral, p. 312-
13: “Tales recipiunt appellationes styli ratione personarum vel rerum de quibus fit tractatus.” Of 
the grand style he names only its faults (vitia), diction which is “turgid and inflated.” 
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threats (tonat minis)…”  But this is no warrior woman, driving audiences and judges 

according to her will with the force of a rushing river; she is a maker of elegant words 

and speeches: “…and at the next shines with brilliant language.” (3. 173). Alan’s Lady 

Rhetoric is an artefact herself, hatched by an imagination that spews out representations: 

the dress of rhetoric tells in pictures a full history and phenomenology of the art which 

she represents, an ecphrastic horn of plenty. She does not act or even speak: she depicts 

colored and ornamented speech. She wears Sidonius on her robe, him with a starry robe 

and jewels, his words projecting the image of a peacock. Alan’s Sidonius plays in all three 

levels of style, but with a bias for the humble and middle. Writing in the grand style “he 

thunders forth serious matters in high-sounding words, yet his swelling rumbles out in 

a windy bellow.”204 So much for the grand style on Rhetoric’s robe, which bypasses 

gravitas to hasten to swollen bombast. An author like Alan who tends to windy wordiness 

and superfluous ornament might have shown more sympathy for the faults he himself 

committed.  

 In short, neither the prescriptive nor the poetic rhetorics, nor the bits and pieces of 

reflection on style in gloss, accessus, and commentary in Quadlbauer’s extensive survey 

of the sources, represent a grand style as anything but a memory of a scheme inherited 

from antiquity or a fault of style. Quadlbauer’s sources follow closely his project, to show 

the continuity of classical traditions, and his project is representative of a history of 

rhetoric in western medieval studies oriented strictly to classical influences. 

And yet there is a grand style much admired and much practiced in Christian 

writings to which that tradition is oblivious.  The grand or sublime style developed as 

Christian sacred rhetoric in clerical and monastic circles, certainly touched by the classical 

                                                        
204 3. 243-7: “Nunc tenuem gracili meditatur harundine musam,/ nec tamen exsanguis sermo 
ieiunia luget,/ nunc mediam, nec in ima ruens, nec in ardue turgens,/ nunc tonat altiloquis 
describens seria verbis, / nunc tamen inflato tumidus crepat ille boatu.” Alan states this bias 
plainly in his Summa de arte praedicandi, PL 210, 112C: “Praedicatio enim non debet splendere 
phaleris verborum et purpuramentis colorum nec nimis exsanguibus verbis debet esse deiecta, 
sed medium tenuere beati.” Quoted in Quadlbauer, Genera Dicendi, p. 86. 
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works, but with different objects and a different style. 205 I hope that this study will set 

classical rhetoric into the proper proportion with Christian traditions, where sacred 

rhetoric lived a vital life, though with next to no theoretical reflection and writing. A 

judgment focused solely on the continuing classical tradition might well come to the 

conclusion that the Middle Ages had no conception of a grand or sublime style, or rather 

only one maintained by repetition of schemes derived from antiquity. Secular narrative, 

Latin and vernacular, preferred the middle style, entertaining and instructive, restrained 

in ornament, middling in intensity.  

 The sources on stilus gravis and stilus grandis from 1200 on make clear that the 

theoreticians of rhetoric are working with concepts which have been hollowed out, which 

have, in the minds of the rhetoricians, no real content but must be mentioned for 

completeness and in order to warn against the by now clichéd characteristics described 

as turgidus and tumidus. Qualdlbauer himself sees in this schematization of the high style 

a loss of any vital conception. He notes that Geoffrey of Vinsauf illustrates the high style 

by enumerating the ornaments of gravitas, which he takes to be the contents of that 

style.206 

 It may well be that the demise of the grand style in preaching coincides with the 

rise of the “new sermon” or “scholastic sermon” 207; and the rise of that brand of 

commentary and theory that accompanies, nourishes and is nourished by the new 

prescriptive form: ars praedicandi.  It has a striking parallel in the decline of the classical 

period of medieval letter writing, coinciding with the rise of the ars dictaminis.  

                                                        
205 See Martin Camargo’s criticism of a history of rhetoric grounded in the supposition of a unified 
classical tradition, “Defining Medieval Rhetoric,” in Rhetoric and Renewal in the Latin West 1100-
1540: Essays in Honour of John O. Ward, (ed. Constant J. Mews et al, (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), 
21-34. 
 
206 Genera Dicendi, p. 106 (parag. 41s.). 
207 See Nicole Bériou, “Les sermons latins après 1200,” in The Sermon, ed. Beverly Mayne Kienzle, 
Typologie des sources du moyen âge occidental 81-83, (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 363-447; 
Siegfried Wenzel, “The Arts of Preaching,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Vol. 2: 
The Middle Ages, ed. Alastair Minnis and Ian Johnson, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), esp. pp. 85-88. 
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*** 

 A flaccid and impoverished concept of the grand style is the immediate 

background to the conceptualizing that is most important in the middle ages, second only 

to Augustine On Christian Doctrine, Roger Bacon’s thoughts on rhetoric and poetic, the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Roger Bacon on Rhetoric and Poetics 

 
 
Expressius, sensibilius, distinctius 

—Bacon’s prescript for the improvement of church music 
 

Roger Bacon wrote extensively on sacrum eloquium and sacra eloquentia. These 

terms occur in the Middle Ages but they are rare, and they ordinarily refer to Scripture 

as a whole, not to a style or an art of composition of sacred books and not to a rhetoric of 

devotional texts. Still, there are many indications that sacra eloquentia in this sense existed 

as a practice; that there was a recognized style or range of styles for religious writings 

and that that style bled over into other writings, Gottfried von Strassburg and Dante, to 

mention only the two most prominent. It was propagated, as I’ve stressed throughout, by 

models, both living and literary. Recall that Augustine urged the Christian teacher not to 

study rhetoric from the rules, but from observation of successful preachers. The mode of 

expression in sacred oratory was always available in the form of charismatic teaching, 

but the lessons in their original form, the living, speaking, gesturing body, generally died 

with their teacher, only to be reproduced, modified, in the works of those who profited 

from his example, and not in any prescriptive writing. Roger Bacon comes as close as 

anyone since Augustine to constructing a general theoretical model of sacred eloquence, 

bearing on sermon, prayer, hymn and treatise, though not specific to any genre.   

His treatment of rhetoric and poetics is not systematic, but consistent, original, 

impassioned, and locatable both in his contemporary scene and the history of rhetoric 

and poetics. Roger Bacon is the major source on grand style and on sublimity as a concept 

of style in Christian writings on rhetoric after Augustine. 

While he wrote in a speculative, theoretical mode on the subject, he was sharply 

focused on contemporary rhetorical practices in philosophy, theology, preaching, and 

liturgy—because he strongly opposed them. His ideas on rhetoric and poetics unfold in 

the context of a scathing criticism of the thought, theology, devotional practice and 
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virtually every aspect of intellectual activity of the church and the universities of his 

time.208 This is important to stress from the outset: his aesthetics are not free-standing 

theory, but rather based on observation, personal conviction, a critical sense, and 

personal engagement in opposition to educational and cultural developments of his age, 

to which he opposed a vision of a past age in which sacred discourse was poetical, 

passionate, practised in a mode closer to the style which (as Bacon saw it) the Holy Spirit 

infused at the creation of the world, giving humans the gift of wisdom in poetic form, a 

gift they have since marred and abused.  

As a theorist of rhetoric, poetics and style, Bacon is a strange bird. 209 His writings 

are original and unconventional. He writes anything but a compendium of received 

knowledge. Compared to other medieval poetics it is a considerably deepened set of 

reflections on the aesthetics of verbal representation, its relation to music, and their effect 

on the listener/reader. Bacon’s thoughts on rhetoric contain very little of interest for 

history of rhetoric as normally conceived by medieval studies.210 He has not written out 

of the dust of the schoolroom; he stirs up a big wind to blow it away.  

                                                        
208 Amanda Power, Roger Bacon and the Defense of Christendom, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2013), 190-193. Timothy J. Johnson, “Roger Bacon’s Critique of Franciscan 
Preaching,” in Institution und Charisma: Festschrift für Gerd Melville zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. 
Franz J. Felten, Annette Kehnel, Stefan Weinfurter, (Cologne: Böhlau, 2009), 541-548; idem, 
“Preaching precedes Theology: Roger Bacon on the Failure of Mendicant Education,” Franciscan 
Studies, 68 (2010), 83-95. 
 
209 Well characterized by Fredborg as “a rebellious, quarrelsome original and prolific writer.” 
Katarina Margareta Fredborg, “Rhetoric and Dialectic,” in The Rhetoric of Cicero in its Medieval 
and Early Renaissance Commentary Tradition, ed. Virginia Cox and John O. Ward, (Leiden: Brill, 
206), 165-192, here p. 184.  
 
210 It is no doubt for that reason that he has received little attention in recent and past histories 
of rhetoric. More surprising is that he receives next to no attention in works on the Artes 
Praedicandi. Bacon is not mentioned in Baldwin, Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic; or Kennedy, 
Classical Rhetoric and its Christian and Secular Tradition. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 
p. 154, mentions Bacon not in reference to rhetoric, but to his philosophy of universal 
grammar. Bacon on rhetoric and writing receives a broad survey in Minnis and Johnson, The 
Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Vol. 2 The Middle Ages, (Cambridge UK: Cambr. UP, 
2005), esp. Vincent Gillespie, “The Study of Classical Authors,” pp. 169-172. Gillespie calls 
Bacon’s poetics “a sophisticated and ambitious analysis of the utility of poetic language.”  In his 
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Bacon described the object of his ideas on rhetoric and poetics as, “the modalities 

of eloquence…following the paths of holy men and philosophers.” 211 His comments on 

rhetoric, poetry, music, oratory, are spread through his major works.212 They are set forth 

most prominently at the end of the seventh book of his Opus majus entitled Moralis 

philosophia (=MorPhil). The discipline of Moral philosophy is the fulfillment and highpoint 

of all studies, and rhetoric and poetics are the fulfillment of moral philosophy, an unusual 

                                                        
focus on classical influences, however, Gillespie puts aside the issues central to Bacon, Christian 
rhetoric, Hebrew poetry.  
211 Bacon, letter  to Pope Clement IV, Fr. Rogeri Bacon Opera Quaedam Hactenus Inedita, vol. 1, 
ed. J. S. Brewer, Rolls Series 15, (London, 1859; rpt. 1965), p. 4: “eloquentiae 
modulos…secundum vias sanctorum et philosophorum brevibus comprehendi.”  
 
212 The major works that treat rhetoric and poetic are his Opus majus. Its seventh book treats 
Moralis philosophia. The fifth part of the Moralis philosophia is a dissertation (Bacon calls it an 
argumentum and a persuasio) on rhetorical poetics as the endpoint and fulfillment of logic, and 
is central to the issues raised here. Of interest are its last chapters 72-75, an extensive criticism 
of church music, theology and preaching along with a survey of rhetorical poetics as the 
neglected ideal. The Communia mathematica gives a brief but incisive summary of his ideas on 
rhetoric. Communia mathematica Fratris Rogeri, ed. Robert Steele, Opera hactenus inedita 
Rogeri Baconi 16, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1940);  The Opus Majus of Roger Bacon, ed. John Henry 
Bridges, 2 vols., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897); Opus majus Bk. 7: Rogeri Baconis Moralis 
Philosophia, ed, Eugenio Massa, (Zurich, 1953), chs. 72 - 75; pp. 295-310; The Opus Minus, Opus 
tertium, and Compendium philosophiae in Fratris Rogeri Bacon Opera quaedam Hactenus 
Inedita Vol. 1, ed. J.S. Brewer,  (London: , 1859). Extensive criticism of scholastic philosophy in 
Opus minus, ed. Brewer, 1, pp. 322-330. The Opus tertium gives a lengthy overview of music, 
rhythm, metre and accent, the argumentum rhetoricum, leading up to and culminating in 
argumentum poeticum (Opus tertium, chs. 59-64, pp. 228-68). On Bacon and the order of his 
works, see the article by George Molland in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, online at 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128
.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-1008?rskey=EStNnt&result=1 
Also Jeremiah Hackett, “The Published Works of Roger Bacon,” Vivarium 35: 2 (1997), 315-320; 
and Hackett, “Roger Bacon: His Life, Career and Works,” in Roger Bacon and the Sciences: 
Commemorative Essays, ed. Jeremiah Hackett, (Brill: Leiden etc., 1997), 9-24. An earlier essay 
by A. G. Little is useful but must be checked against more recent work: “On Roger Bacon’s Life 
and Works,” in Roger Bacon: Essays Contributed by Various Writers on the Occasion of the 
Commemoration of the Seventh Centenary of this Birth, ed. A. G. Little, (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1914), 1-31. A recent monographic study of Bacon that ranges across his entire oeuvre is 
Power, RB and the Defense of Christendom (above). 
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position for those topics in the hierarchy of the disciplines.213 He brushes past Ciceronian 

rhetoric 214 to move to the real object of his attention, the aesthetics of Christian discourse, 

writing and other forms of representation within the hierarchy of learning in Christian 

culture, not only in the more restricted sense of Christian writings on doctrine, morals, 

spirituality. A good start is the terse but broad summary of his ideas in the Communia 

mathematica.215 A chapter on poetics is not out of place in this treatise on mathematics. He 

includes his thoughts on various disciplines because, as he explains at the beginning, “It 

should be no surprise that in diverse areas of knowledge many of the same things are 

touched upon, for all disciplines are in their turn connected, and it is certain that they fit 

together in many ways.”216 Mathematics has a fundamental role in music and prosody, 

as does geometry in pictorial representation. A line of development that begins with 

                                                        
213 MorPhil. 4. 1, Proem., p. 187: “Nec est aliquid de philosophia ita necessarium homini nec 
tante utilitatis nec tante dignitatis, nisi sit quinta pars huius sciencie, que sectam iam creditas 
docet amari at operibus comprobari; nam maxime propter has partes verum est quod morali 
philosophie subiciuntur omnes sciencie.”  
 
214 He explicitly puts aside the Ciceronian tradition. Its purpose is judicial by and large, since it is 
aimed at the persuasion of judges (MorPhil. 5. 2, p. 251).  Bacon’s has a higher goal and a more 
potent form of persuasion. He sees himself as introducing it to the learned world: “Latini 
nondum habent scientiam horum argumentorum secundum artis logicae potestatem”—OpMaj 
3. 2, ed. Bridges vol. 3, pp. 87-8. Cited in Irène Rosier-Catache, “Roger Bacon, Al-Farabi et 
Augustin: Rhétorique, logique et philosophie morale,” in La Rhétorique d’Aristote: Traditions et 
commentaires de l’antiquité au XIVVe siècle, ed. Gilbert Dahan and Irène Rosier-Catach, (Paris: 
J. Vrin, 1998), p. 94.  See also Fredborg, p. 185. He cites classical schemes: captatio 
benevolentiae, the three levels of style, instruct and delight—but they are peripheral. Fredborg 
stresses Bacon’s marginalizing of Cicero in favor of a Christian poetics of preaching (p. 185); his 
views on moral rhetoric “are as broad as they are unorthodox” (p. 186). 
 
215 This treatise on mathematics dates probably 1267. See George Molland, “Roger Bacon’s 
Knowledge of Mathematics,” in Roger Bacon and the Sciences, 150-174.  
 
216 Communia Mathematica Fratris Rogeri, ed. Robert Steele, Opera hactenus inedita Rogeri 
Baconi 16, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1940), ch. 1, p. 2.  Amanda Power lucidly shows the connections 
that link the various arts in Bacon’s thoughts, especially in the chain, mathematics, music, 
rhetoric, poetry. 
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mathematics and progresses through logic, culminates in the argumentum poeticum. He 

commends this “mode of poetical discourse” above all others: 

This form of discourse is more useful than any other since it leads to the health of 

the soul and moves [the listener] towards virtues and happiness, and brings about 

the diminishing of vices. This discourse is properly treated in the scheme of moral 

philosophy and in its application. And similarly in theological proofs 

[probacionibus] and teachings. And in these this discourse can move [i.e. inspire, 

stir, persuade] incomparably more profoundly than a logical demonstration, 

however powerful it may be regarded.…. And according to Aristotle and the 

exposition of Alfarabi, this form of discourse draws on speeches that are beautiful 

and of ultimate symmetry [in fine decoris] so that the mind is snatched up swiftly 

and suddenly and [moved] to love of virtue and happiness and to hate of vice.  

And therefore poetic speeches [sermones poetici] which are composed with beauty 

and with the ability to stir the mind ought to be ornamented with all beauty of 

narrative speech and bound tightly to every law of metre and rhythm, as in holy 

scripture in the original language, Hebrew, and Boethius “On the Consolation” , 

and Alanus “On the Complaint of Nature,” and the “Poetics” of Horace, and the 

hymns of the church and much of the divine office, so that by beauty and 

sweetness of speech the mind will be immediately and strongly moved…. And so 

the composition of this discourse is taught through the elegance of every prose or 

narrative sermon/speech, and through all the kinds of metres and rhythms. 217  

                                                        
 
217 Communia Mathematica, p. 17: “[demonstravi] quod hoc genus arguendi est necessarium, 
et quod sciencia debet de eo constitui in logica, et quod argumentum hoc est utilius omni 
argumento cum feratur in anime salutem et circa virtutes et felicitatem, et ut vicia declinentur.  
Quod argumentum proprium est in textu Moralis Philosophie, et in ejus usu et similiter in 
theologicis probacionibus et doctrinis, et plus potest hoc argumentum in illis movere sine omni 
comparacione quam demonstracio quantumcumque potissima habeatur…. Et secundum 
Aristotilem et secundum quod exponit Alpharabius, hoc argumentum utitur sermonibus pulcris 
et in fine decoris, ut rapiatur animus subito in amorem virtutis et felicitatis, et in odium vicii et 
pene perpetue que ei respondet.  Et ideo sermones poetici qui sunt completi et pulcritudine et 
efficacia movendi animum debent esse ornati omni venustate loquendi prosaice et astricti omni 
lege metri et rithmi, sicut Scriptura Sacra in lingua primitiva que Hebrea est, et Boecius De 
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Rhetoric and poetics merge, at least in the language Bacon uses: sermones must be 

“effective in moving/stirring the mind.” That effect requires beauty of speech (venustas 

loquendi), along with the basic elements of poetry, meter and rhythm. He lauds this mode 

above philosophical and theological argumentation (probaciones). A proposition 

persuasively stated in the argumentum rhetoricum is worth more than a thousand logical 

proofs. (MorPhil, 5. 3., p. 254).  

A powerful effect of grand style is its ability to “snatch up the mind” and transport 

it to love of virtue and the good. In a later work Bacon summarizes the interrelatedness 

of music, rhetoric and raptus of the hearers, extending it to areas more familiarly occupied 

by mystical contemplation. Music is profoundly capable of stirring the listener. Music can 

have a force to move the mind and soul equal to or above speech: “For above all arts, 

music exercises a miraculous power…  As Boethius says, this art…transforms all of 

nature and it reforms manners…” 218 

The link between music and the poetics of persuasion is vital. Without good 

knowledge of the art of music, no one can compose sublime speech. In the present age 

music has lost all gravity and authority. To enchant with its sounds and enrapture with 

its language, music must be made “more expressive, more sensual [appealing to the 

                                                        
Consolacione et Alanus De Comminacione Nature, et Poetria Oratii, et hymni Ecclesie, et 
multum de officio divino, ut decore et suavitate sermonis animus subito et fortiter moveatur…. 
Docetur igitur composicio hujus argumenti per omnis sermonis prosaici eleganciam et per 
omnia metrorum et rithmorum genera… sed hec pertinent ad musicam, ut prius est habitum et 
exponetur inferius.  Quapropter hic liber logice non potest intelligi nec doceri sine beneficio 
musice cujus est causas et raciones prose metrorum et rithmorum dare; …. Et hic liber est finalis 
logice, quia ultimum argumenti genus perdocet, quia scilicet ad ultimum bonum hominis, 
scilicet virtutem et felicitatem, excitat vehementer.  Alia enim argumenta veridica movent, vel 
ad opinionem ut dyalecticum, vel ad scienciam ut demonstrativum, vel ad credendum ut 
rethoricum; set istud ad faciendum inducit et ordinat ad bonum hominis completum…. Et ideo 
hoc argumentum est dignius aliis, et qui illud nescit non poterit alia scire ut oportet, quia utilitas 
eorum que sunt ad finem non est nisi respectu ejus, et finis est primum incognicione et ultimum 
in existendo.” 
 
218 OpTert., ch 73, p. 298-9: “Mira enim musicae super omnes scientias est et spectanda 
potestas… Haec [scientia] …naturam permutat universam. Mores enim reformat…” 
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senses], more lucid”: expressius, sensibilius, distinctius. It is worthwhile asking in detail 

about the implications of those adjectives (though I won’t do it here). They imply effects 

of music consistent with Bacon’s aesthetic thought, but are unconventional. Particularly 

evocative is sensibilius.    

The models of the argumentum poeticum are in Scripture—in the ancient language, 

he emphasizes, Hebrew. But also Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy, Alanus The Complaint 

of Nature, Horace, Poetics. And most strikingly, church hymns and the liturgy, following 

which he repeats, “so that the mind will be roused/snatched up by the beauty and 

sweetness of speech swiftly and powerfully.” 

It is a concise statement of Bacon’s ideal of a poetic sacrum eloquium. It can make 

common cause with classical rhetoric, though he mentions neither Cicero nor 

Quintilian.219 

He goes on in the next paragraph to subordinate logic (and now he uses the term to mean 

the argumentum poeticum that he has just explained) to music, because “logic cannot be 

understood without the benefit of music, which is responsible for explaining the causes 

and the roots of [prose or] metrics and rhythms..” 220 The importance of rhythm and metre 

                                                        
219 Bacon enumerates the roots of argumentum poeticum in Aristotle and his Arab 
commentators, Comm. Math., pp. 16-17. I have paid little attention to Bacon’s sources. That 
has the advantage of stressing Bacon’s own voice. There is a tendency when citing the sources 
of medieval writers to assume that the sources speak louder than the one who uses them. The 
study by Rosier-Catache, “Roger Bacon, Al-Farabi et Augustin,” (n. 7 above), is essentially a 
collection of references from Bacon himself referring to his claims of his sources. The study 
turns up no or few parallel texts either in Alfarabi or his Latin translators that the reader can 
compare with Bacon. Bacon claims that everything he writes on the subject of rhetoric he has 
taken from Augustine. (Moral. Phil, 5. 4. 1, p. 258: “…pulcre et magnifice docent Sancti et 
precipue beatus Augustinus, libro quarto De Doctrina Christiana. Nam totus hic liber est de hac 
materia, et fere quicquid nunc dixi, philosophice invenitur in illo libro.”) That influence was 
certainly present, but Bacon exaggerates. I must assume that he also exaggerates the influence 
of Aristotle and his Arab commentators.  Also, broadening the context for Bacon on rhetoric, 
Hackett, “Roger Bacon on Rhetoric and Poetics,” in RB and the Sciences, 133-149. 
 
220 Also OpTert, ch. 75, p. 307: “musica quaedam est prosaica, quaedam metrica, quaedam 
rhythmica; et hae dant omnes causas et rationes ornatus et decoris sermonis.  Similiter moralis 
philosophia utitur his; sed non potest causas et rationes dare, nec scit primam artem 
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for Bacon is hard to overestimate.221 Much of the Old Testament is unintelligible without 

understanding of the laws of metre and rhythm in ancient Hebrew. 222 That aspect of the 

psalms and prophetic poetry is an indicator of the source of poetic technique: the Holy 

Spirit communicates in poetry.  It is the Christian inspirer of poetry and the divine force 

invoked to help the poet compose. Bacon strongly states that the Holy Spirit spoke poetry:  

It was not for nothing that the holy spirit sent forth its wisdom in poetic form 

[poetry of the Old Testament] enfolded in the laws of metre and rhythm. By 

expressing wisdom in the most exquisite sweetness, the holy spirit’s intention was 

to draw us into the depths of divine wisdom so that through these sensual, musical 

qualities, we would be snatched to the invisible things of God. 223  

                                                        
componendi hos sermones, sed accipit a logico formam arguendi, et a musico omnem decorem 
et ornatum.”  
 
221 It is built into the vital functioning of the body. No doctor is able to read the pulse perfectly 
without instruction in the musical proportions: OpTert. ch. 59, p. 232: “nunquam bonus erit 
medicus et perfectus in consideratione pulsuum, nisi sit instructus in proportionibus musicae.” 
See Nancy Van Deusen, “Roger Bacon on Music,”  in RB and the Sciences (n. ***), 223-242; , and 
Marie Formarier,  Entre rhétorique et musique: essai sur le rhythme latin antique et médiéval, 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2014). 
 
222 OpTert., ch. 64, pp. 265-6: “…Scriptura sciri non potest nisi homo sciat legere et intelligere 
eam in Hebraeo et Graeco…. Manifestum est, quod textum, plenum metris et rhythmis, in libris 
dictis [i.e. the psalms, Lamentations and all songs/poems in Scripture], nullus potest intelligere, 
nec comprehendere secundum ejus rationem, nisi sciat de metris et rhythmis; tunc ad plenum 
intellectum textus Dei necessaria est scientia de metris et rhythmis.” 
 
223 OpTert, ch. 64, p. 266: “Spiritus enim Sanctus non in vacuum protulit suam sapientiam, sub 
legibus metricis et rhythmicis comprehensam; immo summam suavitatem in hoc exprimens, 
voluit nos allicere ad interiora sapientiae divinae, quatenus per haec musicalia sensibilia 
raperemur ad invisibilia Dei.” As Augustine says, , Retract. 2. 11, PL 32, 600-601; CSEL 57. [this is 
a bad reference. Yes, music leads ad invisibilia Dei, but nothing about the holy spirit speaking 
poetry.] Does the holy spirit speak poetry, is poetry the language of the holy spirit, or does it 
only inspire poetry. Bacon’s formulation is not unambiguous: “protulit suam sapientiam sub 
legibus metricis etc…” The poetic elements are at any rate present in the primal elements of 
wisdom, whether spoken or inspired. The holy spirit also “arranges” the “enharmonic” mode of 
church song: “Et ideo Spiritus Sanctus, qui est Magister ecclesiae, et per omnia membra se 
suaviter infundit, ordinavit genus cantus enharmonicum…” (OpTert, ch. 72, p. 297). 
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A striking formulation making the reading of the Bible into not just a literary experience 

but an immersion into the very language spoken by the Holy Spirit: biblical verse can 

enrapture us by its poetry and draw us from the sensibilia to the invisibilia Dei. It is the 

intention of its “author” the Holy Spirit that it do so. Whether preformed and spoken as 

poetry, or part of an inchoate gift which humans must resolve into poetry, the implication 

is clear: OT verse and metre are the form that a primal originary gift of wisdom takes. 

(More on this later.) If the translator and interpreter does not understand the prosody of 

Hebrew verse, he cannot understand the message of God. Revelation was, in its primal 

and divine source, poetry.  

The passage states fairly clearly that the wisdom of the Spirit comes readily bound 

and interpreted (comprehensam) in language not just poetical but of the highest beauty 

(summam suavitatem exprimens). A holy spirit that speaks poetry was necessary, because 

God realized the force of poetry—the more beautiful, the more effective—to lure the 

human recipient into the deepest depths of divine wisdom. The psalms, prophets, the 

wisdom literature, speak their own form of poetry, because that is the form in which 

wisdom was originally revealed to humans. Ancient Hebrew poetry is as close as humans 

can get to the Holy Spirit, the authentic voice of God.  

 

Hebrew, the Language spoken by the Holy Spirit 

To be clear, Bacon is not talking about the poetry of the old testament as it appears 

in the Greek septuagint or the Latin vulgate. He means specifically sacra scriptura in lingua 

primitiva que Hebrea est. The grand style is grounded in Hebrew poetry. Bacon would 

agree with Coleridge, that “Sublimity is Hebrew by birth.”  

Even beyond questions of poetic style and effect, Bacon saw Hebrew poetry and 

music in its historical context in a remarkable role: as a critical instrument in a process of 

civilizing, the beginning of a rise to perfection of a people at a primitive stage of 

intellectual and spiritual development: 

The wise men of the ancients, like the patriarchs and prophets, invented many 

things by which they led an uncultured people to great devoutness, as the holy 

text manifests sufficiently in the psalter and in many other places.  For even Elijah 
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the prophet ordered the psalmist to be brought so that not only would he be 

transported to devotion in his melody, but it would prepare him for divine 

revelations…  Thus also blessed Francis ordered a brother who was a cytharist to 

sing sweeter melodies so that the mind would be raised up to the celestial 

harmonies… For above all arts, music exercises a miraculous power…  As 

Boethius says, this art…transforms manners, sets sobriety, cures infirmities, 

preserves health, induces the peace of sleep…  The ancients knew all these things, 

so says Boethius, because they knew that the entire structure of our soul and our 

body is conjoined by musical arrangement. (Opus tert. ch. 63, p. 298) 

Important as are rhythm and meter, other techniques of poetic composition are at 

work projecting the Holy Spirit’s message: the rhetorical colors and other ornaments of 

speech are everywhere in Scripture. Ambrose; Augustine and Cassiodorus showed their 

understanding of these principles by composing their hymns according to the knowledge 

they gained by explaining God’s wisdom in Scripture (OpTert, ch. 64, p. 267).      

The supremacy of rhetoric and poetry is an acknowledgment of the way God 

communicates with the world. It is only logical that poetic composition should be 

supreme in the human “sciences”; it is the goal and end point of logic (the finalis logicae), 

because it teaches the ultimate genus of argument. It leads to and fashions the perfection 

of man in the good.  

The poetic is set above other truth-seeking disciplines, like dialectic (aimed at 

opinion), or demonstrative (scientific), or rhetoric (looking towards faith).  All other 

sciences and disciplines are speculative; rhetoric and poetics in the service of moral 

philosophy are practical: they possess a unique power to persuade; they bend the mind 

to virtue and good action; they persuade and convert. The other disciplines all lead up to 

poetics. Poetic rhetoric is the keystone of Bacon’s system of the disciplines. 

 

A Treatise on the Grand Style 
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Bacon’s exposition of the poetic argument throughout his major works amounts 

to a treatise on the grand style, including but subordinating the humble and middle.224 

He states it outright in the Moralis philosophia: 

This argument [poetic] always uses the grand style, because it always discourses 

on great and magnificent things, and for that reason it is always required in regard 

to grand things but especially when the mind is swayed to some action.225  

He mentions the other levels of style in what follows, but as a source of varietas, to provide 

some relief from the intensity of the grand. 226 Yes, he says, there must be mixing of styles 

to avoid tedium through excess. But the comment only reasserts the dominance of the 

grand style and the subordination of the others.227 There is some echo here of Augustine, 

DDC, 4. 15, on the necessity of mixing styles, but while Augustine gave priority to the 

grand style for its ability to persuade, Bacon makes it into the standard of sacrum eloquium, 

extending it to “grand and magnificent” topics in general wherever the purpose is to 

persuade and compel to action rather than to teach or please. The humble and middle 

styles are ancillary to that purpose. 

Bacon also uses the language of sublimity to describe this stylistic ideal. That 

quality of speech and writing is what is lost because of the contemporary ignorance of 

Aristotle and the Arabs: “In those works is taught how sublime sermons/speeches are 

                                                        
224 Fredborg, p. 186: the grand style is Bacon’s central issue.  
 
225 MorPhil. 5. 3. 11, p. 256: “Hoc argumentum semper utitur grandi stilo, quia semper de 
grandibus eloquitur et magnificis rebus, et ideo sermo grandisonus requiritur; set hoc maxime 
est cum flectitur animus ad agendum.” And 5. 2. 16, p. 253: “flexus magnifico indiget eloquio… 
Quae ad agendum proponuntur, indigent sermonibus affectuosis, qui magnifice inmutant 
affectum in opus: in hiis stat grandis stilus magis.”  
 
226 On varietas as an aesthetic value, see Mary Carruthers, The Experience of Beauty in the 
Middle Ages, (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 2013), 135-164. 
 
227 MorPhil, 5. 2. 16, p. 253: “debent alia genera sermonum intermitti aliquocies.” Also on the 
three styles, ibid.  
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made, by voice and by sentiment, according to all the ornaments of speech.”228  Bacon 

lists among the failings of the present generation the neglect of sublimitas sermonis in 

preaching. He attacks the present day prelates for being so ignorant of the art of preaching 

that they must cobble together trivialities and eccentric bits of learning “in which there is 

neither sublimity of speech nor grandeur of wisdom.”229 

 

Rapture, Ecstasy and Mind Control 

The language of rapture and ecstasy, snatching away, transporting, is clearly at 

the core of Bacon’s aesthetic.230 In the Opus Tertium, explaining the musical basis of 

beautiful speech, he says, “Aristotle and all his expositors…attest that these speeches 

(sermones) should be ultimately decorous and sublime…so that the mind will be snatched 

up into love of the good and hate of evil so that without any foreknowledge the person 

is carried away and elevated above himself, and so that he no longer has his mind in his 

own control.” 231 Consistent also with other descriptions of rapture and ecstasy is the 

comment that this effect comes “suddenly and swiftly,” “unforeseen.” It is a form of 

                                                        
228 OpTert, ch. 75, p. 304-5: “In illis enim docetur quomodo fiant sermones sublimes, tam in 
voce quam sententia, secundum omnes ornatus sermonis.” These speeches, says Bacon 
supposedly quoting Aristotle, must be “decori et sublimes”.  (Ibid., ch. 75, p. 306-7). 
 
229 OpTert. Ch. 75, p. 309: “adinvenerunt curiositatem infinitam praedicandi,…ubi nec est 
sublimitas sermonis, nec sapientiae magnitudo…” 
 
230  Again in  MorPhil, 5. 2. 9, p. 252, speaking of captatio benevolentiae: “ ille sermo rapit 
animum, qui tollit fastidium, difficultatem excludit et utilitatem promittit, et tunc flectitur 
animus ad opera prius tacta.” This form of rhetoric is critical to the highest level of moral action, 
a considerable promotion for the point of rhetoric traditionally basic to beginning a work. Again 
on the power of music, OpTert.. Ch. 73, p. 300: “hominum animi in quemlibet gradum 
devotionis raperentur, et in plenum cujuslibet virtutis amorem excitarentur, et in omnem 
sanitatem at vigorem.”  
 
231 OpTert, ch. 75, p. 307-8: “Aristoteles et omnes ejus expositores…testantur, quod hi 
sermones debent esse in fine decori et sublimes…ut animus subito rapiatur in amorem boni et 
odium mali, quatenus homo totus sine praevisione rapiatur et elevetur supra se, et non habeat 
mentem in sua potestate,”  
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inspiration, not an effect of reasoning and thinking. The sermo can be fashioned into a 

poetic and musical form, and that form invests it with the power to transport the mind. 

These effects of embellished speech are familiar from other sources we have cited, most 

prominently Augustine On Christian Doctrine. But two features of this passage stand out: 

the comment that the listener snatched up into rapture no longer has power over his own 

mind; and that he is “lifted above himself.” Here the rhetorical aspect of sublimity in 

Bacon meets with the experience of rapture in contemplative experience. Rhetorical-

poetic language leads to ecstatic ascent: 

This argument must be sublime and decorous through the beauty of metre and 

rhythm so that the soul is snatched away suddenly and forcefully to the love of 

the object of persuasion if it be good or to contempt if evil. Moral philosophy and 

sacred scripture use this argument. 232 

I will return to this topic in the chapter on Richard of St. Victor. For the moment 

we should just note that raptus is an experience that responds to artful poetry of human 

compositions; it does not operate only in the context of the search for God. It has a vital 

part to play in pastoral care in the form of preaching.  

Individual qualities that Bacon assigns to this discursive mode are beauty, 

elegance, aptness (elevated diction suited to an exalted subject), sweetness and 

                                                        
232 OpTert, ch. 64, p. 266: “Argumentum hoc debet esse sublime et decorum per 
pulchritudinem metri et rhythmi, quatenus animus subito et fortiter rapiatur ad amorem rei 
persuasae si sit bonum vel ad detestationem si sit malum. Et hoc argumento utitur moralis 
philosophia et sacra scriptura…” 
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melodiousness, 233 sublimity (sublimitas), refined composition (cultus sermonis), passion 

(sermo affectuosus)234, grand sentiments (magnifica sentencia) 235, magnificent eloquence. 236 

 The speech or sermon thus composed finds its highest purpose in swaying (flectere) 

or persuading listeners to love the Good. The musical-poetic modus of persuasion, he 

writes, exerts “all the fundamental power of persuading in faith and 

morals/manners…which modus is full of the beauty of wisdom and its power and is 

altogether applicable to the preacher.”237 “it vehemently excites [the listener to pursue] 

the ultimate good of man, namely virtue and happiness…  [it] moves the listener to action 

and guides [him] to the final good of man… This form of argument is more noble than 

the others.” 238 Rhetorical arguments are necessary to spur a person who knows what is 

good to also doing it and to overwhelming the listener disposed to the opposite: “This 

part of rhetoric teaches how to make arguments ultimately beautiful so that the mind will 

be swiftly transported (rapiatur) to consent before it can anticipate the opposite.”239 

Grandiose speech overrides opinion, conviction and judgment in the listener, hence is 

useful to force assent to a position earlier rejected. Reason must be forestalled, preempted; 

                                                        
233   On these concepts see Carruthers, The Experience of Beauty.   The moral philosopher 
knows the value of a melodious sermon (OpTert, ch. 75) 
234 MorPhil. 5. 4. 17, p. 253: “quae ad agendum proponuntur, indigent sermonibus affectuosis, 
qui magnifice inmutant affectum in opus: et in hiis stat grandis stilus magis.” On sermo 
affectuosus, see Casagrande.  
 
235 MorPhil., 5. 4. 11, p. 261: “et sermo affectuosus proponitur et magnifica sentencia 
roboratur.”  
 
236 MorPhil. 5. 2. 16, p. 253: “flexus magnifico indiget eloquio.” 
237 OpTert. Ch. 75, p. 309: “…patet tota radicalis potestas persuadendi in fide et moribus, 
quantum ad modum persuadendi; qui modus est plenus pulchritudine sapientiae et potestate, 
et omnino conveniens praedicatori.” 
 
238  Communia Math., p. 17-18: “hic liber est finalis logice, quia ultimum argumenti genus 
perdocet, quia scilicet ad ultimum bonum hominis, scilicet virtutem et felicitatem, excitat 
vehementer… Ideo hoc argumentum est dignius aliis.” 
 
239 MorPhil. 5. 3. 5, p.. 254: “hec pars quinta docet facere argumenta in fine pulcritudinis, ut 
subito rapiatur animus ad consenciendum, et antequam possit previdere contrarium…” 
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the mind of the listener must be snatched away and out of itself before it has the leisure 

to consider other arguments. 

 Placed in such an unconditionally favored position as an agent of flexus animae 

(mind-bending persuasion), rhetoric returns to its elemental grounding in charismatic 

power and force. The rhetoric of persuasion is charisma, of both body and word, in action. 

Personal charisma normally sits inert in an individual, like beauty in face and body, or 

like magnetic force in a magnet, beamed forth somatically, touching only the vulnerable 

subject. But forceful rhetoric is charisma with a voice: the body, music and speech aligned 

to a single purpose; it is an energy of will and intellect, armed with the power to infect. 

This is rhetoric at its most primal. The power to win over the mind and soul of the listener 

by speech, to take control of another person’s dispositions and convictions and reshape 

them, can be used for good or evil. Both Cicero and Augustine stressed these two faces 

of rhetoric. Rhetoric is manipulation of a listener’s mind. A comment by Paul Ricoeur 

puts us in mind of this aspect of composed speech: “Before it became futile, rhetoric was 

dangerous.” 240 This divide, says Ricoeur, parallels the entire history of human discourse. 

The power to persuade is the power to manipulate. A passive charismatic emanation is 

transformed into an active force, projects a fascinating voice and imposes itself on another 

human being, capturing, asserting control.  

Rhetoric oscillates between its two constitutive poles—proof and persuasion. 

When persuasion frees itself from proof, it is freed from an obligation to truth and carried 

away by the desire to seduce. Style becomes an ornament, not the face of truth. In the 

context of preaching Bacon seems wedded to this perspective without any view to its 

dangers. His poetic argument is stealth invasion of the mind, seeking command of the 

hearer’s dispositions prior to reasoned judgment. It is a level of force in language that 

places it on nearly the same footing as magic. Bacon’s conviction that words could have 

magical power is surely related. The line between language that persuades and language 

                                                        
 
240  Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, trans. R. Czerny, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1977), p. 10-11.  
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that compels is thin, as we have seen in metaphors of the grand style as a raging river, 

lightning and thunder, a powerful wind. And compulsion that leaves the listener without 

control of his/her will will always appear magical. 241 For Bacon, powerful speech of a 

“sanctified soul” used to convert and to strengthen the faith overrides any misgivings. 

He was well aware of the warnings against eloquence separated from wisdom voiced by 

Cicero and Augustine. And he shows his awareness of the double face of persuasive 

rhetoric in another context, eschatology. The end of the world will be, among other forces, 

a product of satanic rhetoric. Wisdom, philosophy and theology will be weapons of the 

Antichrist by which he will persuade and win over the masses and convert them to evil, 

fascinating them “like ensnared birds.” 242 

 

The Grand Style and Sacred Eloquence 

The discourse Bacon advocates has its power not only from its rhetoric, its diction, 

its poetic/musical character, but also from the sources of its ideas and imagery.  

Interesting and crucial to my argument is that Bacon, by way of illustrating the grand 

style, makes minimal reference to classical models, although that tradition is represented 

indirectly through its influence in Boethius Consolatio and Alan’s Planctus naturae. Solidly 

in the foreground are Augustine, Hebrew poetry, psalms and prophets, Paul’s letters, 

hymns and liturgy. It was Augustine, says Bacon, who took the great step to align classical 

tradition with Christian thought, who influentially put rhetoric and philosophy into the 

service of the sacred. Being both an author and a teacher of rhetoric before he was a 

Christian, he was peculiarly suited to form this “most beautiful” alliance of philosophy 

and the sacred: “For that reason neither Cicero nor Seneca nor any of the philosophers 

                                                        
241 See A. G. Little, “Introduction on Roger Bacon’s Life and Works,” in Roger Bacon Essays, p. 25 
on “the wonderful power of words,” citing Bacon: “All the miracles since the world began, 
almost, have been wrought by words.” OpTert., ch. 26, ed. Brewer, pp. 96-9; De Potestate Artis 
et Naturae, ed Brewer, pp. 523ff. On the “power of letters and words,” Rosier-Catach, “Roger 
Bacon and Grammar,” in RB and the Sciences,  ed. Hackett, p. 77f. 
 
242 OpMaj 4. 4. 16, 1. 399.  Cited in Amanda Power, Defense of Christendom, p. 202.  See also 
ibid., p. 174 and 202ff. 
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was able to attain to the dignity of eloquence to be found in sacred ideas, as Augustine 

teaches.” In the same passage Bacon asserts that shift of emphasis on the three levels of 

style we noted earlier, favoring the grand: “He [Augustine] says therefore that the 

humble and the middle style have their place in everyday matters, but not in sacred, these 

being the highest, except to the extent that the grand style requires that the others be 

intermixed.”243 So it is clear that the grand style rules in speech that treats sacred matters, 

and the other styles are useful for diversion. There is no elevation of the humble style. In 

fact he seems to place it outside of the realm of the “sacred”; its relevance is in rebus 

temporalibus. The shift is significant because it shows Bacon’s conception of the grand 

style as the core or the matrix or the engine of his entire teaching on poetic speech. The 

strength of his priority shows in his misquotation of Augustine, who did not exclude the 

humble style from great and grand subjects—rather the opposite. 244 Bacon is formulating 

more sharply than Augustine a sacred rhetoric based on sublimity.  

 

Sermo propheticus Reveals Mysteries beyond Comprehension 

For Bacon, as for Longinus and Augustine, sublimity of speech is properly 

practiced by men worthy of the highest authority, men who are clearly divine.245 He is 

quoting, or parapharasing, Augustine,246 and the sentiment resonates with a passage in 

Longinus (“Sublimity is the echo of a noble mind” 247).  He cites some examples of the 

                                                        
 
243 MorPhil. 5. 4. 2-3, p. 259: “Unde nec Tullius nec Seneca nec aliquis philosophorum potuit 
attingere ad dignitatem eloquencie, quam Augustinus docet in sacris sentenciis reperiri. Dicit 
igitur quod stilus humilis et mediocris in rebus temporalibus locum habent, set in divinis non, 
quia maxima sunt, nisi in quantum sermo grandis requirit intermixtionem aliorum.”  
 
244 Cf. DDC 4. 96. And Auerbach, “Sermo humilis.”  
 
245 MorPhil.,  5. 4. 7, p. 260: “Itaque est quaedam [eloquentia], que viros summa auctoritate 
dignissimos, planeque divinos, decet.”  
 
246 DDC  4. 26, p. 206 (=PL 34, 93), above ch. 3 
 
247 Longinus, On the Sublime, 9. 2, p. 185 
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three styles from Paul, again echoing Augustine, and more importantly moves on to 

Scripture generally:  

Scripture in many places is decorated with rhetorical ornaments, especially where 

common, everyday speech is absent.  For in the prophets, where God’s meaning is 

shrouded in marvelous enigmas, as a ray of sunlight by the shadow of clouds, so 

that our eye may be enabled to look upon it. Thus also the highest divine truths, 

which are incommensurate with our minds, are made conformable to the human 

condition through prophetic utterances of this sort [sermones propheticos]. 248  

This places a heavy charge on the language of the prophets. While others of course admire 

the profundity of Christian mysteries, Bacon admires the techniques and the style which 

shroud them in mystery—revelation through poetic speech. The prophets are special 

conveyors of “the dignity of eloquence to be found in sacred ideas” (n. 68*** above). 

God’s mysteries can only be conveyed to us, he continues, swathed in the “sacred 

veilings” of the law and the prophets. Well and good. Ps-Dionysius and his 

commentators had said as much defining the concept of integument. But Bacon joins 

epistemology with oratory. The marvelous enigmas, the veilings of the sacred ideas, the 

“prophetic words” are elegant mysteries and eloquent oratory. It is by that route that 

Cicero got into the passage: “…thus [runs] the teaching of blessed Dionysius… and from 

Cicero’s book On the Creation of the World, where he describes the office of the orator more 

elegantly than elsewhere, ” that is, in a context that has very little to do with rhetoric. 249  

                                                        
248 MorPhil., 5. 4. 13, p. 261: “tota Sriptura locis diversis est rethoricis ornamentis respersa, et 
ibi magis ubi minus reperimus de eloquencia communi. Nam in prophetis, ubi sensus Dei miris 
enigmatibus concluditur, tanquam radius solaris nubis obumbracione, temperatur, quatinus 
oculus noster ipsum valeat contueri. Sic enim altissime veritates divine, nostris mentibus 
inproporcionales, fiunt per huiusmodi sermones propheticos nobis conformes.” On “prophetic 
speech” see Jaeger, “Sermo propheticus: …” 
 
 
249  MorPhil 5. 4. 14, p. 261. The work referred to is almost certainly Cicero’s partial translation 
of Plato’s Timaeus.  
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Conforming “marvelous enigmas” to human understanding is the task of the 

prophetic orator addressing a public, not, or not only the exegete laboring over mysteries 

in his cell. It is worthwhile lingering over the idea that the mediating force between our 

limited minds and things too great for them are sermones prophetici. The lines posit a 

hermeneutic miracle: prophetic speech leaps over an epistemological aporia. Our minds 

are not made to comprehend the “highest divine truths,” but prophetic speech overcomes 

that limit and lifts us up to levels of understanding above human capacities. Sermones 

prophetici are a form of revelation, muting the blinding brilliance of divine truth with 

beautiful and eloquent oratory. The sublime is operating in prophetic speech. This huge 

concession made to prophetic language also leaps over that conception of human 

language as merely man made, not God-given, therefore incapable of conveying the 

mysteries of God. Abelard made this point strongly in the prologue to Sic et non and 

throughout his comments on the fallibility of language. In short, Bacon is riding rough-

shod over epistemological concerns that human language is incapable of conveying 

divine mysteries. Setting eloquence alongside other conveyors of the sublime, at least 

crediting it with the capacity to partially open mysteries to view, is a considerable 

promotion of human language in terms of its limits of ascent.  

 

Performance of Mystery and Meaning 

“This kind of eloquence,” i.e. the kind that  partially unveils sacred mysteries, also 

has its own art of oratorical performance (what Quintilian called pronuntiatio or actio250 ), 

which participates in the process of revelation through eloquence, in fact can express 

sacred truths more persuasively than language: 

It is more important to express this kind of eloquence where sacred mysteries are 

to be proclaimed in emotions and gestures than in speech; also with tears, as 

Augustine says, and especially examples… 251  

                                                        
250   See Jan Ziolkowski, “Do Actions Speak Louder than Words? The Scope and Role of 
pronuntiatio in the Latin rhetorical tradition, with special reference to the Cistercians,” in 
Rhetoric Beyond Words, 124-150. 
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And earlier in the same work:  

If poetic persuasion is to be fully effective it requires not only effective speech that 

rouses by its sounds [aures permovens] and by magnificent sentiments that sway 

the mind, but emotion and the gestures fitted to it conforming to the verbal 

expression, so that the listener is deeply moved more by the emotions expressed 

bodily than by sentiments and speech.252 

Any orator, secular or ecclesiastical, he continues, must consider his audience and know 

to whom he is speaking, and he repeats Augustine’s emphasis on the life and character 

of the speaker/preacher: “The measure of one’s life and one’s character is the epitome of 

the art of persuasion, whether in preaching or in lectio divina.” 253 

 

A Short History of Truth, Wisdom and Philosophy: Back to the Sources! 

It follows from that siting of sacred oratory that the Bible is the main study of the 

art of preaching. To understand the depth of the tie in Bacon requires a look at his 

conception  of knowledge, truth, wisdom, and their sources. He explains it in his Opus 

majus Book 2, a short history of philosophy. The theme is the affinity of philosophy and 

theology. It is important for our topic because it draws out the crucial role of the Hebrew 

writings, laws, histories, prophets and the psalms. His purpose is to show that “there is 

one wisdom which is perfect and that this is contained in the sacred writings; from its 

roots all truth is recovered.” (Op. Maj. 2. 1., ed. Bridges, vol. 1, p. 33). Philosophy and 

theology are united in recovering that unified whole of wisdom and enabling the human 

                                                        
251 MorPhil. 5. 4. 15, p. 262: “Hoc genus eloquendi, in sacris veritatibus anunciandis, magis 
debemus afectibus et gestibus debitis exprimere quam sermone, nec non lacrimis, ut dicit 
Augustinus, et maxime exemplis…”  
 
252 MorPhil. 5. 3. 20, p. 258: “Set ad plenam persuasionem poeticam non requiritur solum 
sermo efficax, aures permovens, nec sentencia magnifica, animum flectens, set animi motus et 
aptus corporis gestus, verbo sentencie conformis, ut magis animi motibus expressis corporaliter 
permoveat quam sententia vel sermone.” 
 
253  MorPhil 5. 4. 19, p. 262: “…elicitur forma tocius persuasionis in vita et moribus, et modus 
predicacionis et leccionis divine elicitur.”  
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apprehension of truth. The joining of the two disciplines has a distinct historical 

development that Bacon pursues by returning to the primordial origins of wisdom. Bacon 

proceeds like an archeologist of the Truth to dig up and lay bare its roots.  

 Truth was given to humans originally in its full and perfected form (either 

reflected or conveyed fully and unmediated in Hebrew poetry. See above). The first 

recipients were the sons of Seth and Noah; the latter’s sons were the aboriginal wise men 

and seekers after truth. The task assigned them by God was the full and complete 

revelation of truth through philosophy, i.e. they were to pursue to completion the study 

of wisdom, which had begun with the primal revelation. That being no quick and easy 

task, God in his wisdom allotted them six hundred years of life to accomplish it. In its 

origin philosophy had approximately the same level of authority as sacred scripture 

itself, 254 since it was sent to the same persons at the same time: 

All wisdom was revealed first to holy men… The same persons who received the 

law of God also received the plenitude of philosophy. They were the holy 

patriarchs and prophets from the beginning of the world. God revealed everything 

to them…  Only the patriarchs and prophets were the true philosophers who knew 

everything, not only the law of God, but every part of philosophy.255 

After the sons of Noah, there followed all the philosophers and poets, major and minor, 

and Abraham. Their mission was to continue and complete the project of proving and 

making communicable the gift of Truth. The full revelation of Truth unveiled was or 

would be the guarantor of every assertion of wisdom. No man of his own powers could 

have penetrated to the greatnesses (magnalia) of the arts and the sciences without a 

revelation. Since this revelation was the great foundation of all human comprehension 

                                                        
254 An important point for Bacon, who is arguing that theology and philosophy are inseparable 
parts of a whole. OpMaj. 2. 14. His polemic against contemporary theology is based on his 
conviction that philosophy has granted itself a monopoly and forced out theology. 
  
255  OpMajus, 2. 9, p. 44-45:  “Tota sapientia revelata est primo sanctis…  Eisdem personis data 
est philosophiae plenitudo quibus et lex Dei, scilicet, sanctis partiarchis et prophetis a principio 
mundi. Deus eis revelavit omnia… Soli patriarchae et prophetae fuerunt veri philosophi qui 
omnia sciverunt, non solum legen Dei sed omnes partes philosophiae.” 
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(magnum fundamentum totius comprehensionis humanae), of course it had to be proven 

beyond any doubt, lest the mysteries of science be uncertain in their core. The one and 

seamless body of wisdom had to be laid down as a foundation, complete and  

comprehensive. The patriarchs and prophets were the distributors and teachers of this 

precious gift: Joseph taught the princes and wisemen of Egypt; Bezaleel and Oholiab 

received understanding and wisdom of natural things. One breath of the holy spirit 

illuminated them with full power of  things, of metals and minerals. Noah and his sons 

taught the Chaldeans. The line of descent continued.   

 But in its next phase this ordained progress towards truth suffers a catastrophic 

setback. It passes into the domain of the “unbelievers.” This line begins with Isis and 

Pallas Athene, Apollo and Orpheus, the “theological poets,” and continues to Plato and 

Aristotle (OpMaj. 2. 9-15). Men like Nimrod and Zoroaster abused the ways of wisdom. 

So God interceded. In the hands of the “unbelievers” its pristine state is disturbed.  The 

progress of wisdom and truth from then on is hindered. The false philosophers 

recognized God but did not glorify him, hence they are damned, “made foolish and 

vanished from his thoughts.” (OpMaj, 2. 14, p. 56) God “darkened their foolish heart” 

(Deus obscuravit insipiens cor multitudinis). Solomon again recovered and perfected 

wisdom, and, after another fall because of mens’ sins, eventually Aristotle recovered 

philosophy in its perfect form, something he could not have done without knowledge of 

philosophy’s original source:  

And once again the study of wisdom vanished because of the sins of men until… 

Aristotle brought it to its consummation…. But he [and others] learned everything 

from the Hebrews, as Aristotle says in the book of secrets…  Therefore it is evident 

that the perfection of philosophy was first given to holy men, Patriarchs and 

Prophets, to whom the law of God was revealed equally by one and the same God. 
256  

                                                        
256 OpMaj.  2. 18, p. 65: “Et iterum propter peccata hominum evanuit studium sapientiae 
donec…Aristotiles consummavit….  Sed isti ab Hebrais didicerunt omnia, sicut Aristoteles dicit in 
libro secretorum…  Ideo manifestum est, quod philosophiae perfectio fuit primo data sanctis, 
Patriarchis et Prophetis, quibus lex Dei similiter fuit ab  uno et eodem Deo revelata.”   
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The false roads taken by philosophers of little or no faith showed the necessity of joining 

philosophy to theology, and moral philosophy is the link between them. But the swings 

in this legendary history are not as important as Bacon’s main point: if you want to know 

Truth in its pure form, return to its origins: “These [philosophers] learned everything 

from the Hebrews… And accordingly there is one perfect wisdom which is contained in 

sacred writings and given to the holy men by God, to be explained through 

philosophy”257 

 

Veritas Hebraica 

 The stress placed on the Hebrew texts creates a major task for Bacon’s 

philosophical theology. The quest for perfect truth requires good texts of Scripture, and 

Bacon is far from satisfied with the current texts. 258  Their corrupted state requires a 

return to the original, the veritas hebraica (OpMaj, part 3, p. 69). 259  While Bacon does not 

formulate it as a program, the clear appeal of his history of philosophy and of his 

advocacy of the study of Biblical languages is “back to the original texts,” ad fontes!: 

Since the holy spirit revealed the beauty and efficacy of divine wisdom through 

the voices of his saints, so that the beauty and force of divine wisdom would be 

made evident, the theologian must approach the wisdom of God in the Hebrew 

                                                        
 
257 OpMaj. 2. 14, ed. Bridges vol. 3, p. 68: “Ab Hebraeis didicerunt omnia…Et propter hoc una 
est sapientia perfecta quae sacris literis continetur, et sanctis a Deo data, per philosophiam 
tamen, sicut per jus canonicum, explicanda.” 
  
258 He names the miserable state of the text of scripture as the fifth error hindering Christian 
studies in the present day: OpMin, ed. Brewer, pp. 330-349. Because of this and other errors, 
the truth is no longer accessible. (p. 349) 
 
259  See Aryeh Grabois, “The Hebraica Veritas and Jewish-Christian Intellectual Relations in the 
Twelfth Century,” Speculum 50 (1975), 613-634. 
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language so that he knows that he is drinking the waters of wisdom where they 

taste sweeter in their pure form from the fountain itself (ex ipso fonte). 260 

This appeal anticipates a later humanist program. In general, for Bacon primal is better 

than recent and far better than contemporary.261 The recovery of the Truth leads through 

the Hebrew language.  

Bacon’s sense that the Latin language has been corrupted is of course largely 

shared by the humanists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is at the root of his 

extraordinary championing of the study of language in general. 262 To that end he devoted 

much writing to an organized study of grammar. (He thought, like Noam Chomsky, that 

all languages derive from a single universal language) and in addition wrote grammars 

of the Hebrew and Greek languages. The former remained incomplete. Original texts 

correctly established and understood from the original languages are the foundation of 

the very functioning of the church. Also, after the grammatical fundamentals of “wisdom 

languages” a science of text reconstruction on a philological basis is necessary. 263 That 

also anticipates a humanist trend. 264 

  

Bacon a Reactionary as Progressive Reformer: Historical Nostalgia 

                                                        
260 OpTert., ch. 64, p. 267: “quia Spiritus Sanctus per ora sanctorum suorum haec effudit, ut 
pulchritudo et efficacia sapientiae divinae paterent, ideo oportet theologum recurrere ad 
sapientiam Dei in Hebraeo, ut sciat ex ipso fonte dulcius haurire aquas sapientiae.” 
 
261 He quotes Augustine Contra Faustinum: “Si discordia in Latinis codicibus est, recurrendum 
est ad antiquos et plures. Nam antiqui praeponendi sunt novis, et plures paucioribus 
preaferentur.” P. 77-8 Also If you want the true ideas on astronomy go back to the most ancient 
authorities, the Hebrews: OpMaj., Part 4, ed. Bridges, 1. 280: “possumus …majori auctoritate 
probare quae volumus, scilicet per tabulas Graecorum, et maxime Hebraeorum.  Nam a 
principio Hebraei fuerunt peritissimi in sapientia astronomiae.” 
262 Part 3 of the Opus Majus treats Linguarum cognitio. 
 
263 See Bauer, pp. 38-40.  Also Richard Lemay, “Roger Bacon’s Attitude Toward the Latin 
Translations and Translators of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries,” in RB and The Sciences,  
ed. Hackett), 29-47.  
 
264 And recurs, whether consciously or not, to a project proposed by Peter Abelard in the 
prologue to Sic et non. 
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It is understandable that Bacon appears like a conservative (Fredborg). But more 

accurate is, a radical reactionary in the sense of calling for a return to the most ancient 

texts and modes of thought and expression, and in general locating the truth of religion 

and philosophy in a primordial inspiration. And more accurate yet: a reactionary as 

progressive reformer. That describes a recurrent scheme in intellectual history, of which 

Bacon is a good example: the critic of the present condemns the world he lives in as 

corrupted by forces that betray and thwart the true nature of humankind, forces that have 

robbed life of creativity, vitality, heroism, dignity. The critic looks back to an earlier age, 

a classical or primal period when culture and society were pure and pristine, where life 

was authentic and thought and action were not alienated but in harmony with the 

essential nature of humanity. Let’s call this scheme the trope of historical nostalgia. To 

bring it to a phrase: an inglorious present has superseded and betrayed a glorious past. 

Built into that trope is the appeal to restore past glory. And even more briefly, “Let’s 

move forward into the lost past.” That formula describes 

• the attitudes of Renaissance humanists to the culture of late medieval 
scholasticism and their longing for the culture of antiquity.  

• Rousseau’s vision of the malign influence of Enlightenment science and learning, 

and his longing for the state of nature.  

• J. G. Herder’s attitude toward the dominance of French/Roman-Catholic culture 

over the pure Germanic spirit, and his longing for the restored “soul of the people” 

(“Volksseele”) 

 

Bacon the Reformer 

     Unlike most who think in this historical trope—let’s move forward into the 

distant past—Bacon was given an opportunity to redesign the entire system he held 

responsible for the downfall of intellectual and religious culture in the west. He received 

a letter in 1266 from Pope Clement IV.  The pope requests that Bacon send him, secretly 

and soon, his suggestions for the remedy of the crises they had talked about earlier (not 

explained in his letter), obviously calling for Bacon’s ideas on the reform of the 

universities and the church. Not bad for a scholar whose research had stalled and who 
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saw himself in opposition to the major academic and religious trends of his time. The 

pope’s request elevated Bacon to the role of papal advisor on Christian education at the 

highest level and potentially the architect of a new program of university studies, even 

more, the designer of a new intellectual world. Forty years of his study had seemed 

destined to wither on the vine; now they may come to fruition, empowered by the 

greatest authority in Christianity.  

In his reply Bacon presses the pope to realize reform as his calling. Forty years 

earlier, he tells Clement, a prophecy foretold of a pope who will straighten out the 

confused and corrupted intellectual world of Christianity, (OT, p. 86). Clement should 

make himself that great promised reformer.  

Bacon’s responses rained down on the pope. By 1267 he had completed and sent 

to Rome his major work, Opus majus, and two follow-ups, the Lesser and the Third Opus, 

Opus minus, and Opus tertium. Various other individual treatises followed, summarizing 

the larger works and focusing on individual aspects. In their printed form they fill over 

1000 pages. They form a proposal for university reform of comprehensive scope. They 

point the way out of the stale, stagnant culture of universities that had set in “in the past 

forty years.” They were full of thunderous denunciations of the current situation.  

The confusion of truth and learning, so says Bacon, started forty years before when 

the mendicant orders allowed floods of young men into theological studies for which 

they were not prepared, and sent them out as preachers, for which they had no 

worthwhile training. They are inadequately prepared in the study of Biblical and other 

languages and dogged by lack of good texts of the Bible. The Book of Sentences of Peter 

Lombard has replaced the Bible in university studies. 265 For the past forty years, 

ignorance and greed have corrupted study. The ways of ancient wise men have been 

abandoned. For the past 40 years ignorant youths have made themselves masters and 

doctors of theology. (Comp. Phil.); and #77; #83. Now Christendom is lost in boundless 

                                                        
 
265 OpMin, ed. Brewer, p. 328-9.  
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error. Studies proliferate, to the downfall, not the sustaining of wisdom. Ignorance and 

corruption run rampant.  

It is this large enterprise of reform of which poetic rhetoric is the keystone. I turn 

now to the two areas of his most virulent criticism, church music and preaching.  

 

Critic of Church Music and Preaching 

Here is his denunciation of church music in the Opus tertium: 

Everything that has been done in the past thirty years is a mockery of the divine 

office.  It is contrary to the art and contrary to the truth [of music]: The composers 

in this mode know neither which feet to use nor how many feet, nor what genus 

of meter...  They copy other hymns..and count syllables casually, ignoring the art 

of prosody in everything. For that reason it is a mockery before God and the holy 

angels and all men who are wise in this art. 266  

There is a prisca musica where music and poetry/poetics/rhetoric stimulate devotion: 

“The ancients knew all these things, so says Boethius, because they knew that ‘the entire 

structure of our soul and our body is conjoined by musical arrangement’.” 267 The citation 

of Boethius evokes the musical education of antiquity, the ancient Greek studia priscae 

philosophiae, which knew and taught the power inherent in the art of music.268 He alludes 

to Pythagoras, Plato, the musical education of Spartan youths, the power of music to 

                                                        
 
266 OpTert., ch. 74, p. 302-3: [If composers say that no great art is required to compose music, 
because such things are made easily and casually in the offices of the saints] “dicendum est 
quod nihil faciunt secundum artem, nec secundum veritatem, sed est derisio officii divini. Nam 
quicquid a triginta annis factum est, est contra artem et contra veritatem: quia compositores 
hujusmodi…computant syllabas casualiter, non observantes legem metri in aliquo. Et ideo 
derisio est hic coram Deo, et angelis sanctis, et omnibus sapientibus in hac arte.”  
 
267 Quoting Boethius, De musica, PL 61, 1170D: “tota nostrae animae corporisque compago 
musica coaptatione conjuncta [est]” 
 
 
268 Boethius, De musica, PL 63, 1170D: “In tantum priscae philosophiae studiis vis musicae artis 
innotuit, ut Pythagorici…quibusdam cantilenis uterentur, ut eis lenis quietus sopor irreperet. ” 
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inculcate virtue and morals. The joining of the body and soul by musical arrangement 

was propagated into the twelfth century by a humanistic tradition of what Boethius calls 

musica humana: “The exquisite power of all music,” Bacon writes, “would be conformed 

to the similar motions and equal proportions of the human melody.”269 This ancient ideal 

of the morality of music persisted into Bacon’s near past. He refers to St. Francis of Assisi, 

the founder of Bacon’s order, who called upon a cither player to make sweet sounds and 

so rouse the mind to the heavenly harmonies. (Opus Tert., ch. 73, p. 298). And he could 

have called on any number of twelfth-century philosophers on the same topic.  

After rejecting every aspect of contemporary practice in church music, he moves 

on to the art of preaching.270 This art, Bacon fretted, has declined into useless sophisms; 

scholastic method saturated and dried out an art that required passion, spontaneity, 

rhetorical effectiveness. His purpose was to cut through the “spider webs” of scholastic 

demonstration and restore some level of passion and eloquence.  

No art is more necessary to the church than the art of preaching, because “the 

principle intention of the church and its ultimate goal is the work of preaching, to convert 

infidels to the faith and to hold the faithful firm in their faith and morals.” 271 We should 

                                                        
269 OpTert. Ch. 73, p. 298: “totius musicae potestas exquisita humanae melodiae motibus 
consimilibus et proportionibus aequalibus conformaretur.” It is curious that elsewhere Bacon 
flat out denies that either musica mundana or musica humana really exist: Communia 
Mathematica, ed. Steele, p. 52-54. On these ancient/Boethian ideas of “human music,” see 
Jaeger, Envy of Angels, pp. 165-172. 
 
270 A clear logic connects polemics on music with polemics on preaching. See Nancy Van 
Deusen, “Roger Bacon on Music,” in RB and the Sciences, 223-242.Timothy J. Johnson, “Roger 
Bacon’s Critique of Franciscan Preaching,” in Institution und Charisma, 541-548. Mary 
Carruthers notes an important aspect of Bacon’s theory of language, that the phenomenon of 
rhetoric is larger than theory of language and poetics; music is an embracing category of 
rhetoric and poetics. The musicologist is the form of philosopher best equipped to understand 
and explain rhetoric (Carruthers, Rhetoric Beyond Words, Intro, p. 3; citing Opus Tertium, ch. 
75.) Also in the same volume, Margaret Bent, “Grammar and Rhetoric in Late Medieval 
Polyphony,” p. 60. And Formarier, “Entre rhétorique et musique: essai sur le rhythme latin 
antique et medieval.” 
 
271 OpTert., ch. 75, p. 304: “Unde, sicut philosophia in aliis est necessaria ecclesiae, sic maxime 
in hac parte; quoniam principalis intentio ecclesiae et ultimus finis est opus praedicationis, ut 
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take this instance of Bacon shooting over the mark (the ultimate end of the church is 

preaching?) as an indication how important the subject was to him; he made it the end 

point of his major work and the high point of moral philosophy. 272 

Bacon’s polemic against contemporary preaching brings up issues central to his 

ideas on sublimity and style. Here are some of his main points (OpusTert. Ch. 75, 303-

310): 

The present generation has utterly destroyed the art of preaching. Those who practice it 

trade in  eccentricities ad infinitum and nonsense of the most extreme order.  They 

indulge in vapid questions and games with meanings and definitions which amount to 

empty and vain verbosity. They lack rhetorical polish and any power of persuasion. On 

these they are willing to waste all their time. Whatever infantile fantasm they spout, it is 

empty of all wisdom and power of eloquence, as anyone who looks critically can see at 

once. They have such an overflowing supply of nonsense, which they spin out to airy 

thinness, so that they could better construct spider webs; no meaningful sermon could 

emerge from such finely articulated nothingness. But what can be done? Lacking the true 

books of this art (Aristotle and Avicenna’s commentaries) it is hard to know how to 

alleviate this catastrophe. Those are the books that teach the art of making sublime 

sermons (docetur quomodo fiant sermones sublimes)—and here Bacon refers to and briefly 

summarizes the main points of his comments on poetic rhetoric in Opus tertium  and Opus 

majus Bk. 7: beauty of language, grandeur of divine wisdom, consonant emotions and 

gestures, posture of the arms and body, how to evoke the sacred teaching and the holy 

spirit in their prothema273 and how to shed abundant tears as part of the art of persuasion. 

                                                        
infideles ad fidem convertantur, et fideles in fide et moribus conserventur.”  On Bacon’s views 
on preaching, see Johnson, “Roger Bacon’s Critique of Franciscan Preaching,” in Institution und 
Charisma: Festschrift für Gert Melville zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Franz J. Felten et al, (Cologne: 
Böhlau, 2009), p. 542. 
 
272 See Bert Roest, A History of Franciscan Education (c. 1210-1517), (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 272-
324, on preaching in the Franciscan order.  
 
273 On Prothema and sermon structure in general in the Artes praedicandi, see Wenzel,”The 
Arts of Preaching,” in Cambridge History of Literary Criticism 2, p. 86ff..  
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Of this art Augustine is the teacher in book four of the DDC. (pp. 303-305). But the vulgar 

crowd of theologians in the present day has turned far away from this style of preaching 

(forma praedicandi). Since the prelates themselves often have little instruction in theology 

or in preaching in their studies, when as bishops the office of preaching becomes their 

responsibility, realizing their own lack of learning in theology or preaching, they go 

begging for the notebooks of those juveniles who have fabricated endless eccentricities 

for preaching which lack all sublimity or breadth of wisdom (ubi nec est sublimitas sermonis 

nec sapientiae magnitudo). May  God himself banish this nonsense from his church. 

Nothing useful can come from it. Instead of wisdom and sublimity, the listeners are 

roused to the pursuit of any foolish nonsense. The result is that none of them is stirred 

emotionally to pursuit of the good. But while the throng of preachers works this way, 

there are a few who practice a different style, and they produce infinite utility, as does 

Brother Berthold the German [of Regensburg], who alone does more service to the  church 

in magnificence of preaching than almost all other brothers of both orders. 274 

So much for the paraphrase of Opus Tertium ch. 75 on preaching. 

 

Aesthetic Values: Inspiration, Passion, Beauty, Sublimity 

The values that emerge from Bacon’s writings are far from the dominant 

understanding of medieval aesthetics in the twentieth- and twenty-first-century. 

Umberto Eco’s definition of art in the Middle Ages [QUOTED IN THE INTRO] can stand 

as an example of the aesthetics which Bacon opposes: “Art was a knowledge of the rules 

for making things…  Art was not expression, but construction…  [The Middle Age’s] 

theory of art was first and foremost a theory of craftsmanship.” 275 That is a pretty good 

                                                        
 
274 OpTert. Ch. 75, p. 309-10: “Quam curiositatem Deus ipse auferat ab ecclesia sua; quia nulla 
utilitas praedicationis potest fieri per hunc modum. Sed excitantur audientes ad omnem 
curiositatem intellectus, ut in nullo affectus elevetur in bonum per eos qui talibus modis 
utuntur in praedicatione.  Sed licet vulgut praedicantium sic utatur, tamen aliqui modum alium 
habentes, infinitam faciunt utilitatem, ut est Frater Bertholdus Alemannus, qui solus plus facit 
de utilitate magnifica in praedicatione, quam fere omnes alii fratres ordinis utriusque.”  
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description of Bacon’s view of the corrupting ideas that replaced true “art” in music, 

philosophy/theology, poetry and preaching; it is the opposite of the poetics that he 

proposes, though it’s true that correct meter and rhythm requires craftsmanship. 

Concepts like beauty, passion and sublimity of inspired prophetic writing, the ability to 

enrapture and transform, are Bacon’s basic aesthetic vocabulary. Bacon’s comments on 

music and rhetoric are a remarkable work of medieval aesthetics with an unusual 

sensitivity to the expressiveness and “miraculous  power” of music and language. He 

often sounds like a Christianized Longinus defining the Sublime in the sacred eloquence 

of Christianity.  

 

The Nostalgic Reformer 

 Those few comments give us a sketch of what Bacon wants as the pinnacle of 

reformed university studies. And why he wants it. But where does it come from? What 

was back there on the other side of that temporal line of demarcation forty years before 

1266 after which studies went to hell? The historical circumstances that put the Franciscan 

order in turmoil around that time are well set out in the study of the foundations of 

Franciscan learning by Neslihan Senocak, The Poor and the Perfect. 276 She documents the 

rise of an intellectualized mode of thought, learning and preaching, a sophisticated 

scholastic university education that made pastoral care far less attractive for the 

preaching orders than scholastic argumentation and well-structured sermons on high-

fallutin’ questions—what is known as the modern or university sermon. This trend forced 

out a charismatic mode after the death of St. Francis (1226), by no chance forty years 

before Bacon received that letter from Clement IV. That is the greater trend against which 

Bacon is reacting. In an earlier study I discussed the sea change that occurs in the modes 

of thought and expression from the twelfth to the thirteenth century.277 An intellectual, 

                                                        
275 Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages, trans. Hugh Bredin, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1986), pp. 92-3. 
276 Neslihan Senocak, The Poor and the Perfect: The Rise of Learning in the Franciscan Order, 
1209-1310, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012), pp. 144-188. 
 
277 The Envy of Angels: Cathedral Schools and Social Ideals in Medieval Europe, 950-1200.  
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text-bound culture replaced a charismatic culture in which the master or philosopher or 

preacher was, in his own person, the embodied cultural values. Bacon evokes that 

conception obliquely when he says that the personal presence of the preacher, his 

gestures, tears, emotions, are more important than what he says. Much will be gained for 

our understanding of the transition from the twelfth to the thirteenth century by 

understanding the transformation of the Latin intellectual culture as, among all the other 

sweepings mutations, a change from a culture of poetry to one of prose. There are few 

better symptoms of the text-bound, bookish, rationalized mentality that prevailed than 

the emergence of prescriptive tracts that organize more than they conceptualize 

preaching, the ars praedicandi.  

For the conception of passionate and enrapturing discourse, Bacon took his 

terminology from the practices of sacred eloquence as they had developed from Patristic 

times to the end of the twelfth century. Bacon would certainly have grown up with 

knowledge and understanding of the terms sermo propheticus, sermo affectuosus, sublimitas 

sermonis, stilus grandis. He no doubt had witnessed a rhetoric of passionate expression 

aimed at persuasion, an effect of raptus on the audience, and its stimulant in the grand 

style. These were modes of expression actually practiced by an elite of theologians and 

preachers from Augustine to Alan of Lille. Bacon’s proposed reforms are nostalgic: they 

urge his culture to move forward into the lost past.  

  Bacon’s vision of a reformed spiritual-intellectual life reminds the reader, as it 

did Jacob Burckhardt, of Bacon’s affinities with a coming Renaissance. Burckhardt 

recognized the breadth of Bacon’s vision, praising him along with Gerbert of Aurillac, as 

men who, “driven by an irresistible impulse into the paths of scientific 

investigation…achieve the most astonishing success… That they were masters of the 

whole knowledge of the age in their several departments was a natural consequence of 

the spirit in which they worked.”278 In Bacon’s case that vision culminated in passionate, 

                                                        
 
 
278 The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore, (London: Penguin, 
1990), p. 187. 
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ornamented, poetic language, language with the power of the prophets and psalms, of 

Boethius’s Consolation, of the most inspiring of hymns and liturgy. What they did not 

accomplish was “the most astonishing success” (Burckhardt), or in fact success of any 

kind.279 Pope Clement IV died in 1268 before he could act upon or even react to Bacon’s 

works, piled high and gathering dust somewhere on his desk. The things Bacon deplored 

continued more or less untroubled by his opposing ideas. The humanism of the 

Renaissance in many ways shared his sentiments and realized some aspects of the 

program he had proposed. That would have been a source of satisfaction to Bacon.  

We now turn to that lost era of eloquent and passionate preaching whose passing 

Bacon lamented so vehemently. This retrograde motion of the discussion, taking Bacon, 

out of chronological sequence and refocused on the phenomena he admired from 

previous ages, will, I hope, sharpen the focus on the character of prophetic and sublime 

speech. 

  

                                                        
 
279 His ideas were more widely known and shared than has been generally acknowledged. See 
Amanda Power, “Per lumen sapientiae: Roger Bacon and the Struggle for a Hegemonic 
Rationality,” in ‘Outsiders’ and ‘Forerunners’: Modern Reason and Historiographical Births of 
Medieval Philosophy, (Turnhout: Brepols, 2018). But his hopes for reform bore no fruit.Hackett 
argues that Bacon’s ideas on rhetoric influenced the first Latin commentary on the rhetoric of 
Aristotle by Aegidius Romanus. “Roger Bacon on Rhetoric and Poetics, p. 134 and 147-8. 
 



  

 

 
 
 
 

Part Two: Contemplation and Prayer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 

 
Chapter 5 

Richard of St. Victor on the Sublime 
 

 
Richard of St. Victor is a major architect of schemes of contemplation in the twelfth 

century, and in those schemes he also provides something like an anatomy of sublime 

experience grounded in Christian transcendence but subtended by philosophical and 

aesthetic considerations.  His writings open up a wide vista, laying out above all the 

psychology of the sublime. 280 

The following discussion focuses on the central moments in contemplative experience 

in Richard’s scheme as developed in his major work, the Benjamin maior: raptus, extasis, 

excessus, admiratio, obstupefactio, exsultatio, elevatio, sublevatio, dilatatio. Marc-Aielko Aris 

treats each of these in the framework of a systematic ascent to knowledge 

(“Erkenntnisaufstieg”—Contemplatio (treatise), pp. 120-130). 281 Much is gained for an 

                                                        
 

280  References to the Latin are from the edition by Marc-Aielko Aris, Contemplatio: 
Philosophische Studien zum Traktat Benjamin Major des Richard von St. Victor, (Frankfurt am 
Main: Verlag Josef Knecht, 1996). The text is also available in PL 196, 63-192C. The tract has 
various titles, all derived from manuscript usage. (See trans. Zinn, Intro, p. 7): The Patrologia 
covers all bases with De gratia contemplationis libri quinque occasione accepta ab arca Moysis 
atque ob eam rem hactenus dictum Benjamin Major. Benjamin Major, Contemplation, or De 
archa Noe.  The series of English translations uses De archa Noe throughout. Aris uses simply 
Contemplatio with Benjamin Major in brackets, but uses only the latter in citing the text. To 
avoid confusion I will give the more widely used, Benjamin Major. Likewise Richard’s earlier 
tract, the shorter, propaedeutic work, De duodecim patriarchis, has also the title Benjamin 
minor. The orientation of the non-specialist reader is eased by the Major, Minor usage.  
 
281 Cf., Aris’s commentary will spare me a detailed description of the six levels. Aris’s work is a 
monographic study followed by an edition of the Benjamin major. The monograph and the 
edition are numbered separately. Both start from pg. 1. I quote liberally with some variations 
from Grover Zinn’s excellent translation, The Mystical Ark: Benjamin Major, trans. Zinn, (New 
York: Paulist Press, 1979) 
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understanding of the terms by regarding them as elements of a psychology of the Sublime 

which reaches beyond the Middle Ages. Richard’s understanding of these concepts 

resonates widely with the character of the sublime, ancient, medieval and modern. The 

Benjamin Major displays the close fit of a medieval conception of the sublime within the 

western understanding of that term.  

Richard expresses the process of contemplation in aesthetic terms. The work of art 

is a frequent point of reference to explain sublime experience. And in fact the grounding 

of the work in its primary object, the ark of the covenant, is one of the most prominent 

instances.  

I start from a distinction that is important here and elsewhere in this study: the 

distinction between sublime experience and mystical experience. What Richard calls the 

“sublime condition” (status sublimitatis) is a moment or an episode in the pursuit of God 

through contemplation. But God is not subsumed in that search. A hidden God is the 

motor of the quest, but not its immediate goal. Richard is concerned more with the 

sublime condition than with its ultimate end.  

He presents his treatise as an essay on the search for wisdom through 

contemplation. He is not concerned with the mystical meaning of the ark, an allegory of 

Christ, but rather with the moral sense, the meaning of the ark as it relates to thought and 

action (Ben. Maj., 1. 1., ed. Aris. p. 5; Zinn, p. 151). Wisdom is the primary goal of 

contemplation. He offers this definition: “Contemplation is the free, more penetrating 

gaze of a mind suspended with wonder at manifestations of wisdom.” 282 From the outset 

Richard is set on a quest for wisdom gained through its manifestations (revelationes, 

spectacula). He ranges freely and broadly, in fact universally (usquequaque diffusus) 

through the objects of contemplation, “things.”  His purpose in the opening pages of 

Benjamin major is to insist on a contemplation defined by its focus on things “whether 

manifest in their nature, known by close study, or perceived by a divine revelation.” 

What is called contemplation, where the soul subjects the sublime to intellection, is 

                                                        
282 Benj. Maj.,1. 4, ed. Aris, p. 9: “Contemplatio est libera mentis perspicacia in sapientiae 
spectacula cum admiratione suspensa…”  
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always concerned with things (semper contemplatio est in rebus). 283 As far as the highest 

goal of contemplation, he leaves it to others whose experience exceeds his own. (See 5. 

19, ed. Aris p. 148; trans. Zinn p. 343).  

The Benjamin Major, is structured as a commentary on the Ark of Moses, described 

in detail in Exodus 25. 10-22 and Exodus 37, 1-9.  The wonder roused at the ark is to lead 

his reader to wisdom. This happens in a mode of thought that focuses on sublime things 

(de sublimibus habetur—1. 3. Aris, p. 9; tr. Zinn, p. 156-7). Richard’s major writing on 

contemplation is focused on things preliminary to the search for God. It is about the 

psychology of the experience of the sublime. 

 

Raptus, Excessus Mentis, Extasis 

Richard and other writers use the three terms interchangeably. He explains the 

experience of mentis excessus in a remarkable passage distinguishing three “anagogic” or 

upward leading modes of ecstasy. 284 They derive from three causes: greatness of 

devotion, greatness of wonder, and greatness of exultation.  When struck with “greatness 

of wonder” (magnitudo admirationis)  the mind is no longer in control of itself:   

By greatness of wonder the human soul is led above itself when, as it is irradiated 

by divine light and suspended in wonder at supreme beauty, it is shaken with such 

overpowering awe that it is altogether driven out of its normal state.  As when a 

bolt of lightning flashes forth, the more deeply the soul is cast down into the 

depths by despising itself with regard to that invisible beauty, then all the more 

                                                        

283 1. 3, ed. Aris, p. 9; trans. Zinn, p. 156-7: “Specialiter tamen et proprie contemplatio dicitur, 
quae de sublimibus habetur, ubi animus pura intelligentia utitur. Semper autem contemplatio 
est in rebus, vel per sui naturam manifestis, vel per studium familiariter notis, vel ex divina 
revelatione perspicuis.” On the role of “things” for Richard, see Steven Chase, Angelic Wisdom: 
The Cherubim and the Grace of Contemplation in Richard of St. Victor, (Notre Dame: Notre 
Dame University Press, 1995), pp. 63-65.  

 
284 On Anagogy, Panofsky on Ps.-Dion. Dale M. Coulter, Per Visibilia ad Invisibilia: Teological 
Method in Richard of St. Victor;  Romans 1. 20 
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sublimely, all the more swiftly it is elevated to sublime things when it rebounds 

through the desire of highest things and is carried away above itself.  By greatness 

of joy and exultation, the mind of man is alienated from itself when, after drinking 

of—or rather once completely intoxicated by—that abundance of inner sweetness, 

it forgets altogether what it is and what it has been.  It is ravished into an ecstasy 

of alienation by its dance, and, in a state of rapturous happiness, suddenly is 

transformed into a kind of supermundane affection.285 

Raptus is less a state than a transition from one state to another, it is the mind or soul in 

motion. The transition is dramatic and violent. The “divine light” is the medium 

conveying this shattering experience, but the inchoate object of this vision, hidden in the 

brilliant light, is designated as “beauty,” supreme but unseen (summa, invisa).  Of course, 

the beauty has no contours, no object-status, because its form is absorbed in the brilliance 

of the light. Recall the passage from Augustine cited earlier (Intro) as a defining text of 

the medieval sublime, where the object of contemplation loses its contours in a blinding 

light, and the contemplator is overwhelmed with the sense of something ineffable beyond 

the light. While the force at work is violent, sudden, jarring, the emotion is, in the end,  

                                                        
 
285   5. 5, ed Aris, p. 129 : «Magnitudine admirationis anima humana supra semetipsam ducitur, 
quando divino lumine irradiata et in summae pulchritudinis admiratione suspensa tam 
vehementi stupore concutitur, ut a suo statu funditus excutiatur et in modum fulguris 
coruscantis quanto profundius per despectum sui invisae pulchritudinis respectu in ima 
deicitur, tanto sublimius, tanto celerius per summorum desideriorum appetitum reverberata et 
super semetipsam rapta in sublimia elevatur. Magnitudine iucunditatis et exsultationis mens 
hominis a seipsa alienatur, quando intima illa internae suavitatis abundantia potata, immo 
plene inebriata, quid sit, quid fuerit, penitus obliviscitur et in abalienationis excessum tripudii 
sui nimietate traducitur et in supermundanum quendam affectum sub quodam mirae felicitatis 
statu raptim transformatur. » tr. Zinn, p. 316. Piero Boitani cites this passage as a possible 
source, alongside Aristotle and Bonaventure, for Dante’s description of awe at “great and 
wonderful things” in the Convivio.  The Tragic and the Sublime in Medieval Literature, 
(Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 253. So does Caroline Bynum in 
“Wonder,” in her Metamorphosis and Identity, New York: Zone, 2001. And Jaeger in “Richard of 
St. Victor and the Medieval Sublime,” Magnificence and the Sublime, p. 160. Also of interest is a 
passage Boitani cites from Bonaventure: “There is in God a terrible sublimity, a marvelous 
beauty, a desirable sweetness” (terribilis altitudo, pulcritudo mirabilis, dulcedo desiderabilis). 
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joy, so sudden and intense as to shake the subject out of its own identity, and yet sweet, 

intoxicating ending in a dance 286 of love. 

The language is outsized; the sudden lightning-like inpouring of light is meant to 

overwhelm; the jerking reversal of the mind (concutitur, excutiatur), first thrown down, 

then snatched up from the abyss to the heights, is shattering. Most striking is the 

expansion and transformation of the mind. As the mind rises, it grows (dilatatio). It is 

stretched out in wonder at things beyond reason and understanding. The higher and 

greater the object, the greater the extension of the mind. The closer it approaches to 

sublime things, the purer and more subtle it becomes.287 Gradually the mind transforms 

beyond and above understanding. It transgresses the bounds of human capacity. It ceases 

to be itself (ut ipsa jam non sit ipsa), just as dawn rising ceases to be dawn. Ultimately, by 

a marvelous transformation, it is rendered more than human. 288   

These passages resonate with the language of Longinus on the sublime: the 

wonder and amazement that transport us outside of ourselves; the image of the lightning 

bolt (Longinus: “a well-timed flash of sublimity shatters everything like a bolt of 

lightning and reveals the full power of the speaker at a single stroke”—On the Sublime 

1.4, p. 163; Richard: “As when a bolt of lightning flashes forth…”); the grandeur, the 

                                                        
286 Richard gives his fullest explication of the dance which follows on the joy of the 
contemplating soul in Bk. 5, ch. 18, discussed below.  
 
287 5. 9, ed. Aris, p. 134: “dum in intellectibilium contemplatione suspenditur, dum in eorum 
admiratione distenditur, quanto semper ad altiora vel mirabiliora ducitur, tanto amplius, tanto 
copiosius dilatatur, et unde ab infimis remotior, inde in semetipsa purior et ad sublimia 
sublimior invenitur”.  Aris gives subtilior instead of sublimior, the reading in PL 196. Sublimior is 
lectio difficilior, and it is consistent with the passage’s claim that the sublime transforms the 
mind into the image of God. 
 
288  5. 9, ed. Aris, p. 134: “Et sicut matutina lux crescendo desinit, non quidem esse lux, sed esse 
lux matutina, ut ipsa aurora jam non sit aurora, ita humana intelligentia ex dilatationis suae 
magnitudine quandoque accipit, ut ipsa jam non sit ipsa, non quidem ut non sit intelligentia, 
sed ut jam non sit humana, dum modo mirabili mutationeque incomprehensibili efficitur plus 
quam humana, dum gloriam Domini speculando, in eamdem imaginem transformatur a 
claritate in claritatem.”  
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elevation, the powerful emotion. However the quality of the experience, its extreme 

nature in the medieval text stand out clearly from Longinus.  The ekstasis of Peri hypsous, 

generally translated as “transport,” is a rhetorical experience. “Excellence and distinction 

of language,” along with great concepts and passionate delivery, lead to ekstasis. Of 

course, Longinus’s Peri hupsous is a tract on literature and oratory, not contemplation or 

mystical experience. The “well-timed flash of sublimity” that “shatters everything like a 

bolt of lightning” (1. 4) seems more metaphorical than the violent dissolution of the self 

in Richard. In Longinus, there is magnification and elevation of the world depicted and 

of the reader who is raised along with the poetry.  

Richard of St. Victor spells out the psychology of the experience in detail. The 

intense emotionality of raptus, the distance covered in the “transport” are of a different 

order from Longinus. Raptus takes the mind across a boundary between the phenomenal 

and the higher world, from the immanent to the sublime realm (super semetipsam rapta, in 

sublimia elevatur). The qualitative difference between this experience and the Longinian 

is transcendence. The precedent in Christian myth most closely associated with raptus is 

St. Paul, rapt to the third heaven (2 Corinth. 12. 2). But Paul’s experience was presented 

as if it were a spontaneous, inscrutable act of a higher power. The force that catalyzes the 

experience is well above material objects. 289 Raptus and excessus mentis can be experienced 

at any of the six levels in Richard’s scheme of contemplation. The first three depend on 

some form of external mediation. Paul’s letter to the Romans (1. 20) became a classical 

authority for anagogic experience. It declared created nature itself a form of revelation, 

mediating the rise to the spiritual understanding of nature: “For the invisible things of 

him, from the creation of the world, are clearly seen, being understood by the things that 

are made; his eternal power also, and divinity.” 290 Richard comments on the passage, 

                                                        
289 2. Corinth. 12. 2. On the interpretation of Paul’s raptus in scholasticism, see Ayelet Even-
Ezra, Ecstasy in the Classroom: Trance, Self, and the Academic Profession in Medieval Paris, 
(New York 2019).  Colleen Shantz, Paul in Ecstasy: The Neurobiology of the Apostle’s Life and 
Thought, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 2009).  
 
290 Romans 1. 20 (Douay-Rheims). For commentary on the reception of the passage in the 
twelfth century, Dale M. Coulter, Per Visibilia ad Invisibilia: Theological Method in Richard of St. 
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“Reason never rises up to cognition of the invisible unless her handmaid, imagination, 

represents to her the form of visible things.” 291 

The second three levels are internal processes, catalyzed by thought, vision, 

revelation. Extasis is not restricted to any single mode. All levels of contemplation can 

proceed with or without ecstasy. The point is important enough to Richard that he 

devotes two chapters to stressing it ( Benj. Maj. 4. 22 and 23): “Every kind of 

contemplation can and usually does happen in both modes….  All kinds of contemplation 

can be perceived by means of ecstasy”. (4. 22, p. 302).  

 Raptus, sublevatio mentis and extasis are processes, not states of mind. The mind is 

lifted out of its static state (ek-stasis) and rises from normal to heightened consciousness 

(sublevatio mentis). But it is also a state at the highpoint of the rise, when the mind wrestles 

with comprehension of its new state and gradually comes to rest from its motion. Richard 

takes Moses’s ascent to Mt. Sinai and entrance into the cloud of God’s presence to 

represent the course of raptus. The six days of waiting in the cloud are the locus classicus 

for the status sublimitatis. The soul suspended in a “state of sublimity” receives the art of 

contemplation and exercises it while in that state preparatory to the actual exchange with 

God. 292 

 

The Causes of raptus 

                                                        
Victor (d. 1173), (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), p. 123. Hamburger, “Speculations on Speculation: 
Vision and Perception in the Theory and Practice of Mystical Devotions,” in Deutsche Mystik im 
abendländlischen Zusammenhang: Neu erscholssene Texte, neue methodische Ansätze, neue 
theoretische Konzepte, ed. Walter Haug and Wolfram Schneider-Lastin (Tübingen, 2000), 353-
408; Winthrop Wetherbee, Platonism and Poetry in the Twelfth Century: The Literary Influence 
of the School of Chartres, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 90. 
 
291 Les douze patriarches, ou, Beniamin minor, ed. Jean Châtillon and Moniwue Duchet-Suchaux, 
Sources Chrétiennes, (Paris: Cerf, 1997). Also PL 196, 1-64.   
 
292 Status sublimitatis: 4. 22, p. 119; tr. Zinn p. 303. And 4. 23, p.121; tr. Zinn, p. 306. 
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 The objects of contemplation come in many forms, identified in discrete stages, by 

the imagination, by reason, or by the higher faculty of understanding (intellectus). Those 

enrapturing objects  are  designated as spectacula,  sublimia, revelationes. 

While as a whole the experience is wrapped in the light of divinity, the objects of wonder 

are closer to earth. In the general usage of the word, raptus is catalyzed by “things,” 

“matter” or “material” (materia),293 but also representational forms: sculpture, art, poetry, 

preaching, prayer, music. What links these various forms of extasis is that they are 

processes and acts of a poetic and performing imagination, in some cases stirred by 

reading or hearing a text read. This tendency to assimilate artworks, poetry, and natural 

theophanies with mediators of divine truth is part and parcel of the Pseudo-Dionysian 

tradition, with which Richard was certainly familiar. Eriugena had spelled out explicitly 

the idea of theology as an ars poetica re-composing scripture as poetry to make it 

approachable to the human mind at an early stage of understanding:  

In the same way that the art of poetry composes teaching on ethics or on nature by 

means of invented fables and allegorical similitudes for the stimulation of human 

minds—for this is the way heroic poets, who praise in poetic language the deeds 

and manners of heroic men, operate —so also theology, as if it were a kind of 

poetry, conforms sacred scripture with fictive images for the edification of our 

mind and in order to guide [the mind] away from corporal, external meanings, as 

if from an early stage of childhood, and into the perfect understanding of 

intelligible things, as if into the maturity of the inner man. 294  

                                                        
293 See the list of definitions of each stage in 2. 6, p. 182. On “things” and “materia” in Richard, 
see Coulter, Per visibilia ad invisibilia, pp. 65-80; Chase, Angelic Wisdom, pp. 63-65. 
 
294 24: Johannes Scotus Eriugena, Expositiones in Ierarchiam coelestem, ed. Jeanne Barbet, 
CCCM 31, (Turnhout: Brepols, 1975), 24: “Quemadmodum ars poetica, per fictas fabulas 
allegoricasque similitudines, moralem doctrinam seu physicam componunt ad humanorum 
animorum exercitationem—hoc enim proprium est heroicorum poetarum, qui virorum fortium 
facta et mores figurate laudant—ita theologia, velut quedam poetria, sanctam scripturam fictis 
imaginationibus ad consultum nostri animi et reductionem a corporalibus sensibus exterioribus, 
veluti ex quadam imperfecta pueritia, in rerum intelligibilium perfectam cognitionem, tamquam 
in quandam interioris hominis grandevitatem conformat.”  Cited from Christel Meier, “nova 
verba prophetae: Evaluation und Reproduktion der prophetischen Rede der Bibel im 
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Mediation of mysteries from the highest sphere (intelligibilia) happens via the 

reconforming of scriptural mysteries into a comparatively comprehensible poetry. The 

idea that theology operates as a poet rewriting mysteries in the form of narrative or 

“heroic” epic is useful to understand the poetics of the medieval sermon 

 In placing this stress on things and artifacts as mediators of raptus Richard is 

showing the influence of that major trend in Victorine scriptural hermeneutics, the stress 

on the literal level of scripture. For the present context it is also important to stress that 

for Richard the literal level of the text is itself based on the materiality of the world of 

experience. Hugh of St. Victor had laid this out clearly in Book 5, ch. 3 of the Didascalicon: 

It must also be noted that in divine scripture, not only words, but also things have 

significance, which mode is not to be found so frequently in other writings. The 

philosopher knew only the significance of words; but the significance of things is 

far more excellent than that of words, because the former is given by human 

practice, the latter, by nature. The former is the voice of humans, the latter the 

voice of God to humans. Words vanish once they are pronounced; things subsist 

as created nature. The voice is a fragile record of sentiments; the thing is a 

simulacrum of divine reason.  

The word manifests human thought or opinion; whereas the thing manifests divine 

wisdom, which surges up from the heart of God and is known through creation and 

created things.  

We saw earlier the passage where Richard takes pleasure in a fully literal reading of the 

hyperreal imagery of the psalm, in savouring the miraculous and impossible as real 

event. The terms of the literal reading of Psalm 114 (Vulg. 113) that he plays through are 

set by a literary imagination:  

It is a grand spectacle to see mountains rejoice like rams… But ought we never to 

expect such a thing from hills or mountains? It is a truly great, a truly stupendous 

                                                        
Mittelalter: Eine Skizze,” in Prophetie und Autorschaft – Prophecy and Authorship: Charisma, 
Promises of Salvation and Endangerment, ed. Christel Meier and Martina Wagner-Egelhaaf, (De 
Gruyter, 2014), 71-104, here p. 85 and n. 62.  
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miracle to see mountains and hills exulting in the manner of rams and lambs. Who 

would not be struck dumb with amazement, and justly so, to see a great mass of 

mountains separated from the plain, and the earth torn loose from the earth, and 

to see such a mass even for a moment suspended in the air. 295 

Recall our short definition of the sublime: the manifestation of something ineffable, 

beyond the limits of humans and nature. Recall also that astonishment is the instinctual 

psychological reaction to the sublime, as laughter is to comedy and tears to tragedy. For 

Richard in this case, literal is better than allegorical, because to dissolve such passages 

into allegory is to take away the “grand spectacle” and “stupendous miracle” of the 

passage read as a dense and realistic narrative. The Psalm is in this reading not meaning-

bearing poetry, not allegory, but a record of acts of God in nature that exceed the natural. 

To fully savor the sublimity requires reproduction of these acts in the human 

imagination: Richard “sees” in his mind’s eye (“to see…”—“to see…”—“to see…”—“to 

see…”) the spectacle of mountains rising up and dancing. Obstupefaction is the emotion 

preliminary to raptus and extasis. The sacred raptus of mystical vision with its goal of 

seeing God does not own the experience. Richard is speaking from, and to a 

literary/imaginative sensibility ripe for this experience. 296  

But Richard has a more theatrical vision of the catalyzers of raptus. He is 

                                                        
295 Mysticae adnotationes in Psalmos, In Psalmum 113, PL 196, 335D, 336C:  
“Grande spectaculum videre montes exsultare sicut arietes…. Sed numquid tale aliquid de 
collibus, vel montibus exspectare debemus? Vere magnum, vere stupendum miraculum, videre 
montes et colles exsultantes in modum arietum vel agnorum. Quis enim non obstupescat, quis 
merito obstupescere non debeat, si videre contingat montium molem a plano dividi, et a solito 
separari, terram a terra rescindi, et tantam molem vel ad modicum per inane suspendi?”  
 
296 Rupert of Deutz, PL 170, 30:  “Canitur ergo alleluia post graduale…jubilamus magis quam 
canimus…ut jucundo auditu mens attonita repleatur et rapiatur  illuc ubi sancti exsultabunt in 
gloria.”  Aelred of Rievaulx preached with such vehemence that he regularly “subtly snatched 
away the mind of the speaker into an ecstatic rapture of the mind.” (Gilbert of Hoyland, sermo 
41 in Cant., PL 184, 218A. Roger Bacon argued that a “poetic” sermon makes use of “beautiful 
and decorous speech “so that the mind of the listener may be rapt suddenly into love of virtue 
and happiness and hatred of vice.” (“sermones debent esse in fine decori et sublimes…ut 
animus subito rapiatur in amorem boni et odium mali, Opus Tertium, ch. 75, p. 307-8.)  
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tantalizingly vague. Wonder is generated by “something barely believable” that comes 

in a new or unheard-of vision (novitas visionis et rei vix credibilis). Wonder is a response to 

an “unexpected and incredible spectacle” (admiratio ex inopinato incredibilique spectaculo). 
297 One hesitates to believe what one sees; certainty is shaken. Even when there can be no 

doubt about what the mind sees, still it remains incredible. The closer we look, the greater 

our attention grows. Marvelousness makes us look closer, and the closer we look, the 

more exactly we come to know. Rapture’s first stage of insight is knowledge. 298   

The catalyzing experience and the mental and emotional reaction to it are what the 

passage from Benjamin Major notes, not the voyage itself and not its goal; hence 

amazement and wonder, growth of the mind, transformation, the sense of transgression, 

passing boundaries fixed and unpassable for most humans.   

True, the ultimate end of contemplation is the vision of God, but Richard appeals 

to that experience in explaining ecstasy of the mind only at the highest level of 

contemplation.  Generally it is things created and experiences imagined that mediate rise, 

expansion, elevation of the mind, and ecstasy, and that offer him language to explain the 

experience.  

If we credit the effect of things, works of art, poetry, 299 sermon, to inspire raptus, 

we are approaching a peculiarly medieval sensibility towards the sublime.  

  

                                                        
297 5. 9, p. 133:  “Novitas visionis et rei vix credibilis adducere solet admirationem mentis.” 
  
298 See Caroline Walker Bynum, “Wonder,” in her Metamorphosis and Identity, (New York: 
Zone, 2001), 37-75. 
 
299 See ch. 9 on Aelred and the effect of his sermons on the listeners. An unusual instance of the 
psychology of raptus in the context of literary reception: A passage in the brief biography of 
Hermann by his student Berthold of Reichenau conveys what the poem meant to its author. 
Berthold tells of a dream Hermann had on his deathbed. In this ‘ecstatic vision’ (in extasi 
quadam raptus) he saw himself feverishly reciting out loud, from memory (‘the way we recite 
the Lord’s Prayer’) and rereading, two works: Cicero’s Hortensius and his own unfinished poem 
De octo vitiis principalibus. In his dream, the poem was complete.  Berthold of Reichenau, Vita 
Herimanni, ed. Walter Berschin, in Hermann der Lahme, Gelehrter und Dichter (1013-1054), 
(Heidelberg: Mattes, 2002), p. 10. 
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Admiratio, Obstupefactio 

At each of the stages of contemplation the subject responds to its object by 

“wonder” (admiratio, stupor). In the first stage, things which are substance or matter 

inspire wonder; in the second, things which convey form; in the third, things from nature.  

The three higher stages take as their objects spirits, human and angelic, understanding of 

the mind and soul reached through introspection (fourth stage). The English 

“admiration” does not convey the force of admiratio: “amazement” is closer; stupor is 

stronger yet: “wonder-struck,” “struck-dumb” or “stupefied.”   

Who does not know that wonder takes its beginning when we discern something 

beyond hope and above expectation.  And so when something beyond what is 

believable manifests itself, the novelty of the vision and of a thing that is scarcely 

believable tends to produce wonder of mind…  Whence comes wonder except 

from an unexpected and incredible manifestation?...  The more greatly we marvel 

at the novelty of a thing, the more carefully we pay attention to it.  The more 

attentively we look, the more fully we come to know.   The mind rises up like the 

dawn… As it is raised, it is enlarged, and being enlarged, it is illumined.  The more 

it is led to higher and more marvelous things,  the more it expands,  and as it gains 

distance from lower things, the more it is found pure in itself and more sublime 

for sublime things. 300  

Ecstatic vision happens in a state of amazement and wonder roused by some "novelty" 

outside of human experience, “beyond what is believable,” “beyond hope and 

                                                        
 
300  5. 9, ed. Aris, p. 133-134; trans. Zinn, p. 322-3: “Quis autem nesciat inde fieri admirationem, 
cum aliquid cernimus praeter spem, et supra aestimationem? Novitas itaque visionis et rei vix 
credibilis adducere solet admirationem mentis, quando aliquid incipit videri quod vix possit 
credi…  Et unde, quaeso, admiratio nisi ex inopinato incredibilique spectaculo?...  Sed rei 
novitatem quanto magis miramur, tanto diligentius attendimus; et quanto attentius 
perspicimus, tanto plenius cognoscimus. Crescit itaque ex admiratione attentio, et ex 
attentione cognitio.  Mens itaque velut aurora consurgit…   Aurora siquidem paulatim elevatur, 
elevando dilatatur, dilatando clarificatur…  quanto semper ad altiora vel mirabiliora ducitur, 
tanto amplius, tanto copiosius dilatatur, et unde ab infimis remotior, inde in semetipsa purior et 
ad sublimia sublimior invenitur. »  
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expectation.” Clearly he does not mean jewelled crosses or artistically carved bronze 

doors (as in Suger’s meditations). His bewildering formulations suggest something 

fantastic and outside of nature.  Richard is appealing to a sensibility that is present 

throughout the Middle Ages, but that gains a special profile in the period when he 

wrote.301  Magic, the marvelous, the natural miraculous (as opposed to the 

supernatural)—while the taste for these phenomena certainly was present in the earlier 

Middle Ages, from the twelfth century on various strands of vernacular and Latin 

literature, which feature them prominently, proliferate.302  For instance, a new narrative 

form fashioned in France and England lives in great part from the fantastic, from  a 

knight’s experience of marvels yet unheard and unseen.  In many aspects of chivalric 

romance, we see the author striving for effects that may well fit Richard of St. Victor’s 

description of the catalyst of wonder.  The phenomenon of chivalric adventure and its 

realm, wizzards and enchantments, strange and marvelous events, magical objects, and 

a nature that designs and orchestrates magical tests for a questing knight with or without 

human agents (sword in the stone). 303 The holy grail would seem to qualify as a “novelty 

beyond human experience and expectation.” The works of art and the performances in 

                                                        
301 Bynum, “Wonder” (n.15) and John Onians, “ ‘I Wonder’: A Short History of Amazement,” in 
Sight and Insight: Essays on Art and Culture in Honour of Ernst H. Gombrich at 85, ed. John 
Onians et al, (London: Phaidon, 1994), 11-34.  
 
302 See Jacques Legoff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West,” in his The Medieval Imagination, 
trans. Arthur Goldhammer, (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1992), 27-46; Richard Kieckhefer, 
Magic in the Middle Ages,2nd ed., (Cambridge UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000); Bynum, 
“Wonder” (n. 15 above); Jaeger, “Wunder und Staunen bei Wolfram und Gottfried,” in 
Inszenierungen von Subjektivität in der Literatur des Mittelalters, ed. Martin Baisch et al, 
(Königstein: Helmer, 2005), 122-139. 
   
303  The emergence of Chrétien de Troyes as the originator of a narrative of fantasy and 
enchantment is a mixed blessing for the study of the sublime.  On the one hand, his style tends 
to charm, wit, and irony, seldom to the high seriousness of the sublime.  The reader hardly 
knows whether his fictional enchantments are not perhaps a parody of a mindset that might 
take such things seriously. And yet with him, a new level of the fantastic was discovered, which 
had a great future. See Walter Haug, “Die Entdeckung der Fiktionalität,” in W.H. Die Wahrheit 
der Fiktion, (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 2003), 128-144.   
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Gottfried von Strassburg’s Tristan (ca. 1210) and the astonishment they release lend 

themselves to analysis in terms set forth by Richard of St. Victor (indeed one striking 

passage was almost certainly inspired by Richard. See ch. 17). 304  

 Richard bundles the variety of objects of wonder in a single metaphor, the ocean. 

The “material” that comes into view at the second stage of contemplation has become so 

abundant that the contemplator can “spread out the sails of his speculation” and 

“navigate the realm of his thought”:  

For who does not see...how this great and broad sea may spread itself out 

abundantly in many ways? In wonder at such immensity the Prophet exclaims: 

‘Your judgments are a great abyss.’ The hidden judgments of God certainly are a 

large and great abyss: large in number, great in depth; plainly infinite and fully 

inscrutable. Here are those marvelous prodigies of those who see wonders in the 

depths. For how many wondrous things do you think they see in this depth—those 

who go down to the sea in ships in order to labor on deep waters.305 

Those who work in deep waters are those who see marvels in the depths (mirabilia in 

profundo), and bring back to the surface “wisdom concerning hidden things.” 

Richard touches points raised in the Introduction to define the medieval sublime: 

wonder at immensity, secret things hidden in impenetrable depths, the sublime 

                                                        
304 See Jaeger, “Wunder und Staunen bei Wolfram und Gottfried,” in Inszenierungen von 
Subjektivität in der Literatur des Mittelalters, ed. Martin baisch et al, (Königstein: Helmer 
Verlag, 2005), 122-139;  Jaeger, “The Crown of Virtues in the Cave of Lovers Allegory of 
Gottfried’s Tristan,” Euphorion, 67 (1973), 95-116. 
 
305   2. 8, ed. Aris, p. 29-30; trans. Zinn, p. 184: “Qui igitur ad secundam contemplationis hujus 
speciem jam profecit, in tanta materiae prolixitate, copiose satis invenit, ubi speculationis suae 
vela pandat, ubi disputationis suae navigia exerceat. Quis enim non videat quam late pateat 
hujusmodi considerationis pelagus, quam multipliciter se diffundat hoc mare magnum et 
spatiosum manibus? In hujus immensitatis admiratione exclamans Propheta: Judicia, inquit, tua 
abyssus multa. Abyssus profecto multa, et magna judicia Dei occulta, multa numerositate, 
magna profunditate, plane infinita, plene inscrutabilia. Hinc illa miranda spectacula eorum qui 
vident mirabilia in profundo. Quanta enim mirabilia putas, vident in hoc profundo illi qui 
descendunt mare in navibus, facientes operationem in aquis multis?”  
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undiscoverable, marvels and prodigies stimulating a vision of things more deeply 

hidden. He also designates those undersea mysteries with his preferred term for the 

mediator of ecstasy, spectaculum, in this case intensified by the adjective, miranda. We are 

familiar with the ocean as an image of the sublime in other contexts. 306 It is useful here 

as a metaphor for thought leading to hidden wonders beyond imagining. It leads the 

mind to recognition of deep mysteries, “plainly infinite and fully inscrutable.” This is not 

the ocean as an allegory of something, but rather the thing itself in its physical reality. As 

often, Richard finds riches on the literal level of the text. The ocean as a phenomenon of 

nature, and the marvelous to which it directs the mind, is what this passage is about. 

Richard’s commentary adapts Psalm 107 (Vulg. 106), 23-24: “Some went down to the sea 

in ships, / doing business on the mighty waters; / they saw the deeds of the Lord,/ his 

wondrous works in the deep.” These lines are not of any particular interest in the 

traditions of psalm commentary. But Richard puts them to use to make the hidden 

mysteries of the depths into an object of contemplation and mediator of wisdom. He 

distinguished three uses to which humans put the ocean: to cross from one land to 

another; to fish, to which is added the apostle’s/proselytizer’s mission, fish for men; and 

finally and separate from these activities on or near the surface, the quest for knowledge 

in the depths. The oceanic feeling opens not onto Christian history or doctrine, but onto 

something real, immense and hidden, wondrous and terrifying—those things that 

stimulate knowledge and rapture. The ocean has depths and it has shallows. It 

accommodates the elephants who swim in the depths and the lambs who walk in the 

shallows, to use the image of Gregory the Great, but not in the sense of two levels of 

scriptural interpretation in Gregory’s usage—beginners are lambs, the adept, 

elephants.307 This is about the ocean in its sublime, not its allegorical quality. The ocean 

does not signify; it exists. It does not teach; it de-monstrates, brings monsters into view; 

                                                        
306 See Boitani, “Dante’s Sublime”; and Catherine Keller, Face of the Deep: A Theology of 
Becoming, (Abingdon UK and New York: Routledge, 2003).  
 
307 Gregory the Great, Moralia on Job, Preface ch. 4, PL 75, 515A. 
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but, in the deeper sense of its root word, it monstrates, begets and shelters monstrous 

things, unheard of by humans. It is the manifestation of itself, the ocean, but it is also 

things far more deeply hidden. The depths are for secrets and prodigies, while it seems 

that the Christian life takes place nearer the surface (fishing for fish morphing into fishing 

for men.) The difference between fishers of men and those who “work in deep waters and 

see marvelous things in the depth,” is evident. The former proselytize; the latter wonder 

at inaccessible regions and mysteries beyond human limits. The source of astonishment 

is in its depths, not on its surface.  

 Richard has produced a passage of striking originality for orienting more to 

archetypal meanings of the ocean than to doctrine. Herman Melville had that same sense 

of marvelous (and demonic) mysteries, as if a greater oceanic soul worked on the minds 

that penetrate the depths. That ocean-soul (anima maris) takes the soul of the cast-away 

cabin boy Pip, in his twenty four hours of floating alone and abandoned on the 

horizonless sea, to the depths where God operates the hidden machinery of creation. The 

ocean-soul strips away his reason and sanity, but raises him to a level above that of 

human comprehension: 

The sea had jeeringly kept his finite body up, but drowned the infinite of his soul. 

Not drowned entirely, though. Rather carried down alive to wondrous depths, 

where strange shapes of the unwarped primal world glided to and fro before his 

passive eyes; and the miser-merman, Wisdom revealed his hoarded heaps; and 

among the joyous heartless, ever-juvenile eternities, Pip saw the multitudinous, 

God-omnipresent, coral insects, that out of the firmament of waters heaved the 

colossal orbs. He saw God’s foot upon the treadle of the loom, and spoke it; and 

therefore his shipmates called him mad. So man’s sanity is heaven’s sense. (Moby 

Dick, ch. 43) 
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Pip’s rapture of the deep is a parallel to Paul’s ravishment in the opposite direction, into 

the third heaven. Both the apostle and the black cabin boy see the operation of the creating 

God, and return to speak it. 308 

 The next chapter (2. 9) follows the logic of this reading of the ocean; it looks to the 

investigation of nature to turn up the objects of astonishment. The prodigious workings 

of nature inspire the search for the hidden causes of things: what causes the earthquakes 

that make the deep seas “swell up in power”? how was the earth created, ordered and 

made stable by wisdom and prudence? how do rain and dew come forth from the depths 

of the sky? how did divine reason create and arrange the beauty of all exterior things? 

There is a freshness and worldliness, and an awed enthusiasm for nature, in these 

passages that combines harmoniously with the echoes of God creating heaven and earth 

in Genesis and of God holding his creation up for Job to wonder at. Richard evokes a 

feeling of immensity and awe at those very spectacula of nature which would be in the 

center of the eighteenth century’s discussion of the sublime. Unlike the book of Job, where 

God flaunts man’s inability to penetrate the mysteries of creation, there is a hint of a 

scientific curiosity in this passage from Richard of St. Victor that suggests the opposite. 

 

Ordered Disorientation 

The immediate response to the sudden powerful snatching away of the mind in 

astonishment is loss of self, contempt for the shattered ego, a dispersion of the self, a 

violent inner upheaval (vehementi stupore concutitur), as though its parts, released from 

their conglutination, spray about like shards from an explosion (a suo statu funditus 

excutiatur). The wonder-struck soul despises itself in comparison with the invisible 

beauty it glimpses, but then is carried away to sublime things by desire. It is a violent 

prelude to exaltation and self-transcendence, a response that I will call “ordered 

disorientation.”  The experience first diminishes, then elevates the contemplator.  

Reasoned thought and quotidian consciousness are shattered, only to be restored at a 

                                                        
308  See Keller’s brilliant commentary: Face of the Deep, pp. 141-154 (“Leviathanic Revelations: 
Melville’s hermenautical journey”).  
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higher level. The self is dispersed, but then rises to heights as great as the fall was deep, 

or rather greater. The loss is not separable from the gain, but the gain is incommensurably 

beyond the loss.  

In the Benjamin Major ordered disorientation is scripted as a response to “great 

wonder.”  First comes the loss of self; the contemplator is “cast down into the depths”; 

then the rise to the heights in direct proportion to the depth of the initial fall: “quanto 

profundius … in ima dejicitur, tanto sublimius, tanto celerius … in sublimia elevatur.”  

The lower he sinks in his initial stupor, the greater his mind is stretched and expanded 

ultimately—very similar to Coleridge’s experience of the cathedral—he is nothing, while 

at the same moment his mind expands into the infinite.  Self and ego are shed, then 

expanded.  The consciousness of the subject is shaken and absorbed into a higher 

consciousness.  

 

Wonder 

Greatness of wonder is a constant, at work in all the modes of contemplation (1. 5. 

Trans. Zinn, p. 158). Its area of reference is broad: aesthetic, philosophical and religious.  

The topic puts us on ground already broken by numerous studies of wonder, 

wonders, the fantastic and the marvelous.309 It is worthwhile setting the subject of the 

sublime in relation to that topic.  The essay on “Wonder” by Caroline Bynum invites a 

distinction between history and aesthetics as an approach to the subject.  Bynum grounds 

her thesis firmly in Richard of St. Victor:  “Amazement…had a strong cognitive 

component; you could wonder only where you knew that you failed to understand…  

[wonder] was a stimulus and incentive to investigation”;  “wonder … a first step toward 

knowledge”—p. 72, 74.  Richard of St. Victor: “The more greatly we marvel at the novelty 

of a thing, the more carefully we pay attention to it.  The more attentively we look, the 

more fully we come to know.  And so from wonder our attention grows, and from 

attention, insight.” 310 But the passage in the Benjamin Major continues. Beyond insight 

                                                        
309 See the rich bibliography in Bynum, “Wonder.” 
 
310 Latin text cited above. 
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there is growth, expansion and transformation into some higher form.  The amazement 

of novelty and the amazement of the sublime are similar reactions to very different 

phenomena.  The former stimulates curiosity and the urge to know; the latter transforms; 

the former ends in sober insight; the latter in expansion of the mind.  Wonder shrinks in 

the hands of intellectuals and scientists, who penetrate its secrets and make knowledge 

into a triumph over the irrational; it grows great in the hands of artists and mystics.  It is 

one kind of reaction when wonder leads the observer to investigate the cause of a marvel 

only to find a natural cause.  It is very different from awe and terror inspired by the 

sublime. The height of a great cathedral whose vast stone ceiling, tons of masonry floating 

far above the viewer, inspires awe and terror. The distant ceiling seems incomprehensibly 

held in place by slim, fluty pillars.311   The grandeur and immensity arouse the sense of a 

structure beyond human capacities to create, the illusion of the suspension of the laws of 

gravity and of the functioning of laws higher than those of nature—and the terror at the 

thought that the laws of gravity might kick in again at any moment and send the 

stonework crashing down on the worshipers—these impressions remain even after the 

working of flying buttresses is explained to the beholder.  The distance between heaven 

and its replica is lessened by the aesthetics of the cathedral, and so the visitor’s sense of 

being contained in a heaven-like space and of emotional symmetry with the divine, 

heightened.     

In the context of the literary sublime this higher form of astonishment is linked to 

the marvelous and miraculous as laughter to the comic, as tears to the tragic. They are on 

one level instinctual reactions. Burke thought that an experience of the sublime triggered 

the instinct of self-preservation, that the threat of something overwhelming was the 

fundamental character of the sublime. But that does not sift well with the essential tie 

linking sublime things to astonishment. The explanation must lie elsewhere. The 

astonishment at a ghost might morph into fear, but astonishment at beauty in a person, 

                                                        
 
311 I take this example from a lecture by the art historian Michael T. Davis on the church of 
Saint- Urbain, Troyes. 
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or a work of art or music that seem beyond human limits, works differently. 

(Astonishment at a ghost would also quickly pass beyond fear, if the ghost were not some 

tormenting ghoul, but your father, as in Hamlet, or your lost lover).  

Plato worked that reaction into the metaphysics of Socrates. He took a kind of 

human beauty beyond the natural, mysterious and god-like as representative of 

archetypical beauty replicated imperfectly in a living person. A beauty of face or body 

which seems numinous, belonging to a higher order of being, may be present in living 

persons as some trace and relic of the pure form of beauty, the form which its human 

embodiment witnessed when her soul was disembodied and living in the realm of the 

ideal forms. The person who sees this quality in a body and responds with astonishment 

is reminded by the apparition of a form of beauty he too had seen in the world of forms, 

but forgotten, his sensorium being dulled now by entrapment in the body. Here is 

Socrates’s description of the moment of recognition: 

When one who is fresh from the mystery…beholds a god-like face or bodily form 

that truly expresses beauty, first there come upon him a shuddering and a measure 

of that awe which the vision [of archetypical beauty] inspired, and then reverence 

as at the sight of a god…. Next with the passing of the shudder, a strange sweating 

and fever seizes him. 312 

What happens next is that the stunted, withered wings of the soul are warmed by the 

vision, brought back to life and nourished; they begin to grow strong in preparation for 

the return flight to the higher realm. 

 The platonic experience of the sublime belongs within a particular system of 

beliefs, related to Christian transcendence and the manifestation of the divine. It places 

the experience in the frame of what Rudolf Otto called “the holy.” But apart from any 

particular system of thought and metaphysics, what Plato describes brings the connection 

between miracle and awe-struck astonishment into sharper focus. What it shows us in 

the context of a study of the sublime is precisely the logic of the connection between the 

                                                        
312 The Collected Dialogues of Plato, ed. Edith Hamilton and Huntington Cairns, (Princeton, NJ, 
1987), p. 497, Phaedrus, trans. R. Hackforth, 251a-b,. 
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sublime and the way it registers in human perception—via astonishment. This was 

something like the logic Goethe was following when he said that “Astonishment is the 

highest thing a human can attain.” 313 It posits a higher form of insight, beyond 

understanding, insight and illumination, as a response to things and events that have no 

explanation in the natural frame of reference, that are inscrutable, or, as Zizek would say 

“impossible.” That form of insight also has its own instinctual set of emotions, named by 

the extensive vocabulary of  awe and astonishment. These emotional responses are 

activated in various contexts. The chicken experiences it when it senses the approach of 

a hawk; the explorer/traveler at a volcanic eruption; For Goethe the experience occurred 

most significantly in the recognition of what he called a “primal phenomenon” 

(Urphänomen), which can be some natural occurrence, like the blue of the sky or a massive 

granite mountain range. In the context of natural science astonishment is for Goethe the 

sudden realization via a primal phenomenon of the fundamental unity of all creation, a 

recognition of some form of creative reasoning and planning beyond the natural 

underlying the created world. It meant for Goethe a realization and proof of the divinity 

of humanity. Understandable, then, that the experience of astonishment in that sense can 

be “the highest a human can attain.”  

One need only historicize this emotional reaction to the impossible and 

inexpressible to claim that a culture can be judged by what it finds astonishing and the 

way it represents astonishing experiences. The twentieth and twenty-first centuries 

would not rank high on that scale of judgment. The unknown has become too familiar 

and the miraculous too reproducible by technology. 

 

Sublevatio and ascent 

As sublime experience, the essence of astonishment is the shattering of 

consciousness and its rise from a quotidian to a higher state. It has a cognitive element, 

but not in the sense of thought and study leading to gradual understanding. It is the 

                                                        
313 Goethe in conversation with Eckermann, February 18, 1829. 
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unanticipated, sudden shaking and shattering of a level of awareness. Reason is not 

gradually persuaded of a truth which raises the level of awareness; it is driven from its 

sanctuary by force. It requires force and violence to make it relinquish its control. 

Longinus says that “a well-timed flash of sublimity shatters everything like a bolt of 

lightning.” (PH 1. 4). Hence Richard: “[the mind ] is shattered by astonishment so 

powerful that it is shaken by the very roots from its normal state as if by a brilliant bolt 

of lightning” (“tam vehementi stupore concutitur, ut a suo statu funditus excutiatur in 

modum fulguris coruscantis.”) The leap from the foundation of the self happens in shock 

and turbulence, not patient thought. 

 The elevation of the mind happens when it passes beyond its knowledge, beyond 

its striving, and beyond nature:  

The chamber of the mind expands beyond nature when the human mind, divinely 

inspired, transgresses the limits, not just of individual issues, but rather of all of 

human nature generally (5. 4, trans. Zinn, p. 315.)   

 The expansion of the mind is identified with the ascent that is natural to sublevatio: 

In this kind of rising aloft [sublevatio], the human mind constantly expands to 

higher things [ad altiora crescit], and at length at some point it transcends the 

bounds of human capacity…   (5. 9) 

 The experience of ascent is much more closely associated with medieval than with 

classical sublime. The Christian topography of contemplative experience begins at the 

lower, earthly realm, and rises. That route has its antecedent in Platonic philosophy. Plato 

is the formulator of that experience and the mapper of that topography for ancient 

thought, though it does not enter into the poetry. 314 The image of the soul sprouting 

wings upon recognizing archetypal beauty in earthly forms is in Phaedrus. The idea of the 

human soul descending to its embodiment in the flesh, then rising again at its separation 

from the body, had a great future in Neo-platonism, Hermetic philosophy, and 

Christianity.   

                                                        
314 J. H. Kühn, Hypsos: Eine Untersuchung zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des 
Aufschwunggedankens von Platon bis Poseidonius, (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1941). 
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 Richard plays with the image of the wings of the soul from Biblical sources. 

Following his penchant for natural along with supernatural explanation of contemplative 

modes, he helpfully explains that humans have no wings, but they can fly when 

supported by the wings of a greater creature. And so a “journey through the air” is 

plausible within natural bounds. (5. 4, Zinn, p. 315) But there is a miraculous stage in 

contemplation when the soul gets wings of its own: “We truly begin to be winged 

creatures when, after having received in this the gift of grace divinely given, we transcend 

the bounds of the human condition by the flight of our contemplation.” Bernard of 

Clairvaux posited an instinctual sympathy with the experience of ascent, rooted in 

human nature, “We are noble creatures, great of soul, and so we seek 

height/highness/the sublime (altitudinem)” (discussed below).  315  

 

Dilatatio, expansion, growth   

Growth, elevation, assimilation to the sublime are big topics in the psychology of 

sublime experience. The ability of the psyche to expand in the face of things it recognizes 

as greater, to grow to the size of that great thing it contemplates, especially if it is 

immeasurably greater than itself, is a widely shared idea. Longinus identifies growth as 

one effect of the sublime and criticizes an earlier writer who had failed to recognize how 

through the sublime “we may be enabled to develop our natures to some degree of 

grandeur” (Peri hypsous 1. 1. 161).  

We become sublime by seeing sublime things; we expand to the size of the thing 

that manifests sublimity. Bernard of Clairvaux says that by loving greatly the soul can 

expand to the size of the universe. This sense of expansion is central to contemplative 

                                                        
315  In Ascensione Domini Sermo 4, "De diversis ascensionibus," Sancti Bernardi Opera, ed. 
Leclercq et al, vol. 5, p. 139-40: "Sic enim oportebat Christum descendere, ut nos ascendere 
doceremur. Cupidi siquidem sumus ascensionis: exaltationem concupiscimus omnes. Nobiles 
enim creaturae sumus, et magni cuiusdam animi, ideoque altitudinem naturali appetimus 
desiderio.” 
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experience, activated by many forms of inspiration and spiritual growth. 316 But the 

experience is not restricted to the influence of God. It is more general and can include the 

stimulus of art, literature, and a wide variety of inspiring forces.  

Expansion and growth attach generally to experience of the sublime and remain 

in that context into the eighteenth century.317 

The mind’s capacity to understand is enlarged by the vision and seemingly actual 

experience of things earlier inconceivable. Here the experience of the sublime parts 

company with the wonder at werewolves, vampires, monsters, fun houses, puppet shows 

in pastry, automata, and green earth-born children (to cite a few of the mirabilia that 

feature in Bynum’s essay on wonder).  If the object, person, act or experience represented 

                                                        
316  Hugh of St. Victor, De laude charitatis, PL 176, 976C: “Illabere igitur nobis, o dulcis et suavis 
charitas, dilata cor nostrum, expande desiderium, distende mentis nostrae sinum, amplifica 
cordis nostri habitaculum, ut capere possit hospitem et mansorem Deum. Infundat et diffundat 
te in cordibus nostris per Spiritum sanctum suum Redemptor noster unicus et Salvator Jesus 
Christus Filius Dei, ut ipse cum Patre ad nos venire dignetur, et mansionem in nobis facere.” 
 
317 Friedrich Theodore Vischer sees the sense of elevation through nature in this light: “We 
identify ourselves with the powers of nature ascribing their vast impact to ourselves…. Thus we 
ourselves expand into a boundless natural power.” Über das Erhabene und komische.  (Iain 
Boyd Whyte, Beyond the Finite: The Sublime in Art and Science, [New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011],  p. 9). And Kant, Crit of judgment, Whyte p 6: Sublime objects “raise the forces of 
the soul above the height of vulgar commonplace, and discover within us a power of resistance 
of quite another kind, which gives us the courage to measure ourselves against the seeming 
omnipontence of nature.” Kant, Critique of Judgment, Par. 25; 27, 28: The Subject’s very 
incapacity to comprehend the phenomena imaginatively “awakens the feeling of a 
supersensible faculty,” one that appears to give our mind “a superiority over nature itself even 
in its immeasurability.” (Kirwan, Sublimity, p. 55). Whyte, p. 5:  Kant says, when our inability to 
estimate the magnitude of things makes us aware of a supersensible faculty in us, we 
experience a state of delight at the triumph of our supersensible faculties. A. C. Bradley, 
Shakespearean Tragedy (1904), 47, 52: Sublimity very often arises from an overwhelming 
greatness of power…  It is its overwhelming greatness which for a moment checks, baffles, 
subdues, even repels us or makes us feel our littleness and which then, forcing its way into the 
imagination and emotions, distends or uplifts them to its own dimensions.   We burst our own 
limits, go out to the sublime thing, identify ourselves ideally with it, and share its immense 
greatness. (cited in Cheney, Early Modern Sublime, p. 159). Cheney, commenting on that 
passage, p. 159: “Effectively, we become the sublime text” 
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is not greater, grander, more admirable than anything hitherto experienced by the 

viewer, then expansion of the mind and will to grandeur cannot happen. The merely 

strange and grotesque do not produce that effect. For the marvelous it is enough if 

wonder leads to knowledge; for the sublime it must lead to admiration and from 

admiration to growth. Recall the passage by Bernard of Clairvaux in an earlier chapter to 

the effect that the measure of love in the soul is the measure of the soul itself: “Let the 

size of a soul be judged by the measure of love it possesses.” But once the soul knows and 

lives every form of love, “then in an instant the width, height and beauty of your soul 

will be the width, height and beauty of heaven itself, and that saying will finally be 

fulfilled, ‘he has stretched out the heavens like a curtain’.” 318 

The experience of growth and expansion, whether from religion, from nature or 

from art,  remains more or less consistent in the psychology of its subject.  Bernard of 

Clairvaux meditates on a vision in which the prophet Elisha wakens him (Bernard) from 

spiritual torpor by a laying-on of the body, and he feels himself grow inwardly: “Sweet 

is the contemplation of those things: My heart is enlarged, my whole inward being is 

enriched, my very bones vibrate with praise.”319  Gottfried von Strassburg’s meditation 

on the the hero and heroine of his romance, Tristan and Isolde, produces a like effect: “I 

                                                        
318  Bernard, Sermon 27. 10-12 on the Song of Songs, Opera (n. 8) vol. 1, 189-90: “Ergo 
quantitas cuiusque animae aestimetur de mensura caritatis quam habet, ut, verbi gratia, quae 
multum habet caritatis magna sit, quae parum parva, quae vero nihil nihil…. At si grandescat et 
proficiat, ita ut transiens limitem angusti huius obnoxiique amoris… seipsam tam amplam 
facit…. Verum si adjicias etiam usquequaque vim facere regno caritatis, ut usque ad ultimos 
terminos occupare illud pius invasor praevaleas…et cum his qui oderunt pacem esse pacificus 
studeas, tunc prorsus latitudo caeli latitudo tuae animae, et altitudo non dispar, sed nec 
dissimilis pulchritudo, impletur tunc demum in ea quod dicitur: ‘Extendens caelum sicut 
pellem’.” Translation adapted from Killian Walsh trans., The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux 
Volume Three: On the Song of Songs II, Kalamazoo, Mich. 1976, 84. 
 
319  SC 16.2, S. Bernardi Opera 1, p. 90: “Suaviter rumino ista: et replentur viscera mea, et 
interiora mea saginantur, et omnia ossa mea germinant laudem.”  I’ve adapted the translation 
of Kilian Walsh, The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux, Volume Two: On the Song of Songs I, 
Cistercian Fathers Series 4, (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1976), p. 115.  Kilian’s colorful 
“my very bones vibrate with praise” for germinant laudem is charming.  More prosaically: 
“bring forth praise.” 
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have thought much about the pair of them… When I spread Longing and Affection as a 

scroll before my inward eye and inquire into their natures, my yearning grows, and my 

comrade, Desire, grows too, as if he would mount to the clouds!  When I consider the 

unending marvels that a man would find in love…then, all at once, my heart grows larger 

than Setmunt.”320  However different the object, the dynamics of the response is the same, 

be it to Elisha or to Tristan and Isolde.  

In contrast to mere thought and meditation, contemplation focuses an infinite 

variety of things within the beam of its vision: “Through understanding [aligned with 

contemplation] the chamber of the mind is enlarged to immensity.” As the mind is fixed 

on corporeal things by understanding, “so also it is enlarged by the same power in order 

to grasp an infinity of things under one vision in corporeal things.” 321 

As often in this tract, when Richard describes experience of the sublime he reaches 

for a more elevated style, as in his extensive and elegant comparison of rising awareness 

to the light of early morning dawn, ornamented with rhetorical coloring: “Aurora 

siquidem paulatim elevatur, elevando dilatatur, dilatando clarificatur…” (5. 9, ed. Aris, 

p. 133).  

The eighteenth-century will see the imagination as the faculty peculiarly 

susceptible to expansion by the sublime. I have cited some instances from English poetry 

of the 18th and 19th centuries in the introduction.  

                                                        
320 Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan, ed. F. Ranke, trans. Rüdiger Krohn, (Stuttgart: Reclam), 
lines 12200-12216.  Quoted from Tristan Translated Entire for the First Time with the Surviving 
Fragments of the Tristran of Thomas, trans. A. T. Hatto, (London etc.: Penguin, 1967), p. 202.  
Setmunt, Seven-mountain?  Rome?  The word, hapax leg., is unexplained.  Clearly we are to 
imagine setmunt as very big. Walter Haug’s suggestion, “als setmunt =als seite munt” (“than 
any mouth has every pronounced”) is not likely. Modern readers too should beware the lectio 
facilior. 
 
321 1. 3., ed. Aris, p. 9; trans. Zinn, p. 156: “Vide ergo quam late contemplationis radius se 
expandat, qui omnia lustrat….  Contemplatio sub uno visionis radio ad innumera se diffundit. 
Per intelligentiam siquidem sinus mentis in immensum expanditur, et contemplantis animi acies 
acuitur, ut capax sit ad multa comprehendenda, et perspicax ad subtilia penetranda. Numquam 
enim contemplatio potest esse sine quadam vivacitate intelligentiae. Sicut enim ex intelligentia 
est quod oculus mentis in corporeis figitur, sic ex ejusdem vi esse constat quod sub uno intuitu 
in rebus corporeis ad tam infinita comprehendenda dilatatur.” 
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Emotional symmetry 

To see the sublime renders the mind sublime; the experience aligns the mind with 

some supernatural object of contemplation. The subject expands to the height or 

magnitude of that which inspires it. That is the experience of “emotional symmetry.” The 

human capacity for emotional symmetry is the psychic engineering that allows the 

beholder of the sublime to inhabit briefly a higher world, even to experience symmetry 

with the divine. By the vision of God, one is made god-like. I defined emotional symmetry 

earlier as a literary response with reference to Augustine: the emotions expressed by the 

speaker or writer infect the emotions of the viewer or listener.  They “snatch” and stir the 

feelings of the audience. The mind “imitates” the subject matter, lives in it, identifies itself 

in it. In the state of emotional symmetry the listener or reader lives briefly in the world 

represented, shares the emotions of its characters, who live a heroic, or supernatural, or 

saintly life. The elevation of the reader into the text, or work of art or architecture, is 

fundamental to the experience of the sublime, ancient or medieval (the modern 

experience is another matter). The experience is pre-scripted by Paul in 2 Corinth. 3. 18: 

“All of us with unveiled faces, seeing the glory of the Lord, as though reflected in a 

mirror, are transformed into the same image from one degree of glory to another.” 

Bernard of Clairvaux restates the thought in comments on the antiphon for 1 November, 

which combines Isaiah 6.1 with Psalm 71.19: “See the lord seated above the throne, 

exalted and raised on high, and all the land was filled with his majesty.”  Majesty 

descending from on high and infusing all the land translates,  for Bernard, into majesty 

filtering through the observer, who becomes like God: “You will be like Him, when you 

see Him as He is: be like Him now also…  For if you do not deny that similitude even in 

a state of humility, certainly similarity will be owed to you in a state of sublimity.”322 

The dynamic of emotional symmetry is at work in Richard of St. Victor. What 

                                                        
 
322  1, Sermo for first Sunday, 1, 1. November, Sancti Bernardi Opera, 5, p. 305 :  “Similis eris illi, 
cum videris eum sicuti est: esto et nunc similis ei…  Si enim ne in humilitate quidem 
similitudinem ejus abnuis, certa tibi sublimitatis quoque similitudo debetur.” 
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follows insight in Richard of St. Victor’s scheme is growth.  The mind becomes sublime 

through the perception of sublime things (“ad sublimia sublimior invenitur”).  Emotional 

symmetry is a step on the way to entering into the world which has left the reader or 

viewer awestruck, a state that facilitates crossing over (transcending, transgressing). In 

short, experience sublime things, and you become like them; see the glory of the lord and 

you become god-like. 

The thought of becoming like majesty upon seeing it, remains strong in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. I’ve given some examples in the introduction.  

 

Alienatio mentis 

 Imagine the self in its “normal” state, burdened with sin, crime, suffering, self-

doubt, a prey to enemies, trapped without rescue in the prison of selfhood. Now imagine 

this same self suddenly, traumatically liberated by some shattering experience, like an 

epiphany or the discovery of another world or a parallel universe. In the moment when 

the soul is no longer itself ( ipsa jam non ipsa est), “altogether driven out of its normal 

condition,” it experiences alienation, contempt for itself.  

Alongside the innate fragility of the human ego, another factor is its response to 

something immense, overwhelming, something as superior in its sensed essence as God 

is to his creatures. 323 Viewed from the post-trauma side of raptus, the individual asks how 

she could have imagined that maintaining that decaying encrustment of egotism could 

have seemed worth the effort.  

 

Transformation, transhumanizing 

                                                        
 
323 A standard juxtaposition of Jehovah and the human race in prophets and wisdom lit. 
Gregory the Great, describes this dissolution of the self in the context of the quest for God. 
Even partially achieved, the vision of God inspires contempt of self. Moralia Part 4, Bk. 18, ch. 
50, par. 82, PL 76, 87C: “Ubi ad incommutabilem contemplandum super se raptus est, impletus 
tanta contemplationis potentia, dum videret illum, nil se esse nisi pulverem vidit.  
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Transformation of the human subject is an approach to purifying the image of God 

within, and it flirts with the idea of deification or near deification. St. Paul had stated it 

in the passage from 2 Corinthians 3. 18  quoted above, “All of us with unveiled faces, 

seeing the glory of the Lord, as though reflected in a mirror, are transformed into the 

same image from one degree of glory to another.” The soul on its upward flight, says 

Richard of St. Victor, passes the bounds of nature and human capacities, leaves its 

humanity and all natural understanding behind. In its ascent it looks up to God, and God 

allows it to see His magnificence and taste a kind of knowledge incomparably above 

human knowledge (5. 4, trans. Zinn, p. 315).  

This is how Richard describes the moment when the mind, on the path of ascent, 

ultimately sheds the human condition: 

Human understanding perceives from the greatness of its expansion that it is no 

longer itself—it is still understanding, just not human understanding—when in a 

marvelous and incomprehensible mutation it is made more than human, while 

gazing on the glory of the Lord, it is transformed into that same image from 

splendor to splendor. 324 

To pass the bounds of human capacity and to be made more than human is to 

“transhumanize.” When Dante’s pilgrim rose from purgatory into heaven by the 

guidance of Beatrice, he experienced this rising above humanity, called by name, 

transumanar (Paradiso 1. 70). Dante most likely adapted the term from the passage of 

Richard of St. Victor just quoted. He placed Richard in Paradise (10. 131f.), praising his 

contemplations for “making him more than man.” 325 

 

                                                        
324 5. 9, 1, ed. Aris, p. 134; trans. Zinn, p. 323: “Humana intelligentia ex dilatationis suae 
magnitudine quandoque accipit, ut ipsa jam non sit ipsa, non quidem ut non sit intelligentia, 
sed ut jam non sit humana, dum modo mirabili mutationeque incomprehensibili efficitur plus 
quam humana, dum gloriam Domini speculando, in eamdem imaginem transformatur a 
claritate in claritatem…”  
 
325 See Valentino Atturo and Alice Bourke, “Contemplating Wonder: Ad-miratio in Richard of St. 
Victor and Dante,” Dante Studies, 129 (2011), 99-124. 
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Sculpting the Inner Cherubim 

Richard describes the highest and final stage of contemplation through the 

metaphor of a work of art. It involves the recreation in the mind of the contemplator of 

the two cherubim at the top of the ark of the covenant. The consummation of the process 

of re-creating the Cherubim in the mind of the contemplator is an act of a sculptor. An art 

historian looking for the medieval Latin technical language of the art of sculpture could 

do worse than consult these chapters in Richard of St. Victor. And what is gained 

conceptually for aesthetics of any period is knowledge that there is another mode of 

representation alongside the mimetic: the sublime. The one requires observation and 

empirical experience; the other requires vision and experience beyond nature. 

The originals of the Cherubim on the ark are a work of Bezaleel, the architect of 

the tabernacle (Exodus 31. 1-6, chs. 36 and 39). The cherubim are “beaten work,” i.e. 

sculpted, produced gradually by hammering, shaping and chipping. The arduous nature 

of this handcraft corresponds to the rigorous self-disciplining of the contemplative. 

Discipline sculpts the human soul into the form of the cherubim—and it is hard work: “It 

is not an easy thing for the human soul to assume angelic form and go beyond earthly 

shape to a truly more-than-human one.” 326 

The cherubim are the second highest of the nine orders of angels. The sculpting of 

the soul to “more than human” requires that the sculptor of the self imitate their 

“archangelic sublimity.” But not as the human artist works, through mimesis, through 

copying; inspiration by a model is a cinch compared to recreating something only seen in 

rapt contemplation. But a work of art is by nature always an imitation of something, and 

that something on which the work of art is modeled must exist in some form or other in 

reality. Not so the art of Cherubim-sculpting, i.e. remodeling the soul according to an 

angelic model,  

                                                        
326  4. 6, ed. Aris, p. 91; trans. Zinn, p. 266: “Non est leve vel facile humanum animum, angelicam 
formam induere, et in supermundanum quendam et vere plusquam humanum habitum transire, 
spiritales pennas accipere, et se ad summa levare.”  
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No human can produce an artwork of this kind without a vision of things divine. 

Mimesis is useless; Cherubim are above reality, and Richard laments the aesthetic 

problem of a non-mimetic, or rather hypermimetic act of representing what no man has 

seen: “How shall I represent that form, which I am incapable of seeing?” The construction 

of the ark itself is mere carpentry, copying models given in the natural world and 

following the Biblical dimensions. But the shaping of the Cherubim is an art above human 

capacity. Only vision and revelation can open the way to sculpting the inner Cherubim. 

Once the contemplative has learned what the condition of sublimity is, once he gazes in 

ectasy of mind on “the light-streaming glory of angelic sublimity,” he sees that form, and 

carries the image in his mind, recalls it, reflects on it, holds firm to it as the prototype for 

the sculpture he is to create—mimesis in its sublime, superhuman form, imitating a form 

only visible in an ecstatic vision. 

 True the passage is about self-discipline, but in appropriating the metaphor of 

sculpture to describe the transforming of the human soul according to a superhuman 

archetype, Richard has given a lucid picture of the creation of a sublime work of art, 

sublime in both senses, aesthetic and moral. The Cherubim are not human in form, not 

even angelic but rather—and here he is forced into a vague formulation, “super-excellent 

spirits,” a “figurative adumbration” of the divine light glimpsed in contemplation.327   

 What the contemplator has seen in that light-streaming vision, the “state of 

sublimity,” is the image of God. Once implanted in the mind, it can recall the mind from 

worldly concerns to the refashioning of this work of art to which the soul is shaped 

through contemplation. 

This transforming process is exemplified by the passage quoted earlier from Paul, 

2 Corinthians, 3.18 to the effect that seeing the glory of the Lord, we are “transformed 

                                                        

327  4. 7, ed. Aris, p. 93: trans Zinn, p. 268: “Iubemur itaque cherubin producere et non modo 
hominum non demum quorumlibet angelorum, sed superexcellentium spirituum imagines 
figurare, ut harum novissimarum speculationum dignitas melius elucescat ex ejusmodi 
figurativa adumbratione.” 
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into the same image from  one degree of glory to another.”  (Ben. Maj., 5. 9). But that 

transformation only happens once the veil is removed from our eyes.  

 

Forgot the Form of your Inner Cherubim? Call a Musician 

 There is no visible earthly model of the Cherubim; there is no pattern book for the 

images of “super-excellent” spiritual beings; no topos from antiquity helps construct it. 

Any model that nature or mankind offer would seem to reduce the higher to the lesser 

realm. Only an ecstatic vision transmits the blueprint and model. But ecstatic visions, 

because overwhelming, cannot be copied; because ineffable, cannot be communicated; 

and because blinding and disorienting, are easily forgotten. Grace withdraws. Devotion 

and prayer call to it, and they produce a restored inner affection, the feeling of the 

experience, the mood, a longing for the image—but not its form. The hope for restoring 

it lies in the human psyche and sensorium, which has its own mechanism of recall. The 

feeling of love attendant on exultation still vibrates in the soul.  The seat of that 

reverberation is  the “internal organ of spiritual harmony” (internum illud spiritualis 

harmoniae organum—5. 17, ed. Aris, p. 146). Intimations of joy and delight are there, half-

recollected, as the tempo and rhythm of a complex symphonic composition might stay 

on in the mind when the melodic parts fade. Longing and prayer may open up a pipeline, 

or a passageway (spiraculum), through which celestial sweetness pours into the small 

chamber of the heart, but they cannot recreate the sought-after experience. The path is 

there, the recollection of the feelings once aroused enticingly arranged along that path, 

but the full memory is in the distance, out of reach.  

To restore it, says Richard, call a musician; let music be the food of memory. He 

cites the biblical example of Elisha, speechless in front of three kings, calling for a 

minstrel. While the musician plays and sings, the spirit of prophecy, which had kept its 

distance, comes over Elisha, and he prophesies (2 Kings 3. 15). This brief episode, one 

verse in the Bible, sets Richard onto a remarkable discourse on music and memory: “The 

heard melody—what was it for the holy prophet other than a kind of ladder lifting him 

up to the joys he had experienced. Although it is usually the cause of ruin for carnal 

persons, in this case the melody emerges as the cause of ascension.” (“Audita itaque 
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melodia prophetae sancto quid aliud quam quaedam scala fuit, quae eum ad assueta 

gaudia levavit et, quae carnalibus causa ruinae esse soleat, huic occasio ascensionis 

exsistit”).  Sweet sensual music, not necessarily sacred music, leads the listener to raptus 

and the return to the place where the memories of the vision are stored:  

Think, if you can, how profoundly, how intimately that which transported him 

[Elisha] above himself and restored the prophetic spirit and sense in the prophet’s 

soul, touched him on the occasion of someone singing on account of the memory 

of that supercelestial sweetness. 328 

The Bible passage is made to explain a complex psychological structure within which the 

process of recall unfolds. Richard devotes the next to last chapter of his tract to this topic, 

music and memory. It is, he says, an everyday experience that sweet music gives joy and 

recalls past pleasures—at least if the listener is prepared inwardly to receive it; the 

intensity of recall depends on the intensity of love in the heart of the listener: “The more 

strongly love affects the soul, the more deeply the heard melody stirs the emotions.” The 

stronger the longing, the more powerfully that which is longed for is recalled. What can 

the story of the prophet mean, he asks, other than that heard, sensual music brought back 

to his memory that “interior and spiritual harmony” experienced in the status sublimitatis. 

We know that thinking of pleasures of the flesh—this is Richard’s comparison—

transports the mind to carnal desire. Why should it be different with spiritual delight? In 

fact, why should the effect not be more powerful? The melody in the case of the 

contemplative is “the cause of ascent.” Music has the power to recover supercelestial 

sweetness in the mind of the one who has experienced but forgotten it:  

But you, oh soul, whoever you are, you who are accustomed to flow with spiritual 

delights in this way, to come up often from the desert, leaning upon your Beloved, 

to be raised up to some contemplative ecstasies by a kind of sudden and 

unexpected—nay, even inconceivable—dance of rejoicing, and to be lifted up on 

                                                        
328  (5. 17, ed. Aris, p. 146; trans. Zinn, p. 340: “Cogitet, qui potest, quam profunde, quam intime 
eum saepius ex parte illius supercaelestis dulcedinis memoria ad vocem psallentis tetigit, quae 
ipsum supra semetipsum rapuit et propheticum spiritum vel sensum in prophetae animo 
reparavit.”  
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high by certain prophetic insights and relevations as it were: You o soul, ought to 

learn from the example of the Prophet what you should do in order that in a time 

of great need you may have at hand, as it were a way in which you are capable of 

restoring your soul to delights once experienced. Perhaps it would not be useless 

for you to summon a minstrel and listen to one who sings on the occasion of a 

similar need…. At this point we signal the minstrel to sing, when the heart is 

dancing so grandly that we shout in divine praises and surging up in thanksgiving 

we reecho with a great shouting of the heart from the innermost depths, it is just 

at this moment when we have the minstrel sing….  The spiritual soul is touched at 

the very core of its being by the voice of such a singer, and it is spiritually affected 

when the spirit rushes into it. When the sense of understanding is opened to divine 

inspiration, in some way the grace of prophecy is renewed in it. And so because of 

such psalmody and spiritual harmony, the contemplative soul, accustomed to 

spiritual contemplations, begins, because of its excess of joy, to dance and to make 

gestures in its own way, to perform some entirely individual spiritual leaps, to 

suspend itself above the earth and all earthly things… 329 

                                                        
 

329 5. 17-18, ed. Aris, pp. 146-148; trans. Zinn, p. 342: “Sed et tu quaecumque es, anima, quae 
soles huiusmodi spiritualibus deliciis affluere et dilecto tuo innixa saepe de deserto ascendere 
at ad theoricos quosdam excessus subitaneo quodam et inopinato, immo inopinabili gaudiorum 
tripudio seblevari et quasi quibusdam propheticis intellectibus vel revelationibus divinitus 
sublimari, prophetico disce exemplo, quid tu facere debeas, ut sub necessitatis articulo quasi ad 
manum habeas, quomodo animum tuum ad assuetas delicias reparare valeas. Forte non erit 
inutile et te sub simili necessitate psaltem adduceres et psallentem audire….  Hunc tunc procul 
dubio psaltem psallere facimus, quando ex magno cordis tripudio in divina praeconia iubilamus 
et in gratiarum actionem assurgentes ex intimis visceribus in divinas laudes cum magno cordis 
clamore reboamus…  Ad eiusmodi psaltis vocem spiritualis animus medullitus tangitur et 
irruente in eo spiritu spiritualiter afficitur et, dum ad divinam inspirationem intellectualis sensus 
aperitur, prophetalis quodammodo in eo gratia reparatur. Ad eiusmodi itaque psalmodiam 
spiritualemque harmoniam anima contemplativa spiritualibus theoriis assueta incipit tripudiare 
et prae gaudii nimietate suo quodam modo gestire et spirituales quosdam et sui generis saltus 
dare et se a terra terrenisque omnibus suspendere et ad caelestium contemplationem tota 
mentis terrenisque omnibus suspendere et ad caelestium contemplationem tota mentis 
alienatione transire. Hoc igitur est, ut diximus, quod ad mentis innovationem valet; hoc est, 
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What Richard proposes here rests on a complex and sophisticated aesthetic response. He 

knows how music comprehends experience (be it carnal or spiritual). It is related to that 

sensibility by which Duke Orsino in Twelfth Night “feeds” his hopeless love by repeatedly 

playing a particular melody which keeps his love alive in his memory. This act of recall 

also anticipates the Proustian experience in which some sensual impression, music, smell, 

vision, reawakens experiences still alive but effaced and beyond immediate reach in the 

memoire involontaire. For Charles Swann, the whole course of his desperate love affair with 

Odette lives in the “little phrase” of Vinteuil’s sonata.  

The short version: when you want to recall the bliss of sublime experience, play 

sublime music. Yes, there is a Biblical analogue, but the story of Elisha and the minstrel 

is low volume (“he heard and he prophesied”). What roars and shouts out its message is 

Richard of St. Victor’s refined sense of the working of music on the emotions and the soul. 

We also see how bound into the culture of music at St. Victor its distinguished prior is. 

Richard might well have adapted a passage from his older contemporary and prolific 

composer of sequences, Andrew of St. Victor. His sequence “Ex radice caritatis” shares 

the language of musical inspiration with Richard:  

Unless the sweetness of the spirit  

touches the heart at its very core,  

neither the sound of the voice  

nor the exaltation of the flesh  

savours anything profoundly. 330 

 

Richard: spiritualis animus medullitus tangitur; Andrew: dulcor spiritus cor tangat medullitus. 

Richard posits “an internal organ of spiritual harmony”; Andrew similarly, “The organ 

                                                        
quod ad amissae gratiae reparationem maxime valere solet.”  
 
330 Ex radice, ed. Grosfillier, p. 358: “Nisi dulcor spiritus / cor tangat medullitus,/ nichil vocis 
strepitus, / nichil sapit penitus / carnis exultatio.”  Benjamin Major, bk. 5, ch. 18: “Ad eiusmodi 
psaltis vocem spiritualis animus medullitus tangitur et irruente in eo spiritu spiritualiter 
afficitur…et prophetalis quodammodo in eo gratia reparatur.” 
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of our heart.” (4, 19). While there are reminiscences of Augustine On Music and On Order, 

the shared vocabulary shows a community of thinking on the aesthetics of music at St. 

Victor. 331 

Music restores, recalls to mind experiences of many kinds: of love, happiness, 

longing. Music is not just the food of love, but also its medium. The soul has its own form 

of music and its own form of dance (the formulation stresses, “each in its own way”: suo 

quodam modo gestire et sui generis saltus dare.) Richard of St. Victor builds the process of 

recall of sublime spiritual experience through music into his system of contemplation and 

gives it a prominent place, at the very end of the tract.  

Richard has a penchant—and it is a thoroughly Victorine penchant—to link the 

supernatural to the natural. His guideline for restoring through performed music the 

state of joy once lost, is a particularly charming instance. I doubt that anyone would have 

been able to produce that version of the return to sublimity unless he was touched by the 

beauty of music actually physically performed, heard and received in the “inner organ of 

spiritual harmony.” 332  

 

Richard on the Variety of Style in his own Work 

                                                        
331 See Margot Fassler, “The Victorines and the Medieval Liturgy,” in A Companion to the Abbey 
of Saint Victor in Paris, ed. Hugh Feiss and Juliet Mousseau, (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 389-421. 
Fassler gives a close reading of the sequence “Ex radice caritatis” and cites the Augustinian 
influences, pp. 400-406. 
 
332 Richard was not alone in the sensibility that knows the spiritual value of sensual music.  
Rupert PL 168, 1426D, commenting on 2 Kings 3. 15: “Valet auditus musicae dulcedinis 
psallendo atque orando ad invitandam sive excitandam in pectore nostro spiritus sancti 
gratiam…. Non dubito plerosque esse, qui hujus rei experimentum quantulumcumque assecuti 
sunt et secundum illud exemplum [Elisha prophesying while the minstrel sings] nonnumquam 
persenserint in auditu sive decantatione laudis…quod ipsorum viscera concuteret impetus 
spiritus sancti, inundans affectus divinae inspirationis, vis magna sanctae compunctionis.  Fit 
denique nescio qua naturae vi ut multo amplius afficiar audiendo sublimiter canentem ecclesiae 
chorum cum multitudine sonorum…” 
Hammerstein, p. 41: music is proto language, beyond words. “Immensa latitudo gaudiorum 
metas non habet syllabarum” (Greg. Great PL 76, 468.) 
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He also follows another penchant in this passage. In the lines just quoted, the style 

changes—perhaps because he is inspired, perhaps because it is the last chapter and he 

wants to end with a rise in intensity (actually, next to last. But the last chapter is a 

summary.) As often happens in Benjamin Major and his other works, when Richard is 

inspired by his subject he shifts into the grand style. It is evident in his apostrophe of the 

soul (twice repeated: “you oh soul…you oh soul); in the metaphors of flowing sweetness, 

language of the Song of Songs, departure from the desert, the dance of ecstasy, linked 

with a series of commata in the form, “quae soles… affluere et… ascendere… et… 

sublevari…et sublimari…” The rhyming is certainly intentional. Then the acoustic 

turbulence: “when the heart is dancing so grandly… we shout in divine praises… surging 

up in thanksgiving we re-echo with a great shouting of the heart from the innermost 

depths…” While we can feel this quickening of the pulse beat in other chapters of 

Benjamin Major, it is a particularly elegant gesture to end the work with a rhetorical 

flourish. We have already seen the rhetorical flourish to end John of Fécamp’s prayer, 

“Christe domine, virtus et sapientia patris” and pointed to the rhetorical crescendo 

towards the end of Augustine’s City of God.  

 Richard himself called attention to his tendency to shift among different styles. 

Early on in Benjamin Major he devoted an entire chapter (1. 5) to describing the uneven 

path of his discourse. He charts the shifting path in analogy to the flight of birds, now 

soaring, now diving, now holding close to the ground. 333  One need only take the pulse 

beat of the prose. His intention, he says, is to hold to the tenor of Catholic doctrine in 

simple style (plano simplicitatis tenore), to avoid the appearance of human philosophy. 

Nonetheless, an essay on contemplation requires modulation. It takes stylistic leaps and 

falls, soaring and sinking, sauntering and sprinting, stasis and ecstasis. At times it moves 

with “marvelous quickness,” and calls on “vitality of understanding”; it may bend into a 

circle, or gather itself in one place motionless. It goes out, then comes back, again “with 

marvelous quickness.” He finds a pattern for this always shifting discourse in the birds 

                                                        
333 He prepared the reader for such shifts early in the tract (1. 5 pp. 10-12; trans. Zinn, pp. 159-
160).  
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of the sky. Now they soar upwards to the heights, then plunge into the lower regions, 

repeating the course time after time. They rush forward, or they rest and let themselves 

be carried on the wind. Thus the “flight of our contemplation is varied in many ways and 

is formed in a varying mode according to the variety of persons and activities.” The style 

changes according to the topic. The reader is prepared to deal with a writer who passes 

through a series of subjects varying his style as he moves from one topic to the next. 

Again, we are looking at an aesthetic sensibility that not only leaves behind but in fact 

disdains a stolid insistence on plainness of style. In such frequent and unpredictable 

modulations, there is quickness, vitality, almost a sense of passing through musical 

modulations. Another poet and cantor, contemporary with Richard and like him, an 

Englishman, Lawrence of Durham, describes his own genius and vocal style with a 

similar metaphor. Here a brief excerpt as a musical counterpart to Richard’s prose style. 

Lawrence praises his (own) virtuosity; his voice performs wonders (sings three notes at 

once, sounds like a trumpet):  

It gaily sang with many varied sounds…   

Now, like a falcon, hurled from the hunter’s hand, 

It cleaves the empty air with cutting wings, 

And as it cuts, it takes the wind, and then 

With tiny beats it keenly soars aloft. 334 

Richard calls on that comon metaphor for sublimity and grandeur of style, 

lightning. He refers to a mode of contemplation that alternates speed with stasis “in the 

manner of a bolt of lightning flashing forth” (in similitudinem fulguris coruscantis). And 

there is another mode, in which the soul is carried away into different things, “running 

to and fro, now into this part, now into that… ‘like sparks in a thicket of reeds’.” 335 For 

each variation of style, Richard provides a biblical quote, not particularly apt, but lending 

authority to the style it is meant to describe.  

                                                        
334 A. G. Rigg, “Lawrence of Durham: Dialogues and Easter Poem: A Verse Translation,” The 
Journal of Medieval Latin, 7 (1997), 42-126, here p. 86, Dialogue 3, lines 471-74. 
335 Quoting Wisdom 3. 7.   
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 Here again we have a witness to a highly developed sense of style and its 

variations. In his words we can feel sensually the plunging and soaring, the resting on 

the wind, that variations of style have in common with bird-flight. The object described 

dictates the style appropriate to it, and the poet accommodates it. It is only appropriate 

that a writer who has such a keen sense of the sublime in its various moods and 

manifestations, should himself compose in a way that credits and expresses those 

modulations. 

Why would Richard of St. Victor shift into high style at significant moments of his 

Benjamin Major. Was this sublimitas gratia sublimitatis, sublimity for sublimity’s sake? Of 

course not. He was very aware of writing in and for a community. He was very aware of 

the literary consciousness in the shared culture at St. Victor, aware of the work of art that 

his admired predecessor, Hugh of St. Victor, had constructed out of the Ark of Noah,336 

very aware of the musical sublimity created by his older contemporary, Adam of St. 

Victor, very aware of the work of art into which the training of novices shaped each and 

every member of the community337, very aware of the effect exercised on students by 

inspiring teachers, very aware of the construction, happening all around him, of a grand 

new church building in Gothic style rivalling St. Denis in splendor and exceeding it in 

height. 338 Godfrey of St. Victor was probably one of Richard’s students.  Godfrey wrote 

of his entry into the community of St. Victor, probably mid-1150s, in his biographical 

poem Fons philosophiae: he lay prone at the feet of his master whose voice and teaching 

“snatched him away from himself, then restored him to himself.” Enraptured first, then 

                                                        
336 Conrad Rudolph, The Mystic Ark: High of Saint Victor Art and Thought in the Twelfth Century, 
(Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 2014).  
 
337 Jaeger, “Humanism and Ethics at the School of St. Victor”  and Envy of Angels, pp. 244-268.  
 
338 William W. Clark, “The Twelfth-Century Church of St. Victor in Paris: A New Proposal,” in 
From Knowledge to Beatitude: St. Victor Twelfth-Century scholars, and Beyond: Essays in Honor 
of Grover Z. Zinn, Jr., ed. E. Ann Matter and Lesley Smith, (Notre Dame Indiana: 2013), 68-85.  
According to Clark, the church of 1130-1150 was “of grander proportions than its Parisian rivals, 
St. Denis and St. Germain des Prés, second only to the cathedral of Notre Dame.”  Clark argues 
plausibly that the great size of the building implies the grandeur of the finished structure, now 
lost to recovery (p. 79). 
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alienated, he began the repair of his earlier state and his fashioning into a new man. 339  

He makes learning from an inspiring teacher into a sublime experience. We recognize the 

language of rapture from Benjamin major: raptus, alienatio. That his “drunkenness” or 

intoxication from the rivers of philosophy repaired the old man and reshaped it into the 

new, is a profoundly Victorine intellectual-spiritual experience.340 In short, the bird-flight 

of Richard’s style, now high, now low, happened within a community sharply tuned to 

such modulations, keenly aware of the ability of prose, poetry and music to inspire raptus. 

 

Anthropology of the Sublime 

For antiquity, Christianity, the Middle Ages, and the eighteenth century, what 

enables, if not an ontological grounding, at least a stable conviction of the 

transformability of the individual in the spell of the sublime, is its accompanying 

anthropology.   

Self-transcendence through the sublime presupposes sublime qualities given by 

nature present in the subject, latent, waiting to be awakened. A humanistic philosophy 

of human dignity native to the Abbey of St. Victor is at work in Richard of St. Victor’s 

aesthetics. 341 

 What Longinus calls “The echo of a great mind” comes from the creator of sublime 

things, echoes in the things, and echoes again in the one who perceives this quality in the 

                                                        
 
339 Godfrey of Saint-Victor, Fons Philosophiae, ed. Pierre Michaud-Quantin, (Namur, 1956),  p. 
61, ll. 761-68: “Ipsa rerum facie cogor assidere / et magistri pedibus pronus adherere,/ Ore 
cuius talia mihi sonuere,/ Que me mihi raperent, imo reddidere.  Raptus enim primitus et 
alienatus, / Et quod circuiveram rivis debriatus, / Reddor mihi, temeto novo  recreatus, / Et 
antiquus incipit reparari status.”  Godfrey entered the community around 1155, too late for 
Hugh, but perfect timing to “lie prone at the feet” of Magister Richard. 
 
340  Probably Godfrey took his inspiration for the passage from a sequence of Adam of St. Victor, 
“Iocundare plebs fidelis”, ed. Grosfillier, nr. 40, p. 421; PL 196, 1515B). It celebrates the 
evangelists and Christ and ends with worshippers “Intoxicated by their fountain” (Horum rivo 
debriatus).  
 
341 See Jaeger, “Victorine Humanism,” in A Companion to the Abbey of St. Victor in Paris. 
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things.  In order to perceive divinity, you have to be god-like.  It is the logic of Goethe’s 

epigram, 

If the eye weren’t sun-like, 

How could we see light? 

If no divine power were in us, 

How could divinity delight us? 

Longinus asks what vision could have guided poets and orators (he calls them demigods) 

who rise to the heights of the grand style, and he answers rhapsodically: they understood 

nature’s design in creating human life:  

Nature has judged man a creature of no mean or ignoble quality, but, as if she were 

inviting us to some great gathering, she has called us into life, into the whole 

universe, there to be spectators of her games and eager competitors; and she 

therefore from the first breathed into our hearts an unconquerable passion for 

whatever is great and more divine than ourselves.  Thus the whole universe is not 

enough to satisfy the speculative intelligence of human thought; our ideas often 

pass beyond the limits that confine us.  Look at life from all sides and see how in 

all things the extraordinary, the great, the beautiful stand supreme, and you will 

soon realize what we were born for.  So it is by some natural instinct that we 

admire, not the small streams…but the Nile the Danube, the Rhine and above all 

the Ocean.” (ch. 35)   

That is, humans perceive the sublime because their inborn sublimity equips them with 

an instinctual capacity to do so.  Longinus gives several indications that his entire treatise 

is a kind of educational tract on the disciplining of the mind to greatness.342  The sublime 

educates the mind to sublimity and nobility of thought by the enthusiasm and inspiration 

                                                        
342 Even though the Sublime is a gift, not an acquired quality, he writes, we must do our utmost 
“to train our minds into sympathy with all that is noble and, as it were, impregnate them again 
and again with lofty thoughts” (9.2, p. 185).  Imitation of great poets of the past “leads to 
sublimity”; inspired by natural genius, we experience “the enthusiasm of these others’ 
grandeur”; “Emulation will bring those great characters before our eyes, and their shining 
presence will lead our thoughts to the ideal standards of perfection.”   (13.2 – 14.1, pp. 211-
215).   
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it generates.   

Bernard of Clairvaux expresses a view of humankind close to this hymn of 

Longinus.  In a sermon on the ascension of Christ, he explains that Christ’s mission in 

descending to earth was to awaken humans to their natural sympathy with the 

experience of ascent, to teach them to rise to heights.  That natural sympathy is rooted in 

human nature: “We desire ascent; we all are eager for exaltation, for we are noble 

creatures, great of soul, and so we seek height/high-ness/the Sublime (altitudinem) with 

a desire implanted by nature,”343 a remarkable claim from a spokesman of ascetic 

monasticism whose various tracts and sermons take the baseness of the human condition 

as a given.344   

That this belief in the quasi-divinity of man is not an isolated bit of atavistic 

humanism is clear from Martino Rossi Monti’s essay tracing the idea of the human 

creature as a “magnificent work of art” (opus magnificum) from antiquity to the Middle 

Ages and beyond. It would be a misreading to say that Bernard is addressing one side of 

the double nature of man.  The “Glaucan” image posits a human condition in which 

nobility, greatness of soul, and striving for the Sublime are the native condition of 

humans; the base, sinful side is suppuration and scabbing, a crust formed over the native 

                                                        
 
343  In Ascensione Domini Sermo 4, "De diversis ascensionibus," Sancti Bernardi Opera, ed. 
Leclercq et al, vol. 5, p. 139-40: "Sic enim oportebat Christum descendere, ut nos ascendere 
doceremur. Cupidi siquidem sumus ascensionis: exaltationem concupiscimus omnes. Nobiles 
enim creaturae sumus, et magni cuiusdam animi, ideoque altitudinem naturali appetimus 
desiderio.” 
 
344 See his sermon 5 On the Dedication of the Church: De gemina consideratione sui, Opera, vol. 
5, p. 388-396, concerning the double nature of man. The association with the sublime of the 
idea of human greatness and dignity is worth pursuing. I’ve only found a few fragments 
stretching over long periods of time. The idea was alive in the Renaissance in the context of 
sacred rhetoric. See Porter, Sublime in Antiquity, pp. 38-39 and note 99 quoting a rhetorical 
tract from 1539: “Sublimes igitur quadam necessitate sumus” “We are all sublime by a certain 
necessity.” Porter comments, “[the idea is] that sublimity is a latent and natural propensity in 
the human character or soul, which can be brought out and magnified through rhetorical 
artifices.” 
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state, as the body of Glaucus is encrusted with shells, barnacles, seaweed etc.  Humans 

are glorious by the image of God within; they are base through original sin, which effaces 

that image. The “misery of the human condition” is divinity obscured; ascent is divinity 

restored.  The Glaucan condition of man means that redemption is always available, 

however heavily encrusted the divinity within.  The sublime is height (altitudo) and 

heights are what we naturally strive for.  It follows that the sublime is a way open to 

restore man’s quasi-divinity, dumbed-down to its quotidian state by habit and the 

ordinariness of life.  The “Glaucan condition of man,” to use Rossi Monti’s phrase, 

encrusted with sin but inwardly pure, posits man’s inner divinity in a condition of 

confinement waiting for an available redemption. 345 Divinity is in us, we have only to 

escape entrapment in the material to regain it. The perception of the sublime, the gradual 

approach to it, the ultimate ability to live briefly at least in the “sublime condition,” is one 

way of developing one’s own potential greatness. 

The idea played a significant role in the intellectual-spiritual life of St. Victor. 

“Restoring the image and likeness of God within” is a major spiritual goal, set forth in 

the context of reading at the beginning of Hugh’s Didascalicon. For Richard, the exercise 

of free will constitutes man’s highest dignity and the means by which he restores the 

image and likeness: 

Among all good things of creation, nothing in man is more sublime nothing 

confers greater dignity than free will…. What is there, I ask you, more sublime in 

man, what can be found that has greater dignity, than that he is created in the 

image of God. For free will has the image not just of eternity, but also of divine 

majesty.346 

                                                        
345 Rossi Monti, “’Opus es magnificum’: The Image of God and the Aesthetics of Grace,” in 
Magnificence and the sublime, pp17-18.  
 
346 De statu interioris hominis, 1. 3, PL 196, 1118C-D: “Inter omnia creationis bona, nihil in 
homine sublimius, nihil dignius libero arbitrio…. Quid, quaeso, in homine sublimius, quid dignius 
inveniri potest, quam illud in quo ad imaginem Dei creatus est? Habet sane libertas arbitrii 
imaginem non solum aeternitatis, sed et divinae majestatis.” 
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This thought swerves in the direction of a divinity of man, elsewhere put more directly: 

man is capable of bcoming God, or at least god-like, says Godfrey. Christ himself 

established this by choosing the human body and mortal life as his earthly habitat.347 

The inference of divinity from things sublime and noble was common in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.348  Wordsworth wrote some remarkable lines on the 

topic at the end of The Prelude which can stand for many other instances.  They respond 

to his ascent of Mt. Snowden at night.  The panoply of sublime effects from nature is laid 

out before him—bright moon, wild mountains, terrifying waterfalls, “circumstances 

awful and sublime,” and he sees in this setting “the type of" 

             a majestic intellect …  

          There I beheld the emblem of a mind                          

          That feeds upon infinity, …   

 a mind sustained 

          By recognitions of transcendent power,… 

          In soul of more than mortal privilege. 

      … 

          Such minds are truly from the Deity, 

They possess the “highest consciousness,” the knowledge of their divine origin.  Every 

thought, every image and all affections are “by communion raised from earth to heaven, 

from human to divine.”349  

 

Conclusion 

                                                        
347 See “Victorine Humanism,” pp. 101-112.  
 
348 Young, Night Thoughts IX, ; The soul of man is created to "walk the skies": "Nor, as a 
Stranger, does she wander There; / But, wonderful Herself, thro' Wonder strays; / 
Contemplating their Grandeur, finds her own" (1018-27).      
 
349 William Wordsworth, The Prelude 1850, (Oxford & New York: Woodstock, 1993), p. 356, Bk. 
14, lines 70-75. 
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Richard of St. Victor plots the rise to sublimity largely in the immanent realm. The 

disposition of his treatise is clear: four books on the lower levels of contemplation; Book 

5 on the divine revelation and the soul’s happiness in the realm of sublimity. The 

mediators of progress in contemplation are marvels, wonders and “spectacles” of the 

phenomenal world and the world of art and artefacts that lead the mind to the infinite 

and to other things beyond human comprehension (invisibilia).  

There is a state in which the soul resides in pure sublimity, the status sublimitatis. 

It is attained in the state of joy which is the emotional endpoint of contemplation: 

When a forceful and immeasurable joyfulness grows above a human mode, it 

raises one above humanity, and after raising him up above human things, it 

suspends him in sublime things. (5. 14, trans. Zinn, p. 334) 

The soul then performs its dance, where it is at the same time the dancer and the audience; 

performer and spectator, and in its capacity as audience, applauds the dancing soul.  
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Chapter 6 
Anselm of Canterbury: Dark Sublimity 

 
 
 
Who can tell in how many ways the mind is affected in prayer: now the shame of groans 
and sighs for sins, now fear of punishment, now [passionate] devotion [from emotion], 
now love from desire!...  Then also it happens that the sins we’ve committed and the 
punishments we fear and the kingdom we hope for we call up before our eyes and call to 
mind the immense benefits God sends us, and yet we feel no sense of sorrow, no feeling 
of fear assails us, nor are we elevated to any desire of celestial happiness.  Often when we 
have nothing at all of these things in mind, suddenly we are snatched up into all of them, 
and, passing in a way that is inexpressible from one emotion to the next, we are inundated 
by a sudden rainfall of tears. 

—Aelred of Rievaulx.350 
 

 

The congruity of a grand theme with grand style has dominated in most of the 

earlier chapters and will continue to do so in what follows. It was an aesthetic that Anselm 

of Bec/Canterbury (d. 1109) himself espoused for theological writings. In the beginning 

of Cur Deus homo? he says that he hesitated to write the work, for one, because the subject, 

why God became man, is about “someone beautiful, ‘with beauty excelling the beauty of 

the sons of men.’” And the logic of his theme is beautiful surpassing the reasoning of 

men. On that consideration he hesitated to proceed with the work: “Just as I am always 

annoyed by bungling painters when I see the Lord himself depicted as of ugly 

appearance, the same fault will be found with me if I presume to plough through such 

beautiful subject matter in an ill-groomed and contemptible style of writing.” 351  So, a 

                                                        
350 Aelred of Rievaulx, Homilies on the Prophetic Burdens of Isaiah, trans. Lewis White, 
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2018), Homily 5, 13-14, pp. 56-57. 
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great or beautiful subject (decora materia) calls for a style which is not incomptus. Comptus 

refers basically to grooming, to hair-do. But it also is common as a style word, meaning 

well-groomed, cultivated, but also ornate, overrefined. An epitaph that praises Anselm 

for writing “in a refined style” (dictamine compto—PL 158, 141B) would seem to indicate 

a real quality in Anselm’s writing, perceived by a contemporary. Cur deus homo? is written 

in a style free of virtually any other than chance rhetorical coloring, like repetitions and 

occasional rhymes, unavoidable in Latin. We can infer that he matched the style of his 

work to the beauty of its theme. He does stipulate that the beauty of his answers to the 

question posed pertains to its reasoning more than its literary style, 352 but it is reasonable 

to connect his thoughts on stilus comptus with the style of the work they introduce. Plain 

style for Anselm is beautiful style. We can also take it that he recognized an ideal of 

composition that matches the level of style to the level of the subject matter, a style in 

which “a great issue is treated in a grand manner” (magna est res et granditer agitur, 

Augustine), even if, in Cur Deus homo? a “beautiful” theme meets a plain, not a grand, 

style. 353 

The style of Anselm’s philosophical writings is generally plain, both in the sense 

of the three levels of style of rhetorical theory, and in terms which Anselm himself 

explained in the beginning of the Monologion: his students asked him for a work written 

in “plano stylo et vulgaribus argumentis” (Preface, ed. Schmitt, vol. 1). Anselm wrote his  

philosophical works in the “plain style” with the exception of the Proslogion. This is an 

extended soliloquy written in the lyrical and rhetorical style of the prayers and 

                                                        
351 Cur Deus homo, Bk. 1, ch. 1, ed. Schmitt vol. 2, p. 49: “Timeo, ne, quemadmodum ego soleo 
indignari pravis pictoribus, cum ipsum Deum informi figura pingi video, ita mihi contingat, si 
tam decoram materiam incompto et contemptibili dictamine exarare praesumo.” See Binski, 
“Gothic High Churches,” p. 130.  
 
352 He promises a work “omnibus intelligibilis  et propter utilitatem et rationis pulchritudinem 
amabilis” (2. 48. 8-9).  
 
353 On the rhetorical ideal of aptum, Heinrich Lausberg, Handbook of Literary Rhetoric: A 
Foundation for Literary Study, ed. David Orton, Trans. Matthew Bliss et al., (Leiden, 1998), 
parag. 1055-1062. 
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meditations; it continues in that tone throughout. Likewise, his letters show only random 

use of rhetorical color. 354  

A pity that Anselm did not also preface his prayers and meditations with some 

reflections on their style. Other than a guide to reading (slowly and a little bit at a time) 

he had nothing to say about the very startling style of this major, widely influential body 

of writings. They are governed by an aesthetic quite different from the main theological 

works. They are composed with an intensity and force that sets them apart from any 

works treated until now. In contrast to that anagogic, upward soaring, light-seeking 

sublime of Augustine, Eriugena and Richard of St. Victor, Anselm’s prayers take their 

power from a dark and often terrifying view of the human condition; they flow in a 

turbulent, upsetting poetry that stands alone in the Middle Ages for its forceful, dark 

aesthetic. As in the theory of the sublime, two faces have predominated, light and dark, 

the brilliant and the obscure, the heavens and the ocean, Kant and Burke, so also in the 

medieval sublime.  

 

A New Star 

The prayers and meditations are strikingly original. R.W. Southern shunned 

understatement in likening their impact to “a new star in the heavens.” Their “forceful 

expression and fresh view of the state of the human soul” gave “a new impetus to 

devotional literature.” 355  Southern recognized the importance of rhetorical ornament, 

                                                        
354  This includes those letters written in an intensified tone aimed at bending the recipient to a 
moral standard she has violated (as Ep. 168 and 169, ed. Schmitt, 4. 43-50). 
355  R. W. Southern, Saint Anselm: A Portrait in a Landscape, (Cambridge UK, 1990),  
p. 106. The Prayers and Meditations are published in S. Anselmi Cantuariensis Archiepiscopi 
Opera Omnia, ed. Franciscus Salesius Schmitt, (Edinburgh, 1946), vol. 3, pp. 1-91. Since Schmitt 
gives line numbering, I will quote from the prayers and meditations in the form 68. 27-30 (=p. 
68, lines 27-30).  They were written for the most part early in Anselm’s career, as prior of Bec, 
i.e. 1063-1078. On the dating, F. S. Schmitt, “Chronologie der Werke des hl. Anselm von 
Canterbury,” Revue Bénédictine, 44 (1932), 322-50.  Also the introdution to Benedicta Ward’s 
English translation , The Prayers and Meditations of Saint Anselm, (London, 1973), pp. 12-14, 
and the concluding appendix, “The Development of the Prayers,” pp. 275-287. 
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but saw it as an expression a unifying harmony of the poetics of prayer and the poetics 

of the universe: 

In Anselm’s prose his rhymes reinforce his argument: they are pointers to the 

meaning first, and adornments only by accident. The similarities of sound follow 

the construction of the sentence; the construction of the sentence follows the shape 

of the argument, and the shape of the argument reflects the balance of a universal 

order, which itself reflects the perfect symmetry of the whole Creation.  

The goal of the ever present assonances and rhythms “concentrate the mind on the eternal 

congruities to which the similarities of sound draw attention.” The reader can only 

understand the complexes of tensions, contrarieties and similarities in Anselm’s prayers 

by allowing “an experience of the tensions of the universe to flow in.” (Portrait, pp. 74-5). 

The grandiose poetry of Anselm’s prayers may evoke something like cosmic symmetry, 

but the “tensions” and the discordant elements in the world of sinful humanity loom 

large indeed.  

While admiring and agreeing with Southern’s view over long stretches, I will offer 

a rather different perspective. This essay looks at Anselm’s style in the prayers in its 

relation to his representation of the human condition.  

 

The Rhetoric of Forceful Expression 

Anselm was more fond of the ornaments or colors of rhetoric than any writer in 

the Christian tradition I am familiar with. A reading of the prayers in translation will miss 

this quality, because the strings of repetitions, the assonance of varying verb forms and 

the brading of sequences of verbs rarely translate into English. Their persistent repetition 

would appear artificial and overladen in English, as they do in Latin. 356 Often the texts 

are so dominated by rhetorical coloring as to crowd out plain prose.  

                                                        
 
356 I will quote the excellent English translation of Benedicta Ward, The Prayers and Meditations 
of Saint Anselm with the Proslogion, (London: Penguin Books, 1973). The untranslatable 
ornateness of Anselm’s language shows the need of an edition with English and Latin on facing 
pages. 
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The force of expression in Anselm’s prayers has various sources: the extremity of 

self-abasement of the worshiper, the intimacy of private confessions, the emotional pleas 

shared in an I-Thou relationship with God, Christ, the Virgin Mary and various saints; 

intensity of feeling, vehemence of tone, the despairing mood of the sin-scarred “I,” 357 the 

convulsive interiority of self-revelation. That set of circumstances by itself might not have 

justified the cosmic claim of Southern, if they had not been conveyed in an intensified 

mode of expression, the harsh beauty of which constituted an entirely new and original 

form of prayer. This “new star” is held in its station by a unique rhetorical strategy, which 

created a unique body of lyrically self-reflective works. 358 And a basic question of a 

stylistic analysis of the prayers must be: are these techniques a genial stroke of an original 

writer? Or bad style? 

We start with a close look at the texts, focusing first, on the density of ornament in 

the prayers. I have excerpted every rhetorically colored passage in two of the sermons. 

They show a composition dominated by ornament. Calculating line-by-line, the prayer 

to Christ, nr. 2 consists of slightly over 80% “colored” passages; the prayer to the cross, 

nr. 4, of about 75%. The effect of the rhetorical ornament at its most general is to intensify 

the emotional force of the prayers. The form of address, “You”, second person, insistently 

repeated apostrophe, are techniques that create intimacy, as in the Psalms and 

Augustine’s Confessions. The fundamental act of praying, obsecration, consists of 

sequences of pleas that cascade out and can leave the reader breathless, as in Anselm’s 

prayer 2, to Christ: “I thirst for you, I hunger for you, I desire you, I sigh for you, I covet 

                                                        
  
357 Who are the “speakers” of Anselm’s prayers? On this question see Mary Agnes Edsall, 
“Learning from the Exemplar: Anselm’s Prayers and Meditations and the Charismatic Text,”  
Mediaeval Studies, 72 (2010), 161-196. Also Sarah McNamer, Affective Meditation and the 
Invention of Medieval Compassion, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), pp. 
11-14 and 67-72. 
 
358 For previous commentary on the rhetoric of the prayers, see Southern, A Portrait, pp.101-
105; Eileen C. Sweeny, Anselm of Canterbury and the Desire for the Word, (Washington D.C., 
2012), p. 22; Benedicta Ward in the introduction to her translation; Gillian Evans, “St. Anselm’s 
Technical Terms of Rhetoric,” Latomus 36 (1977), 171-179.  
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you.” (trans. Ward, p. 94).  And in Latin, the inversion of normal word order quickens 

the cadence and suggests a mind effervescing: “Te sitio, te esurio, te desidero, ad te 

suspiro, te concupisco” (ed. Schmitt, 7. 30).  The rhymed endings intensify the insistence 

of the tone in Latin. All that remains in English of the coloring in the original is the 

repeated “I…you.” 

 

Colores rhetorici 

Students in the tenth and eleventh centuries learned the rhetorical colors from the 

pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica Ad Herennium. The work was widely available, glossed and 

commented on throughout the period. 359 A contemporary of Anselm, Marbod of Rennes, 

wrote a work entitled De ornamentis verborum, essentially an excerpting of passages from 

the Ad Herennium to illustrate a variety of figures of speech. Here is his illustration of 

repetitio: “Tu mihi rex, mihi lex, mihi lux, mihi dux, mihi vindex, Te colo, te laudo, te 

glorificans tibi plaudo.” 360 Compare the opening of a prayer to the trinity by Peter 

Damian: “Te adoro, te colo, te glorifico, te magnifico… Adjuva me, Domine, absolve me, 

purifica me, munda me, Rex meus et Deus meus.” (PL 145, 924A).  

Anselm likes anaphoric strings of questions, as in Prayer 2: “Quid dicam? Quid 

faciam? Quo vadam? Ubi eum quaeram? Ubi vel quando inveniam:? Quem rogabo? Quis 

nuntiabit dilecto quia ‘amore langueo’?” (Orat. 2, ed. Schmitt 9. 72-74) “What shall I say? 

                                                        
359 See John Ward, “The Medieval and Early Renaissance Study of Cicero’s De Inventione and 
the  Rhetorica ad Herennium: Commentaries and Contexts,” in The Rhetoric of Cicero in its 
Medieval and early Renaissance Commentary Tradition, ed. Virginia Cox and John O. Ward, 
(Leiden, 2006), 3-75. On the colors of rhetoric (or ornamentum , or figurae) see The Cambridge 
History of Literary Criticism: Vol. 2: The Middle Ages, ed. Alastair Minnis and Ian Johnson, 
(Cambridge UK, 2005),pp. 46-47. Harry Caplan gives an excellent introduction to the Ad 
Herennium in the ancient world: Of Eloquence: Studies in Ancient and Mediaeval Rhetoric, ed 
Anne King and Helen North, (Ithaca NY, 1970), 1-25. 
 
360 Marbod of Rennes, De ornamentis verborum; Liber  decem capitulorum: Retorica, mitologia 
e moralita di un vescovo  poeta (sec. XI – XII), ed. Rosario Leotta, (Florence, 1989). 
Cited here from PL 171, 1687A. On the use of Marbod’s short work in the high and later Middle 
Ages, see Martin Camargo, “Latin Composition Textbooks and the Ad Herennium Glossing: The 
Missing Link?” in the same volume, 267-288, esp. pp. 268-77.  
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What shall I do? Whither shall I go? Where shall I seek him? Where and when shall I find 

him? Whom shall I ask? Who will tell my beloved ‘that I am sick with love’?” (tr. Ward, 

p. 97).  

In his prayer to the cross (4) Anselm uses anaphoric strings to create a kind of antiphonal 

symmetry. The “They” (illi) of this passage are Christ’s crucifiers; “you” (tu) is Jesus; “he” 

(ille) is God:  

illi non potuerunt aliquid  

nisi illo sapienter permittente…   

Illi te elegerunt, ut per te scelus impietatis suae perpetrarent; 

Ille te elegit, ut per te opus pietatis suae consummaret. 

Illi ut per te iustum morti traderent, 

Ille ut per te peccatores a morte erueret. 

Illi ut vitam interficerent, 

Ille ut mortem perimeret. 

Illi ut salvatorem damnarent,  

Ille ut damnator salvaret. 

Illi ut vivificantem mortificarent,  

Ille ut mortuos vivificaret. 

Illi insipienter et crudeliter,  

Ille sapienter et misericorditer. 

 (Orat. 4, ed. Schmitt, 11. 14-21) 

 “They chose you that they might hand over the righteous to death; 

 

He, that through you he might save sinners from death. 

 

They, that they might kill life; 

 

He, that he might destroy death. 

 

They, that they might condemn the Saviour;  
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He, that he might save the condemned. 

 

They, that they might bring death to the living; 

 

He, to bring life to the dead. 

 

They acted foolishly and cruelly; 

 

He, wisely and mercifully. (tr. Ward, p. 102-3).  

 

The intensification of the tone by repetition is easily lost in English translation, though in 

the case of the passage just quoted Benedicta Ward has got just the right cadences. She 

emphasizes the use of rhythm and repetition throughout the prayers by printing the texts 

of all 17 as though they were verse. 361 And indeed, in a sense they are, poetry without 

consistent metrical patterns, but with the emphatic force of liturgical forms,362 sermon-

style repetition and lyrical coloring.  

There are many more complex rhetorical patterns. The intro to prayer 7 to the 

Virgin:  

Maria, tu illa magna Maria,  

tu illa maior beatarum Mariarum,  

                                                        
361 The arrangement of lines in what follows is, obviously, my own, taking the lead of B. Ward. 
 
362 The lines just quoted from the prayer 4 have the form and flavor of the improperia, or 
reproaches, a liturgical form recited in the Good Friday liturgy. The use of liturgical forms in 
private prayer is an interesting question. Might they have a “sung” quality even recited in 
isolation or silently? In preaching style it is not uncommon that the sermon assimilates to the 
liturgy. See Siegfried Wenzel, Preachers, Poets, and the Early English Lyric, (Princeton, 1986), 
pp. 17-18. On the sermon as in itself a liturgical act, see Chrysogonous Waddell, “The Liturgical 
Dimension of twelfth-century Cistercian Preaching,” in Medieval Monastic Preaching, ed. 
Carolyn Muessig, (Leiden, 1998), 335-49.   
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tu illa maxima feminarum:  

te, domina magna et valde magna,  

te vult cor meum amare,  

te cupit os meum laudare,  

te desiderat venerari mens mea,  

te affectat exorare anima mea,  

quia tuitioni tuae se commendat tota substantia mea. (Orat. 7, ed. Schmitt, 

18. 4-8) 

 

Mary, great Mary, 

Most blessed of all Marys, 

Greatest among all women, 

      Great Lady, great beyond measure, 

I long to love you with all my heart, 

I want to praise you with my lips, 

I desire to venerate you in my understanding, 

I love to pray to you from my deepest being, 

I commit myself wholly to your protection. (tr. Ward, p. 115) 

Metrical pattern repeated in two two-line sequences:  

te vult cor meum amare / te cupit os meum laudare 

and  

te desiderat venerari mens mea, /  te affectat exorare anima mea  

The rhythm and rhyme, the inverted word order make this practically into a musical 

composition with alliteration: Maria…magna Maria..  maior.. Mariarum… maxima… 

magne…magna… meum…  meum… mens mea…  Close endrhyming: beatarum Mariarum / 

…feminarum.  Anaphora plus end rhyme, where successive phrases repeat the first and 

rhyme the last word, what the Rhetorica ad Herennium calls antistrophe: “te vult cor meum 

amare, te cupit os meum laudare…” 
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Most of this is lost in translation, evident in Ward’s rendering: “I long to love you with 

all my heart; I want to praise you… I desire to venerate you…” The translation has the 

repetition of the original without the force.363  

The lines just discussed were an effusion of closely structured phrases following 

fast on one another. So, do the lines immediately following give the reader a moment to 

breathe in the less arresting atmosphere of prose? No—if anything we are off and running 

again, hurtling through dependent clauses cascading from a main clause:  

Enitimini, viscera animae meae,  

Enitimini quantum potestis—si quid potestis—omnia interiora mea,  

ut eius merita laudetis,  

ut eius beatitudinem ametis,  

ut eius celsitudinem admiremini,  

ut eius benignitatem deprecemini,  

cuius patrocinio cotidie indigetis,  

indigendo desideratis,  

desiderando imploratis,  

implorando impetratis,  

et si non secundum desiderium vestrum,  

tamen supra vel certe contra meritum vestrum. (Orat. 7, p. 18,9-14). 

  

Heart of my soul, stir yourself up as much as ever you can 

      (if you can do anything at all), 

And let all that is within me praise the good Mary  has done 

     Love the blessing she has received, 

Wonder at her loftiness, and beseech her kindness; 

                                                        
363 To the string of formulations, “I love…”, “I desire,” etc., B. Ward adds an “I commit…” where  
Anselm broke the string with a dependent clause, “quia tuitioni tuae se commendat…” 
 Here Ward resists, understandably, the lurch into awkwardness to refashion the final line of 
this sequence as consistent with the preceding.   
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     for I need her defense daily, 

and in my need I desire, implore, and beseech it, 

     and if it is not according to my desire,  

at least let it be above, or rather contrary to, what I deserve. (tr. Ward, p. 115). 

The passage crowds five rhetorical colors into a single sentence: anaphora in two forms 

in the first six “lines”: enitimini…enitimini; ut eius…ut eius…ut eius…ut eius; anaphora plus 

rhyming and metrical assonance in two-line pairs: ut…laudetis / ut…ametis; ut admiremini 

/ ut…deprecemini (antistrophe).  And this is followed by the pièce de résistance, the braiding 

of verbs in the next four lines: indigetis, / indigendo desideratis, / desiderando imploratis, / 

implorando impetratis, the figure known as gradatio or climax, ending with double rhyme, 

one approximate, the other identical: desiderium vestrum / meritum vestrum.  Here the 

comparison of the original with the translation is especially telling. This line-up of 

intricate rhetorical formulations is irreproducible in a language so distant in syntax and 

grammar as English from Latin.   

 

Three Prayers to the Virgin 

Prayer 7 is the third of Anselm’s three prayers to the Virgin Mary. He responded 

to a request by an unnamed monk of Bec for a “great” or “grand” prayer to the Virgin. 

He composed first one (Orat. 5), and was unsatisfied, a second (Orat. 6) with the same 

result. With the third (Orat. 7) he confessed himself moderately satisfied.364 Anselm’s 

                                                        
364 In a letter to the monk Gundolf at Caen, Letter 28, ed. Schmitt, 3. 135-6. Ward includes the 
letter in her translation prior to Prayer 5, p. 106. Responding to an unnamed monk who asked 
for “a grand prayer” to the Virgin (magnam quandam orationem) he composed a series:  “I 
composed one prayer, as I was asked to do, but I was not satisfied, knowing what had been 
asked, so I started again and composed another.  I was not satisfied with that either, so have 
done a third which at last would suffice as a close.”  Some liberties taken here with Ward’s 
translation. Important to note is that the unnamed monk asked for a “great” or “grand” prayer, 
not, as Ward renders, “a prayer to the great St. Mary.” See Southern, Portrait, p. 106-109 for 
detailed commentary on the composition of these three prayers.  
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comments are a precious bit of self- criticism; they indicate what might pass for Anselm 

as a “great prayer.” A close reading confirms his judgment. 365  

While the substance of the prayers is a shaky criterion for distinguishing poetic 

quality, there is in this aspect a striking thematic difference between the first two and the 

third. Prayers 5 and 6 turn on the abasement of the sinner. The “poetic I” of Prayer 5 is 

paralyzed with torpor, heaviness of soul, spirit and body, imprisoned in that frozen state 

that requires the shock of vehement and even offensive language to shatter. He is 

obsessed with his sickening and obscene condition: he dishes up a broth of foulness, 

stench, wounds, suffered by a person “putrid with the ulcers of sin,” all the time fearing 

to offend the Virgin. The goodness, mercy and innocence of the Virgin is meant to balance 

the “filthy, stinking condition” of the sinner’s “foul state.” A reader coming to the prayer 

with modern sensibilities might be forgiven for thinking that the disproportion between 

the foulness of the sinner and the purity of the saint might offend not just the Virgin 

herself, but also the reader of the prayer. But who can say now what level of 

loathesomeness it might take to offend Anselm’s readers? A comparison with other 

contemporary prayers would suggest that Anselm is crossing the lines of taste. Anselm 

himself must have been aware of this possibility, since he notes that the sinner’s condition 

is offensive enough to provoke Mary to repair it: “take away my sickness and you will 

not experience the filth you shudder at” (“Sana ergo…et delebis quae te offendit 

foeditatem”—tr. Ward, p. 109; ed. Schmitt, p. 14. 45-6). He does not imagine her at this 

moment as the saint who unhesitatingly embraces lepers and kisses their sores. Questions 

of “taste” and “decorum” in the eleventh and twelfth century must be raised cautiously, 

but it seems safe to say that in these two works Anselm’s striving for antithesis, an urge 

                                                        
365 And that of Southern, who finds Prayer 5 “remarkably jejune and colorless by [A’s]  
standards…the second (6) was somewhat better” (Portrait , p. 107). Southern does not mention 
the move away from crudity in the course of the three poems, but he does note a “striking 
sobriety” in the prayer for healing in Orat. 7. 
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to confront the world of Mary with a world that could not be further from the light, grace, 

mercy and salvific power of the Virgin, presses against the boundaries of decorum.366 

The Pray-er of prayer 6 is burdened with fear; the terrors of  judgment day are 

evoked. The pray-er anticipating condemnation has no merits that can be weighed 

against his faults, and begs the Virgin and her son to make up the deficit. In this prayer 

the sinner is in the foreground, pleading and arguing for absolution.  

Prayer 7, by contrast, glorifies the Virgin. She was in the background in Prayer 5, 

she shared the stage with the sinner in Prayer 6, but dominates it altogether in 7. The 

prayer is solemn and high-soaring. Mary is given not just a personal, but also a cosmic 

role: “The world was wrapped in darkness…but from you alone light was born into it… 

Heaven, stars, earth, water, day and night…were guilty…  They rejoice now… for a new 

and ineffable grace has been given them….  The angels wish each other joy in the 

rebuilding of their half-ruined city” (tr. Ward, pp. 118-19). These verses show the power 

of purification and salvation reaching into supernatural realms. They approach what 

contemporaries would have described as a sublime vision, elegantly composed, a rare 

mode in the dark world of Anselm’s prayers. The penitent sinner is still in the state of 

alienation and exile, but less loathsome and potentially even loveable: “Let me rise up to 

your love. Desiring to be always with you, my heart is sick with love.” (tr. Ward, p. 124) 

The comparison shows the minor role of rhetorical ornament in prayers 5 and 6; it 

stands out clearly against the concentration and sophistication of nr. 7. Prayers 5 and 6 

call on occasional rhymes and wordplays, but more complex rhetorical colors are 

                                                        
366 A study of the diction of Anselm’s prayers compared with Peter Damian and John of Fécamp 
would turn up a harsh and crude strain in Anselm that is rare in the other two older 
contemporaries. A passage that outdoes anything in prayer 5, from Meditation 1, tr. Ward, p. 
221: “You, kind God, nourish and wait for this useless creeping thing, this foul smelling sinner.  
The rotting corpse of a dog smells more tolerable than the soul of a sinful man to God…  Alas, a 
sinner is not a man, but ‘the scorn of men,’ more vile than a beast, worse than a corpse.” And 
the passage, which Southern also found “shocking” (Portrtait, p. 102) in Prayer 9: “Because his  
[i.e. the pray-er’s] soul loathes the life-giving pasture, he grows weak for lack of strength… he 
attracts tormenting diseases. Full-grown ulcers, open wounds, putrid decay, draw him swiftly to 
death. Wolves have tasted his blood, and now they lie in ambush.” (tr. Ward, p. 137; ed. 
Schmitt, 31. 31-34).  
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infrequent and isolated. The many apostrophes of Prayer 5 seem assembled from a grab-

bag of conventional Marian terms of praise without careful composition; the hypotactic 

formulations are a hindrance to rhythm; they have the ordinariness of prose without 

conciseness. Longer periods roll on discursively, and with inserted commata of varying 

syntax, they weaken whatever force is in the statement and slow its forward motion.  

Prayer 6 has six passages with rhetorical coloring in its simplest forms, either 

ending-rhyme or repetition: Lines 1-2: “Virgo …venerabilis,…amabilis,…mirabilis”; 25: 

“intimatum,…divulgatum…amplexatum” [and others to excess]—32 -34: “o virgo homo, 

de qua natus est deus homo, ut salvaretur peccator homo; ecce paenitet et 

confitetur…peccator homo.” Repetitio need not be repetitious, but here it reels  

unrestrained. Prayers 5 and 6 to the Virgin are closer to expository prose, lightly 

ornamented, than to lyrical prayer. The openings of Prayers 5 and 7 juxtaposed speak 

clearly: 

Prayer 5:  

Sancta et inter sanctos post deum singulariter sancta Maria, 

Mater admirabilis virginitatis,  

Virgo amabilis foecunditatis, 

Quae filium altissimi genuisti,  

quae perdito humano generi salvatorem peperisti 

Domina praefulgens tanta sanctitate,  

Supereminens tanta dignitate,  

quam utique certum est non minori praeditam esse potentia et pietate: tibi o 

genitrix vitae, o mater salutis, o templum pietatis et misericordiae, tibi sese conatur 

praesantare miserabilis anima mea morbis vitiorum languida, vulneribus 

facinorum scissa, ulceribus flagitiorum putrida. (ed. Schmitt, p. 13. 4ff.: 

 

Prayer 7: 

Maria, tu illa magna Maria, 

tu illa maior beatarum Mariarum,  

tu illa maxima feminarum:  
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te, domina magna et valde magna,  

te vult cor meum amare,  

te cupit os meum laudare,  

te desiderat venerari mens mea,  

te affectat exorare anima mea,  

quia tuitioni tuae se commendat tota substantia mea. (ed. Schmitt, p. 18. 4ff.) 

The most striking difference is the lyric tone of both: Prayer five pins badges on 

the virgin, so to speak, like service ribbons on a general’s lapel: sanctity, virginity, 

fecundity. Prayer 7 begins in a loving and wondering note, speaking directly to the 

woman, Mary, and moving toward a simple declaration, “It is you my heart desires to 

love…I put myself completely in your care.” It is the difference between a letter of 

commendation and a love letter. Apostrophe dominates both openings, but in the latter 

it is condensed and simplified. The anaphora is sustained within clipped sentences, made 

poignant by the two rhyming couplets with (near)- identical rhythms of te vult…amare ; 

te cupit…laudare / te desiderat…mens mea; te affectat…anima mea.. The prosody is stringent, 

lyrical, composed, its force strengthened by paratactic formulations sustained until the 

last line,367 whereas Prayer 5 ends its opening with that long, awkward prose sentence 

which breaks the lyrical rhythms of the preceding lines. 

 The comparison throws a sharp light on Anselm’s evaluation of the sustained and 

sophisticated use of rhetorical ornament. He is satisfied with his prayer to the virgin once 

he gets the right tone and invests it with complex ornament.  He may well have thought, 

as he did in expressing his disdain of ill-made pictures of Christ, that the first two 

attempts at prayers to Mary were incompt--, and that like the image of Christ, the grand 

subject deserved a grand presentation.  

                                                        
367 André Wilmart waxes enthusiastic in praise of the first lines, “qui, une fois lus, ne sortent 
point de la mémoire.” “Les propres corrections de S. Anselme dans sa grande prière à la Vierge 
Marie,” Recherches de théologie ancienne et médiévale, 2 (1930), 189-204, here p. 189. Wilmart 
has discovered four different versions of the “grand prayer” to the virgin showing signs of 
careful revision, good testimony to the care which Anselm took in composing it. 
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While figures of rhetoric are not the only indicator of a rise in quality leading to 

prayer 7, they are the most visible/audible source of beauty commensurate with 

grandeur.  

 

Rough-hewn and Overwritten? 

But while it is true that the rhetorical techniques, which Anselm clearly admires, 

dominate and make for a unique quality of his prayers and meditations, it is also true 

that frequent rhetorical figures, however complex or simple, contribute to a rough-hewn, 

overwritten quality of the prayers. Perhaps most rough-hewn is Anselm’s, I would dare 

to say, shameless willingness to rhyme. Here a string of verb endings: “O femina… 

mirabilis, per quam elementa renovantur, inferna remediantur, daemones conculcantur, 

homines salvantur, angeli redintegrantur!” (Orat. 7, p. 21. 82-84). And what can we make 

of a rhyme like this single line in Prayer 11 to John the Evangelist: “Peccata, peccata, 

quomodo plus horretis plus considerata!”, almost like a verse from a nursery rhyme 

(“Hickory dickory dock; the mouse ran up the clock”; “Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall; 

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall”). A translation into English keeping its rhymes and a 

complementary rhythm might be, “Sins, sins, ponder them and the horror begins!” —

(Orat. 11, p. 43. 27). Benedicta Ward rightly tries to mute the obtrusive rhyming by 

rendering the line, “Sins, sins, the more considered, the more horrible you become.” But 

again it is a trade-off: stiff prose in place of awkward poetry.  

Of course, rhyming is much more common and more accepted in medieval than 

in classical Latin, virtually enshrined in the Leonine hexameter. But such simple rhymed 

endings as just quoted must have counted as crude and naïve, especially in an age when 

a manneristic Latin style, cultivated especially in cathedral schools, was moving closer to 
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classical.368 I am confident that it would have appeared as rough to Anselm’s younger 

contemporaries Hildebert of Lavardin and Baudri of Bourgueil.369  

And yet Anselm lays them on thick. We have seen how the welter of rhetorical 

coloring distinguishes the Marian prayer he approves from the two he criticized. If 

comptus-, grooming, is our measure of beauty, then in Anselm every whisp, lock and curl 

is frilled and fussed over, every braid intricately and curiously woven into strands, 

cosmetics daubed on without restraint. In a woman or a man, excessive grooming is 

tasteless. Is it also the case in rhetoric?  

 

Against the Grain of Rhetorical Restraint 

The high culture of medieval rhetoric, the line that follows Cicero, Horace, 

Quintilian, and Augustine, thinks so. The author of Rhetorica ad Herennium cautions 

against excessive use of those very figures that he treats: “Each type of style, the grand, 

the middle, and the simple, gains distinction from rhetorical figures… Distributed 

sparingly, these figures set the style in relief, as with colours.  If crowded together, they 

produce an overladen or distorted style.” 370  

But not only the tradition of classical rhetoric and trends in rhetorical practice in 

the eleventh century, but also the conventions of monastic tradition favor a plain and 

humble style, with which excessive ornament clashes. In fact suspicion of the rhetorical 

art and of grand or fancified speech (as in sublimitas sermonis) runs through the monastic 

traditions to Anselm and beyond. (See ch. 2.)  Augustine began book 4 of De doctrina 

                                                        
 
368 Geoffrey of Vinsauf lists among the faults of style to be avoided “repetition of the same 
ending.” See James M. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages: A History of the Rhetorical Theory 
from Saint Augustine to the Renaissance, (Tempe, AZ, 2001), p. 172. 
 
369 See for instance Gerald Bond, The Loving Subject: Desire, Eloquence and Power in 
Romanesque France, (Philadelphia, 1995).  
 
370 Rhetorica ad Herennium 4. 16. On the alternate reading (overladen [oblitam] style or 
distorted [obliquam]) see the edition by Harry Caplan, Loeb Classical Library 403 (Cambridge, 
US, 1954), p. 269, n. b.   
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Christiana, on teaching the faith, with general cautionings against rhetoric (“By means of 

Rhetoric both truth and falsehoods are urged”) and commended charismatic learning 

rather than study of the rules of rhetoric, as the best way to learn eloquence. (Ch. 3). In 

fact where an argument is carried on by passionate emotion, verbal ornament can be 

deleterious to grandeur of expression; speech is “not so much lovely from the ornaments 

of words, as emphatic from the emotions of the soul” (“non tam verborum ornatibus 

comptum est quam violentum animi affectibus”). Where there is powerful emotion, 

verbal ornament is not required: appropriate words should follow not from a search for 

elaborate vocabulary but from the promptings of a passionate heart” (“verba congruentia 

non oris eligantur industria sed pectoris sequantur ardorem.” (4. 42. 118, pp. 251-53). 371  

Also, a resistance to mannered, overly rhetorical style is in the air in the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries. Marbod’s De ornamentis verborum gives no hint of this trend, but a 

German poet and schoolmaster, Onulf of Speyer, wrote his Colores rhetorici approximately 

50 years earlier, both to illustrate and to criticize the vanity of verbal ornament. 372 A drift 

away from an overladen, obscure, rhetorical mannerism in poetry is underway in the 

Latin culture of Anselm’s time. Of course, it was important to know the colors, but also 

not to overuse them. 

These comments and trends would seem to strike at Anselm’s central rhetorical 

technique in the prayers: combining violent emotions with elaborate ornaments of 

rhetoric. Neither classical and Augustinian rhetorical tradition nor monastic conventions 

nor fear of surfeit restrained Anselm rhetorically. 

 

                                                        
 
371 On avoidance of excessive ornament as a virtue of sermon style, see Beverly Mayne Kienzle, 
“Medieval Sermons and their Performance: Theory and Record,” in Preacher, Sermon and 
Audience in the Middle Ages, ed. Carolyn Muessig, (Leiden, 2002), 89-124, esp. pp. 98-99. Also 
Harry Caplan, On Eloquence, (n. 13 above), p. 119-120: “[distrust of rhetoric] was distrust for 
embellished style, because rhetoric was an art of adornment.” 
 
372 On Onulf’s work, see The Envy of Angels, pp. 136-38. Also Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle 
Ages, pp. 189-190. 
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Rhetoric divorced from theme 

Anselm’s composition presses against conventional decorum in another way. He 

seldom applies rhetorical figures thematically; he seldom fits ornament into some larger 

compositional scheme. Repeatedly we find ourselves in the rising ark of rhetorical 

crescendos with no thematic crescendo. His purpose was not to develop narratives, 373 

not to highlight crucial moments with rhetorical coloring. An insistent deployment of 

ornament would interrupt and hinder discursive progress. His purpose was instead 

precisely to encourage interrupted reading, to rivet attention in moments, not diffuse it 

through a progressive narrative.  

This Anselmian neglect of subjugating ornament to narrative flow stands out 

clearly from the classical elegance and rhetorical restraint of some of Peter Damian and 

John of Fécamp’s prayers, often compared with Anselm’s.374 A prayer of John of Fécamp 

typifies the difference in their use of ornament and narrative. John’s much discussed 

prayer to Christ (“Christe domine, virtus et sapientia patris”) makes occasional use of 

rhetorical ornament, adnominatio, repetition and ending-rhyme. The prayer develops a 

distinct narrative of ascent: it traces the soul’s progress from the depths to the heights, 

from contrition and the confession of sinfulness to desire for God. The kindling and 

gradual intensification of love lead to the vision and the embrace of Christ in the heavenly 

bridal chamber. The use of verbal ornament is sparing and chaste until the closing lines, 

where there is a poignant and triumphant use of gradatio: “Ecce quod concupivi jam 

video, quod speravi jam teneo, quod desideravi jam habeo: illi jam in coelis junctus sum, 

quem in terris positus tota virtute dilexi, tota charitate amplexus sum, toto amore inhaesi. 

                                                        
373 On narrative progress as a rhetorical concept, see Mary Carruthers, “The Concept of ductus, 
Or journeying through a work of art,” in Rhetoric beyond Words: Delight and P{ersuasion in the 
Arts of the Middle ages, ed. Mary Carruthers, (Cambridge UK, 2010), 190-213. 
 
374 On the relation between John of Fécamp and Anselm, see McNamer, Affective Meditation, 
(n. 2 above) pp. 59-80; Rachel Fulton, From Judgment to Passion: Devotion to Christ and the 
Virgin Mary, 800-1200, (New York, 2002), pp. 146-170; Gillian Evans, “Mens devota: The 
Literary Community of the Devotional Works of John of Fécamp and St. Anselm,” Medium 
Aevum 43 (1974), 115.  
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Ipsum laudo, benedico atque adoro, qui vivit et regnat in saecula saeculorum. Amen.”375 

Here, as in Anselm, we have gradatio, repetitio, antithesis, but the dynamic—I might say, 

musical—intensification of the language coincides with the highpoint and climax of a rise 

in the theme developed; 376 The rhetorical display piece is reserved for the final lines, and 

no equally complex figure precedes. 377  

                                                        

375  The final section of the prayer: “Percute, Domine, percute, obsecro, hanc durissimam 
mentem meam pia et valida cuspide dilectionis tuae, et altius ad intima penetra potenti virtute, 
et sic de capite meo educ aquam immensam, et de oculis meis verum fontem lacrymarum 
jugiter manantem, ex nimio affectu et desiderio visionis pulchritudinis tuae, ut lugeam die ac 
nocte, nullam in praesenti vita recipiens consolationem, donec te in coelesti thalamo merear 
videre dilectum et pulcherrimum Sponsum meum, Deum et Dominum meum, ut ibi videns 
gloriosam, admirabilem et pulcherrimam faciem tuam, omni dulcedine plenam, cum iis quos 
elegisti, majestatem tuam supplex adorem, et illic tandem coelesti et ineffabili repletus jubilo 
aeternae exsultationis exclamem cum diligentibus te, dicens: Ecce quod concupivi jam video, 
quod speravi jam teneo, quod desideravi jam habeo. Illi namque in coelis junctus sum quem in 
terris positus tota virtute dilexi, tota charitate amplexus sum, cui toto amore inhaesi, ipsum 
laudo, benedico atque adoro, qui vivit et regnat Deus in saecula saeculorum. Amen.” 

Printed among Augustine’s Meditations, PL 40, 934-936; also among Anselm’s prayers, PL 158, 
899C-902B, passage quoted 901D-902C. 
 
376 John’s prayer Jubilate Domino lends itself to the same “narrative” or structural analysis. It is 
also a prayer of ascent, asking God for the wings of faith so that he can rise to heaven, following 
through the stages of ascent and ending with the same lines as the prayer, discussed 
above:  “Ecce quod concupivi jam video, quod speravi jam teneo, quod desideravi jam habeo: 
illi jam in coelis junctus sum, quem in terris positus tota virtute dilexi, tota charitate amplexus 
sum, toto amore inhaesi. Ipsum laudo, benedico atque adoro, qui vivit et regnat in saecula, 
saeculorum. Amen.”  The lines with high polish, “Ecce quod concupivi jam video” etc., recur in 
the Antiphon for the feast of St. Agnes (12th century), but are adapted from Ambrose, Epist. 1, 
(on the life of St. Agnes), PL 17, 740D: “Ecce jam quod credidi, video: quod speravi, jam 
teneo: quod concupivi, complector.” See Rachel Fulton’s commentary on this poem, From 
Judgment to Passion, pp.168-170. 
 
377 A parallel example of the same technique of climax are the concluding lines of Augustine’s 
City of God, which maintains through its great length a consistent discursive style, but as though 
to celebrate the ending of the long work with language highlighting the elevation and 
exhilaration of completion in many senses, he plays on the word finis, setting his own 
completion parallel to the completion of God on the seventh day of creation. The exhilarating 
experience of finishing calls for and justifies a rhetorically intensified rise in tone: Bk. 22, ch. 30, 
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Dark sublime 

There is, however, a guiding conception of the structure of the prayers and 

meditations. Anselm explains it clearly in the prologue and in the letter he wrote to 

Matilde of Tuscany introducing and accompanying his handpicked collection of prayers 

and meditations. In the prologue: the prayers “are to be taken a little at a time, with deep 

and thoughtful meditation” (tr. Ward, p. 89). And to Matilde: “It is not intended that the 

reader should feel impelled to read the whole, but only as much as will stir up the 

affections to prayer” (p. 90). That structure is consistent with the fundamental motive of 

the prayers: to hammer away at the hard shell of sin in which the pray-er is encased, to 

shatter and melt the ice that freezes her heart and soul. This purpose resists harmonic 

narrative development, counters the suavitas of the liturgy, opposes the elegance of the 

hexameter and the regularity of Leonine rhymes. Rather it generates a rhythm of 

flagellation, or pounding, more suited to the author’s purpose. This thought is so central 

to the prayers and meditations, it is important to drive it home with some hammering of 

my own. The following selection of statements illustrate the violence and passion with 

which the tepid soul is to be scourged: 

“Again and again I try to shake the lethargy from my mind… Shatter my 

hardness! Shine on my darkness! Look upon my wretchedness!”378  

  “Shake my heart out of its indolence, Lord”.379  

                                                        
parag. 5; PL 41,804;).  “Haec tamen septima erit sabbatum nostrum, cujus finis non erit vespera, 
sed dominicus dies velut octavus aeternus, qui Christi resurrectione sacratus est, aeternam non 
solum spiritus, verum etiam corporis requiem praefigurans. Ibi vacabimus, et videbimus; 
videbimus, et amabimus; amabimus, et laudabimus.  Ecce quod erit in fine sine fine.  Nam quis 
alius noster est finis, nisi pervenire ad regnum, cujus nullus est finis?” It may well have 
influenced John of Fécamp. 
 
378 Orat. 9, tr. Ward, p. 136; ed. Schmitt, 30. 19-20: “Dirumpat duritiam meam, scindat tenebras 
meas, circumspiciat aerumnas meas.” 
 
379  To Mary Magdalene, Orat. 16, p. 206; ed. Schmitt, 67. 87: “Excute cordis mei teporem.” 
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  “Shake off your lethargy…”380 

 “Hear me, lady, help me most powerful lady, let this filth be washed from my 

mind, let my darkness be illuminated, my lukewarmness boil over, my listlessness 

be purged.” 381 

“May he shatter my hardness, may he tear away my darknesses.” 382 

“O sterile soul! What are you doing?...Why are you asleep, oh soul, tepid and 

worthy to be vomited up, why are you asleep? He who does not rouse himself and 

tremble before such thunder, is not asleep, but dead.” 383 

“Here is hardness to be wondered at; such heavy hammers as these are too light 

to break it up.” 384 

Evil has made the pray-er an enemy of God; the immensity of horror that this realization 

rouses prevents her from confessing it, and so she begs God and all things to take 

vengeance on her, to send “grief, sorrow, groans, sighs” which she is incapable of uttering 

herself.  

“Where are you fervent if here you are tepid? Let my limbs be wrenched apart by 

torments, let my insides be consumed with dryness, let there be uproar in my 

inmost being.” 385  

                                                        
380 Medit. On Human Redemption, tr. Ward, p. 230; ed. Schmitt, 84. 7: “Excute fastidium 
tuum…” 
 
381 Orat. 7, tr. Ward, p. 116; ed Schmitt, 19. 19-21: “adiuva potentissima, ut mundentur sordes 
mentis meae, ut illuminentur tenebrae meae, ut accendatur tepor meus, ut expergiscatur 
torpor meus…”  
   
382 Orat. 9, tr. Ward. p. 136; ed. Schmitt, 30. 19-20: “Dirumpat duritiam meam, scindat tenebras 
meas…”  
 
383 Meditatio 1, tr. Ward, p. 222; ed. Schmitt, p. 77: “Anima sterilis, quid agis? Quid torpes, 
anima peccatrix?... Quid dormitas, anima tepida et digna evomi, quid dormitas? Qui non 
expergiscitur, qui non tremit ad tantum tonitruum, non dormit, sed mortuus est. 
 
384 Medit. 1, tr. Ward, p. 223; ed. Schmitt 78. 51-53: “Vae mirabilis duritia, ad quam 
confrigendam leves sunt tam graves mallei!” 
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“Shake off your lethargy…  Be on fire with love for your saviour”. 386 

Was an author’s intention ever proclaimed with greater insistence? Or driven 

home with greater vehemence?! The purpose of these prayers is not to give comfort nor 

to soothe or assure the reader of the value of the present condition, of the brightness of 

his/her future, the goodness of his/her relations with God. Its purpose is to generate 

passion, grief and contrition in unreconstructed sinners, horrified at their own condition, 

who are the speakers of Anselm’s prayers, to reduce them to tears and despair at their 

lukewarm souls,387 to shatter and break the worshiper, defrost his frozen soul. That is the 

pre-condition for hope, the catalyst for some self-revolution that will annihilate the 

present hopeless and depressed state and rekindle love of God. The longed for “raging 

in my innermost being” (“tumultuamini in praecordiis meis”) is that tumultuous seething 

at which the whole compositional scheme of the prayers—subject, structure, theme and 

rhetoric—aims. The prayers are harsh attacks, packaged in small blocks, on the 

indifference to God that sin creates. The onslaught of bracing, provoking thought and 

language is meant to focus contemplation, in order ultimately to stimulate love and fear 

of God. 388 

                                                        
385 First prayer to John the Evangelist, Prayer 11, trans. Ward, p. 159; ed. Schmitt 43. 43-46: 
“convicit me inimicum dei rei veritas, et prohibet confiteri horroris immanitas. Angustiae: Deum 
et omnia provocavi ad ulciscendum, et nihil mihi reservavi inoffensum ad intercedendum.  
Maerores, dolores, gemitus, rugitus: ubi adestis, si hic deestis? Ubi fervetis, si hic tepetis? 
Dirumpite torquendo compagem meam, consumite urendo interiora mea, tumultuamini in 
praecordiis meis.”  
 
 
386 Medit. On Human Redemption: tr. Ward, p. 230; ed. Schmitt, 84. 7-9.  
 
387 A letter to Anselm by Durandus, abbot of Casa-Dei, registers the reaction of the abbot and 
his monks to the prayers: “ ‘Looking closely at my life, I am terrified’ [quoting Anselm, Medit. 
2]… When we read these words, your pious tears were before us drawing the same from us, so 
that we marveled in every way [utrumque miremur] both that such a dew of blessing should 
overflow from your heart, and that from thence without a murmur such a stream should 
descend into our hearts.” (Ep. 70, ed. Schmitt 3. 190-191; trans. Ward, p. 220).   
 
388 See Sweeny, Desire for the Word, p. 29. 
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It was also meant to persuade and change, not in the sense of Cicero. Anselm’s 

practice of flexus animae is rhetorical in the highest degree, but nothing like it is dreamt of 

in Quintilian’s rhetoric. But that practice is the reason to include Anselm in a discussion 

of the sublime. These prayers take hold of the emotions and the soul in a way that 

wrenches the pray-er out of his earthly lethargy and into states set forth in the passage 

from Aelred of Rievaulx quoted at the beginning of this chapter. That effect on the pray-

er is the essence of Anselm’s dark sublime style. 

 

Dark music 

The rhetorical “colors” had been a technique of the middle style: charming, sweet, 

delightful, a means of making speech and writing attractive, of staving off boredom (ne 

perveniatur ad taedium), to be applied in moderation (modeste faciendum). 389 Anselm used 

it very differently. He repurposed rhetorical ornament into an instrument that would 

trouble, not comfort, the reader.390 The short segments into which all his prayers divide 

he filled with condensed infusions of groomed language. And so my answer to the 

question posed earlier, “are these techniques a genial stroke of an original writer? Or 

merely bad style?” is clear. While Anselm’s prayers have antecedents in mood, motifs 

and intent, his deployment of verbal ornament is without precedent. It took the boldness 

of a writer willing to defy classical and contemporary canons of literary taste to write 

prayers so heavily freighted with complex rhetorical patterns. We can confirm the 

striking originality and stylistic boldness of Anselm. Many were influenced by these 

prayers. I know of no one who criticized them or balked at harsh language dished up in 

                                                        
389 Augustine, DDC, 4. 26.  72. Cf. Cicero, Orator, 91-92, tr. H. M. Hubbell, (Cambridge, MA, 
1962), p. 373: “In this [middle] style, there is perhaps a minimum of vigour and a maximum of 
charm [suavitas]…  All the ornaments are appropriate to this type of oration, and it possesses 
charm to a high degree.”  
 
390 Sweeney, Desire for the Word, p. 36: “Anselm’s spiritual task in the prayers is, first, to 
produce discomfort in order that one be moved beyond and outside any port which seems to 
offer shelter.” 
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dense ornament.391 But I feel fairly sure that Cicero, Augustine, Peter Damian, John of 

Fécamp, Baudri of Bourgueil and others would have shaken their heads at his heaps of 

rhetorical figures, at least shortly before being overwhelmed by the intensified and 

magnified alliance of rhetorical ornament with emotion. 392 I feel even surer that Bernard 

of Clairvaux would have balked at this tendency to jar the pray-er with accumulations of 

harsh and sometimes shocking rhetoric. It is very far from the voice of the dove. It is 

tempting to see in Anselm’s packed grotesqueries of language an analogue of the wild 

proliferation of Romanesque images in the sculpture of Cluny; and accordingly to see in 

the clean, uncluttered, soft cooing of Bernard’s sweet style the unadorned, severe style of 

early Cistercian architecture. 393  

Anselm created a harsh, scathing poetry of inner tumult. It injects an intensity into 

the practice of prayer Augustine might have seen as grand style, which must exert impact 

(impetus) in part via sentiments “violent with the emotions of the mind” (violentum animi 

affectibus). The result was a unique poetic-rhetorical form. No one else wrote this way. No 

one else crowded so many complex forms together in a series of short works. Rhetoric in 

Augustine, Peter Damian and John of Fécamp sings in sweet harmony with their theme 

moving symphonically towards happiness and salvation. They are the Brahms, 

Mendelssohns, and Dvoraks of Christian devotion. Anselm’s prayers are Stravinsky, 

turning known forms harsh, hammering and upsetting. The incredibly rich, often sweet, 

                                                        
 
391 Southern, Portrait, p. 91: “ [A’s prayers] became the most influential and widely read of all 
his works.” See also Edsall, “Learning from the Exemplar,” pp. 182-185. 
 
392 Thomas Bestul discusses points of contact between Anselm’s prayers and meditations and 
Augustine’s Soliloquia, “St. Augustine and the Orationes sive Meditationes of St. Anselm,” 
Anselm Studies, 2 (1988), 597-606. His argument is persuasive on the point of form, but a close 
comparison of the rhetorical practices of the two strengthens the argument for Anselm’s 
originality. The dialogue form in the Soliloquia, which limits exchanges to two or three 
sentences, puts strict limits on developed rhetorical figures.  
 
393 On the “monstrosity” of Cluniac sculpture and Bernard’s opposition, Mary Carruthers, The 
Experience of Beauty, pp. 146-150.  
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often seductive textures of Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring” come with violent stabbing 

surges. The same is true of Anselm’s prayers.  

Their dark and shattering aesthetic coincides interestingly with sentiments 

expressed by another artist in the twentieth century turn to modernity. Franz Kafka 

dismissed books that offer the reader happiness in favor of those “that affect us like a 

disaster, that grieve us deeply.” Serious literature is not created to entertain us or to make 

us happy, says Kafka, but to serve as “the axe for the frozen sea within us.”394 That Kafka 

shared this language with Peter Damian 395 and the sentiment with Anselm’s prayers is 

not pure chance. Both are at bottom an imputation of a religious effect of literature and a 

literary effect of prayer. Kafka also commented in a conversation with his friend Gustav 

Janouch that true poetry (“Dichtung”) does not entertain and delight; it awakens the 

reader. Does it lead to religion? Janouch asks. Not exactly, says Kafka; it tends in the 

direction of prayer. He presumably means the kind of poetry that works like an axe on 

the frozen soul.396 

I called the world of Anselm’s prayers “dark,” and it is. These prayers may be 

metaphorically and in terms of devotional practice a “new star in the heavens,” but the 

part of the world they reveal which is lived in by sinful humans is neither starry nor 

heavenly. Anselm’s view of man is stark and unconventional in prayer. His prayers 

convey a world in which the soul, unredeemed from sin, is alienated from God and 

incapable on its own of any exit from that state. The prayers are existential moments, 

dramas of extreme contrition, depicting the wretchedness of the sinner separated from 

love of God. They remove programmatically reconciliation, conversion, glory, grandeur, 

                                                        
394 Quoted in Walter Sokel, “Frozen Sea and River of Narration: The Poetics behind Kafka’s 
‘Breakthrough’,” New Literary History, 17 (1986), 351–363).  
 
395 Cf. Peter Damian, Oratio 3, Ad Deum Spiritum Sanctum, PL 145, 923A: “Descende ergo in 
me, vivificator aeterne, meique pectoris glaciem flamma tuae caritatis accende….et saxeam 
cordis mei resolve duritiam.” The condition of the sinner as frozen in ice with the sun of God 
invoked to melt him, runs from patristic writings to Dante (minus the sun—Satan frozen in a sea 
of ice).  
 
396 Gustav Janouch, Gespräche mit Kafka, (Frankfurt, 1961), p. 35. 
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jubilation, happiness, rejoicing, optimism from the human condition and reserve their 

dispensing to God alone, whom we never see, in these works, distributing the bounty of 

his monopoly on happiness. The basic ideals of Christian humanism are nowhere to be 

found in this bleak view of a creature unable to lift the curse on himself. 397 Only two of 

these works are exceptions to this claim: the third prayer to Mary (Orat. 7) and the third 

meditation, “On Human Redemption.” We have seen how Anselm gradually eased 

himself out of the grim world of hopeless exile in which Prayers 5 and 6 operate to find a 

work that glorified the Virgin and put the promise of Marian forgiveness in the 

foreground. The meditation on human redemption is a late work, separate from the body 

of prayers in time and also in the radiance of its promise of fulfillment. But the other 

prayers and meditations uniformly share the sense of the worshiper’s exile from God and 

entrapment in alienation. Nowhere is there a sense of a progression by human agency to 

God or to virtue, or an idea of spiritual perfection or of the universality of the human 

mind and body or of the divinity of man or of the sinner capable of cleansing on his own 

the tarnished image of God within,398 nowhere an indication that the union with God is 

attainable through any human action. At no point could Anselm’s pray-ers call out 

joyfully, with John of Fécamp, “I am now joined to him in heaven whom I loved on earth 

with all my strength, embraced with all my love, clung to with all my desire” (“illi jam in 

coelis junctus sum, quem in terris positus tota virtute dilexi, tota charitate amplexus sum, 

                                                        
 
397 And on Anselm and humanism, Southern, Portrait, 447-452. On humanism in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries, see Jaeger, “Victorine Humanism,” in A Companion to the Abbey of Saint 
Victor in Paris ed. Juliet Mousseau and Hugh Feiss, (Leiden, 2017), 79-112, esp. pp. 105-110. 
 
398 See Prayer 8, to John the Baptist: “You refashioned your gracious image in me, and I 
superimposed upon it the image that is hateful…  How could I, miserable and crazy man that I 
am, superimpose that image upon the image of God?” (tr. Ward, p. 129; ed. Schmitt, 27. 30-33). 
Cf. Proslogion ch. 1, tr. Ward, p. 243: “I confess, lord,…that you have made me in your image, 
that image is so worn and blotted by faults, so darkened by the smoke of sin, that it cannot do 
that for which it was made, unless you renew and refashion it.” Contrast this with the view of 
the Victorines for whom the loss of primal human perfection sets in place the restoration of lost 
perfection as a fundamental spiritual goal. See Didascalicon, bk. 1. Ch. 1. And Richard of St. 
Victor, PL 196, 1118C-D and 1126C.  See Jaeger, “Victorine Humanism,” pp. 102-112. 
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toto amore inhaesi.”) The view of humanity and the human soul in the prayers may be 

called alarming and frightening, even shocking. Anselm’s pray-ers live in a cursed and 

polluted state against which no human force, innate or acquired, can prevail. Ellen 

Sweeney writes, “Anselm agrees with Augustine that human beings cannot through their 

own actions and agency merit salvation.”399 Only the act of grace which the incarnation 

represents suffices. Studies of the prayers have focused closely on their new brand of 

affective meditation, on interiority, compassion, and striving for redemption. Only a clear 

understanding of human wretchedness, of the enormous tragedy of life prior to grace, 

and of the static and helpless condition of the sinner left to his/her own devices can 

explain the necessity of the incarnation and of the sacrifice of God. In that sense Anselm’s 

prayers and meditations are cries from a world which answer dramatically the question, 

why does God need to become man? “Cur deus homo?”  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

                                                        
399  Sweeney, Desire for the Word, p 198. 
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PART THREE: SERMONS 

 

 
 

Introduction 
 

The medieval sermon is one genre among many that lend themselves to a study of 

the grand style. To my knowledge, no one has written on the topic in sermons (and very 

few in any area of medieval literature). 400 It tends to be obscured by the humble style, 

sermo humilis, in modern analysis of Christian Latin writings, famously set forth in Erich 

Auerbach’s influential essay with that title. 401  

Overarching approaches to the sermon face the bewildering quantity and variety 

of the form. The eleven-volume Repertorium of Johann Baptist Schneyer lists nearly 

100,000 sermons, and that covers only the brief two hundred year period noted in the 

                                                        
400  See Jaeger, Sermo Propheticus: Grand Style in the Medieval Sermon from John the 
Evangelist to Aelred of Rievaulx,” Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch 55 (2020), 4-39 with reference to 
earlier literature. 
 
401 Erich Auerbach, Sermo humilis, in: Literary Language and its Public in Late Latin Antiquity and 
in the Middle Ages, trans. Ralph Manheim, New York 1965, 25-66. On Auerbach’s concept,  see 
Danuta Shanzer, “Incessu humilem,successu excelsam”: Augustine, Sermo humilis, and 
Scriptural hypsos, in: Magnificence and the Sublime,(note 3), 51-78; Paul Binski, Reflections on 
the ‘Wonderful Height and Size’ of Gothic Great Churches and the Medieval Sublime, in: 
Magnificence and the Sublime, 129-156, esp. 129ff. 
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title, 1150-1350. 402 The topic is immense, its organization and analysis an intimidating 

task.  

That task was addressed and furthered in many areas of sermon studies by Beverly 

Mayne Kienzle’s volume The Sermon in the series Typologie des Sources. 403 If Schneyer’s 

Repertorium is the Gargantua of medieval sermon studies, then Kienzle’s The Sermon  is its 

Pantagruel.  This comprehensive overview of medieval sermons, with contributions by 

many scholars, is a stupendous 998 pages long, dwarfing the average length of volumes 

in that series (about 70-80 pages; a few reach 150). Kienzle’s stringently organized volume 

stresses period, place of origin, and mode of presentation. Each individual contribution 

follows loosely a scripted list of topics (definition, development, diffusion, historical 

value etc.). It is an aid in organizing the enormous amount of material from the Middle 

Ages, but other than the basics of structure and purpose, the essays in The Sermon show 

little or no interest in composition and style, and certainly not in the aesthetics of the 

sermon, though most include “sample texts.” 

The sermon has figured prominently in studies of medieval rhetoric. Commentary 

has tended to focus on works of the Ars praedicandi, but rarely on the sermons themselves. 

A wide space remains for studies of sermon style. A focus on stylistic excellence narrows 

the subject to a manageably small slice from the huge body of sermons transmitted from 

the Middle Ages. That perspective (i.e., style) sifts self-conscious compositions, carefully 

reflected, frequently edited, revised, and reworked by their authors from thousands 

composed with little artistry and originality. It limits the authors to educated monks and 

                                                        
402 Johann Baptist Schneyer, Repertorium der lateinischen sermones des Mittelalters für die Zeit 
von 1150-1350, Münster 1969-1990. A newer resource extends the time frame of Schneyer’s 
Repertorium in C-D Rom format: Ludwig Hödl and Wendelin Knoch, Repertorium der 
lateinischen Sermones des Mittelalters für die Zeit von 1350 bis 1500, Münster 2001. 
 
403 The Sermon, ed. Beverly Mayne Kienzle, Typologie des sources du moyen âge occidental 81-
83, Turnhout 2000. The bibliography alone covers 142 pages. See Anne T. Thayer’s extensive 
overview of research, recent editions, and of the burgeoning apparatus of sermon studies 
following on Kienzle’s volume: Medieval Sermon Studies since The Sermon: A Deepening and 
Broadening Field, Medieval Sermon Studies 58 (2014) 10-27. 
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clerics, and to prophetic women, 404 educated or not (Hildegard of Bingen), writing in 

Latin for an educated and, in part at least, sophisticated audience of clerics and monks. 

Sublimity and elegance are not features that leap out of the pages of most medieval 

sermons, where a pale conventionality is at work over long stretches. The talent for 

sermon composition was, then as now, rare. 405 And it must be said: verbal art was only 

one half of the art of the sermon; the other half was performance. Recall Roger Bacon’s 

comment that  

It is more important to express the kind of eloquence, where sacred mysteries are 

to be proclaimed, in emotions and gestures than in speech; also with tears…and 

especially examples… 406  

While observers have recorded the memory of medieval preachers effective more by 

gesture and presence than word, 407 the written text often contains its own performance 

cues, and those add to to the evidence of diction, tone, imagery, structure, and vision of 

sermons in the high style. Siegfried Wenzel began an essay on the medieval sermon by 

commenting that the arts of preaching could help rediscover the sermon as “a work of 

verbal art distinguished by ‘a beauty of its own’.” 408  The present chapters follow 

                                                        
 
404 See the essays in Women Preachers and Prophets through two Millenia of Christianity, ed. 
Beverly Mayne Kienzle and Pamela J. Walker, (Berkeley, 1998). 
 
405 Humbert of Romans stresses the exclusivity of the “gift of preaching” (gratia praedicandi). 
Good preachers are rare. The many who make sermons by learning, effort, and practice are 
mere fabricators (fabri). Good preaching is a gift of the holy spirit, but few receive it. Opera de 
vita regulari vol. 2, ed. Joachim Berthier, (Torino, 1956),  De eruditione praedicatorum, 1. 7, p. 
393-4.  See Franco Morenzoni, “Parole du prédicateur et inspiration divine d’après les Artes 
praedicandi,” in La parole du prédicateur, Ve – Xve siècle, ed Rosa Maria Dessi and Michel 
Lauwers, (Nice, 1997), 271-290, here p. 282. 
 
406 Moral. Phil. 5. 4. 15, p. 262: “Hoc genus eloquendi, in sacris veritatibus anunciandis, magis 
debemus afectibus et gestibus debitis exprimere quam sermone, nec non lacrimis, ut dicit 
Augustinus, et maxime exemplis…”  
 
407 St. Bernard, St. Francis, Berthold of Regensburg. 
 
408 Wenzel, ”The Arts of Preaching,”(n. 6 above), p. 87, citing an opinion of Jean Leclercq. 
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Wenzel’s suggestion by focusing on the art of the sermon, its expressive power, its 

originality, the preacher’s aesthetic sensibility, his sense of the sublime, the effect of grand 

style and sublimity on the audience. A sense of stylistic gradation from humble to grand 

is a guide through one swath of the huge forest of the medieval sermon.  
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Chapter 7  

Sermo Propheticus 

 

Sermo grandis 

Grandeur of diction, emotional intensity, soaring vision were regarded generally 

as important instruments of persuasion and inspiration, sometimes as expressions of 

devotion, instruments for inspiring love and fear of God. 409 The elevated style got some 

encouragement from prescriptive writings in the Ars Praedicandi. 410 It asserts itself in 

monastic and clerical preaching both in occasional passages of lofty sentiments, 

heightened intensity, and transcendent visions, narrated in commensurate, that is, 

exalted, language; but also, though rarely, in entire sermons.  

Some excerpts from a selection of medieval sermons will provide a starting point 

for discussion of grand style in that genre. Augustine’s use of a string of quotations from 

the letters of Paul models a good first approach, since his point was that sublimity ebbs 

and flows, interrupts the continuo of the humble and middle style, hence is to be found 

in strategic points, not often as the dominant in a text. Even lined up, as below, and 

                                                        
409 Contrary to Carruthers’s argument that “There was no medieval sublime because there was 
no need for such an idea. The two separate concepts of terribilis and timor Dei served its 
purpose…” (“Terror, Horror and the Fear of God,” p. 33). The more prominent need of 
Christian sacred rhetoric was to rouse love of God. Carruthers’s argument overlooks the 
double goal of all preaching and devotional writings, to stir love and fear. The sublime style 
served both purposes.  Of many appeals to this double purpose in the context of style, see 
Gregory the Great, PL 76, 854B and 855C-D; Aelred of Rievaulx, Homelia de oneribus Isaiae 5. 
21, p. 59: “…sermo noster de caelestibus sit, qui vel Dei timorem incutiat vel amorem 
infundat…” (See below ch. 9). Wolbero of Saint Pantaleon, PL 195, 1244D;  Roger Bacon, Opus 
Tertium,. 4, p. 306-9 (see above, ch. 4). 
 

410 Casagrande, “Sermo affectuosus,” passim. 
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displayed without any context of the larger work in which they occur, the force of 

sublimity in each of the texts is palpable. I will take it as a confirmation of the principle I 

outlined in the introduction, that the sublime in itself is ahistorical, not a consequence of 

received ideas or formulas, but rather a product of individual moments of high emotion 

experienced by the author, inspired by the topic, conveyed in the language which rises to 

express that emotion, the weapons forged by the anger (Aeneid 7. 507-8; Augustine, DDC, 

4. 119) or love or admiration or anguish of the moment—forged in the moment when the 

author needed the words. Here are some passages in grand style from medieval sermons:  

 

John Scot Eriugena, Homily on the opening of the Gospel of John:  

The spiritual bird, therefore, fast-flying, God-seeing—I mean John the Theologian—
ascends beyond all visible and invisible creation, passes through all thought and intellect, 
and, deified, enters into the God who deified him.411 
 

Peter Damian, Sermon 63 on John the Evangelist:  

[John and the other evangelists] were marked with a singular glory of an eloquence 
unpolluted by craving, uncorrupted by lust, but rather distinguished by a virginal 
integrity of perpetual incorruption. Of course it abandons the bedchamber of the 
marriage bond; it transforms all the ardor of carnal lust into the voluptuousness of 
celestial delights, it conjoins itself in the firmest bond in the love of its redeemer and lover 
for whose sake it has violated the ties of the conjugal bed. For that reason it was granted 
as a gift that its heart is filled with  with such love towards his brothers that the sacred 
temple of his breast seems a furnace of sacred conflagration.  This gift is recognized 
clearly in any of his writings, every page of which pours forth the vapors of love as it 
were through crevices, seemingly on fire with the ardors of love.412 

                                                        
411 Iohannis Scotti seu Eriugenae Homilia super ‘In principio erat verbum’ et Commentarius in 
Evangelium Iohannis, ed. Édouard A. Jeauneau, CCCM 166, (Turnhout, 2008), ch. 4, p. 8: 
“Spirituale igitur petasum, citivolum, deividum (Iohannem dico theologum) omnem visibilem et 
invisibilem creaturam superat, omnem intellectum tranat, et deificatus in deum intrat se 
deificantem.”  On petasum = bird, see Jeauneau’s note on the passage. English: The Voice of the 
Eagle: The Heart of Celtic Christianity: John Scotus Eriugena’s Homily on the Prologue to the 
Gospel of St. John, trans. Christopher Bamford, (Great Barrington MA, 2000), p. 75. 
 
412  Peter Damian, Sermones 63.9, ed. Ioannis Lucchesi, CCCM 57, (Turnhout 1983), p. 369: 
“Merito nempe Iohannes et praecedentes omnes ac subsequentes divinorum scriptores 
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Rupert of Deutz on the creation of the world:  

What was created was a spectacular and delightful game (spectabilis et deliciosus ludus)…  
That ineffable game is the joy of divine goodness, in which the creator, already before he 
created anything, delighted in his Word, in his wisdom. These things are great; these 
things are high.413 
 

Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermon 27. 11 on the Song of Songs:  

Let the size of a soul be judged by the measure of love it possesses. The one who has 
much is great, the one who has little is small, the one who has nothing is nothing… But 
if [the soul] expands and outgrows the narrow, servile confines of this love…she has truly 
made herself vast… But if then you go further yet, to the point of invading the realm of 
love by force, so that you, the pious invader, should in conquering occupy its furthest 
boundaries… and thereafter strive for peace among those who hate peace, then in an 
instant the width, height and beauty of your soul will be the width, height and beauty of 
heaven itself, and that saying will finally be fulfilled, “he has stretched out the heavens 
like a curtain.”414 

                                                        
voluminum, gloria singularis praecedit eloquii, quem non luxuria polluit, non libido corrupit, sed 
virginalis integritas perpetuae incorruptionis titulo decoravit.  Qui nimirum nuptialis copulae 
thalamum deserens, omnem illecebrae carnalis ardorem in caelestium deliciarum transtulit 
voluptatem, artissimeque se in sui Redemptoris ac dilectoris amore coniunxit propter quem 
scilicet coniugalis tori foedera violavit.  Unde divinitus illi concessum est ut tanta cor eius etiam 
circa fratres caritatis gratia repleretur, ut sacrosanctum pectoris eius templum, velut caminus 
quidam divini videretur incendii.   Quod profecto in quibuslibet scripturis eius patenter 
agnoscitur, in quibus utique per omnem fere paginam, quasi per quasdam rimas, caritatis 
vapores effundere, caritatis videtur ardoribus aestuare.” 
 
413 Rupert of Deutz, Commentaria in Evangelium Sancti Iohannis, Bk. 1. 1. 4, ed. Rhabanus 
Haacke, CCCM 9, (Turnhout, 1969), p. 15: “Quod factum est, spectabilis atque deliciosus coram 
sapientiae suae Deo ludus erat….  Ludus iste ineffabilis est divinae bonitatis iucunditas, qua jam 
creator, antequam quidquam faceret delectabatur in Verbo suo, in sapientia sua. Magna sunt 
haec, alta sunt haec.” 
 
414  Bernard, Sermon 27. 11-12 on the Song of Songs, Opera (above n. 7) vol. 1, p. 189-90: “Ergo 
quantitas cuiusque animae aestimetur de mensura caritatis quam habet, ut, verbi gratia, quae 
multum habet caritatis magna sit, quae parum parva, quae vero nihil nihil…. At si grandescat et 
proficiat, ita ut transiens limitem angusti huius obnoxiique amoris… seipsam tam amplam 
facit…. Verum si adicias etiam usquequaque vim facere regno caritatis, ut usque ad ultimos 
terminos occupare illud pius invasor praevaleas…et cum his qui oderunt pacem esse pacificus 
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Ps.-Peter Damian, Sermon on Epiphany:  

Brothers, let us therefore be of fiery nature so that that fire will burn in us which the Lord 
came to bring to the earth, and that fire which was flame-bearing in the bones of Jeremiah, 
may it be kindled in the crucible of our heart…. Let us too be lucid and flaming, so that 
daylight itself will envy us and the shadows bow down to us. 415 
 

Herbert of Bosham, Homily on the Death of Thomas Becket:   

Brothers, Thomas’s conversion amazes me more than Thomas’s creation. What is there to 
say about his creation? it was like everyone’s. His conversion is much more worthy of 
astonishment and wonder. Or rather much more wonderful than the creation of the entire 
world. So much greater is the work of Grace than that of Nature.416 
 

Gilbert of Hoyland, Sermon 3, on The Song of Songs:  

                                                        
studeas, tunc prorsus latitudo caeli latitudo tuae animae, et altitudo non dispar, sed nec 
dissimilis pulchritudo, impletur tunc demum in ea quod dicitur: ‘Extendens caelum sicut 
pellem’.”  Translation adapted from Killian Walsh trans., The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux 
Volume Three: On the Song of Songs II, (Kalamazoo, Mich., 1976), p. 84. 
 
415   “Simus ergo, fratres, igneae naturae, ut sit in nobis ille ignis, quem venit Dominus mittere in 
terram: et ignis ille qui erat flammigerans in ossibus Jeremiae, accendatur in conflatorio cordis 
nostri…  Simus etiam et nos clari et fulgidi, ut aspiret nobis dies, et inclinentur umbrae…” This 
sermon appears in earlier editions as a work of Peter Damian. The recent edition by Ugo 
Facchini and Lorenzo Saraceno identifies it as possibly a work by a follower of Bernard of 
Clairvaux.   Sermoni (2-35), (Torino, 2013), Opere di Pier Damiani 2/1. Cited here from PL 144, 
508D. Allusions to Luke 12. 49, Jeremiah 20. 9, and Song of Songs 2. 17 and 4. 6. My translation 
of the latter is closer to the meaning of the writer’s line than the standard rendering of the 
verse in the Song of Songs (“The shadows flee”). The author’s addition of nobis favors my 
reading. 
 
416 Herbert of Bosham, PL 190, 1409C: “Fratres, plus stupeo ad Thomae conversionem quam 
Thomae creationem. Creatus est enim Thomas ut universi.  Quid igitur dico ad Thomae 
creationem? Plus quippe stupendum et admiratione dignior Thomae conversio, imo multo plus 
quam mundi totius creatio.  Quanto fortius est opus gratiae quam naturae.” 
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You who are inebriated lift up, lift up one who thirsts, and pour a portion of  your plenty 
into my empty jar. Why be so sparing with that torrent of your abundance? Alas! How 
swiftly your torrent sweeps through our valleys! How swiftly it flows.417   
 

Gilbert of Hoyland, Sermon 12 on Song of Songs:   

According to Matthew, “wherever the body shall be, there the eagles shall gather.” (24. 
28). You, too, be like the eagle and use sharp eyes, grow accustomed to spiritual 
contemplation, perch in the rocks and linger on sheer cliffs of flint, or rather enter the 
caverns of that unique rock which is Christ.418 
 

John of Ford, Sermon 4 on the Song of Songs:   

Who will grant me that my mighty Lord may draw from his sheath his irrevocable sword 
and stab me through with wound upon wound, until my soul dies of this precious death, 
a living death, the death of those pining for the living God? 419 

 

These passages reach beyond convention and their Biblical, patristic and medieval 

sources; each has in greater or lesser degree a transgressive aspect, each risks impropriety 

in exchange for impetus; they do not shy from esoteric diction (petasum, citivolum, 

deividum) and doctrinal boldness (deificatus…se deificantem); they like stark antitheses; 

they aim at that astonishment-creating effect that pushes past restraints of delicacy or 

                                                        
417  Gilbert of Hoyland, Sermons on the Song of Songs Vol. 1, trans Lawrence C. Braceland, 
(Kalamazoo,Mich., 1978), Sermon 3, p. 67. PL 184, 23C: “Assume, assume, qui ebrius es, 
sitientem, et vacuo vasi tuae plenitudinis portionem infunde. Quid parcis torrenti illi ubertatis 
tuae? Heu me! quam raptim transit torrens iste nostris in convallibus! Cito quidem transit…”  
 
418  Gilbert of Hoyland, Trans. Braceland, Sermon 12, p. 150. PL 184, 62A: “ubi fuerit corpus, illic 
congregabuntur et aquilae. Esto tu quasi aquila, et acutis utere luminibus: spirituali assuesce 
contemplationi, commane in petris, et in praeruptis commorare silicibus, imo in singularis illius 
petrae, quae Christus est, cavernas ingredere.”  
 
419  John of Ford, Super extremam partem cantici canticorum sermones CXX, Sermo 4. 1,  ed.   
Edmund Mikkers and Hilarius Costello, CCCM 17, (Turnhout, 1970), p. 55: “Quis det, ut educat 
Dominus meus potentissimus gladium suum de vagina sua irrevocabilem, et confodiat me 
vulnere super vulnus usque dum moriatur anima mea morte hac pretiosa, morte vitali, morte 
deficientium in Deum vivum?” 
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doctrine: carnal lust becomes “the voluptuousness of heavenly delights”; a human 

conversion “more wondrous than the creation of the world”; a soul the size of heaven; 

sublime imagery from the Old Testament, cosmic (the heavens stretched out like a 

curtain), and superhuman (the fire in Jeremiah’s bones). John of Ford, grasping for an 

effect more spectacular than the “wound of love” from the Song of Songs (5. 8) 420, does 

not shun a crass magnification of it: a sword and killing stab wounds. 

With one exception, it is pointless to look for traditions of the grand style in sermon 

writing; it is not sustained by a tradition, but rather is the product of individual 

inspirations. The one exception is the tradition of Cistercian preaching that begins with 

Bernard of Clairvaux. Aelred of Rievaulx, our poster child for chapter nine, is a special 

offshoot of that tradition. 

 

Sermo humilis – Sermo grandis – Sermo propheticus 

The discussion of the grand style unfolded in modern scholarship along the scale 

from humble to sublime, inherited from classical tradition. The levels of style were 

debated by titans of medieval Latin studies, Curtius and Auerbach.421 Their discussions 

                                                        
420 The standard reading in the Vulgate is amore langueo,  but the variant, vulnerata charitate 
ego sum, was common. Cf. Song of Songs 4. 9: Vulnerasti cor meum. It occurs in many variants 
in devotional literature, here in a prayer of John of Fécamp: “Rogo te…vulnera hanc animam 
peccatricem, pro qua etiam mori dignatus es; vulnera eam igneo et potentissimo telo tuae 
nimiae charitatis… Percute, Domine, percute, obsecro, hanc durissimam mentem meam 
praevalida cuspide dilectionis tuae.” Published in the Migne edition among the prayers of St. 
Augustine, PL 40, 395-396, it also is included in the supposititious prayers of Anselm of 
Canterbury, PL 158, 901C-D. See the discussion by Sarah McNamer, Affective Meditation and 
the Invention of Medieval Compassion, (Philadelphia, 2010), pp. 62-67. The wide usage of the 
metaphor does not detract from its shock value, which probably accounts for its popularity in 
sermons and prayers. 
 
 
421 Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask, 
(Princeton, 1990), pp. 148-154.   Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in 
Western Literature, trans. Willard R.Trask, (Princeton, 2013), pp. 151-155. Curtius reviewed the 
book with criticism of Auerbach’s understanding of the three levels of style (“Die Lehre von den 
drei Stilen in Altertum und Mittelalter (Zu Auerbachs Mimesis),” Romanische Forschungen 64 
(1952), 57-70. Auerbach answered in an appendix to the 1953 edition of Mimesis, 
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have become a dominant force in studies of Latin style down to the present. For Curtius 

the three levels in the Middle Ages were a continuation of classical rhetorical conceptions. 

The continuity thesis was firmed up by Franz Quadlbauer.422  

As opposed to Curtius, who, as noted in the Introduction, was dismissive of a 

medieval sublime in any form, Erich Auerbach saw the sublime as present in Christian 

discourse, but sublimated into sermo humilis. In his major work Mimesis, he argued that 

Christianity brought about a shift in representation which decisively separated sublimity 

of events from grandeur of style:  

The true heart of the Christian doctrine—incarnation and passion—was…totally 

incompatible with the principle of separation of styles … [which restricts the grand 

style to epic and to heroic characters of high standing; and the low style to comedy 

and low comic characters.] Christ had not come as a hero and king, but as a human 

being of the lowest social station….Nevertheless, all that he did and said was of 

the highest and deepest dignity… The style in which it was presented possessed 

little if any rhetorical culture in the antique sense; it was sermo piscatorius and yet 

it was extremely moving and much more impressive than the most sublime 

rhetorico-tragical literary work… The story [of the crucifixion] no sooner came to 

dominate the consciousness of the people than it completely destroys the 

aesthetics of the separation of styles; it engenders a new elevated style…  Or…a 

new sermo humilis  is born, a low style…which now encroaches upon the deepest 

and the highest, the sublime and the eternal.” (Mimesis, p. 72)  

                                                        
“Epilegomena to Mimesis,” 559-574 (orig. Romanische Forschungen 65 (1953), 1-18). Also 
“Sermo humilis,” pp. 33-41. The studies by Quadlbauer and Shuger cited above continue and 
considerably deepen our understanding of the topic in antiquity and the Middle Ages. 
 
422 Quadlbauer, Genera dicendi. On “sublime” as a style-word, synonym for the high or grand 
style see Quadlbauer’s index, keyword, “Stil, hoher, (erhabener)” and in ancient Greek 
literature and rhetoric, Porter, Sublime in Antiquity, p. 32. Heinrich Lausberg lays out the whole 
range of words and metaphors of the three styles in classical Roman rhetoric in Handbook of 
Literary Rhetoric: A Foundation for Literary Study, ed. David E. Orton and R. Dean Anderson, 
(Leiden, 1998), pp. 471-7, parag. 1078-82 (Elocutionis genera).  
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Sermo humilis was a mode apart from and opposed to classical models, a mode in which 

the grandeur of the events folded itself into simple and plain language without sacrificing 

sublimity. The plain style is “secretly sublime”; “a blending of two realms, the sublime 

and the lowly” (“Sermo humilis,” p. 65).   

There is a danger of absolutizing Auerbach’s vision of Christianity’s merging of 

the transcendent and the immanent, the most divine and the socially lowest. Seeing that 

historic repositioning as a kind of tectonic shift of spiritual-intellectual forces suggests 

that no other aesthetic reaction to the embodied mystery was possible, that the sublime 

and the ordinary, once mixed, “destroyed the aesthetics” of the sublime in the sense of 

an overwhelming manifestation of the divine proclaimed in elevated diction.  

Auerbach’s reading holds true of the texts he treats, the gospels, the Acts of 

Perpetua, and Gregory the Great’s Dialogues.  These compositions sustain a humble style 

over their length, but they are suffused with secret sublimity, because—thus Auerbach’s 

argument—their simplicity clothes sublime mysteries. Augustine’s approach to Scripture 

was a gradual uncovering of the grandeur hidden in the simplicity, and to that extent lent 

force to Auerbach’s argument.423 The essence of sermo humilis is that plain and everyday 

language clothes great mysteries and in this way exalts even the seemingly trivial. A cup 

of cold water is ordinary, but offered as an act of mercy it becomes a player in a drama of 

human salvation. It does not require rhetorical shaping and decoration to elevate it to 

grandeur. Certainly there are passages where the grandeur of sublimity accommodated 

itself to the humble style. Bernard of Clairvaux had a name for this particular 

constellation of great subject and simple style: plana profunditas. 

I am not saying that Auerbach got it wrong, and that where he says “humble style” 

we can substitute “the Sublime,” “Magnificence” or “Grandeur.”  Far from it.  He got it 

right: sublimity operates behind the mask of the humble in many significant instances, as 

                                                        
 
423   Augustine, Confessions Volume I: Introduction and Text, ed. James J. O’Donnell, (Oxford, 
1992), bk. 3, ch. 4, sect. 8 – 3. 5. 9, pp. 25-26. See Shanzer, “’Incessu humilem, successu 
excelsam’” in Magnificence and the Sublime (n. 2 above), 51-78 
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the other world lives or is perceived to live, just behind the created world; its brilliance is 

clothed in a veil of realism.  Divinity lifts the veil now and then, as an occasional epiphany 

or theophany breaks through the surface of lived reality, as mystery occasionally emerges 

in the everyday—in the imagination of the medieval Christian author. In the incarnation 

of Christ the mystery of the humble style crystallizes in an historical moment.  Milton 

captured the act of cosmic condensation it represents: 

That glorious Form, that Light unsufferable, 

And that far-beaming blaze of Majesty 

Wherewith He wont at Heaven’s high council-table 

To sit  the midst of Trinal Unity, 

He laid aside; and, here with us to be, 

Forsook the course of everlasting day, 

And chose with us a darksome house of mortal clay. 

(“On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity”) 

 

The incarnation has its aesthetic counterpart in the peculiar masking of radiance in 

ordinariness; Christian humility is really majesty compacted (not only, as in Milton’s 

lines, “laid aside”).  The power and dramatic potential of the humble form loaded with 

glory is admittedly great.  But Auerbach’s interest is not in the wide array of 

representational forms which give full-voiced and fully illuminated expression to the 

“blaze of majesty.” He points insistently to their wrapping in the simple and humble.424   

An unfortunate result of Auerbach’s take on the medieval sublime was to create a 

perception that the sublime was fully folded into the humble; that no sublime style 

existed in its own right. 425 Various essays in Magnificence and the Sublime argue against 

                                                        
424 See the essay by Robert Doran, “Literary History and the Sublime in Erich Auerbach’s 
Mimesis,” New Literary History 38 (2007): 353-69.  
 
425 See above, the Introduction on Curtius and Mary Carruthers. Her argument is that the 
prominence of a discourse of terror, horror and fear made the sublime unnecessary. Her claim 
has the same underlying structure as Auerbach’s on sermo humilis: a stylistic mode that was 
vital in antiquity became folded into another, more peculiarly medieval mold: sermo humilis 
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this overevaluation of sermo humilis (Intro, Danuta Shanzer, Paul Binski). Statistics on 

word frequency comparing the terms sermo humilis with sermo propheticus place the very 

notion of the former as a rhetorical concept in serious question. Sermo humilis in all 

grammatical forms occurs seven times in the entire Patrologia Latina and only once in 

nom. sg. Sermo propheticus occurs in all grammatical forms three hundred forty six times 

in the Patrologia, 262 times in nom. sg. The LLT-A database bears out this disproportion.  

Sermo humilis gets twenty eight hits in all grammatical forms; only one in nominative 

singular. Sermo propheticus gets 605 hits in all grammatical forms; 223 in nom. sg. These 

results are instructive also in that occurrences of the term sermo humilis are in the large 

majority descriptive, not conceptual, whereas sermo propheticus occurs regularly as a 

stable concept of sacred rhetoric. While no one doubts the prominence of a plain style as 

described by Auerbach, and while infrequent occurrence does not mean infrequent 

usage, Auerbach’s study has created the impression that sermo humilis is a widely shared 

concept in medieval rhetoric. It is not. Sermo propheticus is far better attested, more 

admired, more cultivated and more discussed. Within the stylistic scale of medieval 

sermon writing sermo humilis was a tepid setting. Passion and vehemence in formulation 

and performance were valuable in most genres, but for sermons in particular. Recent 

work, especially that of Carla Casagrande, stresses intensity, emotionality, force, power 

of words, and verbal inspiration, all characteristics of stylistic grandeur.426  

                                                        
(Auerbach) and the discourse of terror etc. (Carruthers). The former tempered and sublimated 
the sublime in plainness of speech; the latter replaced it with terror, horror and fear. The 
article on “das Erhabene” in the Historisches Wörterbuch der Rhetorik, ed. Gert Ueding, 
(Tübingen, 1992), c. 1361-2, treats the Middle Ages in a brief (one column of the 31 devoted to 
the general topic) set of notes on the three styles in the Middle Ages mined from Quadlbauer.  

 
426 Casagrande, “Le calame du Saint-Esprit: Grâce et rhétorique dans la prédication au XIIIe 
siècle.” In La parole du prédicateur (n. 12 above), 235-254; “Sermo affectuosus: Passions et 
éloquence chrétienne,” Zwischen Babel und Pfingsten: Sprachdifferenzen und 
Gesprächsverständigung in der Vormoderne (8. Bis 16. Jahrhundert, ed. Peter von Moos, 
(Berlin/Vienna, 2008),  519-532;  “Sermo potens: Rhétorique, grace et passions dans la 
prédication médiévale,” in Le pouvoir des mots au moyen age, ed. Nicole Bériou, Jean-Patrice 
Boudet et Irène Rosier-Catach, (Turnhout, 2014), 225-237. Franco Morenzoni, “Parole du 
prédicateur et inspiration divine d’après les Artes praedicandi,” in La parole du prédicateur, (n. 
12 above),  pp. 271-290. 
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John the Evangelist and Paul the Apostle: Two Strands of Sublime Style 

One should be cautious about seeing clear divisions in modes of sublime style in 

preaching. I drew dividing lines earlier between Martianus Capella on forensic and 

epideictic rhetoric and Augustine on sacred rhetoric; also between Paul (elegant, sweet, 

passionate) and John the Evangelist, (cosmic, thundering and prophetic). The styles are 

too often mixed to make sharp distinctions. But the division into a Johannine and a 

Pauline style holds true by and large in terms of the genesis of two styles, however 

compounded in patristic and medieval usage.  

Paul’s leaps of style, from the surface to the heights, and back, are rhetorical; his 

rises into grand style aim at lending force to a point, meant to push and persuade, not to 

enrapture. For Paul grand style is a teaching device. John’s are not leaps, not shifts from 

humble to grand, but visionary scenes, closer to poetry than to exposition. He sets the 

tone of the gospel at the highest level from the first words. That introductory setting was 

influential. It is a mark of the sermon or tract in the mode of John’s gospel to begin with 

some visionary scene of the primal world. John is metaphoric, poetic and musical. Add 

to John’s putative works the last book of the Bible, Revelation, and the qualities of 

thundering and jarring vision, hyperrealist, apocalyptic and transcendent, stand out even 

more clearly.  

Paul moves through simplicity to grandeur and back again in a mode that would 

be called throughout by the descriptive Latin term suavis, suavitas. His style is always 

expository.  

John writes in an epic tone, a narrative style that is elevated throughout; its visions 

are cosmic and ecstatic; their impact exhilarating, enrapturing, a lift into a world in which 

the miraculous is constantly unfolding, even in the absence of miracles; every event is 

charged with wonder and mystery. John’s epic tone is grounded in a sense of transport 

into another realm where events are governed by divine law or plan, and where the 
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language that conveys it seems to participate in that divinity. Thes are the qualities that 

characterize prophetic speech in the mode of John the Evangelist.  

John preaches sacred mysteries legitimately and sublimely at the same time. In this 

strain of sermon-making the Evangelist takes on what might be called a “literary” role, 

427 certainly a role in shaping one line of sacred rhetoric: sermo propheticus, sermo 

affectuosus.428 These are peculiarly the locus of preaching in the grand style. The 

paradoxical nature of speaking unspeakable mysteries is caught in the oxymora, dove-

like and thundering, sweet and terrifying. Thunder as a quality of the voice of the 

preacher, though known to the ancient rhetorical tradition as a quality of the forceful 

orator, 429 was inherited by Christianity from Old Testament sources 430 and became firmly 

ensconced in Christian tradition. It clings particularly to John the Evangelist. 431  It helped 

                                                        
427 Volfing (pp. 163-245) offers one of the few analyses of the evangelist’s “literary” role in 
Middle High German sermons and commentaries. While in biblical narrative John’s role is as an 
actor in the story, in lyric (Meistergesang), Volfing shows, there is a serious attempt to capture 
the sublimity of the evangelist and his vision.  
 
428 Carla Casagrande, “Sermo affectuosus” and “Sermo potens.” And Eadem, “Le calame du 
Saint-Esprit: Grâce et rhétorique dans la prédication au XIIIe siècle.” In La parole du prédicateur, 
Ve – Xve siècle, ed Rosa Maria Dessi and Michel Lauwers, (Nice: Centre d’Études Médiévales, 
1997), 235-254. Sylvain Piron, “La parole prophétique,” in Le pouvoir des mots au moyen âge, 
255-286. Thomas-M. Charland, “Praedicator gratiosus,” La revue dominicaine 39 (1933), 88-96.  
429 For Greek and Roman antiquity thunder was the metaphorical marker of grandeur and 
magnificence in rhetoric, of a style aimed at overwhelming, transporting, snatching up the 
reader, and imposing opinion and judgment by rhetorical force. Pericles had a reputation for a 
voice of thunder and lightning. Cicero (Orator, 1. 29) quotes Aristophanes’s praise of Pericles: 
“he lightened and thundered and stirred up all of Greece” (“fulgere, tonare, permiscere 
Graeciam”). Likewise Longinus on the ability of the sublime style to “shatter everything like a 
bolt of lightning.”). See the introduction of the allegory of Rhetoric in Martianus Capella, De 
nuptiis, Bk. 5, quoted in a previous chapter. Other references from antiquity, Quadlbauer, 
Genera dicendi, p. 56 and n. 53. Lightning is more common than thunder in classical usage.  
 
430 Job 26. 14; Psalm 77. 17-18 (Vulg. 76.18- 19); Psalm 104.7 (Vulg. 103); Isaiah 29. 6;  John 12. 
28-29; Apoc. Passim (voices of various creatures). Psalm 76. 19 (Vulg.): “vox tonitrui tui.” 
Lightning is more common in classical Latin: fulgur and fulmen; tonitruus/tono/ tonitus in 
Biblical and medieval. 
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that John and his brother James, sons of the fisherman Zebedee, were named by Jesus 

“sons of thunder” (Mark 3. 17). But its primary reference was preaching style.  Cosmic 

booms and flashes, lightning and magnificence (as Isidore put it) made over into human 

language seemed appropriate for mysteries so great as to turn men to gods.432  

Among the sermons of Honorius Augustodunensis in the Speculum ecclesiae 

(subject of the next chapter) is one offering advice for a preacher preaching on the gospel 

of John in a church dedicated to John: “Though it is also said of the other apostles, 

Scripture says especially of him [John]: ‘The voice of your thunder, God, in the 

whirlwind; the flashes of your lightnings lit up all the earth’.” (quoting Psalm 76). 

“Thunder,” the passage continues, “refers to the high-ringing [altisona] preaching of his 

gospel. The whirlwind means this world. The voice of the thunder of God permeates this 

whirlwind, while the grand-sounding trumpet blast of John’s gospel resounds through 

the world.” 433 The clangor are his words; the lightning his miracles. That vocal mode is 

                                                        
431 On thunder as a metaphor for John’s voice: John Chrysostom, Homily 1 on John the 
Evangelist (above, Ch. 2):  [John is] “a man crying out from heaven, and sending forth a voice 
more resonant than thunder?”;  Augustine, PL 34, 852, Adnotationes in Job, ch. 26: “Virtutem 
autem tonitrus ejus quis sciet, quando faciet? Tonitrum dicit evidentissimam vocem 
manifestationis ejus: aut illam forte vocem, quam dedit per filium tonitrus [=John], In principio 
erat Verbum, et Verbum erat apud Deum,et Deus erat Verbum ut sit ordo, Quando faciet, utrum 
quis sciet virtutem tonitrus ejus?”  Augustine, In Psalm 45 Enarratio ch. 10,  ed. D. Eligius 
Dekkers, CCSL 38, (Turnhout: Brepols, 1956), p. 524 (PL 36, 520): “Et quid strepitus ranarum ad 
tonitrua nubium? Inde enim ‘dedit vocem suam Altissimus, et mota est terra’: tonuit de nubibus 
suis.  Quae sunt nubes ejus? Apostoli ejus, praedicatores ejus, de quibus intonabat praeceptis, 
coruscabat miraculis.”  Cassiodorus, PL 70, 553B: “vox tonitrui ejus egressa est, quando 
praedicatores Christi circulum totius orbis verbis tonantibus impleverunt”; Alcuin, Comm. Apoc., 
ch. 10, PL 100, 1144Cf. “’…locuta sunt septem tonitrua voces suas.’  Hoc significant septem 
tonitrua, quod vox leonis, i.e. Verbi praedicationem, ut illud: ‘vox tonitrui in rota.’  Tonitrua, 
quia quod dominus docuit, hoc etiam Spiritus septiformis docuit apostolos praedicare: inde ‘filii 
tonitrui’ dicuntur.”   Hrabanus Maurus, In Ecclesiasticum, Bk. 9, ch. 7, PL 109, 277B: “…in mundo 
vox tonitrui ejus egressa est, quando praedicatores Christi circulum totius orbis verbis 
tonantibus impleverunt.” 
 
432 John Scot: “…deificatus in deum intrat se deificantem.”  “Sanctus theologus, in deum 
transmutatus, veritatis particeps…proclamat: ‘In principio erat verbum’.”  
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enjoined on preachers in general, and in placing John at the head of that line of descent, 

Honorius is following a long tradition of commentary.434  

Are these metaphors of preaching mere topoi handed down in a tradition of 

emphatic language adapted from the Old Testament, or are they also guidelines to 

preachers, performance cues of an exalted style rising above the humble and the middle 

(tenuis, mediocris)? An unequivocal answer to that question is lost because the 

performance element of preaching is mostly beyond recovery, but much on the periphery 

of preaching indicates that thunder, lightning, trumpet calls and bells, were, if hyperbolic, 

still, reminders of an admired preaching style, commensurate with prophetic 

pronouncements. A passage in Rupert of Deutz on the prophet Joel bundles an exalted, 

impassioned style of prophetic intensity with the preaching of the gospel. He quotes a 

“declamation” of Joel, a call to war that begins, “Clamate hoc in gentibus.”—“Shout this 

                                                        
433 Honorius, PL 172, 833A: “Nubes affluentissima, qui sua doctrina melliflua ubique perfudit 
orbis climata quadrifida…  Doctrina, miraculis cunctas Ecclesias illustrabat. Unde quamvis de 
omnibus apostolis generaliter, do eo pronuntiat Scriptura specialiter: ‘Vox tonitrui tui, Deus, in 
rota. Illuxerunt coruscationes tuae in terra tota.’ Per tonitruum altisona Evangelii praedicatio 
notatur. Per rotam hic mundus figuratur…  In hac rota vox tonitrui Dei personat, dum 
grandisonus Johannis Evangelii clangor mundo intonat.” 
 
434 Bruno of Cologne, aka the Carthusian, writes, Comm. On Psalm 28, PL 152, 747A: “The voice 
of the lord, that is, his preaching, rang out above the water through his preachers, that is, in the 
tone of thunder, which sounds to all openly and threatens all…  I say, the voice of the Lord as he 
works in power, that is in the constancy that he gave to preachers…  And I say, the voice of the 
lord as he worked in the magnificence of miracles.” (“Nam vox Domini, id est praedicatio 
ejus, per praedicatores intonuit super aquas, id est, ad modum tonitrui, quod aperte sonat 
omnibus et comminatur… Vox Domini dico operantis in virtute, id est, in constantia quam dedit 
praedicatoribus… Et vox Domini dico operantis in magnificentia miraculorum praedicatorum.”) 
Bruno of Cologne, Comm. Psalm 76, PL 152, 1029A: “Vox praedicatorum  qui tonitruum 
dicuntur.”. 1177C: “voce tonitruum, i.e. a voce praedicatorum.”  The voice of trumpet and 
thunder is a prerogative of John, at least associated with him  first and foremost. Rupert of 
Deutz, writing on the Gospel of John: “He spoke with a voice of lightning and thunder” 
(tanquam vox fulgurantis tonitrui) which resounded through the earth. Commentaria in 
Evangelium Sancti Iohannis Bk. 1, line 78-80, ed. Rhabanus Haacke, CCCM 9, (Turnhout: Brepols, 
1969), p. 11(PL 169, 208C). But it devolved onto preachers in general via the example of OT 
prophets and preachers. Whoever the individual proclaimer, a voice of trumpet, bell and 
thunder is a valued quality of preaching.  
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out to the nations!” (Joel, 3. 9). Rupert’s comment on the speech: “The force of this 

declamation is grand and powerful—I almost said, this ‘rhetorical’ declamation, but it’s 

more than rhetorical, because the subject is grand and by no means to be spoken in a 

feeble manner… ‘Shout it out!’ (Clamate!), that is, preach it among the nations.”435 This 

performance mode becomes tied directly to the prophetic sermon. Philip of Harvengt 

helpfully gives a definition of sermo propheticus: 

It seems that the term ‘prophetic sermon’ indicates that the voice of those 

preaching is called upon to rise up…  The Lord wants the preacher not only to 

shout, but also to continue shouting, not in a soft and not in a middle voice, but he 

commands his voice to rise up in the manner of a trumpet with strength so that he 

avails to rouse the listeners to the battle. 436 

Again, this prescription for hyper-emotional preaching is set in relation to the three levels 

of style (non tenuiter, non mediocriter), but from the presumption, shared by Roger Bacon, 

of the predominance of the grand or sublime.  

Before moving on to a further discussion of the grand style in sermons, it is 

important to draw another dividing line. A radical change in sermon style took place in 

the second and third decades of the thirteenth century. That period marks the emergence 

of what is known as the “university sermon,” or “modern sermon.” 437 Some remarks in 

Chapter four characterize that change from the point of view of a harsh critic, Roger 

                                                        
435 Rupert, Comment. On Joel, PL 168, 249D: “ ‘Clamate hoc in gentibus…’ Grandis et fortis hic 
rhetoricae, imo plus quam rhetoricae declamationis impetus, quia videlicet grandis est res, et 
dicenda nequaquam exiliter…  Dominus locutus est, ‘clamate,’ id est, praedicate in gentibus.” 
The echoes of Augustine on the grand style, and through him, Cicero, are evident both in the 
sentiment (magna res, granditer dicere) and in the subordination of rhetoric to force (impetus). 

 
436 PL 203, 976D-977A: “…sermone prophetico videtur designari, cum vox praedicantium 
jubetur exaltari…  Eum qui praedicat non solum vult Dominus clamare, sed a clamando etiam 
non cessare, et non tenuiter, non mediocriter, sed in modum tubae vocem praecipit exaltare, 
forte ut auditores efficaciter possit ad praelium excitare.” 
 
437 See Bériou and Wenzel on the “scholastic” or “modern” sermon. 
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Bacon. Bacon thought that the modern mode of sermon composition had destroyed the 

grandeur of preaching.  

Whatever value we place on that shift, the grand style of sermon writing is by and 

large dead by 1230 or so. The Cistercian tradition following on Bernard of Clairvaux came 

to an end in John of Ford’s (d. 1214) 120 sermons on the Song of Songs.  

Another important distinction related to this sea change in sermon style in the 

early thirteenth century: the Ars Praedicandi arises in the twelfth century and develops in 

the same degree as the classical, “monastic” sermon dies out. Works of the genre, Ars 

praedicandi, can only be of very limited use in analysing the grand sermon style as it 

developed from patristic times to the twelfth century. While it is true that Guibert of 

Nogent (d. 1124) produced a very early version of the art of the sermon, it has little to say 

relevant to sermon style in the scriptural/patristic mode. That is the style which will 

occupy us in the following chapters. In fact there is very little apart from the written texts 

of sermons to indicate to us how sermon writing was conceived and taught. Fortunately 

there is one work that is instructive for both those purposes, the Speculum ecclesiae of 

Honorius Augustodunensis. 
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Chapter 8 
Honorius Augustodunensis on How to Write a Sermon 

 

A remarkable work from the twelfth century illustrates the teaching and the art of 

the sermon in the grand style. It is the Speculum ecclesiae of Honorius Augustodunensis 

(d. 1154). 438 It was written for the clerics and monks of the Canterbury community. 439 

Honorius had been a guest there and his preaching and conversation had left such an 

impression on the members of the community that they requested a work on sermon 

writing. The Speculum ecclesiae was his response.  It was widely distributed and 

influential. 440 

This work is as close as we come to a writing on the art of composing sermons 

before the Ars Praedicandi of the thirteenth century. It is indeed a sermon collection, as it 

is regularly characterized in twelfth-century and later commentary.441 But that term does 

                                                        
438   Two recent dissertations are good guides through Honorius’s works and through the ill-
rewarded search for identification and biography of the “mysterious” Honorius: Daniel Yingst, 
Towers in the Mud: Honorius Augustodunensis through the Lens of Pedagogy, Diss. University of 
Chicago, 2017; Walter Hannam, The Inevitabile of Honorius Augustodunensis: A Study in the 
Textures of Early Twelfth-Century Augustianisms, Diss. University of Boston, 2013. I am grateful 
to Nathaniel Campbell for his work on Honorius. Campbell is publishing a selection of sermons 
from the Speculum ecclesiae in English translation, based on a critical revision of the Migne 
edition in PL 172. See his website, http://nathaniel-campbell.blogspot.com/ 
He plans a critical edition of the entire work. 
 
439 Valerie Flint argues for the diocese of Worcester as a community in which Honorius was also 
engaged: “The Career of Honorius Augustodunensis,” in Ideas in the Medieval West: Texts and 
their Contexts, (London: Routledge, 1988), p. 75ff.  
 
440 Flint lists 74 manuscripts of the work: Honorius Augustodunensis of Regensburg, (Aldershot 
UK: Ashgate), pp. 79-81 (“Provisional Handlist of Surviving Latin Manuscripts”). 
 
441 At the end of his work De luminaribus ecclesiae, he lists it as “unum libellum Sermonum, qui 
Speculum Ecclesiae nuncupatur” (233A). Flint cites a list of works of Honorius given as a gift to 
the monastery of Lambach (or possibly Göttweig). This entry interestingly characterizes the 
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not do justice to the unusual and unruly form of the book. It was also, and foremost, a 

handbook of sermon writing in the grand style and the prophetic style. It is not analytical 

or systematic; there are none of the marks of scholastic influence, no tendency to 

classification of types of sermon or the proper order of a standard sermon. It is interested 

solely in transmitting content and in modelling style. Its compositional character is 

unique, to my knowledge. If I compare it to a cook book it is not out of disrespect to 

Honorius or his work. It gives instruction in putting together sermons and material for 

making them interesting. It gives full “recipes” but also short expositions of individual 

ingredients, themes, topics for particular occasions, segments of sermons. A reasonable 

guess at the circumstances under which such a book might have been composed is that 

Honorius wrote it as a guest, or following on a visit in England. His stay was not long 

enough for him to deliver a range of sermons, or to give a seminar or master class in the 

art of the sermon, and so he wrote out what he knew, remembered, or composed from 

scratch, to leave at least a written record of his method, style and content.  

The work consists of thirty-six full sermons for various Sundays and for various 

saints’ days and church festivals, along with a string of individual passages outside of 

the context of a full sermon, tidbits of useful narrative material, exempla, advice on 

material for particular occasions and circumstances of preaching, and concomitant 

statements on the intention and practice of delivery.  

It is not clear whether the sermons were composed as model sermons for the 

Speculum or whether the author drew on a store of already composed sermons available 

in his memory or whatever other means he might have had for preserving them. 442  The 

introduction and interposed commentaries make the character of the collection quite 

evident. The request of the Canterbury colleagues opens the work: they had been 

astounded at the eloquence of their guest, who had spoken more like an angel of God 

                                                        
sermons: “Speculum ecclesiae in quo sermones dulcissimi ad populum” (Flint, “The Career,” p. 
66).  
 
442 Flint has identified some borrowings, but overall the style of the sermons is idiosyncratic, 
identifiable as that of Honorius even when the content is borrowed. 
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than a man. They beg him to put forward “in written form” (or “in that style”?) works 

along that line (aliqua huiuscemodi ad aedificationem multorum stylo proferre-- 814). Honorius 

answers that he cannot hope to renew the glorious paintings of the great “painters” 

Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome and Gregory, but, vile painter that he is, he will do his best. 

Since as with wine, older is better and sweeter, he has striven for a new drink, mixing the 

aged wine with new. This at least defines his sense of obligation to patristic sources, but 

does not contradict the evident fact that the sermons are the work of Honorius himself. 

His use of the metaphor of painting gives a significant insight into his own aesthetic 

practice, which is highly visual. 443 

He begins with guidelines for introducing a sermon (instructio loquendi): first make 

the sign of the cross, next invoke the holy spirit, then recite the beginning of the gospel of 

John, from “ ‘In the beginning was the word’ down to ‘And the word was made flesh and 

lived amongst us.’ ” 444  Honorius often interrupts a sermon with a comment like, “If you 

want to, you can end here. If time permits, add the following.” Or, “What follows here 

you should only speak in the highest festivals.” He interrupts a long easter sermon with 

the comment, “At this point preach to them the faith and confession.  Then add this:…”445 

A conclusion follows. A passage which stands alone gives a shortcut to end any particular 

sermon: “If the cold of winter or the heat of summer are too harsh, or if any other 

                                                        
443  On Honorius’s idea of the creation of the world as a work of art and God as painter, see 
Yingst, Towers in the Mud, pp. 136-142; 169-170. 
 
444 Many works of various genres begin by quoting the beginning of John or of Genesis. It does 
not matter whether those passages are relevant to the topic of the following work or not. 
Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Willehalm, a heroic epic/chanson de geste, begins with such an 
invocation. See Jaeger, “Der Schöpfer der Welt und das Schöpfungswerk als Prologmotiv in der 
Mittelhochdeutschen Dichtung,” Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum 107 (1978), 1-18. The same 
is true of illuminated images of the creation, which may introduce a large variety of works, not 
just hexamaeron commentaries. See Johannes Zahlten, Creatio mundi: Darstellungen der sechs 
Schöpfungstage und naturwissenschaftliches Weltbild im Mittelalter, (Stuttgart: Klett-Cota, 
1979). The creation has creative power, which is invoked by these passages at the beginning of 
a work.  
 
445 PL 172, 936C: “Hic predic eis fidem et confessionem. Deinde istud adjice:” 
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impediment intervenes, then omit the rest and end the sermon with this prayer: [quotes 

the beginning of the creed] (830B).  

Some passages are included as a part of a sermon, to be completed by the preacher. 

For the festival of St. Agatha, he offers only an ending: “If [you are preaching on] the feast 

of St. Agatha, you can conclude in this way.” 446 Then follows a paragraph that narrates 

in lurid detail the tortures inflicted on the saint and the prodigies that answered her 

treatment: earthquake, buildings collapse crushing some, Mt. Etna erupts. While the soul 

of the saint is transported to the heavenly bedchamber, her earthly judge is thrown, by 

the biting and kicking of horses, from the boat in which she was crossing a river, and 

drowns. 

He includes lists of many individual topics, sentiments, admonitions to be woven 

into prayers and sermons, always from the perspective of a priest ministering to a 

congregation or to an individual. In a variety of comments, he addresses the danger of 

losing the audience: shorten the sermon if necessary, make it longer if you can. And, as 

quoted above, if it’s too hot or too cold, break off when you can and end with a prayer so 

that you don’t lose the attention of the audience. He is very concerned with avoiding 

boredom. In a sermon on Septuagesima Sunday (ninth Sunday before Easter) he gives a 

string of Biblical events, not particularly organized, connected to the number seventy and 

ends that part with this statement: “You should often include the following kind of 

comments in your sermons, for with this sort of passage you will avoid boredom.” And 

follows immediately with this bit of advice: “Brothers, there are many things that I should 

tell you about this holy day, which however I will pass over in silence, lest you should 

want in exasperation to get up and leave before my job is done.” 447 He continues with a 

selection of passages aimed at holding the audience’s attention, for instance on a day for 

                                                        
446  862A: “Si in festo Sanctae Agathae, sic de ea conclude:”  
 
447    856B: “Haec saepius intermisce sermonibus tuis. Nam huiuscemodi verbis eis fastidium 
tollis.”  Then immediately follows 855B (Migne’s numbering is confused): “Fratres, adhuc multa 
essent vobis dicenda de hac sacra die quae oportet me silentio praterire, ne fastiditi velitis 
officio nondum peracto abire.”  
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singing songs of joy and sorrow he narrates the myth of the sirens at length, including 

comments on the delights of music of the gentiles, which caution against them, the 

character and detailed physiognomy of sirens, and the effect of their song on ships and 

mens’ minds, the story of Odysseus tied to the mast, told in vividness suited to the 

rhetorical figure enargeia, ending with the story allegorized (855C-857A). The next section 

tells of the Greek athletic games and the prize of the laurel by way of illustrating 1 

Corinthians 9. 24: “In a race, the runners all compete, but only one receives the prize.” 

Honorius is fond of anecdotal tidbits from Greek and Roman history. By way of vivifying 

Christ’s ascension as triumph, he explains in detail the Roman imperial ceremony of 

triumphus and works it into the sermon by allegorizing (955C-957A).  

Honorius values spectacle as a means of riveting the audience’s attention.  His 

taste for grandiosity and his wish to grab the attention of the reader make common cause, 

as in this introduction to a sermon on the Lord’s Prayer: “My dearest ones, God himself 

composed this prayer, and through it he taught how to ascend to the joys of heaven, as if 

by a ladder.” 448 He teaches doctrine with a light touch, preferring to turn lessons into 

narration of Biblical stories, entertaining exempla, or invented cautionary tales. To lighten 

a grim aspect in the audience, he commends a cheerful countenance with the following 

anecdote: 

It is written that one of the saints had the gift from God of reading from the facial 

expressions of men their characters. And so one day, while the brothers filed into 

church, he saw them entering with cheerful and radiant expressions in the 

company of happy angels of God. But he saw one of the brothers with an obscene, 

ugly and cunning face, and walking alongside him, [two] demons with horrifying 

visages, breathing fire and smoke from mouth and nostrils, and both drew him 

with a chain, while the angel of God followed far behind with a sad expression. 449  

                                                        
448 819D: “Karissimi, hanc orationem ipse Deus composuit, et per hanc, quasi per scalam, ad 
coeli gaudia scandere docuit.” 
 
449  881D: “Unde legitur quod quidam sanctorum hanc gratiam a Deo habuisse quod posset 
singulorum merita per vultus illorum discernere. Quadam itaque die, dum fratres ecclesiam 
frequentarent, vidit eos hylari vultu et splendida facie intrantes et angelos Dei laetos eis 
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The tale has visionary quality of the grotesque sculptures of Cluny, so repellent to 

Bernard of Clairvaux; also of the fantastic miniatures with which illuminators liked to fill 

the margins of manuscripts. Along with that brand of represented demons and monsters, 

such motifs in Honorius are part of his programmatic urge to hold the audience’s interest 

and banish tedium. 450  

While Honorius’s comments sometimes make the impression of a grab bag of 

modular sermon elements, the sermons themselves are the greater part of the work, and 

they answer that objection. Many of them are, if not carefully composed, at least 

powerful, eloquent, coherent. A clear tendency in these sermons is to open with a passage 

that strikes amazement into the listener/reader. Honorius evokes glorious visions, 

sweeping and inspiring, glimpses into the cosmos and the world beyond. 451 Grand 

cosmic visions in opening lines or paragraphs of a sermon are markers of writings in the 

mode of John the Evangelist.  

 Rhyme prose is common, metaphoricity abounds, the grandiose language of the 

prophets and psalms is part and parcel of his style. We often find a baroque proliferation 

of images and exempla, which is another marker of Honorius’s style, 452 and indicators of 

                                                        
commitantes. Unum vero turpi ac deformi et nebuloso vultu vidit, et daemones horribili visu 
ignem et fumum ex ore et naribus exhalantes juxta eum ambulare et utrumque catena eum 
trahere, angelum autem Domini longe retro tristem sequi.” 
 
450 On the representation of monsters and demons as a means of conquering boredom, Mary 
Carruthers, The Experience of Beauty, pp. 146-150 (“Monsters in the Cloisters”): “Their very 
diversity and discord shocks one from the temptation to taedium” (p. 148). 
 
451 The sermon on the Nativity of Christ opens with a vision of the joy in heaven and on earth at 
the birth of Christ; the king of heaven visits earth in person in order to repair the damage done 
in heaven through the fall of the angels, for which his instrument is humankind (815A).  
On Sts. Peter and Paul,969A: “God, the supreme artist, my dears, built his splendid palace in the 
heavens. But one of the walls collapsed and fell. The first among his angels fell also with a 
multitude of his followers. And so the son of God took the reins of his horses and traveled 
through the entire world, collecting living stones to repair the wall. His chariots heavily laden, 
he returned to the Father. The wall was quickly erected; the house of God was perfectly 
finished.” An allegorical interpretation of the story follows.  
 
452 See Yingst, Towers in the Mud, pp. 197-210. 
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his admiration for the style of the gospel of John. In a sermon on the dedication of the 

church, he says that the church is built on seven pillars. These pillars are the major works 

of the Bible listed in order from greater to lesser importance. The first pillar is the gospel 

of John, he continues through the psalms, and the wisdom literature of the Old 

Testament, which fill out the final five pillars. No other work from the New Testament is 

a pillar of the church. Having established the parallel between the church building and 

the temple of the heavenly Jerusalem, he launches into a long, rich, detailed description 

of the temple.  We know of, and are able to describe its beauty, he explains, because John 

the Evangelist saw it all in his plenary vision of the city and the temple:  

The writings of the blessed evangelist John tell us of the beauty of this city in which 

the walls of the temple are founded where angels and humans meet. The blessed 

apostle had seen all the future mysteries of the church while rapt to celestial things. 

He saw the heavenly Jerusalem radiant with the glory of all beauty and gleaming 

with the most brilliant light of eternal beauty.  

Then follows a long description of the gems and rare and precious metals out of which 

the temple is constructed. Honorius wants his listener to appreciate, alongside the rich 

vision, also  the lavish expense of verbiage in his sermon, which gives expression to the 

richness of the building:  

Just as these words, my dearly beloved, are most astonishing and sweet to the 

hearing, so also they resonate with the wondrous sweetness of their meanings. 453 

                                                        
 
453 This passage is not in the Patrologia edition where the sermon breaks off in mid sentence. J.  
Kelle supplements the inadequate manuscript used by Migne (Rheinau Codex 33) with three 
Munich mss. which give the full text of the sermon. “Untersuchungen über das Speculum 
Ecclesiae des Honorius,” Sitzungsberichte der Philosophisch-Historischen Classe der kaiserlichen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften Wien, vol 145 (Vienna, 1903), p. 12: “Que autem sit, karissimi, 
claritas huius ciuitatis, in qua fundantur menia beati templi angelice et humane societatis 
declarant nobis scripta beati euangeliste iohannis, qui beatus apostolus, dum spiritu raptus 
fuisset ad celestia ac cuncta ecclesie futura conspexisset misteria, uidit celestem hierusalem 
tocius ornatus gloria radiantem ac summa eterne claritatis luce rutilantem...  sicut hec uerba, 
karissimi, sunt ualde mira et ad audiendum ualde dulcia, sic ad intelligendum sunt miram 
dulcedinem resonantia.” 
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Honorius’s sermon for Easter Sunday brings together many of the qualities of his style.454 

It opens with a cosmic panorama, ranging through the various dimensions of creation. 

First, time: he concentrates the entire range of Christian history into two days, the “day 

of death” from Adam to Christ; the “day of life” from Christ to the end time. Easter 

Sunday is celebrated as the turning point from death to life. The resurrection of all the 

human race will take place on Easter. He orchestrates a grand symphony of rejoicing: all 

of creation and heaven itself rejoice today. Eternity replaces time. The ranks of angels, 

now newly filled with humans, are happy, the citizens of heaven are happy, the sun and 

moon shine brighter. Most of all, earth rejoices. The rivers and oceans, now calm, rejoice; 

their waves washing the shores show the washing away of sin and death through Christ. 

The birds sing and dance. Their sweet melody divides into two choruses singing in 

alternation. “The air is clear, the sea is calm, the forests are leafing, the meadows are 

blooming the sown fields are growing, and various animals are happily bringing forth 

their broods.” Hell alone groans in pain. Christ has “burst its gates of brass and iron bars.” 

He brings the victims of death back to the heavenly palace. Christians enter the homeland 

of paradise as the Israelites before them, “freed of Pharaoh’s yoke, having entered into 

the promised land.” 

 It is an extravagant scene, sweeping from the heights to the depths, touching all of 

heaven and earth with music and joy. It aims at magnitude, immensity. It stretches 

dimensions natural and supernatural to their limits: time, from beginning to end; space, 

the entire earth; the natural to the supernatural world, heaven, earth, and hell. It may 

make sense to begin a sermon on Easter with such a vision of cosmic rejoicing, but it is 

far from an obligatory opening. 455 It is a visionary opening in the mode of John’s gospel, 

                                                        
454 PL 172, 927-936. I cite the English translation by Campbell: https://nathaniel-
campbell.blogspot.com/2020/04/sermon-for-easter-day-honorius-augustodunensis-speculum-
ecclesiae.html 
 
455 Cf. Hildebert of Lavardin’s Easter sermon, much closer to a teaching style, stressing doctrine 
and morals. PL 171, 911C. Migne includes six Easter homilies of Godfrey of Admont (PL 174, 
795-830C). All have sober, expository openings. 
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transcendental and sublime. In general the occasion of a sermon can call forth this kind 

of opening, though not necessarily: the birth of Christ, transfiguration, ascension—

occasions for rejoicing. 456 The cosmic framing exalts  the subject matter, raising the reader 

into higher realms, setting a tone in which the mysterious and supernatural of John’s 

gospel meets the cosmic sweep of the psalms, Isaiah, The Book of Job, and finally putting 

forward implicitly the claim that the language is prophetic.  

The stage of this sermon is crowded. The assemblage of narratives and players can 

seem a little disordered. The listeners are urged to sing a new song; then a chain of great 

deeds of Jesus tumbles out. A long string of adversitives follows the logic of shrinking 

the infinite and grand into the earthly and small:  

 He who made all creation from nothing, becomes a baby born from a woman. 

He who holds everything in his hand, is held in a woman’s womb. 

He created the whole universe, but is born from a young girl. 

Swathed in rags, he is laid in the manger; robed in glory, the angels attend him on 

the throne of majesty. 

He who humbles the supreme dignity of the angels is subjected to mortal 

parents.457 

The passage continues at length, in effect situating the whole course of the life of Christ 

within the repeated pattern of “He who is infinitely majestic, suffers the lowest of mortal 

destinies.” (930D-931D). The tension in each assertion is extreme. The repetition aims at 

rendering the audience awestruck. 

In the next paragraph there is a similar catenation of the wonders of Christ; an 

ascent in grandeur ends in the transfiguration: 

Because the sun and moon wonder at his beauty, he is transfigured before his own 

as God.  And because he is beautiful in form beyond the sons of men, his face 

                                                        
456 See the sermon on the transfiguration by Peter the Venerable, PL 189, 953B. 
 
457 930D: “Itaque per quem omnis creatura fit ex nichilo, hic fit ex fragili sexu homuncio. Qui 
omnia claudit pugillo, clauditur in puellae utero. Per quem totus mundus creatur, ex femina 
generatur. Pannis obsitus reclinatur in praesepio; Angelos gloria vestiens subnixus es majestatis 
solio...” 
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shines as the sun. And because he is confirmed as the judge of the living and the 

dead, Moses, who died, and Elijah, who lives, converse with him. 458 

This sermon is not a series of quotations from scripture, but rather a reformulation of 

scriptural passages in rhetorical structures contrived by Honorius. The result is a lyricised 

scriptural narrative.  

 It is instructive to come back briefly to that dominant tendency of Honorius’s 

sermonizing mentioned earlier: to turn Christian teachings into narratives by reverting 

to the Old Testament stories, telling the stories and briefly alluding to their relevance to 

the work of Christ. Joseph, sold into slavery, becomes a prince in Egypt: “So is Christ sent 

by his father...” He tells the story of Samson from beginning to end, adding sign posts to 

the life of Christ. (933D-935B). The Old Testament narrative is vivid; the Christian 

exegesis pale. 

 Honorius maintains a Johannine tone in this sermon and others. Recall our 

description of the style of the evangelist above: he wrote in a narrative style that is 

elevated throughout; it begins with visions that are cosmic and ecstatic; their impact 

exhilarating, enrapturing, a lift into a world in which the miraculous is constantly 

unfolding, even in the absence of miracles; events are charged with a sense of wonder 

and mystery. His epic tone is grounded in a sense of transport into another realm where 

events are governed by divine law or plan and where the language that conveys it seems 

to participate in that divinity. These qualities are also present in Honorius, but there is in 

Honorius as well a strong taste for the riveting narrative, for sensational details, for 

stories that seem strange and fanciful in his retelling and that often seem placed there 

more for their ability to stoke interest, keep the listeners awake, than for the light they 

shed on Christian mysteries. Honorius never to my knowledge uses the language of 

raptus and sublevatio mentis as effects that sermons might aim at. But his vividness of style 

                                                        
 
458  931C: “Et quia sol et luna ejus pulchritudinem mirantur, coram suis ut Deus transfiguratur. 
Et quia speciosus forma prae filiis hominum fuerat, facies ejus ut sol rutilat. Et quia judex 
vivorum et mortuorum comprobatur, Moyses mortuus et Helyas vivus ei confabulantur.” 
Campbell identifies the scriptural passages exhaustively. 
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does exert a kind of enchantment on the listener, drawing the audience into the alluring 

tales of which his sermons are full. While he gave few indications of the performance 

style of the preacher, he did leave one telling passage at the end which summarizes the 

intended effect of the work:  

When you deliver a sermon you should not thrust out with your hand as if to hurl 

the words into the face of the listeners, nor should you stand with eyes closed and 

directed to the ground, nor with your face upward; nor should you move your 

head like a crazy person, or twist your mouth in this direction and that; but, in the 

way that rhetoric teaches, you should speak with fitting expression, form your 

words composedly and humbly, express sad things with a sad voice, happy with 

a happy voice, crude things with a harsh voice, and gentle things mildly. You need 

to represent things in such a way that the listeners seem to see the events 

themselves rather than hear you. 459  

This last sentence states the purpose of enargeia, vivid representation,460 and ultimately of 

sublimity of style: to transport the listeners out of the world they inhabit and into the 

world represented.  

The Speculum ecclesiae is doubly important for a study of the grand both for its 

exemplarity of style and for its meaning within the history of medieval sermon writing. 

Honorius’s work illustrates like no other how the art of the sermon was transmitted prior 

to the formal prescriptive works of the Ars Praedicandi. The art of sermon making was 

taught and transmitted by example. As Augustine had urged (and I have repeatedly 

                                                        
 
459  861: “Cum autem sermonem facis, non debes protenta manu quasi verba in faciem populi 
jaculare, nec clausis oculis vel in terram fixis, aut supino vultu stare; nec caput ut insanus 
movere, vel os in diversa contorquere; sed, ut rhetorica instruit, decenti gestu pronunciare, 
verba composite et humiliter formare, tristia tristi voce, laeta hylari, dura acri, humilia 
suppressa proferre. Ut magis auditoribus videatur ipsas res spectare quam te audire, verbis eas 
debes repraesentare.”  
 
460 On enargeia, vividness, see Caroline van Eck, Art, Agency and Living Presence: From the 
Animated Image to the Excessive Object, (Leiden: De Gruyter and Leiden University Press, 
2015), 31-42. Also Vincent Gillespie, “Enargeia and the Psalter.”  
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stressed), the pedagogy of Christian doctrine is best learned by charismatic influence, by 

following the model of a great teacher, either in person or writing, not by studying and 

practicing rules of the art of rhetoric. Honorius’s work on the art of the sermon is a unique 

case where the examples themselves are recorded in writing. 
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Chapter 9 
The Voice of Thunder: Aelred of Rievaulx 

Aelred of Rievaulx (d. 1167) wrote about 200 sermons, says his biographer, Walter 

Daniel. (The CCCM edition includes 213 in three volumes). Many are plain, many are 

boring. He often writes out large sections from patristic and medieval texts. Sometimes 

he recycles his own sermons and writings. Composing sermons for the church calendar 

can be an onerous task. 461  But an abbot whose soporific preaching left his monks bored 

and indifferent was not doing his job, at least not that part of it. Alongside teaching, he 

needed to move them from spiritual torpor to fervor, stir the love and the fear of God, 

and rouse enthusiasm for the faith. 462 His Sermon 68 for Pentecost stands out notably. 463 

It is decidedly a prophetic sermon. 

Aelred gave much thought to that sermon type. His thirty-one “Homilies on the 

                                                        

461 Bernard of Clairvaux complained about the burden of preaching, which shortened the hours 
he had to spend in the embraces of the bridegroom, as he put it in the language of the Song of 
Songs (In Cant., Sermo 4. 5). Humbert of Romans lists nimia fatigatio among the liabilities of 
preaching (Opera, p. 33, n. 13 above).  
 
462  See Casagrande, “Sermo potens,” pp. 226-227. Thomas Aquinas, In Psalm. 47, Opera 
Omnia vol. 14, p. 334: “All preaching should aim at two goals: to demonstrate God’s 
magnificence…or…to ignite love in the hearts of the listeners.” (“Omnis praedicatio ad duo 
debet ordinari; scil. Ad ostendendum Dei magnificentiam…vel…ut accendatur caritas in eorum 
cordibus.”) Cited by Casagrande, “Sermo potens,” p. 227, n. 6.   

 
463  Aelred of Rievaulx, Opera Omnia: Sermones XLVII-LXXXIV, ed. Gaetano Raciti, CCCM 2B, vol. 
3, (Turnhout, 2001), 191-199. For some basics on Aelred as sermon writer, Domenico Pezzini, 
“The Sermons of Aelred of Rievaulx,” in A Companion to Aelred of Rievaulx, ed. Marsha L. 
Dutton, (Leiden, 2017). A study of Aelred’s theology drawing on his sermons, Philippe Nouzille, 
Expérience de Dieu et théologie monastique au XIIe siècle: Étude sur les sermons d’Aelred de 
Rievaulx, (Paris, 1999).  
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Prophetic Burdens of Isaiah” address prophetic preaching throughout;464 they give 

emphasis to that picture of the prophetic preacher 465 which we have drawn in a few 

strokes earlier. The topic of sermon 68 is “On the seven-fold voice of the holy spirit.” The 

opening address sets the tone: “Here I am, my most beloved brothers, here I am, restored 

to you.”  (“Adsum, fratres mei dilectissimi, adsum, vobis reditus.”) He has just recovered 

from a near mortal sickness, and drags himself from death’s door in his diminished state 

to the pulpit (or wherever he preached) to deliver this sermon which, performed as its 

style demands, might have exhausted a healthy abbot. His powerful emotion, he says, 

overcame his feeble condition. 

That opening word, “adsum,” twice uttered, comes trailing reminiscences: it is the 

language of Abraham, Jacob and Moses responding to the voice of God or to angels, also 

of God speaking to Isaiah promising to reveal his presence to his people, “in that day they 

shall know that it is I who speak; Ecce adsum.”466 “Adsum,” first person singular present, 

                                                        
464 Homeliae de Oneribus Propheticis Isaiae, ed. Raciti, CCCM 2D, vol. 5, (Turnhout, 2005). An 
English translation by Lewis White appeared recently: Homilies on the Prophetic Burdens of 
Isaiah, trans. Lewis White, (Collegeville MN: Liturgical Press, 2018). 
 
465  E.g. Aelred, Homelia de oneribus 5. 10, ed. Raciti, p. 56: “In exaltation of the voice, that 
fervor can be expressed which is very necessary in the crowd of the brothers, so that by the 
sound of the voice that inner fire will break out everywhere, and thus they will arouse and 
kindle each other until, one flame arising from many, that fatted sacrifice offered to the altars 
of the divine angels enflame the ministry in ‘the odor of sweetness’.” (“Potest in vocis 
exaltatione fervor ille exprimi qui in turba fratrum valde necessarius est, ut per oris sonum 
interior ille ignis erumpat indique, et sic se invicem erigant at accendant, quatenus una flamma 
effecta de multis ‘holocausta’ illa ‘medullata,’ divinis angelorum ministerio illata altaribus, ‘in 
odorem suavitatis’ incendat.” –cf. Psalm 65. 15; Ephes. 5. 2).  Homelia 5. 21, p. 59: “…iubet nos 
sermo propheticus exaltare ‘vocem,’ ut sermo noster de caelestibus sit, qui vel Dei timorem 
incutiat vel amorem infundat vel augeat scientiam vel mores componat.” See also Homily 4. 14, 
p. 51: [preach sublime things from the vision of the sublime to inspire sublime action.]  
 
466  “[God] said to him ‘Abraham.’ And he said ‘Here I am’” (adsum—Gen. 22:1); “The angel of 
the lord called to him and said ‘Abraham.’ And he said, ‘Here I am.’” Gen. 22:11); Jacob answers 
the angel in his dream, “Here I am” (Gen. 31:11 and Jacob to God, 42:2). Moses answering 
God’s call: “adsum” (Exodus 3: 4); God to Isaiah: “Therefore my people shall know my name; 
therefore in that day they shall know that it is I who speak; behold, here I am.” (“Ecce adsum”) 
(Isaiah 52:6). The two other occurrences of the word in the Old Testament are, similarly, 
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has no other usage in the Old Testament. It does not occur in the New Testament 

(Vulgate) in any context. It is common in Medieval Latin usage, but about 7 of ten 

occurrences are quoting either Genesis (Abraham to God) or Isaiah, where “Ecce adsum” 

is a vocal signature of God. 467 In short, that term is seldom used without profound 

resonance. The opening word wraps the speaker in the atmosphere of the archaic age of 

the faith when God spoke to patriarchs and prophets, and they answered with this 

announcement of their presence and willingness to serve, “Adsum.”  

 And indeed, what follows has distinctly the cast of sermo propheticus: elevated 

diction, high emotional pitch, rhetorical shaping intensifying the force of the words, a 

grand theme grandly presented, as Cicero and Augustine defined the grand style, 

“Magna res est, et granditer agitur,” varied by Rupert of Deutz, “Grandis et fortis 

hic…impetus… grandis est res, et dicenda nequaquam exiliter”. 

                                                        
hieratically formal announcements of presence and readiness to serve: Patriarch to God, God to 
prophet.   
 
467 In the Patrologia Latina it is frequent, but never used casually. E.g. Augustine, Soliloquium 1. 
5, PL 32, 888:  [Dialogue between Reason and Augustine]  “RATIO: Attende in ista diligentius.  
AUGUSTINUS: En adsum.” Ordinarily it occurs as a quote from Isaiah 52. 6: “Ecce adsum.”  
Hildegard, Scivias, ed. Hildegundis Führkötter, CCCM  (Turnhout, 1978), 2 visio, 6, 36: “oblato 
sacrificio ad altare me coeperit invocare, amen tibi dico, quoniam in ardente calore meo ibi 
adsum et pleno desiderio idem sacramentum perficio.” (Pseudo?)- Bernard of Clairvaux, PL 184, 
546A: “Assuescam igitur sola intima cogitare, sola interiora diligere, et in illis permanere, ut 
possim audire quid loquatur in me Dominus Deus meus.  Ecce adsum, piissime Domine: tecum 
sum, intus sum. Quamdiu in exterioribus occupatus fui, vocem tuam intra me audire non 
potui.” An interesting usage occurs in the murder scene of Edward Grim’s Vita of Thomas 
Becket (1171-1172). The knights who have forced their way into the cathedral call out, “Where 
is Thomas Becket, betrayer of king and kingdom”? Becket answers with a loud and fearless 
voice: “Ecce adsum, a priest, no betrayer of the king” (Materials for the History of Thomas 
Becket, RS 67: 2. P. 435, ch. 80).  We could hardly ask for a better fix on the word’s resonance 
than the beginning of a sermon by Nicholas of Gorran (d. 1295): “Ego ipse qui loquebar ecce 
assum. Multifarie multisque modis olim patribus loquebatur filius Dei.” Cited from Ms. Paris 
BnF, lat. 15950, 45v, citation from In Principio: 
http://apps.brepolis.net.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/inpr/Results.aspx 
And from that context of highest-level conversation, the corresponding address of supplicant to 
God follows logically: “Adesto sancte spiritus”; “Deus de Deo, adesto mihi famulo tuo.” 
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The theme of the day of Pentecost, says Aelred, is “love.” And, keying his sermon 

to the holy spirit in its capacity as the creative force of love, at work since the creation of 

the world, he bypasses the dominant Pentecost narrative of Acts 2: tongues of fire above 

the apostles, speaking in tongues, etc.468 Aelred begins far from that pentecost, namely at 

the beginning: i.e. in Principio. The sermon opens at primal creation; Aelred evokes a 

vision amalgamated of Genesis 1 and John 1: the creative power of the word of God, the 

formless void, the spirit upon the face of the waters, and an element not mentioned in 

either of those visions of creation: thunder. He shows the Trinity at work in the act of 

creation: the father brings immensity to the universe and life to creatures; the Son brings 

wisdom, beauty and form to things; the Spirit orders and sanctifies things (Sermo 68, 5-

6, p. 192).  

 Aelred sees the gifts of the holy spirit flowing over the orb of the earth like a 

universal anointing. “What region is there, what island, what corner of the earth is not 

redolent of that fragrance”: “ubique spiritus operatur, ubique spiritus loquitur.” Initially 

God’s speech infuses all of creation and holds all things together, a powerful but 

inaudible sound, spiritual and silent, perceptible only to a few select prophets, like David 

and Gideon.  

For Aelred the true Pentecost miracle is that after the ascension of Christ the silent 

voice became audible: And what a sound!  Aelred intercuts his own words with those of 

Psalm 28,469 -- but without ascription, his words not distinguished from those of the 

psalmist:  

                                                        
 
468 Pentecost was the subject of many sermons but few commentaries (Bede and Rhabanus 
Maurus) in the Middle Ages. On the patristic and medieval tradition, see Silvana Vecchio, 
“Dispertitae Linguae: Le récit de la Pentecôte entre exégèse et prédication,” in Zwischen Babel 
und Pfingsten, 237-251. 
 
469 Psalm 28 (Vulgate; 29 NRSV) is the prophet’s psalm par excellence.  See Gerhoh of 
Reichersberg, Comm. Ps., on Ps 28, PL 193, 1237Bff.: “This psalm is suited for David the 
prophet” (“iste psalmus convenit David prophetae…”).  
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From this day his voice was upon the waters (Facta est vox eius super aquas).470 The 

voice of the lord is upon the waters; the God of majesty thundered; the lord is upon 

many waters. The voice of the Lord in power; the voice of the lord in magnificence, 

the voice of the lord shattering the cedar trees, the voice of the lord dividing the 

flames, the voice of the lord shaking the desert; the voice of the lord causing the 

deer to give birth. This is the seven-fold voice of the spirit. 471  

Aelred has taken the seven-fold voice and (with some variations) its attributes from 

Psalm 28. But he makes of it something no commentator on the psalm had done before 

him; he composes a brief, emphatic history of the church. It progresses in seven stages 

oriented to the seven voices— 

• The voice of the Lord above the waters: the word of the apostles spreading to all 

lands; 

• the voice of magnificence: preaching, original proclaiming of the Word;  

• voice of power: miracles;  

• voice shattering the cedars: persecution and suffering of the martyrs;  

• shaking the desert: princes and emperors subdued and converted;  

• dividing the flames: the expulsion of heretics and the forgiveness of sin;  

• preparing the deer to give birth: the teaching and contemplation of the saints.  

The alignment of the phases of the church with the grandiose imagery of the Psalm is in 

part the poetry of the sermon: A titanic God uproots and shatters mighty trees, lifts up 

                                                        
470 By varying the words of Genesis 1. 2 and 3, the formulation aligns God’s voice (facta est vox 
super aquas) with the creation of light (facta est lux) and the presence of the holy spirit at 
creation (ferebatur super aquas) and with other creations of the six days, light, firmament, 
earth and seas etc. 
 
471 Sermon 68.11, p. 194: “Verum a die ista facta est vox eius super aquas, Deus maiestatis 
intonuit, Dominus super aquas multas. Inde vox domini in virtute; vox domini in magnificentia; 
vox domini confringentis cedros; vox domini concutientis desertum; vox domini intercidentis 
flammam ignis; vox domini praeparantis cervos. Haec est septena vox Spiritus.”  
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the desert as if he were picking up a carpet to shake it out. But the operating force is his 

voice, not his hands; it shatters, shakes and breaks like a bolt of lightning.472 

The structure of what follows is complicated by repetition of the Vox domini: First 

an abbreviated summary punctuated for each of the “voices” with the merging of the 

passages already quoted from Ps. 28 (vox domini) and Ps. 76 (vox tonitrui),473 then passing 

over into another string of repetitions, “voice of thunder,” Vox tonitrui taking over from 

Vox domini. Here it is translated in its power and its incoherence:  

The voice of the Lord above the waters, The God of majesty thundered, The Lord 

above many waters. The voice of the lord over the waters when the sound of the 

apostles went forth through the entire earth. The lord thundered over many 

waters.  

THE VOICE OF YOUR THUNDER in the whirlwind, o holy spirit,  

THE VOICE OF YOUR THUNDER in the whirlwind.  

O THUNDER! Do penance, for the kingdom of heaven approaches. 

O THUNDER! The faithful and the baptized will be saved. 

O THUNDER! The fornicators and adulterers … will suffer the judgment of God… 

They will hear: ‘Depart from me, cursed ones, into the eternal fire.’ 

O THUNDER! The Lord thundered over many waters. 474 

                                                        
472 Contrast Gerhoh of Reichersberg, who enumerates each of the seven “gifts” (gratiae) of the 
spirit, and refers each solidly to Christian morality, that is, shifts to a teaching mode and so 
removes the dramatic force from the imagery. (PL 193, 1246B).  
 

473 Psalm 76. 18-19: (quoted above). 
 
474 The passage is printed in Raciti’s edition in a continuous flow of sentences with lines 
following “O tonitruum” marked as quotations. I have given them as lines of verse, as if a poem 
or  liturgical text, emphasis added through capitalization.  Sermo 68. 14, p. 195-6: “Vox Domini 
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Striking in this fulmination are the thumping rhythms; the abandoning of 

discursive coherence; the prophetic exclamations patched onto thunder, as if they are 

what the thunder said;  the shift from commands (do penance) to judgment day 

prophecies, to a fragmentary quotation from Christ’s judgment speech in Matthew 25, 

“The lord thundered over many waters,” like a refrain, the fifth time in ten lines “over 

many waters” is repeated. One can piece together the bits and pieces of the judgement 

scene of Matthew 25, but constructing a logical series of utterances is not what it is about; 

what the passage aims at is dithyrambic outbursts declaimed in defiance of any elegant 

flow of speech. The hyperbata produce a hyper-musicality, a tone that is breathless and 

ecstatic, a passage with its own harsh musicality. We might call the structure of these 

seven-fold repetitions followed by discursive (if not grammatical) statements, antiphonal, 

and raise the question, to what extent the performance of a sermon like Aelred’s involved 

singing, or at least took on a liturgical cast, or actually moved into that performance 

mode.475  

                                                        
super aquas, Deus maiestatis intonuit, Dominus super aquas multas.  Aquae multae, ut dicit 
Scriptura, populi multi. Vox igitur Domini super aquas quando in omnem terram exivit sonus 
apostolorum.  Intonuit, inquit, Dominus super aquas multas.  Vox tonitrui tui in rota, o Sancte 
Spiritus, vox tonitrui tui in rota, hoc est in orbe.  O tonitruum!  Paenitentiam agite, 
appropinquabit enim regnum caelorum.  O tonitruum! qui crediderit et baptizatus fuerit salvus 
erit; qui vero non crediderit condemnabitur.  O tonitruum!  Neque fornicatores neque adulteri… 
regnum Dei possidebunt. Audituri enim sunt: Discedite a me, maledicti, in ignem aeternum. O 
tonitruum! Intonuit Dominus super aquas multas.”   
 
475 Admired qualities of lauds and acclamations resonate with the approved tone for prophetic 
sermons. See Ernst Kantorowicz, Laudes Regiae: A Study in Liturgical Acclamations and 
Medieval Ruler Worship, (Millwood, NY, 1974; rpt. of original, 1946), p. 197ff (appendix to 
Laudes by Manfred Bukofzer):  “Clamorous voices” for “triumphant character of the whole 
prayer. Laudes (loud) in contrast to litany (soft)” (p. 198); “affectus rerum quae canitur, oportet 
ut imitetur cantionis affectus…” On singing in sermons and assimilation of sermons to the 
liturgy, see Siegfried Wenzel, Preachers, Poets, and the Early English Lyric, (Princeton, 1986), pp. 
17-18. On the music of angels as performers of a “heavenly liturgy,” see Reinhold Hammerstein, 
Die Musik der Engel: Untersuchungen zur Musikanschauung des Mittelalters, (Bern and Munich: 
Francke, 1962), esp. 20-25: angels’ voices singing praise of God are not harmonic, but 
thundering and roaring, like “the voice of many waters.” It is protomusic, Urmusik expressing 
the pre-rational, “numinous” stage of religious experience, expressing “the insignificance of 
humanity facing the terrifying and the sublime.”  
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The seven-times repeated apostrophe of Thunder may be inspired by Revelation 

10. 3-4, where the voice of an angel announces seven voices of thunder, but without 

enumerating them. In Aelred they are arrayed in an emphatic anaphoric string of 

exclamations, parallel to the preceding string of repetitions of Vox Domini.  

He now (i.e. following “O Thunder!”) returns to the seven voices. Voice one was 

the voice of God in power. Vox Domini in virtute. Then he proceeds through the other six 

voices each previously introduced by the anaphoric “vox Domini…vox domini…vox 

domini.” A brief explanation of each of the seven historical phases of the church follows 

each newly restated Vox Domini.  Phases 2-6 rise in a triumphal ascent to the final voice, 

the voice of the lord causing the deer to give birth. 476  

A transition follows, worthy of a narrative composition of finely, artistically 

conceived dynamics. The mood changes from storm and thunder to springtime weather, 

introduced by the lines from the Song of Songs, “Now the winter is past, the rain is over 

and gone. The flowers appear on the earth; the time of singing has come” (Song of Songs 

2. 11-12). The sermon moves from upheavals to tranquillity, from thunder to sunshine 

and birdsong. The narrative opens onto a utopian vision, an earthly paradise of the 

church or of the monastic life at least, where wise and perfect men study and explain 

scripture, practice contemplation and prayer, and like the deers who leap over high 

mountains, rise up to the heights of heaven by spiritual leaps. (68. 19-22, pp. 197-198). 

The sermon ends with this admonition:  

                                                        
 p. 24: The thundering and roaring is music prior to composition, Urmusik, übermächtig, 
schrecklich, like trumpets or lions.  An unknown language, like those Arcana verba, quae non 
licet homini loqui.   
 
476 The obscurity of praeparans cervos elicited different readings, but across the major OT 
sources available to the Middle Ages, the meaning “preparing for birth” predominates:  
Septuagint, καταρτιζομένη; Vulgate, praeparans; Hebrew Bible obstetricans cervis; Gerhoh of 
Reichersberg (PL 193, 1249A), parturire faciens desertum; obstetricans cervis. Aelred reads it 
allegorically as preparation for an age of prophets and scholars. 
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And so because everywhere there is peace, everywhere tranquility, everywhere 

celestial serenity smiles—now pursue teaching, pursue wisdom, pursue the 

understanding of scripture, pursue contemplation, and in all of these ‘taste and 

see how sweet is the lord.’ (Ps. 33. 9)… The strength and energy of the voice of the 

spirit resounding within us, acting within us, leads the deer to give birth and 

reveals the mysteries, so that all in his temple will say “glory!” 477 

The dynamics of the sermon are clearly rich and complex. The later part discussed 

here  moves from temptestuous to tranquil, from apocalyptic to elysian. Aelred 

comments on his own cadences: peace is given to the church once kings and princes 

convert, data est pax ecclesiis. The winter of persecution has passed, the rain of tribulations 

receded, like beautiful flowers everywhere blossoming into holy church. (p. 197); all 

things are now ordered in celestial peace. The voices of the saints marvel at the sudden 

peace and tranquillity (p. 198). This clearly orchestrated transition calls for musical 

comparisons, and reminds this reader at least of the move from storm to tranquility in 

the fourth and fifth movements of the Pastoral symphony.  

The tone and alternations of tone of the sermon are no doubt in part the continuing 

influence of a Johannine tradition that legitimizes the vehemence and grandeur of 

prophetic speech against the humble style of the Pauline tradition. Being the continued 

voice of God creating through the spirit, something above ordinary human preaching, 

(tenuis and mediocris, exiliter dicendum) is necessary if it is to continue the voice of the 

spirit.  

                                                        
477 Sermo 68. 24, p. 199: “Quoniam igitur ubique pax, ubique tranquillitas, ubique caelestis 
quaedam arridet serenitas, vacate doctrinae, vacate sapientiae, vacate Scripturarum 
expositioni, vacate contemplationi et in his omnibus ‘gustate et videte quoniam suavis est 
Dominus’ (Psalm 33. 9). Sed numquid hoc nostra virtute et industria? Immo vox Spiritus intus 
sonans, intus operans, praeparat cervos et revelat condensa, ut ‘in templo eius omnes dicant 
gloriam’.” (approx. quote of Psalm 28. 9).  
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To summarize I want to stress another striking aspect of this sermon: its 

originality.478 By itself the opening of the sermon is a bold and unprecedented rhetorical 

stroke, setting the tone by appropriating Abraham’s, Jacob’s and Moses’s word to 

Jehovah, “Adsum,” a tacit claim of speaking with the voice of the prophet. We can exclude 

the idea that this appropriation was conventional or topical. In the entire list of nearly 

100,000 sermons in Schneyer’s Repertorium, only two begin with “Adsum” or “Ecce 

adsum,” and both of those are by Aelred of Rievaulx.479 

And in addition he pronounced things unheard of, inaudita, with the freewheeling 

verve of the prophet. He invented a new aspect of the turning point in sacred history 

which Pentecost represents: from inaudible to audible voice of the spirit. He created an 

event of mythic proportions in the history of preaching: the voice of God revealing itself 

in human speech. It authorized the speech of prophetic preachers in a line of descent from 

John the Baptist, Christ, John the  Evangelist, and the apostles.480 Aelred’s sermon 

proclaims a theology of the voice that began for Christianity with John the Evangelist and 

that has as its primary intended audience and most engaged followers the Christian 

preacher. 

Likewise original is Aelred’s brief history of the church, in which the seven stages 

flow into a peaceful kingdom of harmony,  love, and study. No previous commentary on 

Pentecost or on Psalm 28 puts that construction on the seven-fold voice. However, this 

vision of an ideal fulfillment of church history is clearly in the air in the second half of the 

                                                        
478 Aelred showed a penchant for innovation elsewhere, for instance his embroidering the 
annunciation story with a scene locating the virgin Mary just prior to the arrival of the angel: 
she sits in her private room reading the passage in Isaiah that announces the virgin birth.  See 
Aelred Squire, “The Literary Evidence for the Preaching of Aelred of Rievaulx,” Cîteaux: 
Commentarii Cistercienses 11 (1960), 165-179, here pp. 174-176.  
 
479 In addition to Aelred’s Sermon 68, his Homily 15 on the Burdens of Isaiah. Schneyer, 
Repertorium, vol. 11, p. 473 and 486. 
 
480 See Vecchio, “Dispertitae Linguae” (above), p. 244: [The Pentecost miracle] “devient une 
sorte de mythe de fondation de la fonction même du prédicateur.” Aelred’s innovation is the 
inaudible voice of God made audible. 
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twelfth century, inspired by the success of the monastic reform movement, a historical 

trend very much in the weave of this sermon. 481 

 Another innovative reading is Aelred’s take on the shattering of the cedars. It is 

ordinarily read as the punishment of pride. But Aelred moves it out of morality and into 

history: he sees in it the humbling and deposing of emperors: “Once their crown is put 

aside, they weep where fishermen were killed” ( “…ut, corona deposita, ibi flerent 

imperatores ubi occisi dicebantur piscatores”—p. 197, lines 181-2), a powerful image built 

on a tense antithesis lent coherence by the end rhyme, imperatores-piscatores. No previous 

commentary on the psalms sees in this line (shattering of the cedars) the victory of the 

church over the emperor. Again, Aelred evokes the investiture controversy and church 

reform. 

Finally, what might the performance mode of this sermon have been? Powerful 

histrionics are written into the text: the cadences, the setting of the scene on the first day 

of creation, the sequences: O Tonitruum! and Vox Dei, followed by compressed comments 

tossed off with ungrammatical vehemence: these are performance cues as well as 

statements. Anaphoric repetitions are always emphatic. But Aelred’s formulations must 

also be disruptive in performance as in syntax. Their awkward rhythms, sometimes 

staccato (vox Domini…vox Domini) sometimes hammering (O tonitruum!)  defy any 

attempt to read or declaim in an even, balanced tone. Aelred creates a vocal texture that 

resounds with the voice which is the subject of the sermon, a voice at the level of thunder 

and trumpets.  

How might Aelred, weakened from sickness, have declaimed this rhapsodic 

sermon? It does not seem likely that he muttered it in a humble monotone, especially if 

he in any way associated the style of this sermon with the words of Augustine: the 

inspired preacher whose words are given (by the spirit, by the bible) can only, in his own 

                                                        
481 See Giles Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, (Cambridge, UK, 1996); and 
John Gillingham, “A Historian of the Twelfth-Century Renaissance and the Transformation of 
English Society, 1066-1200,” in European Transformations: The Long Twelfth Century, ed. 
Thomas F. X. Noble and John Van Engen, (Notre Dame, 2012), 45-74. Gillingham’s study is 
focused on the monastic reform, not on the largely secular movement that C. H. Haskins called 
the “Renaissance of the twelfth century.” 
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person, “ignite his audience by the passion of his oral delivery” (above) It may be that 

the sermon’s unusual vehemence was a renewed challenge to death, which he had only 

just cheated, as we learn at the beginning. A comment by Walter Daniel on Aelred’s final 

days tells that the abbot delivered a sermon on his dying day that drained him physically 

and contributed to his death: “He held a sermon,  physically exhausting and performed 

with heartfelt vehemence.” 482 Sermon 68 may have been the proximate cause of the death 

of Aelred of Rievaulx. The sermon called for something like the declamatory style of Joel 

as described by Rupert of Deutz, appealing for “force which is grand and powerful, by 

no means to be spoken in a feeble manner… ‘Shout it out!’.”  

It is easy to imagine an American black Baptist preacher performing with the 

fervent, passionate intonation that that preaching tradition has preserved.483 It is more 

than a coincidence that Martin Luther King, Jr.’s most famous speech ends with the 

rhetorical techniques of Aelred’s sermon 68. It picks up a phrase from a song as common 

to the speaker and his audience as the psalms to Aelred and his: “From every 

mountainside, let freedom ring”, then pins onto it an anaphoric string of exclamations: 

“Let Freedom Ring!”, repeated nine times, each followed by a non-discursive phrase: 

LET FREEDOM RING from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire. 

LET FREEDOM RING from the mighty mountains of New York. 

LET FREEDOM RING from the heightening Alleghenies of Pennsylvania. 

And so on through “every hamlet, every state, every city” rising to a climax in the utopian 

vision of an enslaved people freed and joined to a community of race and religion: “Free 

at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!” The phrasing, the rhythm, 

the rhetoric, the pathos, are notably like Aelred’s sermon, linked not by any tradition or 

                                                        
482 Walter Daniel, The Life of Ailred of Rievaulx, Ch. 49, ed. Maurice Powicke, (Oxford, 1978), p. 
56: “sermonem habuit…prolatum cum affectu cordis et corporis multa fatigacione.” 
 
483 To oberve the style of prophetic preaching at work in African-American culture of today any 
sermon of Rev. Otto Moss III is a good start (there are many others), available on Youtube. 
Particularly impressive is “The Tale of Tamar”, on sexual harassment:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8jTT4ln-kU 
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literary obligations however indirect, but by the combination of a grand theme with 

heightened passion and the urge or need to distill those elements in a climactic moment. 

The rules of rhetoric are learnable, but there is a strong element of that dynamic 

mentioned earlier, “anger forges the weapon,” as also passion forges the words, “for the 

one who needs them.” 

Writing on the grand style, Roger Bacon commends a sermo affectuosus in which 

“more is required for full poetic persuasion than effective speech which moves the 

listeners, or magnificent sentiments which win over the mind, but rather the emotions of 

the soul and fitting gestures of the body…, so that it may deeply move [the listener] more 

by expressing the soul’s emotions bodily than by sentiment or speech.” 484 That kind of 

sermon could hardly be better illustrated than by Aelred’s Sermon 68. 

Aelred has aimed at a prophetic tone which is not interrupted at any point by the 

allegorizing or exegetical discourse common in virtually any medieval sermon, most of 

Aelred’s included. The sustained grandeur and a historical sweep from primal creation 

to the earthly paradise of the church, underscore the prophetic purpose, as does the 

framing of the sermon, beginning and end: To start: “adsum…adsum.” And to end: “the 

voice of the spirit resounding within us… reveals the mysteries, so that all in his temple 

will say ‘glory!’ ”  

Aelred is clearly sensitive to the sublime imagery of the psalms and Isaiah, where 

God stretches out the heavens like a garment, walks on the wings of the wind, and speaks 

with a voice of thunder; where groves of trees clap their hands while mountain ranges 

rise up and sing songs of praise, and dance; where angels plant one foot on the earth and 

the other on the ocean, and where events of such creative and cataclysmic force occur as 

to overwhelm the imagination.  

                                                        
484 Moralis Philosophia 5. 3. 20, p. 258: “ad plenam persuasionem poeticam non requiritur 
solum sermo efficax, aures permovens, nec sententia magnifica, animum flectens, set animi 
motus et aptus corporis gestus, verbo sentencie conformis, ut magis animi motibus expressis 
corporaliter permoveat quam sentencia vel sermone” Quoted in Casagrande, “Sermo 
Affectuosus,” p. 235, n. 29.  
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We are accustomed to treating medieval readers and listeners as if they were by 

and large blind to the grandeur of landscape and deaf to its terrors. That does not mean 

blindness to “the majesty of things.” For Jews and Christians the Psalms, Isaiah, Job, Song 

of Songs, and Revelation had their own power and vision of nature and creation as 

sublime objects and at the same time a major source of sublime imagery in Christian 

literature.  The psalms and prophets invite the reader constantly to measure the grandeur 

of God against the lesser, if overwhelming, immensity of nature. To imagine the structure 

of the firmament is at the same time to imagine the incomparably greater architect who 

designed it. If nature itself were not grandiose, magnificent and terrifying, the glory of 

God would be less. Aelred recognizes that power and transforms it into the rhetoric of 

his sermon.  

Walter Daniel says that Aelred was credited by his monks with the spirit of 

prophecy. He was heard to speak with other-worldly visitors regularly behind his closed 

door, sometimes many at once, “and the place became very dreadful.” Emerging, light 

illumined his face, like Moses “horned” after speaking with God, the glow revealing that 

he had been in the presence of spiritual beings and had contemplated visions of heaven. 

(Life of Aelred, chs. 43-44.)  

Aelred’s fellow cistercian abbot Gilbert of Hoyland, has given another clue to an 

audience’s reaction to Aelred’s preaching: “Though his speech was simple, it regularly 

happened that he subtly snatched away the mind of the speaker into an ecstatic rapture 

of the mind. You could feel the vehemence of intoxicating grace in his words. His thought 

was straightforward but his emotions vehement.” 485 

                                                        
 
485 Gilbert of Hoyland, on Aelred, sermo 41 in Cant., PL 184, 218A: “Simplex ejus institutio et 
sermo lacteus animum auditoris in quemdam inebriantem alienatae mentis excessum furtim 
arripere consuevit…  Vehementiam inebriantis gratiae sentires in verbis. Facilis inerat ei 
intellectus, sed affectio vehemens.” Of Aelred’s own view of the raptus available through 
devotion we can at least say that he recognized this effect of prayer: “Sometimes [during prayer 
without even thinking of sins and suffering we are suddenly snatched up into all these feelings] 
and passing from one feeling to another, in a way that is ineffable, we are drenched by a rain of 
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In discussing this and other sermons representative of grand style, we have 

needed terms like, magnificence, sublimity, power, force, grandeur, emotional intensity, 

individuality, poetry, expressiveness, and originality. The sermon-writers stretch for 

effects beyond, in fact in defiance of, convention and a workshop conception of writing, 

even at the cost of seamless doctrine.  This ambitious reach points to the freedom that the 

claim of a prophetic voice, supported by grand style, creates. They produce passages of 

an expressive power which vies with voices of antiquity and of the post-medieval period. 

They roused in an audience a passionate reaction characteristic of the sublime, which 

aims, not just at instructing or persuading the listener, but at “transporting them out of 

themselves.”  

In short, there is an “art” of the sermon, not only in the sense of sermon-writing as 

a handcraft and learnable skill; but an art in something closer to the modern sense of the 

term. It was that for Augustine and for Roger Bacon. The latter proposed “Poetic” as the 

standard descriptive term for the grand style, and he declares the poetic style superior to 

“demonstrative argument” for its ability to win over the listener. To analyse the medieval 

sermon from the Artes praedicandi is to assume a low common denominator: schematic, 

unadorned, conventional, humble, a teaching instrument with a prescribed conventional 

form. Medieval sources, however, offer a broad descriptive vocabulary of sermon writing 

                                                        
tears.” (“…in haec omnia rapimur, et de affectu in affectum modo quodam ineffabili 
transeuntes, lacrimarum imbre perfundimur.” Homilia in Isaiam, 5. 14, p. 57.  
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at the level of grandeur and sublimity. There is an aesthetic of the medieval sermon to be 

written from its artistically highest productions. 

 

 



  

Jaeger, Sense of the Sublime, Part 4 Love Intro 

 
Chapter 10 

Voice of the Dove: Bernard of Clairvaux 
 
 
 
 
 “All desire is eloquent” 

—John of Ford, Sermon 1 on the Song of Songs 
 
“Fiery eloquence is evidence of a heart on fire” 

—John of Ford, Sermon 24 
 

No Latin writer of the Middle Ages has been more closely studied from the point 

of view of style than Bernard of Clairvaux. Gilson, Leclercq, Mohrmann and Pranger, 

have done fundamental work.486 Etienne Gilson said of Bernard and the tradition of 

Cistercian writing that began with him, “They take pains with their writing. They are 

stylists. Brought up in the school of Cicero and St. Augustine, they have renounced 

everything save the art of good writing.” 487 Bernard himself, Gilson continues, developed 

“a highly personal Latin style, adorned but not overcharged with Biblical citations, 

harmonious and of a deeply intimate sonority.”  Many Historians and theologians will 

be indifferent to style as the measure of “the thought and feeling of an epoch,” says 

Gilson. “It is nonetheless indicative of a deep and continuous current…. It is one of the 

quite indispensable features in the landscape of the twelfth century….  For all those who 

                                                        
486  See Jean Leclercq, “Bernard Écrivain,” in his Recueil des études sur Saint Bernard et ses 
écrits, (Rome, 1962), 321-51; idem, “Les sermons sur les cantiques, ont-ils été prononcés?” 193-
212. Excellent analysis by Christine Mohrmann, “Observations sur la langue et le style de Saint 
Bernard,” in Sancti Bernardi Opera Vol. 2, ed. J. Leclercq, C. H. Talbot, H. M. Rochais, (Rome, 
1958), ix-xxxiii.  Marinus B. Pranger, “Bernard the Writer,” in A Companion to Bernard of 
Clairvaux, ed. Brian Patrick McGuire, (Leiden, 2011), 220-248; Christopher Holdsworth, 
“Cistercian Preaching: Were the Sermons on the Song of Songs by St. Bernard ever Preached?” 
in Medieval Monastic Preaching, ed. Carolyn Muessig, (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 295-318. 
 
487 E. Gilson, The Mystical Theology of St. Bernard, trans. A. H. C. Downes,  (Kalamazoo, 1990; 
orig. 1939), p. 63. 
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know it admit that the twelfth century was, in its own way, an age of humanism.” 

(Mystical Theology, pp. 7-8). Gilson would have found confirmation and a methodology 

of the stylistic study of cultural history in the works of Erich Auerbach and Leo Spitzer, 

who pioneered ways of approaching both individual works and greater movements in 

cultural and religious history via style and word choice.  Bernard lends himself well to 

the enterprise of understanding a dominant mood of an age via literary style. Style has a 

historical and cultural context.  

The studies of Jean Leclercq on Bernard as stylist demonstrate the pains Bernard 

took in revising his works. Especially the sermons on the Song of Songs (Sermones super 

Cantica canticorum, = SC) appear to Leclercq, who co-edited the critical edition of 

Bernard’s works, as the product of thorough and repeated reworking, revising. They 

were fussed over, more like a work of poetry than a sermon composed for one-time use. 

In fact, Leclercq had made a strong case that the Sermons on the Song of Songs were 

composed as, virtually, works of literature, works to be read, rather than sermons to be 

preached. 488 Leclercq turns up Bernard’s pointed concern for precision of word choice 

and for euphony. In fact he identifies a strain of revisions which “aim at giving the text 

greater euphony” at “embellishing the musicality” of phrases or whole passages, and at 

“euphony” and “sweetness of the voice.” 489 Sweetness of “melody” links to that of honey: 

mellis > melos.  Contemporaries saw in that quality the defining factor of his identity: 

doctor mellifluus. 490 

The perspective of sublimity opens a different approach to the topic alongside 

rhetorical, lexical and grammatical analysis. The means and the timing of elevations of 

style, the character of individual passages that have a pulse beat and a temperature above 

                                                        
 
488 However, Christopher Holdsworth has answered Leclercq convincingly. While the literary 
character of the Sermons super Cant. stands as argued by Leclercq, Holdsworth’s case that they 
originated and in part are the text of sermons actually delivered, is convincing: “Were the 
Sermons of St. Bernard on the Song of Songs ever Preached?” in Medieval Monastic Preaching, 
ed. Carolyn Muessig, (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 295-318.) 
489 See Carruthers, The Experience of Beauty, pp. 94-96, on suavitas.  
 
490 J. Leclercq, “The Making of A Masterpiece,” intro to sermons on S of Ss, vol. 4, p. xviii-xix. 
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normal, visual and narrative excitement beyond the ordinary, take us into the core of the 

mellifluous style that was peculiarly Bernard’s but that had a great future. Our point of 

departure in this study was the opposition of humble to sublime style. Dealing with 

Bernard brings us back to the form of sublimity articulated by Erich Auerbach in his essay 

“Sermo humilis.” In Bernard the grandeur of meaning is conveyed in the simplicity of 

formulation. While Bernard’s style is very far from those examples of the humble style 

cited by Auerbach, at the same time, it is very different from any sermons or prose cited 

until now in this study as examples of the sublime, “sweeter,” more musical, and more 

restrained. In Bernard we do not find the soaring poetry of the discourse inspired by John 

the Evangelist. There is no shattering experience, no loss of self. The immensity and even 

majesty of God is rare; ecstasy is rare. There is gentle passion, intensity of longing, but 

never the enthusiastikon pathos that snatches up and transports the reader. But the special 

musicality of this style secures Bernard a place in a study of the sublime.  

 

A Musical Aesthetic 

Bernard’s reflections on style, his own and that of others, offer some explicit 

concepts and terms, commentaries, that shed light on his stylistic practice. In the first of 

his sermons on the Song of Songs, he reflects on the distinction lent the Song of Solomon 

by its title, which sets that poem above the best known poetry of the Old Testament from 

Genesis to the psalms. The Song of Songs is superior to all the others by “its unique 

dignity and sweetness.”  It is the culmination of all Old Testament poetry and for that 

reason is called “Song of Songs” (=SS):  

Only the touch of the spirit can inspire a song like this, and only personal 

experience can unfold its meaning…. It is not a melody that resounds abroad but 

the very music of the heart, not a trilling on the lips but an inward pulsing of 

delight, a harmony not of voices but of wills. It is a tune you will not hear in the 

streets; these notes do not sound where crowds assemble; only the singer hears it 
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and the one to whom he sings—the lover and the beloved. It is preeminently a 

marriage song telling of chaste souls in loving embrace… 491 

The rhetorical coloring in the Latin shows the special highlight Bernard accorded this 

passage: 

Istiusmodi canticum sola unctio docet, sola addiscit experientia… Non est 

strepitus oris, sed iubilus cordis; non sonus labiorum, sed motus gaudiorum; 

voluntatum, non vocum consonantia. Non auditur foris, nec enim in publico 

personat; sola quae cantat audit, et cui cantatur, id est sponsus et sponsa. Est 

quippe nuptiale carmen, exprimens castos iucundosque complexus animorum, 

morum concordiam, affectuumque consentaneam ad alterutrum caritatem. (Sermo 

super canticum canticorum [=SC] 1. 11. Opera, 1, pp. 7-8).  

“Inwardness” would seem to be the leitmotif of that stylistic commentary. In that list of 

balanced antitheses, there are two places for music: one plays in “the street”; another in 

“the heart.” There are two qualities: the music of the street is coarse and physical (strepitus 

oris); that of the heart jubilant. The latter is not sound at all, but joyous emotion; its 

harmony is that of wills, not of voices. There is open and public music, and there is 

private: the first is for the crowd; the second inaudible to the masses; only the singer and 

the lovers can hear it. The distinction of a heard and an unheard melody, an external and 

an internal song, is worth holding onto. (I’ll come back to it in a later chapter). While the 

spiritual maturity of those who can hear it is meant, the passage says nothing of allegory 

and spiritual meaning 492; only of a love song, audible only to lovers.  

                                                        

491 English cited throughout from On the Song of Songs, 4 volumes, 1-2 trans. Killian Walsh, vol. 
3, Walsh and Irene M. Edmonds, vol. 4, trans. Irene M. Edmonds. Here trans. Walsh, vol 1, p. 6-
7.  
 
492 The Latin text cited throughout from Sermones super Cantica Canticorum (=SC), Sancti 
Bernardi Opera vol. 1 & 2, ed. Jean Leclercq, C. H. Talbot, H. M. Rochais, (Rome: Editiones 
Cistercienses, 1957), here 1.11, p. 7-8. On Walsh’s good translation of unctio as “the touch of 
the spirit” inspiring the song, see Bernard’s use of unctio = inspiration elsewhere. See 
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 These stylistic qualities are guides to Bernard’s own style, which tends to 

assimilate to that of the Song of Songs. Bernard characterizes his own stylistic ideal again 

in this passage on the words of the bride, “My beloved is mine and I am his” (SS 2. 16): 

Thus, thus I say, is each and every word of the bride: the more sweetly it sounds, 

the more it softens the emotions (adapting trans. Walshe, SC 67, 1, vol. 4, p. 4) 

Sic, inquam, sic singulus quisque sponsae sermo, et ex eo quod suaviter sonat, 

affectum mulcet… 

The sweet music of a love-song: that is the short version of Bernard’s stylistic 

commentary, which is at the same time a self-commentary; the beauty of soft, sweet 

sounds, softening the emotions: this is the heart of Bernard’s literary aesthetic.  

 

You can hear the Vision of God; you can’t see it 

The language of music and the opposition of hearing to vision gets us into the 

topic. Bernard practices expressly an auditory aesthetic. He commonly sets this musical 

aesthetic against visual. His reaction against the monstrosities of Romanesque sculpture 

at Cluny is one of many examples of the offensiveness of the visual. His musical aesthetic 

is inseparable from a theological aesthetic; its scriptural foundation is Romans 10. 17: 

“Faith comes through hearing” (“Fides ex auditu.”). He interprets the earrings of the 

bride in this light (SS 1. 11): “Since ‘faith comes by hearing,’ and from it is the purifying 

of the spiritual vision, there is good reason for directing endeavors to the ornaments of 

the ears, since the hearing, as we are taught by reason, is the preparation for sight” (SC 

41. 2). SC 41 is a detailed unfolding of this aesthetic theology. He is commenting on the 

line, “We will make you ornaments of gold, studded with silver” (SS 1. 11) The angels are 

                                                        
“Bernhard von Clairvaux: Charisma und Exemplarität,” in Exemplaris Imago: Ideale in Mittelalter 
und Früher Neuzeit, (Frankfurt am Main etc.: Peter Lang), 119-137, esp.pp. 123-124. 
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speaking; they promise the soul returning, blinded, from the brilliance of mystical vision 

the means to partially communicate this vision. They replace the unarticulated light of 

vision with images, represented as earrings of gold and silver (gold = truth; silver = 

eloquence). 493 Blindingly bright light is transmuted into jewelry for the ears. Truth travels 

the route from mystical vision to musical expression, meeting up at the point where it 

must enter the human mind and sensorium via eloquence, not imagery. That the light of 

vision is muted into jewelry for the ears is significant; it signals the shift from visible to 

audible necessary if the incomprehensible is to be made comprehensible. Truth, along 

with faith, enters through the hearing; vision becomes auditory. 

In SC 41 Bernard transposes a visual experience—mystical vision—into an 

auditory one: the images which the angels fashion are inserted into the “inner ears of the 

soul” (internis animae auribus). The eyes do not function theologically. Their only 

theological duty is the recognition of actual truth, and that experience is reserved for the 

afterlife. They are organs with a glorious future which are wasted on objects in the “land 

of unlikeness,” earthly existence: 

It would have been worthy of the truth that it should enter the soul by the eyes, 

which are its windows, and because sight is the worthier sense; but that, o my soul, 

is reserved for us till the life to come, when we shall see face to face…. In the 

meantime and while sight is not as yet prepared, let the sense of hearing be 

aroused, let it be exercised, let it receive the Truth. 494 

                                                        
493 On silver as eloquence and music in art and exegesis, see Herbert Kessler, “The Eloquence of 
Silver: More on the Allegorization of Matter,” in L’Allégorie dans l’art du moyen age: formes et 
fonctions; héritages, créations, mutations: actes du colloque du RILMA, ed. Christian Heck, 
(Turnhout: Brepols. 2011), 49-64. 
494 SC 28. 5-6, trans. Walsh, vol. 2, p. 92; Opera 1, p. 195-6: “Dignum quidem fuerat per 
superiorum oculorum fenestras veritatem intrare ad animam; sed hoc nobis, o anima, servatur 
in posterum, cum videbimus facie ad faciem…   Interdum ergo, dum nedcum paratus est visus, 
auditus excitetur, auditus exercitetur, auditus excipiat veritatem.” 
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Bernard recurs to this opposition of sight and hearing often to credit hearing, not sight, 

with theological value in earthly life. Especially memorable is his reading of the words of 

the centurion at the crucifixion. He saw the face of Jesus, but only recognized his divinity 

when he spoke. Bernard’s comment: “Hearing succeeded where sight failed; appearance 

deceived the eye, but truth poured itself in through the ears.” 495 

 

The Elitism of Vision 

The sonority of Bernard’s own writing is closely connected with this idea of lost or 

forgotten higher vision transmuted into eloquence, communicated through hearing. The 

music of language has a revelatory function. It is a reminder of the ineffable things seen 

in ecstatic vision, planted in the mind of the contemplative to temper the brilliance of 

vision. It makes that experience dimly communicable. By charming the ears, it prepares 

the soul for vision.  

A consistent line of argument in Bernard’s Sermons on the Song of Songs follows 

this logic by downplaying and limiting physical vision in the search for God. The theme 

of SC 38 is to warn away from those very experiences in which until now we have seen 

sublimity located. The bridegroom rebukes the bride for her question, where his flocks 

pasture and where they lie down at noon (SS 1. 7). It is asking something beyond her 

capacity. The bride must not seek curiously for the things of heaven while on earth; she 

may be overwhelmed by its glory. Christ is speaking to the soul:  

“That vision you ask of me, o bride of mine, is miraculous. You are not yet able to 

gaze upon that sublime noontime brightness…. To be drawn up through the 

clouds, to penetrate to where light is total, to plunge through seas of splendor and 

                                                        
495 SC 28 . 5, Opera 1. p. 195: “Auditus invenit quod non visus. Oculum species fefellit, auri 
veritas se infudit... Non credidit ex eo quod vidit, sed ex eo procul dubio quod audivit, quia 
‘fides ex auditu’.” 
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make your home where light is unapproachable, that is beyond the scope of 

earthly life or an earthly body. That is reserved for you at the end of all things 

when I shall take you, all glorious, to myself…. As long as you live in the body, 

you are exiled from the light. With your beauty incomplete, how can you consider 

yourself fit to gaze on beauty in its totality?...  The time will come when I shall 

reveal myself, and your beauty will be complete, just as my beauty is complete; 

you will be so like me that you will seem as I am…. But for now, though there is 

some resemblance, there is also some want of resemblance…  Be aware of what 

you are. Do not hanker after truths that are too high for you, nor for experiences 

beyond your power to bear.” 496 

Visions of ascent to the sublimia are hard to find in Bernard. To many others, “soaring on 

the wings of eagles” is available as a metaphor for ascent and vision; or the gradual 

strengthening of the “wings of the soul” preceding flight.  

 

Clefts and Crannies 

Bernard uses a remarkably mundane, homely, even counter-sublime, metaphor to 

develop his ideas of contemplation, its reachable and its unreachable goals. He defines 

the difference between those who can and those who cannot receive intimations of higher 

truth in commenting on this passage of the Song of Songs:  

 O my dove, in the clefts of the rock, 

  In the crannies of the wall,  

                                                        
496 SC 38. 5, trans. Walsh vol 2, pp 190-191.  Opera 2, p. 17: “ ‘Mirabilis facta est, inquit, ‘visio 
ista ex te, o sponsa, quam tibi postulas demonstrari, nec modo praevales intueri meridianam et 
miram quam inhabito, claritatem… Sed enim induci in nubes, penetrare in plenitudinem 
luminis,  irrumpere claritatis abyssos et lucem inhabitare inaccessibilem, nec temporis est 
huius, nec corporis. Id tibi in novissimis reservatur, cum te mihi inhibuero gloriosam…. An nescis 
quia quamdiu vivis in hoc corpore, peregrinaris a lumine? Quomodo quae necdum tota pulchra 
es, idoneam te existimas universitatem pulchritudinis intueri?...  Erit, cum apparuero, quod tota 
pulchra eris, sicut ego sum pulcher totus; et simillima mihi, videbis me sicuti sum… Nunc vero, 
etsi ex parte iam similis, ex parte tamen dissimilis, contenta esto ex parte cognoscere. Teipsam 
attende, et altiora te ne quaesieris, et fortiora te ne scrutata fueris.’” 
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 Let me see your face,  

let me hear your voice; 

 For your voice is sweet, and your face is lovely. (SS 2. 14) 

 

The wall represents the guardianship of angels in the lord’s vineyard. Crannies and clefts 

figure two kinds of contemplation, two levels of contemplatives. The crannies are places 

carved in the wall by the contemplation of “studious and devout minds.” Their thoughts 

and desires burrow into the soft material of the wall, which yields to pure contemplation. 

But as if even that concession went too far, he cautions that that act of contemplation does 

not “cleave the spacious heights of this material atmosphere, as a bird in flight does by 

the beating of its wings.” And with that comment he sets his own idea of contemplation 

decidedly against the standard metaphor of flight for the ascent of the contemplative. The 

wall-dwellers have the easier task, burrowing into crannies, and must be content with 

other realms than the high heavens: the scriptures, all of Christian history, the realms of 

the angels.  

 The clefts are the difficult route to higher knowledge. Few can dig into that stone. 

Those seeking “God’s majesty, the eternity and divinity of the king himself” burrow into 

the clefts (SC 62. 4, p. 154). It takes a particularly gifted dove. John the Evangelist was 

equal to the task. The opening of his gospel shows the level of mystery and wisdom keen 

enough to cleave stone. Paul was in the same league. He was rapt to the third heaven, 

and received wisdom which is forbidden to humans to speak. This is recondite company. 

Without the level of purity of these two, reaching for God’s majesty through 

contemplation is an insolent intrusion on the lofty things of God. The invader of divine 

secrets will be overwhelmed by glory, even if some are occasionally rapt in ecstasy to 

higher things. The wisdom of John and Paul might suffice to lure grace. But the mass of 

the faithful have the “voice,” the word spoken and written, and they have the power to 

preach. That is what the Song of Songs meant, says Bernard, by adding, “Let me hear 

your voice, for your voice is sweet.” 
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While Vision is Postponed, Enjoy its Music 

Sermon 62 in Cant., one of Bernard’s definitive statements on contemplation, poses 

a series of restrictions on it, cautionings against overreaching, barriers to the average cut 

of contemplative.  

Having posited two kinds of contemplation, we might expect a development from 

the one to the other, spiritual progress leading to the higher goal of seeing God’s majesty, 

crannies becoming clefts. But Bernard supplies none. The vision and enjoyment of God’s 

majesty is accessible only by Grace, God’s hand reaching down to elevate the 

contemplator. He does not posit an ascent, a progress of the contemplative from terror to 

amazement to ecstasy, as we find it fully set out in Richard of St. Victor. The experience 

of transformation, of rising beyond what is human, is at least not a major goal of 

contemplation in the Sermons on the Song of Songs. Bernard is reluctant to claim that he 

himself has ever had the full experience of the vision of God (Cf. SC 85.14). And to my 

knowledge, no one ever said of Bernard what several sources said of Aelred, that his 

sermons “subtly snatched the mind of the listener away into an ecstatic rapture.” 497 

Bernard would probably deny that that was ever his purpose.  

To this extent, thinking about God and seeking him in Bernard’s writings involves 

renunciation. Yes, the bride can be ravished out of herself, but she can never have and 

convey the vision fully; the gold of ineffable Truth must be transmuted into the silver of 

audible Truth, the blinding majesty of God tempered and translated into word and music. 

The consolation of the soul seeking God is the euphony of language which can 

intimate but not convey it. Just as Jacob got Lea and not Rachel, so also the bride may 

never know where the flock of the bridegroom feeds and rests at noonday. Of course, the 

vision of God face to face will be available—just not now, not to anyone living in the 

world or even the monastery.  

If this describes Bernard’s mysticism, then it is a mysticism of self-limitation: there 

are boundaries; you are bound tight by them; don’t try to exceed them. In this way the 

                                                        
497 As Walter Daniel said of Aelred of Rievaux. 
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soul is taken in hand, managed, shown her place, told not to step out of line, immured in 

a spiritual wall and stone mountain, but granted the grace and consolation of a love 

relationship with a tender and protective bridegroom and the music of euphonious 

language to remind the soul of an inaccessible vision. The search for God can lead to self-

perfecting, to virtue, to a selfless love of God, but never to full knowledge of God “as He 

is,” at least not in this life. 

 

Chaste and Plain Style: plana profunditas 

To return to style, we can return to Bernard’s own stylistic commentary to sharpen 

his and our understanding of sweetness and musicality. In his first sermon on the 

nativity, he announces:       

Jesus Christus, filius Dei, nascitur in Bethlehem Judae. 

Jesus Christ, the son of God, is born in Bethlehem of Judaea. 

Bernard is the author of this particular form of the announcement; the wording is neither 

biblical nor patristic-medieval. Here is the exuberant commentary that follows:  

Oh, brief word, telling of the eternal word abbreviated, but expressed with 

celestial sweetness! The heart struggles in its effort to pour forth the eloquence of 

its mellifluous sweetness but cannot find the words. So overpowering is the divine 

force of this pronouncement that its sweet taste is diminished if I were to change 

even one iota. 498 

What inspired such enthusiasm about a sentence so stripped down to the bare minimum, 

so rhetorically deprived? What in this short sentence might inspire the description, 

“celestial sweetness”? It was no doubt the tension between the grandeur of the event and 

the brevity of utterance, the same tension at work much intensified in Genesis 1. 3: “God 

said let there be light; and there was light.” Performative speech acts gain power by 

                                                        
 
498  In vigilia nativitatis Domini, Sermo 1. 1, Opera, 7. 197: “O breve verbum de Verbo 
abbreviato, sed caelesti suavitate refertum! Laborat affectio mellifluae dulcedinis copiam latius 
effundere gestiens, nec inveniens verba. Tanta siquidem gratia est sermonis huius, ut continuo 
incipiat minus sapere, si vel unum iota mutavero.” 
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brevity. Also by antithetical tensions: “the son of God – is born.” Birth, so completely and 

physically human, occurs in that God who was present at creation; an astonishing 

paradox. The compacting of mystery also no doubt explains the effect of the words, fully 

within the scope of sublime experience: its effect is ineffable; it is charged with an 

overpowering divine force.  

Bernard’s self-commentary brings us back to the form of the sublime defined by 

Auerbach in Sermo humilis, in which the grandeur of the events folds itself into simple 

and plain language without sacrificing sublimity. The plain style is “secretly sublime”; 

“a blending of two realms, the sublime and the lowly” (“Sermo humilis,” p. 65).  Sublimity 

operates in the guise of the humble. Humility of grand utterance is also a form of the 

sublime. For Bernard this sparse line was overflowing with spiritual richness. The 

announcement of Christ’s birth is the plana profunditas, the profundity right on the 

surface, which Bernard admires also in the virgin birth. 499 It is consistent with a sublime 

closer to the humble than the grand.  

Another element showing Bernard’s distance from the sublime as defined by 

Richard of St. Victor: the language of astonishment is rare indeed in Bernard: obstupescere 

does not occur in any form in Bermard’s works; neither does attonitus.500 Admiratio and 

admiror are common, but not in the context of aesthetic response or contemplation. 

Admiratio majestatis locates the area of reference closer to admiration than wonder. 

Astonishment in the context of sublime experience occurs commonly neither in the 

sublime object nor the one who perceives it. 

Bernard is capable of occasional ornate, rhetorical passages, as in his sermon 42 on 

diverse subjects. The tone is elevated throughout. He describes the five realms assigned 

                                                        
499 Plana profunditas. Bernard, De laudibus Virginis Matris. Super verba Evangelii: ‘Missus est 
angelus Gabriel” Homiliae quatuor. Homilia 2, in Luc. 1. 26-27. Homily 2. 9, Opera 4, p. 27. 
 
500 Admirari  and admiratio  are common, but ordinarily in the sense of English, admire and 
admiration. Obstupescere, obstupefacio, -factus never occur. Stupeo and stupend- occur 
infrequently, as a reaction to miracles, but never in the sense of the emotional state leading to 
excessus  and extasis. 
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to human soul as their realms of activity, from the “land of unlikeness” (regio 

dissimilitudinis) to the heavenly kingdom. The last and highest is described as follows:  

O blessed region of supernal virtues, in which the blessed Trinity is seen by the 

blessed face to face, where those sublime hosts with the sublime beating of their 

wings shout out unceasingly “Holy Holy Holy Lord God of hosts”! Place of 

delights, where the just drink from the torrent of delights, place of splendor, where 

the just glow with the splendor of the firmament… [continues for seven more 

rounds of  “locus…ubi…” and ends] Oh sublime realm, full of treasures! 501 

Such visionary and ecstatic passages are rare in Bernard. 502  

 Bernard seldom begins a sermon with techniques that aim to grab the attention 

immediately, in contrast to Honorius and Aelred. Beginning SC 1, he witholds the 

dramatic line, “Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth,” until he finishes a long, 

routine introduction to the levels of understanding appropriate to the Song of Songs, 

along with moral promptings. The opening of the Song is given only at 1. 5. No element 

that precedes stretches to grab the attention of the reader by riveting language or 

astonishing events. By contrast the beginning of Aelred’s Pentecost sermon (ch. 7) starts 

as riveting and moves quickly over to majestic.  

Bernard’s style is sweet, soft and mellifluous, but never either lowly or vehement. 

And yet in general there is little to compare with that “lowly” style that Auerbach 

identifies as sermo humilis. I think we can justifiably call Bernard’s an attenuated sublime 

style.  

A good example of the attenuated sublime is the first of his four homilies in praise 

of the Virgin Mary. The opening line from scripture serves that captivating function: “The 

                                                        
 
501 Sermon 42. 7 De diversis, St. Bernardi Opera, 9. 540: “O beata regio supernarum virtutum, in 
qua beata Trinitas a beatis facie ad faciem videtur, ubi illa sublimia agmina sublimi pennarum 
applausu ’Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth’ clamare non cessant!  Locus 
voluptatis , ubi torrente voluptatis potantur iusti, locus splendoris, ubi iusti fulgent sicut 
splendor firmamenti… O regio sublimis, plena divitiarum!” 
 
502 De consid. 5. 3, St. Bernardi Opera 3. 468-69; not the vision of God, but ascent via excessus 
ad illa sublimia.  Closer to a vision face to face, SC 41. 3, trans. Walsh, vol. 2, p. 206-7.  
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angel Gabriel was sent by God…” After a short paragraph commending the heavenly 

sweetness of every word of Scripture he launches into a scene of the landscape at the time 

of the birth of Jesus, imagined as a kind of golden age of hills and valleys magically 

vivified and living a life of their own in a transfigured condition from which they have 

since faded into the leaden age of the present: 

Now in those days the mountains dripped with sweet wine and the hills flowed 

with milk and honey; then the heavens dropped dew from above and the clouds 

showered the Just One, causing the earth to open out and, rejoicing, to blossom 

forth the saviour. The Lord showed his kindness and our earth bore its fruit. On 

the holiest of mountains, a mountain teeming with riches and fruitfulness, Mercy 

and Truth met together, and Justice and Peace kissed. Then too the holy 

Evangelist, himself one of the mountains—and by no means the least—made 

known to us in words flowing like honey the beginning of our salvation, so long 

desired. It was as if a gentle southerly wind were blowing and as if the sun of 

righteousness were shining close to earth, causing sweet smelling spiritual spices 

to flow. 503 

The lines are a cento of quotations or borrowings (12 of them) from the psalms and 

prophets. Is it the humble style? Certainly not. It prepares a sublime utopic setting for the 

birth of Jesus and the entrance of salvation into human life, the grandest of the sublimia.  

The vision transports the reader, lifts them into a world above any which can be 

experienced in lived reality, a landscape seeded with miracles. Interwoven with the 

landscape, as if a living part of it, are the allegorical elements that prepare for and deliver 

the birth of Christ as if it were an agricultural event, a result of divine gardening: the 

                                                        
 
503 Homily 1. 1. 1., Opera 4, p. 14: “Nempe in illa die stillarunt montes dulcedinem, et colles 
fluxerunt lac et mel, quando rorantibus caelis desuper nubibusque pluentibus istum, aperta est 
terra, laeta germinans Salvatorem; quando, Domino dante benignitatem et terra nostra redente 
fructum suum, super illum montem montium, montem coagulatum et pinguem, misericordia et 
veritas obviaverunt sibi, iustitia et pax osculatae sunt. Illo quoque in tempore unus iste inter 
ceteros montes non modicus, beatus hic videlicet Evangelista, dum desideratum nostrae nobis 
salutis exordium suo mellifluo commendavit eloquio, velut perflante austro atque e civino Sole 
radiante iustitiae, quaedam ex eo spiritualia profluxerunt aromata.” 
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earth opens like a flower and brings forth the fruit of Jesus. Derivative or not, the 

borrowed elements combine into a composition that transmutes psalmic vehemence into 

a scene of peace, beauty and sweetness; the impact is not thunderous, but gentle. It ushers 

in God in an aspect especially favored by Bernard; His “kindness” (benignitas) infuses the 

land and comes upon it not in the whirlwind, but in “a gentle southerly wind.” The 

language to describe this sensual ecology is lyrical and euphonious, the mood pleasant, 

not ecstatic, the weather idyllic, not storm-tossed. There is a lyrical softness in the texture 

of the scene, very different from the rapturous cosmic sweep of Eriugena, Honorius, or 

Aelred. John the Evangelist is a presence also, a softer, less thunderous presence. His 

words flow ”like honey… as if a gentle southerly wind were blowing… causing sweet 

smelling spiritual spices to flow.” 

In general Bernard shies away from the rugged majesty of prophetic speech. He 

also out and out rejects the kind of sublimity of image and speech we find in other writers 

appropriating Old Testament poetry. He comments on the words of the bride, “See how 

he comes leaping upon the mountains, bounding over the hills” (SS 2. 8): 

Shall we imagine a powerful man of great stature, captivated by the love of an 

absent beloved and hastening to her desired embraces by bounding over those 

mountains and hills whose massive bulk we see towering to such heights above 

the plain that the peaks of some seem to penetrate the clouds? 504 

Richard of St. Victor, by contrast, will invite the reader to savor the literal hyperreality of 

psalmic images, for instance the Red Sea crossing in his comments on Psalm 114 (see 

above, Intro), or this passage which would seem to confront at least obliquely Bernard’s 

urge to dissolve grandiose imagery into allegory:  

                                                        
 
504 SC 53.3, trans. Walsh, vol 3, p. 61. Opera 2. p. 97: “Pingemus nobis, sive in Psalmis ista 
legentes, sive in praesenti Cantico, virum gigantem procerae staturae, absentis cuiuspiam 
mulierculae amore captum, et dum properat ad cupitos amplexus, transilientem montes 
collesque hos, quos videmus mole corporea super plana terrae tanta altitudine eminentes, ut et 
supra nubes aliqui illorum verticem extulisse cernantur? Verum non decet istiusmodi corporeas 
phantasias imaginari…” 
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It is a grand spectacle to see mountains rejoice like rams… But should we never 

expect such a thing from hills or mountains? It is a truly great, a truly stupendous 

miracle to see mountains and hills exulting in the manner of rams and lambs. Who 

would not be struck dumb with amazement, and justly so, to see a great mass of 

mountains separated from the plain and the earth torn loose from the earth and to 

see such a mass even for a moment suspended in the air. 505 

The violation of the laws of nature which insist that mountains do not move is fine with 

Richard of St. Victor. He applauds the spectacle because it goes beyond the possible and 

conceivable, and yet, imagined, creates a powerful, moving, frightening image; dancing 

mountains. He appreciates the de-allegorizing of the image because of the power of 

expression available from its literal understanding. It is delightful because it is sublime, 

not because it is meaningful. Bernard declared such images, as a giant leaping over 

mountains to hasten to his beloved, indecorous “physical fantasies.” They seemed to him 

like frivolous wrapping of an inner meaning, whereas they are or would be an 

opportunity for some poet of sublimity to assert the miracle-working power of love: no 

hindrance is too great, no impossibility too inflexible, for love to overcome—as when 

Lancelot climbs the tower and bends the bars of his beloved’s prison at her command, or 

when Romeo leaps over the high walls of the Capulet garden, lifted up by “love’s light 

wings” (or imagines himself doing so). Bernard allows the limits of what is humanly 

possible to put the limit to flights of poetic imagination, a very unsublime limitation: 

“Surely it will not do to fabricate physical images of this kind especially when treating of 

this spiritual Song.” (loc. cit.) If his bridegroom leaps over tall mountains, it is because of 

the spiritual, not the literal, narrative meaning. 

                                                        
 
505 Mysticae adnotationes in Psalmos, In Psalmum 113, PL 196, 335D, 336C: “Grande 
spectaculum videre montes exsultare sicut arietes…. Sed numquid tale aliquid de collibus, vel 
montibus exspectare debemus? Vere magnum, vere stupendum miraculum, videre montes et 
colles exsultantes in modum arietum vel agnorum. Quis enim non obstupescat, quis merito 
obstupescere non debeat, si videre contingat montium molem a plano dividi, et a solito 
separari, terram a terra rescindi, et tantam molem vel ad modicum per inane suspendi?”  
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 Bernard’s style is in a class all its own. It is a branching of the sublime, just not the 

mainstream. It consists in part in the euphony and elegance of his language with its 

talismanic intent, reminding the listener of a hidden but audible mystery which they will 

not see until they pass into the other reality in which mystery is visible. Gentle miracles 

and softly described mysteries also have “overpowering divine force.” 

 

Narrative Sublimity 

But this unconventional relation to the sublime calls for more explication. Bernard 

is a mystic who, preaching to monks, puts narrow limits on mystical experience, who 

insists that mere humans remain within human limits, who claims that the ineffable and 

undiscoverable are reserved for the vision face to face when things are seen as they are, 

not as they appear in the land of unlikeness.  

Conjoined with the sublimity of calm restraint is the major thematic element of the 

sermons, love. In developing that theme Bernard brings a literary style into harmony with 

the dominant mood of his age. The dove-like, harmonious style with its “intimate 

sonority” (Gilson) radiates a form of love which is soft, delicate, kind, serving, and 

courtly. Here is where style finds a cultural and historical context. The conjunction of the 

sweet style with the mood of the age is evident in the new and strikingly original form of 

narrative-making that Bernard practices in his reading of the Song of Songs.  

 

The face of Scripture, sweet and playful 

Bernard’s sermons on the Song of Songs seen as a whole are the analysis of God’s 

love for the soul as emotional experience. The whole drama of the faith and the 

individual’s relation to Christ is staged, scripted and narrated as a love relation. The 

theme in itself is grand. The conventional view of the historical development of 

commentary on the Song of Songs has it that the new in Bernard consists in the 

personalizing of the traditional commentary on the Song of Songs: it had been an allegory 
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of Christ and the church for Origen and Christian tradition. In Bernard’s reading it is 

about the relations of God or Christ and the human soul. Commentary turns 

psychological, individual, and erotic. In fact, Origen and many others credited the Song 

with a psychological element. 506 In Bernard however, the experience of loving God came 

much closer to the human experience of erotic and romantic love. Bernard conveys this 

intimate and emotionally intensified view of the love relation between man and God by 

a new form of commentary that takes its force in part from a narrative and dramatic 

continuation of the text on which the commentary is based.  

He gave a terse definition of the form of his sermons in the beginning of SC 1:  

“ [Let him kiss me] With the kiss of his mouth.” How delightful a ploy of speech 

this, prompted into life by the kiss, with Scripture’s own engaging countenance 

inspiring the reader and enticing him on, that he may find pleasure even in the 

laborious pursuit of what lies hidden, with a fascinating theme [eloquii suavitas] to 

sweeten the fatigue of the inquiry. 507  

This passage sets out the operative elements of the discourse of his sermons on the Song 

of Songs. There is a hidden, spiritual meaning at bottom, but the search for it is made 

delightful by playfulness and richness of language and sweetened by all that the 

scriptural story can inspire in the commentator; to sum  up this discourse, a biblical text, 

its story continued in the imagination of the reader, the meaning hidden beneath the 

surface of the text. Here we need to take the term facies scripturae literally. Bernard may 

find little to take seriously in the gigantic lover leaping over hills, but the bride desiring 

                                                        
 
506 On the reading of the Song of Songs before Bernard, see E. Ann Matter, The Voice of my 
Beloved: The Song of Songs in Western Medieval Christianity, (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1990). 
 
507 SC 1. 5, Trans. Walsh, 1. P. 3;  Opera, p. 5: “ ‘Osculo,’ inquit ‘oris sui.’ Et quidem iucundum 
eloquium, quod ab osculo principium sumit, et blanda ipsa quaedam Scripturae facies facile 
afficit et allicit ad legendum, ita ut quod in ea latet delectet etiam cum labore investigare, ne 
fatiget inquirendi forte difficultas, ubi eloquii suavitas mulcet..” 
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a kiss of her bridegroom is an immediately, sensually fruitful, inspiring image. But being 

brief, it calls out to be narrativized. It lures the writer to elaborate, to reveal the full love 

scene, it entices (allicit) the reader to read on and sweetens the labor of reading at a deeper 

level. Bernard complies by fashioning a softened, romanticized image of God as a 

courteous lover.  

 

Bernard’s Love Stories – Christian Midrash 

Bernard dedicated two of his 86 sermons on the Song of Songs to the lines,   

“Prop me up with flowers, refresh me with apples, for I am sick with love. His left 

hand is under my head, and his right hand will embrace me.”   

“I charge you, oh you daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazelles or the does of the 

field, do not stir up nor awaken my beloved until it pleases her.”  

 “Fulcite me floribus, stipate me malis, quia amore langueo. Laeva ejus sub capite 

meo, et dextera illius amplexabitur me.”  

“Adjuro vos, filiae Jerusalem, per capreas cervosque camporum, ne suscitetis, 

neque evigilare faciatis dilectam, quoadusque ipsa velit.” (SS 2. 5-7).  

Sermons 51 and 52 construct a love story which is a kind of midrash on these verses. To 

“tell” the story opens one of the most original, appealing and influential aspects of 

Bernard’s sermons on the Song of Songs. 

Canto 1 of the Song of Songs is largely dialogue,  a series of exchanges between 

bride and bridegroom: pleas and praises, the setting of the scene. Canto 2 begins in the 

same mode, but a narrative develops: The lovers are sitting in a garden. The shade of the 

man is delightful to the bride; she savors the taste of his fruit (“fructus ejus dulcis gutturi 

meo”). The lover leads his bride to the banqueting hall. “He brought me to the banqueting 

house, and his intention toward me was love” (SS 2. 4). He prepares her for love 
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(“ordinavit in me caritatem”) 508  Being faint, or languishing, or sick with love, she calls 

for sustenance: raisins and apples. [Once in bed] the lover puts his left hand under her 

head and prepares to embrace her with his right. He admonishes the handmaidens not 

to disturb her sleep, conjuring them “by the gazelles and by the  does of the field.”  

The gaps in the narrative (the space from the banqueting hall to the bedchamber, 

from the embrace to sleep) are consistent with the compositional mode throughout the 

Song of Songs; the sequence of images is not a connected narrative sequence. There are 

some starts at narrative, but by and large each image passes in lyrical autonomy from the 

next. Part of the charm of the Song of Songs is the disconnected sequence of lyrical 

effusions:  
 

let me hear your voice; 

for your voice is sweet, 

  and your face is lovely. 

Catch us the foxes, 

 the little foxes, 

that ruin the vineyards—(SS 2. 14-15) 

The reader muses what kind of event covers the gap between praise of beauty and the 

pursuit of foxes. Fragmented narrative is an invitation to supplement, to fill in the gaps. 

The open spaces in an incomplete narrative become for Bernard loci for explaining the 

psychology of love, making more vivid the intensity of emotions in climactic moments of 

the lovers’ meeting. He begins by quoting the words of the bride: “I am sick with love”; 

“Amore langueo,” then continues:  

                                                        
 
508 The phrase, SS 2. 4, is a problem for English translators: NIV “Let his banner over me be 
love”; NRSV: “His intention toward me was love.” KJ: “His banner over me was love.” Bernard 
McGinn quotes this line as the epigraph to his chapters on twelfth century in The Growth of 
Mysticism: Gregory the Great through the 12th Century, (New York: Crossroad, 1999), p. 149: 
“He has ordered charity in me.” It is for McGinn a formula for understanding the “reforming” 
spirit of theology in the twelfth century and a central idea of mystical theology of the period.  
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Love has increased because the incentives to love have occurred more often than 

usual.  For you perceive on this occasion the abundant opportunities not only of 

seeing the bridegroom but of conversing with him.  The very sight of him makes 

her happy with a serener countenance, his speech is more pleasant, his 

conversation more prolonged and unhurried.  She is not only delighted with his 

conversation, but honored by his praise.  Furthermore, she is refreshed in his 

shadow she has so long desired, is nourished with his fruit, has drunk from his 

cup.  We must not think that she came up thirsty from the wine-cellar, into which 

she so recently boasted she had been introduced [SS 2. 4]; and yet she is thirsty…. 

After all these [experiences], when the bridegroom withdrew in his usual way, she 

says that she languishes with love, meaning because of love.  For the keener her 

joy in his presence, the more upsetting her sense of his absence. The removal of 

what you love spells an increase of desire for it, and what you eagerly desire you 

miss painfully.  Therefore in the meantime she asks to be comforted with the scents 

of flowers and fruits, until the return of him whose absence she so wearily endures.  

So much for the story. [Atque is ordo sermonum]. (SC 51. 1, trans. Walsh, vol. 3, p. 

39-40; Opera, 6. 83-84) 

The bridegroom’s return after absence is especially sweet, and accordingly, now his taste 

is especially sweet (“fructus ejus dulcis gutturi meo.”) The sober reading has it that he 

has offered her fruit and drink; but the intentional ambiguity of the line (“his flavor is 

sweet to my taste”) must reverberate, at least is left open, in Bernard’s paraphrase. She 

has introduced herself in this chapter by identifying herself with flowers (“a rose of 

sharon, a lily of the valley”) and her lover with an apple tree. Therefore the reading that 

the sweet flavor she enjoys is the man himself, (“fruit” means the man’s body, “flower” 

the woman’s) is in the phrase, competing with whatever more immediate meaning might 

be present. As the fragrance of the woman to the man, so the flavor of the man to the 

woman’s taste. 

The lover leads her to the banqueting house; he prepares her for love. [Or, he raises 

the banner of love over her]. So happy is she that her happiness can be taken for 
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drunkenness. Bernard is insistent on this point. He wants discretion overriden by the 

intensity of the moment. In an earlier sermon (SC 7. 3) he explained that the opening line 

of the Song of Songs  (“Let him kiss me”), is called out by the bride in a drunken state 

upon leaving the banqueting house: “Can she possibly be drunk? Absolutely drunk!” 

(“Ebriane est? Ebria prorsus.”—SC 7. 3, Opera p. 32; trans. Walsh, vol. 1, p. 40). And in SC 

49. 1, the bride explains to her maidens that she is coming out of the banqueting hall, and 

of course she appears drunk, but she is intoxicated from love—Bernard’s comment. And 

in SC 51, almost with a mischievous gleam in his eye/voice: “We must not think that she 

came up thirsty from the wine cellar” (51. 1, Opera p. 40). It would have been easy to move 

from “drunk with love” to some spiritual meaning: ecstasy, intoxication of spirit. But 

Bernard remains at the level of the love story. Adherence to the logic of the narrative, the 

ordo sermonum, guides much of this and other sermons.  

The phrase ordo sermonum is something like a technical term meaning “narrative,” 

“literal level,” the statement according to the words, as quoted above: atque is ordo 

sermonum, that is, “so much for the story, the narrative itself.”  It is also the element in the 

composition of Bernard’s sermons invested with literary fashioning, as opposed to the 

part which treats doctrine; it is opposed also to the sensus and sensus spiritualis.  

After a brief allegorical reading of the scene (51. 2), At 51. 3 he returns to the ordo 

sermonum. He enlarges on the experience of “languishing,” “pining away,” caused by the 

absence of the lover. The deprived beloved is restless and driven; time passes too slowly.  

An excursus follows, preparing the way for a diatribe against the monks who 

interrupt the abbot’s leisure time and contemplation, which will come in SC 52.  Then we 

return to the story. Bernard is explicit in saying, now back to the story (“sed signemus 

sermonis ordinem”, 51.5, p. 87): “Then come the words of the bride, ‘His left arm under 

my head, his right arm will embrace me’. …Let me explain the narrative order.”  (51. 5, 

trans. Walsh, vol. 3, p. 44). The bridegroom has returned after the stay in the banqueting 

hall, to comfort and arouse his bride. “He is at her side; nor can he delay when summoned 

by desires so great.” So now she is in bed, intoxicated by the wine and the presence of her 
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lover. He embraces her: “As she lies back he cushions her head with his left hand, while 

embracing her with the right, to cherish her at his bosom.” (SC 51. 5, trans. Walsh, vol. 3, 

p. 44). 

This scene of dizzying sensuality is interrupted with another switch to the moral 

sense, which breaks with the tone of the love scenes: the left hand means adversity and 

the right prosperity; the left, the threat of punishment; the right, the promise of the 

kingdom (SC 51. 7-8, p. 45-46), a “spiritual” meaning nodding to conventional readings 

of the passage.  

Now comes what I take to be the core of this sermon and of the next: the 

admonition to the maids not to disturb the bride. Bernard himself is at pains to stress its 

importance, calling it a “great and stupendous act of esteem and respect” (magna et 

stupenda dignatio—SC 51. 10, p. 89), the king keeping guard over his beloved “with all 

courtesy and affection” (“dignantissime et benevolentissime vigilat super eam”-- p. 90). 

This passage, says Bernard, is “so delightful” (locus delectabilis—p. 89), it should not be 

denied the attention due to it. He needs Sermon 52 to do it justice. To begin he approaches 

obliquely a topic he often stresses: do not bother the abbot unnecessarily. He projects a 

meaning in which he, the abbot, is the bride resting on the bosom of Christ in 

contemplation and warning the brothers away from interrupting except in dire necessity. 

But he puts that subject aside for the moment to continue on the litteralis cohaerentia textus, 

the narrative as a unified story on the literal level. That is this level on which the 

“delicious passage” is located. Bernard writes: 

 ‘It is good for us to be here’ and to gaze briefly on the goodness of the divine 

nature, its sweetness and courtesy. For what human affections have you ever 

experienced, any of you, sweeter than is now expressed to you from the heart of 

the Most High?  And it is expressed by him who searches the depths of God, who 

cannot but know what is in him… (SC 52. 1, trans. Walsh, vol. 3, p. 50) 
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Interim bonum est nos hic esse, et intueri paulisper naturae divinae bonitatem, 

suavitatem, dignationem.  Quid namque tu, homo, in humanis umquam affectibus 

expertus es dulcius, quam modo tibi exprimitur de corde Altissimi? Et exprimitur 

ab illo qui scrutatur alta Dei, et non potest non scire quae in eo sunt… (Opera 2, p. 

91) 

Bernard focuses on the loving-care, considerateness, courtesy of the bridegroom’s 

gesture, his painstaking effort to allow the beloved to suffer not even the minor 

inconvenience of being disturbed in her sleep. What commands his attention here is not 

a point of morals or doctrine, but rather a delicate and tender act of kindness: 

[In the passage we have at hand] the heavenly bridegroom is plainly shown as 

passionately defending the repose of his beloved, eager to embrace her within his 

arms as she sleeps, lest she be roused from her delicious slumber by annoyance or 

disquiet. I cannot restrain my joy that this majesty did not disdain to bend down 

to our weakness in a companionship so familiar and sweet, that the supreme 

Godhead did not scorn to enter into wedlock with the soul in exile and to reveal 

to her with the most ardent love how affectionate was this bridegroom whom she 

had won.  That in heaven it is like this… I do not doubt…when now she is favored 

by an intimacy so great as to feel herself embraced by the arms of God, cherished 

on the breast of God, guarded by the care and zeal of God lest she be roused from 

her sleep by anyone till she wakes of her own accord.” (SC 52. 2, trans. Walsh, vol. 

3, p. 50-51) 

The sermon goes on to develop the point made earlier in the cautionings against 

disturbing the abbot in sabbatical moments, though he could have made the point with a 

far less atmospheric love scene. The sermon is not a call to the monks to follow their holy 

abbot in the ecstasy of contemplation, but to leave him in peace while he enjoys it. It is 

sublime in the unheard of intimacy of the marriage and bedroom scene.  
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We should savor the uniqueness of the story that unfolds in the course of these 

two sermons. What is primary in the sermon is the extended reflection on a moment in 

the love relations of bride and bridegroom. 509 This episode conveys its force and impact 

by opening up a level of conjugal intimacy in love relations not available to anyone in 

Christian discourse and doctrine, and seldom available in the reality of human social 

mores. We are witness to private moments of a love scene in progress. The intense 

longing of the bride, long gestating, is at long last gratified by the presence of the 

bridegroom who directs the love. Never mind that drunkenness might normally be 

shameful; here it intensifies the happiness. The moment and the act of greatest intimacy 

are implied. The lover, still in the very position of the act of love, cradles his beloved’s 

head, prepares to fold her in his arms. Then she is asleep, and the lover warns the serving 

women not to disturb her sleep.  

 To underscore this particular ordo sermonum as the significant moment in the 

passage, Bernard appends a discourse on the nature of a God who is capable of such a 

tender act of considerateness. He shows the very core of His nature in the delicacy of his 

gesture on leaving the marriage bed. To give us double assurance that this vision of 

God—sweet, gentle, courteous and softly affectionate—replaces or is more profound 

than others, Bernard cites an unimpeachable source (Christ). As a loving bridegroom  

intoxicated with wine and with the passionately romantic mood of the marriage bed 

might react while still in the throes of deepest love, physical desire put aside/gratified, 

this is the way God by his very nature, from the heart, has intercourse with the soul. It is 

this relationship of loving-kindness which the redeemed can look forward to. The quality 

of heaven is the nuptial moment extended into eternity (SC 52. 2, pp. 50-51).  

                                                        
509 Origen’s comments on the passage recognize only allegorical meanings: the right hand 
contains the length of years of life; the left hand riches and glory. (See Ann Matter, p. 30).  
Ambrose takes the gesture of pillowing and cherishing the bride to mean the church showing its 
many mansions, left and right hand.  PL 15, 1255B and 1257A. It’s about the building of the 
temple, not about conjugal intimacy and delicacy.  
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The episode was no doubt important to Bernard, not just to rescue his privacy, but 

to create a portrait of the personality of God that was individualistic, vivid, close to the 

flesh and bone of God’s humanity. We observe God’s character and manners as lover; the 

relationship is human and personal. Commentators on the passage prior to and 

contemporary with Bernard are at pains to avoid the very kind of romantic poetry, or 

poetic prose, that Bernard writes. 510 The love story that Bernard constructs is a reflection 

on how God loves, dramatizing the emotional tone of his relations with his bride.  The 

“story” is where the emotional force of the sermon is located. True, the passionate love 

story is also the platform, the staging ground of spiritual, allegorical, doctrinal lessons, 

but it is there as a foundation which Bernard, far from shrinking from its sensuality and 

human psychology, capitalizes on, all the while insisting on the chasteness of the 

experience. A character in Thomas Hardy’s Jude the Obscure (1895) denounced the 

tradition of Song of Songs commentary with force: “…such humbug as could attempt to 

plaster over with ecclesiastical abstractions such ecstatic, natural, human love as lies in 

that great song” 511 She might have thought differently if she had known the strain of 

passionate longing, irresistible desire, and gentle loving courtesy that was alive alongside 

the doctrinally and morally sober allegory in Bernard, whom she would have done well 

to read rather than lean on Anglican preaching.  

A look at other sermons by Bernard confirms that that division between Old 

Testament poem and continuation via commentary is fully in the writer’s authorial 

                                                        
510 By way of contrast, Bruno of Segni (d. 1123) commenting on “Fulcite me floribus etc…”, PL 
164, 1245C: fulcite me floribus, stipate me malis. Apostoli namque et doctores floribus 
Ecclesiam fulciunt, et malis quidem stipant. Multos enim flores Gregorius, multos Ambrosius, 
Hieronymus, et Augustinus Ecclesiae attulit. Per flores sententias; per mala, credentes 
intelligimus. Honorius, PL 172, 386D: “Vos filiae meae, fulcite me floribus… ne deficiam, sed in 
vestris operibus interim requiescam, quia amore langueo, dilecti mei, quem adhuc videre non 
valeo, at amore supernae patriae, quam adhuc non habeo. Et propter hoc laeva eius sub capite 
meo et dextera illius amplexabitur me. Per laevam praesentis vitae gloriam, per dexteram vero 
perennis vitae gloriam seu beatitudinem designat…”  
 
511  Quoted from J. Sheryl Exum, “Song of Songs,” in The Oxford Handbook of English Literature 
and Theology, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 272. 
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intention and in fact that that the narration of a love story mixing the OT original with 

Bernard’s own additions, is one of the operative compositional principles of Bernard’s 

sermons on the Song of Songs. The remarkable and amazing Sermon 9 on the Song of 

Song takes us through the drama of the three kisses. Bernard begins by looking for the 

narrative thread which connects the words of the bride, “Let him kiss me…” to the events 

in which they are imbedded: “There they are [the opening words of the Song] swinging 

precipitately out of nowhere…” Bernard recreates/restores the cohaerentia which makes 

sense of these cries of longing floating in the void of discourse (praemittendum cui 

cohaereant) (9. 1, tr. p. 53; p. 42). A fully fleshed-out narrative follows, in which the friends 

of the bridegroom question the bride and challenge her for the bold demand she makes 

on her lover. How could she dare to demand, “Let him kiss me!”! They accuse her of 

infidelity. She has committed fornication with other lovers.  And now does she hope to 

return to her lawful husband having been scorned and humiliated by her paramours,  

now when she is desperate to seek a return to his favor?  The accusations fly, the 

justifications also. The narrative unfolds in a dialogue reminiscent of that between Job 

and his friends. Yes, I’m ashamed of my behavior, she says, (this is Bernard speaking her 

words) but I am a woman in love, not a lawyer: “It is desire that drives me on, not reason. 

Shame holds me back, but love overcomes it …. I ask, I crave, I implore: Let him kiss me 

with the kiss of his mouth.” (9. 2, p.54—approx. quote.) A romantic drama unfolds, where 

the chastened bride tries to appease and reconcile her lover with the praise, “Your breasts 

are better than wine.” His breasts are proof of his “inborn gentleness” (ingenita 

mansuetudo).  A discourse on his goodness, patience, kindness follows. Then the roles are 

reversed, and the breasts are those of the bride praised by her lover. The love story is 

interrupted only once with pastoral advice outside of the context of the love song, advice 

for those suffering spiritual torpor. Otherwise the entire sermon is an emotionally 

charged drama staging attitudes of lovers and their advisors, the boldness and remorse 

of the bride, her shame overcome by desire, the goodness of the infinitely forgiving 
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bridegroom. 512 That is the main thrust of this story of love troubled and reconciled by 

the love and generosity of the lover. 

The plot of the love story that is Bernard’s commentary is not progressive, 

developing the relationship from one ‘chapter’ to the next.  It is episodic, setting forth 

different moments in the love relationship in each episode, dramatizing them by the 

kinds of dialogic and narrative techniques observed in SC 9. SC 84 picks up the 

circumstances of SC 9 and continues the romantic drama of disloyalty and forgiveness 

constructed in the speech quoted above. Bernard has advanced to the third chapter of the 

Song of Songs and is commenting on the line (SS 3. 1), “Nightlong in my little bed I seek 

him whom my soul loves.” The fuel to drive this search is the love of the bridegroom for 

the bride, which precedes her love for him and is always present to ward off despair in 

the soul who has sinned against her lover:  

Is it not you, my soul, who left your first husband, with whom it went well with 

you, and cast aside your loyalty by going after lovers? And now that you have 

chosen to commit fornication with them and have been cast aside by them, do you 

have the effrontery, the insolence, to return to him whom you spurned in your 

arrogance? …. Do you run to the bridegroom when you are more deserving of 

blows than of embraces.? SC 84. 6, trans. Edmonds, vol. 4, p. 192; Opera 2, p.305-

6).  

In this moment of marital turbulence, the bride feels his love for her and it restores her 

confidence. She can look her spurned lover in the face and sense his tenderness. She sees 

that he has forgiven her the contempt she showed him:  

The spirit of the Word is gentle, and brings me gentle greetings, speaking to me 

persuasively of the zeal and desire of the Word…. How can I fail to be inspired to 

seek him, when I have experienced his mercy and been assured of his peace?” 

(trans. Edmonds, p. 193).  

                                                        
512 See SC12.  Sermon 67 is one of the most important in this context. 
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The drama of betrayal and forgiveness is resolved in the most conciliatory way possible: 

not by revenge, but by the adulteress’s realization of the indestructible love of her 

husband. 

Bernard’s prose poem develops the characters of a lover-God and a beloved-Soul, 

constructs a passionate love story full of personality, tension, dramatic dialogue, vision, 

and spiritual-erotic experience—all on the literal level. In the end one of the most 

strikingly sublime elements in the Sermons on the Song of Songs is that detour of mystical 

theology into romantic/erotic narrative drama. The division between Biblical text, 

narrative continuation, and non-narrative is worth insisting upon because the narrative 

is so singly an element of Bernard’s art of composition. That alliance of ancient song with 

contemporary narrative is the Judeo-Christian sublime in full force.  

 

Romantic Comedy 

We are fortunate to have an extensive commentary on Bernard’s narrativizing of 

the Song of Songs from his friend and biographer, William of St. Thierry, and it shows 

what an impact this technique made on Bernard’s colleague and contemporary. During 

a time when both were bed-bound because of sickness, they shared thoughts on the Song 

of Songs—on the moral sense (i.e. the level dealing with behavior and action), leaving out 

the allegorical. 513 Some time later when William began his own commentary on the Song 

of Songs, he gave this markedly literary explanation of its form and character: 

Now this song is written in the manner of a drama and in comedy style, as if to be 

recited by characters and with action.  Just as various characters and various 

actions appear in the recitation of dramas, so in this song characters and affections 

                                                        
513 See Gillian Evans, The Mind of St. Bernard of Clairvaux, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1983), 109-111.  
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seem to combine to carry through the labors of love and the mystical contract of 

the conjunction of God and man.514 

He names the dramatis personae and goes on to tell the storyline of this historical drama 

(dramatis historialis, fabulae, seu parabolae argumentum—PL 180, 476D). The grounding of 

the work in a dramatic “comedy” with dialogue and a cast of characters, with the plot of 

love and marriage owes more to Bernard’s treatment of the work than to William’s 

intentions as commentator.  

 William was not the first to note the dramatic and “comedic” character of the Song 

of Songs. It is noted already in Origen, taken up and given an influential formulation by 

Bede. But the commentary came to share in the narrative character of the Biblical song 

first in Bernard of Clairvaux, who exploits the possibilities of the story as a plot-line more 

than others before him, 515 necessitating William’s distinction between negotium amoris 

and mysticum contractum divinae et humanae conjunctionis. William elaborates on the 

distinction, making clear the limitation of his own commentary to the human level, the 

negotium amoris (which I’ve translated, hoping for the reader’s generosity, the “labors of 

love”): 

We do not attempt those deeper mysteries which it [Song of Songs] contains with 

regard to Christ and the church; but restraining ourselves within ourselves and 

measuring ourselves by means of ourselves, we shall…treat only the Bridegroom 

                                                        
514 Guillaume de Saint-Thierry, Exposé sur le cantique des cantiques: Texte latin, introduction et 
notes, ed. J.-M. Déchanet, (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1962), p. 80 [PL 180, 476B-C]: “Scribitur 
canticum hoc in modum dramatis et stylo comico, tanquam per personas et actus recitandum; 
ut sicut in comoediis recitandis personae diversae, et diversi actus, sic et in hoc cantico 
concurrere sibi videantur personae et affectus, ad peragendum susceptum negotium amoris, et 
mysticum contractum divinae et humanae conjunctionis.”  
 
515 Passages in Bede’s Song of Song commentary are explicitly continuations of the poem’s 
dialogue; the speakers are identified as Christ, the church, the synagogue. In Bede the dramatic 
dialogue is allegorical, does not have the sense of a narrative continued in the commentary as 
in Bernard. My thanks to Celia Chazelle for this reference.  
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and Bride, Christ and the Christian soul, in some moral sense, in which it is licit 

for anyone to venture... 516 

So, this is the Song of Songs understood at the human level, the level where humankind 

is the measure of love (in nobismetipsis nosmetipsos metientes), and I believe the meaning is 

essentially the same when Bernard claimed that we must consult our own experience to 

understand this love song.  

 

John of Ford and the Love Song 

It becomes clear, reading the Cistercian continuators of Bernard’s Sermons on the 

Song of Songs, that his compositional mode created a tradition. The experience of loving 

God had become soft and sweet: diction, syntax, metaphor and narrative, speak clearly 

to that influence. But the 120 sermons on the Song of Songs of John of Ford (d. 1214) are 

remarkable for their use of extended love narratives and their close hewing to a measure 

of the labors of love through human perspectives. His narrative technique is the “drama 

in the comic style,” in the sense that William of St. Thierry had defined it: narrative in 

second and third person, cast of characters, dialogue. The love narrative looms larger in 

John of Ford than it had in Bernard. There are notably fewer of the parcels of commentary, 

shifts of topics, pastoral interjections, common in Bernard; fewer also of the lessons on 

the “profounder mysteries” of the Song, fewer teachings addressing the brothers directly. 

John can sustain the love narrative over entire sermons. Some excerpts from his first 

sermon on the Bride’s search for the bridegroom, will give the flavor: 

Kisses once enjoyed are eagerly sought again, and the more richly the abundance 

of her spouse satisfied the bride’s desires in the past, the more bitterly are those 

favors mourned when they are over.  The beloved is sought and not found; he is 

                                                        
516 Preface, 5; ed Déchanet, p. 76: “Nos autem profundiora illa mysteria, quae in eo 
continentur, attentamus, de Christo et ecclesia; sed cohibentes nos intra nos, et in 
nobismetipsis nosmetipsos metientes, de sponso ac Sponsa, de Christo et christiana anima, 
sensum tantummodo moralem aliquem, in quo omnibus audere licet, pro sensus nostri 
paupertate perstringimus…” Quoted in Matter, Voice, p. 132. See her discussion.  
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called and he does not answer…. While the king is on his couch, she strains with 

fragrant sighs and ardent longing to draw him from the bosom of the Father… 

She hurries back to the places that witnessed their secret meetings and were 

hallowed by chaste pleasure…. It is at midnight that the Bride is accustomed to 

hear: ‘Behold, the bridegroom comes!’ The secret and hidden lover of Jesus makes 

darkness his hiding place, and when sleep customarily takes hold of men, it seems, 

he gives himself more completely to the embraces of his beloved…. She composes 

herself gracefully on her bed…she spreads wide her arms, she opens out her heart, 

she pours forth her soul, in spiritual longing she draws to herself the breath of his 

love… At the plea of his loved one, her desired one appears.  He steals into her 

arms, there to be clasped all the more closely, enjoyed the more sweetly, held all 

the more strongly, because the search was so long… All the rejoicing of lovers 

finds expression in their mutual fond exchanges, and his words sweeter than 

honey flow from his honey sweet lips… The keen arrows of love fly so thickly, 

they strike with such quivering force, that not only does the spouse confess that 

his heart has been wounded by the bride, but she too [is] no less languid with 

love… 517 

Exegesis and allegory are rare. Some thoughts on the stages of meditation are included 

but subordinated to the narrative. The 120 sermons on the Song of Songs by John of Ford 

are dominated by narratives, inspired by the theme of love, by the body parts of the bride 

and the spouse. Many passages treat language, discourse. To put it more generally, the 

love story overwhelms the exposition of the spiritual life; passionate love, not a scheme 

of contemplation or systematic thought on the spiritual life, gives coherence. Allegory 

has given way to narrative. The narrative itself with its insistent and vivid evocation of 

the human experience of love is the master of this narrative not the bearer of spiritual 

messages. John staked out his aesthetic position clearly in his comment that “all desire is 

eloquent.” The desire is almost all that is left. It is not an exaggeration of a poetic trope to 

                                                        
517 John of Ford, Sermons on the Final Verses of the Song of Songs, trans. Wendy Mary Beckett, 
(Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1977), Sermon 1. 1-4, pp. 78-83.  
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say that virtually all of his sermons are eloquence flowing from desire. He was writing 

an especially Cistercian brand of sermon, and he understood well the incendiary effect of 

passion. The epigraph to this chapter is also a commentary on John of Ford’s own style 

of sermonizing: eloquence flows from a fiery heart, and sets other hearts on fire. 

 In Bernard we saw a “detour of mystical theology into romantic/narrative 

drama.” That turn is no longer a detour in John of Ford, but rather the main road  of the 

discourse. John of Ford accepts the limits on mystical experience and on prophetic style 

that Bernard had set: “Humbly refraining, then, from grandeurs and marvels beyond us, 

we are content in the meantime to be taught what your beloved is like… For your voice 

is sweet. The sweeter the love, the sweeter too the speech.” That softness of tone does not, 

for John of Ford, exclude passion, just the opposite: “Yes, your tongue is on fire and your 

speech is enkindled. We long for you to make our hearts glow again for your Jesus” 

(Sermon 2, p. 93). It goes without saying that the listener was aware that a greater mystery 

embraced the enthralling love story; the mystery was present, but it had now receded 

into the realm of the ineffable, only to be sensed, never seen, in the land of unlikeness, 

only to be revealed fully after death. That silent presence of the mystery will have created 

a level of the sermon more alluring than attempts to explain what is inexplicable. The 

ancient love song propels the contemporary (twelfth century) love scenes, gives them the 

force and passion that creates a new, hybrid narrative dramatizing the morality of 

passionate love in poetic language that evoked the mystery of God’s love for the human 

soul. 
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Chapter 11 

Adam of Dryburgh: Decorative Prose 
 

Adam of Dryburgh, also Adam the Scot (Adamus Scotus, ca. 1140- ca. 1212), is 

more interesting than the dearth of modern scholarship on him indicates.518 He was a 

monk, priest and, it seems, abbot, at the monastery of Dryburgh at the Anglo-Scottish 

border. Early in his life in the Premonstratensian order his abbot noticed his gift for 

preaching and assigned him to preach both to laymen and clerics (i.e. outside the 

monastery). A striking witness to his success is the effect his preaching had on Hubert 

Walter, Archbishop of Canterbury, who on a visit to Dryburgh expressly asked Adam for 

a sermon. He complied, and the Archbishop was so moved that he led Adam by the hand 

to his (Adam’s) cell, wept,  fell on his knees before him, made his confession and stripped 

off his garments to accept disciplining by rods. 519    

An eloquence that inspires a paroxysm of humility in an archbishop of Canterbury 

calls for a close look. A close reading of some of his works gives us a clear picture of his 

ideal and of his practice of an elevated style, and it may be the quality that overturned 

hierarchy in that critical moment of Adam’s life. A passage in the prologue to his treatise, 

                                                        
518 See Christopher Holdsworth, article “Adam of Dryburgh,” in Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography (online), 1016-17: “Adam’s work deserves more examination.” He wrote as a 
Premonstratensian but converted to the Carthusian order late in life. Two monographic studies 
focus tightly on the Premonstratensian and Carthusian life, the order, the liturgy: James 
Bulloch, Adam of Dryburgh, diss. Edinburgh, 1955; David Jones, An Early Witness to the Nature 
of the Canonical Order in the Twelfth Century: A Study in the Life and Writings of Adam Scot, 
with Particular Reference to his Understanding of the Rule of St. Augustine, (Salzburg, 1999). 
 
519 Margaret E. Thompson, “A Fragment of a Witham Charterhouse Chronicle and Adam of 
Dryburgh, Premonstratensian and Carthusian of Witham,” Bulletin of the. John Rylands Library 
16 (1932), 482-506, here p. 490. 
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On the Threefold Kind of Contemplation (De triplici genere contemplationis),520 prepares us for 

an author who thinks and expresses sublimity in terms and concepts we are familiar with: 

We now are sculpting for you the book with the title On the three kinds of 

Contemplation.  It treats of the way that God is incomprehensible in himself, terrible 

to the reprobate, but also sweet and gentle to the chosen. And so we feel 

astonishment at many of the works of God in their magnitude and their great 

multitude. For instance in the way that all individual things, of whatever kind, 

present themselves and suggest themselves to our five corporeal senses. They 

proclaim upon a loving inspection of their natures in a great voice and a booming 

clamor, that He has created and ordered the universe. But how and how much He 

is, they do not delineate outright. Inquiring in secret and inwardly what the future 

life of the saints is like, which “no eye has seen, nor ear has heard, nor has arisen 

in the heart of man,” we look astonished with the voice of the heart into the 

celestial flow of the fountain of life. Stimulating our affections with these sweet 

stimuli, we fly thither on the wings of desire. 521 

It seems that he introduces his writing on contemplation with a brief resumé of sublime 

experience. But having prepared us for sublimity, Adam gives us instead discursive prose 

about sublime things and emotions. He does not astonish us with vivid and enrapturing 

evocation of the wonders of God; he reports the generic word for them with the generic 

                                                        
520 It is actually a letter to “canons” of the Premonstratensian order outside of Dryburgh, PL 
198, 791C-796B. 
 
521 PL 198, 794A-B: Alium vero librum, de triplici genere contemplationis intitulatum, nunc vobis 
cudimus; qui de eo tractat, quod Deus in semetipso est incomprehensibilis, terribilis in reprobis, 
dulcis quoque, et suavis in electis. Siquidem super multa operum Dei magnitudine, magnaque 
eorum multitudine obstupescimus, quomodo videlicet singula quaeque in genere suo, quinque 
nostris corporalibus sensibus sese offerentia et inferentia, in diligenti inspectione naturarum 
suarum, voce magna et clamore valido, quod universitatis quidem conditor et dispositor sit, 
dicunt; sed qualis, vel quantus sit, prorsus non definiunt. Secreto quaerentes intra nos, qualis sit 
futura vita sanctorum, quam ‘nec oculus vidit, nec auris audivit, nec in cor hominis ascendit,’ 
inhiamus ore cordis in superna fluenta fontis vitae: his suavibus stimulis affectus nostros 
excitantes, et illuc pennis desideriorum volantes.  
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adjectives and prepares us for the emotions they will arouse: we will be astonished, but 

not yet. Likewise, the works of God are characterized, not manifested. A thundering, 

prophetic style is proclaimed their mode of operation, but not made to convey them for 

a wondering reader. The “celestial flow of the fountain of life” rouses our thirst for the 

secrets of the redeemed life, prepares us for love and desire and for the ascent on wings 

that grow from them. The opening paragraph sets a rich table for the experience of the 

sublime; the meal is yet to be served. Recall how sermons of Honorius and Aelred plunge 

us from the first word into the great mystery of creation, engaging the emotions,  

enchanting the imagination, and drawing the reader/listener into a higher world 

fabricated from powerful language; recall also how Richard of St. Victor, though writing 

discursive prose and expounding a method of contemplation, often himself enters and 

draws us into that experience of feeling divine mysteries. Adam of Dryburgh is an 

interesting stylist. What speaks from this introductory paragraph is a secondary, soberly 

distanced awareness of the grand style. Having opened with prose that expounds the 

secret things of God, he soon moves to prose that draws his reader/listener into the 

experience of them, and once having crossed that line, he seldom returns.  

The Three kinds of Contemplation is a dialogue of Adam with God the creator. It 

consists of three parts, according to the three aspects of God to which his opening 

paragraph points: 1) He is incomprehensible, invisible, immeasurably great. 2) He is 

terrible to sinners. 3) He is kind and loving to the elect. It is not a tract on contemplation 

at all. It edges its way into that genre because the three qualities of God can be perceived 

through contemplation. But it is far from an anatomy of a process conceived as an organic 

rise to vision, its stages, its emotional effects. Only the prologue shows affinities to 

Richard of St. Victor by charting the progress from sense perception to insight into the 

works of God, astonishment at their grandeur, turning the contemplator inward leading 

to the discovery of the kingdom of God as proclaimed by nature, and hence rising into 

that realm “on the wings of desire.”  

What is striking—and peculiarly the theme of Adam’s tract—is the stress on the 

voice of created things—which is booming and clamorous, though unheard, only sensed. 

Created nature may not define itself outright in relation to God (qualis, vel quantus sit, 
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prorsus non definiunt), but that loud voice proclaims who is their maker, the creator and 

architect of all things. Paul’s assertion of the revelatory power of nature, Romans 1. 20, 

looms large in Adam’s writing 522: “Since the creation of the world His invisible attributes 

are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power 

and Godhead.” Adam stresses particularly the sensual beginnings of this route of 

understanding mysteries: each individual creature offers itself and impresses itself, each 

in its own way, on the five senses (singula quaeque in genere suo, quinque nostris corporalibus 

sensibus sese offerentia et inferentia, in diligenti inspectione naturarum suarum).  

 Of course, any work dealing with the objects of contemplation will be touching on 

nature and heaven, God and mysteries, the infinite and the ineffable, and that progressive 

ascent to sublimia tends to bring a commensurate style with it. We saw that Richard of St. 

Victor switched with some regularity from his expository mode to rhythmically 

structured, rhetorically decorated passages, elevating his style in response to the loftiness 

of the subject. Adam of Dryburgh is different: he seldom moves out of the lofty and ornate 

to a moderate style in this tract. (The exception is Book two “How terrible God is to the 

Reprobate,” mainly concerned with the fate of the damned.523) From the opening chapter 

of part one to the end of part 3, Adam rides high with apostrophe, repetition, antithesis, 

paradox:  

Incomprehensible, yet you comprehend the wise in their wisdom. You are 

invisible; nor is any creature hidden from your sight. Beginning without 

beginning; end without end. You are above all things, but not exalted; below all 

things but not dispersed. Within and without, but never located…. 524 

                                                        
522 Quoted at PL 198, 797A, 803C 
 
523 Worthen, 343f. 
 
524 PL 198, 795C: “Incomprehensibilis, et comprehendis sapientes in astutia sua.  Invisibilis es tu, 
nec est aliqua creatura invisibilis in conspectu tuo. Principium sine principio, finis sine fine. 
Super omnia es, sed non exaltatus; subtus omnia, sed non substratus. Intra et extra, nec 
usquam locatus es.”  
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Adam rings changes on this topic. God appears but disappears; He is seen in things but 

is invisible in himself: 

You show yourself and you hide. You are illumination and equally fire. The light 

endures; the fire consumes. You cannot darken or be extinguished. You always 

glow, you always flame. 525 

The thought that God is invisible and seen at the same time, heard through the 

voices of created beings, leads into a dialogue with creation. If things can speak, then let 

them do it. The base things of created nature assume an intelligible utterance (indigna 

anima rerum creatarum theorema assumit):  

Now watch how I interrogate, about you, the things you have created. I need 

hardly open my mouth; at once they respond to my questions. I address the stones 

and rocks, and I say to them, “Who are you?” They respond, “the creation of Him, 

whose creation you are too.” 526 

He continues in a richly varied narrative following the same logic: the eyes speak to the 

sun and moon, and are answered; the beauty and infinite stars proclaim their marvelous 

creator. The immensity of nature points to the much greater immensity of their maker: 

“You are astonished, seeing our magnitude? Rather you should marvel at the creator, 

who has immensity without limit” (“Obstupescis nostram videns magnitudinem? Magis 

autem mirare Creatorem nostrum communem Dominum…”--800D-801A). This clamor 

of praise teaches us the euphony that is God (801B). Adam moves through the five senses, 

sustaining this thought: “Odorum fragrantia suavem Dei spiritum demonstrat” etc.  

                                                        
525 PL 198, 796D: “Itaque ostentas te, et celas. Lux tu pariter, et ignis. Lux indeficiens, ignis 
consumens.  Nec obscurari [PL: obscurare] potes, nec exstingui. Semper fulges, semper ardes. 
(796D). Adam sustains sequences of paradoxes in varying formulations through the entire 
chapter (795C-798C). 
 
526  PL 198, 799C: Ecce creata tua super te rogito, et vix os adhuc ex tota ad interrogandum 
aperio, cum jam meae interrogationi respondent sine omni mora… Alloquor saxa et lapides; et 
dico eis: Qui estis vos? Hi respondent: Ipsius creaturae sumus, cujus es creatura et tu. 
 
 
526 See J. F. Worthen, “Adam of Dryburgh and the Augustinian Tradition,” Revue des études 
Augustiniennes, 43 (1997), 339-347, p. 341-2. 
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Ascending by the logic of per visibilia ad invisibilia, divinity is sought in inner 

contemplation. We are witness to the inner dialogue of mind or spirit (spiritus creatus) 

with the soul (spiritus increatus). The spoken conversation leads to reflection on words, 

and transitions to The Word, as proclaimed in the gospel of John. This is the approach to 

the inward path to self-discovery. The passage is impressive rhetorically but teeters on 

the brink of self-parody: 

…after all these things, I ascended and entered into myself. I ascended higher to 

the higher me, I entered inwardly to the interior me. For all these things are in me; 

but I discovered something great and something magnificent in me, both higher 

and more inward than all these things. Higher by its dignity, more inward by its 

subtlety. And what is that? The wisdom by which I am wise… I know therefore, 

Lord God, and what do I know? I know that I exist. Nor would I know unless I 

were the one who knows. But I am, and I know that I am. And so I know that I am. 

Not only do I know that I am, but also I know that I know that I am. Therefore, I 

know by existing; and I exist by knowing; also because while knowing, I exist, and 

while existing, I know.527 

The rhetorical whirligigs should not detract from the core experience of looking within 

and pressing on to the discovery of something grand and sublime in the depths of the 

soul; or from the insight that awareness of existence is existence. Knowledge is the 

guarantor of being; I know, therefore I am. We are reminded of Augustine in various 

ways, but almost literally, in Confessions (7. 16, quoted at Intro), the progress into the 

                                                        
 
527   PL 198, 833D:  “…ascendi post haec omnia, et intravi ad me.  Ascendi superius ad me 
superiorem, intravi interius ad me interiorem. Haec omnia namque in me: sed magnum 
quiddam et praeclarum quiddam in me inveni his omnibus et sublimius, et interius.  Sublimius 
propter dignitatem, interius propter subtilitatem. Et quid [PL: quod] illud est? Sapientia qua 
sapio…. Scio igitur, Domine Deus, Et quid scio? Scio me esse. Neque enim scirem, nisi essem qui 
scirem. Sed sum et scio quod sum. Itaque scio me esse, nec solum scio me esse; sed etiam scio 
me scire me esse. Igitur et existendo scio, et sciendo existo; quia et existo sciens, et scio 
existens.”  
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interior. And what he finds at the inmost point of that exploration of self is the trinity, 

whose persons Adam names as essence, knowledge and love (essentia, scientia, amor).   

That summary must suffice to indicate the aligning of the high subject with the 

high style, or rather the ascent from the low to the high subject.528 Adam maintains this 

level of rhetorical composition by an almost uninterrupted string of antitheses in Books 

1 and 3. This gives his writing a virtuoso quality, by which I mean, striking in the 

ingenuity of his formulations without a really poetic sublimity and without a sense of the 

profundity of idea,529 and like much virtuosity, it brings artifice with it. He clothes well-

known and much cited Biblical phrases and theological concepts in rhetoric, in contrast 

to, say, Bernard and Aelred, who can shift into high style with minimal use of rhetorical 

ornament, powered by enthusiasm for an idea.  

Some excerpts from a long, climactic passage near the end of part three will 

reinforce that characterization. Ecstatic at receiving understanding of the trinity and a 

sense of God’s presence in the individual, Adam speaks in an inspired state he calls extasis 

menti, and in the course of this remarkable passage descends from the music of inspired 

speech heard in the mind to the grinding of human speech cranked out sensually. I quote 

                                                        
 
528 Another passage that shows off his use of high style is his description of the highest heaven 
in his sermon 30. He posits first seven heavens, then an additional five and ends with an excited 
description of the highest heaven (PL 198, 277A-278A). The highpoint of the passage: “O 
altitudo in excelsis! o longitudo in promissis! o latitudo in beneficiis! o profundum in judiciis! 
Suspice in coelum hoc, et inferet consideranti tibi altitudo stuporem, ut obstupescas, longitudo 
spem ut sustineas, latitudo amorem ut diligas; profundum timorem ut expavescas. Vide quia 
hoc coelum omnibus aliis, de quibus huc usque locuti sumus, sive loquimur, sublimius et dignius 
est.” 
 
 
 
529 Bulloch, p. 164: “Theological profundity is not found in Adam.” Wilmart, “Magister Adamus 
Cartusiensis,” in Mélanges Mandonnet, (Paris: Vrin, 1930), 2. 161: “Its pages are filled with 
brilliant Augustinian theology.” Quoted in Worthen, Adam of Dryburgh and the Augustinian 
Tradition,” p. 341. 
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it first in Latin because the music of the passage, what we might call its rauca suavitas, is 

hard to reproduce in translation: 

Video itaque, quia es, quia sapis, quia amas, o stabilis essentia! O clara sapientia! 

O amor dulcissime! O, inquam, essentia sapiens et amans? O sapientia amans, et 

existens! O amor existens, et sapiens! …. Rursum quia vidi in te, Deo meo trino et 

uno, uno et trino esse et id quod a nullo, et id quod ab alio; et id quod ab utroque; 

essentiam videlicet a semetipso, cui idem est esse quod est…  Deprehendi, Domine 

Deus, gratiae tuae luce illustratus esse te Deum meum gignentem, esse genitum, 

esse et procedentem: gignentem genitum; genitum a gignente; procedentem nec a 

solo genito, sed a gignente simul et genito. Et ut sublime et profundum praeclarum 

et magnum hoc, quod te mihi irradiante, per fidem concepi in corde, etiam per 

verbum proferrem ore, a sublimi extasi mentis descendi ad strepitum oris, ubi 

verbum et incipitur et finitur…. Tertiam tamen in Trinitate personam, 

procedentem scilicet, vocavi specialiter Spiritum sanctum; quia eum utriusque, 

Patris videlicet et Filii deprehendi in una eademque Deitatis substantia gluten esse 

firmum, foedus forte, nexum suavem, amorem dulcem, spirantem et manantem 

ab utroque, aeternum, ab utroque aeterno, Spiritum Patris et Filii: Filii, Patris Filii: 

Patris, Filii Patris. 

The rhythm of the passage in Latin is a large part of its peculiar character; it makes the 

rhetoric of repetitio and adnominatio part of a musical/poetical composition, and not 

nearly the irritating staccato to which the English translation reduces it:  

And so I see that you exist because you are wise, because you love, o stable being! 

O bright wisdom! O sweetest love! O, I say, existence both wise and loving? O 

loving—and existing—wisdom! O love, existing and knowing!...  Again, because I 

saw in you, my God three and one, one and three, existence, both that which is 

from no one and that which is from  some other; and that which is from both; an 

essence from itself, in whom, always the same, the existence that exists530…. I have 

                                                        
530  “esse quod est” is a fairly common formulation meaning something like “the being who 
does not change,” who “is what it is.” It is common in trinitarian theology. William of St. 
Thierry, PL 180, 263B: “…et habet uterque, tam filius quam spiritus sanctus esse quod est.” 
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realized, o lord God, illumined by the light of your grace, that you are my 

begetting God, that you are begotten and that you are proceeding, the begetting 

begotten, the begotten from the begetter, the one proceeding not from the begotten 

alone but from the begetting and the begotten at the same time. And so that I may 

convey by word of mouth this sublime and profound thing, brilliant and great, 

conceived in my heart, illumined by your light, through faith, I have descended 

from the sublime ecstasy of mind to the raucous noise of the [human] voice, where 

the word both begins and ends….   

After a long explanation with much interlacing and interweaving of the names he has 

chosen for the trinity, he concludes: 

The third person in the trinity, the one proceeding, I have called by the special 

term “holy spirit,” because I have seen that he is the firm glue of the father and the 

son in one and the same substance of divinity, a strong covenant, a sweet bond, 

tender love, breathing and pouring forth from both, eternal, eternal from both, the 

spirit of the father and of the son: of the son, of the son’s father, of the father, of 

the father’s son. 

The repetitions and the changes rung on three persons come across as clacking as they 

play off of each other. Any reader will get the point by reading the Latin out loud, 

understood or not. It is not likely that Adam of Dryburgh found humor in sending these 

concepts caroming around his treatise on contemplation, but modern readers could be 

forgiven for thinking it. Here the grand style rhetoric perhaps serves a purpose that 

Cicero had marked out: extravagances of style can cover over matters of substance; the 

entrancement of the audience stands in for understanding, and the magic flute trills of 

repetition and rhyme distract from probing questions. The concept of the trinity is driven 

home by force of rhetoric rather than explained. The mind is freed from understanding 

                                                        
Hildebert (or Petrus Pictor), Carmen 74, on the Trinity, PL 171, 1417A: “Esse quod est ex se 
Deus est, per quod datur esse. / Quod non est ex se Deitatis non habet esse. / Esse quod est 
Deus est, cui verum competit esse.”  
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and ushered into the enchantment of a composition more musical than intellectual.531 It 

is sublimity in the sense of height, but stretched in this way, it can seem mechanical. 

I end with some more general considerations of Adam’s style. He has a penchant 

for original forms of expression that arrest the attention through, for one, their 

immediacy. The opening of his Soliloquia de instructione animi gives a striking example of 

the author stretching to capture the attentiveness of the audience. The work is a dialogue 

within the individual between Reason and the Soul. He opens with this statement of 

purpose: 

By stealthy questioning, I shall drive forward my soul and call it out from its 

hidden places so that I instruct it where ignorant, support it when tottering, steady 

it when upright, raise it up when it falls, and return it to the path of truth when it 

errs. 532 

His “stealthy interrogations” begin in chapter two with Ratio questioning Anima on its 

temptations: 

Reason: And so, what is the source of your temptation? What are you thinking in 

your heart? 

Soul: I am imagining a multitude of well-groomed and beautiful women. 

Reason: How do they seem to you? How do you imagine them and how do they 

appear to you in your thoughts? 

Soul: Very attractive, very soft and very sweet. 

Reason: Attractive and soft to what end, and sweet for what purpose? 

Soul: Attractive to the sight, soft to embrace, sweet to kiss.  

                                                        
531 Longinus, similarly: “[by vivid presentation] our attention is drawn from the reasoning to the 
enthralling effect of the imagination and the reality is concealed in a halo of brilliance.” (15. 11. 
P. 225); and following up: “an all-embracing atmosphere of grandeur obscures the rhetorical 
devices.17. 2. P. 231). But he also warns against excessive heaping up of ornament and 
repetition: “To have bells hung all over you is the mark of a sophist” (23.4. p. 247) 
 
532   PL 198, 843C: “Secretis interrogationibus propulsabo animam meam et de suis eam occultis 
conveniam; ut ignorantem instruam, nutantem stabiliam, confirmem stantem, lapsam erigam 
et erroneam ad viam veritatis reducam.” 
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Reason: What happens to you when you think these things? 

Soul: My mind sighs, my body is stimulated, and my heart longs to press on to the 

fulfillment of my lust. My flesh exults. 533 

Reason interrupts Soul’s rising excitement with a diatribe against sensuality which seems 

ordinary; the “stealthy” entrapment by a titillating line of thought and its reversal is 

where the narrative action is. 

The dialogue form is dominant in Adam’s work.  The influence of Augustine’s 

Confessions and Soliloquia is evident, but the second person address is spread much more 

broadly. He values the form for its immediacy, the enargeia it confers on the discourse. To 

that end Adam formulates his tract on the Liber de ordine, a work intended for reading, as 

fourteen sermons, not because they were preached, but because the direct address creates 

an immediacy as if the speaker/writer were present and facing his audience: 

This book consists of fourteen sermons. I chose to mark it by the sermon form so 

that speaking to an audience of readers as if they were present would both 

illuminate the mind and kindle affection, and so that this fitting insertion will 

remove the boredom of the slow-witted and stimulate the zeal of the industrious. 
534 

                                                        
533  PL 198, 845B:  Ratio: Unde ergo tentaris? quid cogitas in corde tuo? 

Anima. Cogito multitudinem comptarum et pulchrarum mulierum. 
Ratio. Quid tibi de eis videtur? Quales eas apud te depingis et quales tibi in cogitatione 
apparent?.  
Anima. Valde speciosae, valde suaves et valde dulces. 
Ratio. Ad quid speciosae et suaves, et ad quid dulces? 
Anima. Speciosae ad videndum, suaves ad amplectendum, et ad osculandum dulces. 
Ratio. Qualiter tecum agitur, quando ista cogitas? 
Anima. Suspirat mens mea, stimulatur corpus meum, et ad voluptatis expletionem  

pervenire desiderat cor meum, et caro mea exsultat. (845B). 
 
534 PL 198, 441D:  “In hoc autem libro Sermones quatuordecim sunt. Quem idcirco per 
sermones distinxi, ut eorum sic quasi praesens allocutio legentium et illustret intellectum, et 
inflammet affectum: quatenus eorum nihilominus competens incisio, et fastidium auferat 
pigris, et desiderium conferat studiosis.”  
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Drawing on the sermon form not for its primary purpose, but for its rhetorical effect, 

indicates a formal, not a vital, practical relationship to his subject matter, as in his 

prologue to the tract on contemplation.  

Adam also has a strong sense of the presence of the author in the work, that is, the 

presence made imaginable, visible to the eyes of the mind, when the work is read aloud. 

He makes an intriguing comment in his sermon on John the Evangelist (Nr. 33). After 

quoting the prologue to John’s gospel, he comments on the reaction of listeners:  

This man who transcends all visible things, even rising above himself by the clarity 

of the inner vision, saw that the Word was there in the beginning…  Do you not 

hear him when his gospel is read; are you not forced to be amazed and astonished 

beyond measure, hearing him convey the words of the Lord to others and of others 

to him so flowingly and orderly (seriatim) after so much time, as if you were 

hearing him read those same things at that very moment?535  

A strange confusion for the auditor, well short of the rapture of self-dispersion and self-

loss as formulated by Richard of St. Victor, but a feat of an imagination struck dumb and 

seeing spiritual things as real in that elevated state: at a reading of the gospel the 

Evangelist himself appears to be the reader of his own gospel. It is a response to the 

grandeur of the passage quoted, of course, but also to the quality of the reading (propere 

et seriatim). It is an experience of charismatic illusion: the performer conjures the author 

as a stage actor conjures the character they are performing and makes him be present, not 

just evoked and mediated, but seemingly embodied in the person of the performer. Time 

collapses, John the Evangelist speaks as if present, and through him God is present, 

whose words are passed along this chain of inspiration starting with God/Logos, moving 

through John and Adam to the audience. It is possible that Adam had the idea of this 

narrative illusion from Honorius Augustodunensis, recommending to preachers to make 

                                                        
535 PL 198, 301B: “vir qui cuncta visibilia transcendens, semetipsum etiam supergrediens 
claritate interioris oculi, verbum vidit esse in principio…. Nonne eum legi Evangeliun audis, 
supra modum admirari et obstupescere cogeris, audiens eum ita propere et seriatim post tanti 
temporis spatium verba Domini ad alios, et aliorum ad ipsum referre, ac si contigisset ea hora 
ipsum eadem audire?”  
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themselves appear absent and only their subject present: “You need to represent things 

in such a way that the listeners seem to see the events themselves rather than hear you.” 

He may also echo Honorius in his concern not to bore the reader/listener.   

Still, it seems to me typical of this writer that he narrates the evocation of John the 

Evangelist rather than making himself in his own person the epiphany of John. Bernard 

of Clairvaux clearly aimed at the latter effect in his practice of quoting unattributed 

passages, as if the evangelists and father spoke their words directly through Bernard. 

Adam of Dryburgh positions himself once removed from that act of magical evocation of 

a deceased evangelist; he narrates that act rather than embodying it. 

The dialogue mode transfers comfortably to the imagined speech of many kinds 

of beings and creatures, as we have seen in the speeches of creation in praise of the creator 

from part one of On Contemplation, where the wonder at their maker activates the 

booming though inaudible voices of created nature. In his sermon 3, written before On 

Contemplation, Adam proclaims this mode. Enumerating the sources of illumination he 

tells how both scripture and created nature  

teach us with a mighty voice: all things growing in the earth speak in this way; all 

things swimming in the waters; all things flying in the skies. Whatever it is, from 

the angel to the worm, from the supreme height of things to their lowest floor; that 

is, heaven, earth, ocean and all that is in them. But the speech of each and every 

one of them is this: If you love me, oh mankind, because you see me as something 

in some way good, something delightful, something precious, then you should 

love all the more him who created me because he is much better than I, much more 

precious. But the sons of Adam cannot hear this salutary speech because… 

abandoning the creator, they cling with all affection to the creature. 536 

                                                        

536 PL 198, 107A-C: “Singulorum autem haec vox est: Si me diligis, o homo, quia 
quoddam me vides, secundum quemdam modum, bonum; quoddam dulce, quoddam 
pretiosum; magis illum dilige qui me condidit, quia me longe melior, pretiosior est. Hanc 
autem vocem salubrem auribus audiendi non percipiunt Adae filii, qui cum superbo 
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Adam shows a clear awareness that spectacle, immediacy of narrative and 

grandeur of thought, kindle desire and generate moments of raptus  and excessus mentis. 

The ideas he puts forward have grandeur. But his language is not the language that 

derives from the “ardor of the heart” which generates beauty of language (Augustine). 

Much of his writing aims at sublimity, but with few exceptions it remains decorative 

prose.  

                                                        
oculo et insatiabili corde (Ps. 100. 5), deserto Creatore, toto affectu adhaerent 
creaturae. (Ps. 71. 26).” 
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PART FOUR 
Grand Themes: Death and Love 

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Are there Grand Themes in the Middle Ages? 

 The idea of the “grand theme” has come up in earlier chapters, generally accepted 

without critical comment as a term with an obvious meaning and relevance for the 

Middle Ages. That assumption is vulnerable from the point of view of that miasma of 

decline exhaled over medieval culture by E. R. Curtius. For Curtius, grandeur of thought 

and feeling shriveled into rhetoric in late antiquity and the Middle Ages. Erich Auerbach 

agrees. He is explaining why the Middle Ages lost the concept of sublime as grand speech 

on a grand theme. The Virgilian sublime weakened from late antiquity into the Middle 

Ages; it lived on in the form of embellished rhetoric:  

A growing weariness corroded men’s feeling for the grandeur and tragedy of 

human events. This exaggerated use of rhetoric carried over into the medieval 

Latin tradition of the Church schools, for which ‘grandiose subjects’ in the ancient 

sense were virtually nonexistent...  The lofty style degenerated irrevocably into 

mannerism. 537 

This view has value as a comment on the influence of Virgil and Longinus in the Middle 

Ages, but it masks off much that falls outside of that perspective. It will be useful to 

sharpen focus on “the grand theme” before offering it as a guide to discussion in the 

chapters that follow.  

A grand theme is a topic in which narrative events and actions show qualities of 

sublimity put forward in the introduction: it crosses the boundaries of human 

                                                        
537 Auerbach, “Camilla,” p. 192, p. 199. 
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comprehension and expressibility, its nature and meaning are mysteries, it opens a vision 

of realms beyond human understanding. It rouses the author to an elevated, emotionally 

charged style and accordingly enthralls and inspires readers. Recall that Isidore of Seville 

had said that the sublime and grand style are for “greater issues” and call for more 

“lightning and magnificence” from the orator (ch. 3). The grand topics he mentions are 

God and human salvation.  

 The writers cited until now regularly attach the grand theme to the sublime style.  

 For Longinus a grand conception, passionate emotion, and elevated diction are the most 

prominent features of sublimity. Augustine argues that the greatness of a theme by itself 

generates an enthusiasm and “force” in the teacher from which commensurate verbal 

expression follows. That force (impetus) and not rhetorical decoration, shapes a style 

“powerful with emotions of the spirit” and “carried along by its own impetus.” Many 

voices follow upon and echo Augustine’s expounding of the grand style from grand 

themes. Recall Roger Bacon’s comment that the “poetic argument” always treats of grand 

and magnificent subjects, therefore always requires the grand style and the grand-

sounding form of speech. 538  

It was not only Greek and Roman antiquity that could rise to grandeur of ideas, 

themes, events, characters, destinies. Medieval writers and poets, no doubt also sculptors 

and musicians, recognized the concept and elevated their style to do justice to it. The style 

suited to such themes was “grand and ringing,” grandisonus. Many writers who shifted 

from ordinary prose into grand style will have thought what Herbert of Bosham 

expressed in unusual clarity in a passage we will come across in chapter 14, where the 

author promises a rise out of the language of men and into the language of angels.  

                                                        
 

538  Bacon, MorPhil 3. 11, p. 256: “The tragic style is clearly to be used whenever both the 
magnificence of the verses and the lofty excellence of construction and vocabulary accord with 
the gravity of the subject matter.” Dante names “redemption, love and virtue” as among the 
grand subjects. De vulgari eloquentia, 2. 4. 7-8, ed. and trans. Steven Botterill, (Cambridge UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. 56-58. Cited and discussed in Auerbach, “Camilla,” pp. 
220-21.   
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Judaism and Christianity supply such themes in abundance: the creation of the 

world, the majesty of God, the miracles of Jehovah and Jesus, the birth of Christ, the 

transfiguration, the crucifixion, resurrection, the ascension, to mention only a few. 

Secular literature in Latin or the vernacular is also rich in grand themes: heroic self-

sacrifice, revenge, combat in the service of love. The following chapters focus on two 

major themes, love and death.  

 

Sublime Death 

Death is representable in a particular mode of sublimity. How could it not be? The 

“worm at the core” of human existence gnaws the last fiber holding the living in life. In 

the moment when the cord snaps, all worldly hopes, ambitions, strategies and intrigues, 

loves and desires, are cut off. A startled will that has resisted the belief in its possible 

extinction, now faces whatever follows, nothingness or resurrection—an extreme crisis 

for a lit consciousness for which only continuous light is thinkable; the opposite is so 

unthinkable that all the energies of life have long shored up their resources against the 

event. 

Death is in Christianity the act of border-crossing and boundary-overstepping  

par excellence. No human can give the testimony of experience to it, and yet the event is, 

so to speak, faith-bound and doctrine-bound to seek expression, faith, to redeem a 

promise; doctrine to affirm a revelation. Positing an afterlife the corporate imagination of 

Christianity wants and produces visions of that state to which no living person can attest.  

Death is the ultimate moment of kairos; all that follows on it is the very stuff of a 

sublime imagination. No moment passes judgment on the life lived, and no event forces 

the truth in full finality into the open so ineluctably, as the passage into the next world.  

 The imagination of Homeric Greece could accept as an authoritative judgment on 

death the words of the dead Achilles to Odysseus in the underworld: that the condition 

of a slave in the land of the living is preferable to that of king over the whole realm of the 

dead. Virgil’s Aeneid ends when Aeneas plunges his sword into the chest of his great 

adversary, Turnus, who collapses with no drama and vanishes into darkness. His last 

breath is not song and majestic verse, but an angry moan. For the ancient epic, all drama 
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ends with death; its sting is sharp.  

Christianity removed the sting, at least in its representation of dying. Death gained 

in grandeur. The Christian vision of death dramatized and glorified the event as the 

culmination of a cosmic drama of the human soul. Grandiosity accretes naturally around 

such an event.  

The incentive to elevate the experience of death is built into the nature and history 

of Christianity. The crucifixion had to appear both in doctrine and its representation in 

any medium, as a sad or tragic event turned glorious. All of its aspects, including 

betrayal, torture and humiliation had to be viewed as scenes in a great drama opening 

history to eternity, suffering to salvation, and death to eternal life. Likewise martyrdom 

was transformed into a heroic event. The belief in an afterlife gave not only transcendent 

rewards but theatrics to the event of death. That is the aspect of interest to medieval 

aesthetics: the staging and the dramatizing of death.  

 

Death’s Splendor: Saints Stephen and Germanus 

The first martyr, St. Stephen, received a vision of the heavens opening and Christ 

standing at the right hand of God just before his execution by stoning (Acts 6. 55-56). It is 

a sparse version of the cosmic drama of a martyr’s death. By comparison the death of St. 

Germanus of Auxerre (Bp.of Auxerre, d. 448), as told by Heiric of Auxerre (date of Vita, 

873), calls on the same staging of the soul’s ascent, but adds grandiosity. This remarkable 

saint’s life is a poem in six books, approximately 3000 Latin hexameters, not counting 

extensive prefaces to each book in varying metrical patterns. It is heavily laden with 

recondite diction, classical quotations and allusions. It is situated in its poetics on the 

border between classical Roman poetry and Christian hagiography.  

Upon the bishop’s death his soul ascends into heaven. He is received at the 

outermost limits of the cosmos by a retinue of heaven-dwelling souls and angels. His 

fellow supernal beings surround him with miraculous splendor and transport the happy 

“victor” across the fiery constellations, while the heavens “intone hymns in happy 

jubilation.” Arrived at the throne of the king, he pauses to look back on the world he is 

leaving behind: “He marvels at the sublime heights of the placid kingdom; he gazes in 
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wonder at the strange [ignotum] light of Olympus [meaning heaven], and now he sees 

beneath his feet the clouds and the constellations; he looks down upon the brilliant rays 

of the rosy sun.” He now perceives in a radiant light the meaning of all things. Gone is 

the dark mirror that shaded human knowledge. He smiles at the pomp and vanity of the 

world. He sees Christ himself, who places a triple crown on his head. 539  

This is death without sting. The earthly mourners shed no tears, but lament with 

songs of joy and mourn with hymns. The scene has the sublimity of ascent, conceived as 

a journey through the lower realms of heaven to the highest throne. Cosmic lights blaze 

and heavenly voices intone jubilation. The mysteries of the causes of things are revealed 

to the transcending soul; the dark mirror through which the living see truth no longer 

distorts understanding. The deceased is received as a pernobilis incola caeli. The death 

drama of this saint is conceived as an event of dazzling grandeur. Christian triumphalism 

meets Roman magnificence, the combination well-known in Carolingian aesthetics (the 

Lothar cross). It is a celebration of death like those in Baroque churches: pastel colors, 

sunbursts, the heavens open and celestial choruses sing. The shedding of the earthly part 

is liberation, the ascent into heaven redemption. 

 

Psychology and production-design of death 

The following chapters treat three very different death scenes. The authors have 

little interest in triumphalism, and much interest in psychology. And yet each constructs 

varied moods of sublimity as the staging and production design of death. The psychology 

of character plays a role in each, muted and set in human scale compared to the 

Carolingian vita. If the death of Germanus was magnificent, that of St. Victor is cathartic, 

that of Archbishop Adalbert tragic, and that of Thomas Becket heroic. These three give 

us what the Life of Germanus did not give, the empirical occurrence of death, the way 

the drama of dying unfolds as a narrative from moment to moment, renders the response 

of a dying person caught, as is everyone at the moment of death, in a web of circumstance 

that now unravels. What is striking about these three deaths is that the main concerns of 

                                                        
539 Poet. Lat. Aevi Carol. 3, Bk. 6, lines 401- 451, p. 511-512. 
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the writers lie on this side of the boundary line between life and whatever follows. The 

existence of a far side is a given; but our three biographers look at the psychology of dying 

men. 
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Chapter 12 

Passion of the Theban Legion: The Death of St. Victor 
 

 Sigebert of Gembloux’s Passion of the Theban Legion (1075) is a grand and 

fascinating sacred heroic epic. But its magnificence must be dug out like a relic buried 

beneath a heavy covering of language. Obscurity looked to Sigebert’s and the preceding 

generation like a mark of high and mysterious learning. The mode he followed of ornate 

and recondite style was to fade in the next generation, replaced by a more natural ideal 

of style closer to classical Latin.540 But for a reader used to planer, clearer Latin, the style 

masks rather than reveals the force of his conception. Obscure diction, and the 

unrelenting leonine hexameter (which Sigebert executes throughout imperfectly, with 

approximate internal rhyming, often content with merely ending-rhymes), place the 

demands of reading somewhere between difficult and wearying. 541 The persistent reader 

is well rewarded, however.  An English translation would be very welcome. This is a 

work that loses something in the original. 

 

Saint’s legend meets heroic epic 

 The poet follows by and large the lines of the story as he had received it, but there 

is much that is his work. There are excursuses with commentary, often loquacious and 

charming. There is a series of speeches composed by Sigebert, put in the mouth of the 

major figures. They can be, in part at least, spectacular and magnificent, while the 

                                                        
540 Gerald Bond, “Natural Poetics: Marbod at Angers and the Lessons of Eloquence,” in The 
Loving Subject: Desire, Eloquence and Power in Romanesque France,” (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1995). ch. 3.  
 
541 His contemporary, Marbod of Rennes, would have filled the pages of Sigebert’s work with 
red ink (if he happened to work with the tools of the modern editor). He also wrote a poem on 
the Theban legion, far more regular and rule-obedient than Sigebert’s, but far less interesting 
(PL 171, 1625Bff.) 
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narrative itself remains close to the traditions of the Theban Legion as recorded in 

Sigebert’s source, Eucherius of Lyon. 542 Sigebert’s additions to the story are often referred 

to as “insertions” (Manitius: “Einschiebungen, loosely connected with the subject matter, 

but in many ways vivid.” 543) Those passages show Sigebert’s keen awareness of the 

exquisite moment in narrative, the kairos that calls for emphatic representation and 

creates the need to elevate the narrative. They are rewarding and important texts.  

The narrative has high value as a blend of heroic epic and saint’s legend.544 In the 

form Sigebert gave it, it is a hybrid of story, poet’s commentary, and embroidered 

invention.  

The work had next to no audience in the eleventh/twelfth centuries. It survives in 

one full manuscript. But the reception of its saints and their cult shows their popularity. 

The leader of the legion, St. Maurice, became the patron saint of the Ottonian dynasty 

(and to my knowledge the only black saint of early Christendom), and must to some 

extent explain Sigebert’s interest in the story. 545 Its blend of martyr legend and heroic 

epic, instead of inviting commentary, has probably helped mask it off from modern 

literary history.  

 Still, the series of speeches delivered by the leaders of the legion and in the end, 

by a warrior (Victor) who happens by after the massacre, are remarkable for capturing—

not Christian attitudes towards martyrdom—but rather the spirit of intellectual life in the 

eleventh century in many of its aspects.546 Please, reader, be patient while I repeat that; 

                                                        
 
542 Eucherius of Lyon (5th c.), Passio Acaunensium Martyrum, ed. Krusch MGH SS Rer. Merov.  
 
543 Max Manitius, Gesch. Lat. Lit. des MA’s, 3. 338. 
 
544  Sigebert calls his own poem “a heroic song” (“scripsi passionem Thebeorum heroico 
carmine”—Catalogus Sigeberti de viris illustribus, ed. R. Witte, (Bern/Frankfurt: Lang, 1974), p. 
103-4. Robert Babcock has shown direct ties to the Latin Germanic epic, Waltharius: “Sigebert 
of Gembloux and the Waltharius,”  Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch 21 (1986), 101-105. 
 
545 On Sigebert’s Ottonian obligations, Envy of Angels, p. 182.  
 
546 See the analysis in Envy of Angels, pp. 181-190.  
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the point is worth emphasizing: the series of speeched composed by Sigebert and spoken 

by the actors in the epic are remarkable for capturing—not Christian attitudes towards 

martyrdom—but rather the spirit of intellectual life in the eleventh century in many of its 

aspects. 

 Sigebert wrote the work around 1075 as a monk of Gembloux, Belgium, but he had 

moved there recently from Metz, a city of imperial traditions and obligations. Sigebert 

was a defender of those traditions. He had taught for twenty years as master at the school 

of St. Vincent of Metz.  The Passio Thebeorum was probably written for his colleagues at 

Metz, undoubtedly for clerical advisors to the German king Henry IV. He tells us in the 

prologue that he is “serving the king’s servants” in writing it.547  

 The story of the Theban martyrs is well known, influential and often cited in the 

Middle Ages.548 A legion of Roman soldiers from Thebes in Egypt—all of them converted 

Christians—is sent by the Emperor Maximian to put down a rebellion among the Gallic 

tribe of the Bagaudes. When the legion discovers that the recalcitrant tribe are Christians, 

they refuse the emperor’s order to slaughter them. The emperor responds by 

commanding the Theban legion to give up its own Christianity and worship the pagan 

gods. They refuse. He then orders the legion decimated (i.e. every tenth soldier executed). 

They persist; a second round of decimation follows. They remain unyielding. Then the 

emperor orders the entire legion executed, 6666 men, by Sigebert’s count (the standard 

size of a Roman legion was 5000). At the urging of their leader, Maurice, the entire legion 

elects a martyr’s death by passive resistance. They face the enemy armed, but do not use 

                                                        
 
 
547 Sigeberts von Gembloux Passio Sanctae Luciae Virginis und Passio Sanctorum Thebeorum, 
ed. Ernst Dümmler, Akademie der Wissenschaften Berlin, Philos.-histor. Classe, Abhandlungen 
1893, I, pp. 109-114, Victor’s oratio, pp. 111-113. Lines quoted from Prologue lines 5-6, p. 44: 
“Est pars magna spei patronis officiari, / Nec nihil est, regis si fumuler famulis.”  
 
548 The date of the martyrdom is generally taken as 286 AD.  On the historicity of the events, 
see Donald F. O’Reilly, “The Theban Legion of St. Maurice,” Vigiliae Christianae 32 (1978), 195-
207.  
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their weapons. The area of the event, in Switzerland, is now named after the commander 

of the legion, St.-Maurice/Moritz, Valais (also called Acaunum). 

 

St. Victor, walk-on martyr 

At the end of the slaughter an aging veteran soldier named Victor, not a member 

of the legion, comes on the scene. The dead lie on the battle field where they fell. He is 

filled with wonder and admiration for the martyrs. He sees sights that leave him mute 

and paralyzed with horror. He notes that the wounds of the dead are all to the face and 

chest, none to the back; he observes the pristine condition of the legion’s weapons. He 

realizes that their death was willingly suffered. Sensing the approach of his own death, 

inspired by the noble death of the legion, and motivated by his own failures late in life, 

he seizes the moment to die well and decides to join them in martyrdom. He faces the 

grim soldiers who are just finishing a banquet amidst the dead, “like crows among 

corpses.”  They grimace and shout at him: who are you, what are you doing? He gathers 

his powers of mind and body to answer them. “With a calm heart and eloquent speech,” 

he tells them of his life “in a way befitting a man both strong and wise.” The speech is 

explicitly a song. With a powerful voice—resonant, loud and expressive—he sings of the 

presentiment that tells him his last moment has come. His song and his resolve show that 

“in death there is nothing to be feared”:  

He sings out tones so sweet and so melodic  

That no artist on harp or flute could match them with their songs. 

The birds themselves, wise singers, are struck dumb with astonishment at the  

song. 

Filled with longing for his final hour, this is what he sang. 549 

What follows is a magnificent “oration” or “prayer” (oratio), 82 lines long. It is a high 

point of this work and, in terms of its content, of eleventh century poetry.  The set-up of 

                                                        
549 Ed. Dümmler, 3. 7. Lines 579-584, p. 111: “Arteriis laxis, aucto modulamine vocis, / Sic 
monstrans forsan mortem nihil esse timendam. / Edit ab ore modos quam dulces quamque 
melodos. / Quale canat fidicen vix aut tibicina carmen. / Quod stupeant volucres docte 
resonare canores: / Talis et hic horam canit exoptando supremam. 
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the passage shows clearly the ambitions with which the poet composed it, and the 

composition itself shows its conception as something exceptional, exquisite, unique, 

stepping decidedly out of hagiographic and poetic convention, sanctified and exalted by 

the intense emotion of the moment, marked off also by a transition from spoken to sung 

performance mode. At the end of his song he turns to face the soldiers and is immediately 

struck down.  

 

Rescuing a life gone off the tracks 

As a literary form Victor’s oration is closer to northern vernacular epic than to any 

Christian analogue. That northern epic genre knows the dramatic form of a song sung by 

a dying hero. The “death song” is a resumé of the hero’s life and deeds, as with the last 

words of Beowulf, Hjálmar and Starcather. 550 Sigebert has adapted but varied this form 

in a remarkably original way: It is the summation not of a heroic life, but of a life of studies 

and learning, the active life of virtue and wisdom in practice—which however goes 

wrong. In the end he loses direction, leaves the “true path” and approaches the end of his 

life lost in darkness and moral confusion. The cause of this fall is never fully revealed. 

Victor’s posture is heroic, not resigned. It is not a resolve to flee worldly life with its 

wickedness and built-in path to evil; but rather a resolve to rescue by a good death the 

promising life which ended in ruin.  

I have discussed the entire passage in an earlier study (Envy of Angels, pp. 181-190; 

see ibid. pp. 182-183 for a partial translation). Here I’ll summarize. The theme of his death 

song is his own ambitions and accomplishments, and those of his generation. He justifies 

his life as a quest for “knowledge of many things, all I have seen in its nature and its 

abundance.” In this goal he sees himself as representative of his generation.  The 

optimism towards the capacities of the mind and the value of learning is remarkable: “All 

that happens in the world in so great variety either study recovers or the gradual passing 

                                                        
 
550  Lars Lönroth has characterized the form as “the last poetic farewell of the dying hero.” On 
the genre, see Lönnroth, “Hjálmar’s Death-Song and the Delivery of Eddic Poetry,” Speculum, 
46 (1971), 1-20; and Joseph Harris, “Beowulf’s Last Words,” Speculum, 67 (1991), 1-32. 
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of time reveals.”  The questioning, searching mind, his own and that of his generation, 

“has increased the totality of nature.” “Mighty Nature” exercises her power by 

implanting in our mind the laws of creation. 

The speech represents a celebration of the life of studies. There is nothing of the 

classroom in it, however, and although he is introduced as a veteran soldier, there is also 

nothing of the life of the warrior. And while it is a moment with a strong religious charge, 

it is not about entry into the afterlife. It describes the course of life of a man seeking 

wisdom, but in the end betrayed by Fortune and the vicissitudes of human affairs (rerum 

versilis ordo, 3. 607-8, a Sallustian formulation). He has become a wanderer lost in night 

and fog. That is his state of mind as he wanders onto the scene at Acaunum, a desperate 

man abandoned by Fortune. He finds in the example of the martyred legion the occasion 

to “snatch honor” from the present moment: 

“Wretched man, with fate pressing in on me, I who have not earned it, who might 

worthily be the arms-bearer or slave, or a soldier’s camp-follower—thrust among 

men like these, O would that I might not be found the least of them. Would that I 

have found the chance at long last to snatch from fate a happy end, to end my old 

age with a precious death.” 551  

He hopes in the kairos of his final moment (suprema hora) for redemption in Christ. 

However, what is redeemed is his earthly life, and the reward is parity in heroism with 

the martyrs of Acaunum.  

The narrative arc resembles distantly that of Augustine in the Confessions. But the 

optimism and spiritual energy seems to me peculiar to this work. Victor is driven by a 

“restless, fervid spirit.” The course of his life is more Faustian than Augustinian. His 

perpetual drivenness, first in search of knowledge and refinement, then virtue, but 

straying in the end and finding redemption in the final moment of his life, allies him more 

                                                        
551 Ed. Dümmler, 3. Lines 554-559, p. 110-111: “Me male felicem, vitę iam fata gravantem, / Qui 
non sum meritus, fuerim legionis ut huius / Armiger aut calo, miles pro milite lixa. / Talibus 
insertus, non ultimus ipse repertus, / Felicis tandem rapuissem sortis honorem, / Clausissemque 
meam pretiosa morte senectam.” 
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closely with Goethe’s hero than with Augustine. Even the path of error he followed has 

something of the earthly striving of Goethe’s wanderers and questers:  

“I have drunk new wine, felt the frosts of winter, seen spring’s flowers and 

autumn’s harvests mature… So many hours have flowed through so many years, 

while I have noted the many weights placed in the swaying balance of human 

affairs…. When the four humours of the body…flowing from one source, overflow 

the banks in the rising tide or struggle in the ebb, they do not vex the heart so, do 

not trouble the body so, as the four emotions stir and rouse the restless, fervid 

breast, scatter its impulses and tear them from the hinges…Thus wretched, 

vagrant man is driven about on the flux.” 552 

That is the state in which Victor finds himself looking over the scene of carnage on the 

battle field of Acaunum, and the sight drives him to his fatal resolve, expressed in these 

climactic lines: 

“Realizing these things and pondering them in my mature mind 

with full emotion and supreme desire, 

O would that I, sighing and striving like an athlete,  

O would that I could die in a way commensurate with these holy men!...   

My heart, my soul, my reason, my mind, my senses, my spirit, or rather  

The sum total of my soul sings out Christ, desires and loves Him. 

In Christ I live, Christ I worship, and now in Christ I die.” 553 

                                                        
552 3. 613- 633, pp. 112-113: “Quot nova musta bibi, quot brumę frigora sensi, / Quot vernos 
flores, quot maturescere messes, / A Phebo quotiens reparari cornua Phebes, / … / Quotque 
horas tantos vidi fluxisse per annos, / Tot momenta trahi nutante bilance notavi / Rebus in 
humanis… / Quatuor humores uno de fonte fluentes / … / Cum nimis exundant vel decrescendo 
laborant, / Non ita cor vexant, corpus non tam male turbant, / Quatuor ut motus perturbant 
mobile pectus / A se dispellunt, alternis cardine vellunt… / Sic miserandus homo fluitans 
agitatur ut erro.” 
 
553 Lines quoted, 3. 651-667, p. 113: ‘Hęc ego perpendens, hęc cana mente recensens, / Affectu 
pleno, desiderioque supremo, / O si suspirans, utinam contestor anhelans, / O utinam sanctis 
essem commortuus istis!…/ Cor, animus, ratio, mens, sensus, spiritus, immo / Quicquid inest 
animae Christum sonat, optat, amatque, / Christo vivo, colo Christum, moriar modo Christo.’ 
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The composition and style of the oratio Victoris deserve a closer analysis. But I’ll 

just add some comments on the drama of the scene. It is clear that the overarching 

intention of the author is to create a display piece of oratorical pathos (and what sounds 

like pathos in my brief summary is a fragment of the accumulated pathos that drives the 

speech throughout), in which a self-narrative intensifies in a rising curve of strong 

emotion, a crescendo of self-revelation. The rhetoric underscores its climactic character: 

beginning with a kind of self-imposed stage direction (“full emotion, supreme desire”), 

then the breathless two lines, “o utinam…o utinam! then the quick progress through the 

stations of the inner man (heart, soul, mind, reason, senses, spirit). The emotional 

intensity is palpable in the summing up, “Quicquid inest animae Christum sonat, optat, 

amatque.” All the energies of the soul, a chorus of those five stations of the mind, sing 

out Christ, underscored in the final line, the repetition, “Christo – Christum – Christo.”  

 

Death song / exit aria 

The speech is a showpiece with a strongly operatic character. The fact that Sigebert 

himself declares the musical character of the oration suggests on the one hand that it 

might well have been imagined as separable from the text in which it is embedded and 

available for sung performance. On the other hand, the musicality is one of the 

heightening devices the poet employs, along with rhetorical shaping, to lift the passage 

above the level of narrative event and mark it as a great moment in grand style. Music 

has a special capacity to accomplish that effect. Sigebert’s contemporary, Baudri of 

Bourgueil, wrote, “Through the art of music, everything gains in vitality.” (Carmen 134, 

ed. Tilliette, Lines 999-1004). And half a century later, the poet-courtier-lawyer-monk 

Lawrence of Durham, would write, “Almighty music makes great whatever it lights on 

[touches?].” (Trans. A. G. Rigg, Dialogue 1. 97.) That is the effect Sigebert is aiming for in 

the oration, to make death, this death at least, great. Its quality as a song sung with music 

did much to create that effect.  

Sigebert introduces it as a sung performance, and performance cues are built into 

the narrative itself. The mood is made explicit: he sings pectore mellito et ore perito; so also 

the intensifying emotional dynamics: horam canit exoptando supremam; affectu pleno, 
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desiderioque supremo… suspirans… anhelans. Sigebert even employs some technical terms 

of vocal performance: arteriis laxis, aucto modulamine vocis… “with expanded vocal tract 

[open larynx], increased volume.” One hears in these terms the perennial urging of the 

voice coach: “open your throat – big voice—sing from the diaphragm, from the lungs – 

project!”  

At the risk of anachronism I called the character of the speech “operatic.” There is 

a corresponding form in nineteenth-century grand opera, called “exit aria.” 554 The hero 

or heroine sings while dying. The term is useful to underscore the uniqueness of the 

passage, and to highlight a distinct quality of these lines. Performance dynamics are a 

very real factor in sung poetry in the Middle Ages. Our conception of medieval musical 

performance is based almost exclusively on liturgical music, and liturgical music, in its 

modern interpretation at least, has no dynamics. That makes it easy to read lyric and epic 

with little sense of the modulation of emotion that must have been a large factor for those 

genres as experienced in performance. The force of this factor is strongly suggested by 

the practice of neuming epic texts, as Jan Ziolkowski has shown. Singers in the Middle 

Ages had a sophisticated art of notation specific to the dynamics of a sung text—neumes. 

Almost certainly the neumes that Ziolkowski has pointed to in the texts of classical poetry 

in the period prior to mid-twelfth century, indicate musical dynamics at work in the 

diminishing and heightening of mood and atmosphere. He points to the selectivity of 

neuming in speeches, moments of heightened pathos, and passages on the cosmos, 

descriptive or metaphoric, in which neumes are particularly frequent. The single 

complete manuscript of the Passio Thebeorum that has survived is not neumed. 555 

                                                        
554 See the article by Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim, “Opera has a lot to teach us about dying,” 
New York Times, July 12, 2020, (Arts & Leisure), p. 6. Her comment is a good summation of 
Victor’s aria: “These [dying] characters take stock of their impact on society, their role in 
history, their legacy.”  
 
555 Thanks to a kind librarian at Leiden University library special collections, who scanned the 
manuscript for me. 
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Nonetheless apart from neumes themselves, it the flow of this death song fits neatly what 

Ziolkowski called the “Pathos hypothesis”:  

We find neumed speeches by lovers to their confidantes and lovers,… by heroes 

when they are killed or prepare to kill others…   Composers or neumators may 

have gravitated towards such passionate outpourings because they afford outlets 

for expressivity. 556  

Neumed or not, the passage was conceived as sung, described in musical terms, and the 

poet himself has indicated the intensifying of tone, verbally (affectu pleno), and 

rhetorically (the final lines). In modern notation the lines about the frenzied emotions of 

springtime (“the four emotions stir and rouse the restless, fervid breast, scatter its 

impulses and tear them from the hinges”) would probably have been marked 

passionato/affetuoso (for which we do have medieval terms: affectuosus, affectu pleno) and 

the final lines, maestoso. Taking anachronism as a point of comparison has the value of 

insisting on a quality of this particular poem which calls out for descriptive language 

beyond that of the age which produced it.  

 

Swan song 

Another element of Victor’s oration is the prophetic quality of his voice. It is a 

death song, sung in the mode of the dying swan:  

He declaims sweetly from the heart and with artful voice, like the snowy swan 

singing out with prophetic song, sensing the final moments of its life… His voice 

sings out songs so sweet and melodic that the birds themselves, expert singers, are 

struck dumb with amazement to hear them ring out. No harpist or flute-player 

could produce such a song. 557  

                                                        
556 Jan Ziolkowski, Nota bene: Reading Classics and Writing Melodies in the Early Middle Ages, 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2007), p. 148, p. 150 
 
557  3. 7, lines 574-584, p. 111: “Pectore mellito declamat et ore perito, / Qualis olor niveus, 
sago clamore canorus, / Impendere sue divinans ultima vite… / Edit ab ore modos quam dulces 
quamque melodos,/ Quale canat fidicen vix aut tibicina carmen, / Quod stupeant volucres 
docet resonare canores: / Talis et hic horam canit exoptando supremam.” 
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The beauty of the song combines with its portentous quality. A long tradition connects 

the song of the dying swan with prophecy. 558 And the intensity of any death scene tends 

to evoke memorable comments or to lend imagined gravity to ordinary ones, or to favor 

inventing oracular words of the dying man fashioned in the imagination of the witnesses. 
559  Literature has produced memorable famous last speeches that get intensified as 

prophetic: old John of Gaunt in Shakespeare’s Richard II on his deathbed conjures a 

musical prophetic quality of his planned speech reprimanding the frivolous young king, 

Richard II:  

O, but they say the tongues of dying men 

Enforce attention like deep harmony… 

Methinks I am a prophet new inspired… 

His hopes for the king’s betterment are in vain, but his private conversation beforehand 

produces one of the most resonant, most quoted speeches in Shakespeare’s oeuvre, “This 

England” (Richard II, 2. 1), fully confirming the eloquence of the old man in his dying 

moments. 

 These are some of the means the poet applies to exalt the person of the hero, Victor. 

He performs splendidly in the moment preceding his self-chosen death. It is a special 

kind of heroism, singing out his life and his resolve to die nobly, resolving both in the 

dedication to Christ. It is worth noting that there is no transcendence in the scene: the 

heavens do not open; the exalting music is supplied by the dying man, not by a heavenly 

choir; there is no fulfillment of a redemption promised to martyrs. The death is Christian, 

since it happens in the name of Christ and the context of martyrdom, but above all it is 

heroic. To go to a self-willed death singing: a parallel in Germanic epic is the death of 

Gunnar in the Atlakvi∂a leaping into a snake pit while playing the harp. This may be one 

of the various ties linking Passio Thebeorum to the Latin epic on Germanic themes, so the 

                                                        
 
558 Frederick M. Ahl, “Amber, Avalon and Apollo’s Singing Swan,” American Journal of Philology, 
103:4 (1982), 373-411. 
 
559 Harris gives a rich bibliography on “famous last words”: “Beowulf’s Last Words.” 
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comparison to Germanic epic is not far-fetched. The noble death in heroic self-sacrifice is 

a sublime moment because such an act so far transcends ordinary human behavior. 

Rüdiger’s act in the heat of battle of handing his former friend, now deadly enemy, 

Hagen, his own shield in Nibelungenlied is such a moment. So is the death of Signy in 

Vølsunga Saga. Having rescued her family from her hated husband, she walks into the 

flames of his hall and dies willingly, having committed deeds that make the return to a 

normal life unthinkable. Noble transgressive acts that go beyond normal human limits 

are a particular form of sublimity.  

 The overtones of such epic moments blend in Victor’s song with the parallels in 

the legends of Christian martyrs, many of whom go to their deaths singing. 560 However, 

that parallel should not distract from the highly individualistic intention of Victor’s death 

song. 

 But to return to the originality of the oration: Vincent is not a member of the 

Theban legion. He is a walk-on, 561 a retired soldier, a lost wanderer who happens onto 

the scene by chance and seizes the opportunity for self-rehabilitation. His song is unique 

in the tradition (as are all the speeches in Sigebert’s work), unique especially in that the 

poem locates Victor in an existential crisis. He had long sought the good path, but lost it. 

                                                        
560 Perpetua sang hymns after entering the arena. The classic example is the martyrdom of St. 
Denis. Beheaded on Montmartre along with his companions Rusticus and Eleutherius, he picked 
up his head and, still singing hymns, walked several miles to the present location of the church 
of St. Denis. Bernard describing the death of his brother Gerard, made his death into the model 
of faith removing the sting of death. In extremis, Gerard sang a psalm (Bernard: “iam non 
stimulus, sed iubilus. Iam cantando moritur homo, et moriendo cantat”—SC 26, Opera 1. 178). 
Anabaptists were said to dance and sing as they faced the fire:  
https://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/display/bsb11206269_00040.html  
and 
https://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/display/bsb11206269_00040.html  
Thanks to colleagues who responded to a query about saints singing while dying on Medtextl.  
Interesting perspectives in the work of Eleanor Hedger, Singing in the Face of Death: 
Soundscapes of Conflict and Punishment in Renaisssance England, Diss. Birmingham, in 
progress. My thanks to Ms Hedger for sharing her work prior to publication.  
 
561 As in Sigebert’s source, Eucherius, Passio Acaun., ch. 12, p. 37. 
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Inspired by the noble death of the martyrs, he finds in martyrdom the way back to 

redemption. The character as conceived by Sigebert is closer to Sydney Carton (Tale of 

Two Cities) than to St. Maurice, the other Theban martyrs, and indeed, any Christian 

martyr. His death is not forced by a heroic dilemma, but is a sacrifice offered up as a way 

to recover a lost goodness.  

Another point of comparison might be the character Mathematicus in the poem of 

that name by Bernard Silvester. Headed for a glorious career in service of the Roman 

state, he learns that his failure is fated and chooses to take his own life to thwart destiny. 
562 Unfortunately Bernard Silvester left his poem unfinished. The outcome would have 

been a noble suicide in the style of the Roman statesman. Still it offers an interesting 

parallel to Sigebert’s St. Victor. Mathematicus resolved on suicide at the height of his 

distinction to thwart a destiny that threatened him. That distinguishes him from Victor, 

whose catastrophe had overtaken him. But they share the idea of a self-sacrificial suicide.  

Why Sigebert conceived the character in this way is puzzling and intriguing. A 

peculiarly individual destiny is played out in this final moment of the martyr drama. But 

what is clear is that, while the story operates in the framework of martyr stories, the 

sublimity of the death is located in the individual destiny and in the musicality and 

psychology of the noble suicide. Here the high hymnic elevation of the moment into the 

sublime is also a rescue device thrown to a human race hopelessly fated to succumb to 

necessity and death. What Victor rescues by his grand act is his human dignity. The 

benefits of Christian martyrdom get the briefest mention: his death gives him merit equal 

to the saints, into whose order he is received (3. 681-2, p. 114).  Suggested but not 

mentioned are the wider benefits of martyrdom: eternal life, a paradise, condition of 

supernal being no longer subject to fate and death, and a supreme being who dispenses 

freedom from those necessities. 

 

 

 
                                                        
562 See Deirdre Stone, “Bernardus Silvestris, Mathematicus: Edition and Translation,” Archives 
d’histoire doctrinale et littéraire du moyen âge ,  63 (1996), 209-283.  
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Chapter 13 

The Death of Archbishop Adalbert of Bremen 

 
The most memorable and finely composed death scene known to me from 

medieval writings, Latin or Vernacular, religious or secular, is in the biography of 

Archbishop Adalbert of Bremen by Adam of Bremen (1073/1076). The Life of Adalbert 

takes up most of book three of Adam’s History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen. 563 

Book 3 is far from a conventional Bishop’s Vita, as far as Adalbert himself was from an 

orthodox bishop. It is a composition; it has an atmosphere; it has epic tone which it 

sustains from beginning to end: a great man of great talents struggles to rise to fame and 

glory, but fails because of his own weaknesses and excesses, and dies a tragic death. It is 

a drama in prose; it has more in common with Shakespearean tragedy than with a typical 

Bishop’s Life from the period. Julius Caesar, Macbeth and Coriolanus tell of men of vaulting 

ambitions who end in tragic failure. So does Adam of Bremen’s Book 3.  

Adalbert was remarkable for his egotism and grandiosity, his largesse and 

prodigality, his devotion to the church and his depradation of the church, his high virtue 

and his degeneracy. The arc of his story is Sophoclean. It is hard to find anything 

comparable in the genre, Vita episcoporum, flexible and relatively free of conventional 

strictures as that genre can be. 564 Adam’s Book 3 stands out notably from the other three 

books of his History, which are more conventional historiography. In the previous 

                                                        
563  Adam of Bremen, History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen by Adam of Bremen, 
trans. Francis J. Tschan, (New York: Columbia UP, 1959). Critical edition of the Latin original, 
Adam von Bremen, Hamburgische Kirchengeschichte, ed. Bernhard Schmeidler, 3rd. ed., MGH 
Script. Rer. Germ. in Us. Schol, (Hannover & Leipzig: Hahn, 1917). 
 
564 On negative aspects in bishops’ Vitae and in Adam, see Adalheid Plassmann, “Corrupted by 
Power: Bishops in Adam of Bremen’s Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum,” in 
Historical and Intellectual Culture in the Long Twelfth Century: The Scandinavian Connection, ed. 
Mia Münster-Swendsen, Homas K. Heebøll-Holm and Sigbjørn Sønnesyn, (Durham: Durham 
University: Instittute of Medieval and Early Modern Studies, 2016), 51-70. 
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chapter we could apply to the death of St. Victor the Sallustian formula, wisdom and 

virtue thwarted by fortune and chance. For Adalbert another formula of Sallust (whom 

Adam quotes frequently in this section) applies: a grand drama of human vicissitudes 

(rerum humanarum spectaculum—Jugurtha 14. 23). There is no divine interference in the life 

and decline of Adalbert; his degeneracy and death are not foreordained (though the 

narrative is crowded with portents prior to his death). It is the winding and unpredictable 

course determined by the clash of his virtues and vices. He is a complex character, and as 

such, he poses a problem for his biographer, who concedes, at the end of his narrative, 

that his understanding was not up to the task:   

I beg you, reader, to forgive me if, in putting together under various topics the 

complex story of so many-sided a man, I have in this part directed every effort to 

writing truthfully, according to the canons of certainty and probability, since I 

could not, as the art prescribes, have written briefly and lucidly. 565 

The bio is a tragedy of character, as Adam also puts it from the outset: “I shall so begin 

my narrative that everything can at once be perceived from his character.” 566 And 

another formula of the author to capture his theme: “the downfall of a wise man” 

(sapientis viri casus—3. 71, p. 219).  

Archbishop Adalbert is a man of exceptional gifts. In his striving for greatness and 

recognition, he accomplished brilliant things for his diocese. He transformed little 

Bremen into a second Rome, says Adam. His intoxication with his own talents and 

ambitions led to his corruption, to the devastation of his diocese, and eventually to his 

                                                        
 
565 3. 70, trans. Chan, p. 179, ed. Schmeidler, p. 218-219: “Ignosce igitur, lector, si tam diversi 
hominis tam diversam historiam diverso themate compaginans, cum non potui breviter aut 
dilucide, ut ars praecipit, omnem operam dedi, ut scriberem veraciter, secundum quod scientia 
et opinio se habet in hac parte.” 
 
 
566 1. 1, Trans. Chan, p. 115; ed. Schmeidler, p. 143-144: “Igitur narrationis initium tale faciam, 
ut statim ex moribus eius possint omnia cognosci.”   
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madness and death. 567 He strove for grandeur and magnificence beyond anything Adam 

of Bremen had ever seen, and he was adept at staging monuments to his glory. Hardly 

had his “wedding” with the church of Bremen been solemnized, when he decided to pull 

down the old city walls and use the stones to extend the basilica, “as if the defense wall 

and towers were of little use” (3. 3, p. 145), an imprudent act, especially when we learn 

from other parts of the work how vulnerable Bremen was to attacks from Danes, Swedes 

and Saxons). But dismantling a defense wall to build a magnificent (if vulnerable) church 

is a striking material counterpart to the economy of Adalbert’s psyche: he piles his stones 

into monuments for his ego, and nothing is left for its defense. He was like the 

Renaissance tyrant who melts down his cannons to make bronze lions as monuments to 

his greatness. But when the enemy is at the gates and the arsenal is empty, he quickly 

sees the result of magnificence bought at the price of defense. In his later conflicts with 

the king’s court, he learns that a gigantic ego also requires gigantic means of self-defense, 

which he did not possess. Facing the harassment and persecution by the local Saxon 

rulers, he becomes consumed with fear, anger, and anxiety (“ira et metu anxius moliri 

[coepit]”—3. 5, 146-7), and seldom sheds this emotional shadow until the end.  

In everything he did he stretched beyond extraordinary, reached into the bizarre, 

and ended in disaster. He strove for grandeur and magnificence beyond anything Adam 

of Bremen had ever seen. He structured the liturgy according to the model of Jehovah 

appearing to Moses on Mt. Sinai:   

He was so much given to pomp that he would no longer conduct the ecclesiastical 

mysteries in accordance with the Latin rite… He sought for everything that was 

grand, everything that was resplendent, everything that was glorious…” (3. 26, p. 

137). 

Adam regarded these innovations as bizarre and foreign. The church became a theater 

projecting the Old Testament God coming in “thunders and lightnings and a thick cloud” 

                                                        
567 A reading of the text will reveal how much is omitted by this scant summary. See also Origins 
of Courtliness, ch. 4, pp. 67-81, and Sverre Bagge, “Decline and Fall: Deterioration of Character 
as Described by Adam of Bremen and Sturla Thor∂arson,” in Individuum und Individualität im 
Mittelalter, ed. Jan A. Aertsen and Andreas Speer, (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1996), 530-548. 
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to Moses on Mt. Sinai. The aggrandizement of his church was self-aggrandizement. 

Nothing could be ordinary for Adalbert.  His dress, his manners (he imitated the Greeks), 

were extraordinary and his efforts for fame, consuming. He rose high.  He was a favorite 

of King Henry III, who nominated Adalbert for pope in 1046. (He declined.) He 

envisioned himself as patriarch of the North (he never attained it).  Exhausting conflicts 

with local dukes and rivals at court drained him mentally. In his absence his vicars stole 

the goods of the church, robbed citizens, rich and poor. The system of justice was 

thoroughly corrupted—judgments and verdicts were for sale; innocent men were 

tortured and imprisoned if they did not give up their goods. The poor suffered terrible 

deprivation. In the last seven years of his life no alms were dispensed from the once 

wealthy church.  A famine set in and left corpses in the streets. The starving were driven 

mad, rich men went around begging, murders were perpetrated. Adam notes Adalbert’s 

mental decline, calls him “insane,” and conjures Orestes, driven mad by his crime and 

pursued by the Eumenides, as a witness (even Orestes would have declared him mad, 

says Adam).  The Archbishop buffered himself from the “tragedy” of Bremen (lamentabilis 

Bremae tragoedia—ch. 58), which is also his own, by surrounding himself with sycophants, 

magicians, soothsayers. He listened to any prediction of glory, however fantastic. Some 

told him of messages sent to them by angels announcing his destined glory, victory over 

his enemies, a coming golden age in Bremen. Consorting with magicians and alchemists, 

he is said to practice the black arts himself, a reproach so hideous to Adam that he refuses 

to credit it (but not to report it). His behavior seemed “altogether inhuman and intolerable 

and alien to the person he had been.” He consoled himself with lavish banquets while the 

city starved.  

 Woven through these awful tales of degeneracy are the reports of his successes in 

the Christian missionizing of Denmark and Sweden. Also the story of the vicissitudes of 

Adalbert as the court servant of two German kings, Henry III and Henry IV. His 

courtiership is one of the main lines of the narrative and his extravagant efforts at 

winning and keeping the favor of the king, one of the main reasons for his neglect and 

exploitation of his diocese. The entire third book of the History can be characterized as a 
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“courtier tragedy.” 568 

 As he approaches the subject of Adalbert’s death, Adam intensifies the pathos of 

the narrative: “There were very many signs and forebodings of his approaching death, 

so dreadful and unusual that they terrified us and apparently, the bishop himself” (3. 62, 

tr. Tschan, p. 168). Crosses sweat tears, hogs and dogs desecrated the church, wolf packs 

gathered at the edge of the city and vied with each other in howling and shrieking (ch. 

64).569 Never had the dead spoken more intimately with the living: “Everything 

foreboded the bishop’s death.”570 A prophetess571 appeared in the city and proclaimed 

that the bishop would die soon, unless he changed his ways. 572 But Adalbert was losing 

touch with reality. The voices of flatterers ruled him and gave him no incentive to change. 

He listened only to their predictions of long life and glory.  

 As omens multiply, the rhythm of the narrative accelerates. Rhetorical coloring, 

rare in Adam to this point, accentuates the macabre character of events: 

                                                        
 
568 Jaeger, Origins of Courtliness, pp. 67-81. 
 
569 See Eva Schlotheuber, “Persönlichkeitsdarstellung und mittelalterliche Morallehre: Das 
Leben Erzbischof Adalberts in der Beschreibung Adams von Bremen,” Deutsches Archiv 59 
(2003), 495-548. Schlotheuber on these signs, p. 539 
 
570 “Omnia mortem episcopi portendebant.”  Tschan notes the allusion to Vergil, Aeneid  1. 91: 
“…praesentemque viris intentant omnia mortem.” 
 
571  mulier quaedam spiritum habens Phitonis (ed. Schmeidler, ch. 63, p. 210). The “pithonic” 
spirit is presumably ultimately the spirit of Apollinian prophecy, though the editor credits only 
Old Testament sources. 
 
572 The portents at this looming dire event have a counterpart in events in Rome preceding the 
murder of Caesar. Here is the recital of those ominous events from Horatio in the first act of 
Hamlet, comparing Denmark to Rome just prior to disaster: “In the most high and palmy state 
of Rome, / A little ere the mightiest Julius fell, The graves stood tenantless and the sheeted 
dead Did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets:  As stars with trains of fire and dews of 
blood…  And even the like precurse of dire events / As harbingers preceding still the fates / And 
prologue to the omen coming on, / Have heaven and earth together demonstrated / Unto our 
climatures and countrymen.  Hamlet, 1. 1, lines 113-125. 
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“Vidimus…cruces sudasse lacrimis; vidimus ecclesiam porcos violasse…; vidimus 

lupos..ululantes horribili iurgio certasse cum bubonibus” (3. 64, ed. Schmeidler, p. 210; 

trans. Tschan, p. 171: “We saw how crosses sweat tears; we saw how pigs broke into and 

defiled the church; we saw how wolves, howling in a horrible cacophony, fought with 

owls”). In the diocese things fall apart. Adam stretches for descriptive vividness: “The 

great prelate Adalbert was touched by the imminent call of bitter death.”(“magnus presul 

Adalbertus amarae mortis vicino pulsabatur nuncio”—3. 65, ed. Schmeidler, p. 211; trans. 

Tschan, p. 172). The call of death comes on a day marked by “Egyptian darkness.” 

Antitheses pile up: the great prelate – bitter death; the hope of living – the dread of dying;   

the glorious metropolitan with thousands of subjects– alone in his agony. The death scene 

itself poses an antithesis via the two scenes it projects, the archbishop dying alone in his 

“high palace”; the revelers banqueting elsewhere in the palace, forgetful of their dying 

patron: “Thus did the glorious metropolitan, still hopeful of the present life, lie alone in 

his agony and breathe forth his spirit…as his friends sat down to eat.”  

While Biblical quotes cluster around the hour of his death, Adam used the words 

of Virgil to punctuate the moment: “and with a moan, life fled indignant into darkness.” 

ch.65 (“Vitaque cum gemitu fugit indignata sub umbris”. The line occurs twice in the 

Aeneid; the second is the last line and dramatic climax of the work, the death of Turnus at 

the hands of Aeneas (Aeneid XII. 952).573 It is important to visualize the bleakness of that 

quotation: there is no afterlife, no final judgment scene or stay in purgatory; death simply 

throws its heavy pall over this grand character and he vanishes into darkness and 

extinction.   

 Adam himself builds the horror of this fate into his narrative, by mitigating it. In 

the following paragraph he explains why it is difficult for him to say anything positive 

about “so famous a man who loved even me and was so illustrious in his life” (Ch. 65, p. 

                                                        
573 This passage in the Aeneid and the identical words at Aeneid 10.818-822 (Aeneas kills 
Lausus) both receive musical notation. Evidently the heightened emotionality and morbid 
transcendentalism called for further emphasis through music.  See Ziolkowski, Nota Bene, p. 
148, who suggests that the “lyric quality of its contents” may be a factor drawing the 
composers and neumators to particular passages. Ziolkowski connects musical notation with 
passages whose “emotional content was extraordinarily charged” (p. 150).  
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173). He conjures a repentance scene with witnesses, evidently straining to leave Adalbert 

some small passage to redemption. The demise of Adalbert is too bleak for Adam to bear. 

Adam admires him in many ways and owes him much.574 He even confesses his love for 

him, but the scenario he has created has its own logic, which a repentance scene violates. 

One can understand Adam’s wish to let at least a small ray of light into its “Egyptian 

darkness.” However, Adalbert’s deathbed repentance seems forced and at odds with the 

author’s dominant conception. It may be an interpolation. We return to that logic of a 

chain of unforgivable events unfolding with the force of destiny, when Adam perorates 

in a speech that is the climactic point of the death scene: 

Oh how false is the good fortune of mortal life! How much to be shunned the 

courting of honors! Of what use to you now, O venerable father Adalbert, are the 

things you always prized, the glory of the world, multitudes of people, exalted 

nobility?  Look now, how you lie there all alone in your high palace, abandoned 

by all your followers. Where now are the physicians, the sycophants, and the 

tricksters who used to concur with you in the desires of your heart, who swore 

you would recover from this sickness, who reckoned you would live to a ripe old 

age? As I see, they were all your companions at table and did not abide in the day 

of trial. There are left only the needy and the pilgrims, the widows and orphans, 

and all the oppressed to confess that they have been desolated by your death. With 

them we can also truthfully affirm that no one henceforth will compare with you 

in benignity and generosity toward pilgrims, in the defense of the holy churches, 

and in reverence for all the clergy, or in opposing so much the plundering by 

powerful evildoers and the presumptions of the proud. (ch. 66)   

Adalbert has few mourners. In fact the only ones are the needy and the pilgrims, the 

widows and orphans—i.e. those the bishop had neglected in cultivating the wealthy and 

powerful. What follows is irony as grim and cynical as any I know in medieval biography. 

                                                        
 
574 But he also says that Adalbert hindered his advancement in the church, though he favored 
less gifted and devoted men (3. 64). 
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Having told of the terrible sufferings of the poor and their neglect by Adalbert, Adam 

now praises fulsomely the bishop’s kindness and generosity toward the poor, his 

reverence for the clergy, and his wisdom in the administration of his church. His 

“wisdom” is exemplified when those who come to claim the church’s belongings among 

Adalbert’s possessions find his treasure chest empty.  

The death scene is a deft heightening of a tragic demise. The apostrophe to the 

dead man invites comparison with Hamlet speech to Yorick’s skull:  

…  Where be your jibes now?  

Your gambols, your songs, your flashes of merriment, 

 that were wont to set the table on a roar?  Not one  

now to mock your own grinning?...  (Hamlet 5. 1) 

The two lugubrious scenes share the tragedy of thwarted vanity and the futility of 

worldly fame, though the layers of irony are thicker in the death of Adalbert.  

 The most interesting feature of this death scene for our topic is its theatrics. Adam 

is at pains to create an atmosphere: dark, fate-laden, pagan, freighted with a sense of the 

retributive action of nature and society. It contrasts starkly, for instance, with the portents 

preceding the death of Charlemagne in Einhard, which portended the fall of imperial 

power, as Schlotheuber points out (p. 540). But Adam specifies, the warnings to Adalbert 

are “dreadful and unusual.” The darkness of his dying day is “Egyptian,” the desecration 

as foul as imaginable (pigs defiling the sanctuary). The language and events are 

dominated by pagan analogues: wolves howling, owls shrieking; the dead speaking on 

familiar footing with the living. The absence of religious elements is striking. Neither God 

nor angels are in the cast of characters. The crosses sweating tears are the sole Christian 

portent. The prophetess, called by Adam pythonissa (Adam: mulier spiritum habens 

Phitonis. Var. Pythonis), unheard by Adalbert, has classical analogues, but also Old 

Testament. In her Biblical occurrences she is invariably a figure of evil, a demonic figure 

set against God in the OT and against Christianity in the new (Acts 16. 16). 575 It is in large 

part a classical Greek/Roman tradition that is functionalized here to stage the death of 

                                                        
575 Contrary to Schlotheuber (p. 539).  
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Adalbert: Adam invokes the mad Orestes to attest to Adalbert’s insanity; Virgil’s 

Georgics provide the sweating religious object (Ivory in the temples in Virgil) and 

howling wolves; from Ovid’s Metamorphoses come the owls as harbingers of death.576 

Adam’s comment at Adalbert’s dying breath, as mentioned earlier, is also the final 

sentence of Virgil’s Aeneid, which his readers would almost certainly have recognized as 

such.  

The practice of neuming classical texts shows the extraordinary force and energy 

which this very line had for medieval audiences. Ziolkowski suggests, “[neumators] may 

have gravitated towards such passionate outpourings… whose emotional content was 

extraordinarily charged.” 577 What Adam wanted staged in his text was that intensified 

emotionality.  

Aside from his strained attempt to rescue salvation for Adalbert, Adam has one 

more devastating and sublime moment to punctuate the tragedy: he tells of a nightmare, 

an “ominous vision” which left the bishop terrified. It helped him repent of his own 

boasting about his glory, his nobility, his grandeur which, he often claimed, set him above 

all his predecessors. In the dream he sees himself in the choir of the church. His fourteen 

predecessors in the bishopric are lined up to perform the mass. He places himself in the 

line. But his immediate predecessor sends him away, telling him that a man as grand and 

noble as he is far too great for the company of such humble men as they (ch. 69).  

The high level of poetic and rhetorical self-awareness is evident. Adam knew well 

that he was framing the death of Adalbert as tragedy, deepened by the moral blindness 

of the hero and thickened by strange portents, and so he drew on Aeschylean tragedy,578 

                                                        
 
576 See Schlotheuber, 540-541 for discussion and references. 
 
577 See Ziolkowski, Nota Bene, p. 148, p. 150. 
 
578 The reference to “mad Orestes” able to judge the insanity of Adalbert. Tschan refers to 
Persius Satires, 3. 188. The case of Orestes was a debating issue in medieval law: what is the 
guilt of a man who kills his mother and claims justification because she killed his father, 
discussed in Alcuin, De rhetorica et virtutibus.  Aeschylus was known as a tragedian but 
individual works were not known. 
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Virgil, Ovid and Horace to help elevate the intensity of the scene along with rich biblical 

warnings and laments on the vanity of earthly glory. All the elements I’ve mentioned are 

in the text in order to create an atmosphere of looming death and tragic darkness, 579 like 

the day of Adalbert’s death, where “Egyptian” seems particularly dismal because it 

suggests an illicit and lascivious paganism. It is death conceived as a terrible, grim act of 

moral retribution: the man who sought the favor of all dies abandoned by all.  

“Atmosphere” is a concept of aesthetics which we would normally associate with 

post- medieval narrative. 580 Both the death of St. Victor and that of Adalbert of Bremen 

show that medieval narrative was open to a hyperemotional, yes, operatic or at least 

theatrical mode. In those two scenes, the grand subject pairs with passionate 

emotionality, a combination in which Longinus and Augustine see the epitome of the 

sublime. 

This reading of the death scene of Adalbert raises the question, how firm is the 

grip of Christian orthodoxies and generic conventions in the narrative of a bishop’s life? 

There is precious little of either in Adam’s narrative. Adam seems to grant himself leeway 

in the representation of historical events, or perhaps better, artistic freedom. He was free 

to allow his subjective perceptions (along with those of other like-minded members of 

the community and the empire) to override an obligation to piety. Adam used that 

freedom to follow the logic of an extravagant design suited to its magnificent subject, not 

determined by convention. His narrative of a great and infamous bishop’s tragic demise 

testifies to the element of poetic creativity at work in the literary modelling of historical 

events.  

 

\ 
                                                        
 
579 On the medieval concepts of tragedy, see Henry Ansgar Kelly, Ideas and Forms of Tragedy 
from Aristotle to the Middle Ages, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 1993).   
 
580 On “atmosphere” as an aesthetic concept, see Gernot Boehme, Atmosphäre: Essays zur 
neueren Ästhetik, (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2017). 
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Chapter 14 
The Death of Thomas Becket 

 

Medieval writers were perplexed and inspired by the story of a man who lived the 

life of a splendid worldly cleric, friend and chancellor to the king of England, who 

reversed the course of his life when appointed by that same king as Archbishop of 

Canterbury and became the servant of the church, not, as the king had planned, the king’s 

adherent smuggled cunningly into a position of high authority in the church. The 

outraged king, feeling betrayed and again and again thwarted in his claims of royal 

prerogative vis-à-vis the church, turns on Becket. He forces him into exile in France. He 

takes extreme measures to suppress support for Becket and to remove him from office. 

Upon the archbishop’s return to England the king arranges, perhaps inadvertently, by 

some ill-considered comments, the assassination of his one-time friend. One unintended 

consequence of the half-intended murder was the sainthood of Becket, which followed 

his death in December 1170 by a scant two years. 

The Biographical materials on Thomas Becket are among the richest sources on the 

life of an archbishop/saint/martyr from the Middle Ages. The inherent interest of the 

story spoke to a clerical staff and circle of disciples and admirers of extraordinary skill 

and ingenuity, 581 among them John of Salisbury, the most notable humanist, courtier and 

English writer from the twelfth century. 

                                                        
 
581 Beryl Smalley, The Becket Conflict and the Schools: A Study of Intellectuals in Politics, 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1973);  Michael Staunton, Thomas Becket and his Biographers, (Woodbridge 
UK: Boydell, 2006); Anne J. Duggan, “Master Herbert, Becket’s Eruditus, Envoy, Advisor and 
Ghost Writer?” in Herbert of Bosham, A Medieval Polymath, ed. Michael Staunton, 
(Woodbridge: Boydell, 2019), 29-54.  
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The story has had numerous retellings in the post-medieval period. The best 

known are Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, Der Heilige, T. S. Eliot’s verse drama, Murder in the 

Cathedral, and the play become movie by Jean Anouilh, Becket. 582  

The murder of Becket was carried out by four knights loyal to Henry on December 

29, 1170. None of the major biographies omits the story of the assassination. None of the 

biographers described it in greater detail than Herbert of Bosham. None of the 

biographers was closer to the archbishop than Herbert, his friend and trusted advisor. 

Herbert had close knowledge of Thomas’s chancellorship and of the early period as 

archbishop. He accompanied Thomas into exile and remained with him through the six 

years of their quasi-itinerant stay in France (1164-1170). He deeply regretted that he was 

not present at his death. He claimed, plausibly, that he would willingly have shared it. 

Only days earlier, Thomas had sent Herbert to France to seek help in what was clearly a 

gathering storm of harassment and persecution from the king.  

Herbert was a courtier, diplomat, advisor, theologian to Thomas. The medieval 

term for men in Herbert’s and John’s position was “cleric,” and while that answers to the 

Latin clericus and correctly designates their clerical standing, it does not do justice to the 

kind of political, legal, diplomatic, statesmanly—and yes, theological—service the 

position demanded of its holder. Neither John of Salisbury nor Herbert of Bosham were 

simple scribes, writers and copiers of letters, and occasionally priests. One need only read 

the letters of John of Salisbury and the memoirs of his time representing Canterbury at 

the papal court in Rome, to form a more accurate idea of the position. To call him a 

diplomat and statesman is less open to misunderstanding than to call him a cleric. 

Probably the closest to the contemporary designation for figures in service at secular and 

episcopal courts was “courtier,” curialis, the term John of Salisbury used to describe his 

own position in episcopal service in his work subtitled De nugis curialium, On the Follies 

of Courtiers. 

                                                        
582 For fuller bibliography on Becket in art and literature, see Anne Duggan, Thomas Becket, 
(London: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 316. 
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Herbert was a remarkable character. 583  Since his personality plays an important 

role in his biography of Becket, a more detailed introduction might be in order. He felt 

himself, and was, superior in learning to the common run of the clerical staff. 584  

Outspoken, confident, opinionated, imprudent, impatient with the niceties of diplomatic 

interactions, his tastes ran to the exquisite and extravagant, in dress and in Latin style. 

Herbert was the man to have by the side of an archbishop resisting a king as powerful 

and forceful as Henry II. A confrontation with the king that took place in 1166 gives a 

lucid characterization of Herbert in various aspects. It is reported by William Fitzstephen, 

one of Becket’s earliest and most observant biographers (Vita Thomae, 1173-1174). Henry 

II received three of Thomas’s clerics, Herbert, John of Salisbury and Philip of Caun, who 

had come to Angers to plead for the return of goods confiscated by the king, a delicate 

task. John is received first. He presents his case directly and respectfully, and is turned 

down. Then Herbert is called in. Sitting among his barons, the king comments, “Now 

you’ll see a pompous fellow.” Fitzstephen recounts: “Herbert, tall, well-built and 

handsome, was also splendidly dressed, wearing a green cape of Auxerre cloth, which 

reached to his heels and a green tunic with gold borders in the German fashion.” Herbert 

presents his case to the king as wrongs done by the king that he, the king, ought to correct. 

The monarch remonstrates. The exchange escalates. Finally the king loses patience and 

breaks off the diplomatic tone: “Shame on you! That I should suffer the indignation of 

having my kingdom and its peace disturbed by this son of a priest!” Herbert’s response: 

“That’s the last thing I wish, but neither am I the son of a priest, since my father became 

a priest after I was born, nor is a man the son of a king if his father was not king when he 

was born.” This riposte silences the Henry, whose father was Count of Anjou, not yet 

king, at the time of Henry’s birth. Thus he turns back the taunt on its maker. One of 

                                                        
 
583 Among the best reconstructions of Herbert’s personality and character, see Beryl Smalley, “A 
Commentary on the ‘Hebraica’ of Herbert of Bosham,” Recherches de théologie ancienne et 
médiévale, 18 (1951), 29-65; and Staunton, Biographers, pp. 63-74, and “Introduction,” Herbert 
of Bosham, a Medieval Polymath. 
 
584 See Duggan, Eruditus, p. 30.   
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Henry’s barons remarks, “Whoever his father is, I would give half my estate if he were 

my son.” 585   

After the death of Thomas, Herbert did not land in a church office, as did most of 

the others in his staff. 586 He devoted himself to Biblical scholarship and the 

memorialization of his friend and master, now Saint Thomas. Herbert was the most 

learned Hebraist, alongside his own teacher, Peter Lombard, in the twelfth century. He 

made an edition of Peter Lombard’s Magna glosatura on the Psalms, and produced an 

extensive and original commentary on the Psalms from the Hebrew Psalter of Jerome.587 

His Life of Becket was a late work, finished in 1186, 16 years after the murder. The last of 

the major biographies, minus Herbert’s, was finished nine years earlier.588 Herbert had 

the distinct feeling of outliving his generation. That survivorship obliged him to continue 

the memorials of Thomas. Of the body of writings from the twelfth century by those who 

had known Becket, his is the last, perhaps the most interesting and informative. Staunton 

calls Herbert’s Vita Thomae “the ultimate Life of Becket” (p. 63). 

 

Stylistic Excess 

It is also the most unusual and the longest by far. The unabridged version survives 

in two manuscripts. There is a Wagnerian overindulgence and presuming on the patience 

of the reader. Repetitive, prolix in the extreme, inserting commentary insistently where 

none seems called for, his Vita Thomae read as a whole is a source of frustration, certainly 

for the historian. Its editor for the Rolls series, James Craigie Robinson, put it pointedly: 

                                                        
 
585 Fitzstephen, Vita, ch. 97, RS 67:3, pp. 99-100. For discussion of the scene, see Smalley, 
Becket Controversy, p. 63-65. She points out that Herbert dresses like a ‘gentleman’. Color in 
clothing was against the rules for clerics.  
 
586 Duggan, “Eruditus,” p. 52.  
 
587 See Smalley, “Hebraica”; and Deborah L. Goodwin,  ‘Take Hold of the Robe of a Jew’: Herbert 
of Bosham’s Christian Hebraism, (Leiden: Brill, 2016). 
 
588 See Staunton, Biographers, p. 4.  
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“Nothing could well be more utterly worthless than the matter with which his narrative 

is diluted” (67:3, p. xxiii). The work’s reception in the later twelfth century and the 

thirteenth suggests that medieval readers shared that impatience with Herbert’s stylistic 

excesses. It was excerpted extensively in the Quadrilogus II (1198-99), a compilation aimed 

at harmonizing four different versions of the Life. 589 The anonymous compiler cited none 

of the passages that Robinson would have called “diluting matter.” He obviously agreed 

with the modern editor about their value. And yet it is mainly those passages which 

reveal Herbert’s idea of sublimity and his practice of grand style. They suffered a fate like 

that of the excursuses in Sigebert’s passion of the Theban legion. Read by a strict historian, 

they were fluff and filling, irrelevant to historical fact.  

 

The Poetry of Book 6 

Still, reading the work in its entirety for its aesthetic and literary aspects is richly 

rewarding, and that applies especially to the scene of the murder of Becket. Much is 

gained for an understanding of Herbert’s style by looking closely at the “poetry” of Book 

6, the last of the historical sections. (Book 7 is a catalogue of the eruditi on Becket’s staff.)  

Henry Bainton has written a probing and insightful reading of the aspects of 

Herbert’s style that Robinson took such a dim view of. He reads them against the 

background of classical and medieval rhetoric and theory of lyric poetry. The “poetry” of 

the passages are the language of grieving and the emotional outpourings of a disciple 

devoted to maintaining the presence of the beloved master.590 

As a representative of the grand style in depicting/lyricizing death, Herbert 

distinguishes himself not so much as a master of the sublime but as a theorist of his own 

grand style. At the end of Book 5 he signals his intention to elevate the style of his work 

                                                        
 
589 This compilation dates 1198-1199. See Staunton, Biographers, pp. 6-7. 
 
590 Henry Bainton, “Emotional Content and Rhetorical Form in Herbert of Bosham’s Historia of 
Thomas Becket,” Viator 49 (2018), 111-135. 
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to accommodate the magnitude and gravity of the events looming in Book 6. Here is how 

he introduces the events ending in Becket’s murder: 

Because at this point the subject matter begins to grow in grandeur, it would now 

be the moment for a profound change in style, so that the task of laying bare the 

glory of the imminent consummation of this man would be left not to vulgar, 

offensive language, but to rosy fillets, so to speak, whose syllables liquefy into 

golden shapes and exquisite solemnities of diction. Deeds and actions of a man 

that surmount the human must be articulated not by the tongues of men, but of 

angels, and of this sort from this point on is the discourse. First let us see and attend 

therefore these actions, and afterwards we will judge if it is not so.591  

Here is an author laying down a mode of discourse and a level of style just prior to 

practicing it. This is helpful for a study of style, which tends just to be there, not to 

announce itself. Herbert is self-consciously articulating the unconventional or at least 

hyperprosaic elements of his writing; he is willing to open up to the reader about them, 

explaining and justifying. Authors do not often comment on their style in mid-work. The 

passage just quoted is a precious moment of reflection (and the word “precious” fits in 

more ways than one). It is very welcome to a reader, like myself, on the lookout for death 

scenes elevated into the sublime, since it tells that reader that elevation into the sublime 

is precisely what the author intends. His basic idea is that a grand and great subject 

demands an appropriately grand style, a claim that tells us we are on target. He stretches 

already in this passage for an extraordinary diction with extravagant metaphors, and 

seems to promise a description of the death of Becket in the language of angels, at least 

declares that level the one appropriate to his subject. At the same time he puts his reader 

on notice, that the reader will be called on to judge this high claim at the end of the 

                                                        
591 Bk. 5, ch. 11, p. 489: “Verum quia jam materia grandescere incipit, deinceps immutandus 
foret et stylus, ut litteris non tetris sed velut quibusdam filis roseis in syllabarum figuras aureas 
liquescentibus, et quibusdam dictionum solenniis exquisitis, imminentis consummationis viri 
gloria exaranda. Nec enim linguis hominum sed angelorum potius eloquenda quae ab homine 
supra hominem gesta sunt, et haec deinceps describenda. Videamus igitur in primis et 
attendamus quae gesta, et judicemus postea si non ita.”  
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narrative. I take it that si non ita refers to the claims for language and not so much deeds. 

In short, it may be overwrought, but it is self-reflective and aimed precisely at grandeur 

of style to match grandeur of theme.  

Herbert reiterated this idea in his letter to Archbp. Baldwin of Canterbury, Becket’s 

successor. He presents his work with a gesture of modesty; he confesses that he has failed 

in his aim at a style to match his theme: 

[I have narrated the life and deeds of Thomas] but of course not in the splendor of 

style and solemnity of diction which the dignity of the subject matter calls for, but 

relying on whatever was given from on high. For grand themes, as someone has 

said, do not suffer mediocre talents.592  

 Herbert’s basic impulse in the death scene it to heroize Becket. His technique is to 

encumber a sentence or two of narrative with several paragraphs of praise, wonder and 

admiration. Book 6. 2 tells the confrontation of the archbishop with the knights who have 

entered the cathedral with drawn swords. He is angered by the outrage to his mother the 

church. One of several commentaries:  

O how admirable so ardent an effort of the priest so fervently zealous for the house 

of God, who alone and unarmed confronted men so many and so deranged and 

armed to take his life, [he himself] so bold, so confident, so prone, so prompt, so 

intrepid and so prepared. 593  

The chapter consists of three full pages of anaphoric ejaculations like those just quoted, 

Biblical analogues of courage and strength, and exclaimed lists of virtues. The narrative 

does not advance beyond the event: the knights entered with drawn swords, the 

archbishop confronted and upbraided them. Bainton characterizes this alternation of 

narrative and rhetorically elevated commentary, as “lyrical” and liturgical. With good 

                                                        
592 Letter to Baldwin, RS 67: 3, p. 155: “…nostri beati Thomae…historiam exaravi, non quidem 
eo styli splendore, non ea dictionum solennitate, quam dignitas materiae exigit, sed prout 
desuper datum. Grandes quippe materias, ait quidam, ingenia parva non sufferunt.” 
 
593 Bk. 6, ch. 2, p. 493:  “O quam admiranda tam ardens sacerdotis aemulatio, domum Dei tam 
ferventer zelantis, qui solus et intermis tot et tam vesanis in necem ejus jam armatis, tam 
audens, tam fidens, tam pronus, tam promptus, tam intrepidus et tam paratus occurrerit!” 
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reason. We are in narrative sequences not unlike the oratorio technique of text and aria, 

text and chorus.  

After the confrontation oratorio (6. 2), Herbert devotes an entire chapter (two and 

a half pages, 495-497) to explaining and excusing his prolixity. He confesses that he is 

moving outside of the conventional rules of writing, violating the recte scribentium 

regulam, ignoring the “poet’s law” (poetae dogma) of plunging into the midst of the 

narrative. But the change has to do with the mode appropriate to mourning. He is 

grieving, not objectively recording. Repeating over and over again is the way people 

mourn (mos lugentium). The extent to which Herbert is personally drawn into the mood 

of lamentation is expressed in the following remarkable passages:  

Even though I rejoice [as narrator], yet I cannot not grieve along with, nor not 

suffer along with my master, to whom having followed from my youth, I have 

ministered in the bonds of the gospel, with whom I stood firm, with whom I ran 

as best I could, God knows, if not very prudently, at least faithfully, yet I (I tell 

you), even though I rejoice at the fortitude of this man in his struggle, yet in his 

struggle, even as he is exposing his head and body to the swords of uncircumcised 

and impure men, I cannot not suffer along, cannot not grieve along. 594 

It is now fifteen years after the events, he continues. He is alone in his grief as he writes. 

The task of writing is now singularly his own. His friends and comrades of the passion 

have passed on, reached goals; he himself is still a pilgrim, wandering abandoned amidst 

the flames and the floods. But writing of this man’s struggles is sweet, so that he hesitates 

to hasten to the end. The act of writing is a gift, because as long as the battle lasts, his pen 

                                                        
 
594 6. 3, p. 496: “Ego vero etsi congaudeam, domino tamen meo, quem in juvenili secutus in 
vinculis evangelii ministravi, cum quo steti, cum quo cucurri, ut potui, Deus scit, si non adeo 
prudenter obsecutus, tamen fideliter, ego (inquam) etsi congaudeam propter certantis 
fortitudinem, certanti tamen et jam caput suum et corpus incircumcisorum et immundorum 
gladiis exponenti, non compati, non condolere, non possum.” 
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figures forth the person of the man caught up in this conflict and makes him be present 

again, eye to eye (p. 497): 595  

But, the victory won, when his chariot of fire descends, the disciple is bereft, 

robbed of the master’s mantle, and if he should seek the master, he knows not 

where, knows not, in fact, where to come, knows not where to go.   

The parallel to the story of Elijah swept up to heaven, leaving his mantle with his 

successor, takes over the narrative: Elijah was taken first to paradise, second, to the 

infernal realm, but when he is transported again,  

He will fly at once on the wings of the wind and will fly away from us; he will fly 

away, I say, into that fatherland far from us who are still on our pilgrimage. He 

will fly away, I say, to that place which no eye has seen and no ear heard and will 

not rise again in the heart of man. 596 

Herbert does not wish for this miraculous transport; on the contrary, he wants Becket to 

stay alive and keep fighting, and his writing pen seems to be the instrument of this arrest 

of time. The peripheral commentary allows the action to stay still. To write arias is to put 

off the inevitable death scene. That postponement is the avowed motive of his 

loquaciousness. The more he laments, the longer he has the presence of his master, 

Thomas. The conceit is that narrating is experiencing; words are events. Postpone the 

story of the events with lyrical insertions, and you postpone the event. 

 One of his most searing laments is that he was not present at the scene he describes: 

“Oh if only it had been granted to me from on high to be present! I would at least have 

followed from a distance to see the end.”  He tells of a dream in which Thomas himself 

appears to Herbert and tells him how he had wished that he, Herbert, had been present 

at his death: 

                                                        
595 See Bainton’s comments on this passage, pp. 131.  
 
596  6. 3, p. 497: “cum iam rapietur, super pennas ventorum volabit confestim et evolabit a 
nobis.  Evolabit, inquam, in patriam peregrinam nobis et longinquam, utpote peregrinantibus 
adhuc. Evolabit, inquam, in locum quem oculus non vidit, nec auris audivit, nec in cor hominis 
ascendit.” 
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And I responded to him: “Lord, sinner that I am, I would have perished altogether 

if I had been killed.” And he responded, “No, because you would have been 

baptized in my blood.” As often as I recall this dream, I am seized by confusion 

and remorse and in my misery my eyes shed floods of tears.597 

The wrenching emotionality of a conversation with the dead saint gives expression to the 

torture of regret that he suffers at his absence from the scene of his death and reiterates 

his urgent desire for presence: his own presence at the scene and Thomas’s presence in 

his writing. The psychological need translates into a narrative strategy: pull out all the 

stops, leave no longing unexpressed, call it out repeatedly with emphatic rhetorical 

coloring.  

 Chapter 6 has the title, “The Disciple’s Excuse Repeated” (De iterata discipuli 

excusatione). Indeed he repeats what he had said earlier in defense of repetition and 

prolixity. In this case he further embroiders the idea that his narrative keeps Thomas in 

life; description becomes in his imagination life-writing; real presence flows from the 

point of his pen. The victory of death hardly outweighs the deprivation of his presence: 

“While he continues to battle, it is as though the unconquered Thomas still stands among 

us.” 598 The narrative calls the past back into being. As long as he can sustain the struggle, 

he maintains the presence of the heroic Thomas, an example for others to follow. This is 

a reversal of the Christian optimism about death as redemption and victory. Herbert is 

far from wishing Thomas godspeed on his route away from the vanities of the world and 

onward to heaven. He does not want him victorious in martyrdom and removed from 

                                                        
597 6. 5, p. 502: ‘Qui etiam postea in somnis mihi apparens dixit mihi in visu voluisse se ut 
interfuissem tunc. Et ego ipsi, ‘Domine,’ inquiens, ‘quia homo peccator sum, perissem quidem si 
fuissem occisus.’ Et ille, ‘Non,’ inquit, ‘quia in meo sanguine baptizatus fuisses.’ Quoties igitur 
visionis hujus recordor, confundor et compungor in aerumna mea, et exitus aquarum deducunt 
oculi mei.” 
 
 
598 6. 6., p. 503: “Thomae quippe certamen… adhuc in mundo est, et mecum est…. Verum in 
certamine stat tanquam adhuc inter nos invictus Thomas.” 
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the realm of the living, no longer able to exercise the charismatic force of the man as he 

was in life. Stopping the events in their course is the means of keeping Becket. 

 In the next chapter he gives a further reason for delaying the end of the story: the 

grandeur of the event surpasses his meagre ability to describe. It resists words and 

writing. In trying to find words beyond what is expressible, Herbert is inventive. A 

baroque swell of ejaculations: the blood that flows from the saint’s head is a miraculous 

consummation; it is medicine, it heals the people, beautifies the clergy, shields the church. 

The murderers shed redemptive blood; their strokes in cutting off the top of his head 

created the martyr’s crown: 

The gladiators themselves fashioned his own imperishable crown with steel [i.e. 

swords] above the crown of his head and of his body, as though forging it on an 

anvil, one crown for another.599  

After all this and much more verbose variation on the theme of Thomas’s death, he comes 

to the narrative of the event: 

And so (as we have already said) with neck stretched out, head exposed, kneeling, 

his hands joined as in prayer, the executioners (this I can hardly utter without an 

exuberant flood of tears amid choking and sighs breaking forth) the executioners 

(I say) rage here and there, and they rage again, they rage (I say) and re-rage, until 

the crown of the head is separated from the head. 600  

The repetition (“feriunt et referiunt... feriunt et referiunt, donec...”) evokes the hard strike 

of the sword swung again and again in anger. Herbert reflects on the sacrilege of 

desecrating precisely the part of his body that represents his clerical standing: 

decoronation = decapitation = detonsuration. The rest of his body is untouched. One of 

                                                        
599  6. 7, p. 505: “ipsius corona immarcessibilis, quam gladiatores ferro super capitis et carnis 
ejus coronam, tanquam super aliquam incudem cudentes, ipsi fabricaverunt pro corona 
coronam.”  
 
600  6. 8, p. 506: “Itaque (ut jam supra diximus) collo extento, capite exposito, orantis instar 
junctis manibus et flexis genibus , lictores, (quod sine exuberante lacrymarum fonte inter 
singultus et suspiria tam crebro erumpantia vix dicere valeo,) lictores (inquam) hinc inde feriunt 
et referiunt, feriunt (inquam) et referiunt, donec coronam capitis separarunt a capite.”  
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the cohort of killers, Hugh Mauclerc, not one of the four knights, approaches the corpse 

and to make sure he is dead, thrusts his sword into the open cavity and spreads his brains 

on the pavement. (6. 8, p. 506). No detail of the event is allowed to remain unembroidered 

narrative. Each sentence must be amplified with some elevating interpretative 

comment—parallels to Christ and other saints, Biblical passages set in place of Herbert’s 

own words, poses struck by the stunned and shocked narrator, more plays on the crown 

imagery and the savage cuts to the head as “rough tonsure.” He rings changes on that 

image for seven lines. 

 One further point is of interest: Herbert’s exposition of Becket’s composure in the 

face of death. Other biographers stressed this point also. Edward Grim says that Becket’s 

attitude facing death was impeccable. He faced the assassins with no resistance; he 

showed constantia and dignitas, like the martyrs of old who refused to worship pagan 

gods.601 Herbert uses the moment to stress Becket’s outward composure. He rises “not 

only to virtue but also embellishment” (non solum ad virtutem sed et ad ornatum attinet. 6. 

9, p. 508). Becket “decorated” martyrdom, he showed the beauty of martyrdom in the 

fitting and proper composition of his body, “master of the outer man” that he was, as if 

it were inappropriate to die for Christ unless he also dies becomingly for Christ: “The 

entire composition of his body formed a prayer to God, observing in the very moment of 

death a decent composition of the entire outer man.” In all the biographies Becket’s death 

is controlled and martyr-like, but only in Herbert of Bosham’s is it elegant and courtly, a 

model of “dying in a becoming way” (decenter mori).  

This passage shows Herbert of Bosham to the core. Along with the devoted 

disciple, the diplomat, the learned scholar, there is a courtier in Herbert. His Becket 

biography is a rich source for courtly ways and the language of courtliness. 602 Thomas 

Becket died, in Herbert’s version, the death of a courtly gentleman blended into a martyr. 

 Since Becket probably did not sing in his last moments, it would seem purposeless 

to bring up the subject that was important for Sigebert writing on the death of St. Victor, 

                                                        
601 RS 67: 2, Vita Thomae, p. 438. 
 
602 See Jaeger, The Envy of Angels, 294-309, esp. 308-9. 
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except that two considerations suggest the topic was in the mind of biographers.  The 

first is the Vita of William of Canterbury. William was not an intimate of Thomas. He had 

been ordained by Thomas, and his Vita (1173-1174) is valuable for many details and for 

a long list of miracles. He was in the church during the attack but not during the murder. 

In his version Thomas sang his final words: “Stretching his head to accommodate his 

attackers, he sang (psallens) these last words: “‘To God, the blessed Mary, and to the 

martyr Dionysus and the holy patrons of this church I commend my soul and the cause 

of this church.’” 603 We might justifiably read psallens as a circumlocution for “spoke,” but 

music was certainly on his (William’s) mind. In the next chapter he makes this curious 

comment about Becket’s dying moments: “His mind prayed silently; he sang in his mind; 

he sang in his spirit; his voice was not heard.” 604  

 And the second consideration is Herbert of Bosham. Herbert associates music 

closely with Becket’s martyrdom though in a much more general sense. He sought in his 

two other, later writings on Becket to give expression to Becket’s life in a musical mode. 

Both his Liber melorum (Book of Melodies) and his homily on the festival day of Thomas’s 

birth create a musical framework as an embracing metaphor for Thomas’s life.  Both are 

very unusual creations. Both are relevant to our more general theme of a Judaeo-Christian 

sublime, but for the moment, I characterize them briefly just to show Herbert at work 

imposing the metaphor of music onto the life of Becket.  

The homily605 takes the victory song of Moses  (Exodus 15) as a frame for Becket’s 

life as servant of the Church. He aligns three phases of Becket’s life with three song modes 

of the Hebrews: a song of mourning, a song of praise, a song of jubilation. The first he 

sang in his exile; the second was sung for his martyrdom, the third for his life in paradise. 

                                                        
 
603 RS 67: 1, Bk. 2, ch. 41, p. 133: “Caput protensum ferientibus coaptavit, haec verba novissima 
psallens, ‘Deo et Beatae Mariae, et martyri Dionysio, patronisque hujus ecclesiae sanctis 
commendo spiritum meum et ecclesiae causam.’” 
 
604 P. 135: “Mens in silentio orat, psallit mente, psallit et spiritu; vox exterius non auditur.”  
 
605 PL 190, 1403-1414.  
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He names the style or mood of each: the first grave; the second strong; the third sweet 

and delightful.  

The Liber melorum likewise creates a musical model to comprehend the history of 

Becket.606 In his prologue he proposes to sing three “consonances” (parallels connecting 

the life of Becket to the life of Christ) from which he will form three melodies. It is the 

custom of harp players, he says, to follow a historical narrative with a song of praise. That 

is what his three meli will constitute. Instead of heading each section “chapter,” he calls 

them notulae, i.e. musical notes. Each melus is summarized (repeated, Herbert says) in a 

longer passage which will “resonate with the loftier chords of the harp of David, so that 

the harmonic melody, being longer, will also be softer and sweeter.” 607 The musical 

metaphor as expression of the life of Becket, thus, in his estimation, confers loftiness in 

yet one more conceit of style. 

 The purpose here was to observe how Herbert moves from a comparatively 

prosaic narrative style into that higher style he deemed appropriate to the grandeur of 

Becket’s death. He tells us at that transition from book 5 to book 6 that he is about to shift 

into a mode rather like the song of angels, and shift he does. It follows that his style in 

the sixth book will reveal to us his ideas of sublimity and angelic grandeur. But the result 

is a disappointment since there is very little of sublimity in the sixth book; we look in vain 

for those “rosy fillets, whose syllables liquefy into golden shapes and into exquisite 

solemnities of diction.” His purpose was to shape his style in congruity with the greatness 

of the theme. The result of his effort is thumping rhetoric.608 One need only compare the 

sobering banality of Herbert’s striving for the sublime with the intensity and emotional 

                                                        
 
606 Small selection in ed. Robinson, pp. 535-554. The full text printed in PL 190, 1293-1404. The 
work is summarized at greater length in Staunton, “Herbert of Bosham: Intro,” pp. 18-21.  
 

607 PL 190, 1294C: “Et quidem in primis inter primi meli hujus initia quasi primas Davidicae hujus 
citharae chordas pulsantes altius repetamus, ut harmoniae melus eo suavior et dulcior etsi 
longior sit.” 

608 See Bainton, pp. 123-131, for a rhetorical analysis of Book six.  
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force of Anselm of Canterbury’s prayers. Or compare the dramatic intensity of St. Victor’s 

death song, or the sublime and macabre tragedy of Adalbert’s death, with Herbert’s long-

drawn out lamentation. As far as a modern reader can judge, he was very far from 

attaining to the language of angels. Readers from the late twelfth century to the present 

agree with that judgment. So, we could sum up this death scene as a failure to attain a 

wished for, called for sublimity, try as he might.  

 For a study of sublimity in the Middle Ages, Herbert is important, however, not 

for the sublimity of his style but for his reflections on stylistic and thematic grandeur. He 

is more the master of a discourse on grand style than of the style itself. He warns his 

reader that he is violating the lex scribentium, replacing it with the mos lugentium, the 

custom  of mourning, which operates on emotional outbursts and repetition. He writes 

as a mourner; not as a poet. Instead of elevated diction, stirring metaphor, exhilarating 

flights of the imagination, we have repeated pounding expression of his shock and 

amazement. His attempt to make the moment stand still and confine a moving event to a 

space fenced in by thick walls of lamentation, creates a special kind of poetry. Bainton 

identifies it as “lyrical repetitiveness.” The shift is away from narrative flow to 

momentaneity, the frozen moment, a gesture “disruptive of narrative temporality.” 

Bainton’s suggestion is that the author creates a “present of lyric enunciation.” His very 

lack of control and restraint, his overflowing emotionality, the avowedly sentimental, 

emotional attachment to Becket, the expression of his own feelings are the means of 

accomplishing that arresting of narrative flow; that is the amplification that Herbert has 

to offer in creating or at least aiming at angelic song.  

Overflow of powerful emotions does not always produce Wordsworthian 

poems; and rhetoric and suffering often do not combine well. Yes, the logic of “anger 

forges the weapon” is at work; emotion precedes and determines expression—

without guaranteeing good poetry. The result has vehemence without force, 

musicality without charm, high sentiment without exaltation. Sublime techniques 

are at work but do not produce sublimity. His treatment of Becket’s death is highly 

original and rather flat. 
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His urge to keep Becket alive by arresting time with his evocative repetitions and 

laments is closely allied to his avowed sense of style fitted to the grand theme: “While I 

describe the man in his struggle, let the graceful gift of style forge the image of the man 

seen eye to eye, and in that way he is still partly present with me.” 609  He reveals his 

larger intention in the letter he wrote to Archbishop Baldwin of Canterbury cited earlier. 

He wants his work in the hands of Archbishop Baldwin particularly so that Thomas’s 

successor can read and imitate the manners and deeds of Becket. The “beloved gift of 

writing” (styli gratum beneficium) allows him to restore to the world the model of Becket. 

He has sifted from Becket’s Historia those acts that will serve others to wonder at and to 

imitate. 610 The image of Becket must not be lost to the vicissitudes of time, the successions 

of generations and the oblivion of forgetfulness. Herbert may wish for the splendor of 

style and solemnity of diction appropriate to the task, but, lacking it, he says modestly, 

he relies on whatever gifts higher forces send him to supplement his poor powers. 

This urge to restore the man as he was, to make his presence and his charisma 

palpable and continue the effect that charisma produces—to inspire imitation—is the 

source of what I have called “life-writing,” 611 that is, revivification through art.  Life-

writing tries to inject into the text a vitality that transmits itself to the reader in something 

like the force of the personal presence of the living person; it translates embodied 

charisma into text. The “life” that is conveyed in sacred biography, insofar as it aims at 

capturing charisma, is heightened life, narrated with intensity, either in the voice of the 

narrator or in the structure of narrative (dynamics) or in the charm or the passion of 

                                                        
 
609 6. 3, p. 497: “Dum adhuc certantem describo, stili gratum beneficium quasi oculo ad oculum 
certantis mihi personam effigiat, et est modicum mecum adhuc.” 
 
610 Epist. To Baldwin, p. 155-156. 
 
611 See “The Saint’s Life as a Charismatic Form: Bernard of Clairvaux and Francis of Assisi,” in 
Faces of Charisma: Text, Image, Object in Byzantium and the Medieval West, ed. Brigitte Miriam 
Bedos-Rezak and Martha Dana Rust, (Brill: Leiden, 2018), 181-204; and Jaeger, Enchantment: 
On Charisma and the Sublime in the Arts of the West, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2012). 
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personalities and interactions. When those elements blend with heightened stylistic 

elements (e.g. dialogue, rhetorical ornament, heightened diction, metaphor, sublime 

elements), the combination is especially powerful. Charisma in a text inspires both 

admiration and imitation.  It invites the reader to submerge in the character of the subject, 

to live in that model, to make the master come to life again in the disciple, to refit the 

vaguely defined contours of the reader’s character to the sharply formed lines of the 

subject’s life. If the reader senses the living presence of the saint in the text, we are one 

step on the way to life-writing; if the reader is moved, captivated, charmed, converted, 

transformed by the writing; if the readers feel themselves enlivened and inspired by the 

text, then life-writing is working. I believe that all four of the early biographies of Becket 

aim at this effect:612 the vividness of detail (enargeia), the emotional engagement, the 

dynamics of rising and falling emotional intensity, are instruments of that effect. Herbert 

of Bosham is set apart from the others by expressly acknowledging this purpose and by 

mobilizing extravagant rhetorical and lyrical means of accomplishing it.  

  

                                                        
612 See Jaeger, “William Fitzstephen’s London,” Online at 
https://www.academia.edu/55465629/William_Fitzstephens_London 
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PART FOUR (cont.):  
Grand Themes: Love 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The previous chapters showed how death could inspire an elevated style not 

conventional in form and expression, but stage-designed by the individual writer to 

dramatize grand events whether terrifying or exalting. The same is true of love.  

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries there is a remarkable expansion and diffusion 

of the theme in the various languages of Europe, Latin and vernacular, and in the various 

forms of expression, epistolary, narrative, lyric, devotional, contemplative, liturgical, 

philosophical. Love was not only a dominant theme but also a dominant mood of the 

twelfth century. (Death had to wait for the fourteenth century to gain that status.) The 

penetration of the love theme across the various realms of learned and noble culture has 

been noted by many, but Jean Leclercq should be mentioned for his probing studies of 

the psychological patterns of love in the twelfth century. Peter Dronke illuminated with 

deep learning the affinities between the spiritual traditions of contemplation and 

passionate love, between divine and human love. 613 The riches of his introductory essay 

on “The Background of Ideas” that led to the rise of the European love-lyric have still not 

been fully explored. 614 Dronke saw a profound connection among the many forms of 

thought and expression addressing love.  

The next chapters focus on one of the many forms the expression of love took in 

the twelfth century, romantic love. 

                                                        
613 Peter Dronke, Medieval Latin and the Rise of the European Love-Lyric (=MLRELL), 2 vols. 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), esp. vol. 1, pp. 57-97 (“The Background of Ideas”). 
 
614 Jean Leclercq, Monks and Love in Twelfth- Century France: Psycho-Historical Essays, (Oxford, 
1979). Peter Dronke  
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If patterns of thought and feeling change and evolve and a mood of the soul 

springs new from one age to the next, then the most dramatic shift in the history of 

emotions in the west took place in the twelfth century. Alongside the wide diffusion of 

the love theme, the startling, revolutionary innovation was an ennobling love between 

man and woman—let’s say it twice because the constellation is unprecedented—love 

between man and woman that ennobles lovers: that is the new evolutionary form of this 

mode of feeling. Ennobling love between man and woman—it won’t hurt to say it a third 

time, to stress by that magic number, not to irritate—had a very different stature from 

those modes of loving which had predominated in the west until the eleventh/twelfth 

century. Romantic love emerged as the preemineent object of the kind and level of 

expression that concerns us: grand and sublime.  

Something close to romantic love had been a grand theme in Hebrew literature 

and culture. It registered in the Song of Songs, though it was of a very different character 

from Christian medieval Europe. In Greek antiquity love of man and woman had had 

nothing near the stature of a grand theme; a marked anti-feminism ruled and a man’s 

passionate love for a woman was more seen more as a weakness and an effeminizing of 

the man than an exalting emotion. For ancient Rome, grandeur and sublimity had their 

preferred fields in civic life and warfare. In Greece and Rome the epic poem was the genre 

most prominently tied to sublimity.615 Augustan age Latin poets produced a love lyric 

that was cynical (Ovid) or pathological (Catullus). The Hellenistic novel, like Leucippus 

and Clitophon, or Daphnis and Chloe (1st/2nd century C.E.) turned on male-female love 

relations, but while it was a piquant and emotionally intense form, based on love 

intrigues, desire thwarted and fulfilled, packed with swashbuckling adventure, the genre 

had no concept of love that could count as grand and sublime. 

The one exception is Platonic philosophy which elevated love to a cosmic concept. 

Desire was a force that could drive humans to bestiality, or to the pursuit of the Good. 

The erotic was idealized, even deified, and made into the energy source in a quest to rise 

                                                        
615 The only love poetry that Longinus cites is by Sappho, On the Sublime, 10. 1.  
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from beauty in nature to virtue and the primal ideas such as the Good the True and the 

Beautiful. But as such it had little to do with the physical experience of love, much to do 

with love as a metaphysical force, and nothing at all to do with the love between men 

and women. Love as an idealized emotion on the social level was limited to the love of 

men for each other.  

Aristotle remodeled the Platonic ideal of love into an ethical ideal: love is the 

admiration of virtue and of the Good in another man. The mutual desire of good men led 

to self-perfecting by imitation of the virtues of the friend. Cicero formed an amalgam of 

those two philosophies of love and gave it a formulation of deep and wide influence in 

his tract On Friendship. In this hypostasis, as the aristocratic friendship of men, love was 

a pedagogic principle; desire for another man was a charismatic experience. It brought 

with it the wish to become like the beloved friend, to acquire his good qualities, to learn 

particularly the virtue of self-control. This love ennobled those who practiced it without 

motives of material gain, but it had little or nothing to do with passion. On the contrary, 

within this idealized male code of friendship, passion was only possible where self-

control was lacking and sexual desire overpowered manly restraint. To love for sexual 

gratification was to love like animals. At its lowest, physical desire was a bodily necessity, 

on the same level of idealization as eating and defecating. A man’s passionate devotion 

to a loved woman was a form of idolatry. Sexual passion was never an ennobling emotion 

in antiquity; devoted friendship was, and in that form it was possible in the Middle Ages 

for noblemen and clerics and occasionally laymen of high nobility to speak an 

extravagant language of love and longing in expressing admiration and loving friendship 

for another man.  

Ciceronian male friendship evolved into chaste passionate friendship in the Latin 

world. At the turn of the eleventh to the twelfth century, that factor entered into 

ennobling love that had never been there before: women. Ennobling love branched off 

into male-female love relations. I wrote in an earlier publication:  

The conceptual tour de force of twelfth century learned culture, courtly and 

clerical, was the incorporation of the opus amoris, the act of love, sexual relations, 

into the idealism of love. No philosophy of love in the west had ever made this 
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linkage of idealized love and sexual relations. The fulfillment of love had occurred, 

not in the sexual act, but in the development of character, virtue, courage, self-

control—and the management of sexuality consequent on moral victory… The 

exaltation of ennobling love joined to physical eroticism required an unheard of 

feat of reconciling opposites. Andreas Capellanus can open his treatise on love 

with the words, “Amor est passio quaedam innata,” “Love is a certain inward 

suffering”; he can claim that the goal of this passion is the complete fulfillment of 

“all the commands of love” in the embrace of the lover / beloved—and yet insist 

that love is the only source of virtue, of courtesy, of prudence and probity… This 

is the unsolvable problem to which the medieval aristocracy invented highly 

imaginative solutions…. Taking sexuality into the idealism of ennobling love 

meant forcing a union of eros and agapé, of the earthly and the heavenly Venus. 
616  

This conceptual dynamic created an entirely new and unique idealization of love. Its 

main features are powerful, unfulfilled longing, love-suffering, idealizing of suffering, 

self-sacrifice, renunciation, death by love, love elevated to the stature of a transcendent 

experience. It is eternal; it can be valued more than life itself, more than redemption; it 

outlasts adversity, perhaps is strengthened by it, and lives on after death; in fact death 

can be seen as the ultimate fulfillment of romantic love. The roots of mutual attraction 

are buried deep in the heart and soul of the lover and beloved. They derive from some 

shared inborn merit—"virtue” is by the twelfth century too pale a word for it—that raises 

the lovers above the social order and elevates mutual love above marriage, family, above 

any social obligation, including law and honor. Romantic love ennobles and transforms 

the lovers, creates an elite of the emotional life, of “noble hearts” and “noble souls.”  

But at no point in its history in western literature is romantic love shown as 

sustainable. It may be domesticated and sustained temporarily in marriage, but it 

ordinarily brings suffering and ends in separation and tragic death of the lovers—which 

                                                        
616 Jaeger, Ennobling Love, pp. 158-9.  
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ultimately is a consummation, conferring some inexplicable distinction. Its benefits are in 

the intensity of the moment, which often draw on the language of religious experience 

for expression.  

As an experience, it has its first and perhaps most sublime embodiment in the 

figure of Heloise. 617 

  

                                                        
617  In the following pages I have borrowed and adapted material from the chapter on Heloise in 
Ennobling Love, pp.157-173. 
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 Chapter 15 

Heloise and Romantic Love 
 

Heloise (1090/1100 – 1164) had grown up and begun her studies at the monastery 

of Argenteuil. From early on she showed a powerful intellect and a gift for writing so 

impressive that she had a reputation for excellence in letters already as a young woman. 

In 1115 or so, probably closer to 15 than to 25 years of age, she came to Paris to continue 

her education. Two measures of the level of her talents and of her ambitions are, first, 

that she thought Paris, the center of learning in Europe in the early twelfth century, was 

the appropriate location; and second, that she took as her tutor the most famous and 

sought-after master of the Paris schools at the time, Peter Abelard. Of course, it helped in 

both measures that her uncle, Fulbert, was a canon of Notre-Dame, Paris, hence a 

colleague of Abelard. But whether by influence or ambition, she came to Paris, where no 

women studied in its schools, and took its most famous teacher as her private tutor.  

They became lovers. They both lived in the house of her uncle near the cathedral. 

The love-letters flew back and forth. Their early letters seem to have survived. The 

remarkable collection of 113 love letters, published in 1974 by Ewald Könsgen, the 

Epistolae duorum amantium, testify to a love affair that was hectic, impatient, volatile, 

dangerous and careless. These impassioned, breathless jottings and compositions in 

prose and poetry are in all likelihood the early love letters of Abelard and Heloise. 618 In 

                                                        
618  Ewald Könsgen, ed. Die Epistolae duorum amantium: Briefe Abaelards und Heloises?, 
(Leiden and Cologne, 1974). The study by Constant Mews, The Lost Love Letters of Abelard and 
Heloise: Perceptions of Dialogue in Twelfth-Century France, 2nd ed. with Könsgen’s edition and 
an English translation by Neville Chiavaroli and Constant J. Mews (New York, 2008). A more 
recent study with English translation, Barbara Newman, Making Love in the Twelfth Century: 
“Letters of Two Lovers” in Context, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2020). 
Recent work has tended to confirm the authorship of Abelard and Heloise: Sylvain Piron, 
“Heloise’s Self-Fashioning and the Epistolae duorum amantium,” in Strategies of Remembrance: 
From Pindar to Hölderlin, ed. Lucie Dolezalova (Newcastle UK, 2009), pp. 102–62; Newman, 
Making Love; Jaeger, “The Epistolae duorum amantium and the Ascription to Abelard and 
Heloise,” in Voices in Dialogue: Reading Women in the Middle Ages, ed. Linda Olson and 
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these letters and in the letters of Heloise written some twenty years later, we have 

founding moments in the creation of romantic love in the West: passion is idealized in 

opposition to logic and reason and in blindness of the destruction it can cause. Passionate 

romantic love found its affirmation beyond the rational, in some elemental nobility of 

soul restricted to those who can love beyond human bounds. A later step in the logic of 

sublime sexuality incorporates even destruction and tragic death into its idealism. This 

kind of love is the special prerogative of loving women, loving desperately, outside the 

law and the social code, rising to idolatrous worship of the lover. The pioneers of 

romantic love discover some irrefutable ground of affirmation in love beyond law and 

society. It is the guarantor of dignity and the exalting character of love and it asserts that 

claim in full awareness and acceptance of society’s will and power to crush it. The great, 

dangerous, fateful discovery of these pathfinders is that reason, law and social norms are 

not the only affirmations of human conduct, that in fact they are a rather low form of it. 

Reality closed in on the two lovers. It was not long before Heloise was pregnant. 

When her uncle Fulbert found out how badly he had been deceived, harboring this 

tempestuous love affair of his beloved niece with his colleague under his own roof, his 

fury and vindictiveness were boundless. Abelard thought he would appease Fulbert by 

marrying Heloise. He did so against her wishes and arguments. Fulbert was not 

appeased. He engaged the services of thugs, who bribed Abelard’s servant, broke into his 

room one night, and castrated him. The scandal became public. Acceding to Abelard’s 

non-negotiable demand, she entered religious life as a nun at Argenteuil. He became a 

monk at the royal abbey of St. Denis near Paris.  

Some twenty years later she wrote to him and appealed for help in bearing the 

sorrow and suffering of her love, which had not abated. She needed consolation and 

sought it from the man who had caused and was still causing her suffering. Her letters to 

her former lover, now the spiritual head of the monastic order of which she was abbess, 

                                                        
Kathryn Kerby-Fulton, (Notre Dame, Ind.: Notre Dame University Press,  2005), 125-178; and 
“The Epistolae duorum amantium, Abelard and Heloise: An annotated Concordance,” Journal of 
Medieval Latin 24 (2014), 185-224. 
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the order of the Paraclete, define a kind of love that had no precedent in written form in 

the west. In Heloise’s reminiscences, a passionate love turns into a great theme presented 

with high emotional intensity—defining elements of the sublime. It was that already in 

the Epistolae duorum amantium, but the force of the love relation is most fully and 

coherently expressed in Heloise’s later letters. The fact that that force remained strong 

after twenty years of virtual separation is an affirmation of its genuine character. 

 

Heloise, Letter 2 to Abelard, much abbreviated:619  

You are bound to me by an obligation which is all the greater for the further close 

tie of the sacrament of marriage uniting us, and that you are the deeper in my debt 

because of the love I have always borne you, as everyone knows, a love which is 

beyond all bounds 

 You know, beloved, as the whole world knows, how much I have lost in 

you, how at one wretched stroke of fortune that supreme act of flagrant treachery 

robbed me of my very self in robbing me of you….  Surely the greater the cause 

for grief, the greater the need for consolation, and this no one can bring but you; 

you are the sole cause of my sorrow, and you alone can grant me the grace of 

consolation. You alone have the power to make me sad, to bring me happiness or 

comfort; you alone have so great a debt to repay me, particularly now when I have 

carried out all your orders to such an extent that when I was powerless to oppose 

you in anything, I found strength at your command to destroy myself. I did more, 

strange to say—my love rose to such heights of madness that it robbed itself of 

what it most desired beyond hope of recovery, when at your command I changed 

not just my habit, but my whole soul in order to prove you the unique possessor 

of my body and soul alike.  

                                                        
619 I cite the Latin from The Letter Collection of Peter Abelard and Heloise, ed. David Luscombe, 
trans. Betty Radice, rev. by` Luscombe, (Oxford: Clarendon, 2013). I often recur to Radice’s 
translation that appeared in the series Penguin Classics. 
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God knows I never sought anything in you except yourself; I wanted simply 

you, nothing of yours. I looked for no marriage-bond, no marriage portion, and it 

was not my own pleasures I sought to gratify, as you know, but yours.  The name 

of wife may seem holier or more sanctioned, but sweeter for me will always be the 

word friend or, if you will permit me, concubine or whore. I believed that the more 

I humbled myself on your account, the more favor I should win from you, and also 

the less harm I should do to the glory of your reputation….  [In your previous 

letter, i.e. Abelard’s Historia calamitatum] you kept silent about many of my 

arguments for preferring love to marriage and freedom to chains. God is my 

witness that if Augustus, emperor of the whole world, thought fit to honour me 

with marriage and conferred all the earth on me to possess forever, it would seem 

to me dearer and more honourable to be called not his empress, but your whore… 

At this point Heloise details some of those arguments against marriage that Abelard 

omitted in his autobiography.620 Abelard had insisted that they marry. He imagines that 

marriage will pacify Fulbert. Heloise refused marriage. She argues against it at length:  

marriage excludes true love. As constituted, it brings social and financial benefits with it. 

That lowers it to the level of a business transaction, not love. Thus her arguments at the 

time of the love affair, as related in Abelard’s autobiograpjy, the Historia calamitatum. She 

has not forgotten the argument twenty years later. She will develop it further in her next 

letter. Then (still in Letter 2) comes a remarkable comment on desire and chastity: 

It is a holy error and blessed delusion between man and wife that perfect love can 

keep the ties of marriage unbroken not so much through bodily continence as 

chastity of spirit…  What king or philosopher could match your fame? What 

district, town or village did not long to see you? When you appeared in public, 

who did not hurry to catch a glimpse of you… Your manhood was adorned by 

every grace of mind and body, and among the women who envied me then, could 

there be one now who does not feel compelled by my misfortune to sympathize 

                                                        
620 See Piron, “Heloise’s Self-Fashioning,” pp. 114-125. Piron comments in detail on Heloise’s 
arguments against marriage and connects them persuasively to a similar case made in the 
Epistolae duorum amantium.  
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with my loss of such joys? Who is there who was once my enemy, whether man 

or woman, who is not moved now by the compassion which is my due? Wholly 

guilty though I am, I am, as you know, wholly innocent. It is not the deed but the 

state of mind of the doer which makes the crime….  I had thought that I deserved 

much of you, seeing that I carried out everything for your sake and continue up to 

the present moment in complete obedience to you. It was not any sense of vocation 

which brought me as a young girl to accept the austerity of religious life, but your 

command alone… I can expect no reward for this from God, for it is clear that I 

have done nothing as yet for love of him.  … You made me put on the religious 

habit and take my vows before you gave yourself to God… I would have had no 

hesitation, God knows, in following you, or in going before you at your bidding 

to the flames of hell. My heart was not in me but with you, and now, even more, 

if it is not with you it is nowhere. Truly, without you it cannot exist… 621 

                                                        
 

621  Letter 2. Trans Radice, pp. Radice, p. 113-117; Ed. Luscombe, p. 130-138: “tanto te maiore 
debito noveris obligatum quanto te amplius nuptialis federe sacramenti constat esse astrictum; 
et eo te magis mihi obnoxium quo te semper, ut omnibus patet, immoderato amore complexa 
sum. 
Nosti, karissime, noverunt omnes quanta in te amiserim et quam miserabili casu summa et 
ubique nota proditio meipsam quoque mihi tecum abstulerit…  Quo vero maior est dolendi 
causa, maiora sunt consolationis adhibenda remedia, non utique ab alio sed a teipso, ut qui 
solus es in causa dolendi, solus sis in gratia consolandi.  Solus quippe es qui me contristare, qui 
me laetificare seu consolari, valeas. Et solus es qui plurimum id mihi debeas, et nunc maxime, 
cum universa que iusseris in tantum impleverim ut, cum te in aliquo offendere non possem, me 
ipsam pro iussu tuo perdere sustinerem.   Et quod maius est dictuque mirabile, in tantam versus 
est amor insaniam ut quod solum appetebat, hoc ipse sibi sine spe recuperationis auferret, cum 
ad tuam statim iussionem tam habitum ipsa quam animum immutarem, ut te tam corporis mei 
quam animi unicum possessorem ostenderem.  
 Nihil unquam, Deus scit, in te nisi te requisivi, te pure non tua concupiscens.  Non 
matrimonii federa, non dotes aliquas, expectavi, non denique meas voluptates sed tuas, sicut 
ipse nosti, adimplere studui. Et si uxoris nomen sanctius ac validius videtur, dulcius mihi semper 
extitit amice vocabulum aut, si non indigneris, concubine vel scorti, ut quo me videlicet pro te 
amplius humiliarem, ampliorem apud te consequerer gratiam, et sic etiam excellentie tue 
gloriam minus lederem….  Rationes nonnullas, quibus te a coniugio nostro et infaustis thalamis 
revocare conabar, exponere non es dedignatus, sed plerisque tacitis quibus amoren coniugio, 
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Abelard responds with cold consolation (Letter 3: “love not me, but God”) and 

instructions for burying his body, since he anticipates his imminent death. In her next 

letter Heloise opens by begging him not to speak of his death any further: 

 

Heloise, Letter 4 to Abelard: 

If I lose you, what hope is left for me? What reason for continuing on life’s 

pilgrimage, for which I have no support but you, and none in you save the 

knowledge that you are alive, now that I am forbidden all other pleasures in you 

and denied even the joy of your presence, which from time to time could restore 

me to myself?…  

 O of all wretched women I am the most wretched, and amongst the 

unhappy I am the unhappiest. The higher I was exalted when you preferred me to 

all other women, the greater was my suffering over my fall and yours, when I was 

                                                        
libertatem vinculo preferebam. Deum testem invoco, si me Augustus universo presidens mundo 
matrimonii honore dignaretur, totumque mihii orbem confirmaret in perpetuo possidendum, 
karius mihi et dignius videretur tua dici meretrix quam illius imperatrix… 
… Sanctus hic error, et beata fallacia in coniugatis, ut perfecta dilectio illesa custodiat 
matrimonii federa non tam corporum continentia quam animorum pudicitia…. Quis etenim 
regum aut philosophorum tuam exequare famam poterat? Que te regio aut civitas seu villa 
videre non estuabat? Quis te, rogo, in publicum procedentem conspicere non festinabat…  
Quod enim bonum animi vel corporis tuam non exornabat adolescentiam? Quam, tunc mihi 
invidentem, nunc tantis privatae deliciis compati calamitas mea non compellat? Quem vel 
quam, licet hostem primitus, debita compassio mihi nunc non emolliat? Que plurimum nocens, 
plurimum, ut nosti, sum innocens. Non enim rei effectus sed efficientis affectus in crimine est… 
 Nunc vero plurimum a te me promereri credideram, cum omnia propter te 
compleverim, nunc in tuo maxime perseverans obsequio. Quam quidem iuvenculam ad 
monastice conversationis asperitatem non religionis devotio sed tua tantum pertraxit iussio… 
Nulla mihi super hoc merces expectanda est a Deo, cuius adhuc amore nihil me constat egisse. 
Properantem te ad Deum secuta sum habitu, imo precessi. Quasi enim memor uxoris Loth retro 
converse, prius me sacris vestibus et professione monastica quam te ipsum Deo mancipasti. In 
quo, fateor, uno minus te de me confidere vehementer dolui atque erubui.  Eque autem, Deus 
scit, ad Vulcania loca te properantem precedere vel sequi pro iussu tuo minime dubitarem. Non 
enim mecum animus meus, sed tecum erat. Sed et nunc maxime, si tecum non est, nusquam 
est. Esse vero sine te nequaquam potest…” 
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flung down. Has fortune ever set any great or noble woman above me or made 

her my equal, only to be similarly cast down and crushed with grief? What glory 

she [fortune] gave me in you, what ruin she brought upon me through you!... 

If I truthfully admit to the weakness of my unhappy soul, I can find no 

penitence whereby to appease God, whom I always accuse of the greatest cruelty 

in regard to this outrage.  By rebelling against his ordinance, I offend him more by 

my indignation than I placate him by making amends through penitence.  How 

can it be called repentance for sins, however great the mortification of the flesh, if 

the mind still retains the will to sin and is on fire with its old desires?... 

The pleasures of lovers which we shared have been too sweet—they can 

never displease me, and can scarcely be banished from my thoughts.  Wherever I 

turn they are always there before my eyes, bringing with them awakened longings 

and fantasies which will not even let me sleep. Even during the celebration of the 

Mass, when our prayers should be purer, lewd visions of those pleasures take such 

a hold upon my unhappy soul that my thoughts are on their wantonness instead 

of on prayers.  I should be groaning over the sins I have committed, but I can only 

sigh for what I have lost. Everything we did, and also the times and places are 

stamped on my heart along with your image, so that I live through it all again with 

you. Even in my sleep I know no respite. Sometimes my thoughts are betrayed by 

a movement of my body, or they break out in an unguarded word. In my utter 

wretchedness, that cry from a suffering soul could be mine: “Miserable creature 

that I am, who is there to rescue me from the body doomed to this death?” Would 

that in truth I could answer, “The grace of God through Jesus Christ our Lord.” 

This grace, my dear, came upon you unsought—a single wound of the body by 

freeing you from these torments has healed many wounds in your soul.  Where 

God may seem to you an adversary he has in fact proved himself kind, like an 

honest doctor who does not shrink from giving pain if it will bring about a cure.  

But for me, youth and passion and experience of pleasures which were so 

delightful intensify the torments of the flesh and longings of desire, and the assault 

is the more overwhelming as the nature they attack is the weaker. 
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 Men call me chaste; they do not know the hypocrite I am.  They consider 

purity of the flesh a virtue, though virtue belongs not to the body but to the soul. 

I can win praise in the eyes of men but deserve none before God, who searches our 

hearts and loins and sees in our darkness.  I am judged religious at a time when 

there is little in religion which is not hypocrisy, when whoever does not offend the 

opinions of men receives the highest praise… 

At every stage of my life up to now, as God  knows, I have tried to please 

you more than him [God]. It was your command, not love of God, which made me 

take the veil. Look at the unhappy life I lead, pitiable beyond any other, if in this 

world I must endure so much in vain, with no hope of future reward. For a long 

time my pretence deceived you, as it did many, so that you mistook hypocrisy for 

piety… 622 

                                                        
622 Trans. Radice, pp. 129-134; Ed. Luscombe, pp. 162-174: “Quid autem, te amisso, sperandum 
mihi superest? Aut que in hac peregrinatione causa remanendi, ubi nullum nisi te remedium 
habeam, et nullum aliud in te nisi hoc ipsum quod vivis, omnibus de te mihi aliis voluptatibus 
interdictis, cui nec presentia tua concessum est frui ut quandoque mihi reddi valeam?... 

O me miserarum miserrimam, infelicium infelicissimam, que quanto universis in te 
feminis prelata sublimiorem obtinui gradum, tanto hinc prostrata graviorem in te et in me 
pariter perpessa sum casum! Quanto quippe altior ascendentis gradus, tanto gravior corruentis 
casus.  Quam mihi nobilium potentium feminarum fortuna umquam preponere potuit aut 
equare? Quam denique adeo deiecit et dolore conficere potuit? Quam in te mihi gloriam 
contulit! Quam in te mihi ruinam intulit!... 

Si enim vere miserrimi mei animi profitear infirmitatem, qua penitentia Deum placare 
valeam non invenio, quem super hac semper iniuria summe crudelitatis arguo et, eius 
dispensationi contraria, magis eum ex indignatione offendo quam ex penitentie satisfactione 
mitigo.  Quomodo etiam penitentia peccatorum dicitur, quantacumque sit corporis afflictio, si 
mens adhuc ipsam peccandi retinet voluntatem et pristinis estuat desideriis? 

In tantum vero ille quas pariter exercuimus amantium voluptates dulces mihi fuerunt ut 
nec displicere mihi nec vix a memoria labi possint. Quocumque loco me vertam, semper se 
oculis meis cum suis ingerunt desideriis, nec etiam dormienti suis illusionibus parcunt. Inter ipsa 
missarum sollempnia, ubi purior esse debet oratio, obscena earum voluptatum phantasmata ita 
sibi penitus miserrimam captivant animam ut turpitudinibus illis magis quam orationi vacem; 
que cum ingemiscere debeam de commissis, suspiro potius de amissis. Nec solum que egimus 
sed loca pariter et tempora in quibus hec egimus ita tecum nostro infixa sunt animo, ut in ipsis 
omnia tecum agam nec dormiens etiam ab his quiescam. Nonnumquam etiam ipso motu 
corporis animi mei cogitationes deprehenduntur, nec a verbis temperant improvisis.  
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These are desperate calls for help and consolation. Her present situation is hopeless. She 

is a religious leader, but her god is a man; she worships him over the God of Christianity. 

She has taken the vows and wears the habit of a nun, is admired and praised, but knows 

how false the appearance of religion is, and so the reverence people show her only 

aggravates her misery, since she recognizes how successful the deception is which her 

life has become. She gives up any hope that God can forgive or comfort her. Even Grace, 

which overrides any logic or merit, is denied to her, she imagines, since God knows how 

false her worship is and how artificial the whole religious color of her life is; her goodness 

and piety are a sham. She suffers the same desire she felt in earlier years, but now her 

castrated and persecuted husband is no longer available as “an outlet for my 

incontinence” (“nullum incontinentie mee superest in te remedium.”) She feels herself 

cut off from mercy and redemption; prefers death to life, and is happy with “whatever 

corner of heaven” God may assign to her. 

 So much for the tragedy of Heloise as narrated by Heloise. The act of self-

revelation in its bald intimacy is startling enough in itself, but the logic at work, the 

strategy of self-revelation, the skein of thoughts and ideas, sets this far apart from 

                                                        
 O vere me miseram et illa conquestione ingemiscentis anime dignissimam: ‘Infelix ego 
homo, quis me liberabit de corpore mortis huius?’ Utinam et quod sequitur veraciter addere 
queam: ‘Gratia Dei per Iesum Christum Dominum nostrum’. Hec te gratia, karissime, prevenit, 
et ab his tibi stimulis una corporis plaga medendo multas in anima sanavit; et in quo tibi 
amplius adversari Deus creditur propitior invenitur, more quidem fidelissimi medici qui non 
parcit dolori ut consulat saluti.  Hos autem in me stimulos carnis, hec incentiva libidinis, ipse 
iuuvenilis fervor etatis  et iucundissimarum experientia voluptatum plurimum accendunt, et 
tanto amplius sua me impugnatione opprimunt quanto infirmior est natura quam impugnant. 
 Castam me predicant qui non deprehendunt ypocritam; munditiam carnis conferunt in 
virtutem, cum non sit corporis sed animi virtus. Aliquid laudis apud homines habens, nichil apud 
Deum mereor, qui cordis et renum probator est et ‘in obscondito videt.’ Religiosa hoc tempore 
iudicor in quo iam parva pars religionis non est ypochrisis, ubi ille maximis extollitur laudibus 
qui humanum non offendit iudicium. 

In omni autem, Deus scit, vite mee statu, te magis adhuc offendere quam Deum vereor, 
tibi placere amplius quam ipsi appeto. Tua me ad religionis habitum iussio, non divina traxit 
dilectio. Vide quam infelicem et omnibus miserabiliorem ducam vitam si tanta his frustra 
sustineo, nichil habitura remunerationis in futuro. Diu te, sicut et multis, simulatio mea fefellit, 
ut religioni deputares ypochrisim…”   
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disordered emoting and from any conventional form of love lament. 623 Rather, the whole 

is fixed in a highly original, shrewdly argued and transgressive conceptualizing of her 

love. It renders all other values subordinate.  More than that: it supersedes, it violates all 

others, both moral and institutional, religious and social. Placing love above religion, 

marriage, society, renders this respected abbess an outlaw in a nun’s habit—that at least 

is the image she has of herself: an outlaw not yet unmasked, disguised as an abbess. She 

commits to the inner state which keeps the love of Abelard alive, accepts the illegality of 

her soul and the suffering that arises from it, and abides by the love of the man.  

 That inner tension is most acute where she recalls the “lovers’ pleasures” they 

shared. She knows that clinging to that memory is wrong, and yet cannot disapprove it. 

In her own remarkable formulation, she knows she is wholly guilty, but at the same time, 

wholly innocent. The deed in itself, Abelard would say in his book on ethics, was morally 

indifferent; the intention of the doer is what determines guilt or innocence, or, as Heloise 

puts it, the feeling/emotion of the doer: “Non enim rei effectus, sed efficientis affectus in 

crimine est.” The word “affect” is chosen partly for rhetorical effect (effectus – affectus), 

but is relevant to Heloise’s self-defense on grounds of the purity of her love. She had 

argued with Abelard prior to the marriage that they must not marry, since marriage 

would ruin his reputation, and it would dilute the purity of her love. Marriage inevitably 

brings material interests with it; and considerations of social standing. The innocence of 

her love is closely bound up with her rejection of those things: “God knows I desired only 

you yourself, not your possessions” (te pure, non tua concupiscens). This mixture of 

interests makes marriage into a mercantile arrangement; it entices the woman into a kind 

of bargaining process: if wealth is among a woman’s incentives to marry, then she will 

always be attracted to a man of greater and grow indifferent to a man of lesser wealth. In 

other words, marriage as practiced is an immoral institution. An incitement to adultery 

is built into it. That line of thought is related to the cynical comment of Bernard Shaw that 

marriage is “the most lascivious of institutions.” Having once sold herself, a woman will 

                                                        
623 Ovid’s Heroides will have supplied some inspiration. See Dronke. 
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look for the next higher bidder. 624 Therefore to Heloise, the sanctity of the state of wife is 

tainted; girl-friend or mistress (amica) is better; better yet, concubine or whore, since that 

state allows the combination of unchanging love with sex.625 And still more pointed: there 

would be more affection and more dignity in being called Abelard’s prostitute than the 

wife of the emperor: “karius mihi et dignius videretur tua dici meretrix quam illius 

imperatrix” (p.132). Again, rhetoric is at work (meretrix – imperatrix). But meretrix suits 

exactly Heloise’s meaning: a sexual/affective relation based on wages, i.e. meretricious.  

 This argument amounts to an ideological deconstruction of the institution of 

marriage in favor of “pure love.” The tradition of an explicit representation of marriage 

as less ennobling than romantic passion begins here. The most influential medieval 

representative of this inversion of values is in circulation a few decades after Heloise 

wrote, the romance of Tristan and Isolde.  

 Heloise’s most outrageous argument follows. The idea of a chaste marital union is 

“a holy error and a beatific delusion.” Chastity of the body is not the way to “perfect 

love”; it is chastity of spirit that perfects the marriage tie. The moral quality of sexual 

relations depends entirely on the quality of the love that joins spouses; the mind fully 

bound, the soul in abject devotion to the lover, counts more than any formal legal 

arrangement and clears any sexual act of a taint of immorality. Perfect love sanctifies a 

couple in love; marriage vows do not. The thought justifies Heloise’s conviction that her 

relations with Abelard, however eroticly unbridled and extravagant, were innocent 

because her love for him was pure and untainted by wish for material or social gain: 

“Wholly guilty as I am, I am also, as you know, wholly innocent.”  

 What appears to Heloise as her great sin is not her former love for Abelard, but 

maintaining it into her religious life. Devotion to her lover may not violate the morality 

of “pure love,” but it violates not only the vows of a nun but also the inner disposition 

appropriate to the wedding with Christ which is the formal arrangement grounding a 

monastic profession for women. Of course, to straighten herself with God, she only needs 

                                                        
624 Balzac’s novella The Marriage Contract, pursues this logic in terrifying detail. 
 625  Ep. 2, p. 132: “dulcius mihi semper extitit amice vocabulum, aut, si non indigneris, 
concubine vel scorti.” Scortum is, as it sounds, hard and vulgar. 
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to repent, to disown and disavow her former relationship with Abelard. But there she 

comes into conflict with what has established itself as the law of her existence: the love of 

Abelard is her reason for living; everything else is shallow and subordinate. The value of 

her life derives from Abelard, not God. She could no more give up loving Abelard than 

she could renounce a genetic disposition. Therefore she remains unrepentant, defiant of 

God and hopelessly at odds with the world she inhabits. She is committing adultery of 

the heart against her husband, Christ. That Heloise actually professed and believed in 

this profession of faith in her lover and set it above her profession to God is underscored 

by some lines of verse that Abelard himself wrote later in life in a poem of instruction to 

their son, Peter Astralabe. On the topic of sin and repentance, Abelard writes,  

 There are those whom the sins they have committed delight to such an extent 

that they may never truly repent of them, or rather the sweetness of this pleasure       

                  is so great 

that no penance done on its account can weigh them down.  

this is the frequent complaint of our Heloise on this matter 

which she is often wont to say to me as to herself: 

“If, unless I repent of what I earlier committed,  

I cannot be saved, no hope remains for me: 

so sweet are the joys of our transgression 

that those things, which pleased too much,  

bring delight when remembered.” 626 

Her present state “dooms her to death.” In obeying her lover, she has lost herself. The 

religious life is her death. There is the paradox in which Heloise is trapped: she would 

                                                        
 
626 Carmen ad Astralabium, ll. 375-384, cited from Juanita Feros Ruys, The Repentant Abelard: 
Family, Gender and Ethics in Peter Abelard’s Carmen ad Astralabium and Planctus, (New York: 
Palgrave, 2014), p. 152: “Sunt quos oblectant adeo peccata peracta / ut numquam vere 
peniteant super his, / immo voluptatis dulcedo tanta sit huius / ne gravet ulla satisfactio 
propter eam./ Est nostre super hoc Eloyse crebra querela / que michi que secum dicere sepe 
solet: / ‘Si ne peniteat me comississe priora / saluari nequeam, spes michi nulla manet: / dulcia 
sunt adeo comissi gaudia nostri / ut memorata iuvent que placuere nimis’ “. 
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obey her lover in everything; if he were sentenced to hell, she would rather be there than 

heaven; she would follow, or even go before him leading the way. But the obedience he 

demands requires that she give him up and enter, not hell, but a monastery. 627  

So much for Heloise’s struggles with the sinfulness of her condition of life. There 

is much to say about the form her romanticizing of her love took. She is joined to him by 

a love “which is beyond all bounds.” 628 Radice’s translation may push the bounds of 

Heloise’s immoderatus amor somewhat, but not much. It is in line with Heloise’s tendency 

to reach for extremes in the expression of her love: “I found strength at your command 

to destroy myself. I did more, indeed, something wondrous to utter—my love rose to 

such heights of madness that it robbed itself of what it most desired beyond hope of 

recovery.” 629 In expressing her abandon, she needs antitheses bent to the breaking point: 

“…to destroy myself, even more …” What is more than self-destruction? Giving up once 

and for all what you desire most with no hope of recovery. To cease living is imaginable; 

but giving up her love goes beyond the imaginable to the miraculous (dictu mirabile). She 

is referring to her taking the veil at Abelard’s command. There is a double logic at work 

here: first, the logic of ennobling love, which glorifies by renouncing desire; second, that 

of a passionate love which ennobles through half-mad, destructive acts of self-denial and 

devotion to the beloved. Ennobling love meets amor fol.  

                                                        
627 Abelard’s sentencing her to the religious life was an act of abysmal meanness. Although he 
knew she resisted, he insisted. There is no way to understand this as an act of devotion. He was 
unloading a mistress who had become burdensome and inflicting a way of life she did not seek. 
It was understood as a villainous act by contemporaries. Peter Dronke quotes an anonymous 
poem praising Heloise as a beautiful and learned young woman and blaming Abelard for his 
destructive act of forcing her into a monastery.  “Abelard and Heloise in Medieval Testimonies,” 
in Poets and Intellectuals in Medieval Europe,  (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e letteratura, 1992), 
247-292, p. 263 (Latin text, pp. 280-284). 
 
628 Ed. Luscombe, p. 130: “Immoderato amore complexa sum.” Trans. Radice, p. 113.  
 
629 Trans. Radice, p. 113; ed. Luscombe, p. 130-132: “me ipsam pro iussu tuo perdere 
sustinerem. Et quod maius est dictuque mirabile, in tantam versus est amor insaniam ut quod 
solum appetebat, hoc ipse sibi sine spe recuperationis auferret.” 
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The romanticizing of passion and suffering in love saturates Heloise’s thoughts. 

Abelard reported the words she spoke as she capitulated to his demand that they marry: 

“Amidst deep sighs and tears she ended with these words: ‘We shall both be destroyed. 

All that is left us is suffering as great as our love has been.’” They ring true as Heloise’s 

sentiments, not Abelard’s invention. By quoting them he shows how present in Heloise’s 

mind was a tragic self-conception.630 The extreme antithesis also rings true in respect to 

Heloise’s diction. A strong fulcrum is required to balance the opposition of those two 

opposites, great love and great suffering. The opposition is as tense as the line of the Song 

of Songs, “Love is strong as death.” And indeed, tragedy is the frame of reference within 

which she explains her destiny. The narrative of her love is a progress from glory to ruin: 

The higher I was exalted when you preferred me to all other women, the greater 

was my suffering over my fall and yours as much, when I was flung down; for the 

higher the ascent, the heavier the fall…  What glory she gave me in you! What ruin 

she brought upon me in you! (Ep. 4, p. 165).  

This passage is built on a formula of tragedy in the Middle Ages: the higher the great 

figure is placed, the worse the fall.631 What constitutes tragedy is the fall of great men, 

casus virorum illustrium, and in this case, a great woman. The heavy pathos with which 

Heloise invests her memory of the affair is evidence of her sense of a tragic fatedness.  

The sublimity of Heloise’s letters resides largely in the pathos of her narrative. It 

implies strongly a belief in a dignity and nobility conferred on those who love in this self-

consuming manner. Heloise had an aura of dignity in part through the aura of classical 

nobility with which she imbued the tale. It crystallized in that moment when Heloise took 

                                                        
 
630 He showed it again by quoting the words she spoke as she took the veil and entered the 
monastery of Argenteuil, “O most renowned of husbands, so undeserved a victim of my 
marriage, Was it my fate to bend that lofty head?” Along with sentimental drama, it gives a 
strong literary caste to the moment. It is a direct quotation from Lucan’s The Civil War, 8. 87, 
Cornelia, the wife of Pompey lamenting his demise. See von Moos, Lucan and Abelard, Cornelia 
and Heloise.  
 
631 Henry Ansgar Kelly, Ideas and Forms of Tragedy from Aristotle to the Middle Ages, (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1993).  
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the veil, entered the monastic life at the abbey of Argenteuil and broke out into the speech 

of Cornelia lamenting the demise of her husband. This Roman model for the sacrificial 

conversion of Heloise lends its own quantum of tragedy and noble death to the “death” 

of Heloise on the altar of the church. Heloise’s act of sacrifice affirms passionate love by 

her clinging to passion and abandoning self, sacrificing the moral and social persona. Her 

acceptance of a monastic calling was an act of self-cancellation. It sentences her to a life 

of hopeless longing, an existence starkly at odds with that inner nobility she had found 

in her love for Abelard.  

 

 In terms of tragic structure, Heloise as abbess of the Paraclete is in a position like 

that of blind Oedipus wandering for years in exile; living on after the climax of the 

tragedy. Both tragic self-cancellations, self-sentencing to a life empty of purpose and 

meaning, are testimony to the strength of the force to which they sacrificed the remainder 

of their lives.  The shell of the bride of Christ is Heloise’s form of self-mutilation. 

 It is important to note that the kind of love described here is not courtly love, in 

fact far from it. The two may overlap marginally in some cases, but courtly love made a 

very different bargain to overcome the insolvable paradox of reconciling virtuous love 

with sexuality. What made courtly love rational was the subordination of the man to the 

woman. The woman is the source of morality, discipline and good conduct. If the man 

can alter his behavior, or do proper penance for his bad behavior, in accordance with the 

commands of the loved woman, if he can become the virtuous and bold knight she 

expects, then he may hope for her love, and love won in that way ordinarily ends in 

marriage. Heloise was anything but a schoolmistress of virtue in the mold of the 

demanding courtly lady. Years after her fatal affair with her teacher, Heloise still 

regarded her passionate love for Abelard as pure, good, unselfish, unmotivated by any 

other ambition than the love of the man, and she continued to subordinate herself to his 

will. 

The defense of passionate, romantic love is a creation of Heloise. Her sensibilities 

are guided by sublime, transgressive ideals. She constructed a virtuous sexual passion of 

the elements of ennobling love: selflessness, purity of intention, love of merit, purity of 
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love, mutuality, complete absorption of being in the beloved. She judges the sacrifice of 

life itself as a tragedy of a lower order than the sacrifice of the lover. She is the architect 

of a higher law of pure love sanctioning sexuality, a kind of carnal agapé, set above the 

shallow morality of marriage and external, bodily purity. Gilson pointed to the couple’s 

self-conception as “heroes of the spiritual life.”632  Heloise, yes; but Abelard’s “heroism” 

barely deserved the word. For Abelard their story is a crass drama of seduction shading 

off into an idyll of lustfulness. His explanation for the tragedy is simply sin punished. But 

Heloise genuinely became a heroine of the amatory life.  

And finally, an important factor, prominent in Heloise’s letters, though never 

made explicit, is mystery. Romantic love is founded on some mystery of personal 

election. There is something unspoken and inexplicable about the form of obsession that 

ties one person to another in love. The sum total of the person’s excellent qualities cannot 

explain an emotional tenacity that drives the possessed to self-sacrifice, suicide, or 

murder. It is something hidden in the persona of the beloved that cannot be articulated. 

The source of obsessive love has no ultimate explanation; it can be circumscribed in the 

concepts of nobility of soul and nobility of heart, but any explanation stops at the level of 

kinds of behavior. Likewise the benefits of a passion that takes over one’s existence at 

peril of life are ineffable. The very question—what do you get out of it?—renders the 

obsession banal. The rewards of romantic love to the one in its grip are like products that 

you can’t afford if you have to ask about the price.  

In this regard, romantic love aligns with other forms of sublime experience and 

expression, like religious experience, limited by a boundary beyond which human 

understanding cannot reach. Peter Dronke expressed something like this unreachable 

quality that catalyzes and sustains romantic love with reference to Dante and Beatrice: 

There is a more than human, or divine principle of knowledge which illuminates 

us and operates in us, and in which we share in so far as we know anything beyond 

our sense-experience… This more than human, angelic or divine power always 

                                                        
632 Heloise and Abelard, p. 51.  
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had that relation to the human mind which the beloved has to her lover in the 

courtly experience—to be above him, to shed her light upon him. (MLRMLL, vol. 

1, pp. 70-71). 

In romantic love, it is this quality, sensed in the beloved, not perceived, like the presence 

of angels and gods, that invites comparison with experience of the divine. 

  

Romantic Love and the Medieval Sublime 

 Heloise was living confirmation of Augustine’s claim that sublimity of expression 

arises from intensity of emotion. Her letters are the most prominent and forceful 

expression of a mode of feeling that was in the air when she wrote. 633 

Sublime expression must be aligned with convictions that are not only felt, but 

also truly noble; for Longinus, the poet must impregnate himself with noble thoughts, 

since “sublimity is the echo of a noble mind.” Nobility and passion did not derive from 

any pattern book on writing love letters. These two qualities distinguish the letters of 

Heloise from those of other contemporary women writers, who are frequently cited as 

parallels to Heloise. 634  

 While Heloise’s literary style is quite different in its tone and contents from the 

examples of the sublime style that we have looked at until now—less ornate rhetorically, 

more measured, elegantly balanced, rolling and flowing sentences, their emotional 

impact sometimes punctuated by exclamations, questions, antitheses, and variations in 

length rather than rhetorical colors, extravagant metaphors, broken syntax—it fully fits 

the criteria for the sublime that have emerged here chapter by chapter. In an earlier 

                                                        
 
633 See Newman, Making Love in the Twelfth Century; Peter Dronke, Women Writers of the 
Middle Ages: A Critical Study of Texts from Perpetua (d. 203) to Marguerite Porete (d. 1310), 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 84-106. 
 
 
634 See Newman, Making Love in the Twelfth Century.  The “Letters of Two Lovers” (Epistolae 
duorum amantium) furnish a clear parallel, but the parallel is closer to an argument for 
authorship by Heloise and Abelard than testimony to the diffusion of an ideal of romantic love. 
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section I commented on a string of passages from various authors in powerful sermon 

style: “These passages reach beyond convention and their Biblical, patristic and medieval 

sources; each has in greater or lesser degree a transgressive aspect, each risks impropriety 

in exchange for force, impetus; they do not shy from esoteric diction and doctrinal 

boldness; they like stark antitheses; they aim at the astonishment-creating effect that 

pushes past restraints of delicacy or doctrine.” (ch 7).  All that applies well to Heloise’s 

style in her personal letters to Abelard. 635 They stand out clearly in contrast to the style 

of her lover and husband, which is plain, unembellished, expository, unemotional. 

Abelard’s answers to Heloise’s pleadings read like pastoral letters, abbatial, engaged in 

her religious, not her personal life. The sublime in the style of Heloise’s letters is sparing 

in decorative rhetoric, extravagant metaphor and the force of precious or majestic diction 

which drives many examples of sublime style discussed in this study. The pathos of lost 

love, kept alive after its object is gone, created the forceful expression. The force derives 

more from the experience described and less from literary fashioning. Heloise’s letters 

show once again what a product of individual experience and talent the sublime is, or 

can be. 636 

                                                        
635 Heloise received the following praise, late in life, from a contemporary, Hugo Metellus, an 
Augustinian canon writing in the second quarter of the twelfth century. He praises her literary 
style and says that she has gained fame “dictando, uersificando, noua junctura, nota uerba 
nouando”; “by composing, by versifying, by renewing familiar words in a new combination.” 
Cited in Jaeger, “The Ep. Duorum amant.: An Annotated Concordance,” p. 195. 
 
636 Erich Auerbach made this interesting observation about the poetry of courtly love and dolce 
stil nuovo: “ “In this lyrical ‘love’ poetry there is an element of feminine sweetness that cannot 
readily be reconciled with the pure ancient concept of the sublime.” 
“Camilla, or the Rebirth of the Sublime,” p. 223. 
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Chapter 16 
Three Love Scenes: 

Gottfried von Strassburg, Boccaccio, Shakespeare 
 
 

A comparison of three scenes of the start of love—the love potion episode in 

Gottfried von Strassburg’s Tristan, Boccaccio’s story of Tancred and Ghismonda in 

Decameron, fourth day, first story, and the balcony scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo and 

Juliet—takes us on a progression from sublime to rational and pragmatic (prosaic 

middle style) and back again. The focus is on questions of style, tone, and the 

conception of love, not any historical dialectic at work in the development from high 

medieval to late medieval to Renaissance. 637  

Of course, individual scenes are composed from a variety of sources, but in every 

case of a rise to the sublime, it will come first and foremost as a reaction of the poet to 

the heat of the narrative present. Falling in love is an event of the exquisite moment. 638 

Such moments are by their nature highly individual. A sudden intensification of feeling 

interrupts the everyday flow of events. To depict such experiences at the level of the 

sublime depends on inspirations tailored to the moment. If the love is ecstatic, then 

elements of the sublime will cluster around its representation; if sober and calculated, 

then a very different level of language and imagery will do. “Anger forges the weapon” 

for the one who needs it; so does love.  

                                                        
637 An earlier version of this essay appeared in Berlin Journal of Critical Theory 2 (2018), 103-
141. 
 
638 On the concept/experience of the exquisite moment, see Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way 
of Life: Spiritual Exercises from Socrates to Foucault, ed. Arnold Davidson, trans. Michael Chase, 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), esp. pp. 217-237; Jaeger, Enchantment: On Charisma and the Sublime 
in the Arts of the West, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), pp. 236-240. 
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The adjustment of representation to the emotional tone of the scene depends on 

the empathy of the author with the persons in the grip of love, as its reception depends 

on the empathy of the audience. Our three love scenes mark out how the actors in the 

fiction and the poet depicting them play out, or flatten, the sublime moment.  

       

The love potion 

         Gottfried von Strassburg (d. ca. 1210), author of the high courtly version of the 

romance of Tristan and Isolde,639 is a master of the sublime in medieval vernacular poetry. 

The love-potion scene is one of many that put his mastery on display.  It takes place on 

ship-board during the sea-crossing from Ireland to Cornwall.  Tristan is delivering 

Princess Isolde of Ireland to her future husband, King Mark.  Isolde’s mother has sent a 

love potion along for the princess and Mark to drink on their wedding night.  But by 

mistake, Tristan and Isolde drink it.  

          The episode is dominated by images of the two lovers snatched out of their 

normal life by the power of a love goddess who takes control of them as if by a sudden 

attack of an overwhelming force. In the beginning stage of love, they turn inward to 

moody reflection and self-analysis.  Their inner turmoil is represented as allegorical 

combats in a realm of gods and ideals.  Minne, passionate love personified, recurs in a 

number of guises, provocative, combative and tyrannical.  She had lurked around Tristan 

and Isolde for some time, Gottfried says, before at last she sneaks into their hearts. She 

takes both by storm, stealing in via the love potion: 

Now when the maid and the man, Isolde and Tristan, had drunk the draught, in 

an instant that arch-disturber of tranquility was there.  Love, waylayer of all hearts, 

and she had stolen in!  Before they were aware of it she had planted her victorious 

                                                        
639 Gottfried’s version breaks off after some 19,500 lines, about 4/5 of the way to the end as we 
can infer it from other versions. 
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standard in their two hearts and bowed them beneath her yoke.  They who were 

two and divided now became one and united. 640 

The image of a conquering divinity taking possession of the two, imposing her sway 

on them, is so much the more dynamic, since the relation of the two preceding the love 

potion was marked by Isolde’s violent hatred for her future lover.  She had discovered 

that Tristan was the killer of her uncle Morold. And so the sudden and swift 

transformation from hate to love sets in with the force of a miraculous conversion.     

 They are slow to admit to each other how their inner world has been transformed; 

too much is at stake in maintaining their outer behavior as it had been.  The breakthrough 

follows long dithering, hesitant and awkward overtures, which heighten the drama of 

resistance, breakthrough and metanoia. The onset of love has to appear, to the characters 

and readers, as a shattering and destructive abandoning of the rational governing forces 

of life. What follows is a higher life of spiritual union: “Love the reconciler, had purged 

their hearts of enmity, and so joined them in affection that each was to the other as limpid 

as a mirror.” 641 This affection trumps honor and shame, which they still have to 

acknowledge outwardly. But inwardly they now share a private realm where the moral 

strictures of the lower realm, society, cannot intrude. 

Gottfried uses the ocean as a metaphor for disorientation, a good image not only 

for the sublime, but also for the irrational and unknown—a  shifting medium, vast and 

separate from firm ground and stability, an otherworld realm of mystery, the hidden, of 

threat and death.642  After they drink the love potion, the lady in waiting, Brangaene, 

                                                        
640  Trans. Hatto p. 195; ed. Krohn, lines 11707-11719: “nu daz diu maget unde der man, / Îsôt 
unde Tristan, / den tranc getrunken beide, sâ was ouch der werlde unmuoze dâ, / Minne, aller 
herzen lâgaerîn, / und sleich z’ir beider herzen în. / ê sî’s ie wurden gewar, / dô stiez s’ir 
sigevanen dar / und zôch si beide in ir gewalt. / si wurden ein und einvalt, / die zwei und zwîvalt 
wâren ê. / si zwei enwâren dô niemê/ widerwertic under in.”  

 
641 Trans. Hatto, p. 195, ed. Krohn, lines 11721-26: “Diu süenaerinne minne / diu haete ir beider 
sinne / von hazze gereinet, / mit liebe alsô vereinet,/ daz ietweder dem andern was / 
durchlûter als ein spiegelglas.”  
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rushes in, finds the near-empty bottle, gasps to realize the catastrophe she allowed to 

happen, and flings the bottle into “the wild raging sea.” 643 In the everyday reality of the 

narrative, the sea is neither wild nor raging;  it had been calm and sunny a few minutes 

before, but the laws of nature are suspended to make the sea the mirror of the turbulence 

in the two whose worlds have now been overturned.   

They set sail again, and both are stricken with what appears like sickness but is love.  

Tristan asks her, why are you suffering so, what’s wrong with you?  “Lameir,” answers 

Isolde.  Tristan threshes out the meanings: Lameir means the sea, Lameir means bitterness, 

and Lameir means—stretching phonology—love.  The word play connects three 

dangerous zones: the ocean, suffering and love.  The image of the firm land vs. the ocean 

is the counterpart of the two realms between which the lovers are suspended: the ground 

of normalcy and the oceanic experience into which the love potion has plunged them.   

Entrapment is another image that describes the lovers’ predicament: they are like the 

bird that settles onto the limed tree branch and is snared by the hunter’s glue. The image 

also is of loss of normalcy—in this case, of freedom, and it is expressed in these breathless, 

beautifully paced lines: 

  dô sî den lîm erkande 

  der gespenstegen minne 

und sach wol, daz ir sinne 

dar în versenket wâren, 

si begunde stades vâren,  

si wolte ûz unde dan. 

sô clebete ir ie der lîm an. 

                                                        
642 See Boitani’s (1989) essay on Dante’s image of the ship braving the infinite ocean as a 
touchstone of the sublime in poetry. 
 
643 P. 195; line 11695 (“in den tobenden wilden sê”). 
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der zôch si wider und nider. 

diu schoene strebete allez wider 

und stuont an iegelîchem trite, 

si volgete ungerne mite. 

si versuohte ez manegen enden. 

mit vüezen und mit henden 

nam sî vil manege kêre  

und versancte ie mêre  

ir hende und ir vüeze 

in die blinden süeze 

des mannes unde der minne. 

Here in Hatto’s superb translation: 

When she recognized the lime that bewitching love had spread and saw that she 

was deep in it, she endeavoured to reach dry ground; she strove to be out and 

away.  But the lime kept clinging to her and drew her back and down.  The lovely 

woman fought back with might and main, but stuck fast at every step.  She was 

succumbing against her will.  She made desperate attempts on many sides, she 

twisted and turned with hands and feet—and immersed them ever deeper in the 

blind sweetness of love, and of the man. 644  

Love takes command and transforms the lovers from their skin to the depths of their 

being; it makes them appear more beautiful to each other.  Like Tristan’s father in love 

earlier 645, Tristan and Isolde live a new life, a vita nuova, once they abandon the old. In 

the early stages love disorients, cuts away the stable ground from beneath them.  They 

                                                        
644 Trans. Hatto, p. 196; ed. Krohn, lines 11792-809 . 
 
645 Trans. Hatto p. 53; line 938ff.: “ein niuwe leben wart im gegeben.” 
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become restless and driven, impulses they cannot release as long as they maintain the 

mask of normalcy.  

The dialogue between the two lovers prior to the avowal is also built on the 

dynamics of resistance, breakthrough and transformation.  The pretense of normal 

conversation is first pressed, then pierced by the forces stifled beneath it: both Tristan and 

Isolde read “love” in the face of the other, because Love-the-Painter, or Love-the-Make-

up-Artist, (minne diu verwaerinne), has daubed color on their face that reveals the feeling 

they are trying hard to hide.  And yet they are still far from confessing once they know.  

They hint at their condition; each tries to lure the other into confessing; the other resists, 

evades, sticks to the comfort of normalcy. The tortured conversation about lameir is the 

lever that opens the other world.  

Isolde: “All that I know distresses me, all that I see afflicts me. The sky and sea 

oppress me, my life has become a burden to me!”  

And then with a gesture wonderfully adversative to her complaint, she leans against him, 

the beginning of her “boldness,” as Gottfried puts it:  

She leaned against him with her elbow—such was the beginning of their daring! 

The bright mirrors of her eyes filled with hidden tears. Her heart began to swell 

within her, her sweet lips to distend; her head drooped on her breast…. 646 

He finally figures out that lameir can only mean love, and answers Isolde’s complaint,  

“So it is with me, lameir and you are what distress me.  My dearest lady, sweet  

Isolde, you and you alone and the passion you inspire have turned my wits and 

robbed me of my reason!  I have gone astray so utterly that I shall never find my 

way again!  All that I see irks and oppresses me, it all grows trite and meaningless.  

Nothing in the wide world is dear to my heart but you.”   

                                                        
 
646 Trans. Hatto, p. 199; lines 11966 -11972: “’swas ich weiz, daz wirret mir./ swaz ich sihe, daz 
tuot mir wê. /mich müejet himel unde sê.’/ lîp unde leben daz swaeret mich.’ / si stiurte unde 
leinde sich / mit ir ellebogen an in. / daz was der belde ein begin.” 
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Isolde answers: “So you, sir, are to me.” 647 The poet’s tact in language and narrative 

shows in the rhythm and timing of the passage. Tristan’s long and impassioned 

confession is followed with Isolde’s simple, half-line of concurrence, which hits with the 

brevity and force of a door slammed shut, the door on the old life.  

 

The Dark Passion of Romantic Love 

The pathos of the entire scene of potion and avowal unfolds in a tone that is 

understated by calling it operatic. Isolde’s tears and gestures, her posture, her sorrow, the 

lyricism of the verse set a level of intensity that is reached only once more in Gottfried’s 

version (the departure). In the love potion scene the intensity is increased by the repeated 

evocation of death. The morbidity of the scene can also be reckoned among its sublime 

elements. Isolde: “My life has become a burden to me.”  The narrator: “It [the love potion] 

was their lasting sorrow, their never-ending anguish, of which at last they died!” 648 The 

lady-in-waiting Brangaene injects heavy pathos by explaining to the lovers what has 

happened to them: “Ah Tristan and Isolde, this drink will be your death!”649 And later, 

again Brangaene: “That flask and the draught it contained will be the death of you both!”  

Tristan’s response:  

“Whether it be life or death, it has poisoned me sweetly!  I have no idea what the 

other will be like, but this death suits me well!  If my adorable Isolde were to go 

                                                        
 
647 P. 200; lines 12014-28: “’entriuwen, schoene, als ist ouch mir,/ lameir und ir, ir sît mîn nôt. / 
herzevrouwe, liebe îsôt, / ir eine und iuwer minne / ir habet mir mîn sinne / gâr verkêret unde 
benomen,/ ich bin ûzer wege komen / sô starke und alsô sêre: / in erhol mich niemer mêre. / 
mich müejet und mich swaeret,/ mir swachet unde unmaeret / allez, daz mîn ouge siht. / in al 
der werlde enist mir niht / in mînem herzen liep wan ir.’ / Îsôt sprach: ‘hêrre, als sît ir mir’.”   
 
648 P. 194-5; lines 11674-6: “ez was diu wernde swaere,/ diu endelôse herzenôt,/ von der si 
beide lâgen tôt.” 
 
649 P. 195; lines 11705-6: “ ‘ouwê Tristan unde Îsôt, / diz tranc ist iuwer beider tôt!’” 
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on being the death of me in this fashion, I would woo death everlasting!”650  

The lines are only half ironic. The parodistic evocation of a central Christian mystery 

(“everlasting life”) through Tristan’s “death everlasting” (ein êweclîchez sterben) puts a 

sharp edge on the pathos. The non-ironic half is the willing submission to death and 

suffering in love; life is not too great a price to pay. The sublime element is the obliterating 

of the morbidity and horror of death. Love raises the lovers above death; love more than 

compensates for death, in fact implies the victory over extinction, the grave, decay, 

putrefaction—as does Christian redemption. Even more striking than what is shed is 

what is gained in the conceiving of death allied with love: death is exalted, reformed into 

a consummation, one parallel to consummation in the act of love.  

The reversal of the valence on death is restated in Isolde’s coming to terms with 

her post-love-potion mindset.  In her first struggles against the onset of love she had 

thoughts of killing her lover.  On the ship after drinking the potion, she reminisces on the 

scene where she realized that Tristan, the dragon slayer, whom she was nursing from his 

battle wounds, is the same man who slew her uncle. She now regrets her missed chance 

to take revenge. She had him at her mercy in the bath, naked and vulnerable; she had 

stood over him, sword in hand, torn by the question whether to kill him or not.  Then—

back on the ship after the love potion—her remarkable outcry, “Alas,” said Isolde, “when 

I had so good a chance and failed to kill you in your bath, God in Heaven, why did I do 

as I did?  Had I known then what I know now, I swear you would have died!”651 What 

is it that she knows now? Probably a vision of a life filled with betrayal, deception and 

suffering in the service of love which unfolds before her mind’s eye. Or is it that the cause 

of her insight is love by itself, without any attending consequences, just the poisoning, 

                                                        
650 Pp. 205-6; lines 12487-12502: “ ‘owî!’ sprach sî ‘daz selbe glas / und der tranc, der dar inne 
was,/ der ist iuwer beider tôt’”… “ ‘nu walte es got!’ sprach Tristan / ez waere tôt oder leben: / 
ez hât mir sanfte vergeben./ ine weiz, wie jener werden sol;/ dirre tôt der tuot mir wol./ solte 
diu wunneclîche Îsôt / iemer alsus sîn mîn tôt, / sô wolte ich gerne werben / umbe ein 
êweclîchez sterben’.” 
 
651 Trans. Hatto, p. 199; lines 11958-11963: “daz ich nu weiz, wiste ich ez dô,/ binamen so 
waere ez iuwer tôt”. Emphasis added. 
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the blind sweetness of the emotion, that she could gladly purge at the cost of Tristan’s 

life? 652 In either case, in this moment she would trade the life of her lover for a return to 

the banal innocence of her old life: “All that I know distresses me, all that I see afflicts me. 

The sky and sea oppress me, my life has become a burden to me!”  She is in a state that 

Thomas Mann would have called, with Nietzschean overtones, “Erkenntnisekel,” 

revulsion brought on by insight or knowledge. The paralyzing knowledge that had 

trapped Hamlet in inaction served Nietzsche as an example. Isolde’s eyes are opened to 

life under the dominion of Love, and the knowledge plunges her into suffering, despair, 

murderous and suicidal thoughts.653 

Few episodes in the narrative bring out what Gottfried conceives as the tragic 

loftiness of her new life better than this. Isolde’s struggle against the “new life” is like that 

of the hero of ancient tragedy struggling against a pre-arranged inevitable destiny prior 

to the peripeteia and acceptance of fate.  The acceptance of tragic doom in the medieval 

romance puts the hero into an exalted state, both cursed and sublime, a state unique to 

medieval courtly love, in which the ennobling force of love constantly contends with its 

inevitable destructiveness, and wins one temporary victory after another until the final 

inevitable defeat. The sublime conception of love wants love pitted against death (Song 

of Songs 8.6: “Set me as a seal upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm: for love is strong 

as death”). Love in the mode of Tristan and Isolde is the plus-quam-perfect of the 

sublime; the force of love is measured against death, and it claims the possibility of love 

prevailing. Love overrides the limits of that most intractable of forces.  

This view sees the greatest sacrifice as trivial if made for love, and it wants to make 

that sacrifice (as Isolde ultimately does). It is not only the Tristan romance that professed 

                                                        
 
652 The cognitive element in this love is a curious idea, worth exploring. The vision of the lovers 
expands. They “know” each other more profoundly and intimately. As a result of the potion 
they became “as limpid as a mirror to each other” (trans. Hatto, p. 195). 
 
653 “She found this life unbearable”—p. 196; line 11791: “ir waz diz leben ouch ande.” 
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the commitment to love so intense as to override the will to live and even to forfeit 

redemption. Heloise’s claim that she would renounce her salvation to follow Abelard into 

hell is grounded in the same exorbitant love pathos.  Aucassin would follow Nicolette on 

the same terms, and Romeo Juliet.  

Romantic love goes beyond the Song of Songs, which puts love on the same level 

as death. There is a redemptive element in the love-death of Tristan and Isolde. The point 

is driven home in the final lines of Gottfried’s prologue. The love and death of Tristan 

and Isolde are represented as eucharistic bread for the reader, their death as “the life of 

the living”:  

Today we still love to hear of their tender devotion, sweet and ever fresh, their joy, 

their sorrow, their anguish, and their ecstasy.  And although they are long dead, 

their sweet name lives on and their death will endure forever to the profit of well-

bred people, giving loyalty to those who seek loyalty, honour to those who seek 

honour. For us who are alive their death must live on and be forever new.  For 

wherever still today one hears the recital of their devotion, their perfect loyalty, 

their hearts’ joy, their hearts’ sorrow— 

This is bread to all noble hearts.  With this their death lives on. We read their life, we 

read their death, and to us it is sweet as bread. 

Their life, their death are our bread.  Thus lives their life, thus lives their death. Thus 

they live still and yet are dead, and their death is the bread of the living. 654 

The sublime conception of love is framed in language that is appropriate to its grandeur, 

a “fit” which is comprehended in the Greek term for the grand style, megaloprepeia. In the 

original of the passage just cited we hear the musicality of the language and the alignment 

of heightened speech with heightened theme:  

Wan swâ man noch hoeret lesen 

                                                        
654 Trans. Hatto, p. 44. Hatto sets the final eight lines in cursive to indicate the shift from 
rhymed couplet to quatraines rhymed abba. 
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Ir triuwe, ir triuwen reinekeit, 

Ir herzeliep, ir herzeleit, 

 

Deist aller edelen herzen brôt. 

Hie mite sô lebet ir beider tôt. 

Wir lesen ir leben, wir lesen ir tôt 

Und ist uns daz süeze alse brôt. 

 

Ir leben, ir tôt sint unser brôt. 

Sus lebet ir leben, sus lebet ir tôt 

Sus lebent si noch und sint doch tôt 

Und ist ir tôt der lebenden brôt. (lines 218-40) 

This ecstatic swell of assonance and rhyme punctuates the implied parallel between the 

suffering and death of Tristan and Isolde and that of Christ.  The lines give the love 

story a life-sustaining, eucharistic force, and the music of its rhetoric is in line with that 

extravagant claim. The adaptation of the language and concepts of Christian belief and 

ritual to the life of the lovers is a favored, much discussed, technique of Gottfried. 

 

Ghismonda: Reason-guided Desire and Planned Passion  

Boccaccio’s story of Prince Tancredi and his daughter Ghismonda, her tragic love 

for a courtier, in Decameron, day 4, first story, seems to have programmatically erased the 

sublimity of the Tristan story. The force that governs the life of the lovers in this story is 

no longer self-abandoning passion, but rather sober and calculating rationalism.  

Boccaccio’s story is in part an adaptation of Tristan and Isolde. The common elements 

are: a young woman watched jealously by an older man in authority over her (the 

husband in Tristan, the father in Boccaccio); a clandestine and dangerous love affair with 

a courtier in close service to his own lord and his beloved’s father; a love-message 

concealed in a reed; a bold double-entendre of the woman to provoke the man’s 
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attentions; a cave that facilitates the lovers’ meetings; the couple caught in the act of love 

by the older man; a “love” potion, in this case poison, which the woman drinks in order 

to join her lover in death, that is, a love-death, where the two lovers “unite their souls” in 

the other world; and finally, the two lovers buried in the same grave. 

So much for the shared narrative elements. When we move to its representation of 

love, we are in a different world.  Ghismonda falls in love because she decides to. She is 

widowed young and held by her father in an enforced celibacy.  She has tasted the 

pleasures of love in her first marriage and enjoyed them.  But her father will not approve 

a second marriage, and so “she decided to see whether she could find herself a secret 

lover who was worthy of her affections.” (“…si pensò di volere avere, se esser potesse, 

occultamente un valoroso amante”). 655 

Having scouted through the various men at court “she was attracted to one above 

all.” These are not star-crossed lovers, clearly. Falling in love becomes a process initially 

without an individual love object, without desires encumbered with reflections, 

pondering, decisions, without the disorientation in the first stage of love (“What has 

happened to me?”) hence without transformation. Also of course there are no divine 

beings governing love, no transcendent realm to which the lovers are transported. There 

is nothing resembling the melancholy pensiveness of Tristan and Isolde. This love begins 

in calculated planning (“How shall I reach my goal? whom shall I pick? what is the wisest 

and shrewdest way to arrange this?”)  It is not romantic love; it is closer to that chivalric 

convention where a young man can say, “I decided to become a lover; therefore I set out 

to find a woman I could love.” Boccaccio’s story eliminates the elements of miracle, 

magic, mystery, mystical election of lovers by affinities too deeply rooted to comprehend. 

In short, it eliminates the sublime. Instead of these irrational factors, what guides events 

                                                        
655 Giovanni Boccaccio, The Decameron, trans. G. H. McWilliam, (Harmondsworth UK, 1984), p. 
332.  Original text available in the online version of Vittore Branca’s standard text: Giovanni 
Boccaccio, Decamerone, ed. Vittore Branca, (Torino, 1992);  online:  
http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Italian_Studies/dweb/texts/DecShowText.php?myID=no
v0401&lang=it  
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in this story is reason. Like virtually every motive in Boccaccio’s story, Ghismonda’s 

pursuit of a lover is rationally thought out. She articulates this cautious run-up to passion 

to her father after he catches the two lovers in the act and ends the affair by having the 

man arrested:  

“I am still a young woman...  I am full of amorous longings, intensified beyond 

belief by my marriage, which enabled me to discover the marvelous joy that comes 

from their fulfilment.  As I was incapable of resisting these forces, I made up my 

mind, being a woman in the prime of life, to follow the path along which they were 

leading, and I fell in love” (p. 337).  

This is the sentiment of love of a high-minded rationalist. She is no prude; she is moved 

by an acceptance of sexual pleasure derived from nature rather than virtue; her “amorous 

longing” (concupiscibile disidero) is a licit part of the economy of the self. True, there is 

force and passion behind her action; she “could not resist these forces,” but instead of 

overwhelming and taking her captive, they are fully controlled by their subject: she 

resolves to manage them wisely.  

Ghismonda possesses a comprehensive wisdom of body and soul, but her father 

is far from the paradigm of virtue and wisdom, since being old he has forgotten the force 

of love. As in other stories of the Decameron, a father who enforces his child’s chastity is 

acting foolishly. Her father’s tyranny requires that she conceal her new life discreetly, 

manage her love with prudence and foresight. For Ghismonda, to seek a lover is the 

reasoned conclusion from her powerful desires.  

Love is not governed by transcendental powers, no magical potion that senses 

affinities of soul and destiny, no goddess of love, no ethical realm set apart and above 

conventional morality; no magical forces that snatch up lovers and transport them to 

higher realms. They stay in the ordinary world with feet firmly planted and manage their 

affairs wisely. Calculated decisions, careful planning and secrecy allow lovers to gratify 

their desires and not succumb to the dangers of love—at least imagine themselves secure 

from those dangers.  Ghismonda excuses herself for deceiving her father by her appeal 

to the rational calculation which led her to Guiscardo: “I did not take a lover at random, 
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as many women do, but deliberately chose Guiscardo in preference to any other, only 

conceding my love to him after careful reflection; through patience and good judgment 

of us both, I have long  been enjoying the gratification of my desires.”656 Pleasure is an 

earned reward for caution; love itself is, powerful though it is, not an emotion that hits 

with the explosiveness of a “coup de foudre.”  It is a strong desire, mastered and gratified 

by an intelligent woman who sets precise criteria for her lover (nobility of body, mind 

and soul) and stakes out boundaries that respect social and familial obligations. In this 

world of sensible people managing their affairs intelligently, a “new life” would be 

intrusive.  

Boccaccio gives a detailed map of the planning process by which Ghismonda 

arranges her meetings with Guiscardo.  She recalls that a secret staircase attaches her 

room to a cavern “formed at some remote period of the past” (like the cave of lovers of 

Tristan).  She picks the lock to this staircase “by various implements” so that no one would 

know what was going on. (The cave in Tristan selected magically who could open its 

door.)  She goes into the cavern, and discovers a shaft leading from the roof of the cavern 

to a deserted place outside the palace walls.  Of course, she plans for his safe descent, 

sending him word of the height of the shaft and the length of rope he will need.  

Guiscardo prepares the rope by tying knots in it to ease his descent and ascent and mark 

his progress.  Every moment is taken command of, governed, managed by a foresight 

that would do justice to a well-planned bank robbery. Ghismonda and Guiscardo are at 

the same time lovers and administrators of their love.  Clearly in this world only foolish 

lovers get overwhelmed by love.  No danger is forgotten; every risk is managed.  

Guiscardo even anticipates harm to his posterior and his legs from the brambles in the 

bushes surrounding the cave, and so wears a suit of leather, ultimately a bad decision—

it is so thick it prevents him from getting away from his pursuers.  Their lovemaking is 

ceremonious and cursorily described.  Of their parting words we hear only about their 

                                                        
656 Decameron, tr. McWilliam, p. 338; ed. Branca: “Guiscardo non per accidente tolsi, come 
molte fanno, ma con diliberato consiglio elessi innanzi a ogni altro e con avveduto pensiero a 
me lo ‘ntrodussi e con savia perseveranze di me e di lui lungamente goduta sono del mio disio”. 
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planning: “Before parting, they agreed on the wisest way of pursuing their lovemaking 

in future...” (p. 334). 

These few glances into the text characterize a love tragedy whose governing law 

is ethos, that is, rationally controlled behavior, which rules absolutely over pathos.  Even 

Ghismonda’s decision to take her own life after her lover’s death is a rational decision, 

justified in a long speech full of argumentation that might have been at home in a law 

court or a scholastic disputation.  So while her love is “stronger than death,” its 

representation seems frosty and staged.  At no point during the love affair do these lovers 

either challenge or embrace death (as does Tristan: “If this is my death, I want to go on 

dying!”).  They do not want to die; they want to live and gratify their “amorous longings” 

in secret, not experience some inexplicably lofty, love-affirming death. The tragedy of 

their love is its chance discovery, not a destiny built into the irrational character of love 

itself.  

Guiscardo is executed at the command of Tancredi, his heart brought to 

Ghismonda in a golden chalice. She holds a speech to her dead lover, weeps a measured 

length of time, then pours herbs into the chalice and drinks poison seasoned with her 

lover’s heart. The will to live wisely having failed, it is replaced by heroic resolve. This 

act of self-sacrifice for love in the end has the character of a sublime act, transgressing any 

ordinary human action, performed out of love. but Ghismonda’s self-control returns it to 

a world of prose, social obligations, and decorum. She arranges herself on her bed, 

“decorously,” and waits in silence for death. She has just time to hold a speech to her 

father and to arrange her burial next to her lover, a last act of planning.  

Such reasoned control of the emotions resists moves from the prosaic to the 

sublime. Her love led to tragedy because it got out of her control, not because it was in 

itself sublime. Sublime love has to appear to a rational human as a dangerous intrusion 

of irrational and ungovernable forces. In the world of Boccaccio’s story that force could 

only exercise its grip on fools, not on the wise.  
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Romeo and Juliet: Ecstatic Love  

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet returns us to an exalted conception of love close in 

loftiness to that of Tristan. The balcony scene is charged with a dizzying emotional 

energy; the dialogue at every turn gives voice to the ecstatic character of their love.  

Their lives, earlier governed by honor, morality and social convention, are shattered as 

by a bolt of lightning. Romeo appears in Capulet’s orchard at peril of his life.  Passion 

overrides common sense.  He does not plan anything.  Juliet worries, as Ghismonda 

might have:  

How camest thou hither, tell me, and wherefore? 

The orchard walls are high and hard to climb, 

And the place death, considering who thou art... (2.2. 62-64). 

But Romeo is far from calculating the height of walls and the dangers of jealous fathers: 

With love’s light wings did I o’er perch these walls; 

For stony limits cannot hold love out, 

And love can do that dares love attempt. (2.2. 66-68).  

Cautious Guiscardo knew stony walls could scratch his legs and brambles prick his 

bottom, and so he wore his heavy leather pants. His practical intelligence told him that 

“love’s light wings” would not prevail against gravity—in his world such things don’t 

happen—and so he measured out and indexed the knots on his rope with the caution of 

a spelunker. Romeo takes no precautions; he flaunts his defiance of dangers; the thought 

of love’s miraculous power removes any fear of stone walls and angry fathers. He has 

lost rational control of his actions; also of his imagination, which inflates his perceptions 

into cosmic and divine realms. One glance at Juliet on the balcony, and he sees an angel: 

O, speak again, bright angel! For thou art 

As glorious to this night, being o’er my head 

As is a winged messenger of heaven 
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Unto the white-upturned wondering eyes 

Of mortals that fall back to gaze on him 

When he bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds 

And sails upon the bosom of the air. (2. 2. 26-32). 

His vision now takes in higher worlds; he is in the grip of that transforming, elevating 

force, a magical spell cast on perception, like the one that makes Tristan and Isolde appear 

more beautiful to each other after the potion and that turns the loved person into a god 

or goddess. The lines just quoted not only match sublime vision with grandly appropriate 

language; they also show an observer’s reaction to the angelic Juliet: the mortals look on 

with “white-upturned wondering eyes,” rapt with amazement. These lines give the full 

experience of the sublime, its language, mood, structure, and object. The experience of 

romantic love has co-opted the framework set out in such detail by Richard of St. Victor 

in the context of an undefined spiritual love. The two are connected by the shared 

psychology of sublime experience, not direct influence. Here the fiction of a sudden love, 

a rapt lover and a vision of glory, formulates the experience in the words of a subject in 

the action, in whose perception a beloved woman is transfigured into an angel and 

provided with an audience snatched into ecstasy, parallel with the lover’s emotion.   

Romeo’s vision and his language raise her to the cosmic: her eyes are the stars in 

heaven; she is the bright sun; if the moon is pale it is because of its jealousy of Juliet, love 

rivalry magnified into planetary dimensions. The transferring, carrying-across effect of 

metaphor is at work transporting the woman from the mortal into the immortal sphere. 

The passage also models the response of an audience to the transfigured Juliet, 

proposes to the viewer amazement, wonderment, ecstatic gazing, the sense of being 

drawn into a higher realm, where people look, walk, and speak like the gods. And in their 

rapt condition, both lovers speak the language of religion commensurate with their 

feeling for their new love— “Call me but love,” says Romeo, “and I’ll be new baptized” 

(2.2.50). Juliet is an angel, a saint; her eyes are “Two of the fairest stars in all the heavens.” 

(2.2. 15). Romeo is “the god of [her] idolatry.” (2.2.120).  
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Love gives both lovers miraculous powers: they leap walls and conventions.  The 

threshold from a law-governed world to a realm of angels bestriding clouds and soaring 

through the heavens, was crossed before the garden scene.  Juliet can abandon the social 

niceties of courtship—holding the wooer at arms length etc.; modesty and custom are 

already overwhelmed by love (2.2. 88-97). Behavior that would be condemned as 

shameless is licit in the lovers’ transformed universe of sentiment. Transgression is an act 

of devotion, a sacrifice to love, as it is throughout the Tristan romance. Images of 

boundlessness and vast oceans are at hand, as in Tristan:  

Juliet:  

My bounty is as boundless as the sea, 

My love as deep; the more I give to thee, 

The more I have, for both are infinite. (2.2. 133-135)  

So is the image of lightning:: 

this contract is … too sudden,   

Too like the lightning which doth cease to be  

Ere one can say it lightens. (2.2. 117-120).  

The lightning strike, later a commonplace of love language (“coup de foudre”) also 

resonates with the language of the sublime in its classical formulations, of which we’ve 

seen examples earlier.  

 Burke and others noted that sublime representation overrides lapses of taste, bad 

composition, trivial formulations. Sublimity can erase stylistic blunders. It takes away the 

power of bland convention to disappoint. When Romeo declares, “Juliet is the sun!” a 

sober critic can declare it derivative, a cliché 657 and thus flatten it. But the music and 

delicacy of the language, the context and delivery override critical sobriety. Or when 

Romeo and Juliet part after a night of love, and argue—He: it’s sunrise; I’ve got to leave. 

                                                        
657 Dronke, MLREL, 1. 71),  
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Your family will kill me if I’m caught.  She: No, it’s still night, stay with me—the  

exchange is the conventional drama of the dawn song, conventions preceding 

Shakespeare’s play by several centuries and long strands of poetic cliché (“It was the 

nightingale and not the lark…”). And yet the well-worn convention produced some of 

the most beautiful love lyric in Shakespeare or anywhere (Romeo and Juliet, 3. 5). The 

excitement of the moment, the emotional force and cosmic vision override this kind of 

critical fussiness.   

As in Tristan, so in Romeo and Juliet, the lovers are bound in a love that sets them 

at odds with the laws binding humans in society: familial, social, moral.  In both cases 

blood feuds magnify the love by posing fatal hindrances that love must overcome. In both 

death is the inevitable end. Desperate means lead to tragic death. Both couples, having 

been thwarted in life, envision their union in death.  

Shakespeare’s drama compresses the course of love into a single tragic sequence 

of events, and so the impact is more forceful than the epic extension and episodic 

character of Tristan. Likewise, the ecstatic, breathless temper of the balcony scene is a very 

different mood from the languid, pessimistic melancholy of Tristan. But the 

representation of love as an overwhelming force, backed and represented by 

transcendent figures (goddesses, angels) set metaphorically parallel to religion, the 

intrusion of a supernatural force that takes command of the lovers, the atmosphere of 

miracle; the sense of the lovers that they are elevated above the laws of nature and 

gravity; the transgressiveness of the love; the challenge to death; the willing commitment 

to love at the cost of death; the suggestion of a redemptive force that overcomes death; 

the suspension, imagined and real, of the laws and conventions of everyday life, and the 

intensifying of language and metaphor to a level fitting the grandiose love their 

characters experience, are shared features of Tristan and Romeo and Juliet.  
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 Those qualities fit comfortably with the definition of the sublime that has guided 

this study up to now. The approach through comparative textual commentary allows us 

to identify common features of the sublime in romantic love (Tristan, Romeo and Juliet), 

and to distinguish that mode of loving from more naturalistic, sober-minded depictions 

of love. The passages from Tristan and Romeo and Juliet are distinct epiphanies of the 

sublime; the absence of that mode in Boccaccio speaks by contrast more distinctly and 

less open to misunderstanding than abstract definitions of “the sublime” as opposed to 

“realism” or idealized rationalism. 
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Chapter 17 
Tristan, Isolde: Sublimity and Epic Tone 

 

“The myth operates wherever passion is dreamed of as an ideal instead of being feared 
like a malignant fever, wherever its fatal character is welcomed, invoked, or imagined as 
a magnificent and desirable disaster instead of as simply a disaster.” 
        -----Denis de Rougemont 
 

It is consistent with the view from sublimity to call the romance of Tristan and 

Isolde a myth. “Myth” touches what is most intimate, most desired, most feared in 

human experience and turns it godlike. The term accommodates a tendency in the 

romance in all versions to give epic grandeur to this story of fated love, whether that fate 

was imposed magically in opposition to the wishes and ambitions of the lovers, or 

imposed by a psychological necessity joining the lovers in some superhuman unity of 

body and soul, of which the love potion is only a symbol.  

In every version the Tristan story is a love tragedy of fated lovers. It creates a form 

of love-death heroism, however evaluated by the characters who suffer it, and that 

conjoining of powerful love and inevitable destruction had an appeal in the twelfth 

century and beyond that overrode conventional morality. Love by itself had become an 

exalting medium. To be engulfed in it was a distinction, a sublime experience, as it was 

at the highpoint of Augustine’s Confessions, in the major writings of Bernard of 

Clairvaux, in the highpoint of contemplation for Richard of St. Victor, to mention only a 

few representatives of a kind of love that was redeeming whatever its object, in which 

transcendence seeped out at its edges, or even became an essential element of its 

overwhelming force, that was, in other words, sublime.  

The poem by Gottfried von Strassburg has a special place in the history of the 

Tristan romance, in the history of love in the twelfth century, and in the history of 

sublimity. It is the product of an author who reshapes cruder earlier versions of the 

romance into a showpiece of courtly manners and spiritualized romantic love. In 

Gottfried, the intellectual/spiritual tradition, which we looked at in Bernard of Clairvaux, 

Richard of St. Victor, and Heloise, meets and fuses with courtly narrative. Next to nothing 
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is known of Gottfried von Strassburg, but I have a strong suspicion that he characterized 

himself in his own work when he assigned to Isolde, Princess of Ireland, as personal tutor, 

a courtly cleric, “a skillful and dexterous performer on every kind of stringed instrument, 

master of many languages,” who had “devoted his life and talents to the cultured 

pursuits of the court.” This courtly cleric introduced the deathly sick wandering minstrel, 

Tantris, to Queen Isolde of Ireland when he washed up on an Irish beach bloated with 

poison from the sword of Queen Isolde’s brother. He noted Tantris’s/Tristan’s talents in 

the very skills he himself had taught the princess, and the disguised Tristan soon becomes 

the beneficiary of the healing skills of the queen, and private tutor to the princess. 658  

The best conjecture about the background of the poet Gottfried von Strassburg is 

that this courtier and tutor, far on the fringe on the poem, shadows its author. The figure 

appears in no other version of the romance. Many aspects of Gottfried’s poem show that 

his own education place him in the intellectual traditions of eleventh/twelfth century 

humanism, a trend that crosses the lines of cathedral communities, episcopal, monastic 

culture and courtly culture.  

In a variety of ways Gottfried’s poem has a special place in the history of medieval 

sublimity. It is one of two epic narrative works in the line of Judeo-Christian-courtly 

influence that maintain from beginning to end a high sublime tone. 659 It shares that 

position with Dante’s Divine Comedy.  Let’s posit a quality of “epic tone,” a kind of key of 

literary style, analogous to key in music, but individual to each work. Those works just 

mentioned have their own key. So do the epics of Homer, Virgil’s Aeneid, the Song of 

Roland and the Nibelungenlied, different as the tone is in heroic epic as opposed to courtly 

                                                        
658  Ed. Krohn, 7696ff.; Hatto trans., p. 143-4. 
 
659 Admirers and imitators of Gottfried in the thirteenth century recognize his high stature 
among the poets of classical middle high German literature, precisely in terms of his elegant 
and learned style. The literary excursus of Tristan (trans. Hatto, pp. 104-109; lines 4589-4974) is 
a highly ornate survey of contemporary poets. It created a tradition of what can be justifiably 
called literary criticism in medieval German courtly epic. See Walter Haug, Literaturtheorie im 
deutschen Mittelalter: Von den Anfängen bis zum dreizehnten Jahrhundert: Eine Einführung, 
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1985). 
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and religious. Epic tone appears in many variations and shadings. Genre is not a decisive 

factor. A constant is the dominance of what Longinus called “an all-embracing 

atmosphere of grandeur” (On the Sublime, ch. 16, p. 231). 660  Epics in the post-medieval 

era fit that description: Milton’s Paradise Lost, Klopstock’s Messias; and more recent non-

verse epics: Melville, Moby Dick and Kubrick, 2001 A Space Odyssey.  

The German Tristan romance not only achieves a consistent level of sublimity in 

the tone, but also stages and represents sublime experience, even reflects on it, and draws 

extensively on the language of the sublime in highpoints of the narrative. It stands out 

from medieval epic and romance not only for the consistent elevation of the tone through 

various techniques of the sublime, but also as the product of a highly conscious and self-

conscious reflection on the sublime.  

 

Unfulfillable Longing 

Gottfried himself provides a phrase that we can take as the key signature of the 

epic tone of his romance, liebe und senede clage—"love and the lament of sad longing.” This 

phrase, it seems to me, captures the distinctive tone and feel of the romance, its grounding 

mood, its peculiar and individual temperament. The main characteristics of the epic tone 

of Tristan are a longing that is set by the “terms” of the love-potion: it lasts for the lifetime 

of the lovers; it excludes any other than the two joined in this bond; it makes love 

irreconcilable with the social value of honor—hence the lovers can never live in society 

without lying and deceiving; it overrides all human, social and political obligations. For 

that reason it can only be fulfilled secretly and occasionally. It has an end-point, 

recognized and accepted from the onset of love: death and destruction of the lovers.  

The feel of the experience is melancholy. It is written into the name of the hero, 

                                                        
660   Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory 1. 8. 5, had noted this quality of epic: “Let the mind be uplifted 
by the sublimity of the heroic poems, and inspired and imbued with the highest sentiments by 
the greatness of their theme.”  
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Tristan. The hero named after melancholy 661 is consistent with the epic tone of his work. 

The love language that Gottfried forges recalls constantly the connection between love-

longing, sorrow and suffering. More telling is that the work begins (after the rhetorical 

tuning of the audience in the so-called strophic prologue) with a dedication. He writes 

for “noble hearts.” They constitute the “world” for which he writes and he excludes that 

other world, people who seek only joy as the ground tone of their existence. That shallow 

world of pleasure and happiness seekers can go their own way. He writes for an elite 

who live lives of pain and melancholy mixed with occasional joy. The world he writes for 

is the world of those who “can bear in their heart its bitter-sweet, its beloved sorrow, its 

heart’s joy, its love’s pain, its happy life, its sorrowful death, its happy death, its sorrowful 

life.” 662 He excludes the world of the many pleasure seekers from the elite to whom his 

work is dedicated, and offers the poem to this sorrow-bearing elite to assuage their 

suffering—not to cure it to be sure, but to bring it “half-way to alleviation” (line 75). His 

story will not give happiness, but rather will reduce lethal anguish to tolerable sadness. 

 He underscores the benefits of sad love songs with a bit of critical reflection: he 

criticizes the common opinion that sad tales increase sadness. On the contrary, argues 

Gottfried, the noble lover gains from sad love stories, because they kindle his inner flame 

and make the fire burn brighter. They increase love, and with that increase comes a 

measure of pain. Noble is the heart who accepts that lesser pain for the ineffable benefits 

of intensified love of noble hearts. The lover who seeks only happiness in love stories is 

ignoble.  

Gottfried builds this priority into the life of his lovers. They experience one 

sustained period of happiness, in the episode of the “cave of lovers.” In his extravagant 

                                                        
661 Jaeger, "Melancholie und Studium: Zum Begriff `arbeitsaelikeit,' seinen Vorläufern und 
seinem Weiterleben in Literatur und Medizin," in Literatur, Artes und Philosophie, ed. Walter 
Haug & Burghart Wachinger, (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1992), 117-140. 
 
662 He drives the point home with high rhetorical color, lines 60-63: “ir süeze sûr, ir liebez leit, / 
ir herzeliep, ir senede nôt, / ir liebez leben, ir leiden tôt, / ir lieben tôt , ir leidez leben.” 
Chiasmus and oxymoron are popular with Gottfried: “sweet bitterness, dear sorrow/,” “beloved 
death, sorrowful life.”  
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description of their life in this idyllic refuge, he gives a list of their reading matter. In the 

heat of the day, they regularly sat in the shade of a lime tree and read to each other “sad 

tales of love [senemaere]…tales of those whom love had ruined in days gone by.” They 

read of the tragic suicide of Queen Dido from unhappy love and others from Ovid’s 

Heroides. They hold proper discussion sessions debating and discussing these tales. (trans. 

Hatto, p. 267; lines 17182-17199). The naïve reader’s fear that such tales would adumbrate 

their own destiny and bring dread does not deter them; the logic at work is that stories 

of sad love are a stimulant for a higher form of love.  

 The fate of the magical dog, Petitcreiu also is set in this epic tone. Tristan, avoiding 

King Mark’s court after the trick of the ordeal, separated from Isolde, sends her a 

miraculous gift, a dog made by a fairy on the island of Avalon. He wins it from its owner 

at risk of life and limb. The dog’s magical power derives from a bell attached by a gold 

chain around its neck. The sound of the bell brings happiness. Isolde cherishes the gift 

and uses it to renew her love-sorrow for Tristan. But its joy giving power works against 

that purpose, and so she cuts the chain, ending the bell’s magic: “Loyal to love-longing 

and to Tristan, she had renounced her joy and her life and given it to longing and to 

Tristan.”  (16333-16402) 

Both episodes (and many more) underscore that sorrow is the true medium of love 

for noble hearts. This is strange, at least, unconventional logic to govern a courtly 

romance. The hugely popular and influential romances of Chrétien de Troyes might be 

called marriage comedies. All of them end happily in wedlock, ordinarily with the male 

spouse tamed and disciplined according to the wishes and demands of the female. 663 

Gottfried is swimming against a wide stream in championing tragedy and mutual love 

based on the equality of the lovers. The love lyric of troubadours, trouvères and 

Minnesinger have a good deal of love sorrow and love lament, but they presuppose the 

love relations of courtly romance: a cruel or commanding mistress denies the lover her 

favors, placing conditions on their bestowal. 

                                                        
 
663 His earliest romance, Erec et Enide, reverses these gender roles.  
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Gottfried took a superior, elitist posture towards conventional lyric of courtly love, 

evident in his “praise” of the minnesinger in the literary survey. He wrote a work that 

showed a sophistication of conception and style that sets him well above his 

contemporaries.664 His work has those qualities that Longinus set out as constituents of 

the sublime: a grand conception, intense emotion (enthusiastikon pathos), excellence of 

thought and metaphor, excellence of language.  

The passages relevant to the sublime in Tristan are all creations of Gottfried von 

Strassburg; none of the scenes discussed below are borrowed or adapted from earlier 

versions of the Tristan romance, or indeed from any works of courtly literature preceding 

Gottfried. They often show a distinct influence of the Christian Latin learned culture that 

has been the subject of the previous chapters. Gottfried grew out of a tradition that 

developed from Sigebert, Honorius, Bernard of Clairvaux, Hugh and Richard of St. 

Victor. In Gottfried, intellectual and spiritual influences of the Latin traditions form an 

extraordinary alliance with the idiom of worldly and royal courts.   

The poet shows a pronounced, even programmatic, sensibility towards sublime 

elements and sublime experiences. He reflects self-consciously on the grand theme, the 

magnificence of his subject and on the effects of that quality of magnificence. He offers 

up his heroine and hero, their sublime, exemplary effects, for the wonder and admiration 

of other characters in his poem and for readers. He gives us a number of episodes where 

either Gottfried’s narrator or a character in Tristan witnesses an astonishing event or a 

person seemingly from a higher world, and reacts as ancient, medieval and modern 

commentary on the sublime would lead us to expect.   

 

Spiritual Song and Body Music 

Narrative elements that derive clearly from the learned Latin tradition deserve a 

                                                        
 
664 Both contemporary (13th century) and modern readers would place Wolfram von 
Eschenbach on the same level as Gottfried, different as they are in almost all respects. That 
may be among the motives for Gottfried’s harsh attack on Wolfram in the literary survey. 
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close look. On Tristan’s first visit to Ireland, he smuggles himself into the royal court in 

the guise of of a minstrel named Tantris. Favored by that learned cleric/courtier 

mentioned earlier, he becomes the tutor of Princess Isolde. He instructs her in a broad 

range of subjects: languages, music, composition, manners (Gottfried calls his curriculum 

“instruction and behavior” or maybe “lessons and manners”—lêre und gebare, the latter 

also called moraliteit, clearly a loan word from the Latin moralitas,665 “the art which teaches 

beauty of manners”—trans. Hatto, p. 147; lines 8004-5). As the culmination of this 

education Isolde performs her music for the royal court. The expressiveness and 

sublimity of her song, the concept which frames it, and Gottfried’s language call for 

commentary.  

The effect of her music on the audience is stunning. She is a miracle, “a rapturous 

feast for the eyes and delight to ears and hearts.” The effect of her presence and her 

singing is like a magic ointment, smoothed onto the hearts of the listeners, taking them 

prisoner and chaining them with desire (pp. 147-48; lines 8071-8131, lines that clearly 

foreshadow the conquest of Tristan and Isolde by the love potion): 

Thanks to her, many hearts grew full of longing; because of her all manner of 

thoughts and ideas presented themselves. No end of things came to mind, which, 

as you know, happens when you see such a marvel of beauty and grace as was 

given to Isolde. To whom can I compare the lovely girl, so blessed by fortune, if 

not to the Sirens, who with their lodestone draw the ships towards them?... In the 

very same way do aimless desire and random love-longing drift like an anchorless 

ship. This charming young princess, discreet and courteous Isolde, drew thoughts 

from the hearts that enshrined them as the lodestone draws in ships to the sound 

of the Sirens’ song. 666 

                                                        
665 Hatto translates moraliteit as  bienséance, anachronistic, but in the semantic field of 
manners and morals.  
 
666 Trans. Hatto, p. 148: lines 8076- 8093: “von ir wart manc herze vol / mit senelîcher  trahte. / 
von ir wart maneger slahte / gedanke und ahte vür brâcht. / durch si wart wunder gedâht, / als 
ir wol wizzet, daz geschiht,/ dâ man ein solich wunder siht / von schoene und gevuocheit, / als 
an Îsôte was geleit./ Wem mag ich sî gelîchen / die schoenen, saelderîchen / wan den Syrênen 
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Isolde’s beauty and grace work on the mind and imagination, for the operations of which 

Gottfried deploys an extensive vocabulary: gedanken, trahte, ahte (contemplation, ideas), 

wunder gedâht. Wunder in that formulation carries with it some of its core meaning of 

“miracle” or “wonder,” but as an adverb it denotes quantity, very large quantity. Hatto 

translates “no end of things came to mind.” He captures the implied sense of 

“boundless,” but “no end of” does not quite rise to the magical quality suggested by 

wunder. Possibly “boundless proliferation of thoughts” or “endless outpouring of 

imaginings.” The formulation has to be strong enough to pick up, or rather point to the 

fully charged use of wunder that follows: endless imaginings pour forth “as happens 

when you see such a miracle [wunder] of beauty and grace…” The mind (muot) is like an 

unmoored ship on the sea, its compass run wild; desire strays; having lost its bearing 

(wîselôse ger), it is tossed about on the waves, caught in the tractor beam of a supernatural, 

perhaps demonic force. The powerful pull of Isolde’s beauty and grace exercise a force 

like the sirens’ song. It is an extravagant and powerful description of the flood of thought 

that something miraculous inspires, but also of disorientation and loss of control; human 

guidance fails, a higher force takes command. The lack of any reference in the passage to 

the destructive effect of the sirens’ song is curious. The story was well enough known 

that virtually any educated, or at least well-storied reader would have been aware of this 

aspect. (Recall that Honorius retold the story of Ulysses and the sirens in detail for use in 

popular sermons on festival days that call for singing, joyous or sad—ch. 8). The killing 

effect will certainly have oscillated at some level in the mind of the audience. That 

association connects the song of Isolde with the motif of fatal love.667 

                                                        
eine, / die mit dem agesteine / die kiele ziehent ze sich? / als zôch Îsôt, sô dunket mich, / vil 
herzen unde gedanken în, die doch vil sicher wânden sîn / von senedem ungemache /…/ sus 
swebet diu wîselôse ger,/ der ungewisse minnen muot, / rehte als daz schif âne anker tuot in 
ebengelîcher wîse. / diu gevüege Îsôt, diu wîse, / diu junge süeze künigîn / alsô zôch sî 
gedanken în /ûz maneges herzen arken, / als der agestein die barken / mit der Syrênen sange 
tuot.” 
 
667 See Andreas Krass, “Die Poetik der Stimme: Der Gesang der Sirenen in Homer’s Odyssee, im 
Tristan Gottfrieds von Strassburg, und im Buch der Natur Konrads von Megenberg,”    in der 
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The song she sang was two-fold, the poet continues. The one song was secret, the 

other public. The open and public song was the audible music produced by instrument 

and voice.  The “secret song” was her marvelous beauty: 

She sang openly and secretly, in through ears and eyes to where many a heart was 

stirred.  The song which she sang openly in this and other places was her own 

sweet singing and soft sounding of strings that echoed for all to hear through the 

kingdom of the ears deep down into the heart. But her secret song was her 

wondrous beauty that stole with its rapturous music hidden and unseen through 

the windows of the eyes into many noble hearts and smoothed on the magic which 

took thoughts prisoner suddenly, and, taking them, fettered them with desire and 

the suffering it causes!668 

Her body “sings” inaudibly. Her aura with all the grace, harmony, and self-control 

acquired in the discipline of moraliteit, asserts itself in the form of a “spiritual song” 

(muotgedoene).  The audible song is performed music, the silent song is lived and 

embodied music. I wrote earlier that this passage “is one of the most sublime statements 

of the human presence as a work of art from the Middle Ages and beyond.” The educated 

and disciplined human presence is a kind of unheard music. It is fully the counterpart of 

the ancient idea that music “tunes” the body and makes its motions “sing” a kind of silent 

music. Isolde is beautiful not only for the music she plays, but for the music she is. Her 

physical presence radiates an imitation of harmonies that organize and express a realm 

outside of the here and now; the sound of her music affirms that the organizing principles 

of that higher, harmonic world, are at work in the Irish court.  

                                                        
âventiuren dôn: Klang, Hören und Hörgemeinschaften in der deutschen Literatur des 
Mittelalters ed. Ingrid Bennewitz and William Layher, (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2013), 31-44. 
 
668 Trans. Hatto, p. 148; lines 8112-8131: “si sanc in maneges herzen muot / offenlîchen unde 
tougen / durch ôren und durch ougen. / ir sanc, den s’offenlîche tete / beide anderswâ und an 
der stete, / daz was ir süeze singen,/ ir senftez seiten clingen,/ daz lûte und offenlîche / durch 
der ôren künicrîche / hin nider in diu herzen clanc./ sô was der tougenlîche sanc / ir 
wunderlîchiu schoene, / diu mit ir muotgedoene / verholne unde tougen / durch diu venster 
der ougen/ in vil manic edele herze sleich / und daz zouber dar în streich, daz die gedanke 
zehant / vienc unde vâhende bant / mit sene und mit seneder nôt.” 
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The concept posits a music that transcends the narrow limits of material, i.e. 

sensual instrumental music and takes on spiritual form, a kind of music related to the 

highest form of inaudible music, musica mundana, the music of the spheres. 669 But while 

the ancient and medieval concept of musica humana is clearly at work in Isolde’s song, it 

departs from those traditions in one striking feature. The tradition has it that the two 

musics of instrument and body (instrumentalis, humana) have the effect of educating the 

hearer. They harmonize the inner world; they “tune” the body to the soul; they effect a 

harmonic governance of the movements of the body and of the mind.  Bernard of Chartres 

writes, 

Upon hearing the harmonies of music, we ought to be reformed in our conduct 

[mores] according to the harmony of virtues.  For although the soul is constructed 

according to consonances, yet those consonances turn dissonant when joined to 

the body, and they must be reformed outwardly through music. And this means: 

music as a whole is given to man not for his delight but for the composition of his 

manners. 670 

But the result of Isolde’s song is quite the opposite. It results in dissolution, loss of 

orientation; it ends in love longing. It is magical entrapment with a suggestion of ruinous 

consequences (siren song). And so the scene participates in creating and reasserting the 

epic tone of this romance, sorrow, longing, and tragedy in love. The magic ointment 

spread on the thoughts of the listener holds the mind chained “in love longing and love 

suffering” (in sene und seneder nôt). Thinking themselves secure from any attack, the 

unwary listeners are surprised by their sudden capture and overcome by senedes 

ungemach, the suffering of love longing (8092-8093).  

                                                        
 
669 For an analysis of the passage against the background of Boethius’s idea of musica 
instrumentalis  and musica humana, see Envy of Angels, pp. 170ff., and “The Music of Mankind 
(musica humana) and its Place in Early Medieval Education.” 
 
670 Bernard of Chartres, Glosses on Plato, 7. 437 – 43, ed. Dutton. Cited from  Envy of Angels, p. 
168. 
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The philosophical concept of musica humana is aestheticized and eroticized, 

superimposed on a passage meant overall to stress the beauty, gracefulness, powerful 

attractiveness of Isolde and to find this physical presence expressed in music. Hatto’s 

translation captures well the lyrical virtuosity of the passage, the swell of high-toned 

diction and metaphorical expression, and the vocabulary of intellectual processes wound 

through with the language of sad love: senelîchiu trahte, something like “love-pining 

thoughts,” “love-longing contemplation” (MHG trahte, NHG betrachten); the tragedy / 

suffering of longing (senediu nôt).671 

 

Encomium of Isolde 

Tristan returns from the Irish court, healed from his poisoned wound, to the court 

of King Mark at Cornwall. The entire court is full of wonder at his success in tricking the 

Irish, getting his wound healed, and ingratiating himself with the Queen and her 

daughter, Princess Isolde. All are eager to hear about the princess. Tristan holds a speech 

before the king and his court praising Isolde’s beauty. The speech is a masterpiece of 

epideictic oratory. It is worthwhile quoting in full, in part because of its remarkable 

character, but also because it gets little notice in studies of the work:  

“Isolde,” said Tristan, “is a girl so lovely that all that the world has ever said 

of beauty is as empty as the wind. Radiant Isolde is a girl of such charm, 

both in person and in manner, that none was born, nor ever will be, so 

enchanting and exquisite. Dazzling, radiant Isolde, she shines like gold of 

Araby! I have abandoned the idea I had gained from reading books, which 

praise Aurora’s daughter and her glorious offspring Helen, namely, that 

the beauty of all women was laid up in her one flower.  Isolde has rid me of 

this notion!  Never again shall I believe that the sun comes from Mycene. 

Perfect beauty never shone forth over Greece—here is where it dawns! Let 

all men in their thoughts gaze only at Ireland, let their eyes take pleasure 

                                                        
671 The force of the word nôt at its strongest is evident in the medieval title of Nibelungenlied: 
der nibelunge nôt, meaning tragedy or downfall. 
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there and see how the new Sun following on its Dawn, Isolde after Isolde, 

shines across from Dublin into every heart!  This dazzling enchanting 

maiden sheds a lustre on every land! All that people say and discuss in 

praise of woman is nothing compared with this.  Whoever looks Isolde in 

the eyes feels his heart and soul refined like gold in the white-hot flame; his 

life becomes a joy to live. Other women are neither eclipsed nor diminished 

by Isolde in the way many claim for their ladies.  Her beauty makes others 

beautiful, she adorns and sets a crown upon woman and womankind.” 672 

The listeners reaction: they are stricken to the heart with joy, swept into ecstasy (Rüdiger 

Krohn’s translation: “Sie gerieten dadurch in Enzücken”—line 8307). Understandably so. 

The speech is marked from beginning to end by elements of sublimity. The string of 

superlatives is the first striking feature of the passage: she is more beautiful than any 

mortal woman who has ever lived. Her beauty presses on beyond all exemplars: she 

makes Helen of Troy seem plain.  “Perfect beauty” no longer has its home in Greece: 

“Here is where it dawns!  Let all men in their thoughts gaze only on Ireland.”  

It is the technique of comparison I’ve called the plusquamperfect of the sublime: posit 

                                                        
672 Trans. Hatto, pp. 150-51; lines 8253-8300: “ ‘Îsôt’ sprach er ‘daz ist ein maget! / daz al diu 
werlt von schoene saget, / deist allez hie wider alse ein wint./ diu liehte Îsôt daz ist ein kint / 
von gebaerden und von lîbe, / daz kint noch maget von wîbe / als lustic unde als ûz erkorn / nie 
wart noch niemer wirt geborn. / diu lûtere, diu liehte Îsolt,/ diu ist lûter alse arâbesch golt. / des 
ich ie waenende was, alse ich’z an den buochen las, / diu von ir lobe geschriben sint,  / Aurôren 
tohter und ir kint, / Tyntarides diu maere, / daz an ir eine waere / aller wîbe schônheit / an 
einen bluomen geleit; / von dem wâne bin ich komen, / Îsôt hât mir den wân benomen./ ine 
geloube niemer mê, / daz sunne von Mycêne gê. / ganzlîchiu schoene ertagete nie / ze 
Criechenlant, sie taget hie. / alle gedanke und alle man / die kapfen niuwan Îrlant an. / dâ 
nemen ir ougen wunne, / sehen, wie diu niuwe sunne / nâch ir morgenrôte / Îsôt nâch Îsôte, / 
dâ her von Develîne / in elliu herze schîne! / diu liehte wunneclîche / si erliuhtet elliu rîche. / 
daz s’alle lobes von wîben sagent, / swaz sî mit lobe ze maeren tragent,/ deist allez hie wider 
ein niht. / der Îsôt under ougen siht, / dem liutert’z herze unde muot, / rehte als diu gluot dem 
golde tuot:/ ez liebet leben unde lîp. / mit ir enist kein ander wîp / erleschet noch geswachet,/ 
als maneger maere machet. / ir schoene diu schoenet, / si zieret unde croenet wîp unde 
wîplîchen namen. / des ensol sich ir dekeiniu schamen’.” 
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unsurpassable beauty and declare it superseded, or mark out limits that would hedge 

God and the gods, and declare those limits transgressed (like Hildebert’s image of the 

ancient gods embarassed and envious at the sight of the sculptures by Roman artists). 

Words fail before Isolde’s perfection; she renders the old language of praise trite and 

useless. Here the upward limits of language are the “perfect” that requires transgression 

in order to approach words adequate to the woman who surpasses all others, mortal or 

goddesses. It is necessary to scrap the old language and invent a new one, more intense, 

more heated, one that exerts the effect of a purifying fire. It deserrves mention that this 

“old language” is what the poet has “read in books,” explicitly the classical tradition. 

Helen of Troy and Greek tradition exemplify a lower form of beauty; true perfection, 

Isolde and Ireland, have superseded their classical predecessors.  

The effect of Isolde on the viewer is miraculous. A man need only look her in the 

eyes, and he feels his heart and soul refined “like gold in the white-hot flame. His life 

becomes a joy to live.”  

Her light dazzles, she blazes like the sun. She relocates the sun and stuns the 

cosmic order itself by rising—in the west, over Ireland! The laws of nature must rearrange 

themselves, the metaphor implies, to accommodate the new and higher reality of Isolde.  

Her radiance has transforming power. She is a magical light that transfigures 

whatever it illumines.  Shined on women, it makes them beautiful. She is not only 

beautiful in herself, but the cause that beauty is in other women.  The white-hot flame 

does not destroy, it gives refinement and happiness.  

This rhapsodic speech is saturated with the exalting vision, the metaphoric 

transformations, and the emotional force of the sublime. It provokes comparison with 

Virgil praising the beauty of Venus, or that of Queen Dido, or the grandeur of 

Camilla.673—all three Roman epitomes of beauty appear pale and formulaic in 

comparison with this breathless, rhapsodic hymn to Isolde. The comparison would leave 

                                                        
673 P.   Maronis Opera, ed. R. A. B.Mynors, (Oxford, 1969), Bk. 1, lines 379-387 (=1.379-387), 1. 
488-491 (Venus); 1. 596-604 (Dido); 7. 932-948 (Camilla). Virgil, The Aeneid, trans. Robert 
Fagles, (New York, 2006),  p. 58, 61, p. 64, 239-240. 
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no opening in a critical view to beat medieval sublimity with the stick of Virgilian; just 

the opposite. 

 

The Cave of Lovers: Discovery 

Other showpieces of description put Isolde’s presence on display: her grand entry 

at court for the false steward’s trial, where her description reveals Gottfried’s close 

knowledge of the aesthetics of Gothic sculpture (trans. Hatto, p. 185-186; lines 10885-

10956).674 Especially relevant to the topic of the sublime is the discovery of the lovers in 

their idyllic existence in the cave. Late in the work, King Mark’s hunting party is led into 

the realm of the cave by a marvelous white stag, a creature associated with the fairy world 

and the realm of âventiure.  While Mark remains in camp, the chief hunter comes upon 

the grotto, more like a Gothic cathedral than the primitive cave of earlier versions. He 

peers through a hidden window high up on the cave, and gazes down at the couple below 

asleep on the crystal bed of the cave, separated by a sword. He is seized with fear and 

amazement at the sight: “Through this [window] he peered in fear and trembling…  He 

wondered greatly to see them.” He shrinks back at the sight of the sword, gripped by an 

uncanny dread. He supposes that some strange and sinister enchantment must be at 

work. He reports to King Mark:  

“Oh my lord King…  I have just found a rare marvel!”  “Tell me, what sort of 

marvel?”…  “There are a man and a goddess inside [the cave]…The man is like 

any other man; but I have my doubts whether his bedfellow can be of human 

kind!  She is lovelier than a fairy!  It is not possible that anything more beautiful 

of flesh and blood should come to be on earth!” 675   

                                                        
674 See my discussion of the scene in Medieval Humanism in Gottfried’s Tristan, pp. 105-115. 
 
  
675  Tristan, trans. Hatto, p. 271, lines 17433 - 480:  “[der jeger] vant von âventiure / ein 
tougenlîchez vensterlîn. / da luogete er mit vorhten în / und gesach zehant dar inne/ daz 
gesinde der minne: / niwan ein wîp und einen man. / Die sach er ouch ze wunder an. / wan in 
dûhte an dem wîbe,/ daz nie von wîbes lîbe / kein creatiure als ûz erkorn / ze dirre werlde 
würde geborn./ iedoch sach er unlange dar./ wan iesâ dô er wart gewar, / daz daz swert sô bar 
dâ lac,/ er tete sich dannen unde erschrac. / ez dûhte in angestbaere. / er dâhte, daz ez waere / 
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 For the hunter it is as though he had stumbled upon another world, a fairy-land of 

magical creatures. He is seized with terror, twice repeated.  The woman’s beauty is 

beyond human experience. His response: astonishment, wonder, fear at otherworldly 

events, an epiphany with strong pagan coloring. Like other witnesses of sublime 

phenomena, like the audience of Tristan’s speech, the voyeur is rapt; he sees into a world 

beyond his own, everyday world, at least grasps at images from that world to explain 

what he has seen.  

He leads Mark to the cave; they climb up to the window.  Mark’s gazing on the 

couple inspires some of Gottfried’s most impressive verse.  Seeing the sword separating 

his wife from his nephew and courtier, the king is in doubt whether they are innocent, or 

guilty as he had long suspected.  In this quandary, Minne personified, the goddess of love, 

enters the scene to come to the aid of the lovers by confusing the king’s perception: 

Then Love, the Reconciler, stole to the scene, wondrously preened and painted.  

Over the white of her face she wore the paint of golden Denial, her most excellent 

cosmetic, ‘No!’  The word gleamed and shone into the King’s heart…  Love’s 

gilding, golden Innocence, drew his eyes and sense with its magical enticement, 

drew them to where the Eastertide of all his joys was lying… [Isolde] had never 

seemed to him so very lovely as now. 676 

The goddess of love helps Mark’s understanding along, but she does it not in the 

plainness of innocence, but rather in the cosmetics of a prostitute: innocence is gilded 

                                                        
etswaz von wilden dingen. / diz begunde im vorhte bringen…” Speaking to the king: “ ‘ich han 
an diesen stunden / schoene âventiure vunden.’ ‘sag an, waz âventiure?’  ‘eine minnen 
fossiure.’  ‘/…/ da ist inne ein man und ein gotinne. /…/ der man ist alse ein ander man./ mîn 
zwîvel ist aber dar an,/ sîn geslâfe dâ bî / daz der ein mensche sî./ der ist schoener danne ein 
feine./ von vleische noch von beine / enkunde niht gewerden / so schoenes ûf der erden.’ ” 
 
676 Trans. Hatto, p. 272; lines 17536-60: “Minne diu süenaerinne / diu kam dâ zuo geslichen, / 
gestreichet unde gestrichen / ze wunderlîchem vlîze. / si truoc uf daz wîze / geverwet under 
ougen / daz guldîne lougen, / ir allerbeste varwe: nein. / daz wort daz lûhte unde schein / dem 
künege in sîn herze. /…/ der minnen übergulde, / diu guldîne unschulde, / diu zôch im ougen 
unde sin / mit ir gespenstikeite hin, / hin dâ der ôsterlîche tac / aller sîner vröude lac./ er 
schouwete ie genôte / sînes herzen wunne Îsôte,/diun gedûhte in ouch dâ vor und ê / nie so 
rehte schoene mê.”  
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onto her face with white makeup and golden eye-lining (under ougen). In short Love 

herself seduces Mark into believing in their innocence.677 The poet clearly is reaching for 

effect in the language and conception of the passage. Love’s walk is as lurid as her 

coloring: “si kam da zuo geslichen, gestreichet unde gestrichen,” hardly pronouncable 

without hissing the repeated sibilants “sl” - “st” - “st” and tripping over the gutturals 

which follow each: “ch” – “ch” – “ch” (all “ch” sounds are guttural in MHG). “She stole 

onto the scene slinking, slithering, sauntering, sidling.” That’s a rough attempt to convey 

the atmosphere of the original. The ring of the rhyming sounds in MHG is blurred in the 

English, but Hatto captures the allure of the entrance: “Love…stole to the scene, 

wondrously preened and painted.”   

The striking metaphor of “golden denial” (daz guldîne lougen) which turns gold 

into the guarantor of lying, not truth, is repeated a few lines later in similarly striking 

formulations: der minnen übergulde, diu guldine unschulde, “Gilded love,” “innocence 

painted on.” Love’s message is a brazen-faced lie, but acceptable to an easily befuddled 

King Mark, twice confused and deceived, by his love and by his sexual longing for Isolde. 

These white-lying masks lure his eyes and his mind with their gespenstikeit to where 

Isolde lies, observed again in urgent and unusual formulations: “drew his eyes and sense 

with its magical enticement, drew them…” Hatto translates brilliantly: “drew his 

eyes…drew them” for “hin, hin”--“there-there”. The neologism gespenstikeit is striking for 

combining a suggestion of the ghostly with the root meaning, “spin,” like a spider’s web. 

Pagan and ghostly sounding, it hits with all the more force against the resurrection 

suggested in the love object to which Mark is drawn: “the Eastertide of all his joys.”     

Then follows this virtuoso description of Mark’s vision:  

He gazed and gazed at his heart’s delight, Isolde, who never before had seemed 

to him so very lovely as now. Heaven knows of what exertions the tale romances 

here that might have flushed her cheeks, whose radiance glowed up at the man 

with the sweet freshness of a rose in which red and white are mingled.  Her mouth 

                                                        
 
677 See the commentary on this scene by Rainer Gruenter, “Das guldîne lougen: Zu Gotfrids 
Tristan vv. 17536-17556,” Euphorion 55 (1961), 1-14. 
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burned with fire like a red-hot ember.  Yes, I recall what her exertions were.  Isolde, 

as I said just now, had sauntered through the dew to the meadow that morning 

and this is what had given her her colour. And now a tiny sunbeam too had found 

its way inside and was shining on her cheek, on her chin, and on her lips.  Two 

beauties were sporting there together, two radiances blending their light. The one 

sun and the other had set a rapturous festival of joy there for the glory of Isolde. 

Her chin, her mouth, her color, her skin were so exquisite, lovely, and enticing that 

Mark was captivated and filled with the desire to kiss her.  Love threw on her 

flames, she set the man on fire with the charm of the woman’s form.  Her beauty 

lured his senses to her body and to the passion she excited.  His eyes were fixed 

upon her.  His gaze dwelt with ardour on the beauty of her throat, her breast, her 

arms, and her hands where they shone out from her robe. She wore a chaplet of 

clover, but was without a headband—never had she seemed to her lord so 

bewitching and alluring! (trans. Hatto, pp. 270-71; ll. 17557-17607) 

The play of lights in the cathedral-like space above Isolde is another phenomenon of a 

double beauty (as in her song before the court in Dublin), the light of her body and the 

light shining through the windows meet in the center space of this shrine and celebrate a 

festival of lights in honor of Isolde. 

And what is Mark’s reaction to this vision of ethereal beauty, this symphonic play 

of body light harmonizing with sun light to celebrate the rites (hôchzît) of this demi-

goddess, Isolde? He is inflamed with lust. Mark faces the very test case which Plato and 

Plotinus had assigned to the viewer of beauty: looking at a beautiful golden vessel, the 

spiritual man will ask what the source of such super-earthly beauty can be; the slave of 

material values will long to possess it. It would be hard to find in medieval literature a 

comparable description of sexual arousal, one which is both decorous and eloquent,678 as 

this revelation of Mark’s lust.  

                                                        
 
678 Jean de Meun’s version of the Romance of the Rose, give instances of arousal and orgasm 
which are graphic and pornographic, quite different from sexual desire framed in the luminous 
and discreet terms of an aesthetic experience.  
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The entire scene of the discovery in the cave of lovers plays in a state of sublevatio. 

The intruders are lifted up into that spiritual realm. The space, characters and events are 

suddenly magical, as is also the language. The experience is so far above the ordinary 

world of the hunter that he grasps at words and concepts from a fairy world; his mind at 

least is expanded. Not so Mark; his moral judgment is duped, deceived, misled so fully 

that the experience of spirit becomes for him flesh. This is the sublime in full force, lifting 

one, abasing the other. 

  

Meditation on Love 

In many ways then, Isolde is the aesthetic object which elicits the language of the 

sublime and inspires reactions consistent with the effects of the sublime: amazement, 

terror, astonishment, ecstasy, transport to higher worlds. These passages establish 

Gottfried’s ability to create an auratic, awe inspiring scene and to posit an audience rapt 

in wonder at the experience. But beyond narratives of sublime experiences of figures 

acting in the narrative, the author in several remarkable passages records his own 

experience of the exalting effect of his lofty subject. At the thought of the love of Tristan 

and Isolde the poet himself experiences such a transport, ascent and growth. In one of the 

poem’s many excursuses, Gottfried interrupts the love potion scene with a personal 

reflection on love, “a short discourse on good love”: 

I have thought much about the pair of them, and do so now and ever shall.  When 

I spread Longing and Affection as a scroll before my inward eye and inquire into 

their natures, my yearning grows, and my comrade, Mind, grows too, as if he 

would mount to the clouds! When I consider in detail one miracle after another 

that a man would find in love if he but knew where to seek them, and the joy there 

would be in love for those who would practise it sincerely, then, all at once, my 

heart grows larger than Setmunt. 679 

                                                        
 
679  Tr. Hatto, p. 202; Tristan 12200-12215: “ich hân von in zwein vil gedâht / und gedenke hiute 
und alle tage./ swenne ich liebe und senede clage / vür mîniu ougen breite / und ir 
gelegenheite / in mînem herzen ahte, / sô wahsent mîne trahte / und muot, mîn hergeselle, / 
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It reads very much as if adapted from Richard of St. Victor’s scheme of contemplation, 

and there is good reason to think that it is exactly that. Richard (along with many others) 

has already furnished the vocabulary to describe the expansion of soul that results from 

contemplation of love: the mind mounting to the clouds experiences ascensus or sublevatio 

mentis. Awestruck at the nature of love, his spirit expands, and his heart swells. He evokes 

hidden “marvels” or “miracles” (daz wunder und daz wunder), that entice a man to explore 

their nature. I wrote earlier in talking about emotional symmetry, “Growth, elevation, 

assimilation to the sublime, are big topics in the psychology of sublime experience.  The 

ability of the psyche to expand in the face of things it recognizes as greater, to grow to the 

size of that great thing it contemplates, especially if it is immeasurably greater than itself, 

is a widely shared idea.” Gottfried responds to the contemplation of love with “increase 

of being” (“Zuwachs an Sein”—Gadamer). That it is the heart along with the mind 

responding to the idea of love likewise is consistent with the language of sublime 

experience within a tradition still flourishing in Gottfried’s lifetime. Recall Bernard of 

Clairvaux’s rhapsodic declaration that the soul which lives every form of love expands 

to the width, height and beauty of heaven. 680 Gottfried’s mind and heart expand to a size 

larger than “Setmunt.” The word is unexplained (hap. leg.), perhaps Rome with its seven 

hills? In any case it is something very big.  

Gottfried is not only registering personal experience, but also, perhaps primarily, 

forming the reader’s sensibility in regards to the love scene that has unfolded. (This 

passage follows the episode of the love potion.) Richard of St. Victor describes the effect 

of the sublime in a way that resonates with both Gottfried’s exaltation and the awe and 

wonder of King Mark’s hunter:  

When something beyond what is believable manifests itself, the novelty of the 

vision and of a thing that is scarcely credible tends to produce wonder of mind… 

                                                        
als er in diu wolken welle. / swenne ich bedenke sunder / daz wunder und daz wunder, / daz 
man an liebe vünde, / der ez gesuochen künde; / was vröude an liebe laege,/ der ir mit triuwen 
pflaege: / sô wirt mîn herze sâ zestunt / groezer danne Setmunt…” 
 
680  Bernard, SC 27. 10-12, Opera 1, 189-90. Cited above, ch. 10. 
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The mind rises up like the dawn… As it is lifted, it is enlarged, and being enlarged, 

it is illumined.  The more it is led to higher and more marvelous things…the more 

it is found pure in itself and more sublime for sublime things.681  

 

Love transcendent: The Cave of Lovers 

Gottfried’s sublime coalesces around the figure of Isolde, but it is rooted in the 

concept of love as a transcendental experience. The form of love peculiar to Gottfried’s 

Tristan develops its own metaphysics. These are revealed especially clearly in a scene 

peculiar to this romance,682 the cave of lovers. Their banishment from King Mark’s court 

turns into a utopian forest idyll; their housing is a marvelous grotto, a cathedral-like 

building made of precious materials and built by giants in an earlier age, who used it as 

a place for their secret love trysts. The architecture of the cave is the subject of an 

allegorical reading by the poet, in which the structural elements of the grotto represent 

the virtues of love. The allegorical technique is an analogy to the allegorical reading of 

the church building, for instance in the liturgy of the consecration of the church.  

In addition, there is a division of the world into the phenomenal world of court 

society and chivalric combat on the one hand, and the paradise-like higher realm of the 

lovers. This division is one of many elements of the romance that link Gottfried’s 

conception to Platonic metaphysics. They are freed of the hindrances that are inescapable 

in the real world of court society, deceit and cunning. The condition of life in the cave of 

lovers is love in its archetypal form.  

 

The Crown of Virtues 

The point is made distinctly in the allegorical interpretation of the cave. Each point 

of its architecture is referred to some aspect of love. The centerpiece of the cave allegory 

                                                        
 
681     Benjamin Major 5. 9;  trans. Zinn, pp. 322-3.  See above, ch. 5. 
 
682 Earlier versions represented the exile of the lovers as brutal, the cave as primitive and the 
experience as suffering. Gottfried reworks it as a love idyll.  
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is the poet’s explanation of the cave’s height. At the top is a keystone wrought of 

marvelous materials, jewels and gold. Gottfried posits an audience; it includes Gottfried 

himself and other elect visitors. They gaze up to the keystone, which exercises an 

anagogic effect, expanding the mind, raising the rapt observer up to a crown affixed to 

the keystone, where the virtues of love become apprehendible in the form of 

understanding passed down by creatures soaring above the cave in the form of brilliant 

light, filtered through the jewels of the “crown of virtues”: 

Height is Aspiration [i.e. high-mindedness, high spirit—hôher muot] that mounts 

aloft to the clouds: nothing is too great for it so long as it means to climb, up and 

up, to where the molten Crown of the Virtues gathers the vault to the keystone.  

And it never fails: the Virtues are invariably encrusted with precious stones, inlaid 

in filigree of gold and so adorned with praise, that we who are of lower aspiration 

[i.e. niderer muot, lowly spirit]—whose spirits flag and flutter over the pavement 

and neither settle nor fly—we gaze astonished upward at the masterpiece above 

us, which derives from the Virtues and descends to us from the glory of those who 

soar in the clouds above us and send their refulgence down to us!  We gaze at them 

and marvel!  From this grow the feathers by which our spirit takes wing and, 

flying, brings forth praise and soars in pursuit of those Virtues. 683  

This remarkable passage resonates with Platonic/Neoplatonic ideas of the strengthening 

of the “wings of the soul” by the vision of archetypal ideas and the ecstatic rise and return 

of the soul to its place of origin. It resonates also with ideas of the anagogic power of 

                                                        
683 Trans. Hatto, p. 264. Hatto capitalizes the names of allegorical abstractions; lines 16939-
16962: “Diu hoehe deist der hôhe muot / der sich uf in diu wolken tuot. / dem ist ouch nihtes ze 
vil, / die wîle er sich gehaben wil / hin ûf, dâ sich der tugende gôz / ze samene welbet an ein 
slôz. / so gevaelet ouch daz niemer, / die tugende dien sîn iemer gesteinet unde gewieret,/ mit 
lobe also gezieret,/ daz wir, die nidere sîn gemuot, der muot sich allez nider tuot, / und an dem 
esterîche swebet,/ der weder swebet noch enclebet,/ wir kapfen allez wider berc / und 
schouwen oben an daz werc, / daz an ir tugenden dâ stât, / daz von ir lobe her nider gât,/ die 
ob uns in den wolken swebent / und uns ir schîn her nider gebent. / die kapfe wir ze wunder an. 
/ hie wahsent uns die vedern van, / von den der muot in vlücke wirt,/ vliegende lob nâch 
tugenden birt.” 
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sacred works of art, well known from Suger of St. Denis’s meditations on the bronze 

doors of his abbey and on the gold and jewels of church ornament. But its clearest and 

for the topic of the sublime most important analogue is in Richard of St. Victor’s theories 

of mystical contemplation and the experience of the sublime. Gottfried’s language could 

be a translation of Richard: the weak spirit striving to rise from its earthly limits; the 

contemplation of some mediating object (crown of virtues in the position of the keystone 

of the gothic arch), astonishment at the masterpiece, a “thing,” a work of art which 

mediates the virtues (der tugende gôz); the astonishment of the spirit gazing upward at the 

splendor of the light from the crown; the weak spirit nourishing itself on the vision, 

growing wings and flying upwards to the height of heavenly beings. The images in 

Tristan have retained little of their Christian coloring, but the mechanism of ascent is 

clearly drawn from the Victorine model of sublevatio mentis. 684  

Gottfried von Strassburg had found in the love of Tristan and Isolde a “grand 

subject.” He showed characters in the romance swept away by the force of this 

phenomenon; he showed observers struck with amazement and fear, wrenched out of 

their everyday condition and seemingly transported into higher worlds, and he used 

language and formulations clearly aimed at sweeping his readers into an enchanted state 

at the experience of love that had bewitched the two lovers and others who witnessed 

them.  In many virtuoso descriptions, his language rises to the sublime. Sublime, 

ennobling love invites depiction with enthusiastikon pathos. It is a literary language well 

in advance of its German courtly public. It takes its special resonance from its obligations 

to a long-standing Judeo-Christian language of sublime experience. Clearly sublime 

elements in the love potion scene and other passages in Tristan were not casual, isolated 

moments of enthusiasm, but rather representative of Gottfried’s clear awareness of Isolde 

as a sublime being and the love of the main characters a sublime subject.  

*** 

                                                        
684 See "The Crown of Virtues in the Cave of Lovers Allegory of Gottfried's Tristan," Euphorion 
67 (1973), 95-116. And, abbreviated, in Medieval Humanism in Gottfried von Strassburg’s 
Tristan und Isolde, (Heidelberg: Winter, 1977), pp. 126-138.  
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Reading Gottfried’s Tristan as a narrative framing of allegorical/Platonic concepts 

is an approach fully congruent with the probable social position of its author: a highly 

learned clerical courtier, one of whose court duties was probably the education of young 

women. Gottfried no doubt knew the allegorical poetry of Alan of Lille, and he might 

well have learned to assimilate the Tristan story to Platonic models in the teaching of 

Alanus, who wrote in his “Memorable Sayings”: 

You, therefore, as a spiritual man, should hear and understand words of a love 

song in a spiritual sense; study the emotions of your soul and transfer the goad of 

carnal love to higher things. 685 

Gottfried has conceived and cast his work as an invitation to interpretation in this sense.  

The sublime elements of Gottfried’s Tristan are tied to transmuted elements of Christian 

and Platonic metaphysics. They follow closely the forms we identified in earlier chapters: 

contemplation that finds the spiritual behind the phenomenal, the creator behind 

creation, the astonishment/amazement that that insight generates, the ascent into higher 

realms of the spirit, the rapturous effects of beauty both physical and musical, qualities 

of persons and things that go beyond human experience, love reaching beyond the limits 

that confine ordinary people, that necessitate the lovers’ transgressive behavior; the 

response of the poet to the phenomenon of love: expansion/growth of the soul, greatness 

of theme, grandeur of exposition, emotional symmetry. Those elements of Gottfried’s 

Tristan are also the main topics of the sublime. 

 

 

                                                        
685 Alanus ab Insulis, Dicta memorabilia, PL 210, 253A: “Tu igitur ut spiritualis audi spiritualiter 
amatoria verba cantari, et disce motum animae tuae, et carnalis amoris incendium ad meliora 
transferre.” See Jaeger, Medieval Humanism, pp. 156-179;  Christoph Huber, Die Aufnahme und 
Verbreitung des Alanus ab Insulis in mittelhochdeutschen Dichtungen: Untersuchungen zu 
Thomasin von Zirclaere, Gottfried von Strassburg, Frauenlob etc. (Munich and Zurich: Artemis, 
1988); and Michael Seggewiss, “Tristan und Alans homo novus,” in Exemplaris Imago: Ideale in 
Mittelalter und Früher Neuzeit, ed. N. Staubach, (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2012), 159-172.  
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Conclusion 
 

The Sense of the Sublime discussed a mode of thought, feeling, representation and 

aesthetic response in a variety of medieval sources. In medieval as in modern usage the 

adjective “sublime” works in many contexts. As a literary / rhetorical term it describes a 

high, forceful and sophisticated writing and speaking style, exalted in diction, rhythm 

and phrasing, at times regarded as vain, pompous and bombastic, at others received as 

enthralling, transformative and prophetic. A history of the word as a style-word leads us 

through various modes of elevated secular and sacred style, and attitudes toward the 

latter. Some central moments in that history are the subject of Chapter 1. The adjective 

sublimis gives an auratic and mysterious quality to its object; it is elevating and 

magnifying; it suggests perfection and quintessence, in literary and in human qualities. 

We saw it in the context of Christian anthropology. For Adam of Dryburgh that quality 

was present in the mind of God creating humankind; life and being were subordinate 

purposes. Primary was God’s intention to lend to the very nature of mankind “something 

sublime” (ut sublime quiddam esset) by creating them in His image and likeness. The plural 

noun sublimia is a prominent term in Christian theology and theological aesthetics. It is a 

Christian coinage, a collective term for the highest mysteries. The modern fields of 

theology and aesthetics have shown little interest in it.  

As an aesthetic concept, sublimity has a meaning in the Middle Ages that is 

broader, more extensive, and in its philosophical/theological ties to poetry and rhetoric, 

more profound than the Greek/Roman counterpart, which has tended to overshadow 

the medieval. More relevant to the medieval sublime than Greek and Roman sublimity is 

the sublime in the psalms, prophets and the wisdom literature of the Old Testament.  

A positive ideal of sublimity of thought and expression emerges alongside a 

negative view in early Christianity (ch. 2). The Gospel of John the Evangelist, and the 

Book of Revelation, ascribed to John in the Middle Ages, had a major role in shaping and 

legitimizing sublimity in sacred eloquence. The beginning of John’s gospel grounded a 

style appropriate to the highest mysteries of Christianity, the sublime or grand style. The 

letters of St. Paul served Augustine as a model for grand style in teaching. At the same 
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time, Paul’s own pronouncement laid on sublimity of speech the reproach of 

philosophical overweening. In spite of Paul’s limited reservations, an ideal of 

impassioned speech, preaching and teaching emerges from that nexus, and the sublime 

as rhetoric merges with the sublime of Christian spirituality. Once established in the 

pedagogic and devotional practices of Christianity, sublimity was available as a mode of 

expression in architecture, sculpture, music and literature, Latin and vernacular. The 

German courtly Tristan romance of Gottfried von Strassburg was the one example treated 

here in detail (chs. 16 and 17), since various of its forms of sublimity are adapted 

demonstrably from the Latin rhetoric of spirituality. The highpoint of sublimity in the 

vernacular is the Divine Comedy of Dante.  

The traditions of heroic epic, Beowulf, Song of Roland, Nibelungenlied and Old Norse 

sources, develop their own brand of sublime expression, generally with next to no contact 

to the Latin tradition. The sublimity of heroic literature deserves individual treatment. It 

was very much on the periphery here. The one exception were the Germanic elements in 

Sigebert of Gembloux’s Passion of the Theban Legion.   

A concept of the sublime in Latin literature, Christian and secular, opens to view 

a language and rhetoric of elevated, passionate expression, vividness and sensuousness 

integral to the language of the Latin Middle Ages. The epigraph from Roger Bacon,  

expressius, sensibilius, distinctius articulates those qualities. Bacon missed passion and 

expressiveness in contemporary (later thirteenth century) Christian culture. They were 

for him markers of a culture that stretched from the Gospels to the early thirteenth 

century—and then fell silent (ch. 4). He was convinced that higher registers of expression 

had preceded Scholasticism, that passion, sensuousness, vivid expressiveness and 

visionary brilliance, had been qualities of thought and writing. That view is confirmed in 

The Sense of the Sublime. The modes of thought and expression in Scholasticism resisted 

emotional intensity. In thinking that those higher registers had died out altogether I 

believe that Bacon was overly pessimistic. Sublimity survived and found new areas of 

expression. 686 Its most brilliant culminations for the Middle Ages were, in mystical 

                                                        
686 Much relevant material in Gillespie, “Enargeia and the Psalter.” 
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writings, Hildegard of Bingen, in poetry, Dante’s Divine Comedy, and in architecture, the 

Gothic cathedral. The relative absence of those three greatest monuments of the medieval 

sublime is a fault in a book on the sublime in the Middle Ages. I can only hope to avoid 

censure for that fault, or try to ward it off, by pleading lack of time, space, and 

competence.   

The language and rhetoric of the sublime proved a rich vein to mine (ch. 3). The 

many facets of the topic crowded in on me both at the beginning and the end of this study, 

which opens with three chapters on the Latin vocabulary of the sublime, and ends with 

a list of terms for the aesthetic of the sublime developed out of the sources themselves, a 

critical language which, appended as an index will, I hope,  be useful as an instrument of 

locating, understanding, describing and analyzing the sublime elements in medieval 

Latin writings.   

Christian spirituality and sublime aesthetics meet most closely in the scheme of 

contemplation set forth by Richard of St. Victor (ch. 5). Richard is representative of a 

broader development of a sensibility alive and active in poetry, architecture, sculpture, 

music and homiletics, as also in theology and devotional forms.  

The medieval sermon as an artfully composed work is a rewarding topic, even 

beyond Bernard of Clairvaux and his followers. It may be possible to write a general 

aesthetic of the medieval sermon, but I gave only isolated readings. My selection was 

oriented to the broadly acknowledged distinction between the two voices of the sermon, 

thunder and the dove. Of the thousands transmitted from the Middle Ages, from every 

area of Europe, very few deserve that description, “artfully composed” (I balked at “work 

of art,” though it may also apply—some sermons of Bernard of Clairvaux). But it would 

be unfair to suppose that that proportion of good to ordinary composition reflects the 

mediocre level of aesthetic culture in the area of the sermon, its composition and 

response. The ideal of powerfully moving, inspiring, enrapturing sermon writing was 

real, however often neglected. Recall the letter ascribed to Bernard of Clairvaux advising 

a fellow monk, when recruiting a new abbot, to appoint one who, besides the usual 

qualifications, “possesses the power of sublimity of speech, and who can move you with 

flaming words and stirring examples to the love of God” (“qui potiatur sublimitate 
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sermonis, qui te verbis, et exemplis efficacibus et ignitis ad divinum amorem instruat.”) 

The ideal of sublime and passionate speech was highly valued, and sermons of John Scot 

Eriugena, Peter Damian, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Aelred of Rievaulx provided 

examples of its realization. The difficult but rewarding task of sifting the needles of 

artfully composed sermons from the haystack of the Patrologia Latina and Schneyer’s 

Repertorium beckons to colleagues in medieval sermon studies. There is no canon of 

artfully composed sermons. Establishing one would take patience. It is in some ways a 

task like and in other unlike distinguishing masterpieces from mediocrities in the 

European and American novel from the eighteenth century to the present, or in the art of 

cinema—both hardly surveyable judged in their bare massive quantities. Long traditions 

of criticism have distinguished masterpieces from mediocre works, and in those areas we 

can speak of, for better and worse, an established canon that reveals literary and 

cinematic aesthetics at their best. The sermon as a genre has aesthetic appeal built into its 

core, and I mean by that the fundamental purpose of the form, the cultural matrix of the 

sermon prior to any expression. The shrewdest, most learned, best organized sermon 

misses its fundamental purpose if it lacks passion, conviction, rhetorical effectiveness and 

fails in that main task of inspiring the love and fear of God. No level of mere 

argumentative reasoning can rescue it when delivered aloud to an audience. That value 

is stated clearly in Augustine’s On Christian Doctrine. Honorius Augustodunensis touted 

inherent narrative appeal as one of the bases of his recipes for sermon composition and 

appealed to the exotic, the fantastic, the grandiose, biblical, classical or folkloric, along 

with rhetorical color, to supply it. Roger Bacon was appalled at the scholastic tendency 

to turn sermons into treatises, thus removing any trace of sublimitas sermonis.  

 Prayer and contemplation/meditation (chs. 5, 6 and 11) are, also in their core, 

lyrical forms; at least there is an instinctual sense in the pray-er that intensity of emotion 

crowds out muttered appeals in its ability to get God’s attention. Obsecration (prayer) 

and devotion (meditation) get their impetus from rhetorical shaping, emotion and 

dynamics. Both forms serve especially a worshiper burdened with sin and its effects but 

passionately moved to waken the conscience, to elevate the moral status of the supplicant. 

The prayer aims to snatch up the worshiper in the medium of those emotions, to move 
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them “in a way that is inexpressible, from one emotion to the next,” until they are 

“inundated with tears,” to quote  Aelred of Rievaulx. That is the key of the tradition of 

written prayer from Augustine to Bede to Alcuin, Peter Damian and John of Fécamp. In 

tone it ranges from mournful to joyous. Anselm of Canterbury invents a new style: a 

language of self-scourging, now lilting and now biting, stoking the temperature of love 

and devotion, but also inspiring fear and terror, a dark sublime, its dynamics abbreviated 

in emotional outpourings in tight-packed blocks of rhetoric (ch. 6). Augustine would 

have described its rugged speech as “violent with the passions of the mind” (violentum 

animi affectibus). A storm of high-wattage energy engulfs the reader of his prayers. Words 

are made into hammers and axes to shatter the crust of indifference encasing the soul; 

their thundering creates fear and terror to waken the worshiper from his death-like sleep 

of sin. Anselm introduced an entirely original form of prayer that was widely influential. 

If “originality” is an argument against, or a quality added onto, a workshop aesthetic of 

writing, then Anselm is our prime voice. 

The distinction between a sublime mode and a diminished mode of representing 

by medieval artists and of imagining by its recipients is still useful, I believe. I spoke 

earlier of the “Diminished Middle Ages or DMA,” a post-romantic perspective on 

medieval culture which presupposes a limited capacity of the medieval audience to be 

astonished, apart from a blank, shallow amazement at prodigies. The amazement of 

transcendental sublime, or of the aesthetic response which is to sublimity as laughter to 

comedy and tears to tragedy, hardly exists as a general interpretive category. Nor does 

the conception of an artist or poet interested in rousing those responses or endowed with 

the ability to do so.   

The medieval sublime is an aggrandizing, magnifying mode, which presupposes 

an aesthetically refined sensibility on the part of writers, artists, poets  and their audience. 

Instances of music and literature composed and received at a level of sensitivity that bears 

comparison with modern aesthetic refinement, however different the artwork itself, are 

not hard to come by. 

Another thrust at enlarging what I’ve called the “diminutive” or “diminished” 

view of medieval art and literature is the “grand theme” (chs. 12-17). We noted authors 
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who recognize the greatness of their theme and elevate their language to give it 

appropriate expression. Isidore called for grandiloquent expression of great things, 

proposing that greater issues call for a display of “magnificence and lightning.” 

 Grand themes inspire the grand style in medieval no less than ancient and modern 

literature. The stylistic exaltation of a theme can happen in medieval literature via 

adaptations of classical forms of expression, as in the case of the death of Archbishop 

Adalbert. But closer to hand are modes of expression at home in the Old Testament, 

Psalms, prophets, Job, the Song of Songs etc. The influence of Old Testament poetry is 

deeply infused in the works considered here, but it was on display, most crucially to my 

argument, in reading the scene of the arrival of the heavenly messenger in Dante, Inferno 

9. 64ff. (Excursus 1). 

 Some works showed a self-conscious awareness of sublimity of style. Adam of 

Dryburgh virtually announced his plan to write sublimely (ch. 11), and Herbert of 

Bosham reflected a sensibility tutored and trained to elevated expression when he 

announced his stylistic shift in the last chapter of his Becket biography (ch. 14). Because 

his subject began to “grow in grandeur” as it approached the murder of the archbishop, 

it called for the language of angels; that of men was no longer adequate to the event. That 

both Adam and Herbert aspired to sublimity was grist for the mill of a reader of the 

medieval sublime, even if the one sought it in rhetorical coloring and the other in 

effusiveness and repetition.  

 The psychology of response to the sublime was a major subject of this book (Intro 

and ch. 5), perhaps more important than compositional style. A variety of aesthetic 

sensibilities is deeply ingrained in the writers discussed here and in the reactions to their 

works as we can judge them from evidence that is usually indirect. Many passages show 

the sublime as a rich experience of the reader observed and articulated in a psychology 

of sublime perception, especially by Richard of St. Victor, but also in other writers. Roger 

Bacon is especially generous in enriching that area of our critical vocabulary: passionate 

speech, inspired prophetic writing, sublime speech, grandeur of thought, the ability to 

enrapture and transform (ch. 4). He shows sensitivity to the “miraculous power of music 
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and language,” and, as I wrote earlier, he often sounds like a Christianized Longinus 

defining the sublime in the sacred eloquence of Christianity.   

The medieval sublime asserts itself palpably in the response to music and the 

music of language. Roger Bacon wanted expressiveness, sensuousness and vividness in 

church music and castigated contemporary practice for lacking them. In his nostalgic call 

for the revival of music, he evinced a sensibility like that of Richard of St. Victor, who 

recommended the music of a minstrel (not liturgical) to reawaken a forgotten inner image 

of divinity. Richard envisioned a response where “the spiritual soul is touched at the very 

core of its being by the voice of a singer,” and the music moves the heart so deeply that 

“we shout in divine praises, a great shouting from the innermost depths of the heart.” 

The music creates ecstasy, in which the soul, out of an excess of joy, begins to dance. The 

ecstasy presupposes a spirit deeply sensitive to music. Andrew of St. Victor anticipated 

Richard in his sequence Ex radice caritatis. Both Richard and Andrew regard music as a 

medium that reached down to the very root of love. Gottfried’s Isolde stirred the hearts 

of the listeners by a music that was both audible and visible (ch. 17). Music of the body 

and the spirit had a magical power to enchant, to cast a spell, to spread like a magic salve 

on the mind of the audience, to work like the song of the sirens, holding the mind chained 

in love-longing and love-suffering. 

Aesthetic response by medieval readers and audiences was complex and deep. 

(See Excursus 2, Hildebert’s poem on Muriel) While the lilting sweetness of Bernard of 

Clairvaux softens the spirit, Anselm’s dark rhetoric does the opposite: it assaults the pray-

er with an insistently, purposefully repetitive rhetoric, which evokes “inner tumult” and 

inspires it. The music of Isolde can enchant, hold the listener captive in love, but its power 

to captivate also hints at its destructive force, which has its strongest expression in the 

fate of the two lovers. 

At stake in rethinking the topic of aesthetic response to medieval art and literature 

is nothing less than the quality of imagination of those who wrote and those who heard 

or read medieval writings. There is a section of the medieval imaginaire that focuses on 

the small and folkloric and as a consequence sees the Middle Ages as “a period of small, 

quaint things and people, of miniatures, humble, little, overshadowed by its big 
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neighbors, antiquity in its past and the Renaissance in its future—full of ingenious people 

and little intricate objects, a curiosity cabinet full to overflowing; a treasure trove of 

folklore, superstition and weird eccentricities of popular religion with its overheated 

devotional forms bordering on the fanatical, its transgressive characters and bizarre 

relics, living and dead.” 687 The sources of cultural information at that level are abundant 

and fascinating, and post-romantic medieval studies have been strongly drawn to them. 

It is an attitude that set low expectations for the perception of medieval aesthetic 

sensibilities in the twentieth century. The same mindset has tended to shrink the 

emotional life of the period, to see its “passionate intensity” as juvenile and ridiculous 

(Huizinga), to see, for instance, the emotionality of courtly love as somehow a fake or 

forgery, or an elaborate cover-up strategy to hide the coarse or predatory character of 

love in the reality of everyday life.  

Against this view the present study has set the kind of imagination that 

aggrandizes. The response begins in awe and rises to ecstasy; it sweeps away the reader; 

it seeks out the holy, the mysterious, the heroic, the tragic, the exalted and the numinous. 

This form of thought and feeling is tutored by Scripture, by the liturgy, by contemplation 

and its culture, by the tragic/heroic in history and literature, but especially by the 

amorous imagination. The perspective offered by this sublimity-seeking imagination is 

genuine and powerful. Captured by awe, it rises to heights; it also descends to depths. It 

seeks out a form of experience in counter-position to the “reality” exposed by the 

hermeneutic of suspicion that has prevailed in post-romantic medieval studies. The 

exalting imagination reveals high gravitas in passion, and humane delicacy of feeling in 

more gentle affects. Its ultimate object is to suggest the reality of things numinous and 

miraculous. That experience conveyed in language, music, art or architecture, is sublime. 

 

 

 

  
                                                        
687 On the “diminutive Middle Ages” or DMA, Magnificence and the Sublime,  p. 5.   
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Excursus (2):  
Medieval Poetry and Modern Aesthetic Response:  

Hildebert of Lavardin on Muriel of Wilton, a Vatic Poet 
 

 
I posed a question in the introduction to this book that is important to address at 

the end:  

What if medieval writing, discourse, literature, poetry, music and art were much 

bigger than we credit in our largely mechanical view of its aesthetics? Suppose we 

had been reading through the tunnel vision of critical perspectives that reduced it, 

calmed it, tamed it? What if sublimity, grandeur, poetic inspiration, beauty, 

passion, poetic genius, its ability to enrapture and transform, were powerfully 

active, but gone undetected, diminished, or shunted aside by the current shared 

presuppositions which sent them to the closet to lurk in the dark? 

In the past decade the work of Caroline Bynum, Paul Binski, Jacqueline Jung, Bissera 

Pentcheva, Caroline van Eck, and others, has done much to draw attention to the 

elements of wonder, amazement, vitality in medieval art and literature. And yet a fortress 

of presuppositions fortifies the idea of medieval art as rule-bound, workshop art. Here is 

a further assault on that fortress.  

Hildebert of Lavardin (ca. 1056-1133) sang the praises of a poet who was famous 

at the end of the eleventh and early twelfth century, a nun of Wilton Abbey named 

Muriel. His poem to Muriel is an example of a sophisticated aesthetic response of a 
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medieval poet-cleric-humanist-bishop, a response deriving ultimately from his strong 

sense of the sublime in another poet’s work.  

Hildebert was not alone in recognizing her genius. Two other contemporaries 

lavished praise on her work. 688 None of her poems has survived. Here is Hildebert’s 

encomium: 

The ancient world boasted ten sibyls, 

And great was the glory of your sex.  

The present age, barren but for a single virgin sage, 

Enjoys just one genius,  

Proving that even now gods consort with humans.  

Unless I’m wrong, they speak through this virgin’s voice. 

The gods have entrusted to your mind their awesome mysteries 

And have appointed your sacred voice their own prophet. 

What flows [spontaneously] from your speech—inferior only to the gods— 

Surpasses all that the ancients labored at over midnight oil.  

Your every breath is immortal,  

And all the world marvels at your work as if it were divine.   

By your genius you humble the prophets and the famous poets. 

Men and women alike are awe-struck at your eloquence.   

                                                        
688  Baudri of Bourgueil and Serlo of Bayeux. See Jean-Yves Tilliette in Baudri de Bourgueil, 
Carmina/Poèmes, ed. and trans. Jean-Yves Tilliette, (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2002), vol. 2, p. 46-
47, Carmen 137. See Tilliette’s extensive note on the poetess, with bibliography. 
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The poems you sent me I have read and pondered ten times over, 

And still I marvel, thinking that they come from sacred shrines deep within.  

Skill in such sacred works is beyond human capacities,  

Nor do I believe that it is you who speak, but rather the gods speak through you. 

The gravity of your thoughts, the deep meaning, their beautiful harmony 

Have the face of the divine. 689 

 I read this poem for the first time about 40 years ago. Peter von Moos’s important book 

was my guide through Hildebert’s writings. 690 The vision of an episcopal bishop-poet 

with strong classical influence writing at the beginning of the age of courtliness, set 

against the cultural background of a medieval Christian-humanitas, offered the context of 

a sophisticated culture of poetry at the end of the eleventh/beginning of the twelfth 

century. The praise of Muriel had to be impressive against that background. But what I 

saw in the poem at that time was narrowly framed: classical learning, an epideictic 

rhetoric that cultivated hyperbole as part of a rhetoric of show and spectacle. Von Moos 

                                                        
689  Hildeberti Cenomannensis Episcopi Carmina Minora, ed. A. Brian Scott, (Berlin: Teubner, 
1969), pp. 17-18, Carmen 26:  Tempora prisca decem se iactavere sibillis, / et vestri sexus gloria 
multa fuit. / unius ingenio prasentia secula gaudent, / et non ex toto virgine vate carent. / nunc 
quoque sunt homini quedam commercia divum, / quos puto, nec fallor, virginis ore loqui. / 
mente tua posuere dei penetrale verendum, / osque sacrum vatem constituere suum. / ore tuo 
quecumque fluunt vigilata priorum / transcendunt, solis inferiora deis. / quicquid enim spiras 
est immortale, tuumque /tanquam divinum mundus adorat opus. / deprimis ingenio vates 
celebresque poetas, / et stupet eloquio sexus uterque tuo. / carmina missa mihi decies spectata 
revolvens / miror, et ex aditis illa venire reor. / non est humanum tam sacros posse labores, / 
nec te, sed per te numina credo loqui. / pondera verborum, sensus gravis, ordo venustus / 
vultum divine condicionis habent… 
 
690 Peter von Moos, Hildebert von Lavardin 1056-1133: Humanitas an der Schwelle des 
höfischen Zeitalters, (Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1965).   
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gives this definition of Hildebert’s self-conception as educator and poet in the classical 

tradition: “The core of Hildebert’s creative work is not to honor God, but to elevate and 

harmonize humankind. An ancient attitude sets the poetic ideal for Hildebert; we sense 

in him something of the self-conception of Virgil and Horace as pious prophets, as priests 

teaching the wisdom of the muses.” (p. 28). 

 It was still possible to read Hildebert’s poems in the framework of Curtius’s 

dictum that in the Latin Middle Ages one wrote poetry because one learned it at school; 

poetry was a learnable skill, useful and practical, acquired for purposes of praising and 

other occasions calling on elaborate rhetoric. Probe its sources and forms, and you’ve got 

its core. I read it with an unstated, maybe unconscious presupposition that he probably 

meant less than he said; take apart the materials that constitute the poem—so I believed—

topoi, borrowed diction, rhetorical formulations—and you come closer to an adequate 

understanding. 

Von Moos’s perspective is much more sophisticated than that critical position on 

Hildebert’s poetic art; his reading embraces the poetry of praise and education, a higher 

inspiration, poetic genius, a creative force in the heart and mind of the poet. But rhetoric 

and the Latin classics were still the measure of things and yielded a reading of the poem 

to Muriel commensurate with its various elements: the laudatio temporis acti—they had 

ten sibyls, we have one; they had sacred poetry galore, we have little; they had many who 

trafficked with the gods, we have only one. Of course, the loss of greatness of the present 

age in general was the gain of Muriel; all remaining classical sanctity centered in her; ten 

sibyls in the ancient world were not adequate to match the creative power of this virgin 
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prophetess in the present. All the prophets and famed poets of the ancient world cannot 

measure up to the creations of her ingenium.  

The reader of medieval Latin poetry in 1980 had to be cautious with the term 

ingenium: it was important to see it as less than “genius,” closer to “ability,” “talent” or 

“aptitude.” The divine breath and appearance, the flow of inspired poetry, the poetry 

superior to the ancients and the prophets, just below the gods, fit with the hyperbole of 

the genre encomium. These elements constitute the poem’s elevating, aggrandizing force. 

In short, the poem seemed fashioned from a scheme which was highly rhetorical—

classical influence remodeled with minimal Christian coloring.  

What if anything is gained by reading this poem against the background of the 

sublime in the Middle Ages? Essential features of the poem emerge clear and vigorous 

when read within that framework—Muriel’s voice and its effect on Hildebert. 

The poem is rife with prophetic elements: her voice is the voice of divinities691; 

they have entrusted her with their deepest secrets, drawn from the secret inner 

sanctuaries (ex aditis), inaccessible to mortals; her poetic voice is vatic and sibylline; her 

mere breath is poetry, it flows as if spontaneously composed. Her words are godlike, 

beyond human capacities to create or to understand. Her eloquence, her diction, her 

ideas, the structure of her poems all bespeak the work of the gods; they even look like the 

gods, having “the face of the divine condition.” If we take this poem as anything more 

than a product of school learning, then Hildebert is reacting to a real quality of Muriel’s 

                                                        
691 While Hildebert stresses the beauty of her verses, Baudri of Bourgueil, lifts up the quality of 
her singing voice. Carmina/Poèmes, ed. Tilliette, vol. 2, p. 46-47, Carmen 137. 
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poetry, a real effect on the audience, not just making a poetic arrangement of pre-given 

matter of praise.  

“Prophetic” describes a mood and an atmosphere. Secrets, mysteries, things above 

nature are conveyed in this mode. It enthralls the audience. Recall the awe-struck fear of 

the monks of Rievaulx when they supposed that their abbot was conversing behind 

closed doors with beings from the beyond: “The place became very dreadful.” 

“Prophetic” in the parlance of pre-Scholastic culture does not mean predictive; it means, 

mysteries revealed, spoken, expressed in the mode of the inspired prophet.  

 Her poetry is received with astonishment—that is, in the way appropriate to the 

presence of God, or the gods, or spoken in the voice of the gods. Male and female alike 

are struck with amazement (stupet eloquio tuo). Hildebert himself, having read them ten 

times, is in wonder (miror) at their divine quality. The mysteries she conveys are in 

themselves awe-inspiring (verendum) coming as they do from deep within divine minds 

(dei penetrale, ex aditis). Prominent also is the stress on the sacral character of her poetry. 

Her sacred voice (os sacrum) persuades the gods to appoint her their proclaimer. A 

convocation of gods is implied, which chooses Muriel as the single sacred poet (suum 

sacrum vatem) worthy to transmit their secrets to the world of humans. Such works (her 

poems) transcend the mortal. They are worshiped or revered as a creation of gods 

(mundus adorat tanquam divinum opus). The mystery spoken by a god or a god’s voice in a 

human inspires awe. Muriel in her own physical presence, her words, her music, must 

project the aura of the numinous—awe, rapt admiration, perhaps even dread.  
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 Hildebert’s poem to Muriel is the response of a reader to the sublime, rapt in 

astonishment at the secret and sacred quality of her music. We have seen various 

divisions among writers who aim at the sublime: some want to dazzle and captivate 

(Honorius, Herbert of Bosham, Adam of Dryburgh). Others (Anselm, Bernard, Aelred, 

Gottfried, Dante) create a higher world that operates in its own individual key, that 

enfolds the listener in the atmosphere of a realm beyond and above nature, and yet 

seemingly real—that is, a prophetic atmosphere. Works like this have the potential effect 

of leading the audience into the status sublimitatis. Muriel belongs in the latter group. We 

cannot identify and enter into the epic or lyric tone of her works, which are lost, but we 

can infer it from Hildebert’s response: her every breath utters something immortal. It is 

not middle style with occasional surges into the sublime; but rather a world separate and 

above human experience. If this consideration has weight, then we have come well 

beyond school learning, rhetoric, and classical allusiveness. Hildebert’s elevation of 

Muriel and her poetry to the divine is language stretching to give expression to what is 

beyond human fathoming.  

In this context the quality of ingenium has to be understood as bigger and more 

lustrous than “ability,” “skill” or “aptitude.” It is the quality by which Muriel surpasses 

the vates and famous poets of ancient times and creates the prophetic mood peculiar to 

her own work. Something in the area of “genius” or “creative spirit” comes closer. Terms 

from the workshop conception of poetry clearly are not adequate.  

  Finally, the perspective of the sublime, applied to this poem, but also in general, 

teaches us something about the character of hyperbole. Extravagant praise is in part of 
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course the purpose of Hildebert’s poem, but “hyperbole” is a term from a hermeneutic of 

suspicion; it diminishes what it describes; it implies inflation. It appeals to the reader to 

shrink the words and the subject before they can sense that the proportion between the 

two is adequate. “Aggrandizing” and “magnifying” are more apt. Hildebert’s poem 

enlarges Muriel.  These are terms from the language of sublime rhetoric. The poet must 

stretch for words that always fall short of the thing or person described, and the rhetoric 

must ascend to approach its/her status. When the Virgin Mary tells the Angel Michael 

that her soul “magnifies” the Lord, she means, “praises” in the sense of elevating the 

boundary of the divine, extending language to reach to something beyond magnitude.  

In that sense also, Hildebert’s praise of Muriel is the magnificat of a poet seen as 

semi-divine. The praise operates in an emotional and cultural framework more complex 

and more profound than rhetoric, school learning and craft-guild artistry. The 

poet/bishop himself worked and wrote in an atmosphere that valued powerful, creative, 

transformative language. If he imitated classical formulations, it was in order to activate 

in his work the pith and force of Horace and Virgil, not to create a showpiece of learning. 

But as much as he and his culture admired classical style, they admired even more the 

work of John the Evangelist, beautiful, mystery-filled and awe-inspiring. Hildebert, along 

with writers and audiences who shared his culture, understood that the aesthetic effect 

of Muriel’s poetry was more prophetic than mimetic; more like that of the Virgin Mary 

magnifying the lord than that of a sober observer exaggerating the virtues of an ordinary 

person. Both the mother of Jesus and Hildebert were raising the subject of their praise 

into the sublime.  
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Hildebert’s poem needs to be read as an expression of high aesthetic-religious 

gravitas. His use of the language of divine prophecy elsewhere bears out the claim. He 

only applies the language of the Muriel poem to one other contemporary, Anselm of 

Canterbury.  In a letter to Anselm Hildebert praised the archbishop for his tract on the 

Holy Spirit, declaring the author’s heart (pectus) blessed by the “congress of virtues”: they 

have consecrated Anselm’s mind as a shrine for their innermost mysteries. “From thence 

as from the inner sanctum divine oracles proceed, and sacred lips proclaim [you] nothing 

less than the interpreter of the divine will.”692 The overlap is considerable; the 

divergences minor. He puts the major theologian of contemporary Europe in the same 

frame as the poetess Muriel.  

Are there many poets like Muriel, who once inspired awe-struck wondering 

admiration but were reduced for the modern reader by a critical perspective that 

diminished much that it touched? I think so. In many cases the works are lost; but in 

others the real impact of the writing that has survived is hard to judge given the available 

interpretive tools. Critical perspectives focus interpretation and aesthetic response. The 

critic, philologist and historian say what the dominant critical perspectives encourage 

them to say; to depart from those perspectives risks appearing out of touch. The critical 

language of topoi and conventions, traditions and cultural inheritance, flattened a great 

deal that it touched in the later twentieth century, including Hildebert’s poem to Muriel. 

                                                        
692 Hildebert, Epist. 13 to Anselm, PL 171, 220B; also among Anselm’s letters, Opera omnia 
Anselmi, ed. Schmitt, vol. 4, p. 149, Epist. 240: “Beatum sane pectus, quod virtutum conventus 
reverendum sibi penetrale consecravit. Inde velut ex aditis divina prodeunt oracula, nihilque 
aliud sacra labia profitentur quam coelestis interpretem voluntatis.” 
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The perspective of the sublime contours it with a reading adequate to the awe-struck 

wondering admiration of Muriel’s admirer.  

 Can critical perspectives really impinge on aesthetic reception so broadly as to 

shrink or magnify, darken or brighten, a later culture’s shared responses to the art of a 

previous age? The answer must certainly be yes. I suggested earlier that we might have 

been reading medieval literature “through the tunnel vision of critical perspectives that 

reduced it, calmed it, tamed it.” In returning to the point at the end of this book, I would 

only revise the phrase “tunnel vision.” The influence of critical perspectives is not 

narrow. An atmosphere of aesthetic evaluation has rather the authority of panoptic 

vision, which embraces culture broadly in a given period, however briefly or durably. An 

era-determined critical atmosphere set in place the indifference to or disdain of much 

great poetry. Medieval vernacular heroic poetry looked primitive in the Enlightenment. 

Frederick the Great, having pondered an edition of the Nibelungenlied offered to him by a 

philologist hopeful of patronage, responded that the whole thing was not worth “a single 

shot of gunpowder.” Goethe and Hegel more or less agreed. But the aesthetic climate 

changed, and a composer in the nineteenth century would write a series of grand operas 

lifting the work and others from that heroic milieu into a sublimity that few in an earlier 

age had imagined possible. Similarly, Shakespeare had to be introduced to France in the 

eighteenth century with the coarse language and vulgar scenes removed, translated into 

Alexandrine verse and the language of French classical drama, that is, starkly diminished.  

 Medieval studies in the twentieth century have labored under a large-scale 

misapprehension. While popular and high culture in the previous century took 
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inspiration in many forms, mainly aggrandizing, from the Middle Ages, in academic 

medieval studies generally it was good form to sense something ungenuine and 

derivative in the literature of the age, to strike a cautious and skeptical attitude, to peel 

back an idealizing surface and reveal darker things beneath it. If Hildebert praised 

Muriel’s poetry as god-like, the critic’s task was in part to expose the lesser things that he 

probably meant. The perspective of the sublime pushes back against that 

misapprehension. 
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Critical Vocabulary of the Medieval Sublime / Grand Style 
 
This is a list of critical terms and phrases of the aesthetics of the sublime discussed in 
The Sense of the Sublime in the Middle Ages. It is not exhaustive. For a broader list of 
aesthetic terms in medieval Latin, see Mary Carruthers’s, The Experience of Beauty, 
“Index of Words” (pp.231-33). Also the “Index Analytique” in De Bruyne, Études 
d’esthétique médiévale, vol. 2, pp. 670-690. 
 
 
accendere auditorem 
accendere hominum pectora 
admiratio 
altisonus 
altitudo 
animum movere 
animum rapere 
ardenter pronuntiare 
ardor pectoris 
argumentum poeticum 
ars locutionis 
ars narrationis 
attonitus 
cohaerentia sermonum 
comptus 
cudo-cudere 
cultus sermonis 
decor 
decorum 
dilatatio 
distinctus 
elevatio 
exaltare vocem 
exaltatio 
excessus 
expansio 
expressus 
exsultatio 
extasis 
fervor 
flexus animae 

fortis 
fulgor 
 
fulgor divinitatis 
fulgor sermonis 
genus sublime 
gloria eloquii 
grande dicendi genus  
grande genus, violentum animi  

affectibus 
grandescere 
granditer proferre 
grandiloquentia,  
grandis eloquentia 
grandis stylus 
granditer agere 
grandisonus 
granditer dicere/loqui 
gratia 
gratia loquendi 
gratiosus 
impetus 
inenarrabiliter 
ingenium  
inhio-inhiare 
internum spiritualis harmoniae  

organum 
litteralis cohaerentia textus  
loqui mirabiliter 
magna granditer dicere/proferre 
magnificentia 
magnificare 
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majestas 
majestas verborum 
majores dicendi vires 
mellifluus 

mentem rapere 
mentis alienatio 
mentis excessus  
miror 

modus styli 
obstupefactio 
ordo narrationis 
ordo sermonum 
pectoris ardor 
persuasio poetica 
plana profunditas 
planus stylus 
pondus verborum 
profunditas 
rapio-rapere 
raptus 
sensibilis 
sensus 
sensus gravis 
sermo affectuosus  
sermo gratiosus 
sermo humilis 
sermo poeticus 
sermo potens 
sermo propheticus 

status sublimitatis 
stilus grandis 
stupeo 
stupor 
styli modus 
sublevatio mentis  
sublime dicendi genus 
sublimis, sublimitas, sublimia 
sublimitas praedicationis 
sublimitas sermonis 
subtilitas 
surgere ad altiora 
unctio (= inspiration) 
vates 
venustas loquendi 
venustas ordinis 
verba tonantia 
vis eloquentiae  
vocem exaltare 
vox tonitrui 
vox turturis 

 
 

 


